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collection of scarce and valuable Tracts and Treatises on Metallic Money, comprises the following articles,
viz.

THIS

I. A Discourse of Coin and Coinage, &c. By Rice
Vaughan, of Grayes Inn, Esq. 1675.
II. Speech of Sir Robert Cotton, Knt. and Bart., before
the Privy Council, in 1626.
III. Advice of His Majesty's Council of Trade concerning the Exportation of Gold and Silver in Foreign
Coin and Bullion. 1660.
IV. Sir William Petty's Quantulumcunque.

1682.

V. A Report containing an Essay for the -Amendment
of the Silver Coins. 1695.
VI. Note on the Recoinage of 1696-99.
VII. Representations, by Sir Isaac Newton, on the
Subject of Money. 1712-17.
VIII. Tables, illustrative of the Changes in the Standard
and Weight of English Money.
IX. Note on Scotch Money, with Tables, shewing its
SuccessiveChanges.
X. Observations on Coin in General, with Proposals
for Regulating the Value of Coin in Ireland, by

VI
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the Author of the List of Absentees from Ireland .
. 1729.
XI. Au Essay upon Money and Coins. Parts I. and II.
1757-1758.
XII. Reflections on Coin in General, on the Coins of
9-old and Silver in Great Britain in Particular,
&c. ]762.
XIII.

An Inquiry into the Value of the Ancient Greek
and Roman Money, by Matthew Raper, Esq. 1771.

XIV. Tables of Greek and Roman Money.
The first of these tracts, by a member of the legal
profession, though published in 1675, must have been
written long previously, probably in the interval between 1680 and 1685. * It is the eal"li~st work in
the English language that gives a general view of the
origin of money, the materials of which it has been
formed, its uses, and the abuses to which it has been subjected.
It could hardly be expected that a treatise on
subjects involving so many rather abstruse principles and
delicate considerations, should be put forward at this early
period with uniformly correct or just views. On the
whole, however, the reader will, perhaps, be disposed rather
to wonder at the general soundness of the writer's conclusions than at the errors into which he has occasionally
fallen. The old and deeply-rooted heresy that the value
of coins was to a considerable extent dependent on the
stamp by which they were impressed, retained, in the
early
• It is evident from the statement on p. 29 that it must have
been written during the reign of Louis XIII. of France, who died in
1643, and apparently seme eight or ten years before that date.
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early part of the 17th century, a powerful influence.
And this circumstance, combined with the erroneous
notions then very prevalent respecting various points
in the theory of exchange, have, in great measure,
occasioned the tedious discussions in which the author
engages in regard to the effect of reductions in the
standard of the coin, of the expediency of r~ting
the coins of one country with refereuce to those of
others, and so forth. In most instances, however, he
arrives, though by a very circuitous route, at the right
conclusion; and the correct principles on the subject are
so admirably stated in the treatise of Harris, in a subsequent part of the volume, that the errors in that ,of
Vaughan can no longer impose on any of its readers.
The editor of this treatise, though, as he tells U8, a near
relation of the author, appears to have been very ill-fitted
for his duty. It is printed with such extreme incorrectness that the statements are frequently quite erroneous,
and in parts all but unintelligible. And though we have
endeavoured to obviate these defects, we are not sure that
we have always succeeded in apprehending the meaning
of the author, or that the dates and figures we have supplied are in all instances correct. But we flatter ourselves
that the errors by which it may still be infected are of
no great consequence, and that they cannot sensibly
influence any part of the reasoning.
The next tract in this volume,. the Speech of the
celebrated Sir Robert Cotton, before the Privy-Council in
U

1626,"
... See note p. Il13.
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1626," has been much referred to, and possesses a very
high degree of merit. It was made in opposition to a
proposal then entertained for degrading the standard of
the coin. And w~ do not know that the arguments
against such a proceeding have ever been stated more
briefly or with greater force. It is creditable to the parties to whom it was addressed that they were so impressed
by it that they abandoned the project.
The prohibition of the exportation of the precious metals
was long regarded as a sound principle, which it was endeavoured to enforce in this and most other countries. But
the opening of the trade to India, which has always
afforded an advantageous outlet for these metals, and more
especiallyfor silver, gradually led to the adoption of a more
liberal policy. The old system had been relaxed in favour of
the East India Company, when it was established in 1600.
And the advantages resulting from this relaxation, with
the experience o! the impossibility of enforcing the prohibition, produced in the end a strong desire among
commercial men for its repeal. In 1660, the matter
was referred to the consideration of the Council of Trade;
and the "Advice" or
Report" of the latter forms
the third article in this volume. It is a clear, wellreasoned, conclusive paper. The reference to the Council
related only to the exportation of bullion and foreign
coins, the trade in whieh they recommended should be
made perfectly free. But no one who reads the Report
can doubt that such, also, was the opinion of its authors,
H

in regard to native coins.

But, while the latter did not
officially
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officially come under their cognizance, they probably
thought that their free exportation would be reckoned too
bold a measure; and that by recommending it they might
endanger the loss of the other, which was of incomparably
more importance.
The Council's recommendation was
carried into effect in 1663, by stat. 15, Ch. II. c. 7, § 12.
The next tract, by the famous Sir William Petty,
entitled" Quantulumcunque Concerning Money, addressed
to the Marquis of Halifax," was printed in 1682. It was
republished in 1695, during the discussions on the recoinage; but it has been excluded from the collection of
Petty's tracts published in Dublin in 1769, and is n~
very scarce. In this brief but remarkable tract, Petty
shows the folly of supposing that we shonld gain anything
in our intercourse with foreigners by reducing the value
of the coins, a measure which can be productive only of
the most injurious consequences. He has also condemned the laws which then, and down to a late
period, limited the rate of interest, justly observing
that there may as well be laws limiting the rate of exchange and the premium of insurance.
The tract next in order, which attracted a great deal of
attention when published, viz. a " Report, containing an
Essay for the Amendment of the Silver Coins," by Mr.
·William Lowndes, Secretary to the Treasury, appeared in
1695. This Essay contains an elaborate and valuable
investigation of the successive changes made in the standard and weight of English coins, from the earliest times
down

x
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down to the period when it was written. But its notoriety rests on a very different and less solid foundation,
that is, on the proposal made by the author, and which
he has strongly recommended, for adding 25 per cent. to
the nominal values of the coins. We regret to have to
add that this nefarious project met with considerable
encouragement both in and out of Parliament. Happily,
however, it was defeated, principally by the efforts, which
cannot be too highly appreciated, of Montagu, Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the House of Commons, and
of Locke, out of doors. It was then that this great
philosopher published his tracts on money, which, though
involving sundry errors, refute the various arguments
brought forward by Lowndes and others, in favour of a
reduction of the standard, with an amplitude, or rather
a redundancy, of illustration, that leaves nothing to be
desired. We have not reprinted Locke's tracts, because
they may be found in all the editions of his works, and
would make of themselves rather a large volume. But
we have printed a Note on the re-coinage of 1696-99;
and have given tables which exhibit in a brief space the
various changes in the purity and weight .of English and
Scotch coins, from the Conquest down to 1717.
It would be an impertinence to direct the reader's
attention to the" Representations by Sir Isaac Newton,"
which follow Lowndes' tract. Sir Isaac WM then Master
of the Mint, and in this capacity he was called upon to
advise government in regard to the rating of the coins
in Ireland, and the exportation of the new silver coins
from
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from England. Nothing can he clearer or more eonolusive than his statements. The disorders which were at
the time incident to the coins of both countries, were, to
some extent, similar, and sprang in a considerable degree
from the same causes. In England the .silver coins of the
great recoinage of 1696-99, had no sooner been issued
than they began to be melted down and exported; and
the inconveniencies thence arising forced themselves, in no
long time, on the public attention. On Newton being
consulted, he saw at once that the exportation complained
of resulted from the over-valuation of the guinea, which
passed current for 218. 6d. Having inquired into the
comparative values of gold and silver, he suggested
that the value of the guinea. should be reduced to 218. or
208. 8d.; and pursnant to this advice, the guinea was
made legal tender in ] 717 for 2Is. But despite this reduction, it still continued to be over-valued; and it consequently became in practice the only legal tender, while all
silver coins of the standard weight and purity were either
melted down or exported.*
The next tract, "Observations on Coin in general,
with some Proposals for regulating the Value of Coin jn
Ireland," was published at Dublin in 1729. It is by the
author of the " List of Absentees from Ireland," that is
by Thomas Prior, Esq., of Rathdowney, a genuine patriot,
the friend and correspondent of Bishop Berkeley and the
Earl of Chesterfield. The" List of Absentees," which
was long looked npon as of standard authority, is valuable
for
*

See Note on the Recoinage-nf 1696-99.
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for the information which it gives with respect to thc
number of absentees, the value of their estates, and so
forth. But, while the reasoning in regard to the injurious
influence of absentee expenditure is as fallacious as can
well be imagined, it tended, by fostering and perpetuating
popular prejudices on the subject, and fixing the public
attention on an imaginary grievance, to withdraw it from
the real causes of the poverty and barbarism of the Irish.
The tract here reprinted is of a very different character,
and is, speaking generally, correct in its statements and
sound in its principles. With the exception, indeed, of Mr.
Simon's" Treatise on Irish Coins" (4to. Dublin, 1749),
it is the most valuable work on the coins of Ireland that
had appeared down to a recent period.
We come now to one of the best and most valuable
treatises on the subject of money that has ever seen the
light, the "Essay on Money and Coins," in two parts,
which respectively appeared in 1757 and 1758. Though
anonymous, it is known to be the work of Joseph Harris,
Esq., then Assay-master of the mint. It is clearly and
forcibly written. And, in addition to an exposition of the
circumstances which determine the value of coins and the
course of exchange, it contains some good illustrations of
the influence of commerce and of the division of labour
in furthering the increase of wealth. Part II. is principally occupied with an investigation and refutation of the
various statements that have been from time to time put
forward in vindication or excuse of a degradation of the
standard; and all who read this convincing and masterly
exposition, will be inclined to sympathise with the author,
when
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when he says that,

"Whatever
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may be the fate of future

times, and whatever the exigencies of affairs rna) require,
it is to be hoped that that most awkward, clandestine,
most direful method of cancelling

and

debts, by debasing the

standard of money. will be the last that shall be thought
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(See post. pp. 502, 503.)
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and there is none that should be more vigilantly guarded
against. Instead of weakening in any degree the obstacles
that stand in the way of a more copious supply of paper,
they should be carefully maintained and strengthened.
Its depreciation necessarily subverts every existing contract and engagement. And while it produces universal
confusion and insecurity, it enriches certain classes who
have no peculiar merits, at the expense and by the spoliation of others quite as deserving, and as well entitled to
that protection against injustice which it is the bounden
duty of every government to afford to every portion of its
subjects.
The short treatise, entitled "Reflections on Coin in
general, on the Coins of Gold and Silver in Great Britain
in particular, &c.," was published in 1762. It contains a
singularly clear and neat summary of the principles that'
should be kept in view in the issue of coins. It also
shows the cause, arising from the over-valuation of gold
as compared with silver, why coins of the latter of full
weight were sent to the melting pot and exported. It
further shows the advantage of using only one metal,
and that the most precious for the standard of the currency; and of employing paper as a substitute for gold.*
The-last treatise in this volume,

tr

An Inqwry into the

Value of the Ancient Greek and Roman Money," by
Matthew
• Literature of Political Economy, p. 163.
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Matthew Raper, Esq., F.R.S.,- was printed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1771. It is a work of the
highest excellence, and in its own line is probably unrivalled. But notwithstanding their importance, inquiries
into the values of the. monies, weights, and measures of the
Ancients, were for a lengthened period but little attended
to in this country. And, owing partly to this circumstance,
and partly to its being buried in the vast mass of the
Royal Society's papers, this Treatise was almost entirely lost sight of, and its existence generally ignored.
Latterly, however, these inquiries have begun to command some portion of the attention to which they are
eminently entitled; and Raper's Tract has in consequence been brought to the knowledge of the public,
and elicited the most honourable mention. In his valuable
Essay, on the monies, weights, and measures of the Greeks
and Romans (8vo. Oxford, 1836), Mr. Hussey refers to
it as follows:-" In 1771, his (Raper's) Essay appeared
in the Transactions of the Royal Society; a work of which
it is not too much to say, that it is the best attempt yet
made to combine a general view of the money of the
Greeks and Romans in their best times, with an accurate
statement of the proofs on which the system rests."
(Introduction p. 8.) And Mr. Smith, the learned author
of the excellent articles, on weights, measures, &c., in
Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities, does not hesitate to
call

*' Mr. Raper also tmnslated from the German, and published in
4to. in 1787, the learned and interesting work of Grellmanu 011 the
.. History, l~C., of the Gipsies."

xvi

call Raper, "the best of all writers on metrology."
Nothing that we could eay could add to the weight of
these recommendations; and we beg to congratulate the
reader, on his being at length supplied with this admirable
Essay in an acceseible and commodioua shape.
To complete the work, we have added from Smith's
Dictionary of Antiquities, tables showing the denominations and values of the principal Greek and Roman Coins.
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TO

The Right Honourable

HENRY
Earl of Clarendon,
Cornbury,

Fiscount

and Baron Hide

of

Hindon; Lord Chamberlain to the §<geens
mofl excellent Majefiy,

Mojf noble Lord,

I

Tbeing become a thing so usual in this most
scribling Age, (nam scripturire quam parturire mallet hoc saculum ) to crave shelter under
the Wings of some renowned Person, from the
severity of Censurers; without which, Learning
shall scarcely have Admittance: and this piece
though not my own, yet corning to my hands
amongst other manuscripts of a Gentleman of
Gl'aye.s Inn, lately deceased; (and very near
related to me) whose Genius, I may safely say,
was not a little curious in the search of other
knowledge than the Law, (to which he served
five Apprenticeships.)
And humbly conceiving
nothing could more seasonably appear in View
for

The Epistle.
for the better instructing our worthy Countrymen in the knowledge of a thing whose want is
so generally complained of yet the Invention,
Use, and Speoies with their Advantages scarce
truly understood; I presumed through that true
knowledge of your Lordships Person, and most
zealous Honour of your greatly to be admired
Endowments, with your Love to Learning,
which the most plebeian ears and eyes were not
ignorant of, to recommend unto your Lordships
hand this Treatise, in a more ample and different
manner than that lately published out of the
Mss. of the never to be forgotten Earl of
Sandwich, shewing the first Invention, Use,
Matter, Forms, Proportions, and Differences,
Ancient and Modern of that Coy Lady Pecunia,
with the Advantages and Disadvantages of the
Rise or Fall thereof in our own and neighbouring Nations; and the Reasons P1"O and Con,
with other things in the other piece not contained. And here I cannot, without great unworthiness, be silent in the due praises of his
most Excellent Majesty that now is, who with
abundance of Royal Care and Wisdom, with no
small charge, hath set forth a Coin in Form,
Shape, Goodness and Beauty, not second to any
used in the W orId, in Common Commerce, and
so uneasy to be patterned or imbellished, a
thing of no small consequence in Commonwealths. Herewith you have a short account
of

Dedicatorf.
of our Books of Law; as also Tables of the
value of all sorts of Pearls, Diamonds, Gold,
Silver, and other Mettoll«. * I shall not undertake to say, but that in the Tables of values, in
these mutable times, some variation may happen, to the common practice of Artists, in that
nature, whose private unmeasurable Ends are,
to some more their Gods than Justice or Honesty
their Practise; but the Grounds being herein
plainly stated; a pregnant wit, with a little
Commerce, may soon rectify those diary Deceits,
and for the other part, whose Theory perhaps in
some places, may be thought too much to reflect
on the too often practised Abuses of the GoldSmiths in that Nature; I hope all but themselves will readily grant me Pardon for the
Publishing, and they being but a few, and J ustice on our side, the Authors Bones I trust will
not disturb, nor I much suffer by the selfish
Censures of a People so obstinately unreasonable. My Lord, I shall now only beg pardon
for this presumption, in hopes of success, till
time give opportunity to testify how much I am
My Lord,
truly devoted to your Lordships service,
and your Admirer,

HENRY

VAUGHAN_

" These tables have been onuttsd in this reprmt, as bemg
no lomrer of any value.
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Of the Firft

Invention
AND

USE of MONEY.
CHAP. I.

T

He first Invention of Money was for a Pledge and
_
instead of a Surety, for when men did live by
Exchange of their Wants and Superfluities, both parties
could not always fit one another at the present; in which
case the Corruptions of Man's Nature did quickly grow
to make it behooful, that the party receiving should leaye
somewhat worthy to be esteemed for a Pledge, to supply
the givers want upon the like occasion: Time did easily
find out that this Pledge should be something not too
common, not easy to be consumed with use, or spoiled for
want of use, aud this was Money.
The first use of Money was then by it to supply every
man's particular wants. This introduced a second use of
Cauponation, when men did by the Pledge of Moneys
procure not only those things which they themselves
wanted, but which they might sell to others for morc
money: and under that kind is all Trades comprehended,
whether it be grosc sale, or rctale; aud this use hath
brought in a third use of Money, for the gain of cauponation did give a Colour to those that lent Money to such
9
as
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as did enerease it by Trade, to take usury for it, which is
therefore termed the most nnnatural use of Money, because
it is most remote from the natural Institution.
Of this
there are many kinds of which the most refined is that of
Exchange, which is mix'd with an usury of place, as that
is of time.
Thus did. Money grow inseperably necessary to all
Exchange, to make the things exchanged equal in value,
for that all exchange is either by the actual or intellectual
valuation of Money; that is to say, Either the thing is
exchanged for Money, or if it be exchanged for another
thing, the measure of that exchange is how much Money
either of the things exchanged is conceived to be worth;
and Practice hath found out that in values, which the
Geometricians have found out in quantities, that two lines
which are equal to a third line, are equal to one another:
So is money a third line, by which all things are made
equal in value, and therefore it is not ill compared to 'the
Materia Prima, because, though it serves actually to no
use almost, it serves potentially to all uses.
It is not
impertinent to examine these things from their ground in
nature, or in use: For intending to treat by what meanes
the course of money may best be governed to the advantage of the Common-Wealth, (a mutter of so curious and
subtil a search as the most solid understandings are dazled
with it) it is necessary, first to lay down the first and
plainest principles of the Subject, by which the understanding of the Writer and the Reader may be guided in
the Labyrinths ensuing; and this subject being much
obscured, not only by the intricasie of its own nature, but
by tbe Art and Terms of those who do manage these
affairs, I do intend to lay open all the mysteries to the
comprehension of the attentive Reader.
And for that
purpose, I intend first Hietoricallu, to set down by what
Degrees, and upon what Reasons the forms of Money and
of Coinage, now practised are grown into use, and without
10
any
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any censure or observation upon them: and I will afterwards treat a part of the inconveniences grown into this
Subject of Money, and of the Remedies that may be
applied thereunto.
CHAP. II.
Of the Matter of Money.
F all things whereof Money could be made, there was
nothing so fit as Metalls, as Copper, Silver, but
above all, Gold; for they are first useful. which doth give
them a value, then they are not over common, which doth
increase it; they may be divided into as little parts as you
will, and then returned into a greater mass: they are susceptible of any form, mark or impression to be made and
fit to conceive it; they arc of an exceeding long indurance
against the Injuries of time or accident, thcy are hardly
subject to any natural corruption, especially Gold, of the
continuitie and incorruptableness whereof the Alchimists,
who have most vexed that body, do write wonders; so as
one affirmeth, That it is harder to rlpstrO!1 Gold than to
make it; and they have sundry other properties accomodating them for the matter of Money; as tne world hath
by a general consent, and from all times received them
for that purpose, especially Gold and SUrer, of which
chiefly I mean to treat : It i" true that many particular
Countries, havc antiently, and do at this day use other
tbings in stead of Money: (as to instance in some of the
modern) in ./Ethiopia they usc certain stones of Salt in
stead of },foney; in Guinney, Shells; in Sew Spain, Cacao,
Coco in Peru, one of which is a fruit, the other an herb:
but in all these Countries you shall find that there is a
certain vnluc set npon Guld nud Siir«): , hy which chiefly
the value of all other things is raised, and that these other
things do but serve as base 1\IollCYdoth in sundry Countries of Europe, where it is current in certain limits, by

O
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the Law or Custom of the Place; but yet they cannot be
without Gold and Silver ~lfoney, unless they will barr
themselves from all commerce with other Nations: And
to that purpose the Invention of Licurgus was admirable,
who desiring to lock up his Citizens from all commerce
with other nations, did upon great penalties banish all
Gold and Silver out of the City; and as long as that
Prohibition was observed, the manners and Customs of
the City were preserved entire from the mixture of other
Nations: but when their ambition and voluptuousness had
entangled them in the Commerce of other Nations, then
did Gold and Silver grow into use in despite of all Laws,
by this universal value given unto Gold and Silver. I
shall convince" hereafter an important and a popular
Error, by which many are perswaded, that Princes can
give what value they list to Gold and Silver, by enhansing
and letting fall their Coins, when as in truth Gold and
Silver will retain the same proportion towards other
things, which are valued by them, which the general consent of other Nations doth give unto them, if there be a
Trade and Commerce with other Nations:
By which
intercourse it comes to pass, that if the price of Gold and
Silver be raised, the price of all Commodities is raised
according to the raising of Gold and Silver ; so as let any
particular Prince or State raise the price of Gold and
Silver as they list, yet they will still hold the same proportion towards other things valued by them, which the
general consent of other Nations neer about them doth
give unto them: and this universal value of Gold and
Silver, the mint, even in money, do call Intrinsical, and
the local value they call Extrinsical, as depending upon
impression of the mark and ordinance of the State. Now
Money IS said to have an Intrinsical value so much as
there is Gold & Silver in it in fineness & weight, which
12
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is computed in France (and was antiently likewise the
Computation in England.)
first for Gold, it is divided
into 2..1,parts, which are called Carrats, and so when thcy
say, the Gold is 23 Carrats fine, then it is understood there
is a 24th part base, which is Allay mingled with Gold;
or if they say, it is 22 Carrats fine, then there is a 12th
part of Allay: or if they say 22 Carrats and one quarter
fine, then there is so much Allay as there wants to make
up 24 parts.
Silver is divided into 12 Deniers, and every Denier
into 2-1 grains; as if it be said, that Silver is jj Deniers
and 12 grains fine, then there is 12 grains of allay, which
is a 2-1th part; or if it be said to be jj Deniers and 6 grains
fine, there is then so much allay as it wants in the fineness
to make it 12 deniers: But with us in England, ever since
the time of Edward the third, the Computation hath been
dividing the Gold into 2.4 carrats, and every carrat into a
4 grains, and every grain into so many parts as there is
occasion offered to divide it; as for Example, The antient
Standard of the stcrling
Gold was 23 Carrats, 3 grains,
and one half of fine, and half a grain of Allay, which is the
H)2nd part; and the Silver is divided in England into
l2 Ounces; every Ounce into 20 Pence, cvery Penny into
24 grains; as for Example, The old sterling standard IS
jj Ounces fine, and two Pcnny weight, then there remains
eighteen Penny weight of Allay and, if there were jj Ounces
two Penny weight, and 6 grains fine, then there would
remain 17 Penny weight, and 10 grains of Allay: and
again, when mention is made of a Pound of Silver fine,

*
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" Much controversy has taken place in regard to the origin of this
term. The better opinion seems to be that it is derived from the
Easterlings, or foreigners 80 called (most probably J eW8and Italians),
employed at an early period, or between 1080 and 1160, in regulating
the coinage of the kingdom Rudmg, 3rd ed. v. I. p. 7 : but see, also,
Hearne's Discourses, vols. I. and II ; Menage Dictionnaire Erymologique, voce Stcrlin; Clarke's Connexion of the Roman, S.lXUU, and
English Coins, p 80, &c
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and Gold fine, the meaning is so much Gold or Silver pure,
is a pound weight, besides the Allay which is mingled with
it, but a pound of Gold or Silver wrought, is but just a
pound weight as it is wrought either in Money or in Plate.
The Alluy being mingled with it according to the ordinance of the State, for the practise is now, almost in all
States, to set a price upon Silver and Gold, according to
the weight and fineness, above which price Gold-Smiths
or others who trade in those metals wrought in Money,
may not sell them; which price is in certain proportion
underneath the value which is given to the same metals
wrought in Money; the over-value allowed to the Money,
being so much advantage given to the State in reeompence of the charge of Coynagc, and in Acknowledgment
of the Soveraignty, which hath with it likewise this
necessary use, that it makes the Money so much the less
valuable to him that either would transport it into forrein
parts, or melt it, and consequently retaineth the Money
so much the better within its proper limits and natural
form.
CHAP. III.
Of the Forms of lite J..l!oney anciently

and now

in use.
Tfollows in the next place to be Considered, by what
degrees Gold and Silver came into these forms of
Money, which are now in use. And for that purpose it is
most manifest that the most proper measure in nature for
mettals is weight; and the notice of Antiquity doth confirm it that it was so in practice; for when the usc of
money hath excited the industry of men to search for
these rich metals and by study and practice to discover
their natures, it was easily found out that there was no
measure so fit to them as weight: But it was speedily
found out and discovered that weight alone was not a
1.tsufficient
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sufficient measure for them, by reason that they are subject to mixture, and therefore there was an examination
made of the pureness of them, and a mark impressed
upon them to shew that they were approved; which was
of no other nature, but as the Assaymaster in the West
Indies doth mark the wedges of Silver to shew that they
were approved of such a fineness, and as the Corporation
of Gold-smiths in London, and other Cities, do.mark the
Bullion which is melted as a Testimony of fineness, but
not to make it Current at any price, because the mark
hath no relation to the weight but onely the fineness. The
most ancient and most undoubted Testimonies whereof
are in Scripture: as that of Abraham, when he had
bought the field of Ephron for the burial of Sarah, for
which it is not said that he paid, but weighed four hundred
shekels of silver, a{'proved among Merchants; which
denoteth the fineness. And it is said that the sons of
Jacob brought back their Silver in the same weight tha.t
they carried into Egypt; and Tobit lent unto Gabael the
weight of ten Talents: By which it is manifest they did
not count their Moneys in pieces, as they did in succeeding Ages, or by imaginary, or abstracted sums, as we do
make their valuation, but by weight, the fineness only is
approved of by the mark. It were tedious to search the
proofs of Antiquity in this kind, but it is manifest that
almost all the Names of Moneys, both among the Helnews
and Greeks, were not properly the names of any species
of Money, but of several sorts of weight. As of Sicle,
Min'a, Talent and Drachma;
so likewise the Original
Moneys, both of the Romans, the Francke, and of the
Monarchy of England, were the As, the Livre, the
Pound and the Mat'k; and amongst the Romans, the
ancient Receivers were not called numeratorea, but libri:
pendes; the names of Moneys being originally only the
proportions of weight, and the mark serving only for a
proof of the pureness of the Metal : Ther~ did succeed
o
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a form of Money, wherein the impression did not only
signify the fineness, but the weight also. This among
the Romans was called moneta, from whence our name of
Money is derived a Monendo: it is attributed to Servius
Tullius, to have bin the first in Rome, to have stamped
with an Impression a certain piece of Money which was
called As (as being of Copper, and weighing a pound
weight) and that he coyned lesser parts, distinguished by
ounces: it was long after in the Consulat of Quintus Fabius,
that the first Silver coin was made, called Denarius, because it was valued at ten As, and at the same time were
made half and quarters of the Denarii, called Sestertii,
marked Lts, to signifie duas libras cum semisse. The
first Denarii were made of Sextula or six in the ounce:
it was above threescore years after 'ere any Gold was
coined, the first pieces were of such a weight as 40' made
a pound: which Example of the Roman Coins, I do not
alledge as the first, for it is manifest, that both the Median,
Persian and Grecian states did use Coins, which by their
Impression did signify both the weight and fineness j but
because they were the first, whereof I have any certain
relation, and upon whose ground all these parts of the
World have formed their Coins and made their divisions
of weight. It doth not appear what Allay was mingled or
what Tribute was charged in the first Roman moneys of
Gold and Silver j by which word of Tribute, I do understand whatever was substracted out of the Intrinsical value
of the Money, and allowed to it as an over-value towards
the charge of Coinage, or right of Soveraignty, rated by
the State, or what remedies were allowed for their weight
and fineness; only it appeareth by their medals that they
were cast in a mold. But after ages did grow to stamp
their Coins finding how useful it was to have lesser coins
than could well be cast in a mould, and also to avoid
counterfeiting, which is with more difficulty in Coins
stamped: and because it was hard to observe an exact
16
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proportion of weight, there was a certain remedy of grains,
beyond which, if the pieces of Coin did not fail of their
just weight, they were to be received of Officersappointed,
otherwise they were rejected to be new coyned. There
was a Remedy of fineness, for when Allay grew to be
mingled in the Coins, the workmen could not constantly
and precisely hit upon the mixture, and therefore had
allowed them a certain proportion for Remedy, which if
they did not exceed, their work was not subject .to censure. This Allowance of Remedy hath been of two sorts,
for when States would Coin their Money strong and rich
in value, they did not give any allowance to any pieces of
Coin under the just weight and fineness: but if they
were of a just weight and fineness, not exceeding the
grains of Remedy, then they were allowed; so as in this
case, the Coins were upon accompt to be recompence for so
much as the over-put in the Money, being within the
remedy permitted, and this they call in French Battre le
fort. But all States rather inclining to make their Moneys
weak. than strong, there is in these latter Ages another
way practised, which is more general; that is, that Coins
are not made one jot above the just proportion of weight
and fineness, but (notwithstanding) the fail of either, so as
it be no more than the grains of remedy, they are allowed
as compleat: and by this means, upon Accompt, the
Coiners are to make recompence to the State of so much
as is short in their Coins, of the just weight and fineness,
being within the permission of their remedy, which in
French they call Battre Sur le foible. This is as much as I
hold fit to be spoken of the Antient and Modem forms;
Except I should discourse of the Inscriptions or Characters, or of the Figures of Money, which in some times and
places, have been long, oval, or square, and are now almost
everywhere round, which to the searchers of Antiquity
might prove grateful, but to my purpose would be of no
use.
17
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CHAP. IV.

OJ the Proportions

held between Gold and Silver, Antient

and Modern.
SE and Delight, or the opinion of them, are the
true causes why all things have a Value and Price
set upon them, but the Proportion of that value and price
is wholy governed by Itarity and Ahundance: And therefore the Proportion of value between Gold and Silver
must needs differ in several Times and Places, according
to the scarcity or abundance of those Mettals.
There is
much Variety amongst Authors what Proportions Gold
and Silver held to one another amongst the Hebrews, not
out of the Difference of Times, but out of the Difference
of Interpretations; for Bodine doth alledge the same places
to prove that the Proportion was twenty five for one, which
other Authors do alledge to prove it to have been 45 for
one; and others 10 for one. There is a Passage in Thalia,
of Herodotus, (§ 95) by which it appears, that Thirteen
Talents of Silver were valued at one of Gold in the Revenues
of Darius.
And there is an Opinion received, That in the
time of the flourishing of the Grecian Common-wealths,
those Metlals were in the Proportion of twelve to one.
It is also reported in Pliny, (without mentioning any
certain timc) That antiently the Romans did value a
scruple of Gold at twenty Sestertii of Silver, which, if it
were when the Sestertii were at the greatest weight, made
the Proportion of twenty for one: and if it were when they
were at their least weight, it made the Proportion of
fifteen for one. But there is a clear Passage, in the 8th
Book (§ 11) of the 4th Decade of Lit·y, of an Accord betwecn the Romans and .iEtoiians, that the .IEtolians might
Imy, instead of every Talent of Gold, ten Talents of Silver;
and (in Saetonius) it is said, that Cesar, at his COining
out of Gallia brought such a quantity of Gold, that the
Proportion betwixt Gold and Silver abated to seven and
18
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one half of Silver to one of Gold:* the abatement had 110t
been credible, if the Proportion of Plin.y had been twenty
for one, or fifteen for one. But to come to later times,
and to our Neighbours, which have therefore a more near
Relation to us, both in time and place.
The proportion in France, in the time of King John,
who was contemporant with Edward the Third, was 11
for one: and in the time of Charles the Fifth, who succeeded next to him, it was 11 and almost 12 for onc. And
ever since the Proportion has been held between II and
12 for one. But by the Edict of this French King now
reigning, December 1614, the mark of Gold fine is
valued at 27l. 168. 7d. the mark of Silver called Argent le
Roy, is valued at 1-ts. Gd. and almost one half penny.
But adding a. 21th part to the two, to make it fine, which
the Silver called Argent le Roy doth want of finc.icss, the
proportion will arise into ]3, wanting about a seventh part
to one of Gold. In Germuny about the ~rear lGlO, the
Proportion held 13 for one, sometimes a little more, sometimes a little less; though antieutly the Proportion was
eleven for one. The Proportion in Spain hath a long time
remained near about twelve for one. The Proportion in
the United Provinces, by the Placcnrd lG22. (which is yet
in force) is about 12 anti two thirds fine silver, to one of
Gold. But before I come to set the Proportions that
have been held in this Kingdom of England I shall first
set down, How I do inquire and resolve of the said
Proportions, to the end I may satisfy such whose Curiosity
may carry them to examine the truth of the said Proportions.
I do first examine IJY the Roconls of the several times,
how much the Gold, then coined in work, is valued at,
then I do examine what proportion of Allay is mixed in
19
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the said Gold coined in work, and add to the same the
said proportion of Allay, as if it were fine Gold, and
so make up a full pound of fine Gold; and do just in the
same manner, value the full pound of fine Silver and then
calculate what proportion is between the value of the
pound of fine Gold and the value of the pound of fine
Silver. To which examination, I cannot conceive what
can be objected other than this, That the remedies which
are allowed, being different in the Gold from the Silver,
and different in themselves, in different times, must needs
breed an errour in this Calculation. But to that objection I answer, that the remedies do make so small a difference that it is not considerable; and besides it were
impossible to consider the remedies in this Calculation, because they are casual in the work and are supposed to fallout sometimes as well beyond the just
standard as deficient: And from all Antiquity it is
provided in the Indentures, that the remedies shall be
allowed, if the defects appear to be casual and not voluntary. The Truth is, that they were an invention by which
the Masters of the Mint made their advantage under
colour of Contingency of the work, which appears to
have bin first apprehended by King Henry the VII. who
in the first year of his reign made the Masters of the
Mint accountable to himself for so much of the remedie
8.8 was found deficient from the standard.
The first clear
record that I can find for the values of our Moneys, is in
the eighteenth year of Edward III. and then a full
pound of fine Gold was valued at Ill. of fine Silver, and
eight pence over: From that time to the 25th of Edward
III. there was some variety in the Moneys, but not
worth the mention. But in the 25th a full pound of fine
Gold was valued at 111. of fine Silver, and 3a. 2d. over;
and so it remained all Edward III. time, and all Richard
II. time, and until the 13 of Henry IV; at which time
both Gold and Silver were raised by advice in Parliament,
20
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upon complaint that by reason of the low prices of Gold
and Silver, the Money of the Realm was exhausted.
And by that Ordinance a pound of fine Gold was valued
at ten pounds of fine Silver and almost one half, and so
it remained all his time, and all Henry V. time, and until
the 49 of Henry VI. time, and then the Gold and Silver
was again raised, and a pound of Gold fine was valued at
Ill. of fine Silver and 6s. over. In the fourth of Edward
IV. the Gold was abased in value, and the Silver left
at the same price; by which means a pound of fine Gold
was valued at ten pound of fine Silver, and 6s. 7d. over.
But in the 8 of Edward IV. the Gold was again raised
to the former price, as it was in the 49 of Hen. VI. and
so the proportion remained just the same both all Edward
IV time, and Henry VII. time, and the beginning of
Henry VIII. time: In 18 of Henry VIII. there were
Letters Patent granted to the Cardinal of York and to
such of the King's Council, as he should call unto him,
authorizing them to give such Directions, as they should
think meet, for the alteration both of the standard and
values of the Kings Moneys, and a Commission was
accordingly issued to the Officers of the Mint to pursue
the said Directions; the Colour whereof was, That the
Moneys of the Realm were transported secretly by reason
of the excessiveraising of Moneys in France, and in the
Low-Countries, and that the King, having sent unto other
Princes, could obtain no redress for the raising of their
Coyns: Upon this Commission did arise great confusions
in the prices and standards of the Moneys; which, with
certainty I cannot trace any further, because the matter
passing by private direction, there are no publick Records
extant of them. In the third of Edward VI. a Commission was granted to coin Gold at 22 Carrats fine, of the
value of 341. the pound: and Silver of 8 ounces fine, of
the value of 41. 16s. the Pound. whereby a pound of
Gold'fine was valued at 371. and almost 2s. and a pound
21
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of Silver fine was valued as 71. 48. and by that rate, a
pound of fine Gold was as five pound of fine Silver and
228. over: which could not so fall out but through the
excessive gain which the King did make upon the Silver
more than on the Gold: and it seems that the proportion
was much other between the Merchants in Bullion, for
neer about the same time the King gave Commission to
buy Gold for the Mint of 24 Carrats fine, at 588. the
ounce; and Silver of 12 ounces finc 5s. 4d. which is
almost jj for one. These confusions did still remain all
King Edward and Queen Maries Reigns, but in 14 of
Queen Elizabeth the antient sterling standard both of
Gold and Silver was renewed, and a pound of Gold nne
valued at Ill. of fine Silver, and 7s. 10d. over: In the
24th of Elizabeth the standard of Gold was abased one
quarter of a grain, and of Silver one pennyweight, bnt
the proportion between two metals near upon the same
point: And although in these times the Crown Gold was
coined upon another standard, yet the proportion in the
Intrinsical value W:l.S kept the same. In secundo Jacobi, the
proportion was ] 2 for one; but every 20s. being afterwards
by Proclamation raised to 22s; one pound of fine Gold of
24 carrats, is valued at 13/. of fine Silver of 12 ounces
fine and one fifth over.
And these are the Antient and Modern proportions of
Gold and Silver to one another in price, as punctually and
authentically as by diligent search I could gather them.
There is yet another proportion between mettals, which is
not unnecessary to our purpose to be understood, which
although I have not by mine own trial examined, yet
having taken it from good Authors, I will not omit; and
that is a natural and a constant proportion whieh mcttals
do hold differently to one another in weight in the same
value and superficies: which is, that Gold weighs ,1-8 parts,
Quick Silver 27 parts, Silver 24 parts, Lead 22 parts,
Tinn, Iron, Coper, 15 parts; which different proportion
22
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of weight was the ground of that Conclusion of Archymedes whereby he found out how much Silver the work-

men of Hiero put into his Crown of Gold; and which is
likewise the ground of many other subtil Conclusions,
which have bin found out for the deprehension of mettals,
and other mechanical works; and by this proportion
those of China do examine the fineness of the Gold which
is current amongst them, who by constant Relation, being
said to be most subtile and exact in mechanical trials of
mettals, have not the Gold which is current amongst
them coined, but reduced into powder, which they do pass
to one another in their commerce by weight, and do easily
deprchend if there be mixture of Allay amongst it by
measuring the powder, and then tempering the weight
and measure together.
CHAP.

v.

Of the raising of the Price of Money both of Silver and
Gold.

I

T is to be understood that there are three ways of
raising the price of Moneys either Gold or Silver:
The first is without alteration of the Species of the
Money, by encrcasing the value of it, by giving more
parts to it than originally it had, as by ordaining an Angel
or a Soveraign to be valued at eleven shillings, which was
coined for ten, or a shilling to be valued at fourteen pence.
The second way is by diminishing the matter, but leaving
the same name and value to the Money which it had
before, as if Shillings or Angels, or Sovcraigns were
coined by the same name and value as before, but were
diminished so many grains in weight: or, if new names
were given to them and the same value retained, but the
weight diminished; for in this case, there being really
less Gold and Silver in weight in the piece than there was
before and the value remaining the same, the Silver and
23
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Gold which remains hath a higher price set upon it. The
third is when the value remaining the same of the species
of Money, and the weight of the same, the fineness is
abased by putting more Allay into it, for then there
is really less Gold and Silver in fineness.
There are two causes of the raising of Money: the
first and most antient cause of raising Money, was a gain
which the State made of it in their Necessities, which
hath not often been practised in this Kingdom. But the
second and most frequent cause hath been, an Art which
States have used to rob one another of their Money, by
setting on higher prices upon it j so that some States
being induced, by an unjust device, to draw to themselves
the Money of their Neighbours, and others by a necessity
to keep their own. All these parts of the world, for some
few hundreds of years, have done nothing but' vye one
upon another who shall raise their Money highest, which
hath brought great Confusion in all States j and doth
threaten much greater, if it be not prevented.
But first to shew the Antiquity of the practice of raising of Monies we will begin with the Roma1U1. The As,
which was originally coyned of a pound weight, was,
during the first Punick War for help of publick neeessities, brought to 2 ounces, and all the lesser parts of the
As, as ounces and others, were abated in proportion.
During the Dictatorship of Fabius Maximus the As was
brought to one ounce weight, and yet reduced again
by Papirius to half an ounce. The Denarii of Silver
were at first current for ten As, and the Sestertii, which
were quarters of the Denard, for two and a half as.
But when the weight of the as was diminished to one
ounce the denarius was made worth sixteen as, and the
seetertius worth four as. They did likewise make sundry
abasements (by means) of the Allay, whereof that of Livius
Drusus was excessive, mixing an 8th part of Copper. And
hereby the confusions grew so great, that Thllie in a passage
24
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of his Offices saith, Jactabatur enim Tempordms illis Nummus,sic ut nemoposset scire quid haberet (in pecunia); whereupon Marius Gratidianus, who beiug Triumvir moneta:
cudende, brought in an exacfOrdinance for the regulating of
this Money.had Statues erected to him by the people.* The
first gold pieces were coined of 40 pieces in the pound, and
in the time of Justinian, the same pieces, called Solidi aurei,
were 72 in the pound. After the great inundations of
the Barbarous people into the Roman Empire, the Confusions in this subject of Money grew incredible.
Charles the Great, in whose time the Monarchy of the
Francke grew to the Height, made a new Reglement of
Moneys, which is the same that continues to this day
in France, and is the same which we do now practice in
England, for the division of Moneys, though for the Values
of them the difference is grown exceeding great: For he
renewed again the Account by Livres or Pounds, and
divided the Pounds into twenty Solidi, which in France
they call Sols, and we Shillings; The Solidus again into
12 Denarii, which in France they call Deniers, and we
pence. Bnt the values are grown so different as every of
our Shillings, our Pounds, our Pence are valued at ten of
theirs: and yet in intrinsical value are more. Many do
hold that by the Institution of Charles the Great, twenty
Sols contained in them a Pound of silver. But it is
authentically to be proved, both by unquestionable Records, and by Pieces themselves, of which I have some
extant, that many hundred of years after, in the time of
St. Lewis, who was contemporary with our Henry the
Third, that the Sols then contained in intrinsical value
near six Sols of this present King, so much hath the
Money since that time been raised in price, and abased in
substance, which is the same. In the Reign of Philip the
Second, in the year 1181, the French Mark of fine Gold.
25
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which makes almost 8 ounces of our Pound, was valued
in the Moneys then at 44 livres, and the Mark of the
King's Silver was valued at 2 liures, 13 sols, and 4 deniers.
And by the Edict of this present King, in the year 1614,
the Mark of the same Gold was valued at 278 Liores, 6
Sols, 6 Deniers.
And the Mark of the same silver was
valued at 20 Liores, 5 Sols; so that in this time, the
Gold hath been raised to six times, and almost the third
part of the price which then it did bear; and the Silver
hath been raised much above seven times the value which
then it did bear.
I will not trouble the Reader to set down by what
degrees this Price has grown to so great an height which
have been very various, the Price having been sometimes
excessively raised and sometimes sudainly reduced back
again by the French Kings, and most commonly to make
a Levy of Monies upon the People, which hath bred
infinite Confusions, and sometimes Rebellions in that
Kingdum.*
But I will now come to the Kingdom of England, where
the raising of the Price hath been with a more constant
hand, and, almost alwayes, out of a kind of Necessity to
follow the raising of other States; yet, from time to time
we shall not findc the Rates of the raising much to differ
from those of France. But I cannot begin from so antient (a date) as in France; The first Record that I can
find for this purpose being in the eighteenth year of
Edward the Third, which was in the year of Grace about
13t.-i. And then a pound of Gold of sterling Standard,
which is 23 carrats, 3 grains, and one half fine, was valued
at 13 pound 4s. 8d. and a pound of Silver of sterling
Standard .. at 22s. 2d. The 20th of Edward the Third,
the pound of Gold of the same Standard was raised to U
pound, aud the pound of Silver to 22s. 6d. In the 27th
26
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of Edward the Third, the same Gold was raised to 15
pound, and the same Silver to 258. the pound: the relit
of the reign of Edward the Third, and during all the
Reign of Richard the Second, and until the Thirteenth of
Henry the Fourth, the same prices remained. And then
by the Advice of the Parliament, to prevent Transportation, the same Gold was raised to 16 pound, 158. and the
same Silver to 80s. the pound; aud this price remained
all the rest of the reign of Henry the Fourth, and during
all the Reign of Henry the Fifth, and until the 49th of
Henry the Sixth; and then the same Gold was raised to
221. lOs. and the same Silver to 878. 6d. But in the fourth
of Edward the Fourth, the price of the same Gold was
brought back to 20 pound 168. Sd. the Silver remaining
as before. And in the eighth of Edward the Fourth, the
Gold was again raised to the former price of 221. lOs.
the Silver still remaining at 878. 6d. And this price
remained all the rest of the Reign of Edward the Fourth,
all the Reign of Richard the Third, all the Reign of
Henry the Seventh, and all the beginning of Henry the
Eight: But in 18th of Henry the Eight, a Commission
issued forth for the Alteration of the Standard, and of
the Prices of Moneys, according to the Directions to be
given by the Cardinal of York, and such other of the
King's Council as he should call unto him: from whence
issued so great a Confusion. both in the prices and
Standard of the Moneys, as would prove very difficult to
trace out, and tedious to read, as well for the Obscurity
as for the great Variations, which succeeded: And therefore I pass over all the rest of his Reign, as also those of
King Edward and Queen Mary, and until the fourteenth
of Queen Elizabeth, when was again coined Gold and
Silver of the antient sterling Standard, the Gold at 361.
the pound, and the Silver of the old Standard at 3t. the
pound: and although there were at the same time and
after much crown Gold coined, yet the intrinsical value of
27
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it was governed by (the weight and fineness of) the Angel
of Gold: In the 25th and 26th of the Queen, she abased
the standard of the Gold one quarter of a grain, and the
standard of the Silver one penny weight, whereby the
price of the Gold was raised one shilling 10 pence in the
pound, and the price of Silver 3d. in the pound.* But in
the second year of King James, the price of the Soveraign, t in gold which is but 22 carats fine, was raised to
37 pound, 4 shill. being almost one eleventh part more;
and by the Proclamntion.I by which every 20 shilling
piece was made current for 22 shillings, the said Gold
was yet raised another tenth part; so that the increase of
the price of Gold has been such by the Degrees before
specified, that every pound sterling, by reckoning of Goldcoin, and every part of a pound, as Marks, and Shillings,
~c. in coin of Gold, did in the eighteenth of Edward the
Third contain in intrinsical value (id est) in pure Gold,
thrice as much and above a third part more than the same
pound sterling in reckoning of Gold-coin, marks, shillings,
8rc. does at this day contain. And every pound sterling in
reckoning of Silver-coin, and every part of a pound, as
marks, shillings, ~c. in Silver-coins did in the 18th year
of Edward the third, contain in intrinsical value, (id est)
in pure Silver, thrice as much, wanting about 1.6th part
as the same pound sterling, in reckoning of Silver-coins,
marks, shillings, 8rc. does at this day contain.§
There is yet another Proportion of Gold and Silver to
be inquired into as necessary to be known; and peradven28
ture
• In the 43rd of Elizabeth a pound of standard Bilver, Troy
weight, was coined into 62 s,
t That is the pound sovereign; the fine sovereign, a distinct coin
from the other, was 23 car., 3igr. fine. Snelling's" GoldCoinage," p. 21.
:I: IBBUed28 November, 1611, the 9th James 1.
§ The exact proportion was 2.622 to 1. For a fuller and more
accurate account of the successive changes in the standard of money
and in the weight of the coins, see Mr. Lowndes' Report and the
Tables in a subsequent part of this volume.
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ture more necessary than either of these: And that is to
enquire what Proportion our Gold and Silver holds in
Value, being in Bullion, as it is presented to the Mint by
the Merchant, in Comparison of the near adjoyning Countries: For by this Proportion we shall discover the Reason
why the Merchant Brings Gold into En!Jland rather than
Silver, and Silver into Holland rather than Gold, or,
why he carries both, or either of them, into one Country
rather than into another. And for that purpose, I will
first begin with England, and then compare it with some
of the nearest neighbouring Countreys.
In England, where the Merchant for so much Gold
fine of 24 carats, as makes a pound, Tower weight,
doth receive 431. 7s. ld. according to the rate of the Mint,
which is 411. 5s. for a pound weight of Sterling Gold.
In France, according to the Edict of this King, Anno
1614, which is yet in force, the Merchant receiveth at
this Mint for so much Gold of 24 Carats, as makes a
p-ound of Tower weight, but 426 livres, 4 801s, so as receiving ten livres French for a pound sterling: the Merchants in England for the same Gold receive 148. and
about 9d. sterling, or 7 livres, and about 7 sols and one
half French more at the Mint in ERgland for the same
quantity of Gold, than the Merchant doth receive at the
Mint in France. Of Silver, the Merchant, at the Mint
in England receives for so much fine Silver as makes a
pound, Tower weight, 31. 48. 6d. the Merchant receives at
the Mint in France, for the same quantity of fine Silver,
34 livres, 7 sols: so that the Merchant receives at the
Mint in France, for the same quantity of Silver, 2 livres,
and 2 sols French, or 48. and almost 2d. half penny more
than the Merchant receives at the Mint of England. This
Account I do make reckoning the 12 ounces, Tower
weight to make, as by tryal it has been proved, 12 ounces
and 6 deniers, Paris weight.
As for the United Provinces, &c.
29
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CHAP. VI.

OJ Base

I

Money.

Do not mean by base :Uoney, Money of pure Copper,
whieh in all States and in all Ages hath almost always
been used, at the first for want of Geld and Silver, and now
since, for the necessity of the poorer sort onely, and not
for Commerce and Trade, as our farthings have lately bin
introduced: But I mean that mixture of Metals, wherein
Silver is incorporated with other baser Metals, not for
Allay but to the extinction of the denomination of Silver;
as Wine, when it is watered beyond a certain proportion
looseth the name of Wine. And in all the Countries of
Europe, as far as I can learn, except England and Muscooia, is used for Commerce and Trade amongst the people : which mixtion of mettals however it hath been
practised at times in former Ages, out of the extream
Necessities of the Common wealth, yet I do not find that
it hath been constantly embraced (as now it is in all parts)
until about Eightscore years since, about which time it
was mtroduced into France by Charles t11CSeventh. .The
pretences whereof were these.
First, That there was no Intention thereby to raise the
price or to diminish the weight of Silver, but that this
Money should be as good in intrinsical value, as in the
Money of purer Silver, save only a small charge laid upon
it for the Coinage: then that by coining small pieces of a
penny, two pence, or three pence, or thereabouts, the
pieces, by the mixtion should have a greater bulk, and so
be preserved from loss, which must needs frequently happen by reason of the smallness of the pieces, if they were
made of pure Silver, so likewise they should be preserved
from wearing: and again, that the Gold-Smith should by
30
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this means be kept from melting them, and the Stranger
from exporting them, because the charge of refining them
and drawing the pure Silver out of them would far exceed
the profit: These are the Pretences by which base Money
was first introduced, but if they be weighed against the
Inconveniences, which have followed upon it, it will be
found one of the most mischievous Inventions that ever
was found in matters of Money. I could hardly resolve
with myself to insert this Chapter in this Discourse, because having mine aim only at the good of this State, it
seemed unnecessary to treat of this Subject, since we have
no base Money in En!lland; but when I consider, that in
some unhappy seasons heretofore we have had base Money;
and that it is not impossible, but that the like Projects
may again be revived, I determin'd not only to treat, but
to go through with it all at once, and not to interrupt this
Discourse any more with that Subject: And therefore to
set down the Inconveniences that have followed it, whieh
in the former Chapter I did forbear, reserving both the
Inconveniences and the Remedies to he treated of apart.
The first Inconvenience then of the great mixture of
Mettals, is the falsifying of them; for both in reason it is
too true, that by this mixture both the Colour, Sound,
Weight, and the other more hidden Qualities of the different mettals are so confounded as the falsity cannot be
discovered, but with extream difficulty: and by experience
it is verified, that in all those Countries where base Money
hath. course, the greatest part of it is not coyned by the
State, but either counterfeited by the Natives, or brought
in by several Strangers.
Secondly, It is true that the base Money was first
coined in France, of an intrinsical value, almost equal to
that of purer mettalls, and so it continues to this day, for
so much of it as is coined by ordinance of the State, (the
greatest part being falsifyed:) But in most other Countries (as namely in Spain) the State it self, to raise a
D
31
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Tribute upon the people, hath extreamly falsified tbe
intrinsical value, by which means both the State hath for
gain, Coins much more than there is occasion to use, and
there is incomparably more counterfeited by others, so as
the mischief doth hourly multiply.
Thirdly, The values of Money are continually raised
from time to time, which is no new Device (as is already
more particularly declared) the base Money must then in
Proportion be likewise raised, which cannot be done by
increasing the value of the particular pieces for being of
so small price, the fractions would be irreconcilable, so as
there is no other way left to raise the base Money, but by
coining new, of a weaker Intrinsical value. I would then
gladly know what becomes of all the old base Money,
either it is melted down by the Bullioners, which is,the
name in French of those who by culling and trying of
Coins make their profit to melt them; or it is transported
by strangers, so as in effect the use of base Money doth
bring that inconvenience, the avoiding whereof was made
one of the chiefest Pretences for Coinage of it.
Fourthly, It is truly observed, that in all those Countries where base Money is current, there the price of Gold
and Silver is daily raised by the people, not only without
the Ordinance of the State, but contrary to, and in
despight of all Prohibitions to the contrary, which draws
with it extream disorders and mischiefs, so it is in the
Low Countries, so it is in France, so in Germany, and in
Spain; although the Ordinance for the value of the Gold
and Silver may securely be maintained by this help, that
no Forrein Coin is there current; yet when you come to
change base Money for Silver or Gold, you shall find
how the people there raise the price unto you of the
purer Money; But in England and Muscoma, where no
base Money is in use, there the people never raise the
price of Gold and Silver (except by Ordinance of the
State it be directed,) neither doth Experience only try
32
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this Conclusion, but Reason also; for the people when
they see the Money of base and uncertain mixture, do
disesteem it, and in comparison thereof do esteem the
Money of purer Gold and Silver above the proportion,
and so do raise the price of it; and this esteem is not
meerly out of opinion, for that really, that piece of base
Money which hath as much fine Silver as a penny, is notwithstanding not worth a penny, because the mixture
makes that you cannot extract this penny in pure mettal,
without loss and charge: and if the people do hold this
base esteem of this mixture which hath in it the intrinsical value for which it is current, how much more base
esteem must they hold of that mixture, which they know
hath not neer in it that intrinsical value for which it is
current, and how much more must they needs raise the
Silver. And certainly base Money, when either it is at
first coined much in the intrinsical value under the
extrinsical, or is by degrees brought unto it and long so
continued, doth in the end breed either Insurrections
among the People, or rejections of it; whereof the examples of Insurrections are very frequent, and therefore I
will forbear to instance in them. But I cannot omit one
example of Rejection, because it is so fresh in Memory,
which was in Ireland in the end of the Reign of Queen
Elizabeth; which Country although it was newly vindicated from Rebellion, and did patiently endure all the
imperious Directions which a late fresh Victory did bring
with it, yet as soon as the Exchanges of base Moneys sent
thither did cease in England, it was instantly rejected
there, and would not pass current for so much as in the
true intrinsical value it was worth, but was bought up at
under rates by such as made profit by melting it.
Fifthly, The Dishonour that accompanies base Moneys,
is of a more important Inconvenience than all the rest,
for what can be more dishonourable than to have the
Image of the Prince, or the Mark of the Publick Attesta33
tion
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tion impressed upon false and counterfeited stuff: according to the saying of an Emperour, Quid enim erit tutum si
in nostra peccetur EJligie ? And if there be gain made of
it, it is a manifest breach of the publiek Faith, for that it
hath no other course than as it hath publick warrant to
be good. Nay, this point of Honour hath so far prevailed
in the World, that it hath been made an Observation
by many, that in all great Divisions in States and
Monarchies, that party hath infallibly the juster cause
which doth most loyally use this publick trust of Money,
and doth most warily proceed, either to the raising of the
price, or the abasing of the matter thereof: which Observations are not without warrant of Experience nor of Reason
also; for that all raising of the price and abasing of the
matter of Money for gain, drawing with it an unjust,
ruinous and unequal burthen upon the people, they that
maintain the better cause, like the true Mother, will
choose to loose the cause than that the Child should be
destroyed. In which loyal maintenance of the public
Faith in matters of Money our Kings do incomparably
outshine all other Princes and States of Europe: for if
Spain, and some other States do equal them in the pureness of the mettals, and the low values of their Monies of
Gold and Silver, yet they have made themselves farr inferiour unto them by filling their Countries with base
Money.
And if in Muscovy they have coined no base
Money, yet they have raised the Standard of their Silver
so high, by diminishing both the fineness and weight, that
the Silver itself scarcely deserves that name. And this I
hold for a gloriQus mark of the equitable Government of
this Kingdom; and let them that list admire forreign
matters, for my part, I am perswaded both out of what I
have SCCIl and can learn by other means, that there is no
State in the World more excellently tempered thanthis
of En!Jland, or wherein the Prince is more absolute in all
things, wherein it is good for himself and the publick,
3t,
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that he should be absolute; or where the great men are
more honoured without license of oppressing the People;
or where the People do live more freely 01' so happily as
in England.
As for the Remedies of this Inconvenience
of base Money, I do leave those Countries to struggle with
them that are afflicted with it, for us in England the
remedy is plain and easy, which is mainly and constantly
to keep it out. Thus far I have proceeded in the History
of Money to, set down, as briefly as I could, by what
degrees Money hath grown into that form and state as
now it is governed; but have forborn to speake of the
Inconveniences grown therein, and of the Remedies
thereof, save only in this last Chapter, which I mean to
propound and debate in the rest of this Discourse, for the
opening of the Readers understanding without making
any positive conclusion, but leave that to every ones
private Judgment.

CHAP. VII.
Of the Inconveniences in general grown in the matter of
Money.
HE Inconveniences which are accident to this Subject
of Money are in general but two, Raritie and Confusion; which although they do coincide many times in the
subject, that is, that Rarity breeds Confusion, and Confusion breeds Rarity, yet in their Nature they do differ, and
many times likewise in the Subject , and there is seen
Confusion without Rarity, and Rarity without Confusion:
yet this latter branch of Confusion will yield small matter
to our discourse, because III Eglannd no forrein Coins
are current, nor base Money; there is no variation in the
Mints, there being but one; and there is very small
35
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Varietie in Allayes; in the Silver Money none at all, and
in the Gold, but two, all which are occasions of confusion
in the matter of Money. As for the other branch of
Rarity, the causes thereof, when we come to handle them,
will appear both very various and very intricate. And, if
I were to handle this Subject as part of a Treatise of the
best Form of a Common-wealth, I would first endeavour
to search out what proportion of Money were fittest for
the Common-wealth, for if Money were invented for the
Exchange of things useful to man's life, there is a certain
Proportion for that use, and there is.as well a too much
as a too little: Because that the want of Money makes
the life of the Citizens penurious and barbarous, so the
over-great Abundance of Money makes their lives luxurious and wanton, by reason of the great Commutability
of all things for Money, by which the vain and vicious
Fancies of men are presently supplied with all that they
do affect. But I must apply my Conceit to the Commonwealth as it is, not as a Philosopher may frame it by discourse: and therefore ought rather to Imitate a good
Rider, than a good Breaker of Horses, w hose part it is to
perfect the Horse in all his natural actions, and to redeem
and win him from all vicious affections; but for the Rider
it is enough if he do use him to the best Advantage such
as he finds him.
Now all the Common-wealths of the World are grown
to such a Depravation, that not only the exchange of
Necessaries, for which Money was first invented, but all
things else are valued by Money, the services and duties
of the Common-wealth, the virtue and the lives of the
Citizens; so that in the common opinions, that State that
abounds in Money, hath Courage, hath Men, and all other
Instruments to defend itself and offend others, if it have
wisdom how to make use of it: and upon this ground it
was said, during the time of the late Wars in France, that
that side that had the last Crown to spend must be infallibly
36
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»ictorioue. And it seems that in the Low-Countries, on
both sides they are of the same opinion; for so they may
draw Money by it from their Enemies, they do furnish
them with Victuals and other Provisions to sustain their
Armies by Pasport and publick Avowal. Hence it is that
in the modern Forms of Common-wealths there is no Proportion, no Mediocrity of Money, but all do strive to
abound with it, without any stint. And hence it is that
Rarity is almost the sole Inconvenience in matter of
Money; The Rarity of Money doth grow out of these
Four Causes following, viz.
First, Want of means to bring in the Materials of
Money.
Secondly, Facility of exporting them.
Thirdly, The wasting of them in the Kingdom.
Fourthly, The great encrease of the proportion between
Gold and Silver, and the things valued by them ..
First, the want of means to bring in the Materials of
Money, may be reduced into these heads.
First, The want of Manufactures, for Manufactures do
breed Money, and Money again doth breed Manufactures,
which is apparent in divers States and Cities, that have
no natural commodities of their own, either to exchange
for other Commodities or to bring in Gold and Silver,
which do yet notwithstanding abound with botb by reason
of their Manufactures, and as the Stocks of their Money
do encrease, so do their Manufactures encrease withal].
But the ways of encreasing and maintaining Manufactures do depend upon other considerations in civil Government, and in no sort upon the course of Money except by
accident, that the good Government of the course of
Money may breed plenty of Money, and plenty of Money
doth help to encrease Manufactures, and therefore to
speak no more of this Subject; I propose
A Second Cause of want of Means to bring in the
37
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Materials of Money, is the want of Sumptuary Laws to
be made and executed, for as in private Families there is
no so easie and certain way to thrive, as the. cutting off
superfluous expenees, so is it in the Common-wealth; and
that which the Industry and Will of the Master doth
perform in every Private Family, that the Magistrates
and Law ought to perform in the Common-wealth.
But this Title likewise hath no Coherence with my
Subject; and therefore I do omit to speak any further
of it.
A Third cause, is the want of Sufficient Search of these
Mettals in the Bowels of the Earth within the Kingdom,
and it is a certain Experiment that there are sundry
Mines of Silver in this Kingdom: and there is ground to
believe both that they are of great Profit and of long
continuance, if the working of them shall be well regulated by the State, and judiciously prosecuted by the
Undertakers: but this also hath no dependance upon my
Subject, and therefore here I leave it.
The fourth cause of the want of means to bring in the
Materials of Money is the impediments of Trade, which
are very many, and of subtile disquisition; but have no
dependance upon our Enquiry, but hy accident; and
therefore I leave them to be discussed where it appertaineth.
A fifth Defect, in the bringing in of the Materials of
Money, is the Prohibition of Forrein, especially Spanish,
and this Title hath entirely relation to our Subject, and
hereof I purpose hereafter to examine the Inconvenience
apart, together with the Remedies propounded.
A sixth cause, is the Low price of our Moneys, especially of our Silver Moneys, which is the cause assigned
by many that much of the Materials that would be
brought hither into England, if the price were higher, is
now transported into other parts:
And in this Title I
mean first to examine apart the disproportion between our
38
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Money of Silver and Gold. But the low price of our
Money in respect of our Neighbours and the raising of it
higher, or not raising of it, or the reducing of it yet lower,
according to the values of more ancient times, and the
Inconveniences that may grow by the one or the other,
and the remedies propounded will occurr to be considered
in every division of the causes of the Rarity of Money.
But to avoid Confusion, I do purpose to handle them all
together in one Chapter.
The Second cause of the Rarity of Money and the
Materials thereof, is the facility of exporting them out of
the Kingdom which doth arise out of these Causes;
First, out of raising of prices of Moneys by our Neighhours, which in effect is the same with the former of the
low prices of our Moneys; for by giving a greater price
for our Moneys, than it is valued here with us, they allure
both our own and Forrein Merchants to carry our
Moneys to them.
A Second Cause is the unequal Coinage of our Moneys,
by which it cometh to pass that those pieces which are
over heavy and of finer Allay, are tried and culled out,
and either exported into Forrein parts, or melted down
for other uses. And although it might be thought that
the strict care used hy the State in this behalf should have
prevented this mischief, yet daily experience doth shew
that great Quantities of the weightiest and hest Moneys
are daily exported, and that the Silver which remaineth
amongst us is so much under the Standard as is hardly
credible: which matter I purpose to handle, heing naturally incident to this subject.
The want likewise of
Manufactures and Sumptuary Laws, are two causes of the
facility of the exporting the Money and the 'Materials
thereof out of this Realm, for by the encrease of Manufactures, the Commodities of the Kingdom are increased,
and by Sumptuary Laws Forrein commodities are made
less useful, both which conduce to the keeping of the
39
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)Ioney and Bullion within the Realm. But these causes
are not of our consideration.
A third cause of the Rarity of Money and the Materials
thereof, is the wasting and consuming it within the Kingdom, as in guildings, gold and silver-thread, and inlayings,
all which is consumed in a manner to nothing; the excessive use likewise of Plate maketh Money scant, but all
these Defects are to be remedied by Sumptuary Laws.
The laying up of Money also in Treasure, is likewise a
Cause of Rarity:
But the Interest of Money is so high
and quick in England, as I believe that cause doth little
prejudice.
The fourth cause of the Rarity of Money and Materials
thereof, which is the great Encrease of the Proportion
between Gold and Silver, and things valued by them is
entirely of our Consideration. And this cause doth
diminish the quantity or decrease the weight or fineness
of the Gold and Silver, but doth encrease the use and
want of Gold and Silver, and so maketh the Money and
Bullion of the Realm in general, and of every man in
particular, less in effect and value, though the quantity do
increase. As for Example: If a pound of Silver of the
sterling Standard, coined into Money in Edward the
Thirds Reign, would have bought two fat Oxen, or seven
quarters of Wheat; and that now at this day, two pounds
of Silver of the sterling Standard coined into Money, will
do no more than buy one fat Ox, or three quarters and
one half of Wheat: and, if other things are increased in
price according to that value, and that the like proportion
doth hold also in Gold; it doth then follow that although
the Realm in general, and every man in particular should
have now twice as much of Gold and Silver in weight and
fineness, as in King Edward the Thirds Reign; yet in use
and effect they should have but half as much as then,
because this double quantity in weight and fineness would
in proportion to things valued by Gold and Silver, arise
~
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but to half so much as then; and so the great Increase of
the Proportion
between Gold and Silver, and things
valued by them, doth induce a Rarity and Scarcity of
these Mettals, though the Quantity should increase. But
what the just increase of this Proportion is, and by what
means it may be certainly proved, and how the Raritie
may be remedied, I purpose to treat hereafter.
Thus I have set down in general all the constant and
certain Causes of the Rarity of Money: of so many of
which as are incident to our Subject, I purpose to treat in
particular:
As for the other Branch, of the Inconveniencies of the matter of Money, which is Disorder and
Confusion, I purpose not to make any title a part of it,
both because, as I have said before, the occasions of Confusions in Englrtnd, in this Subject are very few; and that
I shall aptly have cause to speak of it by the way, in the
Causes of Rarity, which I mean to handle, not in the
Method set down in this Chapter, but begin ,\ ith the
plainest and easiest Titles. and of most certain Proof, first
to the end that they may serve both to the opcning and
facilitating the Proof of the more difficult and obscure.

CHAP.

VIII.

OJ the low Price of our Silver.
T hath been declared

I

in the Chapter

concerning

the

Proportion between Gold and Silver, that now in
England Thirteen pound and one fifth of Silver doth but

answer in value to one Pound in Gold, which Proportion
is much above the Practice of former Ages in England,
and other Countries about, both heretofore and at the present, which is principally grown by the great raising of Gold
2s. in the pound, in the 9th year of his late Majestie's
Reign, at w hich time or at any time since, Silver hath not
been raised: the first Effect whereof hath been, That
41
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great Quantities of Gold have since been coined, but little
or no Silver, except now very lately. And of that Silver
which we before had, the weightiest hath been culled
out, and transported or melted, and that which doth
remain amongst us, is so light, as the lightness only doth
preserve it in use, and the scarcity thereof is so great, that
a man may go into a great many shops in London, of great
Trade and Commerce before he shall get a 20s. piece in
Gold to be chang'd into Silver:
and far the greatest
part of all paiments is made now in Gold, contrary to
former times; whereas the true Rule for the good of the
Commonwealth is, That there should be such a Proportion
kept between Gold and Silver, as that they might equally
abound, and of the two Silver most abound: the Reason whereof is, That the greatest part of the Commerce of the Kingdom, and almost all the Inland
Commerce, is made in Silver, the want whereof doth
greatly prejudice the same. The Remedy of this Inconvenience is plain and easy in the general, and Theory,
which is to reduce the Gold and Silver to an equal Proportion, but when you come to the Practick, there does
arise two great Difficulties, the first to find out what this
equal Proportion is, the next how to settle it, whether by
reducing the Gold unto the Silver, or by advancing the
Silver unto the Gold.
I. Concerning the first, Many are of opinion, that the
Proportion should be left as it is; for they say, Although
our Gold be very high priced, yet it answereth the weight
of the King's Ordinance, bcing continually weighed, and
rejected if it be not weighty. But our Silver is not .so,
being much lighter than the King's Ordinance, as will
easily be found by whomsoever will make the Experiment,
and yet passeth current, being never weighed; so that
although by the King's Ordinance, the Silver be above 13
fine in Silver, for one fine in Gold; yet in Practice, by
reason of the lightness of the Silver, the Proportion is
42
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much short of that.
But they that give this reason do
not consider, That in this manner, although our Silver
will remain still in use amongst us, as long as it lasteth,
by reason of the lightness of it, yet of all that is new
coined according to this Ordinance, the weightiest and
loyallest will be continually culled out, and transported,
or mclted: and therefore since the Experience of the
scarcity which we have of Silver doth sufficiently prove
unto us the Inconvenience of the Proportion, it ought to
be altered.
Others would have the Proportion to be
eleven or thereabouts, 'because that was the ancient Proportion, both amongst us here in England, and amongst
our Neighbours.
But since that Proportion is under that
of all our neighbours at this present, it would in time fall
out thereupon that we should suffer as much scarcity of
Gold as we do now of Silver. But the most, and the
most Judicious Propositions that I have seen, both at
home and in other parts, do agree upon twelve for one, as
the most equal Proportion;
and it agrees with the Proportion of Spain, upon which in this Subject, we ought
principally to have our eye fixed: and for my part, I do
the rather incline to this Proportion, because 12 of all the
numbers is most proper for Money, being the most clear
from fractions and Confusion of an Aecompt, (which
ought not to be neglected) by reason That of all other
numbers it is most divisible, being divisible into unites as
all numbers are; into two parts as no odd number is;
three parts as no even number is but six, and the numbers
that consist of sixes; fourths into which six is not divisiblc; and into sixths : This Proportion seems like to
square with the Conceipt of the Alchymists, who call
Gold Sol, and Silver Luna, whose Motions do come near
upon the point of 12 for 1, and the Conceipt of many
men hath run so strongly upon the Proportion of 12 for
1, that they'd have it hold as well in Money wrought,
as in Gold or Silver fiue, so as the Pieces of Silver and
.~3
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Gold should weigh one the other; and 12 in Silver
should answer in value one of Gold.
But the Proportion cannot hold both in Money wrought,
and Silver and Gold unwrought, except the Allay should be
likewise made equal, and then it follows that there should
be 12 times as much over-value allowed to the Gold as
to the Silver, which were a rate beyond the present
allowance, and would much weak'n the Money of Gold in
intrinsical value; yet that point doth justly meet with the
practice which in ancient time was in France, there being
in an ancient-Reglement of Moneys, this following Article,
Que l'on face Monoge d'or a 23 carrais ~ rendra aWJ:
Merchans d'un Marc d'or fine, vn Marc d'or ouvre, ~
Monage a ladite log. And by the same Reglement the
Silver Money was made of II deniers and 12 grains fine,
called Argent le Roy; and some others do find it a very
subtile Inconvenience in the want of laying so many times
a greater Charge and Tribute upon the Gold than upon
the Silver, as the Gold doth exceed the Silver in value,
proportion for proportion; alledging that for one main
reason, why the Gold is always raised and esteemed
somewhat higher than the publick Ordinance, because
the Gold Money is really so much more in value than
the Silver Money, according to their rates, by how much
there is less Charge and Tribute laid upon the Gold in
proportion than upon the Silver. But admitting the
Objection made, that if there should be 12 times as much
charge laid upon the Gold as upon the Silver, it would
be too great a weakning of the Gold Money, and it would
be too great a discouragement to the Merchant to bring
his Gold to be coined, it may easily be salved here in
England, according to the custom of our Mint, by
making the price of Gold fine unwrought, somewhat
more than 12 for one, and allowing so unto the Merchant, leaving the charge the same, which now it is.
For the Second point to wit, whether the Proportion
44
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should be settled by raising the Silver in price unto the
Gold, or by reducing the Gold unto the Silver.
First, In speaking thereof, I do not mean to anticipate
that Question, Whether it be beneficial for the Commonwealth, that the prices should at any time be raised or not?
which is the proper Subject of another Chapter, and is
indeed the most Importunate, and the 1110stdifficult Question of any other in matter of Money: Although it be
true, that the raising one of the Materials of Money doth
produce all the Inconveniences that are produced by
raising of hoth the Materials; and it doth likewise breed
this further Mischief, that it causeth a greatcr scarcity of
the other Materials which is not rais'd; yet in the present
Estate and Condition wherein our Silver doth now stand,
we shall find by the subsequent Discussion of this Question, that b) the raising of the Silver to a more equal
Proportion to our Gold, these Inconveniences have no
place.
And First, If you shall abase the Gold to hold a pro·
portion of 12 to ) with the Silver, besides the general
Objection against all Abasements, which is Exportation,
there will this particular Inconvenience follow, as we
now stand, That you cannot abase it to the just Proportion without new coyning of all the Gold, which will
produce both an extream trouble and Confusion, and exceeding loss unto the Kingdom, and is by the Prescripts of
many excellent Roman Emperors condemned, as savoring
of Injustice and Envy towards the memorie of precedent
Princes to deface their Coins. And besides the scarcity of
the Silver will still remain, for their continuing still so
great a disproportion between the new Silver which shall
be coyned according to the antient standard weighty and
good, and the old Silver grown so much over-light, partly
by the wearing, but especially by that culling out and exporting that which was coined either over-heavie, or of
just weight; and that which was coyned over-light only
45
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remammg; how will it be possible, but that so much of
the new Silver which shall be coined either of over-heavie,
or of a just weight, will still be culled out, either to be
transported, or to be melted down for other uses? If on
the other side the Silver shall be coyned hereafter of a
new standard answering to a proportion of 12 for one of
the Gold, as now it stands; the Merchant will be encouraged to bring more in, the reminting of the antient
Money shall be avoided; and if that supposition be true,
that the antient Silver is so much too light, then neither
will the autient Silver be exported upon the raising of the
new, neither will the price of the things be raised, since
the new Money (although in standard it differs) yet in
truth of weight will hold so near a Proportion with the
antient: and here it will be necessary to observe the Examination which we have made in several places of this
Treatise.
First, In what Proportion, for the values of our Gold
and Silver, it is most useful for this Kingdom to stand,
in respect of our Neighbours neerest about us, and then
examine how indeed we do stand with them? Where I
do find an exceeding great abuse, because those who do
manage the affairs of the Mint do makc their Computation of the Standard of Forrein Coins, meerly as the GoldSmiths do by melting of them: the error of which Computation will easily be apprehended,
if any man shall go
about to discover the sterling standard by melting of sterling money, the pieces whereof being so unequally coyned,
as they are the difference between a piece that is over-light,
and again of a piece of the absolute fineness of the standard, and another deficient the full extent of the Remedy
allowed, will be so great, as whosoever shall compute the
standard by the one or by the other, must needs run into
extrcam Error.
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IX.

of Forrein

Moneys,

especially

Spanish.

I

T is the Opinion of wise men and intelligent in this
Subject of Money, that the Prohibition
of forrein
Moneys especially Spanish is a great hindrance
to the
coming in of Gold and Silver: and they do ground themselves upon two Arguments :The first, ill reason, that Spain being the Cistern and
Receptacle of almost all the Gold and Silver, which is
thence dispersed into the rest of Europe, to forbid Spanish
Money to be current, is, in effect, to forbid the coming in
of Gold and Silver, and that rather we ought to draw it
in by setting an high price upon it. The other Argument is
out of the Example of other Nations, which do abound with
Moneys, where Spanish Money is not only current, but it
is current at higher rates then their own Money, value
for value, who have therefore more Spanish Money among
them, then of their own coining.
These reasons gave
occasion to sundry Propositions, to have Spanish Money to
be made current.
But before it be fit to resolve of that,
it should be first maturely considered, \Vhat reasons did
induce the Prohibition of all Forrcin Coins, and how they
may be satisfied, least in seeking to salve one mischief we
do introduce a greater, and do fall into the complaints of
those Countries, which do erie out against the Inconveniences which they do feel by forrein Moneys, and know
not how to remedie themselves.
If you make forrein
Moneys current but just at the rate of the intrinsical
value you gain nothing, for they will as well be llOW
brought in for Bullion as then for Money; only this disadvantage you shall have, that whereas that which is now
brought in for Bullion, is good aud weighty, you shall instead thereof have the same quantity brought in for Money
E
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abased and light; which was one of the many reasons why
it was made not current. If you make forrein Money
current above the intrinsical value, allowing them an overrate for charge of coyning and tribute to the Prince that
coined them; Observe then the inconveniences which
follow upon it ;
First, The dishonour, in that you do communicate a
principal point of Soveraignty unto a Stranger, and you
do pay a Tribute to a forrein Prince out of your own
Country, and you shall never have any material Coin to
be coined in your own Mint.
Secondly, You shall fill the Country with light Money
of Silver, which is hardly ever weighed, and with counterfeit and base Money of Gold; The punishment whereof
lieth not in your hands, the act being done in forrein
parts and is so much clear 1088 to the Country.
Thirdly, You shall give the people occasion to raise it
to a higher rate than the publick Ordinance, which is an
effect that follows forrein Moneys in all those Countries
where it is permitted; or if the people do not raise, yet
strangers will raise it higher, and then it will go out faster
than it came in, and you have gained this Inconvenience,
to have it higher rais'd: the mischief whereof I shall have
more occasion to declare hereafter. But if forrein Money
shall come to be current at an over-rate, to the intrinsical
value, greater than your own, value for value, as Spanish
Money is both in France and in the Low Countries, and
as English was in both, till it Wal! discried and valued
only as Bullion; but daily varies the value in those
parts, then shall you give occasion to have the weightiest
of your Money culled out and transported into forrein
parts to be coined for Advantage, to be brought back
in forrein coin: but above all, your materials in Bullion of Silver and Gold will be transported to that
purpose, and the Common-wealth shall cleerly loose
80 much in substance of Gold and Silver, as the Trans48
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porter doth get j as for Example, In the years 1607 and
1608, our Jacobus pieces were ordinarily current in Paris
after the rate of228. when as three French Crowns,were current but after the rate of 2ls. sterling: The Jacobus weighs
7 deniers and 20 grains, and is 22 carrats fine. The French
Crown Sol, is 23 Carrats fine bating the Remedy, and
weighs by the ordinance 2 deniers, 15 grains, so as
three French Crowns full weight, weigh one grain more
than a Jacobus, and are worth one 24th part more.in fineness, and yet were current in France for 12d. less than a
Jacobus.
The Jacobus was worth in Holland after the rate
of 258. sterling, in the years 1621, and 1622 j then was
the Ryder there current, bnt after the rate of 228. sterling
or little more, and yet the Ryder in intrinsical value is
not two pence worse than the Jacobus. In the year 1622,
at the Mart at Francfort in Autumn, English shillings
were current at a higher rate, fineness for fineness, and
weight for weight, than their own Dollars coyned in that
Town, so as in these times there was great profit by
transporting Dollars out of Francfort,
Ryders out of
Holland, and French Crowns out of France, and carrying
them back again coined in English Coins; and there is
no doubt to be made, but that great Numbers were
accordingly transported, the suhtilty of the Bancquers
not omitting any opportunity to make their Advantage of
the popular Errors, which daily do exceed in this Subject
of Money. But if the permission of Forrein Money at
least of Spanish be so useful, and yet the practice so full
of danger as hath been expressed, we must then search
by what means the Permission may be so qualified as the
Usefulness may be retained, and yet the Dangers may be
avoided therein. Now that the Dangers are exposed, I
do exhort all the furtherers of the Common good to
exercise their Invention, as in all other Inconveniences
propounded in this Subject. The most probable Proposition that I can find, is that Spanish Money should be
49
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made current, hut not that any Realls of Silver 01 Pistolets
of Gold should be current at any rute according to the price.
But that the Spanish Money of Gold and Silver should
be made current according to a certain Rate by the Ounce,
which rate should be so proportioned,
as that the Spanish
Money should have allowed unto it at one value, as great
as may answer the charge of coinagc, without allowing any
thing for the King's Tributc, to draw it the easiest into
the Kingdom.
By this means the Dishonour would be
avoided, for, although it would be frcqucntly
current
amongst Merchants,
and in all great payments, yet in
Fairs and Markets and the Commerce within the Kingdom,
it would have no place being not current by the piece.
And this defect of the Currencie
of the pieces would
make a great part of them piece by piece drop into his
Majesties Mint.
Especially if the Officers of the Mint
use their endeavour to buy them for the use of the Mint:
then it would necessarily keep out all light Money, or if
any were brought in, it would be without disadvantage to
us.
For,
First, Upon our occasion of raising it, strangers could
not raise it higher; both because it would be most concealed from them, and they should 'not be able to proportion their raising to ours, except they should take the
same course, which is almost impossible for them to do,
who have Spanish )Ioney in so great abundance
already
current hy the piece.
And lastly, 110t allowing to it a greater over-value than
to your 0\\ n Money, it will be impossible to transport your
own )[olley for .profit to bring it back coyned in Spanish
Money,
Others have propounded that the Spanish Money
both of Gold and Silver should be made current by the
piece, allow ing an over-value unto it both for the Coinage
and the Kmg's Tribute equal unto our own, but that being
of a weight allowable, it should receive the addition of a
new stamp at the King's Mint, for which the King should
50
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receive upon the pound, so much as his own clear Profit
amounts unto upon his own Coin; and the Merchants in
the currency of the pieces should havc allowance of so
much as the charge of the Coinage amounts unto. But
this inconvenience would probably happen in this Proposition, that if the pieces that should have the Addition of
the stamp unto them, were made current at a price, the
people would likewise receive those that had not the said
Addition at the same price.

CHAP. X.
Of the unequal Coinage of our Moneys.
HIS Title doth wholly depend upon the Mechanical
part of making Money, which because I am unskilful
in, I do handle with much scruple and retention, being
forced to apply my self to what I read in others; and
peradventure may in some points misunderstand, yet
because this is a very main and principal cause of the
exportation of )Ioney I cannot omit it: And the first
cause of the unequality of the coinage, is the greatness of
the Remedies both of the weight and fineness: and I do
find that some men of great experience and understanding
even in this Mechanical part do hold, that the Moneys
both of Gold and Silver may be made without any Remedy
to be allowed either for weight or fineness. This I am
sure that it doth appear by the Records of former times,
that the Remedies allowed have been many times less
than now they are, and have been heretofore very variable
according to the favour or the skill which the Masters of
the Mint did use to make their own Advantage: since
Henru VIIths time, the Mint Masters have bin tied to
account to the King for half the Profits of the Remedies
allowed, by which means it is manifest that half the
Remedies allowed might be cut off, and the Kings profits
51
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might be better recompenced npon the price of the
Coinage. By the Indentures of the Second of King
James, The Officers of the Mint are tied to account to the
King for the whole profit of the Remedies; but then
there is a clause that the King shall give them allowance
for so much as they shall over-put above the standard,
which clause seemeth to me very captious: But if all the
inequality of the Moneys coined did consist in the Remedies, the matter were not so much; but the great profit
which hath been made by culling of the Coins by Goldsmiths and Cashiers to Merchants and others, through
whose hands great Sums of Money do pass, doth manifestly prove that the inequality of the Moneys is much
greater than the allowance of the Remedies can make it j
yet when I consider upon what great Penalties the Mint
Master is tied, how exact a Course is set down by his
Indenture, and observ'd for the Examination and Trial of
his work, I cannot imagine much less find out, where the
Error lieth, but that there is an Error, and such an one
as deserveth strict Enquiry and Redress by the State, I
am verily perswaded. The Mint Master knoweth exactly
how many pieces he is to sheer out of every pound weight,
but whether these pieces are shorn so equal to one another
in weight, as there shall be no advantage in culling out
the heaviest from the lightest, that is the Scruple: The
course is this, out of every proportion of Silver and Gold
coined, there is a piece taken at adventure, by certain
Officers trusted, and put into a Pix* under their several
Keys, and then at the years end, this Pix is opened in the
Star Chamber, and telling out so many pieces as are to
make a pound, they melt them and examine whether they
hold the weight and fineness, within the Remedies required; which Course for the examination of the Fineness
seemeth exact enough, but for the weight it may fallout
that the pieces taken out of the several Proportions of
52
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Money coined, being melted together may hold the
weight required within the Remedies, and yet the pieces
of those several Proportions may differ in weight from one
another, more than the Remedy allowed. 'I'he Remedies that are propounded for this inequality are divers:
Some think. that it may be redressed by a strict and
severe Course to be held with all those, through whose
hands the work doth pass for the perfection of their
works.
Others are much pleased with belief of some invented
Engines, which have been by some work-men offered for
a more perfect and exact coining of Moneys, than can
be performed by the stamp, and the ways that are now
practised.
Others find no 80 good way as by the Mill, whereof
divers experiments have been made both in this Kingdom
and in other parts. Of which, because I dare in my self
deliver no Opinion, I will only translate what I find written
by a French Author, a man of great practise and experience in these Mysteries, but because in some places he
hath words of Art which admit of no translation, I must
be fain use the original Terms: He saith, That against
the Establishment of the Mill it is objected, that after the
Invention of it,'by reason of the great clipping that belongsto
it i the Conductor of it was of Necessity to have an Augmentation for the Workmanship.
2. That the Ressorts, and Wheels, and Squares and
Pieces, by which it is governed, are very subject to break
and bruise one another.
8. That it wants Expedition, and dispatches but a little
work.
4. That makers of false Money will easily counterfeit it.
5. That no man will undertake to make Mone'!Jwith the
Mill, but at the same price which is paid for the marks for
Silver Counters made with. a Mill.
To which five objections I answer.
53
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1. That the quantity of Clipping Mill Money, is no loss
to the Farmer nor to the 'V orkman, and is done without
Pain, Charge or Travel; besides the Charge of the wasting
is taken away, which is both an expence to the Master
and to the Farmer: That the augmentation for the workmanship was not allowed for the new melting of the Clippings, but because there was no reason that the Masters
of the Mill should without recompenee give those several
fashions to the work, which the work-man is paid for, and
hath 3 sols allowed him upon the mark, and besides furnish great Cizers, three sorts of' Hammers, Anvil and
other Instruments.
Now the Money being made in the
Mill by the Industry of the Master who doth give other
like fashions to the work, as the Minters now do, it was
but reason to attribute the same right unto him. And in
those places where Mill-Money hath remained in use, as
at Pau and at Bearne, the fee of the work-man is attributed
to the Master of the Mill, as likewise of the Carver and
Graver, and that very justly.
2. For the Second Objection, That the Ressorts, Wheels,
Squares, ~c., are subject to breaking; It may be answered
that at the new setting up of the first Mills, the Artisans
were not so perfect and expert as they have shewed themselves since by Practice, since the Mills are grown common
as now they are: There is nothing harder than to invent, nor
more easie than to adde to things invented. There are Mills
set up not only at Paris, but at Lyons, Tholouse, Ai», Amiens,
Nants, Bordeaux, Poitiers, so that the use of them is now
universal, for the Coinage doubles base and abject Money.
3. For the third Objection, That there is no Expedition
in Mills, and that the work is not so soon dispatched as with
the Hammer: It shall suffice to answer, That it proceeds
from a Man that hath no experience in this Subject of
Money, because that four Men bred and used to the
making of Money in a Mill will do more work than twelve
work-men or ~Ioneyers with the Hammer.
5+
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Objection were credible if the author could produce one
piece of Silver or Gold made in the :MIll counterfeited
since the Introduction thereof brought into France; and
there is nothing that the counterfeiters of Money and
their foster Fathers the Alchymists, do more fear aud
apprehend, knowiug that they cannot suborn base and
abject mettals, as Copper, Lead, Tinn, (the materials of
Counterfeiters) for Gold or Silver, but that the piece will
instantly be discovered, because the Moneys made in the
Mill will always be equal and of like volume, greatness
and thickness, hecause it all passeth by the same Coupier
which cutteth equally, which cannot be the case with the
Moneys made with the Hammer, (the Hammer not being
governed with an equal force and measure, as in the Mill.)
Neither can they be clipped, but that the exposer thereof
will be discovered, taken and punished. And it may be
avowed that the Teston made in the )Iill hath not been
seen clipped in France, the perfect representation of the
King's Image seeming to have been retained, and terrified
the Clippers.
5. As for the last Objection, That no man will undertake
Money

will imitate

the Money

marie in a Mill:

to make Money in the Mill, but at the rate which is paid for
the mark of the Silver Counters:
This objection proceeds

out of Ignorance, because the matter of Silver Counters
is Argent le Roy, and therefore of greater fineness than
the Money, and requires a greater charge to refine it to
that title and degree. Besides the maker of Silver Counters must have a great diversity of Chisels, and Prints of
a different sort from those of Moneys, and almost as many
as there be different Noble men, Corporations, and Townhouses, that take pleasure to have their Arms or Devises
engraven in Silver or Copper Counters; whereof sometimes the very square will cost 20 Liores, which shall serve
only for one purse of two marks of Counters; and for
fi5
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proof thereof let the Masters of the Mills for coining of
Doubles be called, and he will undertake for the same
wages and fees that the Moniers have, to make the Moneys
in the Mill. Thus far this Author: but as I said before,
I undertook this Discourse of the Mechanical part of
Money with Scruple, so I do leave it with Alacritie.

CHAP. XI.
Of the great increase of the Proportion between GOLD
and SILVER,and the things valued by them; by which
there is grown a greater want of Money in England
than was in Antient times, and of the Causes thereof,
and of the Remedies which may be applied.

B

ECAUSE this Title is of a very curious and perplexed Search, I am inforced contrary to a Logical
Method, to set down my Conclusion first, and to explain
by the eleerest Expressions I can think of, what it is I
intend to prove, and by what ways, and then to set down
my Probations afterwards. I intend then to prove that
the price of all things, which is the Proportiou between
Money and the things valued by Money, at this present is
much encreased from what it was in antient times: and
because I will set down a. time certain of Antiquity, I
will take the 25th year of Edward the Third, when a
pound of Gold of sterling standard made 151. sterling,
and a pound of Silver of the same, made 258. sterling.
I intend to prove that this increase of price and Proportion is not meerly according to the raising of the Money,
which hath bin since that, and is abont the rate of three
for one, as the Money hath been raised, for then the price
and proportion should be only nominally, and not really
encreased, for that if we pay now 38. for that which in
the 25th year of Edward the Third cost but Is. and if we
pay now 3 Crowns for that which cost then but one; yet
56
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if then there was as much fine Gold in one Crown as now
there is in 3, the price should only be increased in name j
but the Proportion between Gold and Silver, and the
things valued by them, would remain the same. But I
intend to prove that this increase of Proportion hath bin
real, and that the price of things in general is now grown
six times as much or eight times as much as then they
cost, in name of Shillings, Crowns and Ponnds and in
reallity of fine Gold and Silver, to double, and almost
treble the Proportion of all things, valued by Gold and
Silver, in respect of what it was in the 25th year of
Edward the Third. Then I intend to prove that this real
increase of Proportion, by which all things valued by
Money, are valued at more than double, almost treble, the
quantity of fine Silver and Gold, that then they were, is
grown principally, and in a manner solely, out of the great
quantities of Gold and Silver come into the Kingdom of
Spain out of the West and East-Indies, within this
Hundred years or thereabouts, and thence dispersed into
other parts of the Wurld, whereby it is come to pass that
the value of Gold and Silver is become more vile and
cheap; and generally all things valued by them, are rated
higher, at double and almost treble as much Gold and
Silver as they were rated at in the 25th year of Edward
III. or thereabouts; as one Scale pres't down doth necessarily make the other rise higher: From those Proportions it will necessarily follow that if the Kingdom of
England should have at this day as much Gold and Silver
in fineness and weight, or peradventure half as much
more, as it had in the 25th year of Edward the Third j yet,
because the increase of the Proportion between Gold and
Silver and the things valued by them is so much greater
than it was then, to wit, above double and almost treble j
that the Kingdom of England is so much poorer and more
disabled than it was then, by how much it wants of that
quantity of Gold and Silver, which may, in Proportion to
57
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things valued by them, countervail the quantity which
then was in England, and this great Mischief and Disability doth not only hold in the present Stock, but in the
Fruit and growing WeaIth of the Kingdom.
Lastly, Having discovered this great Evil, the Danger
whereof ill not apprehended as it deserves, together with
the Causes of it, I intend to set down what Remedies are
propounded unto it.
Now when I shall compare the Prices of things at this
day with those of antient times, if I should go to set
down all things particularly the Labour and Search were
beyond measure, and the variety of the Proportions of
prices would not be very great between several things,
but the same things in several seasons would exceedingly
differ in price, and the proofs, would be very disputable so
as no certain conclusion would be drawn from them: as
for Example, of Corn, Cattel, and Fish, the Proportions of
price would not hold the same, and every of these would
differ in several seasons for several causes; as Corn
through unseasonable weather, Cattel through murraign,
Fish through Warr; and everyone of these through many
other accidents are able to raise or draw down the price
again: Cloth, Linnen, Leather, and such like, would have
the like variety of prices through the same, and through
other causes, as through Impositions laid upon them, new
Inventions, whereby the Manufactures may be the more
easily and speedily made, engrosing of them, false making
of them, want of work-men.
And if these things, which are most necessary for man's
life, arc subject to so many varieties of Prices through
several causes; how much more uncertain would those
Materials prove, which serve only to delights and magnificence, as precious Stones, Pearls, Hangings, Pictures,
Embroideries, and such like; which are subject to so
many causes of varieties of price, as things necessarie,
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and are moreover subject to the Humours and Fancies of
the Times, by which their price is raised or abased.
lli...ut there is only one thing, from whence we may certainly track out the prices, and which carries with it a
constant resultance of the Prices of all other things which
are necessary for a Mans life; and that is the price of
Labourers and Servants
ages, especially those of the
meaner sortJ And as there is to be found no other certain and constant Cause of the raising of the Prices of all
things, but two; viz. the one the raising of the values of
Moneys, the other the great abundance of Gold and Silver
coming into these parts, in this latter Age, out of the
Indies: And although the hire of Labourers did continually rise (when Money was raised), yet it did rise
so much and no more, as its value was raised; but
after the Discoverie of the Indies, you shall finde the
price of the Laborers wages raised in Proportion far
exceeding the raising of Moneys, and therefore, for
my part, I am certainly pcrswaded that as long as the
values of Moneys are raised, and the Indies do yield that
abundance of Gold and Silver which they do, that both
the hire of Labourers, and generally the price of all things,
especially of things necessary for life, will rise, although
for a year, two or three, through uncertain Accidents,
sundry particulars may stand at a stay or abate: But that
the hire of Labourers and Servants carrieth with it a resultance of the~rices of all things generally necessary for
a mans life: l.J}esides, that Reason doth convince that
there must be a convenient Proportion between their
'Vages and their Food and Raiment, the Wisdom of the
Statute doth confirm it, which doth always direct the
Rate of Labourers and Servauts to be made with a regard
of Prices of Victuals, Apparel, and other things necessary
to their use;] In the 23th year of Edward the Third, it
was provided that in time of Hay-making, none should
pay above OIlC pcuny in the day; that for threshing of one'
:>9
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quarter of Wheat or Rye, none should pay above 2jd., and
for threshing of a quarter Oats, Barly, Beans and Pease,
above one penny half penny; that a Master Carpenter shall
have 3 pence, another Carpenter but 2d. a day j a Master
free-Mason but 4 pence, a Tyler 3 pence j but either of
their servants, a penny half penny: all this is in the Summer time, for in the 'Winter Wages lessened, and without
meat or drink, or any other courtesie, and that in the
Country, where Wheat was wont to be given, they shall
take for the Bushel ten pence, or Wheat at the will of the
Giver.*
In the Twelvth year of Richard the Second these Rates
did still continue (so likewise the Money did still continue
the same in goodness) but there was further added like.
wise a yearly rate for Servants wages; and there was
allowed hy the year for a Bailiff 13s. 4 pence, with a
Livery: a Master Hind was rated at lOs. a Carter at lOs.
a Shepheard at lOs. an Ox-heard or Cow-heard at 68. 8d.
a Driver of the Plough at 7s. at the most: and all these
but the Bailiff, without cloathing or other courtesie. In
the Thirteenth of Richard the Second, It was provided
that the Justices of the Peace might rate the Daylabourers according to the dearth of Victuals, which
seemed to have growth through some accidental Dearth,
which then hapened: in the Thirteenth of Henry the
Fourth there was raising of Moneys to about the 6tl part
more, by Advice in Parliament, but there was no new
Rate for Servants Wages, until the sixth of Henry the
Sixth, the price of things growing higher by reason of the
raising of Moneys: It was provided by Statute that the
Justices of the Peace might rate as well the Hire of daylabourers as the Wages of Servants, as they should find fit
in the Sessions, notwithstanding the former Statute of the
25th of Edward the Third,and 12th of Rich. the Second, and
notwithstanding the Money had not been raised above a sixth
60
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part, which I attribute to the great want of Servants and
Laborers, the Kingdom being then exceedingly exhausted
by the long continuance of the Wars in France: but in
the 49th of Henry the Sixth Money was exceedingly
raised, so as a pound of Sterling Gold made 221. lOs.
and a pound of Sterling Silver made 37s. 6d. which accounting Gold and Silver together was half as much more
as they were valued, in the 25th of Edward the Third.
In the 11th of Henry the Seventh (c. 22) there was
a new Statute for the rating of Servants wages and the
hire of Day-laborers, which in a manner doth agree with
the 23rd of Henry the Sixth : but I find this almost only
difference between them, that by the 23rd of Henry the
Sixth, the Meat and Drink of the Day-labourer is valued
but three halfpence, but by the 11th of Henry the Seventh,
it is valued at 2d., which correspondeth almost exactly with
the raising of the Money in the 49th of Henry the Sixth,
the Pound of sterling Gold being (then) brought from 16/.
138.4d. to 221.lOs. O.and the Silver from 30s. to 37s. 6d. :
From the 11th of Henry the Seventh until the 6th of
Henry the Eighth, there was no new Rate upon hire
of Labourers or Servants wages: but that year there was
a new Statute, which notwithstanding was little or nothing
different in the Rates from the former, except in some
Particulars which are not pertinent to this Inquiry.
So likewise hitherto did the value of the King's Money
remain the same, and so continued until the 18th of Henry
the Eight, when the Commission was given for the Alteration of the Coins to Cardinal Wolsey, which hrought in
great Confusions among the values of Money, which together with the excessive quantities of Gold and Silver,
which about those times began to be brought into Christendom. out of the West-Indies, were the occasion that the
Statutes for Labourers and Servants were no further
observed because the prices of all things being much
inhansed, Labourers and Servants could not live upon
61
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their Hire and 'V ages ordained by thc Statute: and this
is acknowledged in the Preamble of the Statute of the
5th of Q. Elizabeth (which is the next Statute for the
rating of Servants and Labourers wages, after the 6th of
Henry the Eigth) by which Statute all former Statutes
for Labonrers and Servants are repealed, and an exact
Course set down how the Rates for the wages of Servants,
and Hire of Labourers shall hereafter be set down by the
Justiccs of Peace, in Sessions, having regard to the price
of victuals, and other things for maintenance: so having
thus deduced the Rates of Servants and Labourers from
time to time. It remaineth now only that I examine
some of the late Rates set down III the Counties Adjacent,
and compare them with those of the 25th of Edward the
Third, and 12th of Richard the Second, and that I do
calculate how much these later Rates do exceed the
Ancient: and deducting from the later Rates so much as
tly> values of the Moneys of Gold and Silver hath been
raised, which induceth rather a nominal than a real In ..
crease of the price, it will follow, That whatsoever
increase hath been more of the Rates, that it hath grown
from the great quantities of Gold and Silver brought into
Spain out of the Indies, within these Hundred years.
In the Statute of 25th of Edward the Third, the
threshing of a Quarter of Wheat or Rye, is rated at ijd.
ob. By the Rate, in Middlese», of the 17th of King
James, which is the last Rate made there, the Threshing
of a quarter of Wheat is eighteen pence, which is above
seven times as much as in the old Statute; the stone, either
of Wheat or Rye in Essex by the rate now in force is 16d.
which is above six for one, wherein it is to be observed
that in that they shall give more: and yet we know that
the Bushel, and consequently the Quarter in many of the
remoter sheirs containeth half as much more as in these
Counties near unto London. The threshing of a quarter
of Barley, Oats, Pease, or Beans, by the Statute of 25th
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of Edw. the Third, is rated at l!d. oh; but by the said
Rate in Middlesex the quarter of Barley is rated at 10d.
and Beans and Peas at nine pence, which, by a medium
comes to be between six and seven times as much. And
by the said rate in Essex they are rated at ten pence and
eight pence which by a medium, comes to six times as
much; and in this likewise the aforesaid Observation of
the difference of the measure doth hold.
By the said Statute of 25th Edward III. it is
provided that in time of Hay-making none shall pay above
a penny for Hay.making, but by the said rate in Middlesex, the hire of a man a day for Hay-making is 10 pence,
for a woman is viii pence, and by the same rate in Essex,
the hire of a mali is rated at xii pence, and the hire of a
woman at ix pence, which, by the medium, is ten times as
much as the old rate:
By the said Statute of 25th
Edward III. the work of a master-Carpenter is rated at iii
pence a day, a second Carpenter ii pence, a Tyler iii pence,
and the Servant of either of them one penny half penny,
in the Summer time, without meat or drink or any other
courtesie. By the said rate of Middlesex, (17th James I.)
master Carpenters and Tylers are rated at xx pence a day,
which accounteth to near seven times the old rate. The
second sort of the said work-men at 16 pence a day, which
amounteth unto 8 times the old; and Labourers of the
best sort at 12 pence a day, of the second sort at ten pence
a day, which, by medium, is neer eight times the old rate.
By the said rate in Essex, Master-Carpenters and Tylers are
rated at 16 pence a day, which is not six times the old
rate, their Servants 12 pence, which is eight times the old
rate.
It is said in the said Statute of 25th of Edward III.
That in those Counties where Wheat was wont to be
given for work, they should take ten pence for the Bushel,
or Wheat at the will of the Giver, by whicli clause it
appeareth that 10 pence was then a large price, even in
F
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those Counties where the Bushel was bigger, or else it
had been a great Rigour to leave it to the will of the
Giver.
By the Statute of the 12th Richard the Second, the
yearly wages of a Bayliff was rated at thirteen shillings and
four pence, and by the aforesaid rate in Essex the wages of
a Bayliff is rated at three pounds three shillings and eight
pence, which is (near) five times the old Rate.
By the
said Statute of 12 R. a master Hind is rated at ten shillings, a Carter at ten shillings, a Shepheard at ten shillings, an Ox-heard at six shillings and eight pence, a
Cowheard at six shillings and eight pence. By the said Rate
in Middlesex Carters are rated five pound wages, which is
ten times the old rate. By the said rate in Middlesex the
best sort of Plough-men, Carters, or Shepheard» are rated
at three pound. The second sort of Hinds and all Servants
in Husbandry at two pound six shillings and eight pence,
which amounteth in the first, to six times the old rate,
and in the second to seven times the old rate; a woman
labourer or Dairy woman by the said Statute at Six shillings. By the said rate in Middlesex, the best women
servants are rated at forty shillings a year, the second
sort at thirty three shillings and fourpence, which by
medium amounts to six times the old rate, and somewhat
more; and by the said rate in Essex, the best women are
rated at thirty three shillings and four pence, the second
sort at one pound six shillings and eight pence, which by
a medium amounts to five times the old Rate.
And if any man shall object, That the present rates will

not, generally through the whole Kingdome, hold thus high,
though they are thus rated in the parts near adjoyning to
London:
It may be answered. That by the old Statutes it was
provided, that in no place any higher rates than these
should be given; but they might give less, where less in
former times had been used to be given.
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But on the other side it may be much more probably
objected, That the rates are now greater than they are
here set down, because it is not so strictly observed as it
should be; whereas when the old Statutes were first made
it is probable that the Rates were with the largest, and
were more strictly observed than they now are: and
although this computation of the wages and hire of Servauts and Labourers bc (as I conceive) the most' certain
way of comparison of the prices of all things between that
time of King Edward the Thn'd and this present; yet
for Confirmation I will add unto it another Observation,
wherein we shall find the same Proportion to hold in a
Subject much more general, and therefore so exactly calculated. But therein I must appeal to the well grounded
Judgment of my Reader, and that is that I will set down
the entire receipts as I find them by undoubted Records
of divers years of Edward the Third; and then I will
briefly represent the actions of War in the said years,
besides the ordinary expenec ,\ ithiu the Kingdom, and
will appeal to the Judgment of the Reader, whether the
said ordinary expence and the said actions of ·War could
be now maintained, but by a Proportion so much larger
as the rates of wages are now encreased, which I compute
between six and eight times as much as they were in the
19th year of Edward the third.
The whole receipts of the Kingdom, as appeareth by
the Pell of the Introitus amounted to 72,826 pound
II shillings 5 pence; in that year the King sent over six
hundred men of Arms, and six hundred Archers into
Gascoign, under the Conduct of the Earl of Derby, and
divers other great Lords, who gathering unto them the
other Garrisons, did not only maintain a body of an Army
in the field a great part of that year, but recovered divers
Towns by Siege: all that year the King did likewise
maintain some auxiliary forces of good importance, the
Number is not set down, for the aid of the Duke of Britfif>
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tany under the Command of Sir Thomas Dayworth. And
that Year the King likewise made a voyage in great
magnificence into Flanders, and continued there long in
Treaty with Jacques van Arteoeld and the Flemings, to
withdraw them from the Homage of their Earl unto his
Allegiance. The 20th year of Edward the Third, the
whole Revenues of the Kingdom in the Pell, amounted
to 15-1-,139pound, 17 1 shillings 5 pence. This year the
same forces were maintain'd in Gascoign, which did freely
'ransack and spoil all Xaintong and Poitou, by the favour of
the Kings great Victories elsewhere.
And in July the King went over iu person, and landed
in Normandy, and wasted a great part of that Province,
and ransacked many of the principal Towns: his forces
transported thereto, are by Hollingshead reckoned 4,000
men at Arms, and 10,000 Archers, besides a great Number
of Footmen, but not defined. In the end of Summer he
fought that famous Battel of Cressey; and in the beginning of Winter did set his Siege before Calais. This
Year likewise was the King of Scots taken prisoner at the
Battel of Durham, by the Queen: The 21st year of his
Reign his Receipts amounted unto .226,113 pound, five
shillings and five pence; almost all this year the King continued his Siege before Calais, having reinforced his Army,
both out of England and Gascoign, and kept the Sea by
his own Shipping and the Easterlings; and in the end of
the year, notwithstanding that the King of France having
assembled all his Puissance, sought to rescue it, the Town
was yielded, and an English Colony transported thither,
and Victuals besides; all this year the King continued his
auxihary forces in 'Brittany with great success.
Now if King Edward the Third had with his Revenue
furnished out Money for these great actions of War,
besides the Magnificence of his own house and other
necessary expenees of his Kingdom, I do appeal to the
Judgment of the Reader whether the ordinary expences
66
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of the King's house, and other necessary things within
his Kingdom, and the like actions of
ar could be maintained (not speaking of the success) at this day with any
frugality without any other increase of comings in, equal
in Proportion to the increase of the hire of Labourers and
Servants wages; which I compute at six times or rather
at 8 times as much as then it was. And I am sure that
whosoever shall exactly weigh all Circumstances, shall find
that of the- two, this latter comparison will exceed the
former.
Having thus, with as much exactness as possible I can,
and as I conceive is incident to this subject, made proof
of the Proportion between Gold and Silver and the-things
valued. by them, as it now stands compared with ,\ hat it
antiently was; and namely in the 25th year of Edward
the Third; the next that I have undertaken to prove, is,
that the different Proportion which is really grown between Gold and Silver, and the things valued by them,
doth principally and indeed solely arise of the great quantities of the said Mettals, which in these hundred years
was brought out of the East and West-Indies, Now
although there be man~' other causes which may produce
this effect, as Scarcity or Abundance of the things valued
by Money, War, Depopulation, and all other Accidents,
by which, either these MettaIs are exhausted, or the things
valued by them are consumed or made less useful; yet, as
before is shewed, all those are temporary and subject to
continual variety up and down, and therefore cannot be
the causes of a constant effect as this is. And, as for the
continual raising of the values of Moneys, it is formerly
shewed, that really that breeds no disproportion between
Gold and Silver and the things valued by them; but
only it "breeds an alteration in the Proportion between the
species of Money, so named, as Pounds, Crowns, Shillings, &c. and the things valued by them; and accordingly in the Examination of the Rates of the hire of
67
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Servants and Labourers, it might be observed that it
punctually arises according to the raising of the value of
Moneys, until the discovery of the West Indies, and the
navigation of the East-Indies, which have brought in so
great a glut of these mettals. There is no other constant
cause to produce the real disproportion, but only the
abundance of Gold and Silver, by which of necessity they
must grow cheaper and abased in their value. A certain
Author who wrote about the year 1620, doth calculate,
that iu the space of 100 year there was at that time
brought into Spain and Portugal 900 Milieus of Pezoes,
worth six shillings and sixpence sterling a piece in Gold
and Silver j which calculation doth seem to be excessive
amounting to nine millions every year of Gold and Silver
out of the Indies, of all which infinite Summ, not one jot
did come into these parts in former times out of the West
Indies, and very little or nothing out of the East: how is
it then possible but that it must abase the value of the
Mettals?
And if it be said that we waste this excessive supply in
our excesses of Luxurie, as in Guildinqs, Embroideries,
Inlayings, and the like, so as the mass of the said Mettals
increaseth not; it is answered, That neither w ere former
times exempt from those vanities : neither are they now
sufficient to consume the greatest Proportion of this stock.
And if it be objected that the greatest part of the Stock
is drayned away every year to the Eastern Countries:
It is answered, That this is only true of Silver; and yet
the Silver cannot be so drained away, but that a great
part doth remain in Europe. Now if the Rate of things
value d by Money be six times as great as it was in 25th
of Edward the Third, allowing the values of MOllCYS to
be raised to treble what they then were by the same
names, yet there will be a real Increase of a double Proportion, to what then was of Gold and Silver in weight
and fineness, to things valued by them; and if the rate be
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raised to eight times what it then was, the real increase of
the Proportion will be almost treble to what it then was.
To understand
then whether this Kingdom be now of
the same 'Wealth and Ability which then it was:
We
must find out whether there be now double or treble the
quantity of Gold and Sdcer in weight and fineness in this
Kingdom which then was, and whether the fruits and
growing wealth of the Kingdom will produce double and
almost treble the quantity of Gold, in weight and fineness,
to what it then did. I am absolutely perswaded that we
shall fail of it very much, of which the most certain and
assured proof were to calculate for so many years together
the quantity of Gold and Silver coined in those days; and
then by a medium to compare it with so many years in
these times; though this proof were not demonstrative,
but probable.
But in those days the )iint was kept at Calais, as well
as in the Tower, and much more of the Money of this
Kingdom was coined there than here, the Records whereof
are all lost and dissipated.
But that our Wealth doth not answer that increase of
Proportion
at this day, I will endeavour to satisfie the
Reader by two Arguments;
the one drawn from the
Abundance
or Scarcity of Gold and Silver; the other
from an Effect of it.
For the first it is this, I have alwayes understood it to
be observed by all men intelligent and practised in matters
of Trade, that although all Commodities in general are
raised in price, in comparison of what they antiently were,
yet in general that our domestiek Commodities
are not
raised answerable in proportion to Forrein.
Now we have
a very small quantity of Silver produced within our own
Countrey, and of Gold none at all, so that the Stock of
these Mettals is in a manner raised wholly out of the
over-ballance of our domestick Commodities with forrein:
if then ours do not rise in price from what antiently they
fif)
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did bear proportionable unto Forrein, it is a strong Argument to prove that our Stock of these Mettals does not
increase in a Proportion answerable to the increase of the
Price of other things valued by Money.
The second Argument is from the Effect; now one of
the greatest Effects of the abundance of Gold and Silver,
is, the Ability which the Kingdom hath to set forth and
maintain great actions of War ill forrein parts: then let
us set forth before our eyes the many and great Armies
which Edward the Third did raise and maintain both of
Strangers and his own Subjects in the first year of his
Warrs against France, and withal let us take into our consideration the Calculation made, in Anno
by expert
Commissioners, of the charge of one Army to be raised,
transported,
and maintained
for one year, in Forrein
Countries, 25,000 Foot and Horse, and proportionable
Artillery, which doth account unto
and
then I doubt not but that every mans own Conscience will
convince him that at this day the Kingdom is not able to
maintain the like actions in forrein parts which then it
did: and yet at that time there were forces maintained
against Scotland; a great part of the Realm was imployed
upon Monks and Friers improfitable members; besides the
substance of a great part of the Wealth of the Kingdom
(drawn of) by the See of Rome: and the trade of the Kingdom was in no comparison so great as it is now, and this is
an undoubted Effect of this truth, That the increase of our
stock of Gold and Silver is not in a Proportion answerable to the increase of the price of other things valued by
Money; neither can there be any other analogical reason
given of the present disability but this, That although
that we do draw some drops of this Indian spring, whereof
Spain is the Cistern, yet we do draw them at the second
hand, we draw them upon hard terms and conditions, and
we do not draw them neer in that Proportion as the
prices of all things do arise upon our hands, by the great
70
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increase of those Mettals; and the consequence of this
hath more advanced the affairs of Spain in these times
than can be imagined, for that hereby all the other States
of Europe have bin abated half in half. I will propound
France for Example, which Kmgdom notwithstanding
draweth much more Money out of Spain than we do, by
reason that the French consume little of the Spanish commodities, make the return of their own for a great part in
Gold and Silver.
The Author of the Denier Royal undertaketh to prove
that St. Lewis in France, who was contemporary with
Henry the Third of England, whose whole Revenues in
those days amounted not unto 300,000 French liures, did
notwithstanding in Proportion to all things valued by
Money, raise more out of his Kingdom than Lewis the thirteenth who now reigneth, and whose Revenue amounteth,
unto 3,600,000 pound sterling.
And although he bringeth such Arguments and A uthorities for his assertions, as for my part, I cannot see how
they can"be answered: yet the difference is so great that
I could hardly assent to his Conclusion, were it not for
this reason. In the time of St. Lewis, Provence, Dauphiny,
Gascoign, Brittany and other parts were distracted from
the Crown of France, and yet did he transport such
Armies and maintain them so long in the Holy-Land,
Egypt and Affrick, besides the payment of an excessive
Ransom to the Mammalukes for his Liberty, as this present King was not able to do the like, though his Revenue
werethree times as much as it is, of which there can be no
other cause answerable to the effect, but the excessive
increase of the price of all things, more than the increase
of Gold and Silver in the Kingdom. And if these Kingdoms of England and France are so much impaired in
ability by this Means, how much more must those Kingdoms be disabled which are more remote, and draw these
71
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l\f ettals from Spain but at a second or third hand: I am
perswaded that the consequcnce of this hath more advanced the affairs of Spain in these later times than the
success of their Armys : neither can any other Remedy
be propounded to this Mischief but one, which is to fetch
these materials of Money from the fountain it self. And
for my part I do confidently believe that future times
will find no part of the Story of this Age so strange, as
that all the other States of Europe have endured this
ruinous Inconvenience
with so great Indifference, or
rather Stupidity, so long, and that they have not combined together to enforce a liberty of Trade in the West
Indies; the .rcstraiut whereof is against all Justice, Trade
being de Communi Jure an appendant of Peace, and
against the Example of former Ages.
It is true, that the Romans who of all other Nations
were most advantageous in their publick Contracts, did
enjoyn the Carthaginians, that they should not sail beyond
certain Promontaries with their vessels of \Var, but never
debarred Commerce and Trade into any parts.
And the Muscovites and those of China, who forbid all
Access unto Strangers into their Dominions, do notwithstanding permit all Fairs and Markets in their parts and
entries of their Countries for commerce with other
Nations, with whom they have no Capitulations of Peace.
But the Spaniards and Portugals do Bot only forbid all
access and commerce to the West and East Indies within
their Dominions, but do define and bound their Dominions, in a manner unheard of to all former Ages, and
with an arrogancy more than humane; for whereas all
other Nations, since the \Y orld began, have claimed and
denominated
their Dominions either from their own
possession or the possession of their Ancestors, the
Spaniards and Portugais, in a contrary way~ draw certain
imaginary Mathematical lines through Heaven and Earth,
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and claim for theirs all that heth within the compass of
these lines, as if they would ineroach upon God III Heaven,
as well as upon Men on Earth.

CHAP.

XII.

Of the rmsmg of the Price of }Ioneys by our N eighbours, and the defect of our ndt raising of our Moneys
accorthngly.

B

OTH these Causes are assigned of the Rarity of
Money, and are indeed the same, and du both
stand and fall together, and both are assigned for causes
of Exportation
of our Gold and Silver, and for Impediments of the importation
of these Uatel'ials uuto us:
For if it be true that our Neighbours by the raising of
the price of their Moneys of Gold and Silver, do the more
abound in Gold and Silver, it is true likewise, that If we
do not raise ours in the same Proportion, we shall much
less abound in the same 1Iaterials:
And if It be true,
that they by raising theirs do draw a greater quantity of
Gold and Silver into their States, it IS likewise true, that
they do not only thereby withdraw from us that quantity
of Gold and Silver, which would otherwise be imported
unto us, but thcy do facilitate the exportation from us, of
that whereof we are already possessed:
But, on the contrary, if these Positions be not true, then all the Consequences inferred upon them are not true hkewise : Now
because almost all the deliberations
in matters of }Ioney
do resort to the one or the other side of this main Question, "'hether
the raising of the price of 1Ioncyt> doth
really and stably increase the abundance of Money in any
State, or if it do increase the quantity, whether that
increase be not more prejudicial than beneficial to the
Commonwealth r I intend to handle this Question, and all
th.: incidents pertaining to it, as exactly as I can. Aurl
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First I purpose to set down the henefitsthat do grow to
the State by the raising of the Moneys, and the Prejudices
that do grow by the not raising of Moneys: And then I
intend to set down the Benefits that do grow by the not
raising of Money, and the Prejudices that do grow by the
raising of Money: Then I purpose to examine, and to
answer, or allow the Reasons made on both sides.
And lastly, I intend to set down what Remedies have
been propounded for the avoiding of all Inconveniences
which may grow to the State either by the raising or not
raising of Moneys, or both of them, and to examine the
same: And here I must again require an extraordinary
Patience and Attention in the Reader, because that upon
the hinges of this Question, the whole Mystery of the
Government and ordering of Moneys in the Commonwealth is moved, and the question it self is very intricate
and perplexed, and the Reasons alledged on both sides
are full of Subtilty.

CHAP.

XIII.

Of the Benefits which do grow unto the State by the
raising of Moneys, and the Prejudices which do by not
raising of it.

T

HEY which propound to have our Moneys of Gold
and Silver raised to a parity at the least with other
Nations in general, have their aim and scope but upon one
only Benefit to redound thereby to the Common-wealth,
which is, the encrease of Money and the Materials thereof; but with that there are many other important Benefits
concurring; as
First, The encrease of Trade and Manufactures, which
are always best managed, where Money doth most abound.
The venting of domestical Commodities, for that if our
74
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own Moneys be as high in value, as those of other
Nations, our own Commodities must be vented with them
whether we have need of their Commodities, or they have
need of ours; because there "ill be no Profit to fetch
their Commodities with our :Moneys: and again, the
raising. of our Moneys doth make Commodities vented in
other parts at an higher price; because, when our Neighbours do raise their Moneys, they do still hold in common
estimation that Proportion in value to our Moneys, which
they held before they were raised, though in Intrinsical
value they want so much thereof as they are raised, by
which means our Commodities being sold for the same
Rates which they were sold for before, are sold for so
much less as the Intrinsical value is impaired: But if our
Moueys were likewise raised, then our Merchants must of
necessity sell our Commodities at higher Rates iu name
than they did before, or else they should not make their
Reckouings. The abundance likewise of Money doth
euable Tenants the better to pay their Rents, and all men
in general to keep up and maintain their Credits, and to
pay all publick Charges and Contributions; and these
Benefits may suffice in general without specifying many
others, which have concurrency with these or consequently
from them.
And for the Prejudices, which do grow by the not
raising of our Moneys in a parity to other K ations, they
are easily expressed by these, for admitting these Benefits
to grow by the raising of Money, the Prejudices which
will grow by the not raising of them, WIllbe the contrary
to these.
But the main knot of the business is to prove, that the
raising of Moneys doth really encrease the quantity of
Mouey in any State, or doth preserve it from diminution.
.For that they do alledge these reasons:
Fil'llt, The Practice of all antiquity, in all States whatsoever, which could not possibly fallout except there were
~
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found an inevitable necessity to raise themselves to a
parity with their Neighbours, of which the Examples arc
laid down in the former part of this Treatise; but specially that of the thirteenth of Henry the Fourth is vcry
pregnant, where, by advice of Parliament, Money was
raised, the reason being all edged, That for want of raising
it, the Realm was impoverished and exhausted of Money.
A second Reason which they alledge is the general and
constant observation, that when Moneys are raised they
grow plentiful, whereof we do see with our eyes an evident
demonstration in this Kingdom, for that Gold having been
raised in price of late years is grown much more plentiful
than it was in the days of Queen Elizaheth : but the Silver
having not been raised in Proportion, is grown very scant
and rare in respect of the abundance which was then
seen.
But these are rather Authorities ann Observations than
Reasons; but the main Reason whereon the maiutainers
of this side do stand is this, When your Money is richer
in substance and lower in price than that of your Neighbour Nations, as our Silver is than the Silver in the LowCountries, how can you expect that the Merchant, who
only seeketh his profit, will ever bring hither any Silver,
when he can sell it in the Low Countries at a higher Rate,
and make more money of it here by returning of it from
thence hither, or by Exchange, or by Commodities? or, if
any Merchant do bring Silver hither, it is to sell it to such
who will give a higher rate for it, than can be produced
at the Mint, as the price of our Silver Coins now stands;
in which manner although there be much brought over,
yet being sold in that sort, it is not only directly against
the Law but turns to no use of the Common-wealth.
And again, whatsoever laws are made against Transportation of our Moneys, if our Silver be so rich as the
Merchant by transporting it into the Low- Countries, or
elsewhere, can make profit by returning it in Commodi-
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ties, or by Exchange j or that, which is yet more clear and
evident, by returning it in Gold, must not our Silver be
inevitably exhausted?
And certainly these Reasons seem
to me so evident to sence and apprehension, that instead
of propounding the Arguments I should resolve the Question, if the reasons on the other side did not appear at the
least as eleer and strong as these, to which 1 will now
proceed.

CHAP.

XI\'.

The benefits which do grow to the
raising of l\foney, and the Prejudices
the raising of it.

T

State by the not
which do grow hy

HE Benefit which groweth to the State by the not
raising of money, is only this, To acoid alteration:
But the Prejudices
which are alledged to grow by the
raising of it, are many j
First, by the Injustice and Oppression which all they
undergo who contract for Money current, at the time of
the Contract, and are after paid with extream Disad \ un-.
tage in other Money really less in value, though in Name
the same: and although to this it be said, The Creditor is
not interested
herein, because he paieth away the Money
which he receiveth at the same rate he received it; yet
that answer is not satisfactory, because admitting this
Position for true, That when the Intrinsical value is diminished, the Price of things bought with Money doth rise in
Proportion, the Creditor when he paieth out his Money
at the same rate, at which he received it cannot notwithstanding with it buy the same Commodities, which he
might have bought with the Money, for which he contracted, and consequently is diminished so much thereby,
as the price of things is raised.
77
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And although I did in a former Chapter shew, That the
price of things doth rise by experience, as the value of
Money is raised, yet because the Truth or Falsehood of
this Position doth mainly import all the Deliberations
incident to this subject of Money, as I have formerly
observed in some Experiments where it did so fall out;
so I will now set down the Reasons, why of necessity it
must be so, One reason is this:
When the Merchant stranger brings his Commodities,
whether he intends to make his return in Moneys or in
Commodities, he maketh his own sale by the measure of
the Money here, and then examines how much this
Money will amount to in the Moneys of his own Conntrey, wbere he bought his Commodities; and if he find
the Money here diminished in intrinsical value, he must
then demand so much the higher price, or else he cannot
make his Accompt.
One other Reason is this, when the extrinsical value of
the Money is raised, by which the intrinsical is abased,
there is then so much the more profit to return Money
into the Kingdom, instead of Forrein Commodities; and
by daily experience it is seen that more is returned when
the price of Money is raised. N ow it is manifest that the
less importation you have of forrein Commodities the price
of them is so much the more: and both these Reasons do
shew, and Experience it self doth confirm, that when
Money is raised, the price of forrein Commodities doth
first rise: And the price of forrein being once raised, the
price of Domestick Commodities will of necessitie be
raised also; for the price of forrein Commodities will
make great plenty of them to be imported, and the high
price of Money will inforce that they must be returned in
domestick Commodities: By which means domestick
Commodities being much sought for, will of necessity be
raised in price, and, the price of both these being raised,
it follows that thc rate of all mens sallaries and hire of
78
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Labourers and Endeavorers must rise in Proportion, or
else men shall be forced to defer their Trades and Endeavours, and then the scarcity will encrease the price. By
these means it comes to pass, by the raising of Money,
that all those who have contracted for antient Rights and
Rents are prejudiced, and such as have Rights and Rents
settled in perpetuity, can never receive help in this case;
and therefore in divers other Countries, there have been
very many famous Judgments giv'n in this case, and great
volumes written by the Civilians, to prC?vethat the Rents
which they call feodats and fanniers, penalties and amercements, which are set down uncertain, ought to be paied
according to the value of the Moneys then Current when
the said Rents and Penalties were established; and if we
do examine it, we shall find it, that much the greatest
part of the Common-wealth is prejudiced whensoever
Money is raised.
First, all those who have let Leases of their lands.
Then all such as live upon Pensions and \Yages.
All those that live by their professions either Civil or
Military.
All those that live by Trade or Haudy crafts, or Labourers. And although it be true when the Leases do
come out, the Lords may recompence themselves, and
that when the hire and salaries of several professions and
endeavorers shall be raised, (as I have showed) that of
necessity in time it must come to pass, that Prejudice doth
cease unto them, yet in mean time they suffer. But the
King who is head of the Common-wealth, and whose Revenue is only truly publick, doth of all suffer most, and
most irreparably: Colledges are helped by the Stat. of
Corn, and other Corporations do in some sort repair themselves by the fines they take. But the King's Revenue,
which of necessity is managed by multitude of Officers,
doth perpetually diminish, as much as the price of Money
is raised, so as the same lands yield, in name the same
79
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Revenue to the King which they did in Edward the
Thirds time, but in truth not the third part: and besides
much of his Revenue is assessed by the Parliament by
prescription to a certain Summ, all which doth continually
diminish so much as the price of Money riseth.
One other Mischief that groweth by the raising of
Money is this, When you do so raise your Money, as that
you do give a greater price than before unto the Merchant,
yo do conceive that he is thereby the rather allured to
bring the Materials of Money to your Mint, and so withdraw them from other Nations.
But if other uations find
that, they will raise the price of their Money likewise, and
then what shall you get by raising of yours? or if you
raise upon them again, there will be no period to rest ill,
but you shall continually sow Confusion, until you be
constrained to abolish your coins and invent new species,
and new measures of weight and fineness, or else with
infinite loss to the people, to bring the price back again to
an ancient standard.
One other Mischief that groweth by the raising of
Money is this, a. very great part of the Gold which cometh
into Europe, and almost all the Silver doth first aboard in
Spain: so that when you raise the price of these mettals,
you raise the proper commodities of Spain, and by that
means you encrease the greatness and power of that King,
of whose greatness and power, of all others, you have cause
to be most jealous and apprehensive:
And again, in a
Kingdom as this is, which hath more Commodities to vent
into Forrein parts than it hath occasion to consume of
Forrein Commodities, and which hath no materials of
Money, as this hath not in any considerable quantity, but
must have all their Gold and Silver supplied by the return
of their Commodities, as ours is, it is most expedient to
keep the price of Money as low as may be, to the end
your Commodities may return you the greater quantity of
these materials in fineness and weight.
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As for Example, If you should raise the ounce of sterling standard to six shillings; then the Real of eight would
be worth near hand si"{ shilling'> likewise; would it not
then follow of Necessity, that you should have by so much
the fewer of them in number, for the return of your Commodities?
And the like may be said of Gold.
Lastly, when you raise your Money, it bringetha great
confusion.
First, by giving stop and hindrance to Trade and Commerce, all men being fearful and doubtful how to make
their Contracts and Exchanges, until there be a settlement
by time.
And again, if you coin new species of less intrinsical
value than the old either in weight or fineness, or both,
there is danger of melting or exporting the old; if you
raise the price of the old species, you introduce Fractions
and Confusions in reckoning, and do many times inforce
him that pays to give more than he intends, especially in
reward and gratifications and fees, which are more exactly
defined.

CHAP.
Examinations

T

XV.

of the Reasons for the raising of Money.

HE first Reason for the raising of Money, is the
practise of Antiquity: it is true, as I have shewed
before, that the Grecians and the Romans did successively
raise the values of their Moneys, but it was not to draw
thereby the materials of Money from other States unto
theirs; but to supply the State, by that means on great
and desperate Necessities, of the 'V ages thereof; and of
the advantage, or disadvantage grmving thereby to the
Common-wealth, I intend to speak hereafter.
But this invention of raising of 1Ioney to draw a quantity of Gold and Silver from your Neighbours, or to pre8l
serve
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serve our own from being exhausted, is a conceit unknown
to the ancient world, and introduced long since the decay
of the Roman Empire; when as those Monarchies that are
now settled in Europe, by succession from those Northern
Nations, which did over-throw the autient Roman Empire,
haying together with many other necessary Arts, lost the
knowledge and orders of the Mint, were fain to use the
Subtilly and Industry of the Jews, and those of Genoa and
Lucca (who did succeed the Jews in this Trade) for the
coining of their Moneys, who for their own Advantage
did (by sub til and specious Reasons many times by III
seeming and not considerable Profit as Projectors use to
do) allure Princes to make unnecessary alterations in their
Moneys, from whence this Art of robbing Gold and Silver
from one state to another is grown.
And therefore I will speak no more concerning
the
practise of Antiquity, but will examine the other Reasons:
as for the second Reason, which is the Observation, that
since King James raised the Gold so much as he did, Gold
is grown much more plentiful in the Kingdom than it was
before, but Silver having not been raised in Proportion is
grown much more scant and rare :It is confessed that the & Observation is true in this, that
whensoever )'ou raise the Material of (one sort of) Money,
that material will encrease, and the other will grow scanty
in Proportion.
And what doth the Commonwealth gain by
that, if there be more Gold now than heretofore, if there be
less Silver in Proportion?
But it is denied, That if you
raise equally both the materials of Money, that then either
of them will ever a whit the more abound; and this reason
is given for it, Whatsoever the value of Money be in other
Countreys, they will spend no more of your Commodities
than they have use for ~ if so, the over-value of your
(exported) Commodities
must of necessity be returned to
you either in Gold or Silver, whatsoever the value of them
be, high or low: or suppose that, by reason of the low value
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of Gold and Silver in respect of their price in other parts,
the Merchants do forbear the return of the over-values of
your Commodities in those Matcriala, and do choose
rather to return Forrein Commodities more than you can
vent; this may fall out thus for one year, but two or
three or more years, it is impossible it can hold, for that
the Merchant should have these Forrein Commodities
which are not consumed perish in his hands.
And this
Reason doth likewise answer
The third Argument made for the raismg of Money
which is, That if you do not raise your Money to a parity
with your Neighbours, the Merchant, who always seeks
his profit, wil carry his materials of Gold and Silver,
where he may have most for them; for if this reason
stand good, the Merchant shall be constrained to bring
his Gold and Silver hither, what price soever they bear.
But because this reason seems so evident and unanswerable in the Judgment of many, and that if It stand good,
it doth absolutely confute the practise of all the States of
Europe, who have continued many years raising of the
values of their Moneys, upon this ground, To attract
thereby greater quantities of Gold and Silver.
I intend to make a more strict Rxamination of this
Reason.
And first for a most clear underscanding of the Case, Let
us suppose that all the Commodities, any way exported
out of this Kingdom in one year, be worth one Million of
pounds sterling, and that the Commodities Imported, be
worth but 900,000 pound, and that this Proportion, or
near thereabouts, be constant; Then of Necessity, it follows, That an hundred thousand pounds must be brought
in in Gold and Silver, what price soever Money bear.
But if it shall appear that the Low values of our Money
doth cause the Kingdom to vcnt more forrein Commodities
than otherwise it would veut; and, that where otherwise
it would vent 900,000 pound, the Low values of Money
R3
cause
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cause it to vent a Million or more: then is the force of
this argument lost; and it follows, That the low values are
the cause why the Materials of Gold and Siloer, or less of
them than otherwise would do, come not in.
N ow then this may come to pass several ways, First, If
the value of your Moneys be so low as the Merchant
shall lose by bringing you Gold and Silver, he will rather
return you forrein Commodities, though he sell them as
cheap as he bought them, and so gain nothing by them,
than bring you Gold and Silver by which he shall loose.
As for Example, the Merchant trading into Muscovi«,
will rather return his Cloth in Furr, or in Silk of Persia,
though he sell them as cheap as he bought them there,
than in Silver and Gold, by which he shall loose the fourth
part. Now the cheapness of forrein Commodities makes
the greater quantity of them to be spent, as we see of
Calico's, of which few or none were heretofore vented in
this Kingdom, the cheapness of them making greater
Quantities of them to be spent.
And again, the Lowness of the values of Money may
cause a greater Proportion of Forrein Commodities to be
consumed, though not in quantity, yet in value.
As for Example, Though the Lowness of the value of
Money should not make a greater quantity of Silver to be
spent in England, than otherwise would be, yet it would
make a greater Proportion in value to be spent, by reason
that the Merchant, who in the return of his Commodities
brings such a quantity of Silk as he judgeth may be vented
here, if he find an over value of his Commodities exported,
to those he doth import, he will rather, instead of raw
Silks, return Silks manufactured, to equal the over-value
by which he may save himself, than return the over-value
in Gold and Silver by which he shall loose. As if our
Gold were as our Silver in prices, by which the Turkey
Merchant shall loose as much by bringing Gold from
thence, as he should if he brought Silver, is it not
8-1
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manifest, that instead of Gold, which he now brings with
his raw Silk, in return of his Commodities, he would carry
both Gold and Silk into Italy, and imploy them in manufactured Silks, though he should sell them here almost as
cheap as he bought them, rather than return the overvalue in Gold, by which he should loose? And so though
the same Proportion in quantity were vented here in Silk,
yet a greater Proportion in value would be vented,
As the same may be said of divers other Commodities:
and for confirmation of this, it is to be observed, That
from ltaly, France and the Low Countries, and the East
Indies, in all which places the values of Moneys are as high
or higher than with us, we draw hardly any Commodities but
fully manufactured, and they receive none of our Commodities but either not manufactured at all, or, but so
much manufactured as the Severity and Penalty of the
Laws do otherwise prohibit to be exported: But in Spain
where the Moneys are yet of a lower value than with us,
it is clean contrary,
And although it may be Objected that that this Observation doth not hold in Turky and Muscovie, though in
Turky the Silver, and in Muscovie both Gold and Silver be
much higher valued than here in England;
To that it may be answered, That these barbarous
Countries receive our Manufactures by Necessity, because
they afford none of their own,
CHAP, XVI.
Examinations of the Reasons for the not raising of
Money,

T

HE first and main Reason against the raising of
Money, is, The IXJUSTICE
and OPPRESSION

done to all those, who are ill place of Creditors to receive,
all which are forced to receive less in Intrinsical value titan
is due unto them, and less in faculty and extent to supply
their own uses, To which reason I never understood any
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answer made that

could have examination

but only this:

That however the Creditors do receive less in intrinsical
value, and less in faculty and extent, to supplie their use by
reason that as the Extrinsical value of the Money is raised,
the price of the things do likewise rise with it, yet that price
doth not rise but by degrees and time, in which time all
these Creditors by renewing their Contracts do repair themselves, some sooner, some later, according to the state of
their Contracts. But theu it is manifest that all those
who have any Rents or other Rights which are defined to
a certain sum in perpetuity, and the King for the best
part of his Revenue are extreamly damnified by the raising
of Moneys without Repair, except there should a Law be
made that all those kind of payments should be payable
according to the values of Money current when they were
first created, which, though it were an innovation full of
Danger and Confusion, and Impracticable in this State,
yet it seemeth to have a foundation in Justice.
A second Reason, made against the raising of Money,
is this, If you do raise your Moneys out of the Misconceipt

to draw you more Gold and Silver, the other Nations out of
the same Misconceipt will raise the Money likewise; and so
deprive you of your end: but to this reason it may be
answered, That we ought not to raise our Moneys above our
Neighbours, hut only to a parity with them, and then if they
be obstinate to out raise us, we must rather undergo the
Prejudice of a continual raising to a parity, thereby to keep
our own, than to suffer other Nations by imparity to rob us
of what we have; so as this Argument III effect, doth
resort to that, which was formerly disputed, whether truly
and constantly more Gold and Silver be brought ill by
the raising of Money.
The two Arguments that follow against the raising of
Money will both receive one clear answer.
The First, That in raising of Money you raise the King

of Spain's Commodities. and consequently enrich him.
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The Second, That by raising of Money, you have less
Silver and Gold out of Spain in Intrinsical value for your
Commodities, the answer thereunto is very plain and clear,
which is this, That if the Position formerly laid down be
true, which is, That as the value of Money is raised, so the
price of Commodities riseth with it, Then it follows that
neither the King of Spain shall he enriched by the raisin,q
of Money, because the Commodities for which he parts with
his Money unto WJ, shall rise likewise in price, nor shall we
receive less of his Money in Intrinsical value for our Commodities, because the Eaitrinsical value is raised, that our
Commodities will rise likewise so much the more in Eatrin:
sical value.
To the last Al'gument, of the Confusion which the raising
of Money doth bring both by the stopp of Commerce at the
present, and the fractions of Reckonings, it is. answered,
That no alteration in this Subject of Money is without
Inconvenience; But if the position be true, that raising of
Money is -necessary to preserve that which we have, and to
bring in more; then are those petty Inconveniences little
considerable:
and thus I have examined as strictly as I
can the Reasons alledged on both sides for the raising and
not raising of Moneys;
but leave the Reader to his own
Conclusion.
I do now come to the Remedies, that by curious search
I could ever learn to have been propounded either in this
Estate or any forrein Estates, for the Inconveniences
that
may grow either by raising of Money, or not raising, or
both of them, which I do mean likewise to examine, and
shew as near as I can, the Difficulties that may grow in
settling of the several Remedies
propounded,
and the
evil Consequences that might grow of them, if they were
settled, and that so the Reader may more clearly judge
which is the best: for which purpose I intend to begin
with the Plainest and most easie, to the end that the
more intricate may afterwards be better comprehended.
87
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CHAP. XVII.

Of Contracting with forrein Nations by Ambassadors to
keep their Moneys at a certain standard.

A

MONGST all the Remedies propounded against the
Alterations of Moneys there is none more specious
than this, nor more frequent in mention, both in provisionall Edicts, which are made for the Reformation of
Moneys, and in Considerations held for the purpose, for
it is said to advance it: That if we contract with other
Nations for a certain and stable standard of Moneys which
may be equal, than we shall avoid all the Inconveniences
that do grow by the raising of Moneys, because we shall
never raise them; and we shall avoid all the Inconveniences
that do grow by the not raising of Moneys, because other
Nations shall not raise theirs. Besides for this Remedy
there is alledged the example of former Ages, wherein it
appears that in many Treaties with forrein Nations our
Kings did contract for the mutual standard of their Moneys.
But however the Propositions be specious and frequent,
yet, of aU other Remedies, if it be throughly examined,
.it will appep..rthe most difficult, or rather impossible, to
be effected; and if it were effected, it would turn to no
use, for thus stands the state of this business, Almost all
the Silver which is now drawn out of the Earth, cometh
from the West Indies, all which intirely aboardeth first in
Spain, whence it is dispersed into other Countries Eastward; which do draw it unto them by setting an higher
price upon it: for, as if there were no Cloth in all the
WorId but in England, no other Country could have Cloth
except they did pay dearer for it than in England; and by
so much dearer by how much it were more remote from
England, because to the original price, there must of
neccssitie be added an increase in regard of the time, the
charge, and hazard of transporting it: 1>0 fares it with
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Silver, that all Countries which will draw from Spain, do
necessarily set a greater price upon it, by how much they
are more remote from thence, and this is the Reason why
the sphear of Silver seemeth to roll from the West to the
East, until it come unto -hirn, where it seemeth to fall
into a Gulph.
But of Gold it is not so, because that
comes in as great abundance from the East as from the

West.
Now then it were a great Prejudice for England and
France to contract with Spain for a certain standard of
Silver, except they could likewise contract for the same
standard with the Low-Countries, and Italy, who draw
part of their Silver from them, as they draw theirs from
Spain; for otherwise, they should give a stop to the
coming in of their Silver, and should leave the issue of it
open.
N or would Turkey contract, unless they could also
contract with Persia for the same, where Siluer is yet
higher than in Turkey, and so forward into China; neither
would the Loui-Countrie men contract, except they could
contract for the same with the Honse Towns, where Silver
is higher than in the Low Countries; neither would the
Honse Towns contract, except they could contract for the
same with Prussia and Poland; neither would. they of
Poland contract, except they could contract with Muscooie ; neither would Muscot;ie contract, except they could
contract with Persia; and so forward in all such places
Silver is still at an higher and higher rate.
But suppose it was possible to draw all those Countries
to a certain contract, what would be the use of it?
I did
in a former Chapter observe that most Countries, and
particularly France and the Low Countries do seldome or
never raise their Moneys: But when People by Custom and
general Use have raised the Money before hand, beyond
the Publick Declaration, and the State is forced to follow
the People whom in this Case they do not master, to
89
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what end is it then to contract with those Nations for
that which is not in their Power to observe? And that
which is alledged for the course of contracting, with
forrein Nations, out of the example of former times, doth
clearly convince the vanity of this proposition, for it is
manifest, as I have shewed in the former Chapters that
notwithstanding these Contracts, the Money was continually from timc to time raised.

CHAP. XVIII.
Of the Ordaining of solid Payments.

S

OLID payments are meant where Contracts are made
for payment of so many solid species of Money, or
of so many double Pistoles, or so many French-Crowns, or
80 many English
Angels, or Soveraipn« or Shillings, and
therefore termed solid payments, because they are restrained to those solid species which are contracted for,
and do never alter in payment although the value of the
species should alter; as however the value of Angels or
Soveraigns which were coined for ten shillings, be raised
to eleven shillings; yet he which hath contracted to pay
so mauy Angels or Soveraigns shall pay never awhit the
less in number, because their value is raised, and so in the
other species of French Crowns and Pistolee : But he that
made a contract when Angels and Soveraigns were valued
at ten shillings, to be paid, at such a day to come, one
hundred pounds, before which day the value of Angels or
Soveraigns was raised to eleveu shillings; whereas he
should be paid at the time of his contract for one hundred
pounds sterling, two hundred Angels or Soveraigns, he
shall now be paid hut one hundred fourscore and one
Angel., or Soceraiqn» and nine shillings, because the sum
of a pound sterling is not restrained to any solid species,
but is rather iruaginary and abstracted from the matter
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guided according to the uncertain valuation of the species
of Money, wherein the payment is made.
This Proposition
of ordaining
all contracts for payments to be restrained to solid species of Money, hath bin
often agitated in France, as a soveraign Remedy against
the main inconveniences which do arise in this subject of
Money, for the discussing of the truth and efficacie of
which proposition, it will be necessarie to relate the success thereof in that Kingdom, in the years 1575 and 1576.
The people in France, contrary to the King's Ordinance,
and iu despight of ali Remedies which could be thought
of to prevent it, had raised both the Gold and Silver so
excessively, as a French Crown in Gold was valued at seven
livre." and an half, and at eight livres, a Livre in France
being the tenth part of a pound sterling, and is an abstracted sum consisting of twenty sols, as our pound
sterling doth consist of twenty shillings, there being no
certain species of Money called a Livre, and according to
the value of Gold, their Silver likewise was overvalued,
and the species of forrein Coins both of Gold and Silver
were current likewise at the like values in proportion;
by
means whereof it is hardly credible what quantities of
Gold and Silver, both of Forrein and Domestick Coins
that Countrie did then abound with.
But their Base
money which was not raised in proportion to the Gold and
Silver, and did really contain in Intrinsical value much
more than the Gold and Silver Coins, in proportion to the
value at which they were current, was for the most part
either transported or secretly melted down to extract the
Silver thereout.
And if this had been all the Inconvenience, they would
nev~r have complained;
but in consequence of this, the
prices of aU things did rise so excessively, that all such
who lived upon Pensions, or Wages, or Fees, or antient
Rents did manifestly see themselves unable to subsist:
but above all, the King was most heavily prejudiced, so
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as it was like to grow to some great Confusion in that
State.
Hereupon in the year 1577, there was a new Ordinance
made, treated and published with the greatest deliberation
and solemnity that ever any Edict was of this kind in
France.
And first the French Crown, weighing 2' deniers
and 15 grains, after the French weight, and 23 Carrats
fine, from eight Heres was reduced to the value of sixty
Sols, which is equal to three livres; and all the pieces of
Silver of French coins, were reduced to a value answerable
to that, the sols likewise, and other base Money coined
proportionable thereunto, and to the end they might never
be again raised by the People to an higher value.
First, All forrein coins both Gold and Silver, except
Pistollets and Doublons of Spain were upon great penalties
forbidden to be brought in otherwise then as Bullion, and
made incurrent. Then there were very severe Prohibitions made that no man should afterwards make Contracts
of payment in livres or any other abstracted sums, but only
in the solid species of Crowns: And to the end that payment might be made as well in Silver as in Gold, there were
in Silver coined quarter-Crowns, and half quarter-Crowns,
and the other species of Silver already extant were valued
proportionable to them, only sixty sols were made equal
to a Crown, which held no proportion with a Crown either
in name or in intrinsical value, by reason, that in the sols
and other base Money, the Copper with which they are
allayed is valued, and there is a much greater charge laid
on the coinage of them than of other Moneys: yet notwithstanding it is very strange, how well this Edict did
keep the people of France in order for three or four and
twenty years, so as in all that time, the value of the Gold
nor Silver was never raised.
But by degrees they did find that the Kingdom grew
drained of that great quantity of Gold and Silver with
which it formerly abounded, and their Commerce and
92
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Trade did visibly decay; they found themselves full of
forrein Manufactures, but then own Manufactures had ill
vent, and at length the people, notwithstandmg the Prohibition, began to take Forrein coins as current, and received both them and their coins, at a higher value than
the King's Edict did admit, so as in the year 1602 their
complaint grew as loud and as sharp as in the year 1577,
though of a cleer contrary condition, and there grew new
consultations and enquiries into the Remedies of these
Inconveniences.
Many who were very much taken with the former Edict
of 1577, did advise that the same Edict should be more
rigidly maintained, and that all forrein coius should be
absolutely banished, and that the former Edict might be
now reformed iu that only point, which was deficient (viz.)
That the Sols migltt either be coined of purer Silver, or if
they did remain of the former Allay, that the King would
so dispose of the charge of the Allay and coinage as they
might answer in their Intrinsical value to the Gold and the
Silver; and that for the remedy of the Penury of Money,
strict sumptuary Laws might be put in practise against
Forrein Manufactures, and superfluous Commodities.
But against this it was objected, That now they found
by experience the effect of the former Edict of 1577, and
this additionrof sumptuary Laws would give little help,
because the licence of the times and difficulties in the thing
it self were such as they would never be put in execution.
In Conclusion a new Edict was set forth in Anno 1602.
by which the Contracts in the solid species in Crownswere
abolished and the Contracts in Livres again authorised,
The Crown in Gold was valued at three Livres and four
sols, and all forrein coins were made current in a proportionable rate: and upon it ensued that the people did
every day raise the price of all Gold both forrein and
domestick higher and higher by degrees, so as in the year
1614, the King by his idict was enforced to make good
93
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the raising of the people, and to set a value upon the
French Crown, of 3 Livres and 15 sols, which is seven shil-

lings and six pence sterling, and yet still the people raised it
higher, and all other Gold in proportion, which hath yet
this further Inconvenience with it, That being raised by
degrees, they cannot raise the Silver together with it, so
as in time it will breed so great a Disproportion between
the Silver and the Gold as they will have little Silver
left; and that such as through the exceeding lightness
cannot with profit be made away.
I shall not now need to speak any more of the Inconveniences which may grow by ordaining of solid payments
because they have been sufficiently expressed in the relation of these proceedings in France.
But I will only add
this, that there is no true soliditie in payments, but to
contract for so much in weight and so much in fineness,
for if you should ordain all payments to be made in such
or such species of Money, it is true that the raising of
those species of Money could breed no alteration in your
payments: but suppose the Prince should coin these
species, either baser in Allay or lighter in weight, then
should your payment be subject to the same alteration as
jf you had contracted for abstracted sums.

CHAP.

XIX.

Of equalizing the Exchange.

T

HE Author of Lex Mereatarid! doth hold, That in
those Countries where great Banks are kept, the
Bankers do by their Arts and Subtilties by the inequalitie
of the Exchange, draw away the Gold and Silver out of
other Countries: as for Example; In Holland, suppose a
man were by Exchange to make over 100 pound sterling
thither out of England,
The Exchange, saith he, is such
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when it is at most advantage for England, by the practise
and subtilties of the Banker, as you shall receive for your
hundred pound there, less in intrinsical value than you
gave; and if you make over a hundred pound out of Holland into England by Exchange you shall receive more in
Intrinsical value than you gave. And if this Position
absolutely be true, as that the contrary doth rarely or
seldom happen, it necessarily follows, That it is more
advantage to carry over your Money thither in specie,
than to make it over by exchange, and it is more advantage to make over your Money thence 'by exchange than
to bring it over in specie.
But (saith he) if it be effectually ordained, That no man
shall give his Money here, to receive less in intrinsical
value there by Exchange; and that no man shall give his
Money there, to receive more in intrinsical value here by
Exchange: it is plain, That no man shall have his Advantage to carry his Money thither in specie, nor no man
shall have his Disadvantage to bring his Money thence in
specie: and if the same course be observed in all places
and at all times, let other Nations use what they please to
raise or abase the values of their Money.. they shall never
prejudice the Kingdom by it.
I have abstracted this Proportion in the plainest manner
I could, and purposely omitted to name the sums of the
Exchange, to avoid all Question about more or less, and
all obscurity: and certainly it carrieth with it a great
appearance of Reason; neither do I find any strength in
that Objection which is most pressed against it, That this
equallity cannot be made with other countries, by Reason
that a great part of the Payments is made in Base money j
for, if Base money be so current, as for it you may have so
much purer Money as will answer the intrinsical value
required for the Sum to be paid by Exchange, that
Objection will fall : if it be not 80 current, you may except
against the Payment.
H
%
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But yet this Proposition, if it be narrowly examined
will be found subject to great Exceptions.
And first, The Difficulty, I may say almost, the Impossibility of putting it in Execution is apparent, for although
the intrinsical value be the principal Rule by which Exchanges are squared, yet there arc many other Circumstances which do vary and alter the Exchange, and this is
for a main one; That when there is much Money to be
returned to one place by an Accident unlookt for, you
shall (not) find Takers in Proportion, except what they
makc by the price of Exchange do invite them: if then
you will force men alwayes to give and take by Exchange
at onc rate, when through accident there shall want
Takers, you will force the Giver to supply his Necessity,
to send his Money in specie, and so that which is. propounded for a Remedy of Exportation shall turn to a
greater Exportation.
But suppose this Difficulty could be overcome, yet
would it not suffice to hinder Exportation;
for, if in other
Countries, they should value your Money higher than
their own, as in this Discourse there are formerly Instances set down, of English Money higher valued than
their own, in France, in the Low-Countries, and at Francford Mart: he then which at these times would have
made over Money by Exchange into those Parts, by this
Proposition, should have had but the intrinsical value in
Money of these Countries; but he that had carried his
Money over in specie, would have had more than the
intrinsical value.
Lastly, It is to be considered, That all Countries that
do raise little or no Materials within themselves, (which
is our Case in England) must not be 80 careful to hinder
Exportation of the Materials, as to provide for Importation for them;
What Fruit then shall we receive by this
Equality of Exchange, (admitting that it might be made,
and that it would hinder the Exportation) if it should be
96
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recompenced by the same Degree of Impediment, which
it would give to the Importation, which would necessarily
follow upon it; as for Instance, If the Equality of Exchange will give impediment to transport Silver out of
England into Holland, will not the same equality of Exchange give the same degree of Impediment to import
Silver out of Spain into England?
Certainly in all
appearance it must.

CHAP.

XX.

Of Reducing Moneys to the Lowness of Ancient Values.

S

OME are of Opinion, that the best course to remedy
all Inconveniences in Matters of Money, were to
reduce it to the ancient Value :
As for example, A pound weight of Silver of the sterling standard to make but twenty shillings in Silver; and
a pound weight of crown Gold to make 121. sterling;
and so Angel-Gold to be coined in Proportion, for (say
they,) since that was the first and original settlement of
the sterling standard, and that by the raisings of other
Nations whom we thought it necessary to follow, we are
grown to that excessive diminution of the Intrinsical
value of our Money as is manifest, and that the Mischiefs
do so threaten us, by the daily raising of our Neighbours, as
at length (to bring on) inevitable Confusion; it will be best
to reform the Mischief before it be grown to extremity; and
the best Reformation will be to reduce it to the first and
original settlement: The Commodities whereof are many:
First, The prices of things will be reduced to some
antient moderation, then those who live upon antient
Rents, and Fees, and Rights, and Tenures of their Lands
and Offices, who have received extream injustice by the
diminution of the Intrinsical value of Money, shall by
97
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this Reduction be recompenced in justice again. But
above all, the King, whose Revenue is only publick, shall
receive a great and a just enlargement therein: This
Diminution of the intrinsical value of Money being not
the least cause of the visible wants wherewith the Crown
is this day oppressed, and this Reduction being so great
and important as it is, all other Nations, and all Merchants in their exchanges, must of necessity come to a
new valuation of their Moneys in comparison of ours:
and that cannot be, but by a true calculation of the intrin
sical value of either of them, by which means if we do
now sustain any wrong by the reputed valuation of our
Moneys, or exchangc of them, we shall then receive right.
And England being a Countrie able to send out more
Commodities than it hath need to receive, we shall of
necessity return the overplus in Bullion.
But to examine the solid Truth of these Allegations, it
will be necessary to consider by what means this Reduction may be effected.
First, Therefore if you will reduce Moneys to the
antient values, either you must do it by several degrees,
(this being the way by which the mischief grew) or you
must do it all at once.
As for example of a Reduction by degrees, Silver is
now coincd at five shillings and two pence an ounce, and
Crown Gold at three pound eight shillings and four
pence the ounce; begin then, first to reduce hy coining
Silver at fourteen groats the Ounce, and Crown Gold at
three pound one shilling and six pence the Ounce; and
when it is thus. settled, then some time after reduce them
both, yet to a lower price, and so until you come to the
Original settlement. But is it not then manifest that if
these coins be so much heavier than the former, as this
Proportion doth make them, and yet go at the same price
as the other did, yet as fast as they are coined, they will
be melted or transported for advantage?
9R
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Besides our Merchants will (not) bring this Silver and
Gold unto you to so great a loss: on the other side,
if you make all the old Money uncurrent, and you
do make it 80 many times uncurrent as you do reduce
it towards the antient values, by degrees the confusions
will be 80 great as the Kingdom cannot bear them, and
the continual new coining of your Money will consume all
the value of your Money in that charge: there is then no
other way left but to leave the old Money still current,
but abased so much in price as it is worse than the new
Money in intrinsical value. But this is hardly possible,
considering that the fractions in the old Money will be so
confused as no man shall know how to payor receive it;
besides all men of what condition soever that are to pay
Money, in what nature soever, shall pay ten in the Hundred more than they should otherwise have done.
But suppose this Inconvenience might be sufferable for
once, yet when they must return again, as often as by
degrees you do reduce yonr Money towards the antient
values, I do see no possibility to conquer them; it is then
best to consider what will follow of it, if this Reduction to
the antient values be "made all at once, which is thns propounded.
That new Money should be coined at twenty pence an
ounce, Silver; and that the old Money should be still left
current at the third part of the value for which now it
goeth, as six pence to be current for two pence, and twelve
pence for a groat, 80 as all Fractions should be -avoided:
and the Gold should be reduced to a like Proportion, and
that all contracts and payments, from such a day to come,
should be made and paid in new Money or in old Money,
valuing it only at the third part of the new Money; But
if the Proposition were simply thus, it were insupportable,
for then he that sits now at a rent of 101. a year, and is
hardly able to pay it should in effect, after the day when
the new Money is to be current, pay thirty pounds a year j
W
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and he that borrowed ten pounds before that day, after
that day shall pay thirty, aud so it would be of all other
payments. And it is no satisfaction to say, That would
be no Injustice, because he that pays Money, either for
Debt or Rent, or any other waies, must receive it from
others, be it either in Debt, Rent, or for the price of any
thing to be sold, and so he shall pay no more in Proportion than he shall receive : for if it be true, which is the
mainest Benefit propounded by this Rednction, that as
the price of Money shall be abased so the price of all
things will abate in Proportion, then he that is to raise his
payments out of the price of other things shall raise no
more in intrinsical value than he should have done before,
yet he shall pay in intrinsical value thrice as much as he
did before.
To solve this Objection, there are two ways propounded,
but either of them have their Inconveniences;
The first is, that this payment in new Money shall only
extend to future Contracts, and that all former Contracts
shall either be paid in old Money or in new Money valued
at three times the old Money: But if you admit of this,
you shall by this Reduction only raise a great rumor and
Confusion among the People, and all the Benefits propounded are quite blown away.
Besides the Injustice, as it was very apparent to all
that were to pay Money in the former way, so it is as
apparent in this way to all that are to receive Money, for
that they shall receive in eatrinsical value but two pence
for SLX pence, and one shilling for 3 shillings, but above
all others, the King would be most prejudiced
The second way of solving the former Objection is this,
That all payments, for the future, should be made in new
Money or in old, valuing the old a third part, and that in
like manner all antient Contracts, Rents, and Rights
reserved should be acquitted in new Money, or in old
Money valued at the third part of the new, and that this
100
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word of anttent Qrontracls anb ll{igl)ts, should be
defined from such a time as since which the prices of
things have encreased, as the value of Money is by this
Reduction to be abated j As for Example,
Since the year of the eighteenth of Henry the
Eighth, when he began to coin Base money, since which
time generally the price of things is trebled at the least,
in some more, in some less. And that all Contracts
and payments reserved, since the eighteenth year of
Henry the Eighth, until the day when the new Money is
made current, should be acquitted in old ~foney, or in
new Money valued three times as much as the old: By
this means the Injustice of the former ways seemeth to be
equally parted, in that some Receivers by this way should
gain and some Receivers should loose, and some Payers
should gain and some should loose.
But this Proposition brings with it a new Inconvenience,
which is, That this time of the eighteenth of Henry the
Eighth, being so antient, it would breed many Controversies, as to what payments were contracted for or reserved
before that time or not. But suppose that this Reduction
were effected, and that our Moneys were both by reputed
valuation and by exchange compared with Forrein Moneys,
according to their true intrinsical value, yet do 1 not see
that this Reformation, for all this, would be stable and
permanent j for, if afterwards other Nations shall by
degrees again diminish the Intrinsical value of their
Moneys, either we must resolve to stand firm to this
Reduction, and so to take the hazard of all losses and
Inconveniences which the not raising of our Moneys
when our :Kcighbours raise theirs do bring with it j or if we
shall raise again as they shall raise theirs, then all the benefit
of this troublesom Reduction will be, That we shall yet
be three hundred years longer ere we do grow to so great a
diminution in the Intrinsical value of our Moneys, as we
do at this present undergo.
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CHAP. XXI.
Of raising our Moneys according to the raising of our
Neighbours.
THERS do propound a clean contrary course to this
Reduction of the Moneys to the antient values;.
For they would have us to observe precisely the raising of
the price of Money by our Neighbours, and if not to
preceed them, at the least to follow them immediately.
And for this purpose they insist upon two main Arguments. The one drawn from Example, the other from
Reason: for say they, If we do observe those States,
which do soonest and most raise their Money, we shall
find that they do most abound with Money; and that
Trades and Manufactures do most flourish there.
As for Example, the United Provinces, and the ArchDvkes Country, and the Banns Towns; and they do
confirm their instance hy this reason, Forrein NatiOM
when they raise their Moneys, do thereby make them of lese
Intrinsical value, than they are reputed.
As for Example, Three pounds two shillings sterling, is.
reputed equal with five pounds six shillings Flemish; and
peradventure when the pound sterling was first cut into
628. they were equal in intrinsical value, but now by the
raising of Money», this five pounds six shillings Flemish,
say they, contains in intrinsical value no more than two
pounds sixteen shillings.
And again, say they, The Ryall of eight and the Ri.r
Dollar are both of them reputed equal to five shillings
sterling, but hold in intrinsical value less by ten in the
hundred. Hence, (say they,) it follows, That he that
bestoweth here three pounds two shillings in English
Cloth, and sells it beyond Sea for five pounds six shillings
Flemish, or for twelve Ryalls of eight, or twelve Ri.x102
Dollars,
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Dollars, with two shillings, maketh his accompt that he
hath sold it as dear as he bought it, and whatsoever he
can get more is gain towards his hazard, his time, and his
charge; and by this means he doth nndervalue the
English Commodity to the loss of the Realm, six shillings
in three pound two shillings: But on the other side, if he
bestow his five pound six shillings Flemish, or his twelve
Ryalls of eight, or Ria-Dollars, and two shillings in
Forrein Commodities, he makes his Accompt that he sells
them not here for as much as they cost him, except he
have for them three pound two shillings sterling, by which
he overvalues to us the forrein Commodities by SIX shillings in three pound two shillings, by which means the
Realm in general is impoverished, but the Merchant in
his particular saves himself, for what is lost to him by the
undervalue of the English Commodities is again made
good unto him by the over-value of the forrein Commodities. And hence it follows that our Money wasts, our
Manufactures decay, and their Money and Manufactures
do increase.
As for the Objections made against raising of Moneys;
they say, They are not considerable in comparison of the
benefits, for so as Trade and Manufactures may flourish
and Money abound, what imports it though the price of
things do rise, when as every man as he pays more, so he
shall receive more: as for the King's loss, he shall be
otherwise recompenced by the Riches of the Subjects.
But to come to the Examination of this Proposition
and the Reasons made for it.
First, these valuations laid down of our Money in comparison with Flemish Money and Ryalls and Dollars, for a
foundation of this Proposition is very uncertain; for as it
is true, that as I have heard in publick conference upon
these occasions, divers Merchants of great worth and
experience to affirm these valuations, so I have heard
others of as great worth and experience to deny tnem,
103
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afflrmmg that they knew none other valuation of our
Money with forrein, but according to the Intrinsical value
of either of them.
And by the last Plaecard of the LowCountries, the English shilling is made current for one
shilling nine pence Flemish, by which accompt three
pound two shillings English will make five pound eight
shillings and six pence Flemish.
But admitting the valuations as they are set down in
the Proposition, yet it will appear, but a meer Sophism;
for the truth is, as it is set down in a former Chapter,
That Silver is higher valued in France and England, than
in Spain, and in the Low-Countries than in either of
them; and in the Hanns Towns than in the Ltno Countries;
and so still higher, the further Eastward: But of Gold it
is not so: and upon an exact computation it will be
found, That Gold is higher valued in England than in the
Low-Countries, and that a pound of fine Gold reduced
into the Riders of the Low-Countries, makes but forty five
Guilders, and seven Stivers, and allowing ten Stivers and a
half for twelve pence English, as it is made current by the
last Placcard, there the said sum amounts in sterling
Money but to forty three pound thirteen shillings and a
penny; but a pound of Gold fine makes in twenty two
shilling pieces, forty four pound, eight shillings four pence
sterling, which reduced into GuilderB after the former
accompt makes 446 and a half, so as the pound in fine
Gold is valued in Jacobus pieces, at 8 Guilders two Stivers
and one half more than in Riders, and in English Money
is valued at fifteen shillings three pence more in Jacobus's
than in Riders; so then it follows, that if England do
loose any thing in the true price of her Commodities
because Silver is higher valued in the Low-Countries than
in England, En.gland gains again in the price of her Commodities, because Gold is higher valued in England than
in the Low. Countries. Besides all which none of the
Objections made against this Proposition are answered,
lOt
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but only elevated, and it is manifest that all those who
are to receive Money shall be continually oppressed with
this continual raising of Money, and if we shall still vie
one upon another who shall raise highest, in the End the
Matter must necessarily come to a Confusion.

CHAP. XXII.
Of introducing two different Species of Money.

T

HE Difficulties and Debate of the former Proposition
have produced this, set down in the Title of this
Chapter: For if to let our Money stand still in the same
Condition, when our Neighbours do raise theirs, be a
means to drain away our own Money from us, and to
divert that increase of Stock which otherwise should come
unto us, and consequently occasion the decay of our own
Trades and Manufactures, and the increase of Forrein, as
in the former Propositions hath been disputed, Then it
were good to raise our Moneys when our Neighbours
raise theirs. But if this raising of our Moneys do introduce an unjust Oppression to all those, who do live upon
the Rents of their Lands, upon Pensions, upon Fees, upon
Wages, or otherwise upon any other Reward of their
Industry, if it most of all disables the King, and in the
end doth threaten an extream Confusion and Disorder,
then is this good of Raising so allayed with the evil that
followeth it, that we were as good if not better to bc
without it: From these Considerations hath this Proposition risen, by which, the Authors thereof do presume,
that we may both raise our Moneys as we find occasion
and yet not raise; though they seem contradictory: and
we receive all the Benefits, which the raising of Money
doth bring with it, and yet avoid all the Inconveniences
which are aliedged to follow it. Now the Propositions
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which have been made in this kind, both here and in
other parts are very many, and differing one from another
in their Proportions, and in some other subtile and byconsiderations, which if they should be set down in particular, would much perplex the Subject. I will therefore
by supposition set down a Proposition in a plain and
easie Proportion for the more ready apprehension of the
Reader.
As for Example, Suppose the King should coin new
twenty shilling pieces, which should hold in intrinsical
value but eighteen shillings and four pence in Proportion to
the present Gold; and new shillings, which should hold
but eleven pence in Proportion to the shillings of the
present standard, and then it should be ordain'd, that all
former Contracts already past, should be acquitted in old
Money, or else in new Money, valuing every 208. but at
ISs. 4ll. and so in Proportion of lesser sums; but that all
new contracts should be paid afterwards in new Money,
or else in old, valuing every ISs. 4d. of the old Money at
208. of the new. By this means, say the Authors of this
proposition, we shall bring back our own Money and
drain away the Money of our Neighbours, and Trades
and Manufactures shall flourish in consequence; yet our
Moneys are raised, and yet no man shall receive .any
injustice by it, for both the King and all other Lords of
Land!'! and antient Rents, and all such who have lent
Money or contracted upon former Wages, shall be paid in
Money formerly current, or else in new proportionable to
the old. And all those which are to pay Money, either
out of their own Industry or Labours, or out of the fruits
of the earth, or by any other means, when they do see
that they must contract for new Money, apparently,
according to the Proportion set down, worse than the old,
they will help themselves by raising their price in Proportion unto it. There may likewise be alledged Examples
for this Proposition, as in Ireland where sterling Money
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and Irish Money are both current, the one a fonrth worse
than the other without any Iuconvenience. And it
seemeth that anciently before the time of Edward the
first in England, there were Moneys current of several
standards; for although there be a few Records left of
Mint matters, more antient than Edward the Third, yet
Anno seato Reg. Johannis membrana septima Dorso,
certain old Money of baser standard was made current;
But so, as no Jew or Merchant stranger might buy Merchandize, or pay debts with it, or any tbing else, (but only
victum et vestitum with that old Money,) but in grossa
et forti Moneta. And in France, until the time of Philip
le Bell (who was contemporant with Edward the Second)
it seemeth that there were used several species of Money,
And Edicts were made what Contracts should be acquitted
in one species and what in another.
But I will come now, as in the former, to the examination of this Proposition. First, the extreme Confusion is
to be considered which it will bring among the People by
raising Questions what is to be paid in old Money and
what is to be paid in new Money.
As for Example, a man who lent Money before the time
appointed for the currency of this Money, after the day,
receiveth interest for it, and so lets it run on, Whether
shall this be interpreted an old contract or a new? and
divers other Questions of like nature will arise. But
suppose that such Prudence were used before hand as all
such Questions might be prevented, yet certainly the
intricasie of the accounts between the old Money and the
new, by Reason of the confused Fractions which are in it,
would be a great molestation to the People: But there
lurkcth a much greater Inconvenience which would not
be discovered but by length of time; which is when you
have thus raised the price of your Money, when other
Nations shall raise theirs again beyond your new Money,
you must then be enforced to make a second new Money
107
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of less intrimical value than the first, and then again, all
Contracts between the first and the second new Money,
are to be acquitted in the first new Money, or in the
second new Money, valued in Proportion to the first, and
so in consequence of time, a third new Money would be
coined, and a fourth, and a fifth, and so forward; that by
degrees both the multiplicity of the Moneys, and the
variety of the times of the contracts would pass all
humane comprehension.
As for Examples alledged, they make more against the
Proposition than for it; for I doubt not, but in the time
of King John, and afore and after that, there were great
Varieties and Confusions in the Moneys current, and the
Histories of those Times are full of Complaints upon that
Subject. And therefore they do most highly magnify the
'Wisdomof King Edward the First, who settled a uniformity in that Subject, by introducing one certain species
of sterling Coin.
And for the Example of France, the Histories of that
Country do not only justifie that there were great Confusions in this Subject in those times, but by great Insurrections of the People and Rebellions upon that occasion,
insomuch, as the reputed Authors of those Inventions
were sacrificed to appease the popular Rage.

CHAP. XXIII.
Of Coining of Moneys without Distinction of Weights.

T

HE Proposition, intended under this Title, is this,
That the Money, hereafter, both of Gold and Silver
should be coined of the same fiueness, that the Silver and
crown-Gold now are, but that there should be coined no
pieces of a certain weight either of Gold or Silver, but
1M
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that the Allay being certain, the weight should remain
uncertain; that all Money now current should be valued
by a certain weight.
As for Example, That every ounce weight of Silver
should be valued at 5s. and every ounce weight of Gold at
twelve times as much, or thirteen times so much, or such
a Proportion as should be thought most equal; and that
all former Contracts should be acquitted in weight, by
reducing every 1001.sterling, into 400 ounces of Silver, or
a proportionable weight of Gold, but that all future Contracts should be directly made in weight, as in pounds,
ounces, and the Sections of the ounce, either in Silver or
proportionable weight in Gold: That there should be only
coined a certain Proportion of small Moneys in Silver,
not in value above a penny, or two pence sterling, of a
certain weight for the accommodation of small ordinary
payments. But that all the main mass of Money, both of
Silver and Gold, should have no certain weight imposed
on it, but should be current according to the weight it
had, as it should fall out. The Authors of this Proposition maintain.
That the first Institution of Money was in this manner.
That this Addition of certainty of weight to the Allay, by
making the stamp to serve as a publick Testimony that the
piece so stamped or coined is not only of such a fineness but
of such weight also, have given occasion to all the Inconveniences that have since grown in this Subject of Money,
and that there is no other way to reform these Inconveniences stablely and permanently but by reducing the Money
to this original Institution.
And therefere they say, That the imposing of certain
weight to the piece by the stamp hath given the Opportunity
to the Kings and Common-wealths to help themselves in
their necessities, diminishing the Intrinsical value, and
marking the piece of such a weight, when as really it
weigheth not so much; and thus much may be observed in
109
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the first part of thi8 Discourse of the Historie of the
Moneys of the Grecians and the Romans and other modern
States.
They say likewise, That thi8 diminution of the intrinsical
value by substracting from the true weight of which the
several pieces of Money were first marked, hath introduced
that practice of draining of Money from other Nations, by
raising the price of it, which i8 the Mi8chief now grown
into thi8 Subject.
They say, That it hath given occasion to the culling of
the heavier Money from the lighter, which i8 one of the
greatest Instruments of Err:portatwn, that it hath also
given the occasion of washing, scaling, and clipping of
Money, mi8chiefs that are now grown very frequent.
Lastly, It hath given occasion by the use and wearing of
the old Money to raise the price of the new and weighty
Money in the Estimation of the People, and consequently to
mJ!lt the old.
But although it should be acknowledged that these
Inconveniences have been introduced by these forms of
Coinage now in use, yet it remains to be considered how
they would be reformed by this new form of Coining.
An~_first it is true, if the form were used, it were not
possible for any King or State to make any advantage
either by the raising of the price t>fMoney or diminishing
the weight: neither could they indeed make any Advantage by addition of Allay, if the Proposition be truly
observed. As for the raising of Money by other Nations,
It is plain that the Observation of this Proposition, here
in England, would not hinder them to raise still, as
now they do; but then it is to be considered, whether
their raising would turn to our Disadvantage as now it
doth.
And first, if other Nations raise their Money, they can
neither by that raising make their Moneys valuable to us,
nor make our Money more valuable to them; when as
no
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before their rai.singor after their raising, they can give it
no other value than by weight, because the pieces are
uncertain.
But it may be objected, That when our Neighbours
raise their Money, then will our Money (being all by
weight) go further to be coined into theirs, than it would
have done before and consequently for that profit will be
transported until the price of their commodities do grow
up unto their Money.
To which it may be answered, That they cannot set an
higher price upon the pieces of our Money as now they
use to do, because the piece hath no certain weight, then
they cannot cull out the pieces as (now they do) which are
over-weight, and so by converting them into their own
Money, make benefit of them, so as there is no way left
unto them to make profit of our Money when it is transported, but to deliver it into the Mint to be here coined
into their Money; in which case the Transporter must of
necessity loose all the charge of the coinage here, together
with the Kings Tribute, and he must also loose the like
charge in the place where he coins it a-new. Both which
put together would make so great a Proportion, as no
raising for the drawing of Silver or Gold, into any State
at one time h. "h hath ever equalled it.
But yet this ,<cruple remains unsatisfied, That at least
the Bullion, which otherwise would have come unto you,
will be in the mean time diverted until the price of Commodities be grown up to the value of their Money as it is
raised. But it is manifest, that all other mischiefs set
down before would be taken away by this Proposition, as
culling, washing, scaling and clipping of Money, for that
no benefit could possibly be made by them, and that
equality of Exchange formerly propounded would by this
means be brought the nearest to perfection of any other;
for that the Merchant, first shall understand the true
value of his own Money, and cannot make his accompt of
I
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Exchange in a forrein place, bnt by comparing their
Moneys in true weight and fineness with his own; so as
he cannot be deceived either by a false repnted valne of
his own Money, or of the Money which he is to receive
by Exchange, and therefore will not make his Exchange
to loss, except he be induced therenuto by some other
circumstances which have no relation to the Subject of
Money.
But having thus far debated of the Commodities and
.Benefits of this Proposition and prevention of former
Inconveniences; It now remains to be inquired what new
Inconveniences this Proposition would bring with it.
And first, The alteration would be very strange, and
with great diJIiculty would be received by the People in a
matter that is of most general and continual use of all
others, in stead of accounting by a pound sterling, angels,
shillings, and groats, to come now to accompt by Pound
weights, Marks, Ounces, Scruples, and Drachms; to which
the only answer to be made is,
That althongh the Trouble and Difficultie would be
very great, yet being once settled, it would be settled for
ever, whereas now the Trouble and Inconvenience which
the People endure in this matter of Money is often
renewed, but never amended.
A second Objection is, The Eetream molestation which
the People should receive in the practice of it, when as
every man should be bound to carry scales in his pocket
(as they say they do in China) and upon every little payment be bound to weigh their Money.
To which it may be answered, That there have been
antiently Proclamations in England, and very lately in
France, to avoid the frequency of washing, clipping and
8caling, to oblige the People to weigh their pieces of Silver
as well as of Gold, but for the Silver, the People could
never be brought nnto it; whereas by this Proposition, of
Necessity, every man that receives Money must be tied to
112
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weigh the Silver as well as the Gold, and all these Inconveniences of scaling, clipping, washing, culling, and wearing, would be avoided with a small part of that trouble
to the People, which the weighing of the several pieces of
Silver would put them unto, partly because the least and
most ordinary payments would be accommodated by the
small pieces coined of a certain weight, and partly because
the trouble of smaller payments would be recompeneed
by the ease of the greater; for by this course a thousand
pounds will be as soon weighed as twenty shillings can
now be reckoned.
A third Objection may be made against it, That by this
Proposition Princes and States would be depriied of the
means to make secret benefit of their Moneys, which hath
been continually practised, and especially in times of eminent necessity, even to the preservation of Ki'1lgdomes.
To this is answered, That the Objection though it be
true is yet of no weight, because that profit so made, is
first made unjustly, and by the breach of publick Faith,
and then it is but a false seeming profit, and always
mischievous to the People, and really not good for the
receivers of it. And (as it was formerly touched) it may
be observed, That after the decay of the Roman Empire,
the Reglements of the Mint of that great :Monarchy
being lost, through the Tnundations of barbarous People
(as many other excellent Institutions were) the Jews
(who by God's Curse were dispers'd into all Nations, and
being suffered to acquire no natural possessions,betook
themselves to artificial possessions; especially gave themselves to the Study of the nature of this matter of Money
as their Patrimony) in most Countries were imployed in
the affairs of the Mint: and to them succeeded the
Italians, as it may be observed here in England, where for
some Ages, after the expulsion of the Jews, there were no
Masters of the Mint bnt Italians of Lucca or Genoa:
Now these People being subtil Masters of their Art, and
ll3
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having no natural affection to these Countries where they
were imployed, but aiming only to keep their own Mills
grinding, did by projects of colourabie profit, abuse those
States where they were trusted, ani: keep them in continual alteration of their Coin, which always in the end
turned to diminution of the intrinsical value; and therefore, finally this Proposition seemeth to me most strange
and remote from common apprehension of all the rest;
but, being duly weighed, the least Inconvenient and
most likelv to produce good effect of any of the others.
And thus I have set down all the Remedies, that by
enquiry I could learn, to have bin propounded either in
England, or in other parts for the Inconveniences grown
into this Subject of Money, wherein all the particular
Projects that have been offered are not to be found,
because several men have made the same projects, varied
only in form, or in some by-oircumstances, yet I do
believe,that hardly (one)can be quoted, whereof the ground
and essence is not here set down and debated.
And, if the Reader, that with attention and care shall
have made his way through this intricate Discourse, shall in
the end complain that after all his pains, he finds himself
as little resolved what is fit to be done in this subject as
before, considering the variety and contrariety of the
Consideration incident unto it, I must appeal whether I
did not from the beginning profess to set down nothing
but problematically, and that my Scope was not to render
the Reader able to find out the fittest course to govern
this matter of Money and Coin, but able to judge of
what should be propounded by others: a point of so great
Importance, that for want of that ability the wisest States
and the greatest Councils of Christendom, for many Ages,
have been abused by misterious names, and perplexed
subtilties of Mint-men, Gold Smiths, and Exchangers;
who, as they had the whole knowledge of this subject in
themselves, so they had their several Interests, and I
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conceive that I have performed all the points that I have
undertaken in this Discourse; save one, which is that
speaking of the several means of raising of Money, I said
that the Occasions thereof had been two,
The one for the drawing of Money from the neighbouring Countries, or preserving of their own.
The other, when the States without any such pretence,
but forced only by the violence of Necessity to' raise
means of Subsistence for themselves, have doubled and
trebled, nay sometimes sextupled the values of their
Moneys, of which I promised to speak further: and for
this purpose, I intend to set down,The History of the most memorable Raisings that have
been in this kind, both in our Age and heretofore, of
what nature they were, and how these States did draw
their Benefit and Subsistence out of them.
Secondly, What other Extremities and Confusions, those
Raisings did draw upon the said States, and the People
thereof.
Thirdly, What Remedies these States have applyed to
reduce and settle those Extremities and Confusions whereinto they were fallen, in which History I shall come to
touch some Examples very modern, as that which of late
years was made by the Emperour which now reigns, especially in the higher parts of Germany, a raising so high
and excessive as it equals any of the antient Examples,
even of those mentioned by Pliny, to be practised by the
Romans in their great extremities in the Punick Wars,
whether you respect the excess of the Multiplication, or
the Strangeness of the effects which it produced; the
most famous Occasions, which I purpose to examine
were,
First, Those Raisings, mentioned by Pliny to be, by
the Romans in the first Punick Wars, which was to make
every piece of Coin current at six times the value of what
it was before, since which time, although there were
115
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sundry raisings made by the Romans, yet none of them
was neer this Proportion.
In the Kingdom of France, I cannot find any extraordinary raisings made of the Money, nntil the time of
Phillip le Bell and Charles le Bell, and then the Kings of
France, did raise an ordinary tribnte by coining Moneys
of a base value, and when they were dispersed in the
Peoples hands, snddenly calling them back agajn, and
making them uncurrent, by which they got extreamly
both by the coinage and recalling them; for that none
might exchange or melt these Moneys so recalled, but the
Officers appointed by the King, which was a Gain of a
most unjust and grievous condition that ever was practised in any Kingdom, and did accordingly produce great
Tumults and Seditions there; yet this practice did remain
nntil the time of CHARLES the fifth, otherwise called
the wise, whereof (besides the Records of the Mint in
that Kingdom which do shew the perpetual alterations of
the Moneys in these times) I do remember two memorable
Evidences out of Histories, of which one is,
That at what time the State of France, during the desolation of that Countrey by the English Wars, did grant
unto the King the Gabel of Salt, and the Impost upon
Wine, they did particularly Covenant, That for such a
space the King should not alter the standards of his Coin.
One other is, that Hollingshead in his Chronicle making
mention of a voyage made by the black Prince from
Burdeau» into Languedock doth cite the Letter of one
Sir John Win!lfield,. a p!jncipal Servant to the Prince,
wherein he saith, That the Countries and good Towns,
which were wasted at this Journey, found to the King of
France every year more to the maintenance of his War
than half his Realm besides, except the Exchanges of his
Money which he maketh every year, and his Customes of
Poitou. But the standard of his Moneys was stabely kept
from Charles the Fifths time till the first year of Charles
116
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the Seventh, at which time the English being in possession
of the greatest part of France, Charles the Seventh
having no other means to maintain the Wars, did from
the year one thousand four hundred seventeen, to the year
one thousand four hundred twenty three, raise the Silver
by several degrees from eight [ivres nine sols the mark
to 360 !ivres the mark, so as the Money was raised in six
years above forty times the value of what it was before;
of all which neither our Chronicles nor those of France
do make but l .uder mention, in respect of what they
speak of the Pucelle d'Orleans: And yet the Truth of it
is evident by the Records of the Mint: aud all those
who have written of the affairs of the Mint, in that
Kingdom, do unanimously agree that this was the Principal mean by which he expelled the English out of
France: and that which is as strange as all the rest, is,
that at one instant the Money was reduced again to seven
livres, ten sols the mark; and from that time there have
not been any raisings of Money in France of this nature,
although the Moneys there have been continually raised
ever since, either to follow the People, who did first raise
their Moneys by their estimation, or to follow the raisings
of other Nations, or to raise above other Nations, to draw
their Money iuto that Kingdom.
In England there. is but one Example of raising in
this kind, which was begun in the eighteenth year of
Henry the Eighth, and continued in divers Princes Reigns
after, and was not absolutely reduced, until the fourteenth
year of Queen Elizabeth;
and this raising, although it
were far short in Proportion to those formerly recited, it
was much more inexcusable than they were, for that this
Action though it be never justifiable, yet in a case of
extream and unresistable Necessitie, it may be excused,
which was not the case of Henry the Eight, for although
he wanted Money, yet there were much more justifiable
wayes
IIi
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wayes to supply it; and it was not imploycd to avoid his
own ruin, but in ambitious Enterprises.
The next in time was that raising -Money by the overmixture of allay made in Ireland, in the three and fortieth
year of Queen Elizabeth's Reign, which although it were
not excessive in Proportion, and lasted but a small time,
yet had very many memorable Circumstances to be
observed in it.
The last which I will mention is that which was made
by the Emperor (which now lives) in the year
who
being reduced within the "ralls of Vienna, and having
almost nothing else left him, but the Soverain title of
the Empire, did by coining of the lesser and baser kind
of Money five times baser thau formerly it was, extend
five times further in use, for the present, than otherwise
he could have done, all those Moneys which he drew by
way of assistance from the King of Spain, or from thc
Pope, or from other Princes of Italy; and besides, having
a part of the profit of the Mint iu divers other parts of
Germany, he did exceedingly support his Affairs at the
present by that means; and it was a principal occasion by
which he prevailed against the King of Bohemia, who
although for his part also, he raised his Moneys three
times in value to what they were before (yet as he was
alwaysa strict observer of the contributions of the Empire)
he coined no other small Moneys, but those of his own
stamp, and they were only current within his own
Countries.
Now all these several Raisings which I have mentioned,
were not all by one way, but indeed they were by all
ways differing from one another; and as the 'Vays of
making profit by the Raising did differ, so the Inconveniences which follow did differ likewise, and as the
Inconveniences did differ, so the ways of Reduction did
differ also, all which will require a long and curious Disquisition hut T do leave it to a S(,COlHl breathing.
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OIN in 6 E. 1. was but 20d. the ounce, but now it is
above thrice so much: Stat. de Glocestr. c. 8
00. 2. Instit. f. 311.

The pound of Gold and Silver containeth 12 ounces: 12
graines of fine Gold make a Carrat. 24 Carrats of fine Gold
make an ounce, 12 ounces make a Pound of fine Gold of the
touch of Paris : but by the Statute of 18 Eliz, cap. 15.
22 Carrats fine make an ounce.
00. 2. Inetit, 575.
Polidore Virgil f. 304. &c. saith, That Sterling Money
comes ab eff!!l.ie Sturni (Anglice Starling) aoicule in altera
parte nummt ~mpressa, &c. vel quod numnnun. haberet 1/0tUIIl
etelle, quod Angli Star vacant: Of this Opinion is Einicood
the Civilian. tit. De Testamentie. cap. Item. quia verbo centum
8olid.
00. 2. Instit, 575.

V.d. 37 E. 3
cap. 7.

Mr. Skene takes it to come from Scotland, from a place
called Striveling alias Sterling.
Co. 2. Instil. 575.
But the E8terling or Sterling penny took its name from the
workmen, who were Esterlinqe, that both coined it, and gave
it the Allay. Hooeden parte poster. Annalium, fol. 377 b.
vet. Mag. Charta 167. The Esterling pelllly was first coined
in Hen. the II. time: and 20d. of Silver made the ounce.
Dyer 7 Eliz. f. 82, 83. and 12 ounces made a pound of fine
Silver, and 11 ounces fine Silver, and an ounce of Allay
maketh a pound weight of sterling Silver, intended withm
the Act.
00. 2. Inetit, 575.
By 18 Eliz. cap. ]5. plate of Silver ought to be of the
fineness of xi ounces 2r1. weight.
00. 2. Instit. 57!).
Allay is the mixture of Baser Mettal than Silver or Gold,
called in our Books, False Mettal, 9 H. 5 Stat. 2 cap. 4. & 6.
3 H. 7. 10. a. b.
00. 2. Instu, 575.
No more Allay must be put mto Money than is limited
in the Indentures between the King and the Moniers, upon
Pain of Treason. Britton. f. 10 b. Fleta lib. i. cap. 22.
00. 2. Inetit. 575.
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There is some uncertainty in regard to
the author of this remarkable Speech and the
time when it was delivered. It was first published in 1641, as the Speech of Sir Thomas
Roe, at the Council Table in 1640; and again in
1651 in Cottoni Posthuma, as the Speech of
Sir Robert Cotton, before the Privy Council in
1626. In the former case a proposal was made
to relieve the urgent necessities of the King
by adding enormously to the alloy in the Silver
Coins to be issued to the army. There is, however, nothing in the Speech that would lead any
one to suppose that it had been made at so
critical a period, or that it was intended to
oppose so violent a measure. And hence, the
probability seems to be, that it was really made
in 1626, by Sir Robert Cotton in opposition to
a project then entertained for raising the nominal value of the pound weight of Silver from
62s. to 70s. 6d. The arguments against the
project are stated in the Speech with great
brevity and clearness; and are said to have
occasioned its abandonment.-(See
Ruding on
the Coinage, 3rd edition, i., pp. 382, 392, &c.)
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touching the Alteration of Coin.

My LORDS,

S

INCE it hath pleased this Honourable
Table to
command, amongst others, my poor Opinion concerning this weighty Proposition
of Money, I most
humbly
crave pardon, if with that Freedom
that
becomes my Duty to my good and gracious Master,
and my Obedience to your great Command, I deliver
it so up.
I cannot (my good Lords) but assuredly conceive, Honour, J
that this int~nded Project of infeebl~ng the Coin, will
and P
trench both into the Honor, the Justice, and the Profit'
of my Royal Master very far.
All Estates do stand Magis Famd quam Vi, as Tacitus Honour.
saith of Rome: And wealth in every Kingdom is one
of the essential Marks of their Greatness:
And that is
best expressed in the Measure and Purity of their
Monies.
Hence was it, that so long as the Roman
Empire (a Pattern of best Government)
held up their
Glory and Greatness, they ever maintained, with little
or no Change, the Standard of their Coin.
But after
the loose times of Commodus had led in Need by Excess,
and so that Shift of Changing the Standard, the Majesty
of that Empire fell by degrees, And as Vopiscus saith,
the steps by which that State descended, were visibly
known most by the gradual Alteration of their Coin;
and there is no surer Symptom of a Consumption
in
State, than the Corruption in Money.
What renown is left to the Posterity of Edward I. EdUJ.I.
in amending the Standard, both in Purity and Weight
3
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from that of elder and more barbarous time-s, must
stick as a blemish upon Princes that do the contrary.
Thus we see it was with Henry VI. who, after he had
begun with abating the Measure, he after fell to abasing
the Matter;
and granted Commissions to Missenden
and others to practise Alchimy to serve his Mint.
The
extremity of the State in general felt this Aggrievance;
besides the Dishonour it laid upou the Person of the
King, was not the least Advantage his disloyal Kinsman took to grace himself into the Peoples Favour, to
Lis Sovereign's Ruine.
Wheu Henry VIII. had gaiued as much of Power
and Glory abroad, of Love and Obedience at home, as
ever any; he suffered Shipwreck of all on this Rock.
When his daughter Q. Elizabeth came to the Crown,
she was happy in Council to Amend that Error of her
Father:
For, in a Memorial of the Lord Treasurer
Burleigh's hand, I find that he and Sir Tho. Smith
(a grave and learned Man), advising the Queen, that it
was the Honour of her Crown, and the true Wealth of
herself and People, to reduce the Standard to the
anci.ent Parity and purity of her Great Grandfather
King Edw. IV. And that it was not the short ends of
Wit, nor starting holes of Devices, than can sustain the
Expence of a Monarchy, but sound and solid Courses:
For so are the words. She followed their Advice, and
I
began to reduce the Monies to their elder goodness,
stiling that Work in her first Proclamation Anno 3.
A Famous Act. The next Year following, having perfected it as it after stood; she tells her People by
another Edict,
that she had conquered now that
Monster that had so long devoured them, meaning the
Variation of the Standard: And so long as that staid
Adviser lived, she never (though often by Projectors
importuned) could be drawn to any shift or change in
the Rate of her Monies.
4
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To avoid the Trick of Permutation, Coin was devised.
as a Rate and Measure of Merchandize and Manufactures; which if mutable, no Man can tell either what JU8lice.
he hath, or what he oweth; no Contract can be certain; and so all Commerce, both publick and private,
destroyed; 'and Men again enforced to Permutation
with things not subject to Wit or Fraud.
The Regulating of Coin hath been left to the care of
Princes, who are presumed to be ever the Fathers of
the Common-wealth. Upon their Honours they are
Debtors and Warranties of Justice to the Subject in
that behalf. They cannot, saith Bodin, alter the Price Bodin.
of the Monies, to the Prejudice of the Subjects, without
incurring the Reproach of Fau» Monnoyeurs.
And
therefore the Stories term Philip le Bell, for using it,
Falsificateur de Moneta.
Omnino Monete inteuritas
debet queri ubi vultus noster imprimitur, saith Theodoret TModoret
the Goth to his Mint-Master, Quidnam erit tutum ai in the Goth.

nostra peccetur EJligie? Princes must not suffer their
Faces to warrant Falshood.
Although I am not of opinion with Mirror des Jus- Mirror du
tices, the ancient Book of our Common-Law, that Le JU8licu.
Roy ne poit sa Mony Empeirer ne amender eans l'assent
de touts sea Counts, which was the greatest Council of

the Kingdom; yet cau I not pass over the Goodness
and Grace of many of our Kings (as Edw. I. and III.
Hen. IV. and V. with others, who out of that Rule of
this J ustice, Quod ad omnes spectai, ab omnibus debet
approlmri, have often advised with the People in Parliament, both for the Allay, Weight, Number of Pieces,
rate of Coinage and Exchange): and must with infinite
Comfort acknowledg, the Care and Justice now of my
good Master, and your Lordships Wisdoms, that would
not upon information of some few Officers of the Mint,
before a free and careful Debate, put in execution this
Project, that I much (under your Honours Favour
K
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suspect, would have taken away the tenth part of every
Man's due Debt, or Rent already reserved throughout
the Realm, not sparing the King which would have
been little less than a Species of that which the Roman
stories call Tabula! MVIP, from whence very often Seditions have sprung: As that of Marcua Gratidianus in
Livy, who pretending in his Consulship that the current
Mony was wasted by Use, called it in, and altered the
Standard; which grew so heavy and grievous to the
People, as the Author saith, because no man thereby
knew certainly his Wealth, that it caused a Tumult.
In this last part, which is, the Disprofit this infeebling
the Coin will bring both to his Majesty and the Common-wealth, I must distinguish the Monies of Gold
and Silver, as they are Bullion or Commodities, and as
they are Measure: One the extrinsick Quality, which
is at the King's pleasure, as all other Measures to
name; the other the intrinsick Quantity of pure Mettal,
which is in the Merchant to value. As there the
Measure shall be either lessened or inlarged, so is the
quantity of the Commodity that is to be exchanged.
If then the King shall cut his Shilling or Pound
nominal less. than it was before, a less proportion of
such Commodities as shall be exchanged for it must be
received. It must then of force follow, that all things
of necessity, as Victual, Apparel, and the rest, as well
as those of Pleasure, must be inhaunced. If then all
Men shall receive in their Shillings and Pounds a less
proportion of Silver and Gold than they did before this
projected Alteration, and pay for what they buy a rate
inhaunced, it must cast upon all a double Loss.
What the King will suffer by it in the Rents of his
Lands, is demonstrated enough by the Alterations
since the 18 of Edw. III. when all the Revenue of the
Crown came into the Receipt Pondere ~ Numera, after
five Groats in the Ounce; which since that time, by
6
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the several Changes of the Standard is come to five
Shillings, whereby the King hath lost two third parts
of his just Revenue.
In his Customs, the Book of Rates being regulated
by Pounds and Shillings, his Majesty must lose alike;
and so in all and \V hatsoever Monies that after this he
shall receive.
The profit by this Change in Coinage, cannot be
much nor manent. In the other the loss lasting, and
so large, that it reaeheth to little less than yearly to a
sixth part of his whole Revenue: for hereby in every
pound tale of Gold there is seven Ounces, one penny
weight, and 19 Grains loss, which is 25/. in account,
and in the 100/. tale of Silver 59 Ounces, which is
141. 178. more.
And as his Majesty shall undergo all these Losses
hereafter in all his Receipts; so shall he no less in
many of his Disbursements. The Wages of his Soldiers
mnst be rateably advanced as the Mony is decreased.
This Edward the Third (as appeareth by the account
of the Wardrobe and Exchequer) as all the Kings after
were enforced to do, as oft as they lessened the Standard
of their Monies. The prices of what shall be bought
for his Majesties Service, must in like proportion be
inhaunced
on him. And as his Majesty hath the
greatest of Receipts and Issues, so must he of necessity
taste the most of Loss by this device.
It will discourage a great proportion of the Trade in
England, and so impair his Majesties Customs. For
that part (being not the least) that payeth upon trust
and credit, will be overthrown; for all men being
doubtful of diminution hereby of their personal Estates,
will call in their Monies already out, and no man will
part with that which is by him, upon such apparent
Loss as this must bring. What danger may befal the
State by such a sudden stand of Trade, I cannot guess.
7
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The M<lniel!of Gold and Silver formerly coined and
abroad, being richer than these intended, will be made
for the most part hereby Bullion, and so transported;
which I conceive to be none of the least inducements
that hath drawn so many Goldsmiths to side this
Project, that they may be thereby Factors for the
Strangers, who by the lowness of minting (being but
28. Silver the pouud Weight, and 48. for Gold; whereas
with us the one is 48. and the other 58.) may make that
Profit beyond-sea they cannot here, and so his Majesties Mint unset on work.
And as his Majesty shall lose apparently in the
alteration of Monies a 14th in all the Silver, and a
25th part in all the Gold he after shall receive; so shall
the Nobility, Gentry, and all other, in all their former
setled Rents, Annuities, Pensions, and Loans of Mony.
The like will fall upon the Laborers and Workmen in
their Statute-Wages: and as their Receipts are lessened
hereby; so are their Issues increased, either by improving all prices, or disfurnishing the Market, which
must necessarily follow: For if in 5 Edw. 6. 3. Markt!,
and 4. Elizabetha, it appeareth by the Proclamations,
that 1\ Rumor only of an Alteration caused these effects,
punishing the Author of such reports with Imprisonment and Pillory; it cannot be doubted but the projecting a Change must be of far more consequence and
danger to the State, and would be wished that the
Actors and Authors of such disturbances in the Common-wealth, at all times hereafter might undergo a
Punishment proportionable.
It cannot be held (I presume) an Advice of best
judgment that layeth the Loss upon our selves, and the
Gain upon our Enemies: for who is like to be in this
time the greater Thriver? Is it not visible, that the
Stranger that transporteth over Monies for Bullion,
our own Goldsmiths that are their Brokers, and the
8
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forein Hedg-minters of the Netherlands (which terms
them well) have a fresh and full Trade by this abatement? And we cannot do the Spanish King (our
greatest Enemy) so great a Favour as by this, who
being the Lord of this Commodity by his West-Indies,
we shall so advance them to uur impoverishing; for it
is not in the power of any State to raise the price of
their own but- the value that their Neighbour Princes
acceptance sets upon them.
Experience hath taught us, that the enfeebling of
Coin is but a shift for a while, as Drink to one in a
Dropsie, to make him swell the more: But the State
was never thoroughly cured, as we saw by Hen. the
Eighth's time and the late Queens, until the Coin was
made rich again.
I cannot but then conclude (my Honourable Lords)
that if the Proportion of Gold and Silver to each other
be wrought to that Parity, by the Advice of Artists,
that neither may be too rich for the other, that the
Mintage may be reduced to some proportion of Neighbour Parts, and that the Issue of our Native Commodities may be brought to overburthen the entrance of the
Forein, we need not seek any way of shift, but shall
again see our Trade to flourish, the Mint (as the Pulse
of the Common-wealth) again to beat, and our Materials, by Industry, to be a Mine of Gold and Silver to
us, and the Honour, Justice, and Profit of his Majesty,
(which we all wish and work for) supported.

9
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The Answer 01 the Committees appointed by your Lord,hips to the Pro-position delivered by some Officers 01
the Mint, lor irifeebling his Majesties Monies 01 Gold
and Silver.

September 2. 1626.
The First Part.

W

The Preamble.

E conceivethat the Officersof the Mint are bound
by Oath to discharge their several Duties in their
several places respectively. But. we cannot conceive
how they should stand tyed by Oath to account to his
Majesty and your Honours of the intrinsick value of
all Forein Coins, and how they agree with the Standard
of the State (before they come to the Mint) for it is
impossible and needless: In the one, for that all Forein
States do, for the most part, differ from us and our
Mony infinitely amongst themeelves: In the other, it
being the proper care of the Merchants, who are presumed not to purchase that at a dearer rate than they
may be allowed for the same in fine Gold and Silver in
the Coin of England, within the charge of Coinage.
And therefore needless.
To induce the necessity of the Proposition, they produce two instances or examples: The one from the Rix
Dollar, and the other from the Royal 01 Eight; wherein
they have untruly informed your Honours of the price
and value in our Monies, and our Trade of both of
them. For whereas they say that the Rix Dollar
weigheth 18. pen. weight and 12 Grains, and to be of
the finest at the pound weight, 10 Ounces, lOd. weight
doth produce in exchange 5s. 2d. farthing of Sterling
Monies. We do affirm that the same Dollar is 18d.
weight, 18 Grains, and in fineness 10 Ounces 12d.
weight, equal to 48. 5d. ob. of Sterling Monies, and is
at this time in London at no higher price. which is short
10
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thereof by 18 Grains and R_ half fine Silver upon every
Dollar, being 2d. Sterling, or thereabout, being the
charge of Coinage, with a small recompence to the
Goldsmith or Exchanger, to the Profit of England
38. 6d. per cent.
Whereas they do in their proposition aver unto
your Honours, .that this Dollar runs in account of
Trade amongst the Merchants, as 58. 2d. ob. EngliBh
Mony: It is most false. For the Merchants and best
experienced men protest the contrary, and that it
passeth in Exchange according to the intrinsick value
only 48. 5d. ob. of the Sterling Mony or near thereabouts, and not otherwise.
The second instance is in the Royal of Eight, affirming that it weigheth 17 penny weight, 12 Grains; and
being but of the fineness of 11 Ounces at the pound
weight, doth pass in Exchange at 58. of our Sterling
Monies, whereby we lose 68. 7d. in every pound weight.
But having examined it by the best Artists, we find it
to be 11 Ounces 2d. weight fine, and in weight 17
pennyweight, 12 Grains, which doth equal 48. 4d. ob.
of our Sterling Monies, and passeth in London at that
rate, and not otherwise, though holding more fine
Silver by 12 Grains and a half in every Royal of Eigllt
which is the charge of Coinage, and a small overplus
for the Goldsmiths gain. And whereas they say, that
that the said RO.1fa1of Eight runs in account of Trade
at 58. of his Majesties now English Mony, the
Merchants do all affirm the contrary, and that it passeth
only at 48. 4 ob. of the Sterling Monies, and no higher
ordinarily.
And it must be strange (my Honourable Lords) to
believe that our Neighbours the Netherlanders, would
give for a pound tale of our Sterling Silver, by what
name soever it passeth, a greater quantity of their
Monies in the like intrinsick value by Exchange; or
II
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that our Merchants would, knowing, give a greater for
a less to them, except by way of usance. But the
Deceipt is herein only, that they continually varying
their Coin, and crying it up at pleasure, may deceive
us for a time, in too high a Reputation of pure Silver
in it, upon trust, than there is unto a Tryal; and this,
by no Alteration of our Coin, unless we should daily,
as they, make his Majesties Standard uncertain, can
be prevented, which being the measure of Lands,
Rents, and Commerce amongse our selves at home,
would render all uncertain, and so of necessity destroy
the use of Mony, and tum all to permutation of such
things as were not subject to will or change.
And as they have mistaken the Ground of their
Proposition; so have they upon a specious shew of
some momentary and small Benefit to his Majesty,
reared np a vast and constant Loss unto his Highness
by this design, if once effected. For, as 'his Majesty
hath the largest proportion of any both in the entrances
and issues; so should he by so enfeebling of his Coin,
become the greatest loser.
There needs no other instance than those degrees of
diminution from the 18 of Edward III. to this day;
at which time the Revenue of the Crown was paid after
five Groats the Ounce (which is now five Shillings)
which hath lost his Majesty two Thirds of all his
Revenue; and no less hath all the Nobility, Gentry,
and other his Majesties Landed Subjects in proportion
suffered. But since, to our great Comfort, we heard
your Honours the last day to lay a worthy blame upon
the Mint-Masters, for that intended diminution of the
Gold Coin done by them withont full Warrant, by
which we rest discharged of that Fear: We will (according to our Duties and your Honours command) deliver
humbly our Opinion concerning the reduction of the
, 12
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Silver Mony now current to be proportionably equivalent to the Gold.
The English sterling Standard, which was no little
Honour to Edward the first, that setled it from an
inconstant motion, and laid it a ground, that all the
States of Europe after complyed to bring in their
account, which was of Silver as eleven to one of Gold,
the Kings of England for the most part since have
constantly continued the same proportion: and Spain,
since Ferdinand, who took from hence his Pattern,
have held and hold unchangeably the same unto this
day: but since with us, a late improvement of Gold
hath broke that Rnle, and cast a differencein our Silver
of six Shillings in the pound weight; we cannot but
with all humility present OlITFear, that the framing,
at this time, of an eqnality, except it were by reducing
the Gold to the Silver, is not so safe and profitable as
is proposed by those of the Mint.
For whereas they pretend this, Our richness of our
Silver will carry out what now remaineth : We conceive
(under favour) it will have no such effect, but clean
contrary. For all the current Silver now abroad hath
been so culled by some Goldsmiths and others, the
same either turned into Bullion, and so transported,
that that which now remaineth will hardly produce
31. 5s. in the pound weight one with another; and so
not likely for so little profit as now it giveth, to be
transported. But if the Pound sterling should be as
they desire, cut into 70s. 6d. it must of necessity follow,
that the new Mony will convert the old Mony (now
current) into Bullion; and so afford a Trade afresh for
some ill Patriot Goldsmiths, and others, who formerly
have more endamaged the State hy Culling, than any
others by Clipping; the one but trading in Pounds, the
other in Thousands; and therefore worthy of a greater
Punishment. And we cannot but have just cause (my
13
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Lords) to fear that these bad Members have been no
idle Instruments, for their private Benefit, to the
publick Detriment of this new Project, so much tending to enfeebling the Sterling Standard.
We further (under your Lordships favours) conceive
that the raising the Silver to the Gold, will upon some
sudden occasion beyond Sea transport our Gold,
and leave the State in scarcity of that, as now of
Silver.
And to that Objection of the Proposers, That there
is no Silver brought of late into the Mint; The Causes
we conceive to be (besides the unusual quantities of
late brought into the Mint in Gold) one the overballansing of late Trade, the other the charge of
Coinage. For the first, it cannot be but the late Infection of this City was a lett of Exportation of our best
Commodity, Cloth, made by that suspected in every
place. To this may be added the vast Sums of Mony
which the necessary Occasions of War called from his
Majesty to the parts beyond the Seas, when we had
least of Commodities to make even the ballance there.
And lastly, Dearth and scarcity of Corn, which in time
of Plenty we ever found the best Exchange to bring in
Silver. And therefore, since by God's great favour the
Plague is ended, and general Trade thereby restored,
and more of Plenty this year than hath been formerly
these many years of Corn, we doubt not but if the
Ports of Spain were now as free as they were of late,
there would not prove hereafter any Cause to complain
of the want of Bullion in the State.
The second Cause, that the Mint remains unfurnished,
will be the charge of Coinage, raised in price so far
above all other places, constraining each man to carry
his Bullion where he may receive by Coinage the less
of loss. And therefore if it may please his Majesty to
reduce the prices here to the Rates of other of our
14
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Neighbour Countries, there will be no doubt but the
Mint will beat as heretofore.
QUESTIONS to be proposed to the Merchants, Mint
Masters, and Goldsmiths concerning the Alteration of
the Silver-Monies.
1 WHETHER
the English Monies now current
are not as dear as the Forrein of the Dollar
and Real of 8. in the intrinsick Value in the usual
Exchanges now made by the Merchants beyond Seas.
2. Whether this advancing will not cause all the
Silver Bullion, that might be transported in Mass or
Forrein Coin, to be minted with -the King's Stamp
beyond Sea, and so transported, and his Mint thereby
set less on work than now?
3. Whether the advancing the Silver Coin in England
will not cause a transportation of most of that that is
now current to be minted in the Netherlands, and from
them brought back again, whereby his Majesties Mint
will fail by the exported benefit?
4. Whether the advancing the Silver Coin, if it produce the former Effects, will not cause the Markets to
be unfurnished of present Coin -to drive the Exchange,
when most of the old will be used in Bullion?
5. Whether the higher we raise the Coin at home,
we make not thereby our Commodities beyond Sea the
cheaper?
6. Whether the greatest Profit by this inhauncing,
will not grow to the ill Members of the State, that
have formerly culled the weightiest Pieces and sold
them to the Stranger-Merchants to he transported?

15
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Certain General RULES collected concerning Money
and Bullion out of the late Consultation at Court.

G

1573.

5 Edw. VI.
3 Maria:.
4 Eliz.

OLD and Silver have a two-fold Estimation: In the
extrinsick, as they are Monies, they are the Princes
Measnres given to his People, and this is a Prerogative
of Kings: in the intrinsick, they are Commodities,
valuing each other according to the plenty or scarcity;
and so all other Commodities by them; and that is the
sole power of Trade.
The Measures in a Kingdom ought to be constant:
It is the Justice and Honour of the King; for if they
be altered, all Men at that instant are deceived in their
precedent Contracts, either for Lands or Mony, and the
King most of all; for no Man knoweth then, either
what he hath or what he oweth.
This made the L. Treasurer Burleigh in 1573. when
some Projectors had set on foot a matter of this nature,
to tell them that they were worthy to suffer Death for
attempting to put so great a Dishonour on the Queen,
and Detriment and Discontent upon the People. For,
to alter this publick Measure, is to leave all the Markets
of the Kingdom unfurnished; and what will be the .
Mischief, the Proclamations of 5 Edw. VI. 3 MaritB,
and 4 Eliz. will manifest; when but a rumor of the
like produced that Effect to far, that besides the Faith
of the Princes to the contrary delivered in their Edicts,
they were inforced to cause the Magistrates in every
Shire respectively to constrain the people to furnish the
Markets to prevent a Mutiny.
To make this Measure then, at this time short, is to
raise all Prizes, or to turn the Mony or Measure now
currant into disuse or Bullion: For who will part with
any, when it is richer by seven in the Hundred in the
16
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Mass, than the new Monies, and yet of no more value
in the Market?
Hence of necessity it must follow, that there will not
in a long time be sufficient minted of the new to drive
the Exchange of the Kingdom, and so all Trade at one
instant at a stand; and in the mean time the Markets
unfurnished: Which how it may concern the quiet of
the State, is worthy care. And thus far as Money is a
Measure.
Now, as it is a Commodity, it is respected and valued
by the intrinsick quality.. And first the one Metal to
the other.
All Commodities are prized by plenty or scarcity, by
dearness or cheapness, the one by the other: if then
we desire our Silver to buy Gold, as it of late hath
done, we must let it be the cheaper, and less in proportion valued, and so contrary: For one equivalent proportion in both will bring in neither. We see the proof
thereof by the unusual quantity of Gold brought lately
to the Mint by reason of the Price; for we rate it
above all other Countries, and Gold may be bought too
dear. To furnish then this way the Mint with both,
is altogether impossible.
And at this time it was apparently proved, both by
the best Artists and Merchants most acquainted with
the Exchange, in both the Examples of the Mintmasters in the Ria-dollar and Real of 8, that Silver
here is of equal value, and Gold above, with the forein
Parts in the intrinsick; and that the fallacy presented
to the Lords by the Mint-masters, is only in the nomination or extrinsick quality.
But if we desire both, it is not raising of the Value
that doth it, but the ballansing of Trade; for buy we
in more than we sell of other Commodities, be the
MOIlCY never so high prized, we must part with it to
17
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make the disproportion even: IT we sell more than we
buy, the contrary will follow.
And this is plain in Spain's Necessities: For should
that King advance to a double rate his Real of 8. yet
needing, by reason of the barrenness of his Country,
more of forein Wares than he can contervail by exchange
with his own, he must part with his Money, and gaineth
no more by inhauncing his Coin, but that he payeth a
higher price for the Commodities he buyeth, if his
Work of raising be his own. But if we shall make
improvement of Gold and Silver, being the staple Commodity of his State, we then advancing the price of his,
abase to him our own Commodities.
To shape this Kingdom to the fashion of the Netherlanders, were to frame a Royal Monarch by a Society
of Merchants. Their country is a continual Fair, aud
SO the Price of Money must rise and fall to fit their
Occasions. We see this by raising the Exchange at
Franlcfort and other places at the usual times of their
Marts.
The frequent and daily change in the. low Countries
of their Monies, is no such injustice to any there, as it
would be here. For being all either Mechanicks or
Merchants, they can rate accordingly their Labo»rs or
their Wares, whether it be Coin or other Merchandise, to the present condition of their own mony in
Exchange.
And our English Merchants, to whose Profession it
properly belongs, do so according to the just intrinsick
value of their Forein Coin, in all barter of Commodities or Exchange except at Usance; which we, that are
ruled and tyed by the extrinsick measure of Monies, in
all our constant Reckonings and annual Bargains at
home, cannot do.
And for us then to raise our Coin at this time to
18
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equal their Proportions, were but to render ourselves to
a perpetual incertainty: For they will raise upon us
daily then again; which if we of course should follow,
else receive no Profit by this present Change, we then
destroy the Policy, Justice, Honour and Tranquillity of
our State at home for ever.

FINIS.
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Advice of his Majesty's Council of Trade, concerning the
Exportation of Gold and Silver in Foreign Coins and
Bullion.
(Concluded December II. 1600.)
To

THE

KING'S

MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

The opinion and humble advice of your Majesty's
Council of Trade concerning the free Exportation of
Gold and Silver in foreign Coins and Bullion.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY,

The balance of trade (by which we understand the
proportion that the commodities exported have in value to
the commodities imported) being the sole or principal
cause of the Exportation or Importation of Bullion;
If, upon the balance, money is to be exported, the
strictest of laws (as by the experience of all ages appeareth)
cannot stop it.
But if, upon the balance, money is to be imported,
that same law that could not, in the other case, prevent
the carrying of it out, hinders, in this, the bringing of it
in j for the merchant will rather send his money to
Livorne, Amsterdam, &c., (where he may remove it at
pleasure) than bring it hither; whence he cannot export
it in pursuance of any advantage in trade, without hazarding the loss of it.
However, it evidently gives a greater interruption to
the English Merchant, and keeping foreigners (upon the
same account) from lodging their money here (as otherwise they would) this being a place 80 much more convenient than Amsterdam, does consequently lose the great
benefit that would arise to your Majesty in your mint and
3
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revenue, to the nobility and gentry in their estates, aud
to the merchant in his trade, by the plenty of Gold and
Silver in your Majesty's dominions.
•
And though the prerogative your Majesty's royal pIedecessors anciently had and exercised of the whole change,
exchange, and rechange of Money, Bullion, &c., (which
must needs have been invaded, if any other had had the
liberty of exporting Gold and Silver) was in those days a
sufficient and principal (if not the only reason) for making
the several statutes against the Exportation of Money, &c.,
without the King's licence; yet, that reason now ceasing,
we most humbly propose to your Majest)', as our opinion,
and advise (npon the weight of those other preceding
reasons, of which your Majesty, by the annexed paper,
may receive more full satisfaction) that your Majesty
would be graciously pleased, for the better advancing of
trade, (and for the general good of your Majesty's sub.
jects) to dispense with the present penalties upon the
Exportation of Gold and Silver in foreign Coin or Bullion
for some certain time, and by such public act, as (being
without any trouble or charge to traders) may give both
encouragement and assurance, unto merchant-strangers,
as well as natives, in the importing of Gold and Silver,
unless upon pnblic notice, given a year before, your
Majesty shall think fit to recall the same.
AU which we most humbly submit unto your Majesty's
most gracious will and pleasure.
aud arguments for the Free Exportation of
Gold and Silver in Foreign Coin and Bullion.

ReUO'TUl

The council of trade appointed by your Majesty,
having taken into consideration the tenth article of the
instructions given unto them by your Majesty, ordering
to advise how Bullion may be best drawn into these kingdoms; and having had many days' examination and
4
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debate, of and upon the several aucient laws, forbidding
the Exportation of all manner of Gold and Silver in
Coins, Bullion, Plate, &c.: After comparing the present
course of trade, with that of those ages wherein those
statutes were made, and observing the inconveniences
growing upon these kingdoms through such prohibitions,
and the advantage which other princes and nations make
by letting the Exportation thereof free; have drawn up
their sense and apprehension upon the whole matter,
which they humbly offer to your Majesty as followeth:And first, It hath been observed, out of these and
other statutes, that all Money and Bullion, once imported,
was to be put into the hands of the King's exchangers,
which course is now antiquated. That some of those
statutes seem more to intend religious persons, and clerks,
than merchants; and, all imply, or particularly except,
some cases wherein, by the King's licence, Money and
Bullion might be Exported, without being in danger of the
forfeitures in those laws. And therefore, finding these
dispensations to be your Majesty's prerogative, preserved
entire to the Crown, through so many of your royal progenitors, we have not thought fit to touch any further
upon this matter, as being humbly confident that your
Majesty's subjects shall (upon all occasions) be indulged
the like, if not more ready relief, and accommodation for
their trade, from your Majesty's royal grace and buunty:
only, because the observation was obvious, that, perhaps,
all former Parliaments purposely left this door open to the
people by the grace of the King, to be relieved by these
dispensations as foreseeing how difficult, if uot impossible,
or how inconvenient, at least, it might be in future times,
altogether to restrain the Exportation of Money and
Bullion, we could not omit the same in this place.
And secondly, Supposing that it were of absolute
necessity to restrain all Money and Bullion, once imported,
to be kept within the kingdom. It then came under
5
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consideration, whether either the laws hitherto made ill
that behalf are, or that it be possible to make a law,
adequate to prevent the exportation thereof.
And here we were convinced, by experience, that the
laws of this kingdom (hitherto made) have been of no
effect to the end thereby designed; and looking abroad,
as there are no where more strict and severe laws against
the Exportation of Coin and Bullion than in Spain and
France, we found all to be to as little purpose.
We then, thirdly, enquired, What loadstone attracted
this Metal by force of nature to itself, against all human
providence or prevention? and soon found, that it was
alone the present" course of trade and traffic throughout
the world, and quite altered from that in former ages
when those statutes were made, which hath converted all
action into the Commodities which the earth and sea produce, is in continual circumrotation, embraceth all things,
and hath enforced at last money (which in former times
wasonly used as the measure to value all Commodities by)
to become now itself to a Commodity, subject to rising
and falling in price and value as any other merchandize,
and to be the only employment of thousands of merchants
that deal in nothing else; yet it cannot be denied, that
the surest way to bring in money, and to keep it (were
there no laws of restraint at all) were to be more sellers
than buyers, and to make up such a balance of trade of
this kingdom, as it might be judged whether the produce
of native goods did exceed the consumption of the foreign;
for then the overplus would be found in Money, and
remain in the land.
But this point we found would require a vast expense
of time, both in council and action, both at home and
abroad; and that the result at last would be no more but
what experience hath already taught, that Money and
Bullion have always forced their way against the several
laws; that the trade of the world will not be forced, but
6
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will find 01' make its own way free to all appearances of
profit; and that, although there be a method in trade, yet
it is held impossible to describe the same.
For Spain hath the mines of Gold and Silver; yet
enjoyeth the least part thereof, and for three parts of the
year hath scarce sufficient to serve its own ordinary
occasions,
On the other side, neither Venice, Tuscany, Q-enoa,
nor the Netherlands, have any mines at all of their own,
nor are at all careful to keep in Money or Bullion, by any
restraint of laws; yet they are always masters thereof, and
some of them abound therein.
But it is true, that Venice once did fall upon the
course taken by Spain, France, and Eugland, to keep
Money and Bullion within their country by strict laws;
but they soon found they had the less thereof by this
restraint, and as soon relinquished the same, and have
never since complained of any want.
And therefore, in the fourth place, we discovered
that, as it is impossible by any laws to restrain Money
and Bullion against the use that traffic finds for the
same; so also the adhering to this principle of restraining
thereof discourageth, as well all natives as foreigners, to
Import any Money or Bullion into those lands, where the
Exportation thereof, at their own pleasure, is forbidden
them; and that this hath been the cause that even the
English that lived in Spain, when they had acquired
Money and Bullion there, would not transport it hither,
but either lodged it in Genoa, Venice, or Livorne, for
the trade of the Mediterranean, as those of Holland do for
the trade of the German Ocean.
From whence, fifthly, the many advantages (thereby
given away clearly to the stranger from the English)
present themselves; for the stranger, knowing we must
be furnished in one of those places for our occasions,
make us pay dearly for our accommodation; and besides,
7
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to seekthe same there, we are often hindered in our voyages
outward, put upon double adventures, and oftentimes
hindered of our market.
For there are some trades, that in part, or in the
whole, cannot be driven, or managed, to any profit or
proportion of advantage with our neighbours, but by
Exporting Money or Bullion, either together with their
merchandises, or wholly a merchandize or commodity of
itself-Wherein are humbly offered these instances:To the East Indies-Though some English commodities be vended there, yet no considerable trade can be
driven by us, or any others that buy the commodities of
the natives, but with Money carried out of Europe. And
if we Export 100.0001. per annum, that will purchase so
much goods as do usually yield in England 300,0001., onethird whereof is paid, as the salary of ships, men's wages,
and for customs; and here is one considerable advantage,
that redounds, as well to your Majesty's revenue, as to the
navigation of this kingdom; then one-third of the said
East India commodities is as much as serveth for the
consumption of these kingdoms; and that we have at the
price it cost in India; the last third, as also the first
third, reckoned to freight, mariners' wages, and customs,
are both exported to the Mediterranean, Spain, France,
the Baltic, and other ports, where the proceed of them
serves to purchase foreign commodities for us, and helps
so far to balance our trade, as that it occasioneth the
importation of at least 100,0001. per annum in Bullion,
and prevents the Exportation of as much more; which
would be wanted to purchase necessary commodities from
abroad. Whereas, if we did riot follow the East India
trade, the Hollanders would drain from us at least
300,000/. per annum, for the East India commodities that
we must have from them; for so much, at least, the same
goods would cost at their hands, whichwe now bring home
ourselves for 100,000/.
And
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And all these mischiefs, we avoid, and all their advantages we gain, by the free exportation of 100,000/.
For the Norway trade, which gives a large employment to a great number of shipping, and furnisheth us
with a very necessary supply of timber and tar; it cannot
be carried on without the liberty of Exporting Money and
Bullion, because the kingdom of Norway gives no vent to
any of our native commodities, in proportion to the value
of what we fetch thence, and therefore Money and
Bullion must pay for it; and should the ships first go to
Holland or Hamburgli to fetch the dollars, the very time
expended in deviating from their designed ports of lading
would make the price of timber twice as much as now it
is; the freight of it being at least two-thirds of the
value of it when it is imported.
The trade of Turkey cannot be driven to advantage,
but with some part Money, because the consumption of
our manufactures in those dominions, is not sufficient to
make payment for what we have occasion to bring from
thence; nor can those manufactures be put off, in the
1II0st advantageous
terms, but by giving some part money
with them, in the exchange for the Turkey commodities,
which is a trade not to be neglected, because, whereas we
now furnish not only our own country with many necessary commodities that are here manufactured, out of the
product of that trade, to the great increase of your
Majesty's revenue, and employment of the poor, but
other nations also; so that if we left that trade, the
Hollanders would presently take it up, and then we must
have all this supply from them, to the signal prejudice
of our common capitals, and deduction of our manufacture.
And lastly, whereas it hath been objected,
1. That this liberty is the ready way to have no
::\foney at all left in this kingdom, and to set open the
9
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door to the Hollanders, and others, to drain us of all
Money and Bullion; we have considered, that when the
merchants of this kingdom shall have like freedom here
at home to Export Money and Bullion directly hence, for
the ports of East India, Norway, and Turkey aforesaid, it
will not turn to account for them, or any foreign nation,
to Export the same hence to their own country; for then
it will cease to be a community of traffic; they will have
no advantage over us, to oblige us to seek our Monies
that we have occasion for there; and Money, of all commodities, is the worst, if it lies still, and if the penny be
not daily turned.
That it is all one mischief to the nobility, gentry, and
freeholders of this kingdom, whether the Money or
Bullion thereof, be drawn from them by the native or
stranger merchant.
Herein also we consider, that this nation hath, of its
own growth, manufacture, and product, always enough to
oblige the importation of Money and Bullion upon all
occasions, beyond any other nation whatsoever in Chris.
tendom. That Money and Bullion once imported is like
a river, which, overflowing in its passage, doth always
leave so much behind, as the neighbouring meadows fur a
long time after feel the benefit thereof.
And this nation hath had one notable experience, that
when the Spaniard was permitted to export two-thirds of
the Money he imported, and obliged to no more than onethird to be brought into the King's mint, it commonly
happened that the mint got the whole, as the Spaniard
found the advantages here, to make better benefit to
return the same into Flanders, or in the manufactures, or
naturalized commodities of this kingdom.
So that, to wind up all that has been said, the result
of the several reasons and arguments herein summed up
seemed to be this: That time and experience instruct, and
10
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the present state of traffic throughout the world require,
that, for the increase of the stock of Money in these your
Majesty's kingdoms, some way of liberty for the Exportation, at least of foreign Coin and Bullion, should be found
out, and put in execution; which hath produced the
humble advice offered iu the preceding paper.
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S

UPPOSE that 20s. of new mill'd Money doth weigh
4 Ounces Troy, according to Custom or Statute.
Suppose that 20s. of old Eliz. and James's Money, which
ought also to weigh 4 Ounces Troy, doth weigh 3 Ounces
Troy; and very variously between 3 and 4 Ounces, viz.
none under 3, and none full 4.
Suppose that much of the new mill'd regular Money is
carried into the East-Indies, but none of the old light and
unequal Money.
QUESTIONS.
Qu. 1. Whether the old unequal Money ought to be new
Coined, and brought to an equality?
Ansur. It ought: Because )Ioney made of Gold and
Silver is the best Rule of Commerce, and must therefore
be equal, or else it is no Rule; and consequently no
Money, and but bare Metal which was Money before it
was worn and abused into Inequality.
Qu. 2. At whose Charge?
Answ. At the States Charge, as now it is: Because thc
Owner was no cause of its Inequality, but the States
neglect in (not) preventing and punishing such Abuses,
which are remedied by new Coinage.
S
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Qu. 3. Of what weight and fineness ought the new Shiling to be?
Ansur. Of the same with the other present new Money,
and which the old was of, when it was new: Becanse all
must be like, all according to the Statute j and all fit to
pay ancient Debts, according to what was really lent.
Qu. 4. Suppose 20s. of old Money may make but I8s. of
new, who shall bear the loss of the two shillings?
Answ. Not the States: Because men would clip their
own Money: But the owner himself must bear the loss,
because he might have refused light and defective Money,
or put it away in time; it being sufficient that he shall
have new regular beautiful Money for his old unequal
Money, at the States Charge, Ounce for Ounce weight. *
4

Qu.5.

* This is a controverted question, but on the whole we have no
difficulty in dissenting from the opinion of Petty. Coins are to be
regarded rather as the property of the public than of individuals.
They pass freely from hand to hand among all classes; and their
weight is diminished by the wear they undergo, and sometimes also
(as was especially the case in 1690) by the fraudulent practices of
clippers and others. But it would be most unjust to make the present holders of Coins responsible for their wear during the previous
twenty or thirty years, or for the depredations practised upon them
in the teeth of the law by knaves and swindlers. These are losses
which the Coins have incurred in the public service, and they should
consequently be borne by the public.
It is trne that in carrying out this principle considerable difficulties have sometimes had to be encountered.
Previously to the great
recoinage of 1696-99, the practice of clipping the Coin was carried to
a great height. And it was contended that if a Proclamation were
issued, calling in the Coins in circulation by a certain day that they
might be exchanged for new Coins of full weight, a corresponding
premium would be offered to the clippers to redouble their activity
in the interval. AnI! as this was the course adopted on the occasion
referred to, the anticipated result was realized to the fullest extent.
It is believed, indeed, that the Coins lost as much by clipping
between the period when it was announced that they would be called
in and exchanged for new Coins, and their exchange for the same, as
they had done in the course of the preceding ten or twelve years.
(Leake's English Money, 2nd ed. p. 391, &c.)
But
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Qu. 5. After this Reformation of Coin, Will more Silver
be carried out of England, suppose into the East-Indies,
then before; and to the Damage of England?
An8W. Somewhat more: But none to the Damage of
England, Eo Nomine; but rather to its Profit: Because
the M-erchant will be considered for the Manufacture of
the new Money; besides the Metal of it, as he only was
when he carried out Spanish Reals,
Qu. 6. Whereas the Merchant carries Scarlet and
Silver to the Indies, will he not now carry only the new
coined Silver ?
A1UtW. The Merchant will buy as much Scarlet as he can
for 100 new Shillings, and then consider whether he shall
get more Silk in the Indies for that Scarlet than for
another 100 of the like Shillings: And, according to this
Conjecture, he will carry Scarlet or Shil ngs in specie, or
part one, part the other, if he be in doubt.
Qu. 7. But will not England be impoverished by Merchants carrying out the said 100 Shillings.?
An8W. No, if he brings home for them as much Silk as
will yield above 100 Shillings (perhaps 200 Shillings) in
Spain, and then bring the same 200 into England: Or, if
he bring home as much Pepper as an English man will
5
give
But it is very improbable that a loss of this sort will have to be
agam made up, inasmuch as milled Coins, which are now exclusively
in use, are little susceptible of being clipped. .And it may further be
observed, that the loss experienced in 1696-99, from the circumstances
already mentioned, might have been in great measure obviated had
Government taken upon itself the responsibility of the Coinage, and
quietly prepared a supply of Coins at the Mint sufficient to enable
them at once to call down those in circulation,
The recoinage of 1696-99, notwithstanding
the great expense and
difficulty with which it was effected, proved on the whole a failure.
This, however, was not a consequence of anything immediately
connected with the Coinage, but is entirely to be ascribed, as will
be afterwards seen, to the over-valuation of Gold as compared with
Silver.
M
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give him 200 of the like Shillings for. So the Merchant
and England shall both Gain by Exporting the 100
Shillings.
Qu. 8. But if the new Shilling were but tths of the
weight as formerly,
then the Merchant would not meddle
with them at aU, and 80 8ecure this fear of impoverish-

ment?
Ansur; The Merchant would Export then, just as before;
Only he will give but l so much Pepper, or other Indian
Goods, for the new retrenched Shilling as he did for the
old: And would accept in India ! as much Pepper as
he formerly had for the old: And consequently there
would be no difference, but among a few such Fools as
take Money by its name, and not by its weight and fineness.
Qu. 9. If a Shilling was by new Coinage reduced to ;} of
its present weight,

8hould we not thereby have

i

more of

Money then now we have, and consequently he 80 much the
richer ?
Ana. You would indeed have l part more of the new
ehristned Shillings; but not an Ounce more of Silver, nor
Money; nor could you get an Ounce more of Forreign
Commodities for all your new multiplied Money than
before: Nor even of any Domestick Commodities; but
perhaps a little at first from the few Fools above mentioned. As for Instance; Suppose you buy a Silver
Vessel from a Goldsmith weighing 20 Ounces, at 68. per
Ounce, making 6 Pounds or 24 Ounces of Coined Silver;
now suppose that the said 6 Pounds were reduced from
weighing 24 Ounces to weigh but 18 Ounces upon the
new Coinage; but be still called 6 Pound even by the
King's Procla.mation; Can it be imagined that the Goldsmith will give his Vessel weighing 20 Ounces of wrought
for 18 Ounces of unwrought Silver? For the W orkmanship of Money is of little value. N ow the Absurdity is
the same in all other Commodities, though not so demon6
strable
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strable as in a Commodity whose Materials are the same
with Money.
Qu. 10. Cannot Authority
Command that men should
give as much Commodity for the new retrencht Money, tZ8
for the old which weighed ~ part more ?
Anaw. Then the effect of such Authority would also be

to take away i of all mens Goods, which are Commodities
beyond Seas, and give the same to Forreigners, who would
have them for f of the usual quantity of Silver: And the
same Authority would take away from the Creditor -l of
the Money which was due before the Proclamation.
Qu. 11. Whereas you suppose retrenching f in the new
Coinage;
then r

Suppose it was but

-h, how would the matter he

Ansto, Just the same: For Magis et minus non mutant
But it were better you supposed that one Shilling were to be taken for 10 or 20, then the Absurdity
would be it self so visible, as to need no such Demonstra,
tion, as is needful in such small matters as Common Sense
cannot discern: For if the wealth of the Nation could be
decupled by a Proclamation, it were strange that such
Proclamations have not long since been made by our
Governours.
Qu. 12. Wdl not some men, having occasions to huy
speciem :

Commodities in Forreign Parts, carry out all Money, and so
not vend or Erport our own Commodities at all ?
Anaw. If some English Merchants should be so impro-

vident, yet the Forreign Merchants would buy up such.
English Commodities as they wanted, with Money brought
into England from their respective Countries, or with
such Commodities as England likes better than Money.
For the vending of English Commodities doth not depend
upon any other thing, but the use and need which For.
reigners have of them. But were it not a folly for an
English man not to carry Lead into Turkey:
but go
thither with Money, in his Ballast, and so loose the Freight
7
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of the Lead, which he might sell there; And that a Ship
should come from Turkey with Money, in her Ballast
also, to fetch Lead from England which might have been
carried at first by the English Ship? No: The art of a
Merchant is to consider all those Matters, so as no
Prince's Proclamation concerning the Weight and Denominations of Coins, signifiesany thing to Forreigners when
they know it, nor to his own Subjects pro futuro, what
e're Disturbances it may make amongst them pro preterito, We say again: it were better for a Prince owing
20s. to say he will pay but 15s. than disguishing his own
particular purpose, to say that all Landlords shall henceforth take 15s. Rent for 20s. due to them by their
Tenants Leases; and that he who hath lent a 1001. on
the Monday, (the Proclamation of Retrenchment coming
out on Tuesday) may be repaid on Wednesday with t or
75l. of the very Money he lent two days before.
Qu. 13. Why is not our old worn unequal Money new
Coined and equallized?
Answ. There may be many weak Reasons for it; But the
only good one which I know, is, that bad and unequal
Money may preveut hoarding, whereas weighty, fine and
beautiful Money doth encourage it in some few timorous
Persons, but not in the Body of Trading Men. Upon
the account of Beauty our Britannia Half-pence were
almost all horded as Medals till they grew common; For
if but 100 of those pieces had been Coined, they would for
their Work and Rarity have been worth above 5s. each,
which for their Matter are not worth that Half-penny
they pass for: For in them, Materiam superabat Opus.
Qu. 14. Why hath Money been raised, or retrencht, or
imbased by many wise States, and so often?
Answ. When any State doth these things, they are like
Bankrupt Merchants, who Compound for their Debts by
paying 168. 12s, or lOs. in the pound; Or forcing their
Creditors to take off their Goods at much above the
8
Market
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Market rates.
And the same State might as well have
paid but .f of what they ow'd, as to retrench their Money
in General to i of the known weight and fineness. And
these practices have been compassed by Bankers and
Cashiers, for oblique Considerations, from the Favourites
of such Princes and States.
Qu. 15. It is then the Honour of England that no such

Tricks have been practiced, though in the greatest Streights
that ever that State hath been in.
Answ. It hath been their Wisdom, and consequently
their Honour to keep up a Rule and Measure of Trade
amongst themselves, and with all Nations.
Qu. 16. But is there no Case wherein Money may be

justly and honourably raised?
Answ. Yes, in order to Regulation

and Equalizing of
Species of Coins; As when two Species of one Weight
and Fineness are taken at different Rates, then the one
may be raised or the other depressed:
But this must be
rated by the Estimation ofthe whole World as near as it
can be known, and not by any private Nation; and the
like may be done between Gold and Silver,
Qu. 17. What do yuu think of the rising or falling of
the Price of Lands, from this following Instance, viz. A
piece of Land was sold 60 Years agofor 10001. that is for
a 1000 Jacobusses; and the same Land is now sold for
10001. or 1000 Guineas, and the Guinea is but t the weight
of the Jacobus. Is the Land cheaper now than 60 Years

ago?
Answ. It looks like a Demonstration

that it is: Yet if
Gold be not Money, but a Commodity next like to Money,
and that Silver be only Money; then we must see whether
1000 Jacobusses would then purchase no more Silver than
1000 Guineas will do now: For if so, the Land was heretofore and now sold for the same Quantity of l\foney,
though Dot of Gold; and is neither risen nor fallen by
what hath been instanced.
9
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Qu. 18. What is the difference hetween retrenching or
raising nf Money, and imhasing the Metal of the same, as
by mixing Copper with Silver ?
Answ. The first is the better of the two, if such Mixture
be of no use in other things: For if 208. which contains
4 Ounces of Silver, should be reduced to 3 Ounces of
Silver, it is better than to add one Ounce of Copper to
the same, in order to make 4 seeming Ounces as before:
For if you come to want the said 3 Ounces of Silver mixt
with Copper, you must lose the Copper, upou the Test,
and the Charge of Refining also, which will amount to
above 4 per Cent.
Qu. 19. What do you ohject agaimt small Silver Money;
as against Single Pence, Two Pences, erc.?
Answ. That the Coinage of small Pieces would be very
chargeable, and the Pieces themselves apt to be lost, and
more liable to wearing; for little of our old small Money
is now to be seen, and our Groats are worn away to Three
half-pence (worth) in Metal.
Qu. 20. What do you say of Money made wholly of
base Metal, such as Farthings, ~c.?
Answ. That the want of Materials ought to be made up
by the fineness 'Of Coinage, to very near the intrinsick
Value; or what is gained by the Want of either, to be
part of the King's Revenue.
Qu. 21. Which is best, Copper or Tin, for this purpose?
Answ. Copper: Because it is capable of the most imitable and durable Coinage: though the Copper be Forreign,
and Tin a Native Commodity. For suppose Copper and
Tin of the same Value in England; yet if 100 Weight of
Tin sent to Turkey will fetch horne as much Silk as will
fetch above 100 of Copper from Sweden, in such case the
Difference between Native and Forreign is nothing.
Qu. 22. This Doctrine may extend to a free exportation
of Money and Bullion, which is against our Laws: Are our
£mos not good?
10
Anaw.
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Answ. Perhaps they are against the Laws of Nature, and
also impracticable:
For we see that the Countries whieh
abound with Money and all other Commodities, have
followed no such Laws:
And eontrarywise,
that the
Countries which have forbid these Exportations under
the highest Penalties, are very destitute both of Money
and Merchandize.
Qu. 23. Is not a Country the poorer for having less
Money?
Answ. Not always: For as the most thriving Men keep
little or no Money by them, but turn and wind it into
various Commodities to their great Profit, so may the whole
Nation also; which is but many particular Men united.
Qu. 24. Maya Nation, suppose England, have too much

Money ?
Answ. Yes:

As a particular Merchant may have too
much Money, I mean coined Money, by him.
Qu. 25. 1s there any way to know how much Money is

sufficient for afty Nation?
Answ. I think it may pretty well be guessed at; viz. I
think that so much Money as will pay half a Years Rent
for all the Lands of England, and a Quartera Rent of the
Houseing, and a Weeks Expence of all the People, and
about a Quarter of the Value of all the exported Commodities, is sufficient for that purpose.
Now when the
States will canse these things to be computed, and the
Quantity of their Coins to be known, which the new
Coining of their old Money will best do, then it may also
be known whether we have too much or too little Money.
Qu. 26. What Remedy is there if we have too little

Money r
Answ. We must erect a Bank, which well computed,
doth almost double the Effect of our coined Money! And
we have in England Materials for a Bank which shall
furnish Stock enough to drive the Trade of the whole
Commercial World.
11
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Qu. 27. What if we have too much Goin ?
Answ. We may melt down the heaviest, and turn it into
the Splendor of Plate, in Vessels or Utensils of Gold and
Silver; or send it out, as a Commodity, where the same
is wanting or desired: or let it out at Interest, where
Interest is high.
Qu. 28. What i8 Interest or Use-Money?
Answ. A Reward for forbearing the use of your own
Money for a Term of Time agreed upon, whatsoever need
your self may have of it in the mean while.
Qu. 29. What i8 Exchange?
Ansui. Local Interest, or a Reward given for having your
Money at such a Place where you most need the use of it.
Qu. 30. What i8 the Trade of a Banker?
Anno, Buymg and selling of Interest and Exchange:
Who is honest only upon the Penalty of losing a beneficial Trade, founded upon a good Opinion of the World,
which is called Credit.
Qu. 31. You were speaking of base Money and Farthings, which are generally bekno the intrinsick Value, and
therefore ought not to he permitted to increase ad infinitum.
Is there any way to know how many were enough?
Anno, I think there is: viz. Allowing about 12d. in
Farthings to every Family: So as if there be a Million of
Families in England (as I think there be) then about
50,0001. in Farthings would suffice for Change; and if
such Farthings were but tth below the intrinsiek Value,
the Nation would pay but 10,0001. for this Convenience:
But if this way of Families be not Limitation enough, you
may help it by considering the smallest Piece of Silver
Money current in the Nation; which how much lesser it
is, by so much lesser may the Number of Farthings be:
The use of Farthings being but to make up Payments in
Silver, and to adjust Accompts: To which end of adjusting Accompts let me add, that if your old defective
Farthing-s were cryed down to 5 a Penny, you might keep
12
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all Accompts in a way of Decimal Arithmetick, which
hath been long desired for the ease and certainty of
Accompts.
Qu. 32. What do you tltink of our Laws for limiting
Interest?
Anno, The same as of limiting the Exportation of Money,
and there. may be as wellLaws for limiting Exchange also:
For Interest always carrieth with it an Ensurance p7d!mium, which is very casual, besides that 'of Forbearance:
For Instance, in Ireland there was a time when Land
(the highest security) was sold for 2 Years Purchase: It
was then naturally just to take 20, 30, or 40 per Cent.
Interest; whereas there tlie Law allows but 10. And
since that time, Land being risen to 12 Years Purchase,
responsible Men will not give above 8. And insolvent
Men will offer Cent. per Cent. notwithstanding the Law.
Again, suppose a Man hath 1001.of Land worth 20 Years
Purchase, and another 1001. in Houses, worth 12 Years
Purchase, and an other 1001. in Shipping worth 2 Years
Purchase; and another in Horses, worth 6 Months Purchase; Is it not manifest he must have a greater Yearly
p7d!mium for lending his House than his Land, his Ship
than his House, and his Horse than his Ship? For if his
Horse be worth 100/. he cannot hire him out for less than
lOs. per diem, whereas the Land will not yield a Groat
for the same time; and these Hires are the same with
Interest.
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To the Right

Honourable the Lords Commissioners
HUJ Majesties Treaaury.

of

May it please your Lordships,

N Obedience to your Lordships Command, I have
endeavoured to inform myself of divers Matters
which concern the Gold and Silver Moneys, and of the
most Practicable Methods for New Coining the latter,
and Supplying, in the mean time, sufficient Coins to
pay the Kings Taxes and Revenues, and to carry on
the Publick Commerce; and I do humbly represent to
your Lordships,
That I have made diligent Search into several
Records, Books, and Writings, to see what Acts or
Things have been formerly done or practised, which
might serve for Precedents, or give any Light for the
Re-establishment of the Coins that should now go, and
have Course as the Lawful Money of the Kingdom.
It is true (as I find in a Book of great Authority,
remaining in the Exchequer, called The Black Book,
written by Gervase of Tilbury, in the time of Henry the
Second) that there were anciently Falsifiers and Clippers of Money; for when King William the First, for
the better pay of his Warriours, caused the Firmes,
which till his time, had for the most part been answered
in Victuals, to be converted in Pecuniam Numeratam,
he directed the whole from every County to be Charged
on the Sheriff, to be by him brought into the Exche-

I
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quer; adding, That the Sheriff should make the Payment, ad Sealam hoc est (as the aforesaid Author
expounds it) solveret preter quamlihet numeratam lihram
sex denario«; and the Money afterwards declining, and
becoming worse, it was Ordained. That the Firmes of
Manors should not only be paid ad Sealam, but also ad
Pensam, which latter was the paying as much Money
for a Pound Sterling, as weighed Twelve Ounces Troy;
so that Payment of a Pound de Numero imported
Twenty Shillings, ad Sealam imported Twenty Shillings
Six Pence, and ad Pensam imported so much as weighed
Twelve Ounces. And in the time of King Henry the
Second, when the Bishop of Salisbury was Treasurer,
who considered, that though the Money did Answer
Numero et Pondere, it might nevertheless be mixt with
Copper or Brass; therefore (Consilio Regis et ut Regi4!
simul et PuhlicfR Prooideretur Utilitati) a Constitution
was made, called the Trial by Combustion. The whole
Progress whereof, as it was practised in the Exchequer
in those Days, is exactly set down in the said Book,
and differs little or nothing from the present method of
Assaying Silver for its Fineness; as plainly appears in
that place where the said Gervase treats of the Office
of the Miles Argentanus,
and that of the Fusor, an
Extract whereof is hereunto Annexed.
It appears also that the Crown Rents were many
times reserved in. Lihris Alhis or Blanch Firmes , in
which case the Payer was holden Dealbare Firmam,
that is, His Base Money or Coin worse than Standard
was Molten down in the Exchequer, and Reduced to
the Fineness of Standard Silver, or (instead thereof)
he Paid to the King Twelve Pence to the Pound hy way
of Addition.
But the most Remarkable Deceipts and Corruptions
found in Ancient Records to have been committed upon
the Coins of the Kingdom, by Offenders, were in the
4
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time of King Edward the First, when there was
Imported a sort of Light Money made with a Mitre;
another sort of Light Money with Lyons upon it; a
Third sort of Copper Blancht, to Resemble the Money
of England; a Fourth sort of Light Money Resembling
that of King Edward; a Fifth kind that was Plated:
And the Crime of Rounding Money (which I take to
be the same with Clipping) was then in Fashion, all
which was done out of England. And the Merchants
to avoid the Search at Dover and Sandwich, concealed
the Parcels in Bails of Cloth, and brought them in by
other Ports. Les queu:.cchases si elles suissent longent
so efforts (says the Book) elles mettere yent la Monye
IY englitere a nient: And the Chief Remedies then
Applied were,
First, To Cry down all Money that was not of England, Ireland or Scotland:
Secondly, That such as arrived from beyond Seas,
should shew the Money they brought with them to the
King's Officers:
Thirdly. And not hide it in Fardels, upon Pain of
Forfeiture:
Fourthly, That the Light Money and the Clipt
Money might be Bored through without contradiction:
Fifthly, And that the same should be Received and
Paid by Weight at a certain Rate; and that the Persons having such Clipt or Light Money, should bring
the same to the King's Changers, who were settled in
several great Towns in the Kingdom, to be new Coined.
And by what I have read in Libro Rubeo (which is in
the upper Exchequer) concerning the Changers (who,
as well as the Masters of the Mint, had several Offices
Erected in divers Parts of the Kingdom; Namely, at
Landon, Canterbury, Bristol, Kingston upon Hull, NJ!wcastle and Exeter) a Principal Business of these
Changers was to Buy in the Silver of the Bad Money;
5
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que lea Pollard a et Orockard« et lea autres Mauvaises
Moneis Contrefaita Soroni, abatues . And there was a
Writ then directed to the Sheriffs, to Prohibit the
Importation of Clipt or Counterfeit Moneys, and the
Use thereof in Merchandizing or Negotiating, under
severe Penalties, and Commanding those that had such
Money to Bore it through, and to bring it to the
King's Change to be new Coined.
And I find by an Indenture in the Third Year of
Queen Elizabeth (at which time there was Base Moneys
that had been Coined by Publick Authority) That it
was Ordained that Fleetwood, Under Treasurer for the
Upper Houses of the Mint in the Tower, should take
in by Number and Tale, the Base Moneys therein
mentioned, at such Rates or Values as were Appointed
by a Proclamation in that behalf; giving Bills to the
Parties under his Hand for the Receipt thereof. And
the Officers of the Mint were to Melt down and Repay
the same in Sterling Moneys, to the Parties or their
Deputies, shewing and delivering their Bills, having
regard to the time when every Man brought in his
Money. And the Base Money Received, and the
Sterling Money Repaid where to be Entred in Two
Legers; one to be kept by the said Under- Treasurer,
and the other by the Tellers. And the Comptroller
and Assay-Master were to keep several Books of
Refining and Melting the Base Money, to the intent
they might be Vouchers to the said Under-Treasurer,
who was to Account to the Queen for the whole.
Thes'eor such like Provisions might serve well enough
in those Times, when there was not much Money, and
but little Trade or Occasion for it, and when the
Species then in being, which one would think consisted
Anciently of Pence or Pieces of small Denomination,
were not Corrupted or Diminished to that degree.as
they are at this day.
6
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But considering the present low Condition to which
our Moneys are almost generally Reduced, and the
necessary Use thereof in daily Occasions, and particularly in the ways of Trade, upon which this Nation
depends more at this time than it did formerly;
I
do not see how the Prudence of our Ancestors (which
in many Constitutions
relating to the Exchequer and
the Mint, appears to have been Transcendent
and
Admirable, especially in Matters of Charge and Discharge, and preventing Frauds and Abuses upon the
Crown) can, without the devising new or additional
Means and Methods, be made Applicable to a present
Work of new Coining the Silver Moneys, and Supplying
Current Coins for the Commerce, and for the Payment
of Taxes and Revenues in the mean time.
If therefore the King (to whose Regality the Power
of Coining Money, and Determining the Weigbt, Fineness, Denomination
and Extrinsick Value thereof doth
Solely and Inherently Appertain) shall Judge it necessary to have the old or present Species of Silver Coins,
or so much thereof as hath been Clipt or otherwise
Diminished, to be Melted down and Recoined, I humbly
conceive new Means and Methods for doing the sante
must be Devised.
And in Regard Money (which some
Lawyers have called Firmamentum Belli et Ornamentum
Pacia) is most certainly of the greatest Importance
to
His Majesty, in supplying the Taxes, Revenues and
Loans, for Carrying on the War, and Supporting
His
Royal Estate; as also to His Subjects, with relation not
only to their Trade and Commerce, but also to all other
ordinary Means of Livelihood:
The said Means and
Methods for Re-establishing
the Coins, and the many
weighty things depending thereupon, ought to be well
Excogitated,
and to be Considered
and Adjusted by
Persons of the greatest Judgment
and Sagacity; and
(if I had not been Enjoyned by your Lordships)
I
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should scarce have Adventured upon a Subject so very
Difficult and Curious.
I have Imployed my thoughts chiefly upon such
Matters as are Reduceable to the following Heads,

viz.
First, Concerning the Standard of the Gold and Silver
Coins, and the Establishment of a Just and Reasonable Foot for the Course of the same.
Second, Concerning the Present State and Oondition of
the Gold and Silver Coins.
Third, Whether it be or be not Absolutely necessary at
this Time to Re-establish the same.
Fourth, The Proposing of Means that must be Obtained,
and the Proper Methods to be used in and for the
Amendment of the Silver Monies.
Fifth, To Consider wha~ must Supply the Commerce,
Pay Taxes, &c., Whilst the Clipt Money is under its
New Fahri.cation.
As to the Particulars.
First, Of the Standm-d.
This properly brings under Consideration Two matters
relating to the Coins; namely, the Degree of Fineness,
and the Weight of the Pieces. In treating upon which
I shall humbly take leave to observe this Method.
First, To explain what i~ meant by Sterling Moneys.
Secondly, To set down Historically the Proportions
of Fine Gold, and' Fine Silver, with the respective
Allays, which the Masters or Workers of the Mints
have been holden to Observe in the Fabrication of the
8
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Moneys of this Realm, by their respective Indentures
which I have found out, Beginning with those in the
time of King Edward the Third, (the farthest Extant)
and Ending with the Indenture of the Mint now in
being.
Thirdly, To propose the Standard of Fineness, which
(in my humble Opinion) ought to be continued for the
new Coins, which His Majesty may be pleased to direct
at this time, with my Reasons for the same, to be
deduced from the Experience of former times, and an
Impartial regard to present Circumstances.
Fourthly, To set forth how the Value of the Gold
and Silver in our English Coins hath been Raised from
time to time, which considers the Weight and Number
of Pieces in a Pound Troy.
Fifthly, To offer my humble Opinion upon that Subject, in reference as well to the Old Coins now in being
and Unclipt, as also to the New Moneys, which may be
directed to be made, as aforesaid, together with my
Reasons for the same, to be also Grounded upon the
Experience of former Times, and a due Consideration
of present Circumstances: All or most of which Points
being of great Moment, to be well weighed in this
Affair, I do humbly pray your Lordships that I may
Discuss them severally.
First, It is believed by some Authors, (and not
without Reason) that in the most Ancient times, when
Money was first Coined within this Island, it was made
of Pure Gold and Silver, like the Moneys now Currant in some other Nations, particularly in Hungary
and Barbary, where they have Pieces of Gold called
Ducats and Sultanesses; and in the Kingdom of Industan, where they have Pieces of Silver called Rupees,
9
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which I have seen, and wherein (as I am inform'd)
there is little or no Allay: And that afterwards it
being found convenient in the Fabrication of the
Moneys, to have a certain Quantity or Proportion of
Baser ::'Iretalto be mixt with the Pure Gold and Silver,
the \Yord Sterling was introduced, and hath ever since
been used, to denote the certain Proportion or Degree
of Fineness, which ought to be retained in the respective Coins composed of such mixture, as aforesaid.
There are some Authors that fancy this \V ord Sterling
took it'! Name from a Castle in"Scotland, as if it were
first Coined there. Some have derived it from a Star
or Astracism, which they imagine to have been
Impressed thereupon. There are those that fetch it
from the Name of an Ancient Indenture or Bond
which was taken by the Jews (those old Userers) for
Security of their debts, and which was called the Jews
Star. "But others think it comes from the Name of a
People called Easterlinqs, as the first Workers of it in
England. Of which latter Opinion is the Author of a
very old Treatise concerning Money, Entred at large
in the Red Book abovesaid,in the time of King Edward
the Third. For my own Part, I do not believe the
Word Sterling (denoting the degree of Fineness Of
Goodness, as aforesaid) was known in the time of the
Conqueror, in regard there is no mention thereof in
Libro Judiciario or the Dooms-day Book, which Valueth
every Manor (as it was worth in the times of the
Confessor and Conqueror respectively) in Money ad
Numerum, or ad Pensam or ad Pondus, but not in Sterling Money; and yet the Denomination of Sterling was
soon after introduced, because the Statute of the
Twenty-fifth of Edward the Third refers to Ancient
Sterling, and so do the Old Indentures of the Mint,
and the Ancient Entries concerning Money. By reading of which it seems evident to me,
10
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First, That a Sterling or Easterling, in a restrained
Sence, signified nothing but a Silver Peny, which at
first was about three times as heavy as a Peny is now,
and was once called a Lundress, because it was to be
Coined only at London, and not at the Countrey Mints.
Secondly, That the Words Sterling and Standard are
Synonimous Terms.
Thirdly, That the ~4.ncientSterling of England, men.
tioned in the said Statute, and the Standard and Allay
of Old Easterling, mentioned in the Indenture,
Le 20
jour de May l'an du Regne Edward III. cestassaooir
d' Engletere guarant sisme et de France trent tierce
entre le Roy et Bardet de Malepilys de Florence; and
the Old right Standard of England, which I find in
other Indentures of the Mint, are to be understood
thus : A Pound Weight Troy of Gold was divided into
Twenty four Carats, and every Carat into Four Grains
of Gold; and a Pound
eight of the Old Sterling, or
Right Standard Gold of England, consisted of Twenty
three Carats and Three Grains and an half of Fine Gold,
and half a Grain of Allay. Which Allay (as the Red
Book says) might be Silver or Copper. Again, a Pound
Weight Troy of Silver, was then (as it has been ever
since) divided into Twelve Ounces, every Ounce into
Twenty Peny Weight, and every Peny Weight into
Twenty four Grains; every Grain of Silver was called
a Subtile Grain, Sixty of which were equal to One
Grain of Gold, and a Pound Weight of Old Sterling, or
Right Standard Silver of England, consisted then, (as it
does now) of Eleven Ounces and Two Peny Weight of
Fine Silver, and Eighteen Peny Weight Allay.
Fourthly, That Sterling Money generally in Judgment
of Law, upon the Fines, Covenants, and other Instrumenta that have had occasion to refer thereunto, hath
always imported, and doth still import only such Coins
11
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of Gold or Silver, as b.ave been made by successive
Masters and Workers of the Mint, in certain Proportions of Fine Metal, mixt with Allays, according to
their respective Indentures
or Covenants with the
Crown, from time to time, and made Currant by the
same Indentures, or by Proclamations or Commands of
the Sovereign: 'Which Proportions of Fineness and
Allay, have differed from time to time. And (having
thus Expounded what is meant by Sterling and Old
Sterling) those Differences will come properly to be
Considered.
Second, In the next Place therefore, I am to set
down Historically the Proportions of Fine Gold and
Fine Silver, with the respective Allays, which the
Masters or ,V orkers of the Mint have been holden to
observe in the Fabrication of the Moneys, by their
respective Indentures: Of which there is one mentioned
in the Red Book, to bear Date in the Eighteenth Year
of King Edward the First, who sent for Workmen
from beyond Sea, to inform him of the manner of
Making and Forging of Money; but not finding any
Indenture by which one can judge certainly of the
said Proportions, till the Reign of Edward the Third;
from whose time the several Indentures. of the Mint, or
most of them, are in the Receipt of the Exchequer, in
Custody of your Lordships and the Chamberlains there,
and where I have had the Opportunity carefully to
Inspect and Examine the same.
I shall therefore
humbly take leave to begin with these, and Proceed in
the Order following.
The Standard for the Gold Coins was the Old Standard, or Sterling of Twenty three Carats, Three Grains
and Half Fine, and Half a Grain Allay. And the
Standard for the Silver Coins was the Old Sterling of
Eleven Ounces Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen
Peny Weight Allay.
12
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20 E 3.
23.
27.
30.
46.
18 R. 2.
3 H. 4.

9 H. 5.
I H. 6.

4.

All these imported the same Standard,
as above, both for Gold and Silver.

24.
49.
5 E. 4.
II.

16.
I R.3.
29 H. 7.
Ralph Rowlett and Marlin Bowes, Masters and 1 H.
Workers, Covenanted to make Two sorts of Gold
Coins; to wit, Sovereigns, Rialls, Angels, GeorgeNobles, and Half-Angels of the said Old Standard, and
Crowns of the Double Rose, and Half-Crowns to be
Twenty two Carats Fme, and Two Carats Allay; and
Silver Moneys, to wit, Groats, Half-Groats, Sterlings,
Half-pence and Farthings of the Old Sterling.
Another Indenture to the same Effect.
23.
The said Ralph Rowleit and Martin Bowes, Masters 34.
and Workers, Covenanted to make the Sovereigns,
Half - Sovereigns, Angels, Angellets, and QuarterAngels of Twenty three Carats Fine Gold, and One
Carat Allay; And Silver Money, to wit, Testoons to
go for Twelve Pence; and Groats, Half-Groats, Pence,
Half-Pence, and Farthings, to be Ten Ounces Fine,
and Two Ounces Allay.
The King was to have out of every Twelve Ounces of 36.
Fine Gold Coined Two Carats, which yielded Fifty
13
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Shillings: And the Silver to be Coined after the Rate
of Six Ounces Fine and Six Ounces Allay; which was
a wretched Debasement.
The Gold Coins, called Sovereigns, Half-Sovereigns,
Crowns and Half-Crowns, were to be only Twenty
Carats Fine, and Four Carats Allay; and the Silver
Coins, to wit, Testoons, Groats, Half-Groats, Pence,
Half-Pence and Farthings to be Four Ounces Fine, and
Eight Ounces Allay, which was worse.
The same with the last Preceding.
A Commission to make Sovereigns, Half-Sovereigns,
Crowns and Half-Crowns of Gold at Twenty two Carats
Fine, and Two Carats Allay: And Shillings of Silver
of Six Ounces Fine and Six Ounces Allay.
Another to make Sovereigns, Half - Sovereigns,
Crowns and Half-Crowns of Gold of the Old Standard;
Namely, Twenty three Carats Three Grains and an
Half Fine, and Half a Grain Allay.
Another to make Shillings of Silver, Three Ounces
Fine, and Nine Ounces Allay.
To Coin Sovereigns, Angels and Half-Angels of the
Old Standard, to wit, Twenty three Carats Three
Grains and Half Fine, and another sort of Gold to be
Twenty two Carats Fine and Two Carats Allay.
To Coin Silver Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings, Six
Pences, Three Pences, Pence, Half-Pence and Farthings, Eleven Ounces One Penny Weight Fine, and
Nineteen Penny Weight Allay.
To Coin 'Gold Twenty three Carats, Three Grains
and an Half Fine: and Silver Eleven Ounces Fine.
The Old Standard for Gold and Silver.
To Coin one sort of Gold of the Old Standard, and
another sort to be only Twenty two Carats Fine, and
Two Carats Allay; and Silver Moneys of the Old
Standard.
Two Mints were in the Tower, whereof One to con14
vert
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vert the Base Money into Sterling, which continued
about a Year.
And here it may not be improper to YideCotton
Note, that not long after, the Queen in a. Publick fJCiph:ech to,
a. I . _'>.nn
Edict, told her People, That she had Conquered the 162(:.
Monster which had so long devoured them; meauing
the Debasing of the Standard.
The Old Standard perfectly restored both for Gold 19 Eliz.
and Silver Coins,
The same continued.
25.
The same for Gold.
26.
A Commission to make Sovereigns, Half-Sovereigns,
35.
Crowns and Half-Crowns of Gold to he Twenty two
Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay.
To make Angel-Gold Twenty three Carats Three 4:l.
Grains and half Fine, the Old Standard; and to make
Sovereigns, &c. Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two
Carats Allay; and to make Crowns, Shillings, &c. of
Silver Eleven Ounces and Two Peny 'Weight Fine,
and Eighteen Peny Weight Allay, the Old Standard.
To Coin the Unites, Double Crowns, British Crowns, 2 Jac. I.
&c. of Gold to bc Twenty two Carats Fine, and Twu
Carats Allay, and the Old Standard for Silver continued.
To Coin Rose-Rialls, Spur. Rialls, and Angels of the 3 Jac. 1.
Old Standard of Twenty three Carats Three Grains
and an half Fine.
To Coin Rialls of the same Standard, and Unites, 10.
&c. 'I'wenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay.
To Coin Rialls and Angels of the Old Standard of 2 Car. I.
Twenty three Carats Three Grains and an half Fine,
and half a Grain Allay:
and to Coin U nitcs and
Crowns Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats
Allay;
and to Coin the Silver Moneys of the Old
Standard of Eleven Ounces Two Peny 'Velght Fmc,
and Eighteen Peny Weight Allay.
To Coin Rialls and Angels of the Old Standard of 12 Ca. 2.
15
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Twenty three Carats, Three Grains and an half Fine,
and half a Grain Allay; and to Coin Unites and Crowns
Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay; and
Silver Moneys of the Old Standard of Eleven Ounces
Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen Peny Weight
Allay.
To Coin the Pieces (since called Guineas) running
for Twenty Shillings, Half-Guineas, &c. Twenty two
Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay; and Silver Moneys
of the Old Standard.
To Coin Ten Shilling Pieces, Twenty Shilling Pieces,
Fourty Shilling Pieces, and Five Pound Pieces, of Gold
of Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay;
and Silver Moneys of the Old Standard of Eleven
Ounces Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen Peny
Weight Allay.
The same Standard for Gold and Silver.
Upon duly considering this History or Relation for
so many years past, it may not be improper to Observe
to your Lordships thereupon,
First, That above Four hundred Years ago, the
Standard for the Silver Coins was Eleven Ounces Two
Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen Peny Weight Allay.
And so it is at this day by the present Indenture of
the Mint, and the same is that which was called the
Old Sterling, or Easterling.
Secondly, That the Standard for the Gold Coins
Four hundred Years ago, was Twenty three Carats
Three Grains and an half Fine, and half a Grain Allay.
And at this-day the Standard of Gold by the Indenture
of the Mint is Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two
Carats Allay; the difference of which is only One Carat
'I'hree Grains and an half.
Thirdly, That the Old Standard obtained for the
most part of the said Number of Years, and the chief
16
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Deviations from the same were in the Reigns of Henry
the Eighth, and Edward the Sixth.
The which being premised, the Third thing coming
under Consideration concerning such new Coins as His
Majesty shall think fit to Direct, is my own poor
Opinion, which I humbly offer, and (as I conceive)with
some clearness, That the present Standard of Fineness
or Purity ought to he continued, namely, of Twenty two
Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay for the Gold; and
Eleven Ounces Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen
Peny Weight Allay for the Silver, in all the New Coins
that shall be now directed. And my Reasons for the
same are as follows,
First, Because our Ancestors (whose wisdom we have
no cause to distrust) have for many Ages endeavoured
to keep up the Old Sterling, or to a Standard very near
it; which obtained (as evidently appears by the foregoing Narrative) for the greatest part of Four hundred
years.
Secondly, Although the former Debasements of the
Coins by Publick Authority, especially those in the
Reigns of King Henry the Eighth, and King Edward
the Sixth, might be projected for the Profit of the
Crown; and the Projectors might measure that Profit
by the excessive Quantities of Allay that were mixt
with the Silver or the Gold: And although this was
Enterprized by a Prince who could stretch his Prerogative very far upon his People; and was done in Times
when this Nation had very little Commerce, Inland or
Foreign,' to be injured or prejudiced thereby: Yet
Experience presently shewed that the Projectors were
mistaken, and that it was absolutely necessary to have
the base Moneys reformed; the doing whereof was
begun by King Edward the Sixth himself, carried on
by King Philip and Queen Mary, and happily finished
(though not without great Charge, Vexation and
Ii
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Trouble, the ouly Offspring of such Designs) by Queen
Elizabeth, who (as is noted above) in the Third Year of
her Reign, when Money was not plentiful, Erected a
Distinct Mint in the Tower, to convert the Base (not
Counterfeit Money) into Sterling.
Thirdly, Because making of Base Moneys will Disgrace this Government in future Generations, the
Criticks in every Age being apt to Estimate the Goodness or Badness of Ancient Governments by their Coin,
as hath been done, especially in the Case of the
Romans; and a Temptation of this kind ought not to
be left for future Ages, to the prejudice of the Honour
of the present King.
Fourthly, Although it must be acknowledged, That
the putting a greater Allay into the Coins, so long as
they should still retain so much Purity or Fineness as
would render them answerable to the Currant Price of
Silver in Bullion, would be no real Injury to the Subject: Yet it must be considered, that when the Causes
which at present make Silver Scarce and Dear shall
cease, Silver it self will fall in its Price. And if iu the
mean time the Coins shall have been Debased, then
after the Retrieving of the Trade and WeaIth of the
Nation, and the Bringing down of the Price of Silver
thereby, the Damage which the Crown will sustain in
its Taxes, Revenues, and Loans, and the Loss which
the Nobility, Gentry and Commonalty (especiallyEcclesiastical Persons) will find thereby, ill the payment of
their Debts, Rents and Annuities (many of which are
so Fixt and Establisht upon previous Reservations 01'
Grants in Fcc, or in Tail, or for Lives, or Years certain,
or are so payable by Assurances, already perfected, as
that it will not be in their powers to alter the same
proportionably to the Debasement of the Coin, and the
loss or damage, after such Bringing down the Price of
Silver, will be proportionable to the excessiveAllay to
18
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be put into the Money) will continue and have duration
at least till all such Rase Money can be abated: The
meer Reforming of which would take up a considerable
time, and be a new trouble and difficulty after the
Ending of the present War, and after the Re-establishment of the Trade and Wealth of the Kingdom.
Fifthly, Our present Standard is well known in the
WorId, the same agreeing with most of the Foreign
Mints in Europe, and all Foreigners that deal with us,
regard the Intrinsick Value more than the Extrinsick
Denomination, and Exchange with us accordingly. If
Base Mouey should be made, the Intrinsick Value
thereof would be uncertain, or might be disputed; and
in Disputes of such a Nature, it is more likely that they
will gain upon us, than we upon them, and so the
Exchange become more to our prejudice than it is at
present.
Sixthly, The Debasingof Money by Publick Authority
is needless and frivolous; for whatsoever Advantages
(grounded upon necessity) can be propos'd thereby,
will arise more easily, and have better Precedents in
Raising the Value of the Standard; which is the next
Subject to be Discussed: Not doubting but that your
Lordships by these, and other Reasons which might be
given (if they were not too tedious) will be fully convinc'd, That the present Standard of Fineness is to be
continued.
The Fourth thing which I have undertaken, in respect
of the Standard, is to set forth how the Value of the
Gold and Silver in the English Coins hath been Rais'd
from time to time, which considers the Weight and
Number of the Pieces in the Pound Troy.
And
because (in case of new making Silver Moneys) the
Adjusting and Establishing the Extrinsick Value or
Denomination thereof, at which the same must have
Course, is of the greatest :Moment and Consideration
19
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in this Affair, both to the King and all his People; I
could not spare my self the trouble of making the
followingDeduction from the Indentures of the Mint;
which being duly meditated upon, will give a good deal
of Light and Precedent for the Rates, to which the
Value of Gold and Silver in our Coins are to be Raised
and Established at this time.
An Indented Tryal-piece of the goodness of Old
Sterling was lodged in the Exchequer, and every Pound
Weight Troy, of such Silver was to be shorn at Twenty
Shillings Three Pence, according to which, the Value
of the Silver in the Coin, was One Shilling Eight
Pence Farthing an Ounce.
Memorandum, I find no farther Indentures concerning
this Malter from Edward the First, till Edward
the Third.

18 E. 3

Eod. an.

Every Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard
abovementioned, namely, Twenty three Carats, Three
Grains and a Half Fine, and Half a Grain Allay, was
to be Coin'd into Fifty Florenccs, to be Currant at Six
Shillings apiece; all which made in Tale Fifteen
Pounds, or into a proportionable Number of HalfFlorences, or Quarter-Florences: This was by Indenture between the King and Walter de Dunjlower, Master
and Worker.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard
abovementioned,was to contain Thirty nine Nobles and
an Half, at Six Shillings Eight Pence apiece, amounting in the whole to Thirteen Pounds Three Shillings
and Four Pence in Tale, or a proportionable Number of
Half-Nobles and Quarter-Nobles: Which was by an
Indenture between the King and Percival! de Perche.
Memorandum, By this Indenture the Tryal of the
Pix was Established.
20
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A Pound Weight of Gold of the said Old Standard, 20
was to make by Tale Fourty Two Nobles at Six Shillings Eight Pence apiece, amounting to Fourteen
Pounds, or a proportionable Number of Half-Nobles,
and Quarter-Nobles: And a Pound Weight of the Old
Sterling Silver was to make Twenty-two Shillings Six
Pence: And Percival de Perche was Master.
The like when John Donative, of the Castle of 23.
Florence, and Philip John Denier were Masters and
Workers.

E. 3.

Memorandum, By this Indenture were also Coined
Half-pence and Farthings of Silve'r.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard was 27.
to make by Tale Fourty five Nobles, amounting to
Fifteen Pounds, or a proportionable N umher of Half
or Quarter Nobles: And a Pound Weight of Silver of
the Old Sterling to make by Tale Seventy five Grosses
(i. e. Groats) amounting to Twenty five Shillings, or
One hundred and fifty Half-Grosses, going for Two
Pence apiece, or Three hundred Sterlings going for
Pence apiece: And Henry Brissell was Master and
Worker.
The like, only adding Half Sterlings, of which Six 30 E. 3.
hundred in a Pound Troy.
The like.
37.
The like: And Bardet de Malepilys was Master and 46.
Worker.
The like: And Nicholas Malakin, a Florentine, was 18 R. 2.
Master and Worker.
The like: And here Half-pence are called MaiZes. 3 H. 4.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the said Old Standard 9 H. 5.
was to make by Tale Fifty Nobles, or One hundred
Half Nobles, or Two hundred Quarter Nobles, amounting to Sixteen Pounds, Thirteen Shillings, and Four
21
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Pence in Tale. And a Pound Weight of Silver of the
said Old Standard, was to make by Tale Ninety Grosses
or Groats, or One hundred and eighty Half-Groz, or
Three hundred and Sixty Sterlings, or Seven hundred
and twenty Mailes, or One thousand four hundred and
fourty Farthings, amounting to Thirty Shillings: And
Bartholomew Goldbeater was Master and 'Worker.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the said Old Standard
was Coin'd into Fourty five Rialls, going for Ten Shillings apiece, or a proportionable Number of HalfRialls, going for Five Shillings apiece, or Riall-Farthings,
going for Two Shillings and Sixpence apiece, or into
Sixty Seven Angels and an Half, going for Six Shillings and Eight Pence apiece, or a proportionable
N~mber of Angelets going for Three Shillings and
Four Pence apiece: And consequently the Pound Troy
of Gold was Coined into Twenty two Pounds Ten Shillings by Tale, and a Pound Weight of Silver of the
Old Sterling was Coined jnto One hundred and twelve
Groats and an half, making in Tale Thirty seven Shillings and Six Pence, or a proportionable Number of
Half-Groz, Sterlings or Pence, Half-pence or Farthings: And here Sir Giles Dawbeny was Master and
Worker.
Is the same with that of the Ninth of Henry the
Fifth, lowering the Gold to Sixteen Pounds Thirteen
Shillings and Four Pence, and the Silver Moneys to
Thirty Shillings: and Robert Mansfeild was Master and
Worker.
Note, Here the Value of the Silver as well as the Gold
in the Coins was brought down again.

49.
14.

The same.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the said Old Standard
was to make by Tale Sixty seven Angels and an Half
22
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at Six Shillings Eight Pence apiece, amounting to
Twenty two Pounds Ten Shillings, and a Pouud Weight
of Silver of the said Old Sterling was to make by' Tale
One hundred and twelveGroats and an Half, amounting
to Thirty seven Shillings and Six Pence, or proportionably in the lesser Coins: And Sir Richard Constable
was Master and Worker.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the said Old Standard 4 E. 4.
was to make by Tale Twenty Pounds Sixteen Shillings
and Eight Pence, and a Pound Weight of Silver, Old
Sterling, was to make Thirty seven Shillings and Six
Pence, as in the last Article : And William Lord
Hastings was Master and Worker.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard was 5.
to make Fourty five Nobles going for Ten Shillings
apiece, or Ninety Half Nobles, or One hundred and
Eighty Quarter Nobles, or Sixty seven and an Half of
the Pieces impress'd with Angels going for Six Shillings
Eight Pence each, and consequently was Coined into
Twenty two Pounds Ten Shillings by Tale, and the
Silver Moneys were shorn at Thirty seven Shillings and
Six Pence the Pound Weight Troy. This Indenture
was between the King and the Lord Hastings His
Chamberlain, and Master and Worker and Warden of
all his Exchanges and Outchanges in England and
Calis.
8 E. 4.
The like.
11.
The like.
The like.
16.
The like: But Bartholomew Read was Master and 22.
Worker.
The like: And Robert Brackenbury was Master and 1 R. 3.
Worker.
The like: And Robert Fenrother and William ReadH. 7.
were Masters and Workers.
o
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A Pound Weight of such Gold to be Coined into
'fwenty seven Pounds by Tale; to wit, into Twenty
four Sovereigns, at Twenty two Shillings and Six
Pence apiece, or Fourty eight Rialls at Eleven Shillings
and Three Pence apiece, or Seventy two Angels at
Seven Shillings and Six Pence apiece, or Eighty one
George-N obles at Six Shillings and Eight Pence apiece,
or One hundred fourty and four Half Angels at Three
Shillings and Nine Pence apiece, or One hundred sixty
and two Fourty-peny Pieces, at Three Shillings and
Four Pence apiece; and a Pound Weight of Gold of
the Fineness of Twenty two Carats only, was to be
Coined into One hundred Crowns and an Half of the
Double Rose, or Two hundred and one Half-Crowns,
making by Tale Twenty five Ponnds two Shillings and
Six Pence; and a Pound Weight of Silver of the Old
Sterling, was Coined into One hundred and thirty five
Groats, or Two hundred and seventy Half-Groats, or
Five hundred and fourty Sterlings (i.e. Pence) or One
thousand and eighty Half-pence, or Two thousand one
hundred and sixty Farthings; and so every Pound
Weight of Sterling Silver was Coined into Fourty five
Shillings by Tale: And Ralph Rowlett and Martin
Bowes were Masters and Workers.
The like.
A Pound Weight of Gold of Twenty three Carats
Fine, and One Carat Allay, was Coined into Twenty
eight Pounds Sixteen Shillings by Tale (by which
Indenture there were Coined Sovereigns at Twenty
Shillings apiece, Half-Sovereigns at Ten Shillings,
24
Angels
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Angels at Eight Shillings, Angelets at Four Shillings,
and Quuter Angelets at Two Shillings apiece) and a
Pound Weight of Silver of Ten Onnces Fine, and Two
Ounces Allay, was Coined into Fourty eight Shillings
by Tale, Namely, into Testoons (going for Twelve
Pence apiece) Groats, Half-Groats, Pence, Half-Pence
and Farthings.
A Ponnd Weight of Gold of Twenty two Carats Fine, 36 H. 8.
and Two Carats Allay, was Coined into Thirty Ponnds
by Tale; to wit, into Thirty Sovereigns at Twenty
Shillings apiece, or Sixty Half-Sovereigns at Ten Shillings apiece; or One hnndred and twenty Crowns at
Five Shillings apiece, or Two hundred and fourty HalfCrowns: And the King had Two Carats of Fine Gold
for Coinage, which yielded him Fifty Shillings. And
Silver was Coined by the same Indenture of Six Ounces
Fine, and Six Ounces Allay, into Fourty eight Shillings
by Tale. This Silver was to be Coined into Testoons,
Groats, Half-Groats, Pence, Half-Pence, and Farthings;
and the Indenture was between the King and Sir
Martin Bowes, and others.
A Pound Weight of Gold of Twenty Carats Fine, 37 H. B.
and Fonr Carats Allay, was Coined into Thirty Pounds
by Tale, as in the last; and the King had Four Carats,
which yielded him Five Pounds Two Shillings: And a
Pound Weight of Silver of Four Ounces Fine, and
Eight Ounces Allay was Coined into Fourty eight
Shillings by Tale, which raised the Pound Weight of
Fine Gold to Thirty six Pounds; and the Pound
Weight of Fine Silver to Seven Pounds Four Shillings.
A Pound Weight of Gold of Twenty Carats Fine, 1 E. 6.
and Four Carats Allay, was Coined into Thirty Pounds
by Tale, out of which the King had a great Profit; and
a Pound of Silver of Four Ounces Fine, and Eight
Ounces Allay, was Coined into Fourty eight Shillings;
after which Rate every Pound of Fine Silver made in
25
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Currant Money Seven Pounds Four Shillings, and the
King's Profit on every Pound Weight was Four Pounds
Four Shillings: John York and others were Masters
and Workers of the Mint in Southwark.
Another Indenture to the same Effect with William
Tilsworth at Canterbury.
Another Indenture to the same Effect with Sir
Martin Bowes for the Tower.
Another Indenture to the same Effect with George
Gale for the Mint at York.
Another Indenture to the same Effect with John
York for Southwark, differing only in the Charge of
Coinage.
Another Indenture to the same Effect with William
Tilsworth, differing only in the Charge of Coinage.
A Pound Weight of Gold of Twenty two Carats Fine,
and Two Carats Allay, was to be coined into Thirty
four Pounds by Tale, into Sovereigns at Twenty Shillings apiece, Half-Sovereigns at Ten Shillings apiece,
Crowns at Five Shillings, and Half-Crowns at Two
Shillings Six Pence apiece: And a Pound Weight of
Silver of Si>tOunces Fine, and Six Ounces Allay, was
to be Coined into Seventy two Shillings; which Shillings were to go for Twelve Pence apiece by Tale, of
which the Merchant, for every Pound Weight of Fine
Silver, Received Three Pounds Four Shillings, and the
King above Four Pounds Gain, by a Commissionto
Sir Edmund Peckham and others.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard, of
Twenty three Carats, and Three Grains and a Half
Fine, was Coin'd into Twenty eight Pounds Sixteen
Shillings by Tale, to wit, into Sovereigns at Twenty
four Shillings a piece, Half-Sovereigns at Twelve Shillings a piece, Angels at Eight Shillings apiece, and
Half-Angels at Fonr Shilliags apiece, by a Commission
to Sir Edmund Peckham and others.
26
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A Pouud Weight of Silver of Three Ounces Fine, 6 E. G.
and Nine Ounces Allay, was Coined into Seventy two
Shilliugs at Twelve Pence apiece; And the Merchant
Received for every Ounce of Fine Silver which he
should bring to the Mint, Ten Shilliugs of such Money,
by which means Twelve Ounces of Finc Silver was
exorbitantly Raised to Fourteen Pounds eight Shillings,
by a Commission to Sir Edmund Peckham and others.
A Pound Weight of Gold, of the Old Standard 6 E. 6.
aforesaid, was Coined into 'I'hirty six Pounds by Tale,
to wit, Twenty four Sovereigns at Thirty Shillings
apiece, Seventy two Angels at Ten Shillings apiece, or
One hundred fourty four Half-Angels: And a Pound
Weight of Crown Gold of Twenty two Carats Fine, and
Two Carats Allay, was Coined into Thirty three Pounds
by Tale, viz. Thirty three Sovereigns at Twenty Shillings apiece, or Sixty six Half-Sovereigns at Ten Shillings apiece, or One hundred thirty two Crowns, or
Two hundred sixty four Half-Crowns: And a Pound
Weight of Silver, consisting of Eleven Ounces, One
Penny Weight Fine, and Nineteen Peny Weight
Allay, was Coined into Three Pounds by Tale, viz.
Twelve Crowns, or Twenty four Half-Crowns, or Sixty
Shillings, or One hundred twenty Six-pences, or Two
hundred fourty Three-pences, or Seven hundred twenty
Pence, or One thousand four hundred aud fourty HalfPence, or Two thousand eight hundred and eighty
Farthings.
A Pound Weight of Gold, of the Old Standard, was 1 M.
Coined into Thirty six Pounds; and a Pound Weight
of Silver Eleven Ounces Fine, was Coined into Three
Pounds by Tale: And Thomas Egerton was Master and
Worker.
A Pound Weight of Gold, of the Old Standard, of 2 Eliz.
Twenty three Carats three Grains and an Half Fine,
was Coined into Thirty six Pounds by Tale; to wit,
27
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into Twenty four Sovereigns at Thirty Shillings apiece,
or Forty eight Rialls at Fifteen Shillings apiece, or
Seventy two Angels at Ten Shillings apiece, or One
hundred fourty and four Half-Angels at Five Shillings apiece: And a Pound Weight of Crown Gold of
Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay, was
Coined into Thirty three Pounds by Tale (to wit,
Thirty three Sovereigns at Twenty Shillings apiece, or
Sixty six Half-Sovereigns at Ten Shillings apiece, or
One hundred thirty two Crowns at Five Shillings
apiece, or Two hundred sixty four Half-Crowns). And
a Pound Weight of the Old Sterling Silver, to wit,
Eleven Ounces Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen
Peny Weight Allay, was Coined into Three Pounds by
Tale, of Half-Shillings, Groats, Quarter-Shillings, HalfGroats, Three-half-peny Pieces, Pence and Farthings,
by Indenture between the Queen, Sir Thomas Standly
and others.
John Lonison, Master and Worker, Covenanted to
Coin a Pound of Gold of the Old Standard into Seventy
two Angels at Ten Shillings apiece, One hundred fourty
four Half -Angels at Five Shillings apiece, or Two
hundred eighty eight Quarter-Angels, amounting in
Tale to Thirty six Pounds; and a Pound Weight of
Old Sterling Silver into Half-Shillings, Three. pences,
'I'hree-half-peny Pieces, or Three-farthing Pieces, to
make Three Pounds by Tale.
Richard Martin Covenanted to Coin Gold, as in the
last; and a Pound of Silver into Sixty Shillings, or
into Three Pounds by Tale, in any of the Denominations mentioned in the last Indenture.
A Commission to him to Coin the Pound Troy of
Old Standard Gold into Fourty eight Nobles at Fifteen
Shillings apiece, or Twenty four Double Nobles at
Thirty Shillings apiece, making Thirty six Ponnds.
The same to Coin the Pound Weight of Gold of
28
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Twenty two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay into
Thirty three Sovereigns, at Twenty Shillings apiece, or
Sixty six Half-Sovereigns,
or One hnndred thirty two
Crow ns, or Two hundred
sixty four Half-Crowns,
making Thirty three Pounds by Tale.
The same to Coin the Pound Weight of Old Stan- 4:3 ElJz
dard Gold into Seventy three Angels at Ten Shillings
apiece, or One hundred fourty and six Half-Angels, or
Two hundred
ninety two Quarter
Angels, makingThirty six Pounds Ten Shillings in Tale;
and the
Pound Weight of Gold, of Twenty two Carats Fine,
and Two Carats Allay, into Thirty three Sovereigns and
an Half, at Twenty Shillings apiece, or Sixty seven
Half-Sovereigns,
or One hundred thirty four Crowns,
or Two hundred
sixty eight Half-Crowns,
making
Thirty three Pounds Ten Shillings in Tale; and the
Pound Weight of Old Standard Silver into Three
Pounds two Shillings by Tale; Namely, into Crown",
Half-Crowns, Shillings, Six-pences, Two-pences, Pence
and Half-pence.
Sir Richard Marlyn Knight, and Richard Martyn 2 Jac 1.
his Son, Masters and Workers, Covenanted to Coin a
Pound vYeight of Gold of Twenty two Carats Fine,
and Two Carats Allay, into Thirty seven Pounds four
Shillings by Tale, viz., into Unites going for Twenty
Shillings, Double-Crowns
at Ten Shillings, BritainCrowns at Five Shillings, Thistle-Crowns
at Four Shillings, and Half-Crowns
at Two Shillings Six-pence
apiece; And a Pound Weight of Silver of the said
Old Standard, into Sixty two Shillings
by Tale;
Namely, into Shillings, Six-pences, Two-pences, Pence,
Half-pence, Crowns and Half-Crowns.
A Pound Weight of Gold of the Old Standard of 3 Jac
Twenty three Carats, Three Grains and an Half Fine,
was Coined into Fourty Pound Ten Shillings by Tale;
to wit, into Rose-Hialls at Thirty Shillings apiece,
29
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Spur-Rialls at Fifteen Shillings, and Angels at Ten
Shillings apiece.
There was a Proclamation for Raising Gold Two
Shillings in every Twenty Shillings.
A Pound Weight of the Old Standard Gold was to
be Coined into Fourty four Pouuds by Tale; to wit,
Rose-Rialls, Spur-Rialls, and Angels; and a Pound
Weight of Gold of Twenty two Carats Fine, was
Coined into Fourty Pounds Eighteen Shillings and
Four Pence; to wit, into Unites at Twenty two Shillings, Double-Crowns at Eleven Shillings, BritishCrowns at Five Shillings and Six-pence, Thistle-Crowns
at Four Shillings and Four Pence Three Farthings, or
Half-British Crowns at Two Shillings and Nine Pence
apiece.
A Pound Weight of Gold, of the Old Standard of
Twenty three Carats Three Grains and an Half Fine,
and Half a Grain Allay, was Coined into Fourty four
Pounds Ten Shillings by Tale, to wit, into Rose-Rialls
at Thirty Shillings apiece, Spur-Rialls at Fifteen Shillings apiece, or Angels at Ten Shillings apiece; and a
Pound Weight of Crown Gold of Twenty two Carats
Fine, and Two Carats Allay, into Fourty one Pounds
by Tale, to wit, into Unites at Twenty Shillings, Double
Crowns at Ten Shillings, or British-Crowns at Five
Shillings apiece; and a Pound of Silver of the Old
Standard of Eleven Ounces, Two Peny Weight Fine,
into Sixty two Shillingsby Tale; Namely, into Crowns,
Half-Crowns, Shillings, Half-shillings, 'I'wo-pences,
Pence, and Half-pence, by Indenture between the
King and Sir Robert Harleigh.
The like both for Gold and Silver Moneys,by Indenture between the King and Sir Ralph Freeman.
An Indenture between the King and Henry Slingsby
Master and Worker, to Coin Crown Gold Twenty two
Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay into Fourty four
30
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Pounds Ten Shillings by Tale; to wit, into Pieces to
run for Ten Shillings, Twenty Shillings, Fourty Shillings, or Five Pounds apiece; and a Pound of Silver of
the Old Standard into Three Pounds Two Shillings by
Tale, to wit, into Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings, Halfshillings, Groats, Half-sixpences, Half-Groats and
Pence.
A Pound Weight of Gold, Twenty two Carats Fine, 1 Jac. 2.
and Two Carats Allay, to be Coined into Fourty four
Pounds Ten Shillings by Tale; and a Pound Weight of
Silver of the Old Standard into Sixty two Shillings by
Tale, just as the preceding Indenture: And Thomas
Neale, Esq.; was Master and ,Vorker.
The like.
1 W. & M.
By the careful observing of which Deduction here
made, from the Indentures of the Mint for above Four
hundred years past (many of which are yet extant, and
have been seen and examined by me) it doth evidently
appear, That it has been a policy constantly Practised
ill the Mints of England (the like having indeed been
done in all Foreign Mints belonging to other Governments) to Raise the Value of the Coin in its Extrinsick
Denomination, from time to time, as any Exigence or
Occasion required; and more especially to Encourage
the bringing of Bullion into the Realm to be Coined
(though sometimes,when the desired End was obtained,
the Value has been suffered to fall again.) So that in
the whole Number of Years, from the Twenty eighth
of Edward the First, until this time, by such Variations
the E:::trinsickValue or Denomination of the Silver is
R~ised in about a Triple Proportion; that is to say, In
the Reign of the said King Edward the First (as is
plain. by this Narrative) a Pound Weight Troy of
Sterling Silver was shorn at Twenty Shillings and
Three Pence, and consequently Two hundred fourty
three Pence, 01' Twenty Shillings and One Fourth of a
31
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Shilling, or One Pound and One Eightieth Part of a
Pound by Tale, were then Coin'd, out of the said Pound
Weight Troy: Whereas at this day, and for about
Ninety years past, a Pound Weight Troy of like Silver,
is and hath been Coin'd into Seven hundred fourty four
Pence, or Sixty two Shillings, or Three Pounds, and
One tenth of a Pound by Tale, the Pound Weight Troy
having then and now the same Weight and Fineness.
And as to the Gold, I need only to observe f~om the
foregoingDeduction, That in the Eighteenth of Edward
the First, a Pound
eight Fine, Twenty three Carats,
Three Grains and one Half, was Coin'd into Fifteen
Pounds by Tale: Whereas at this day a Pound Weight
of Gold, of the Fineness only of Twenty two Carats,
is Coin'd into Fourty four Pounds Ten Shillings. And
this Method of Raising the Extrinsick Value of the
Gold and Silver, in the Denominations of the Coins, as
it hath been constant almost in the Reign of every
King, so uo Inconvenience, Disgrace or Mischief (as
can be observed) has ever accrued by the doing thereof
at any time, when a Just, Necessary or Reasonable
Cause gave Occasion thereunto,
The which being Premised, and every Project for
Debasing the Money (by the Reason before given)
being Rejected as Dangerous, Dishonourable and Needless: Itremains that our Nation in its present Exigence,
may avail it self, by Raising the Value of its Coins,
and this may be effected, either by making the respective Pieces called Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings, &c.,
to be lesser in Weight, or by continuing the same
Weight or Bigness, which is at present in the Unclipt
Moneys, and Ordaining at the same time, that every
such Piece shall be Currant at a higher Price in Tale.
But before I proceed to give my Opinion upon this
Subject, it seems necessary for me to assert and prove
an Hypothesis, which is this, namely, That making the
32
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Pieces less, or ordaining the respective Pieces (of the
present Weight) to he Currant at a higher Rate, may
equally raise the Value of the Silver in our Coins. The
former of these finds many Precedents in the Indentures above recited, but the latter seems more suitable
to our present Circumstances, as will afterwards he
shewed more at large.
This Hypothesis or Theorem is easily demonstrated
thus, Let it be granted, That a Crown Piece by the
present Standard contains in Sterling Silver (as it really
doth) Nineteen Penny Weight, and 1 ~ g ~!~
~parts of a
Peny Weight:
Or (which is the same thing) Nineteen
Peny Weight Eight Grains and an Half, and a very
small fractional part more, going at this time for Five
Shillings, or Sixty Pence.
And let it be supposed
(which is practicable, and the thing aimed at) that this
very Crown Piece be ordained to pass for Six Shillings
and Three Pence, or (which is equal) Seventy five
Pence.
Then I say by Inverse Proportion, as Seventy
five Pence are to Sixty Pence, so Sixty win be to
Fourty eight Pence, which are equal to Four Shillings,
From whence I infer, That if the Extrinsick Value of
the Silver now in a Crown were to be Rais'd to Six
Shillings and Three Pence (by diminishing the Weight
of the Piece according to former Precedents) then such
Diminitive Crown must weigh only Four fifths of the
said 19. iHtZH Peny Weight, that is to say, it must
weigh Fifteen Peny Weight, and l:H~at parts of a
Peny Weight, and in this case Five Three Pences to
be Coin'd in the same Proportion, to compleat the
Rais'd Value of Six Shillings and Three Pence, must
weigh One fourth part of the Diminitive Crown, as in
the Margin. Again (by direct Proportion) if 15.4838704 15.4838704
ieh t 0 f St erI'wg su
is t 0 go or b e C urrant _'3 8709676
z ver IS
_
P eny W eig
for Five Shillings, or Sixty Pence, then 19,354838 19,3548380
Peny Weight of Sterling Silver (which is the Quantity
33
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in an Unclipt Crown by the present Standard, and
equal to the Sum or Aggregate of the other Two Quantities) ought to go and be Currant for Six Shillings and
Three Pence, or Seventy five Pence, and consequently
will Raise the Extrinsick Value of the Silver, as much
as diminishing the Pieces would do; which was to be
demonstrated.
And now (having cleared my way) I humbly take
leave to offer my Opinion, That all such Silver Moneys
as are after Enumerated
of the Lawful Coins of this
Realm of England, which are now in being, and are not
at all diminished by Clipping, Rounding, Filing, Washcli:t, are n ing, or any other Artifice, be Raised by Publick Authority
after"!ards
to the foot of Six shillings and Three pence for the
Described by
.
.
certain
Crown, and proportionablq for the other Species, namely,
Weights.
the Crown to go for Seventy five pence, the Half-Crown
to go for Thirty seven pence and an halj-peny, the Shilling for Fifteen pence, and the Half-shilling for Seven
pence half-peny, leatoing all the other old Unclipt Pieces
as the Thirteen pence half-peny,
the Nine pence, the
Groat, Two pence, &c. which are very few in Number,
and much worn, to go upon their present Foot, and to
find their Values in pence, and parts of a peny, as they
do at this day. And that the New Coins to be made,
either of the Clipt Money, as it shall be brought in, or of
any other Sterling Silver, be made, in their respective
Weights or Bigness, by the present Indenture of the
Mint, that is to say, One Piece which may be called the
Sceptre, or the Silver-Unite, or by such other Name as
His Majesty shall Appoint, and to be exactly of the
Weight and Fineness of the present Unclipt Crown Piece,
but to run for Seventy five Pence Sterling; of which
Pieces so made, there shall be Twelve, and Two fifths of
such piece in a Pound Weight Troy; and Three of the
said Pieces called Sceptres or Unites, or by such other
Name, as aforesaid, together with a Fifteen Peny Piece,
34
after
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after mentioned, shall make by Tale One Pound Sterling,
or One Pound of Lawful Money of England, in all
Accounts and Lawful Payments whatsoever. Another
Piece which may be called the Half-Sceptre or HalfUnite, or by such other Name as EFts Majesty shall
Appoint, which shall be equal in Weight and Fineness to
a present Unclipt Half- Crown, but to run for Thirty
seven Pence and an Half-peny Sterling; of which Pieces
last mentioned, there shall be Twenty four, and Four
Fifths of such a Piece in a Pound Weight Troy; and
Six of the said Pieces called Half-Sceptres or HalfUnites, or by such other Name as His Majesty shall
Appoint, together with One Fifteen Peny Piece aftermentioned, shall make by Tale One Pound Sterling, or
One Pound of Lawful English Money, in all Accounts
and Legal Payments whatsoever.
One other Piece
which may be called the Testoon, or Fifteen Peny
Piece, which shall be equal in Weight and Fineness to a
present Unclipt Shilling, but to run for Fifteen Pence
Sterling, of which there shall be Sixty two in a Pound
Weight Troy, and Sixteen of the said Pieces called Testoons, or Fifteen Peny Pieces, shall make in Tale One
Pound Sterling, or One Pound of Lawful English
Money; or Ten of these Testoons, together with Two
such Grosses or Groats, as are after mentioned, will
make a Mark Sterling, or Five of them, and One such
Gross or Groat, will make a Noble, which the Law used
to call the Hauf Merk, or Eight of them will make the
Angel, or Four of them will make the Crown, or Two of
them will make the Half-Crown: And they may beproportionably varied, many other ways in all Accounts,
Reckonings and Legal Payments whatsoever. One other
Piece!.which may be called the Half-Testoon, which shall
be equal in Weight and Fineness to the Half-shilling by
the present Standard, but to run for Seven Pence Halfpeny Sterling, of which there shall be One hundred
35
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twenty four in the Pound Weight Troy; and Tldrty two
of the said Pieces to be called Half-Testoons, shall make
in Tale One Pound Sterling; or Twenty of these, with
Two of the Grosses or Groats, will make a Mark in
Tale; or Ten of these Half-Testoons, witl~ one Gross,
will make a Noble: or Eight of the said Half-Testoons
will make a Crown by Tale; or Five of them with a
Half-Groat, will make the Half-Noble, or Three Shillings and Four pence by Tale; or Four of the said HalfTestoons, will make an Half-Crown; or Tltirty two of
them will make Twenty Shillings by Tale; or Sictee« of
them will make Ten Shilling by Tale; or Eight of them
will make FitJe Shillings by Tale; and they may many
other ways be proportionably varied in all Accounts,
Reckonings and Legal Payments whatsoever. One other
piece which may be called the Gross or Five-peny piece,
to be equal in Weight and Fineness to a Groat by the
present Standard, hut to runfor Five pence Sterling, of
which there shall be One hundred eighty sia: in the pound
Weight Troy; and Fourty eight of the said Grosses or
Five-peny pieces, will make in Tale One Pound Sterling; or a proportionable Number of them in many Cases
(too tedious here to enumerate) will answer to the said
Denominations of Pounds, Marks, Half-Marks, QuarterMarks, Angels, Crowns, Half-Croums, Shillings, and
Pence used in Accounts, or in Acts of Parliament,
Records, or other Legal Instruments, which are absolutely necessary to be continued. One other piece which
may be called the Qnarter- Testoon, which shall he equal
in Weight and Fineness to a Three peny piece by the
present Standard, hut to run for Three pence three farthings Sterling, of which there shall be Two hundred
fourty eigltt in a Pound Weight Troy, and Sixty four
of these Qnarter- Testoons will make in Tale One Pound
Sterling, or a proportionable Number of them will
answer in a greater Number of Cases to the said Deno36
minations
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minations used in Accounts, or in the Laws of England.
One other Piece which may be called the Half-Groat
or Half-Gross, which shall be equal in Weight and
Fineness to a Two peny piece-by the present Standard,
hut to run for Two pence half-peny Sterling, of which
there shall be Three hundred seventy two in a Pound
Weight Troy, and Ninety six of the said Half-Groats
will make in Tale One pound Sterling, or a proportionable Number of them will answer, in most Cases,
to the said Denominations used in Account», or in the
Laws of England.
And one other Piece which may be
called the Prime, whiclt shall be equal in Weight and
Fineness to a present Standard peny, hut to run for
Five farthings, or for One peny, and the fourth part
of a peny Sterling, of which there shall be Seven hundred fourty and four in a Pound Weight Troy, and
One hundred ninety and two of the said Primes will
make in Tale One pound Sterling, or a proportionable
Number of them (the Combinations whereof are almost
infinite) will answer almost in all Cases to the said
Denominations used in Accounts, or in the Laws of
England.
And because it may be convenient to have
the Denomination of Shillings continued, let there be
added One Piece to be called the Shilling, or Twelt'e
peny Piece, to be equal in Fineness, though not in
Weight, to any Standard Money now in being, to run
for Twelve pence Sterling, (which will be a Fifth part
less in Weight then the present Shilling) of these there
shall be Seventy seven and an Half in a Pound WeigM
Troy, - and Twenty of them will make a Pound by Tale,
whereby every Pound Weigltt Troy of the Silver Moneys
aforesaid, will be and hold in Number and Tale, and in
the V{!.luewill be Rais'd from Three pounds Two shillings, to Three pounds Seventeen shillings and Six pffice
Sterling, by the Pound Troy: And my Reasons for this
Opinion are as follows:

37
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First, The Value of the Silver in the Coin ought to
be Raised to the Foot of Six Shillings Three Pence in
every Crown, because the Price of Standard Silver in
Bullion is Risen (from divers necessary and unnecessary
Causes, producing at length a great scarcity thereof in
England.) to Six Shillings Five Pence an Ounce: This
Reason (which I humbly conceive will appear irrefragable) is grounded chiefly upon a Truth so Apparent,
that it may well be compared to an Axiom even in Mathematical Reasoning, to wit, That whensoever the Eetrinsick Value of Silver in the Coin hath been, or shall be
less than the price 0/ Silver in Bullion, the Coin hath
been, and will be Melted down. Although the melting
down of Coin, for private Lucre, be done in secret
(because 'tis Punishable by * Law) yet no man can
doubt but that it has been Practised for a long time
past, to such a Degree, upon the Weighty Money, as
that in particular, the Crowns and Half-Crowns of
Edward the Sixth and Queen Elizabeth are quite
vanished: Those of King James the First are become
very rare: Those of King Charles the First (though
the most numerous of all that remain) are in a great
measure Reduced, and will appear to be so the more
plainly, when they come to be distinguished from the
Counterfeits, which are mostly contrived to Resemble
these: The Crowns, Half-Crowns, and indeed the lesser
Coins of King Cha1'lesthe Second (the far greatest part
whereof were Milled Money) in all Payments at the
38
Exchequer,
• 9 E. 3. & 17 R. 2. Prohibited Goldamith& and others to Melt
down small Coins, unde« Pain of Forfeiture 0/ the Kolten Silver.
14 Car. 2. Prohibited the Kelting any the Silver MOneyll, under
Pain of Forfeitinf! the same, and double the Value; if hya Freeman, he is to be Disfranchised ; and if not a Freeman, he ill to be
Imprisoned Biz Months. 6 & 7 W. & M. makes the Convtction 0/
Meltm more Practicable, and inflicts Six Months Imprisonment/or
the Offence.
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Exchequer, and other Publick Offices, do not, by
Estimation, exceed the Proportion of Ten Shillings per
Cent. or a Two hundreth Part. And if this Wicked
Fact of Melting down has been notoriously Committed,
at times when there was no great difference between
the Value of the Silver in tho Coin and that in the
Bullion; or wheu the Goldsmiths and other Artificers
could make no other Profit thereby, than the small
Overweight, which (by eighing and Culling the Pieces
Coin'd at the Tower) they found to be in some of them,
which being :)Iolten, might be carried back to the Mmt,
and there Re-coiu'd at the King's Charge into a grcater
Number by Tale for their own Use: Then one may
easily conclude, That the temptation of :)Ielting down,
is grown of late much more prevalent; since, at this
day, Standard Silver in Bullion is commonly sold at
the said Price of Six Shillings and Five Pence, or for
Seventy seven Pence an Ounce. And in regard Twcnty
Peny Weight (equal to an Ounce) bears the same Proportion to Seventy seven Pence as Nineteen Peny
Weight, and l~ g~~g.g. of One Peny Weight (equal to the
Standard Silver contained in a Crown Piece) doth to
Six Shillings and Two Pence Half-peny; it is most
plain, that he that now Melts down (for instance) a
Crown Piece, which whilst it retains the Image and
Superscription of His Majesty, or either of the late
King's runs only for Five Shillings, can immediately
sell the Silver of it here for Six Shillmgs and Two
Pence Half-peny, and gain the Sum of Fourteen Pence
Half-peny upon every such Melted Piece, by such Sale
of the Silver here, or (by reason of the great Loss
which this Nation at present suffers in its Foreign
Exchange or Remittances) he may make a greater
Profit of the same Silver, by Exporting it into Foreign
Parts, ifhe can effect the same, either by Stealth, or by
Eluding the late Act of Parliament, Prohibiting such
p
39
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Exportation. One may also foresee, that continuing
the Silver Moneys (either Old or New Coins) upon the
present Foot, whilst Bullion is 'so much dearer, will
inevitably produce Consequences pernicious to the
whole j in effect it will be nothing else but the furnishing Offenders with a Species to Melt down at an
extravagant Profit, and encouraging not a necessary,
hut a violent and exorbitant Exportation of our Silver
to the Foreign Parts, for the sake of the Gain only, till
we shall have little or none left in the Kingdom. And
upon an Impartial Consideration of these Matters, we
may be able to make a more mature Judgment upon
the Suggestion that has been raised by some Men j
Namely, That Raising the Value of our Coin, or Continuing it on the present Foot will be the same thing.
If these Gentlemen mean, that Silver in Bullion will
always, during this War, be dearer than Silver in Coin,
because of the necessity to Export it for the Foreign
Expence of the War, and to answer the Ballance of
Trade, occasioned by the Interruption of our Navigation, I answer,
First, That this Necessity may be diminished j but it
cannot in any Sence be Augmented, by Raising the
Value of our Coin.
Secondly, That supposing the worst, to wit, a further
Advance of the Silver in Bullion, yet even in that case,
the Offenders before mentioned will not find so much
Incouragement or Temptation, when their Profit, whatsoever it be, upon every Raised Crown, must evidently
be less by Fourteen Pence Half-peny than it is at
present, upon a Crown running in Payment for Five
Shillings only.
Thirdly, It is hoped that the Exchange to Holland,
(which by the way has risen a little of late) may by
the Success of some good Designs now on Foot (though
the War should continue) be kept at a stand, at least
40
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from falling much lower.
In which Case I think the
Arguments
of these Gentlemen will have little or no
Weight.
Fourthly, There must be a great difference with
regard to .the Service and Disserv ice of the Publick,
between a necessary Exportation
of Bullion or Coin.
(perhaps the One may be as well Dispensed with as the
other, by Publick Authority,
and to a Limited Sum
only for the Service of the ,V ar ) and such an Exportation thereof, as proceeds Originally
from thc said
exorbitant Profit of the Melters, who being Goldsmiths,
Refiners, or other Traders, and by this Means, and by
the Clippings, getting great Quantities of Molton Silo
vel' into their Hands, know well enough (though by
Unlawful or Indirect Means) to cOllvey the same beyond
Sea, either to buy Gold there, which is afterwards
brought hither and Coiu'd into Guineas, passing at
Thirty Shillings apiece; or to buy Prohibited Goods,
as Lace, Lustrings, Muslins, divers East-India Goods,
or other enumerated
Commodities,
or for other Purposes, which, though unlawful or needless, do all help
or combine, at this time, to Augment and Inhanee that
Ballance of Trade between U'S and our Neighbours,
very much to our Detriment, as will be shew'd hereafter.
Fijtldy, These Gentlemen consider only the use of
our Coin in England, as it hath Relation to Foreign
Exchanges or Remittanccs, whereas it serves principally
the Inland Commerce, and supplies many other occasions, which will be advantaged by the Rise and Plenty
thereof.
And whereas it is apprehended that the proposed Advance of the Silver in the Coin, will produce a
proportionable loss in all Rents and Revenues, Publick
or Private, settled or ascertained by Antecedent Reser;ations, Grants or Agreernents, a~d in all Debts now
standing out upon Specialty, or without Specialty: I
humbly conceive these Apprehensions
must entirely
41
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vanish, when it shall be impartially considered, That
'this Nation is, and hath been for some time past,
in gaged in a necessary 'Var, which. hath not only
caused a great Expenee of our Wealth in Foreign Parts
of Europe, but hath Interrupted the Navigation, which
used to Supply us from East and West Indies, and from
other Parts of Asia, Africa and America, with much
greater Quantities of Goods than served our own Consumption, and consequently afforded us a large Overplus, which, together with our own Native Product or
Manufacture, were Exported to our Neighbour Nations,
in Barter or Exchange for the Goods we received of
them.
That reckoning on the one side the Value of
the Naval Stores, Linens, Silks, Salt-Petre, and many
other Enumerated Commodities, which we receive from
onr Neighbours, and adding thereunto our Foreign
Expence for the War: And on the other side the Value
of so much of our Native Manufactures, or Produce,
and the small Overplus of Goods brought from the East
and West Indies, &c. as we have lately Exported, or can
Export into our Neighbour Nations of Europe, there
would appcar a great Difference or Excess between the
one side and the other of such Account or Reckoning;
which Difference or Excess is or may be called the
Ballance of Trade. That it cannot be conceived how
this Ballance, Difference, or Excess hath been or can
be answered by us in any thing other than onr Coin or
Bullion.
That to answer this Ballance of Trade, there
hath been already Exported a great part of our Coins
and Bullion, namely, Clippings, which I think must
have been equal in Value to at least a Fourth part of
our whole Species of Silver Moneys, the Molten Silver
of a good part of our heavy Coins, part of onr heavy
Coins themselves] our whole Stock of Foreign Silver;
for I am told there is little or none of that to be bought
in England at this time, and the Molten Silver of a
42
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great deal of our English Plate and Vessels, which
People have been induced to part with at a good Price.
That by this means Silver in Coin or in Mass is actually
grown very Scarce in England.
That every thing
having any Value or Worth whatsoever, when it becomes Scarce grows Dear, or (which is the same thing)
it Riseth in Price, and consequently it will serve to pay
more Debt, or it will buy greater Quantities of other
Goods of Value, or in any thing else it will go further
than it did before. That Silver in England being grown
Scarce, as aforesaid, is consequently grown Dearer.
That it is Risen in Price from Five Shillings and Two
Pence, to Six Shillings and Five Pence an Ounce: And
by Daily Experience Nineteen Peny Weight and Three
Tenths of a Peny Weight in Sterling Silver (equal to
the Weight of a Crown Piece) in England, doth, and
will Purchase more Coined Money than Fire Shillings
by Tale, (though the latter be delivered bona fide in
Unclipt Shillings, or in a good Bill) and consequently
doth and will Purchase and Acquire more Goods or
necessaries, or pay more Debts in England, or (being
delivered here) it fetches more Money in any Foreign
Parts by way of Exchange, than Five Shillings by Tale,
or the Sixth Part of a Guinea by Tale, or Goods to the
Value of Five Shillings in Tale only, do or can Fetch,
Purchase or Acquire. That this Advanced Price of the
Silver has been growing for some time, and is Originally
caused by the Ballance, Excess or Difference abovementioned, which Naturally and Rationally produces
such an effect. And there is no reason to expect that
Silver will decline in its Price or Value here, till it be
made more plentiful, by turning the Ballance of Trade
to our ,Advantage, which seems to be a '" ork that can
be accomplished with Success in times of Peace, or by
such a Protection of our Trade, as will render our
Exportations as large as they used to be in times of
43
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Peace.
That the Raising the Value of the Silver in
our Coins to make it equal to Silver in Mass, can in no
Sence be nnderstood to be a canse of making Silver
Scarce. That there can never be propos'd any just or
reasonable Foot upon which the Coins should be Currant, save only the very Price of the Silver thereof, in
case it be Molten in the same Place where the Coins
are made Currant, or an Extrinsick Denomination very
near that Price: It being most evident, That if the
Value of the Silver ill the Coins should (by any Extrinsick Denomination) be Raised above the Value, 01'
Market Price of the same Silver, reduced to Bullion,
the Subject would be proportionably Injured and Defrauded, as thcy were formerly in the case of the Base
Moneys Coin'd by Publick Authority;
but if the Value
of the Silvcr in the Coins be less than the Value or
Market Price of the same Silver reduced to Bullion,
then the Coins are always Melted down for Lucre, as
they have been, and arc at this day ill the Case of the
Unclipt Moneys, and as they will certainly be, in Case
of any New Coins that shall be made, to be Currant
upon the Old Foot of Sixty Pence for the Silver of a
Crown Piece;" which sufficiently proves, That the Medium propos'd is the true Foundatiou for the Course of
our Moneys.
That for this purpose we need only to
consider the very Price that Silver bears in England,
where these Coins arc to be Currant, although if we
will have Relation to Neighbouring
Countreys,
particularly to Holland, we shall find that the Currant
Price of an Ounce of Silver there, adding thereunto
the Difference of Exchange from London to Amsterdam
or Roterdam (which Difference in the Exchange, is but
another Effect of _the Ballance of Trade beforementioned) will still make up the Price of Six Shillings and
Five Pence for the Ounce of Silver at London. And if
this were not so, your Lordships might be sure that
4t
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no body would buy Silver at London for Six Shillings
and Five Pence an Ounce, carry it to Holland, and sell
it there perhaps for Five Shillings and Five Pence an
Ounce, or for so much in their Coins, the Silver whereof
is not equal to Five Shillings and Five Pence by our
Standard.
That it ought not to be Alledged that
Silver has no Price; for every Indenture
of the Mint
(having first Ascertain'd
the Extrinsick Denomination
of the Currant Coins) has taken care also to Determine
the Price or Value of the Silver to the Merchant or
Importer, which was to be Answered in those Extrinsick
Denominations;
and dally Experience
shews every
Man, in Buying or Selling of Silver, that it has a Price
or Value still Reckoned in those Extrinsick Denominations, although at present it much exceeds, as aforesaid,
the said Rate of Sixty two Shillings for a Pound Troy.
That Five Shillings Coin'd upon the Foot hereby proposed, will actually contain more real and Intrinsick
Value of Silver by a great deal, than is in the Currant
Moneys now commonly Applied to the Payment of the
said Rents, Revenues and Debts, upon which the imaginary Loss is Apprehended,
and in Reason will and
ought to go further to all Intents and Purposes, than
Five Shillings in Clipt Moneys, or in the Sixth Part of
a Guinea, doth or can go; which will be better understood, when the Mischiefs of these Clipt Moneys and
Guineas come to be Explain'd
in the Third Chapter.
And lastly, That as the Foot or Foundation hereby Proposed, for the Course of the Moneys, will be Just and
Reasonable, with regard to the Price of Silver, and
more Advantagious to the Receivers thereof, than Payment in Clipt Moneys or Gold at the present Price; so
evexy Person that shall Receive any Money Coin'd or
made Currant upon this New Foot, will have the Payment, Issuing and Expenditure
thereof at the same
Rate.
And it is freely submitted to Impartial Judg~
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ments, whether the propos'd Advance of Silver in the
Coins can infer a Real Loss upon any Persons, other
than such as can propose to themselves particularly the
Receipt of Moneys in Weighty or Unclipt Pieces only,
and the Conversion thereof to an Advantage, which
Law or Reason would not allow them.
Secondly, The Value of the Silver in the Coin ought
to be Raised, to encourage the bringing of Bullion to
the Mint to be Coin'd. It is a Matter of Fact well
known to your Lordships, and (by the small Number
of the Pieces of the present King, or of His Majesty
and the Deceas'd Queen) it is perceivable by every
body else, that since Bullion hath born a greater Price
than Silver in the Coin, there has been none brought
to the Mint to be Coin'd, either by Importers or
others, unless some small Parcels, that were Seiz'd or
sent thither by Publick Authority. And it is utterly
against Reason for any Man to think, that any Bullion
of Silver will be carried thither voluntarily to be Coin'd,
till the Value of Silver Coin'd be Raised, at least as
high as the Value of Silver in Bullion. By the propos'd Advance to Six Shillings and Three Pence, the
Sterling Silver in the Coins will be set at Six Shillings
and Five Pence Half-peny per Ounce, which will
exceed the present Price of Sterling in Bullion by One
Half-peny per Ounce, and give (though by a small
Profit) an encouragement to those that have English
Silver or Plate, and particularly to the Retailers of
Wine, Beer, Ale and other Liquors, (whoseTankards
and other Vessels are herein after propos'd to be brought
in) and generally to all those that have or can have
Silver Imported, to carry the same to the Mint to be
Coin'd. And this will be agreeable to the Policy that
in past Ages (as hath been observed upon the aforesaid
Deduction) hath been Practised not only in onr Mint,
but in the Mints of all Politick Governments, namely,
16
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to Raise the Value of Silver in the Coin, to Promote
the Work of the Mint.
Thirdly, The Raising the Value of the Silver in tho
Coin, will increase the whole Species in Tale, and
thereby make it more commensurate
to the general
need thereof, for carrying on the Common Traffick and
Commerce of the Nation, and to answer the Payments
on the numerous Contracts, Securities, and other daily
Occasions, requiring a larger Supply of Money for that
purpose.
This Reason may be further Illustrated, b)'
considering that the want of a sufficient Stock of
Money, hath been the chief Cause of Introducing
so
much Paper Credit (which is at best hazardous, and
may be carried too far) and the Setting up of Offices,
both in City and Country, for Bartering of Goods or
Permutations.
Fourthly, The Silver in the Old Unclipt Moneys, and
in the New Coins now Propos'd to be made, ought to be
Raised (as I have offered) Equally, to avoid Confusion
and Uncertainty
in Payments:
For if Pieces, having
the same Bigness, should have different Values, it
might be difficult for the Common People (especially
those not skilled in Arithmetick)
to Compute how
many of one kind will be equal to the Sum of another;
aud there might be some Dispute about the Lawful
Mouey of England, to be Paid upon Mortgages, Bonds,
Contracts,
or other Legal Securities referring thereunto.
Fzjtlt1y, The Foot of Six Shillings and Three Pence
for the Crown, here Propos'd, will not only be suitable
to the present Rate of Bullion, but it happens to he
such a Sum as is Deviseable into a great N umber of
Aliquot or other Integral Parts, to serve for the lesser
Coins before Propos'd, so that none of them will come
forth in any Fractional Part of a Farthing, which will
obviate much Perplexity amougst thc Common People:
,17
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And I think there is scarce any other Sum near it that
is Deviseable in like manner.
Sixthly, By this Project, all Computations in Pounds,
Shillings, and Pence, used in Accounts; and the
Reckonings by Pounds, Marks, Half-Marks, Shillings,
and Pence, practised in the Law of England, and in
the Records, Contracts and other Instruments, relating
thereunto, will be Preserved as they ought to be.
Seventhly, By this Method, the bringing in of the
present Unclipt Coins, to be cut into lesser Pieces, are
rendered needless; which Species being at present (for
the most part) Hoarded, will, upon Raising their Value,
come forth, and go a great way towards Supplying the
Commerce and other Occasions, whilst the New Money
is making. And I think it will be Granted to be utterly
impossible, in this time of War, to Re-Coin the Clipt
Moneys, if at the same time the Unclipt shall be
brought in to be new Cut; or if the Unelipt Pieces
should not (by such an Encouragement) be brought
forth to Supply the Commerce, Pay Taxes, and serve
other Occasions in the mean time.
Ei.ghthly, It is difficult to Conceive,how any Design
of Amending the Clipt Moneys can be compassed,
without Raising the Value of the Silver remaining in
them, because of the great Deficiency of the __
Silver
Clipt away; which (upon Re-Coining) must necessarily
be Defrayed or Born one way or other.
Ninthly, As our Unclipt Moneys, and the New Coins
here Propos'd to be made, will, by the former Proposition, retain the Ancient Sterling, or Old Right Standard
of the Mint for Fineness and Purity (the Alteration of
which could never be Justified by any Necessity;) so
by this Proposition they will both Continue the Present
Standard of the Mint in the Weight or Bigness of the
respective Pieces, without being cut into Less, as they
have formerly been (the New Shilling only excepted :)
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These Propositions indeed, dealing with nothing but
the very Value of the Silver in the Coins, to make It
equal to the Currant Price of our own Bullion or Silver
in Mass, with a very little Excess, to wit} of an Halfpeny in an Ounce, to encourage the Coinage, and to
make it bear the like Reason or Proportion to the Price
of Foreign Moneys now Currant amongst us: K amely,
the Pillar Dollars, which go at Seven Shillings and a
Peny per Ounce, and Sevil and Mexico Dollars at Seven
Shillings per Ounce, and to effect an equality in all
Pieces, having the same Extrinsick Denomination, and
thereby to cure such Mischiefs relating to our Coin, as
are not to be Parallel'd in the Records of former Ages:
Which Raised Values may be Lowered again by the
Wisdom and Authority of Parliament, when the "\r ealth
of the Nation shall (by God's Blessing) be Re-establisht
without Trouble or Charge of He-coining or Cutting
the Silver Pieces into other Sizes.
As to the Gold Coins which are now almost wholly
Reduced or Converted into the Pieces called Guineas
and Half-Guineas, they were first Coiu'd by King
Charles the Second, not long after the Restauration ;
and were ordained to go at the Rates of Twenty Shillings for the Guinea, and Ten Shillings for the HalfGuinea; but I do not remember that they ever passed
at so little, as the Prices which were then set upon
them, because our Nation has been always too apt to
overvalue its Gold. And at this time the Guinea runs
for Thirty Shillings, although the Gold of it (if it were
carried to Spain; Italy, Barbary, and some other Places
of the 'YorId) w ould not Purchase so much Silver
there, as is equal to the Standard of four of our Crowns,
or r.c.wentyShillings.
And here it is llecef;sary fur me
to Observe, That if the Gold had Advanced proportionably with the Sliver, then because as Five Shillings
(the Standard Value of the Silver in a Crown) is to Six
cJ,9
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Shillings and Two Pence Halfpeny, the present Value
of the same Silver in Mass, so Twenty Shillings (the
Standard Value of the Gold in Guinea) is to Twenty
four Shillings and Ten Pence; It should follow by
Reason that a Guinea at this day should go for about
Twenty four Shillings and Ten Pence, but it apparently
runs for about Five Shillings more, so that in the time
that the Silver in a Crown is Risen about a Fifth part,
the Gold in a Guinea is Risen in a much greater proportion, namely, a compleat Third part. Which
Advance of Five Shillings in a Guinea (over and above
the proportionable Rise which it should have had to
make it keep pace with the Silver) is exceedingly detrimental to our Nation at this Day (as will be hereafter
shewed more at large.) And seeing it can be attributed
to nothing but the present Badness of our Silver Coins,
which are so exceedingly Counterfeited, and Clipt, that
the Common People will take Guineas almost at any
Rate, rather than stand the hazard and vexation of such
Silver Moneys as are now Currant amongst them: I am
therefore humbly of Opinion, That altering the present
Standard of our Gold Coins (which prescribes Twenty
two Carats Fine, and Two Carats Allay, and that Fourty
four Guineas and an Half shall be cut from a Pound
Weight of such Gold) would avail nothing. And that
the only remedy to fix these Gold Coins upon a right
Foot, will be the Re-establishment of the Silver Coins,
which (as soon as Atchieved according to these Propositions) will in all likelihood and probability, presently
reduce the Guineas to about Twenty five Shillings
apiece by the most Natural and Easie way, without
fixing any limited Price thereupon by Publick Authority,
which (if one were to judge by past Experience) would
never be observed, at least for any time.
A Corollary: The abovementioned Ballance of Trade
being (as is before observed) the Original Cause of the
50
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scarcity of Silver in England, and of the Loss by the
Foreign Exchange or Remittances, he that can propose
any proper Expedients, either to lessen that Ballance,
or convert it to our Advantage, ought to be well heard.
But any Proposal which supposes the Ballance of Trade
must be Rectified before our Coins be Amended, or a
Reasonable Foundation can be fixed for the Course of
the same, does but postpone the Cure of a Disease which
.may destroy us before such a Remedy can take effect.
The True and Reasonable Adjustment of that which
is called by the French, Pied de Monoye, and by others
Anciently Pes Monett£, was and is of principal consideration in this whole Affair: And therefore I hope your
Lordships will excuse me for having been so prolix in
the subject of the Standards.
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The Second General Head concerning the present State
and Condition of the Gold and Silver Conis.
T cannot be thought improper before the Enterprizing of a Work of so great importance as the
Re-establishment of the Moneys, and Determining a
J'\ cw Foot for the Course of the same, to he instructed
(with as much certainty as is possible in things of this
Nature) in the present State, Plight, or Condition of
the Coins of this Realm; wherein one must necessarily
consider several )Iattcrs of Fact, "hereof some can be
know n or found out, and others can only be estimated
or guessed at. I have endeavoured, as mnch as I could
ill a little time, to Iuform and Satisfie m)' self in the
Particulars following:
First, The several Forms or Fashions which have been
uscd in the Fubrication of the :MoncYSJ
and which of
them have bCPIland are most likely to be most Secure
against ClIpping and Counterfeiting.
Secondly, The Quantities of Silver Coins Clipt and
Unclipt, chat may be reasonably thought or imagined to
remain in the Kingdom at this day.
Thirdly, How far the Clipt Pieces now in being may
be Conjectured to have been diminished in their Weight.
And upon Consideration of these Articles, I have endeavoured to Compute the Loss, which (upon Re-coining
the Clipt Moneys) must be born either by a Publick
Aid, or by Particular Persons, or by both; and to make
such other Remarks and Inferences as may be suitable
to the present Occasion: In all which, my Seuce and
Opinion are humbly presented to your Lordships in the
manner following.
52
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As to the Particulars; All the Moneys we have now
in England, both Gold awl Silver, arc reducible to Two
Sorts; the one Stampt with the Hammer, and the other
Prest with an Engine, called the Mill. The Gold or
Silver of the Hammer'd Money is first Cast from the
Melting Pot into long Bars, those Bars are cut with
Sheers into several square Pieces of exact Weights, for
Sovereigns,Angels, Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings, &c.
Then with the Tongs and Hammer they are forged into
a round shape; after which they are Blanched (that is,
made White, or refulgent by Nealing or Roiling) and
afterwards Stampt or Impressed with an Hammer to
make them perfect Money. This Method of making
Money with the Hammer (as appears in the said Red
Book) was practised in the Reign of King Edu-ard the
First; who (amongst other great Atchievements of his
most Prudent Government) left that of Restoring and
Establishing good Moneys for the Use of his People, to
recommend his Name to subsequent Generations. He
sent for Mr. William de Turnemire, and his Brother
Peter, and others from Marseilles, and one Friscobald,
and his companions from Florence, and Employed them
in the Working this kind of Money, and the Buying
and Exchanging of Silver for that purpose, for" hich
he had Thirty Furnaces at London, Eight at Canterbury
(besides Three the Arch-Bishop had there) Twelve at
Bristol, Twelve at York, and more in other great Towns,
in all which Places they made the said Hammer'd
Money, of Silver, supply'd by the Kings Changers
Established at the same Places, who (according to
certain Rates or Prices prescribed to them) took in the
Clipt, Rounded and Counterfeit Moneys to be Re-:
coined; and Bought Gold and Silver of the Merchants,
and others, to be Fabricated into New Money; at the
same time Ordaining, Quod Proclametur per totum
Regnum quod nulla fiat tonsura de Nova Moneta sub
53
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periculo Vitte et Membrorum et amissionis omnium Terrarum et Tenementorum, ifc. And this kind of Hammer'd Money continued through all the Reigns of
Succeeding Kings and Queens, till about the Year of
our Lord 1663. when by several Warrants, and Command of King Charles the Second, to wit, by One
Warrant Dated the Fifth of November, 1662. One
Warrant Dated the Eighth of April, It>63. And a
Third Warrant Dated the Twenty fourth of December,
1663. The other sort called Milled Money was first
Fabricated to be Currant in England in this manner:
First, The Gold or Silver is cast out of the Melting
Pot into long flat Bars, which Bars are drawn through
a Mill (wrought by a Horse) to produce the just Thickness of Guineas, Half-Guineas, Crowns, Half-Crowns,
Shillings, &c. Then with forcible Engines, called
Cutters, which answer exactly to the respective Sizes or
Dimensions of the Money to be made, the Round
Pieces are cut ont from the Flat Bar, shaped as aforesaid (the Residue whereof, called Sizel, is Melted again)
and then every Piece is Weighed, and made to agree
exactly with the intended Weight, and afterwards carried
to other Engines (wrought secretly) which put the
Letters upon the Edges of the larger Silver Pieces, and
Mark the Edges of the rest with a Graining. The next
thing is the Blanching perform'd, as above; and at last,
every Piece is brought to the Press, which is called the
Mill (wrought by the Strength of Men) and there
Receives the Impression, which makes it perfect Milled
Money.
By duly reflecting upon these different Kinds, and
Considering that the Principal Offences against the
Coins of the Realm, have been, and are either Clipping, Counterfeiting or Melting down, It may be proper
to Remark,
First, That the Crime of Clipping has been Practised
54
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upon the Hammer'd Money in all Ages more or less,
hut most exorbitantly of late Years; notwithstanding
the many Examples of Justice: For that the Offenders
make an excessive Profit by doing a thing so easie in
it self, that even Women and Children (as well as Men)
are capable of the Act of Clipping or Rounding. But
this Practice of Clipping has never been Exercis'd upon
the Mill'd Money, and I think never can be, because of
its Thickness and Edging, although no further Provision against the same should be made by Law.
Secondly, That as to Counterfeiting, the Hammer'd
Money is liable thereunto, because the Tools for
Resembling the same, are cheap, and easily made and
procured, and the Fabrication thereof may be performed
in a little Room, and with less Art; so that Smiths
and other Artificers can readily attain thereunto. But
the Engines for the Mill'd Money are many and very
costly, not easie to be procured. The Makers or Users
of such Engines cannot be conceal'd without great
difficulty, and the Mill'd Money it self, being of a
much Finer Print than the other, requires more Solemnity, Skill, and curious Workmanship in its Fabrication; and when it's finished, shews better the true
Colour of the Silver, to distinguish its Genuine from
its Counterfeit Pieces: Which latter could never be
brought to Perfection. So that Reckoning only since
the said Year 1663 (without any regard to the Precedent time) I verily believe for every single Piece of
Mill'd Money, that has been Counterfeited, or rather
been attempted to be Resembled, there have been more
than One thousand of the Hammer'd Moneys not only
Counterfeited, but actually Impos'd upon the People,
who.have been defrauded therewith, and are now likely
to suffer greatly thereby.
Thirdly, That as to the Crime of Melting down, it
has plainly affected both the Hammer'd and Mill'd
Q
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Moneys in their respective turns very fatally; insomuch
that the Hammer'd Gold Coins which were made in
the Reigns of the several Kings and Queens, from
Edward the First inclusively, till the beginning of the
Reign of King Charles the Second (which would
amount to an incredible sum, if they were all in being)
are almost totally vanished, having been Molten (as I
suppose) from time to time, either to make Vessels or
Utensils, or to Export for Lucre, or to Convert into
Gold Coins of more Modem Stamps (in which last
Case the same Metal came to be Coin'd over and over
again) it being evident that we have now in England
only the Pieces called Guineas, and Hal/-Guineas, or
few other of Gold Coins, as is before observed. And I
think the like must have been done with all the Ham.
mer'd Silver Moneys that were made before the Reign
of Queen Elizabeth, a very few only excepted; although
the latter would amount to many Millions, if they were
all now in being. As to the coins of that Queen, and
her Two immediate Successors (though they make the
Bulk of our present Cash) the Number of them must
needs have been extreamly diminished by Melting,
especially whilst they were weighty, and not much
worn. But since the MiH'd Money came into Play,
because of its Intrinsick Weight and Worth, I believe
the Crime of Melting hath been chiefly practis'd upon
that kind, which has apparently reduced it to a small
Quantity. Nevertheless, when both kinds come to
have the same Weight and Fineness, and to be currant
at the same Price, I think the one will not be more
liable to this Mischi~f than the other; and I hope both
will be Secured against the same, when the Silver in
the Coin will fetch as much as the Silver in the
Bullion.
Secondly, The Quantities of Silver Goins Clipt and
Unclipt that may be reasonably thought or imagined to
56
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Remain in the Kingdom at this day, cannot with any
certainty be Computed. I know several conjectures
havt},been made thereof, very different, and (as I think)
without any. Grounds at all, and I confess my self to
have none but such as follow.
First, To Compute all the Silver Moneys Coin'd in
the Three Reigns of Queen Elizabeth, James the First,
and Charles the First.
Secondly, To Guess how much thereot may have
been Molten or Lost.
Thirdly, To Substract the Latter from the Whole.
And,
Fourthly, To the Difference to add something for
the small Remainder, as well of Moneys Coined before
the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, as of those Coined since
the Reign of Charles the First.
The Silver Moneys Coin'd
in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. (as I am inform'd by
the Master of the Mint) did
Amount to Four Millions Six
hundred thousand Pounds:
But by a Copy which I took
some time since from the
s,
1.
d.
bchives at Westminster, of
an Account which was Com4632932. 3. 2t.
piled by Arch-Bishop Williams, which I take to be more
ex~
(which Archives, with
the Choice Collections thereof
are since Burnt) all the Silver
Sterling Moneys Coin'd in
the- Reign of the said Queen,
(excluding some base Irish
Moneys that were then made)
did amount to
The
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The Silver Moneys Coin'd in
the Reign of King James the
First (as the Officers of the
Mint inform me) cannot be
known at their Office,because
their Memorials thereof are
either Imperfect or Lost: But
by the abovesaid Copy I find,
That in the first Twelve Years
of his Reign there was Coin'd
in Silver Sterling Moneys, One
Million Five hundred fifty
eight thousand and Fourteen
Pounds, Nine Shillings and
Nine Pence; and I find, That
in the last Seven years of his
Reign, the Silver Moneys
Coin'd did amount to One
huudred and two thousand
Nine hundred and eighty one
Pounds Nine Shillings and
eight Pence, and then adding
390041. Os. 7d. by estimation
for the Two or Three intermediate years of the same Reign,
the whole of the Silver Sterling Money Coin'd by King
James the First, w~

I.

1700000.

Ani! it appears by an AC_)
count from the Officers of the
Mint, That there was Coin'd
of Silver Moneys in the Reign
of King Charla the First

I.

8776544.

8.

d.

10. 3.

----------------s.
d.
I.
In all
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N ow considering how far this Sum is to be abated.
First, By the want of the Crowns, Half-Crowns,
Groats, Quarter-Shillings,
Half-Groats, Three-halfpeny Pieces, Three-farthing Pieces, and Half-pence of
Queen Elizabeth, which are wholly sunk.
Secondly, By the Diminution of the Number of the
Shillings, and Six-pences of the same Qneen, many of
which may be supposed to be Melted down, Re-coined,
or Lost.
Thirdly, By the Loss of the Crowns, Groats, TwoPences, Pence, and Half-Pence of James the First, and
Charles the First, which seem to be quite gone, and
by the Melting, Re-coining, or Loss of many (if not
most) of the Half-Crowns, Shillings, and Six-Pences of
those Two Kings, one can hardly believe there is now
in being, of the Coins of the said Three Reigns, above
One Third Part, which Amounts to Five Millions Thirty
six thousand Four hundred ninety two Pounds: to
which if there be added Five hundred Sixty three
thousand Five hundred and eight Pounds more, for the
Unmelted Silver Coins of Charles the Second, James
the Second, King Wtlliam and Queen Mary, and for
the small Quantities which remain of those which were
made before the Reign of Queen Elizabeth; then the
whole of the Silver Sterling Coins Clipt and Unc1ipt,
Hoarded and Currant now in England, will be Computed. at Five Millions and Six hundred thousand
Pounds. And if it be Granted that Fonr Millions of
thisSum consists of Pieces that are Diminished, some
more, some less, by Clipping, then it will follow, that
there remains in the Kingdom about One Million, and
Six hundred thousand Pounds of Heavy Money, a
greA:tpart of which is supposed to lie in Hoards, and
the rest Currant chiefly in the Counties most remote
from London.
Thirdly, I am to Compute, as well as I can, How far
59
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the Clipt Pieces, now in heing, may have heen Dimini8hed
In reference to which, your Lordships
may be pleased to be Reminded, That when the Earl of
Rochester was Lord Treasurer, several Good Orders
were Established by him for the Exchequer; One of
which was, to have all the Bags of Money there Received to be Weighed. And I have Extracted from the
Books of One of the Tellers, the \V eight of Five hundred seventy two Bags of One hundred Pound each,
which were brought to the Receipt promiscuously, in
the Months of May, June and July last. Now, whereas
the Weight of One hundred Pounds Sterling in Silver
Moneys, according to the Standard of the Mint, ought
to be Thirty two Pounds, Three Ounces, One Peuy
Weight, and Twenty two Grains Troy, and consequently
See the An- the said Bags, containing Fifty seven thousand Two
fle:&t.!ccount hundred Pounds by Tale, ought to have Weighed Two
Je~fuK
d
hundred twenty one thousan Four hundred and
Eighteen Ounces, Sixteen Peny Weight, and Eight
Grains Troy: It was found that the said Fifty seven
thousand and Two hundred Pounds by Tale (comprizing
some Weighty Pieces, though few) Weighed only One
hund red and thirteen thousand Seven hundred and
Seventy one Ounces and Five Peny Weight Troy. So
that if all the said sum of Fifty seven thousand and
Two hundred Pounds by Tale were good Silver, yet it
was Deficient in Weight, One hundred and seven thousand six hundred fourty seven Ounces, Eleven Peny
Weight and Eight Grains Troy; from whence I infer,
First, That the Moneys commonly Currant are
Diminished near one Half, to wit, in a Proportion
something greater than that of Ten to Twenty two.
Secondly, That going by the Medium of the said
Number of Bags, and making but a very small Allowance for the Unclipt Pieces in the said Bags, and for
the Difference of Money brought to the Exchequer, aud
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that which passes amongst the Common People (the
former being in most Payments the best of the Clipt
Moneys) everyone must be convinced, That if all the
Clipt Pieces of Silver Moneys in England could be
weighed together, they would be found Deficient a full
Half of their Standard Weight. Again,
Thirdly, If all the Pieces in England that are more
or less Clipt, do Amount by Tale to Four Millions (as
is before supposed) then I infer, That by Re-Coining
the same upon the Old Foot, it will make but Two
Millions, and the Loss would be as much: But by ReCoining the same upon the Foot of Six Shillings and
Three Pence for the present Crown Piece, as is above
proposed, the same Quantity of Clipt Money will make
Two Millions, and Five hundred Thousand Pounds, anti
the Loss will be Fifteen hundred thousand Pounds, to
be born either by Publick Aid, or by the Particulars
interested in the Clipt Moneys, or by both.
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The Third General Head Di8cusses this Question, Whether it he or be not absolutely Necessary at this time
to Re-establish the Coins.

I

T will readily be Granted, That the Melting and
New Fabricating the much greater Part of all the
Silver Moneys of the Realm (as the Clipt Pieces are)
would be a Work very improper to be Enterprized in
the heat of an Important and Expensive War; if the
doing thereof were not indispensibly necessary, to render effectual the very Ways and Means, wliich in Parliament may be Resolved upon, in reference to Aids or
Supplies for Carrying on of the same War, and to
produce a Species of Money that may he Useful and
Serviceable for the Upholding of the Commerce, and
for answering not only of the Publick, but also of all
Private Revenues, Rents, Debts, and other Occasions,
which concern the very Existence of the great Political
Body.
It were enough for me upon this Occasion, to say,
That the House of Commons judg'd it necessary to
have the Clipt Moneys Re-Coin'd, having Resolved
thereupon, after many long and mature Deliberations,
in the last Session of Parliament. But the Evils which
for some time past have been growing upon us, in
respect of the Coins, being at length actually Arrived,
and more sensibly Felt, I shall take .leave humbly to
State the same according to the best of my Understanding, and submit the Judgment thereof to Publick
Authority.
liirst, Because such of the Silver Coins as arc usually
62
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Currant, or offer'd in Payments, are very Bad and
Defective; the Common People (without any visible
Reason, other than to avoid the Danger and Vexation
of such Moneys) by almost an Unanimous Consent and
Agreement, do take Guineas at Thirty Shillings apiece,
little more or less, which Raises the Gold here (as hath
been observed) to a much higher Price in Proportion
than Silver in Bullion now goes at, or than Silver in
Coin will go for, when it shall be Raised to the Foot of
Six Shillings and Three Pence for the Crown Piece
according to this Projection. And this exorbitant Price
of Gold here, h~th encouraged Foreign Merchants to
Import it upon us in great Quantities: And in Return
for the same,
They either Export our Silver in Coin or Molten;
which lying in a little Room, the Exportation thereof
cannot easily be Prevented. Or,
Secondly, They Buy our Native Commodities (the
Interruption of the Navigation, not allowing us such
an Overplus of Goods, brought from our Colonies in
America, and other Foreign Parts, wherewith England
in times of Peace could at least Ballance its Trade with
its Neighbours.) Or,
Thirdly, They draw back the aforesaid Value of their
Gold, by Bills of Exchange or Remittances. In every
one of these Cases, they make an unreasonable Profit
by their Gold, which must needs, in a little time,
Exhaust a great part of the Real Stock and Wealth of
our ~ation; But particularly in the first Case, the
Bullion or Coin in Silver that is Exported, is really
worth much more than the Gold Imported for it; and
the Difference becomes a Dead Loss to En!lland, which
Labours. too much already under the Scarcity of Silver,
and will inevitably find it much Scarcer and Dearer
than it is, if this Golden Trade continues. In the
Second Case, they can Furnish Foreign Markets with
63
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our Native Commodities,which would be carried thither
by our own Merchants, who want the aforesaid Profit
of the Gold, to enable them to Buy those Goods as
Dear, and Sell them as Cheap as the Foreigners can.
And iu the Third Case, by the great occasion they have
for Bills to draw back the Value of their Gold to the
Places from whence it came, they have Contributed in
a great measure towards Lowering the Exchange to
Low Countries: which from divers causes (whereof the
Importing of Guineas is none of the least) is sunk so
very Low, that the Publick loses about Four Shillings
in the Pound upon all the Moneys Remitted thither;
which Loss Amounts to a great deal in the Charge of
the Army. And the Exchange to Hamhurgh and the
East Countreys tor all Naval Stores, and other Goods,
is Lower, and to all Places in the Mediterranean (where
our Fleet is at present) the Exchange is yet more to
our Prejudice. And in regard the aforesaid excessive
Advance of the Guinea Pieces, at least a great pert
thereof, can be Attributed (as has been before observed)
to nothing else but the Baseness and Defects of the
White Moneys, there is no Prospect of Reducing the
Gold to a more moderate or reasonahle Price, hy any
means cousistent with the Interest of the Nation, other
than the Amendment, and Restoring of the Silver
Coins.
Secondly, In the present Condition and Circumstances of our Silver Money, this Nation and the Trade
and Dealings thereof, are in a great measure.Deprived
of the Use and Benefit of the whole Species now in
being, as well the Heavy Pieces as the Light; the
former of which (especially since the Parliament in the
last Session appear'd desirous of making a Reformation
or Amendment) have been for the most part Hoarded
by the particular Persons Possessed thereof, in Prospect
that the' Silver contained in those Weighty Pieces will
64
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be Raised to a Value suitable to the Bullion thereof if
Melted, which they may think will turn more to their
Profit than Lending at Interest, Purchasing or Trading
therewith in the mean time; or at least they may think
these Hoarded Moneys (when the Mischiefs of Corrupting and Diminishing their Coins, come to their last
Extremity) will particularly stand those Men in stead
that have them; however it be, its certain the Weighty
Moneys at present do very little appear Abroad, and it
is not likely they will soon be brought to Light, without
Raising their Value, and Re-Coining the Clipt Moneys;
and as for the latter, a great Part thereof, when offered
in Payments, is utterly Refused, and will not Pass, and
consequently doth not serve to the end or Purpose for
which it was made: so that both the one and the other
(for the greatest part) are become as it were a Dead
Cash in the Kingdom.
Thirdly, In Consequence of the Vitiating, Diminishing and Counterfeiting of the Currant Moneys, it is
come to pass, That great Contentions do daily arise
amongst the King's Subjects, in Fairs, Markets, Shops,
and other Places throughout the Kingdom, about the
Passing or Refusing of the same, to the disturbance of
the Publick Peace; many Bargains, Doings and Dealings are totally prevented and laid aside, which lessens
Trade in general; Persons before they conclude in any
Bargains, are necessitated first to settle the Price or
Value of the very Money they are to Receive for their
Goods; and if it be in Guineas at a High Rate, or in
Clipt or Bad Moneys, they set the Price of their Goods
accordingly, which I think has been One great cause
of Raising the Price not only of Merchandizes, but
even of Edibles, and other Necessaries for the sustenance of the Common People, to their great Grievance.
The Receipt and Collection of the Publick Taxes,
Revenues, and Debts (as well as of Private Mens
65
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Incomes) are extreamly retarded, to the Damage of His
Majesty, and to the Prejudice of a Vigorous Prosecution of the War; so that there were never (at least
since I had the Honour to serve the Crown) 80 many
Bonds Given, and lying Unsatisfied at the CustomHouses, or 80 vast an Arrear of Excises. And as for
the Land Tax, your Lordships know how far 'tis affected
with the Bad Moneys, by the many Complaints transmitted daily from the Commissioners, Receivers, and
Collectors thereof, and by Comparing the Sum brought
into the Exchequer this Year, with the timely Payments
of the lik.e Tax in preceding Years. In fine, the Mischiefs of the Bad Money (too many to enumerate) are
so sensibly Felt, that (I humbly conceive) they are sufflcient to Confute all the Arguments against the ReCoining the same in this time of War, and even the
Objections against Raising the Silver in our Coin to the
Propos'd Valuc. Which Arguments and Objections
(how Plausible or Weighty soever they have been heretofore) have not at this time sufficient Ground or
Reason to Support them, especially when the doing of
these things is not Projected for the particular Gain or
Profit of the Crown (which formerly Received a Duty
of Seiguiorage upon Coining or Be-coining of Moneys)
but for the Common Good and Utility of the King and
his People. But whether. all the Evils and Mischiefs
before mentioned, and the Increase thereof, which the
Nation must undergo, till a Remedy be Applied, do
infer, or are tantamount to an absolute Necessity for
the present Enterprising the Work aforesaid, must be
and is with all Humility submitted to a better JUdgment
than my own.
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The Fourth General Head is to propose the Means that
must be Obtained, and the proper Methods to be tt8ed
in and for the Re-establishment of the Silver Coins.

I

N Case his Majesty (taking into His Princely Consideration the great Inconveniencies which the
Nation Labours under by the badness of the Moneys)
shall be pleased to Direct, That all such Silver Coins
called Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings or Testers, as
have been formerly Coin'd in the Royal Mint, or Mints
of England with the Hammer, and are more or less
Diminished by Clipping, Rounding, Filing, or any other
Artifice, shall be Melted and Re-Coin'd, my humble
Opinion is, That the General Cautions following are to
be Observed;
First, That the Work ought to be Performed and
Finished in as little time as may be, not only to Obviate
a further Damage by Clipping in the interim, but also
that the needful Advantages of the New Money may
be the sooner Obtained for the Service of the Nation.
Secondly, 'rhat the 1088, or the greatest part of it
ought to be born by the Publick, and not by Particulars, who being very Numerous will be prejudiced
against a Reformation for the Publick Benefit, if it is
to be Effected at the Cost of particular Men,' and who
have great hopes of being Indemnified by the Votes
Passed in their favour in the last Session of Parliament.
Thirdly, This whole Affair must be rendered Easie,
an& ve.ry Intelligible to the Common People, 80 that
they must not be compelled to Travel very far when
they part with their Clipt Money, or when they receive
hack the Value of it ill the N cw Coins; ami in the
mean
67
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mean time they must be furnished with a Useful and
Transferrable Credit that must take Place in Course of
Repayment, as fast as the New Coins can be made.
Fourthly, That no room must be left for Jealousie.
And therefore all the Clipt Moneys in the several Counties, far or near, are not to be brought entirely to
London, to be Minted there; which would leave all the
Countries very bare, and create great Suspicions till its
Return.
Fifthly, That as soon as the King's Officers begin to
take in the.Clipt Moneys, or presently after, the Course
for Repaying the Stated Value thereof in New Moneys
ought to begin also, and to be Carried on by the New
Moneys, which shall be Coin'd from the Silver of the
Old, so far as it will Extend; And that an Aid be given
in Parliament to Supply the residue, in such time and
manner, as that there be no Interruption or Intervals
in the Course of Repayment, till such times as the
Registers for the Clipt Moneys to be brought in shall
be fully satisfied.
According to these General Propositions, and some
other Requisites which have Occurred to me, I have
imployed my Thoughts to Reduce this whole Affair into
Practice, and do humbly Offer to your Lordships Consideration the Particulars following, as the Scope. and
Design of my Report: That is to- say,
First, That an Aid be granted in Parliament, and
strictly Appropriated for or towards the making good
of the Loss by the said Clipt Moneys, or so much
thereof as shall be thought Reasonable to be Defrayed
by the Publick, and the incident Charges which shall
be necessary in the Performance of this Service.
Which Aid, if it be Commensurate to the whole Loss,
will, by Estimation, as above, Amount to Fifteen
hundred thousand Pounds; and if it be Resolved that
'the Publick shall bear but half the Loss, or any other
68
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part of it, then the Aid (in the grant thereof) may be
proportioned accordingly. And the said Aid is humbly
proposed to be either by a Land Tax of Twelve Pence
in the Pound, or by a yearly Sum to be Answered out
of the continued Impositions upon Goods imported, or
some other certain Fund, to take Effect within a year
to come at the farthest.
Secondly, That all the New Moneys, whether they be
Gold or Silver, shall in the Coining thereof be made in
Fineness or Purity, according to the present Standard,
that is to say, the Gold to be Twenty two Carats Fine
and Two Carats Allay: And the Silver Coins to be
Eleven Ounces Two Peny Weight Fine, and Eighteen
Peny Weight Allay, for the Reasons above given.
Thirdly, That every Pound Weight Troy of such
Gold, shall be cut into Eighty nine Half Guineas, or
Fourty four Guineas and an Half, or proportionably
for greater Pieces, as the same ought to be by the
present Indenture of the Mint; with a Remedy for the
Master, of the Sixth Part of a Carat, in Case the Gold
be found too strong or too feeble in Weight, or in Fineness, or in both. And that every Pound Weight Troy,
of the New Silver Moneys, to be made as aforesaid, be
cut into such Numbers of Pieces as will correspond in
Weight with the Undiminished Crowns, Half-Crowns,
Shillings, Six-pences, Groats, Three-pences, Two-pences
and Pence, Coin'd by the late Indentures, except the
Twelve Peny Pieces, all which may be performed, as is
above offered. And that the Master be allowed a
Remedy of Two Peny Weight in every Pound Weight
Troy, of the- Silver Moneys, in case they be found too
strong or too feeble in Weight, or in Fineness, or in
both,
Fourthly, That by Authority of Parliament, or by a
Royal Proclamation to be Grounded on an Act of Parliament, the Silver Crowns, Half-Crowns,
Shillings
69
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and Six-pences of the Lawful Coins of this Realm now
in being, and not Diminished by Clipping, Rounding,
Filing, Washing, or other Artifice, be Publicly Cried
up, and Raised to the Foot of Seventy five Pence for
the Crown, and proportionahly for the rest, as I have
also proposed; and that the other small Pieces of the
Old Coins (which are few in number) go as they do at
present. And that the New Coins to be called the
Sceptre, or Unite, the Hal/-Sceptre, or H«l/-Unite, the
Te8toon or Fifteen Peny Piece, the Shilling or Twelve
Peny Piece, the Half- Testoon, the Gr088or Five Peny
Piece, Quarter-Testoon, the Half-Gross and Prime be
made Currant upon the same Foot, as I have also
proposed, Pag. 61, ~c.
Fifthly, That Coin, as well as English Bullion, not
exceeding a limited Sum yearly, may be Exported for
the Service of the present War hy His Majesty's Warrant and Command, and not otherwise; which will help
to keep down the Price of Silver.
Si:r:thly, That all the New Moneys be made by the
Mill and the Press, and not by the Hammer.
Seventhly, That all the present Silver Pieces called
Crowns, Half-Crowns, Shillings and Six-pences of the
Hammer'd kind, which are Diminished by Clipping,
Rounding, Filing, Washing, or other Artifice, be Cried
down, so as not to be Currant after a Day to be prefix'd. And that no Person whatsoever shall hereafter
be obliged to accept in Legal Payment any Money
whatsoever that is already Clipt, or may hereafter be
Clipt or Diminished; and that no Person shall Tender
or Receive any such Money in Payment under some
small Penalty, to be made easily Recoverable; the
Passing, Selling, or Changing of such Clipt or Diminished Moneys, in Order to the Be-Coining thereof, as
is herein after mentioned, only Excepted,
EigMMy, That no Crown Piece (of Old Hammer'd
70
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Money) shall be said or alledged to be Clipt or Diminished, or be Refused as such in any Payments whatsoever if it hold Eighteen Peny Weight; and proportionable Weight shall render the Half-Crowns, Shillings and
Six-pences of the said Hammer'd kind to be Currant
in all Payments; which seems necessary, because of
the wearing of the Old Pieces, though they are not
Clipt.
Ninthly, That besides the Principal Mint within the
Tower of London (where Six Presses can be wrought at
the same time) there be Settled and Established Nine
other Mints within England and Wales, to Wark with
Two Presses in each, Namely, One at Netocaetie upon
1Yne, to serve principally for the Counties of Durham,
Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland: One
at York to serve for the Counties of York and Lancaster, One at Nottingham to serve for the Counties of
Nottingham, Lincoln, Derby and Leicester: One at
Chester to serve for Cheshire, Staffordshire, Salop, and
North Wales: One at Hereford to serve for the Counties
of Hereford, Gloucester, Worcester, and South Wales:
One at Exeter to serve for Cornwall, Devon, and Somerset: One at Salisbury to serve for the Counties of
Wilts, Dorset, and Hanishire : One at Oeon, to serve
for the Counties of Oetm, Bucks, Warwick, and Berks;
And One at Cambridge to serve for Norfolk, Suffolk,
Huntingdon, Cambridge, and Bedford8hire: and that at
London will serve for the rest. Nevertheless these
several Mints are not intended to be so Restrained but
that a Man may carry his Money to any of them that
lies most in his way; whereby there may be Coined
Weekly (as I am inform'd) about Fifty or Sixty thousand.Pounds easily, which will finish the whole Work
in much less than a Years time. And that the Dyes,
Presses and other Implements may be providing with
R
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as much haste as is possible, so as to be all fit for Use
by or before Christmas next.
Tenthiy, That the Warden, Master Worker, Comptroller, and Assay-Master of the Mint do continue at
the Tower, and take the immediate Care of the Work
there: And that they Substitute Fit and Skilful Persons as their Deputies (such as the King, or the Lord
Treasurer, or Commissioners of the Treasury for the
time being, shall approve of, and such as must be
Answer'd for by their respective Superiors) to Carry
on the Works of the said Nine Mints in the Countrey;
which Substitutes shall be all Sworn, for the faithful
Discharge of their respective Trust; and that the
Members of the Corporation of the Moneyers, and
other Ministers, Officers, and Servants, be distributed
accordingly, and small Private Marks (if thought fit)
may be made to distinguish the Money that shall be
Coin'd at the respective Mints.
Eleventltly, That the Charge of making every Pound
Weight 1'roy of Silver Moneys, which at present is One
Shilling and Four Pence Half-peny, be made more
Reasonable, now so much is to be Coin'd and BeCoin'd.
Twelfthly, That at or near every Town or Place where
there shall be a Discinct Mint Established, as aforesaid,
there shall be also Settled and Fixt an Office, which
shall be, and be called An OJIiceof the Kings Change;
and the Chief Officer therein (to be Named by His
Majesty, or the Lord Treasurer, or Commissioners of
the- Treasury for the time being) shall be called The
Kings Changer; antI that these Changers shall have
Tellers or Substitutes under them. And they, as well
as their Substitutes, shall be Sworn for the Due and
Just Execution of their respective Trusts, with regard
not only to the King, but also to every Person that
shall have to do with them in respect of their places.
72
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Thirteenthiy, The said Officer called The Changer,
with such Tellers or Substitutes as shall be necessary,
shall jlaily and every Day (Sundays only excepted)
attend at the Publick Office whereunto he or they shall
be Assigned, or at some other Market Town within the
Counties of his District; and when he is to attend at
such other Market Town, he shall cause the same to be
Publickly Notified there, by Affixing a Paper in some
open Place in the Market next preceding; and at the
said Pnblick Office, or at such other Market Towns, as
aforesaid, the said Changer by himself, or by his Tellers
or Substitutes, shall Receive and Take in all such Clipt
or Diminished Money as are beforementioned, as any
Person or Persons shall bring to him in order to be
Be-coin'd; and in Performance of his Office 01" Duty,
he or they shall be holden to Observe the Rules
following.

<,

RULE

HE

I.

or they shall carefully View and Examine
by the Sight every Piece or Parcel of the
said Moneys as shall be so brought in; and if he
tt or they shall Observe any Piece or Pieces, which
tt shall seem to be so Weighty, as that by the Eighth
U Proposition, the same ought to be Currant
upon the
U New Foot
(of Six Shillings and Three Pence for
tC the Crown) abovementioned, he or they shall forth.
with cause the Weight thereof to be Tried in the
a Scale; and if he or they do thereby find, that such
tC respective
Piece or Pieces are of such Weight, as
tt that the same ought to be Currant upon the said
New Foot, without being Melted down, the same
.. shall be immediately Marked (with some Impression)
tC by
a Hammer, and Redelivered to the Bringer
thereof to be Currant at the Raised Value, intended
U

t{

t(

tl

U
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as aforesaid. The Marking is Design'd chieOy to
prevent his being troubled with it again at the
Office.

IF

RULE

II.

the Changer, or his Teller or Substitute,
"shall suspect any Piece or Pieces of Money,
brought in as aforesaid (either Alone or in a Sum)
" to be Counterfeit, or to be such money as was not
Originally Coin'd in the Royal Mint of England,
that then, and in every such Case, he or they shall
"and may cause such Suspicious Piece or Pieces (in
the Presence of the Bringers) to be Divided by
" Shears for that Purpose to be kept and used in the
"Office. And if upon Dividing the same, it shall
" Appear by the Grain or the Touch, that such Piece
"or Pieces are of the goodness of Sterling Silver,
"that then and in every such Case, he or they shall
" retain such Silver (as if it were not divided) in order
"to be Re-coin'd. But if upon such Division, the
" Silver shall appear to be worse than the Goodness of
" Sterling, el'ery Piece so divided shall be delivered
" back to the Bringer thereof, who in that case must
"be contented with his own again, in such a Condia tion that it will not serve to Defraud any Body else.
CC

H

H

H

H

RULE III.
to all the said Clipt or Diminished Moneys,
"which shall consist of the Old Crown,
holding any Weight less than Eighteen Peny
« Weight; the Half Crown holding any Weight less
"than Nine Peny Weight; the Old Shilling holding
tt any Weight less than Three Peny Weight, and Six
74
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" Tenth Parts of a Peny Weight; and the Old Tester
"or Six-pence holding any Weight less than One
"Peny Weight, and Eight Tenth Parts of a Peny
" Weight, which shall be so brought in to be Melted
"down and Re-Coined; whereupon the loss abovecc mentioned is to be Born either by the State or by
"particular Persons, or Both; It is not certain at
" present, how much of the said Loss, by the Resolucc tion of the Parliament, shall fall upon the one or
cc the other.
Nevertheless, for the Explanation of this
" Project, and to shew how far it is practicable, one
"may (as I humbly Conceive) Assume any certain
U Part
of this Loss, to be born by the Publick, as
"if it were Resolved. And Considering that One
"hundred Pounds by Tale of all these Clipt or
"Diminished Moneys, if they were in One Heap,
" would not (by the Estimation which I have made
u thereof under the Second General Head) hold above
cc Sixteen Pound Weight Troy, or thereabouts, one
cc with another (which the King's Subjects dealing
" therein, do also find by daily Experience) I do from
" thence infer, that if the said Sixteen Pounds Weight
" Troy (which now Runs for One hundred Pounds by
"Tale) be brought to the Changer, to be by him
"Received at Eight Shillings per Ounce; then the
" said Eight Shillings per Ounce, when it comes to be
"Paid in the New Mouey, will Amouut to Seventy lIix
cc Ponnds and Sixteen Shillings, which will plainly cast
"al}out Half the Loss upon the State and the rest
" upon the Owner of the Money (who will also find
"'some Recompenee in the Raised Value of his Unclipt
Moneys, if he has any such.) Therefore let Eight
STiillingsper Ounce in the Ncw Money be the
" Assumed or Stated Price, to be Computed by the
" Changer, for all the real Silver which he shall find
" to be remaining in these Clipt Moneys; which Method
75
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"of making good part of the Loss to the Subject by
" Allowing him a large Price for every Ouuce of the
"real Silver remaining in his Clipt Money, seems
"to me to be much more secure, and to be (in all
"respects) a better way, than by Allowing him a
"Market Price only for the said Silver remaining,
" and Contributing to his Loss in Proportion to the
" Deficiency or Silver Clipt off; because in the latter
" Case it will be in his Power before he brings in his
" Money to Clip it over again, and Reduce it so low,
" as that the deficient Weight (if it were to be made
" good at the Charge of the Publick) might be Twice,
" Thrice, Four times, Five times, &c. as much as the
" real Silver brought in by him would amount to.
"Whereas by this Third Rule, the danger of farther
" Clipping is perfectly obviated, for no Man will Clip
"off Silver to Sell at Six Shillings Five Pence an
"Ounce by the Market Price, when he may carry
"it to the King's Change, and there Receive Eight
" Shillings per Ounce for it.
RULE IV.
"WHEREAS
the said Clipt Moneys, so to be
" brought in, do retain very different and
" uncertain Weights and Sizes, as they are more or
"less Clipt; and it is evident that a Clipt Crown,
" holding more than Twelve Peny Weight and Twelve
.. Grains, will produce more than Five Shillings in
" New Money if it should be Changed by it self at
Eight Shillings an Ounce ; and an Half-Crown
" holding more than Six Peny Weight and Six Grains,
will (if it were Changed by it self for Eight Shillings
" an Ounce) produce more than Two Shillings and
"an Half in the New Money; and the like may
"be said of the Old Shillings and Six-pences not
76
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"Clipt to a lower Degree in Proportion. I have Con"sidered (although the Government would not suffer
" in this Case) that Goldsmiths and other Subtil Dealers
tt in Money, will be very apt (if an effectual Remedy
a be not Provided against their Artifices) to Cull out
" the Heaviest of their Clipt Pieces, and to get suoh
"into their Hands from their Neighbours, to Change.
"them at Eight Shillings an Ounce, and thereby':
" Gain for them more New Moneys in Tale than ever
" they Amounted to in their old Denominations. And
" in regard One hundred Pounds by Tale of the said
" Clipt Moneys, holding in Weight Two hundred and
"fifty Ounces Troy, when it is Changed at the said
" Rate of Eight Shillings an Ounce, will produce One
tc hundred Pounds in Tale of the said New Moneys j
"therefore it is Proposed, That every Person who
tt brings
any Clipt or Diminished Moneys to be
" Changed, as aforesaid, shall be obliged to mingle so
" many of his lighter Pieces with his heavier Pieces, as
"that upon the Draught or Weighing of them toge" ther, they may not at the said Rate of Eight Shil"lings an Ounce fetch more of the New Moneys in
"Tale than the said Clipt Money was Coined for in
" its Old Denominations, that is to say, One hundred
"Pounds by Tale of such Clipt Moneys, shall be so
"mingled with heavier and lighter Pieces as that it
" shall not exceed Two hundred and fifty Ounces in
" Weight j and every other Sum of Clipt Money shall
"be restrained to the same proportion:
This will
"effectually prevent the said trick of Culling, and
"create little or no Difficulty in Practice, because
" amongst all the Clipt Moneys, those which might be
tt eonverted to the Advantage above-mentioned are few
tt in comparison of the rest, and a Sum consisting only
" of such Weighty Pieces will not in probability ever
" be brought to the Changers by any, but by Crafty
77
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or Designing Men. And by this device your Lord" ships may be pleased to take notice that there will be
" no need of Weighing every individual Piece, which
U (as I think)
would render the Work endless and
" impossible. The Changer, or his Substitute, when
"he shall have carefully Counted and Weighed the
"said Clipt Money (observing the Caution aforesaid)
" shall compute the Value to be paid for the same, at
"the said Rate of Eight Shillings an Ounce, and
" enter into a Leger Book to be kept for this purpose,
the Day, Month and Year of his Receipt thereof,
" the Name of the Person that brings it, the Sum of
" the Chpt Money told, the exact Weight thereof, and
" the said Value which is to be paid for the same in
" New Moneys in several Columes to be made for
.. that purpose, for which Value a Bill or Ticket is to
" be given, as is after-mentioned.
I(

It

RULE V.
" THE

Changer, or his Substitute, shall from ti-ne
" to time deliver ·over the Clipt or Diminished
" Moneys, by him or them received or taken in, as
" aforesaid, to the proper Officer of the respective Mint
" for that District where it was Received, in Order to
"be Re-Coined, taking 'Receipts for the same, by the
" Weight and Tale of evcry Quantity 80 delivered
" over; which Receipts are to be the Vouchers for
" the Account of the Changer, and the same, together
" with his Leger, will serve to Charge the Accounting
" Officer of the Mint.
ltULE VI .
., THAT

there shall be provided for every Changer
a Book or Books, in which every Leaf
be divided into Two COIUIllCS by a Figure
78
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or Cypher to be Printed therein, and shall be
"so drawn with Lines cutting the Cypher at Right
" Angles, as that Six Pair of Bills may be contained
<t in every Leaf, and 80 that every Counter
part
may be separated from its Principal Indent-wise, by
tt cutting through
the Cypher or Flourish, all which
Bills shall be numbred in Pairs Arithmetically (1, 2,
8, &c.) as far as there shall be occasion, and there
<t shall be Printed thereupon the Name of the Place
(where it is at last to be satisfied) and other Words
" to this Effect:
No.1. Nottingham. This Bill Intitle« the Bearer to
the Sum of
to he paid with Interest, after
the Rate of Five Pounds per Centum per Annum out of
the Fund Settled by Parliament for Satisfaction of the
Register for Clipt or Diminished Money kept at the
Place aforesaid.
And the said Changer, or his Substitute, upon
"Adjusting (by the Third and Fourth Rules afore~'said) the Value of which is to be paid in New
Money for any Parcel of Clipt or Diminished Moneys
"brought in, as aforesaid, shall deliver to the Party
<t bringing the same, an Indented Note (to wit, one of
those of the Extream Colume) cut out from the said
<t Book, and Signed by himself for the said Value, to
be paid in Course as is hereafter mentioned, taking
" Care that the Sum Expressed in the Note so deli"vered be also Written in Words at length in the
"CQunterpart remaining in the Book, which Book by
" this means will not only be useful and ready in the
"City or Countrey to Cheque the Principal Bill, if
"there should be occasion for 80 doing, but will also
" wen serve for an Exact Register (without making
any other) to Guide and Govern the Payment of the
Principal in the due Course intended, and the just
79
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" Computation and Payment of the Interest upon every
" such Bill.
RULE VII.
" THAT

no such Bi1lshall be given, or asked for
" any Sum less then Twenty Shillings in Tale
It of the New Money;
and if several Pieces be brought
"to the Change for any Sum or Sums smaller than
" Twenty Shillings, several of them may be joyned in
"One Bill, which may be taken in such Name as the
" Owners of the Money shall desire; and if they canH not agree,
it may be in the Name of the Mayor,
" Bailiff, or other Chief Magistrate of the Place or (if
" there be no Magistrate) in the Name of the Minister
" of the Parish, in Trust for the several Owners of
" such small Sums.
The Seven Rules before going concern the Duty and
Office of the Changer only.
Fourteenthly, That all the Silver which will arise from
the said Clipt or Diminished Moneys, or from the Plate
of the Vintners and Victuallers, or that shall be
brought to be Coined by the Merchants, or by any
other means, shall be Coined into Moneys, according
to these Propositions. In the doing whereof the Chief
Officers of the Mint, and all their Substitutes, Officers
and Servants shall be subject to the same, or the like
Constitutions and Orders touching Assaying, Melting,
Refining, Trying, Charging, Discharging, or any Matters
or Things relating to the Fabrication of these Moneys
as are already Established for Moneys made at the
Tower of London: And that the respective Substitutes
shall be Accountable to their respective Superiours, and
that the Superiour Officers shall be answerable to the
King, as now they are.
Fifteenlltly, That the aforesaid Bills for the Values of
80
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the Clipt or Diminished Moneys shall be payable to the
respective Bearers, who shall shew forth, and bring in
the same Bills, whereby the Property thereof will be
easily Transferrable without writing; and the Voluntary
Acceptance thereof in payment shall be a good Discharge, as if the Payment were made in Money. And
the better to Encourage the Currancy of these Bills, it
is Proposed, That they bear an Interest after the Rate
of Five Pounds per Centum.per Annum from the Date
thereof (which will plainly appear not only in the Bill
it self, but in its Counter-part, remaining in the Register
Book) until its full Satisfaction. So that it cannot be
doubted, but these Bills being Charged upon so good a
Fund, in so near a Course, and made Profitable by the
Interest, will be preferrable to the Bills of any Banks,
or Goldsmiths, or private Persons whatsoever, and serve
as well (to all intents) as so much Cash, whilst the
Clipt Money is Converting into Sterling Money; and
for the sake of the Interest those that have the Clipt
Moneys will bring them in the more speedily.
Memorandum, As soon as the Bill becomes payable in
Course, although the Owner do not fetch his Money,
it must be reserved for him, only the Interest must
ceasefrom that time.
Sixteenthly, That the time for taking in of the Clipt
Moneys be limited to Six Months,
Seventeenthly, For Settling and Establishing an ample
an~ Sufficient Fund and Security for the Payment and
Satisfaction of the Principal and Interest, to be contained in the aforesaid Bills, in such due Course and
Order, as that every Person who parts with his Clipt or
Diminished Moneys, may plainly see and be satisfied,
That he or his Assigns shall certainly receive the Value
thereof; and that the Course of the Payments will
Commence in a very little time, and be continued with81
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out any Interruption till the whole be compleated (which
will very much influence this whole Affair) It is humbly
propos'd that it may be Enacted as follows,
1st, "That all the New Moneys which shall be Coin'd
"in every distinct Mint of the Silver of the Old Clipt
"or Diminish'd Moneys bronght into the Office of
"Change, to be particularly Assigned to or for the
"same Mint, shall be Appropriated to the Payment
"of the Bill standing in the Register belonging to
"tha. Office, and shall be applied thereunto de die
"in diem, as fast as the said old Moneys can be
"Re-Coin'd.
And as the Kings Changer shall be
"obliged in the giving out his Numbred Bills, to
"observe and have regard to the Day or Time upon
"which the Party brings his Clipt or Diminish'd
" Money j so in the paying off the said Bills he shall
"keep a due course, as they shall be N umbred and
"Stand in the Book of the said Register, without
" giving an undue Preference, under pain of Forfeiting
Cf double the Value to the Party grieved.
2ndly, "That it shall and may be lawful to or for any
"Person or Persons, Bodies Politick or Corporate to
"Advance or Lend at the Exchequer, in such Unclipt
" Moneys as will be Currant by this Project, any Sum
"or Sums of Money not exceeding, Eight hundred
H thousand
Pounds (which by Estimation will make
"good so much of the loss as is to be born by the
" State, or ':Publick, if the Clipt Moneys are taken in
at the said assumed Rate of Eight Shillings an
" Ounce) and such Loans will consequently be accepted
" in Money at the Raised Value abovementioned. And
"the same, together with Interest after the Rate of
" Seven Pounds per Centum per Annum, may be Charged
" upon the aforesaid Aid, in the same manner as Loans
"at the Exchequer have usually been Charged upon
"other Aids. And that the Weighty Moneys that
82
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.. shall be so Lent, be also Appropriated, and be made
.. Auxiliary to the Paying off the said Bills in the
" several Registers thereof, and be Applied, Distributed
"and Transmitted to and amongst the same, by the
"Commissioners of the Treasury, and the Lord Trea"lIurer for the time being, in such Proportions as
" they shall find to agree with the Sum, that shall be
"Due and Owing from time to time upon those Regis"tel'S respectively.
3rdly, "That any Merchant, or other Person what"soever, having, or that shall have any Silver Bullion
"wlJatsoever, whether it be Foreign Silver, Plate in
"Vessels, the Silver of Counterfeit Moneys, or any
" other kind of Bullion whatsoever, shall have liberty
"to carry the same to any of the said Mints, and
" have it in his own Election, either to have it Coined
"into New Money, upon the New Foot to his own
" use; in which case he must receive his Coin'd
to Money according to the present Course of the Mint;
"or else to declare that he will Lend the Value of it
"at the Exchequer, as part of the said Sum, not
"exceeding Eight hundred thousand Pounds. In
" which Case last mentioned, the Officersof the Mint
"shall Certifie to the Officers of the Exchequer the
" Quantity of Sterling Silver, or Silver reduced to Ster"ling, that shall be so delivered to them, and the
" Value thereof, after the Rate of Six Shillings and
"Five Pence Halfpeny an Ounce, and the Officersof
"the Exchequer, upon producing these Certificates
"shall give to the Party Tallies and Orders, Charged
"upon the said Aid, for the Values 80 Certified, 8S if
"it were Lent in the said Currant Money at the
" :R.eceipt,in part of the said Sum not exceeding Eight
"hundred thousand Pounds, and for the Interest
"thereof. And in this Case the New Moneys which
.. shall proceed from the Bullion so Lent, shall be
83
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Appropriated, and be Transmitted, and Distributed
to and for the satisfaction of the said Registers, in
the like manner as the other Moneys which shall
" be lent, as aforesaid.
4thly, "In Case the Silver of the Clipt Moneys, and
" such Loans, as aforesaid, shall not suffice to clear all
" the Registers, then the Remainder must be paid by
the Overplus Moneys, to be Collected for the Aid
"it self; and in Default thereof (which is not very
"likely) the last Deficiency ought to be paid out of
" the then next Moneys to be Raised by Parliament.
Ei!lMeentkly, That the present Coinage Duty may be
Applied towards the Charge of the said Mints in general.
Nineteenthiy, That the Commissioners of the Treasury,
or Lord Treasurer for the time being, and such Person
as the King shall Appoint to be the Under Treasurer,
or Supervisor for this purpose, shall have the Oversight,
Rule, Order and Government of this Affair, according
to the Laws that shall be Enacted for the same, and
shall have power to administer the Oaths, and take
sufficient Secnrities in the Kings Name, from all the
Officers belonging to the Change, and such of the
Officers of the Mint as ought to give Security, and to
require Weekly, or other Accounts from the several
Offices, and particularly to cause the general Accounts
of the said Changers, and of the- Accompting Officers
of the Mint, to be Passed in the Exchequer, in such
due Form as they ought to be, and to allow such Salaries, and Incident Charges as shall be reasonable for
the performance of this Service, and also to allow the
reasonable wast in the Coinage.
Twentieth, That all Persons Concerned may have free
Access to the several Legers and Registers beforementioned; and no Fee or Charge shall be asked or
taken of them, for any Matter or Thing which is to be
done by any Officer in Execution of this Project.
84
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Twenfyjirst, That at the first Session of Parliament
after Michaelmas, 1696, the said Commissioners of the
Treasury, or Lord Treasurer for the time being, and
the said Under-Treasurer or Supervisor General for this
Affair, shall deliver fairly Written to each of the Two
Houses of Parliament, a True and Exact Account of all
the Clipt or Diminish'd Moneys which shall have been
brought in to be Re-coin'd, by the Tale and Weight
thereof, appearing in the respeetive Offices of the
Changers; and of all the New Moneys which shall
have been Coin'd in the said several Mints, distinguishing those proceeding from the Silver of the Old Moneys
from the Coins made of any other Bullion, and shewing
particularly the Plate of the Retailers of Wine, Beer,
and other Liquors, and the Quantities of Money made
thereof; also the Totals of the said Registers for the
Values of the Clipt Money, and the Discharging of the
same, and how much (if any part) shall then remain
Unsatisfied, and the like Account shall be Presented to
His Majesty.

83
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The Fifth General Head Considers what must S'ltpply
the Commerce, Pay Taxes, &c. whilst the Clipt Money
is under its New Fabrication.

T

HIS Question is to be Answered, by Reminding
your Lordships of several Particulars which have
already occurred in this Report, with a small Addition,
as follows.
First, The Weighty Money (both Mill'd and Hammer'd) now Hoarded, will come forth at a Raised Value,
which (according to the above Estimation) may make
One Million and Six hundred thousand Pounds more
or less; besides the Guineas and Half-Guineas, which
are but too numerous at their present Rate.
Secondly, The Bills for the Clipt Money will be so
Profitable and Certain, and have such a quick Course
of Payment, as aforesaid, that they will serve as so
mnch Running Cash: and in the coming forth, the
Number of them will encrease from day to day; that
from First to Last, they will by Estimation amount to
above Three Millions.
Thirdly, As those Bills are Paid off, the New Moneys
Coin'd, with the Silver of the Clipt, will come in their
stead, the Fabrication whereof will begin presently, and
the Work will be Carried on with as much Expedition
as can be made by Ten Mints.
Fourthly, Importers of Bnllion, and all others that
have or can have any Foreign or English Silver (even
the Silver of Counterfeit Moneys) in their Hands, will
have a visible Encouragement to carry the same forthwith to the Mint to be Coin'd.
Fi/thly, It may be Enacted, That aU Persons that
86
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Sell Wine, Strong-waters, Bear, Ale or other Liquors
by Retail, shall by a Pretixt Day, briug their Tankards,
Cups, Dishes and other Plate to some or one of the
Mints, to be Coin'd into New Money, at the Rate of
Six Shillings and Five Pence Half-peny an Ounce,
under Pain of Forfeiture thereof, and that the New
Money proceeding from the same shall be Delivered to
them according to the present Course of the Mint.
I have (my Lords) in this difficult Matter Considered
and Digested as many things as were possible for me
in so short a time; and I cannot forbear (before I end)
to Alledge, that if the Coins are to be Amended and
Established according to these Propositions (which may
be Rectified and Improved by Men of greater Judgment and Skill) I cannot foresee that even whilst the
Work is Carrying on, there will Accrue such Publick
Disorder, Damage or Distress, as the Nation Labours
under before the Work is put in hand.
A.U which i8 tn08t humbly 8Ubmitted to Your
Lorthmp8 great Wudom and JudfPM'd.

12 Septemb.
1695.

s

WILLIAM

87
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In quodam libro nocato
Henrici Secundi, per
Necessarii« Scaccarii,
Scaccarii, inter alia sic
Cap. 21.

nigro scripto tempore Regis
Gervasium Tilburieuscm, de
remanente in Curia Reeepte
continetur.

Officium Militis Ar~entarii & Fusoris.

ORRO Miles Argentarius ab inferiore Scaccorio
ad supenus dijfert Loculum e:caminandi Argenti,
cujus supra meminimus, quem cum intulerit Signatum
Sigillo Vicecomitis, sub omnium oculis effundit in Scecoario :c:ciiii. Solidol quol de Acereo Sumptos prius
Signaverit, factaque Commiztione eOldem, ut ponderi
rupondeant, mittit in unum Va8culum trotiritB libram
ponderi», in alterum vera de Denarii«. quod Oportuit,
Quo facto, numerat eosdem ut e:cnumero constare POISit,
ri legitimi ponderi« sint, cujuscunque vera ponderi«
inventi fuerint, seorsum mittit in Cijfum lihram unam,
hoc ut e», Solido», e» quibus e:camenfiat, reliquolt vero
:c:ciiii. Solidos mittit in Loculum. Item duo Denarii
prater lihram e:camiMndam dantur Fusori, non de
Fisco, sed de parte Vicecomitis, quia in pr~mium sui

P

labori».

Tunc eliguntur a Pr~ridente vel a Thelaurario, si
ille ahsens fuerit, alii duo Vw. ut rimul cum Argentaria,
Neenan et Vioecomite, cujua e:camen faciendum est, procedant ad Ignem, uhi Fusor ante prtmnonitua, proparatis
Necessariis, eorum pr~stolatvr adventum. Ibi Uerum
prt&ente 'Puaore et hiis qui a Baronihua misri sunt,
diligenter computantur, et Fusori traduntur. Quoit ille
StUpiciens manu propria numerat, et sic disponit eos
in Valcuhlm ignUorum Cinerum quod in Furnace est.
88
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Tunc igitU1' Arti« Fusorie lege seroata, redigit eos in
Malsam, conflan« et emundans Argentum:
Co!ierum
cavendum est ei, ne citra perfectionem
suhsistat, vel
importunis O!stuationibus oeaet illud atque consumat,
Illud propter Regis, hoc propter Vicecomitie Jacturam,
set Modis omnibus prooideat et quanta procuret industria ut non vesetur, set ad purum tantum eacoquatur,
hoc au/em ipsum proeidere dicunt hii qui ad idem missi
sunt a MajorihtuJ.
Facto igitur examine defert illud
Argentarius ad Barones, Corltitantihus iltis, et tunc in
omnium Oculis ponderat illud cum libra predicta ponde1;is, supplet autem moe quod ignis consumpsit, appositis
denariis ejusdem loculi, donee O!quilihriter se haheat
examen cum pondere.
Tunc inscrihitur idem examen
desuper duct« Creta hiis verbis, Everwicscir, libra arsit
tot vel tot denarios, et tune illud Essaium dicitur.
Non
enim inscrihitur nisi preconcessio quod sic stare deheat.
Quod si Vicecomes, cujus est, Calumpniatus juerit, illud
quasi plus justa consumptum fuerit ignis scilicet eeeetu«.
tione vel plumhi infusione, vel et Fueor ipse, qualwet
Occasione defecisse fateatur eeamen, iterum numerentur
xx. Solido», qui reBidui sunt in loeulo prO!dicto, coram
Baronibus sicut demonstratum est, et eadem ratione Ser:
vata, fiat eeamen:
Hinc igitur cons/are potest, qua
consideratione de aceruo magna propositre pecuniO! xliiii.
Solidos seorsum ab initio mittantur in Loculum, apposito
Vicecomiti» Sigillo.
Notandum oero est, quod Fusor
duos percipit denarios pro Examine,
sicut di.ximus.
Quod si quovis Casu aliud faceret, et si tertia examinaverit, nan percipiet quicquam, set contentus erit semel
8U8ceptis duohus.
Discipulus.
Miror a tantis tantam adhiheri diligentiam in u.nius librO! examinatione, cum nee magnus ex ea
quO!stus nec multajactura proueniat,
Magist.
Non propter kane tantum fiunt MC, set
propter omnes illa« quO! ah eodem Vicecomite sub eodem

89
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nomine firme rimtd cum hac per801tnmtur.
Quantam
enim ah hac libra per ignem purgatorium decidit, tantundem ez ringtdia aliia lihria Noverit Vicecomes de summa
81I(J mhstrahendum,
ut ri centum lihras numeratas solvent, et libra ezaminia iii. denarii e:cciderint, Non computemur ei nisi nonaginta quinque •

of the Common Weight oj a Hundred
Pounds by Tale, in Ordinary Silver Money at fAu
Day, taken from a Medium oj the Bags, Weighed
at the Receipt of E:cchequer, in May, June, and

.A Computation

July last.
The Weight of One hundred Pounds by
Tale in Silver Moneys, according to the Standard of the Mint, ought to be Thirty two Pounds
Three Ounces, One Peny Weight and Twenty
two Grains 'Proy.

Memorandum,

No. What they ought Weight at the
Bags.
to Weigh.
Exchequer.
40

74
133
120
105
100

-572

oz.
15483
28645
51483
46451
40645
38709

d111.gr.
16 16
120
14 22
10 0
1 6
11 16

221418 16 08

oz. dw.g,..
8095 5 0
14373 5 0
27318 0 0
23496 15 0
20899 15 0
19588 5 0
113;71 05

0

The Medium ofthe Weight of each Hundred
Pounds
--The Medium of the Deficiency

Deficiency.

0..

dfl}.
7388 II
14271 16
24165 J4
22954 15
1!l745 6
19121 6

90

16
2
2
0
6
16

_._-107647 11 08

1

oz. dlf1. gr.
198 18 OOj
188 03 211
iS701

FINIS.

gr.

22
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1696-99.

NOTE
ON fH"

RE-COINAGE

OF 1696-99-

T

HE proposal of Mr. Lowndes for degrading the
Standard of the Currency by Raising the Nominal
Value of the Crown, or 58. piece, to 68. 3d. (25 per cent.)
and so in proportion with other Coins, was chiefly defeated
through· the vigorous resistance of Mr. Locke. To oppose it that great philosopher published his celebrated
tracts on ct Raising the Value of Money,"* in which he
examined and refuted the various arguments by which
Mr. Lowndes and others had endeavoured to vindicate the
policy of such a proceeding. But, though the Old Standard was happily preserved in its integrity, some of the
principles that should have been kept in view in settling
the basis on which the Currency was henceforth to be
placed appear to have been all but wholly overlooked.
The regulations under which Gold and Silver Coins
were circulated in England previously to 1663 differed at
3

difleren t

• The first of these tracts, entitled " Some Considerations of the
Consequences of the Lowering of Interest and Raising the Valne of
Money;' was published ill 1691.
The second tl'l\Ct written in answer to the Report of Mr. Lowndes,
and entitled " Further Considerations concerning Raising the Value
of Mouey," appeared in 1695. They make together a pretty considerable volume.
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different periods. In that year the Guinea * was first
coined, and its value (though fixed by the Mint regulations at the low rate of 208. in silver) and the values of
the other Gold Coins then in circulation, varied according
to the fluctuations in the market values of Gold and Silver,
the latter being in effect the only- legal tender. Gold,
however, had, for a lengthened period, been coming more
and more into circulation; and, owing to a variety of
causes, the principal perhaps being its greater aptitude to
serve as Currency, combined with the worn, clipped, and
extremely unsatisfactory state of the Silver Coins, it was
used in the reign of Charles II. in preference to Silver in
all large payments. Previously to the great Be-Coinage
of 1696-99, Silver Coins were so much degraded that the
Guinea passed current for 288. and 308.
When, therefore, the subject of the Be-Coinage came to
be considered, the first questions to be examined were,
whether Gold -or Silver should be selected as the Standard
of the Currency? or whether both metals should be used
as Standards?
Both Lowndes and Locke agree in considering Silver
as having hitherto been in fact the only Standard of the
Currency; and the latter was impressed with a sbong
(though we believe ill-founded t) conviction of its great
superiority in that respect to gold. Such being their
opinion, it is plain that the proposal of Lowndes was
neither more nor less than a proposal to degrade the
Standard to the extent of 25 per cent. And we are under
the greatest obligations to Locke and his supporters in
Parliament by whom 80 nefarious a project was successfully
opposed.
But
4
• So called from ita being partly coined of gold brought

from the

C08IIt of Guine&.- Snelling's Gold Coin8, p. 29.
t See on thi. suhject some conclusive remarke in Liverpool
('0111-',

p. 14.~.
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But Parliament, wholly engrossed by the Re-Coinage of
Silver, does not appeal' to have ever considered what was
to be done with Gold. And yet it is plain that if it Was
intended that Gold Coins should continue in circulation,
and be legal tender indifferently with Silver, the future
state of the Currency would depend on the Mint valuation
of Gold and Silver, or on the rate at which the one was to
be received for the other. If this valuation had been
made so as to correspond pretty exactly with the real
values of the metals then, as little or nothing would have
been gained by using the one rather than the other, Coins
of both might have continued to circulate together. But
it is difficult at any time to make such an accurate adjustment of the values of the two metals; while, supposing it
were made, it could not, owing to changes in their real
values, be maintained for any considerable period. And
whenever a change takes place in their comparative values,
it becomes the obvious interest of everybody to use that
metal in preference which is over-valued, the other being
employed in the arts, or exported to places where it passes
at its fair value.
But though sufficiently obvious, and set in a clear light
by Mr. Locke, these considerations were completely lost
sight of in 1696-99.
After the Re-Coinage had been
effected, the rates at which Gold and Silver Coins were to
be interchanged were not fixed by authority-that
is, the
rule laid down in the Proclamation of 1663 was not
interfered with. But this rule had fallen into desuetude,
and after the Be-Coinage the value of the Guinea was
estimated by the Public at 2ls. 6d., and it was readily
received at that rate in all payments.*
It appears, however, from the best attainable information, that this valuation of 211. 6d. was really equivalent
5
to
• Snelling's Gold Coins, p. 31.
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to a premium of 10d. in favour of the Guinea, it being
worth only about 208. 8d. of the new Coins. And in consequence of this marked, though unintentional preference
of Gold, it was used, to the exclusion of silver, in all considerable payments; while the new Coins of the latter,
being not only under-valued but in excess, immediately
began to be exported.
The growing scarcity of Silver consequent on this exportation being in the end productive of considerable
inconvenience, an attempt was made to stop it in 1717,
by reducing by Proclamation the value of the Guinea from
2ls. 6d. to 2ls., Gold and Silver being respectively made
legal tender in that proportion, or in the ratio of lIb. of
Gold to 15m..lb. of Silver. But notwithstanding this reduction, which was made pursuant to the advice of Sir
Isaac Newton (see post), the Guinea was still over-valued
as compared with Silver. This over-valuation was estimated at the time at about 4d. in the Guinea, or 1# per
eent.* And as the value of Silver compared with Gold
eeatinued to increase for most part of last century, it
afterwards became considerably greater; a circumstance
dch rendered it more and more the interest of all parties
to pay in Gold rather than in Silver. Hence Gold became
i. practice, what Silver had formerly been, the sole legal
tender; and during the lengthened period from 1717 down
to 1816, no Silver Coins of the legal weight and purity
would remain in circulation, but were either melted down
or exported, the Silver Currency consisting entirely of
light worn Coins.
It is endent from these statements that Locke and
tJaa.e who eft'ected the Be-Coinage of If;96-99 should, to
... eonstetent, and prevent the immediate exportation of
the new Coins, have reduced the Mint value of the Guinea
6
to
• Liverpool On Coin, pp. 68-86.
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to 20•. 8d. or 208. 6d., or have made it optional merely to
take Gold at its market price."
But it is probably better
that they did not. The over-valuation of Gold gave us
a Gold Currency which, besides being incomparably more
commodious, is, despite the dictum of Locke, in most
respects preferable, especially in a country like this, to a
Silver Currency.]
Had Lowndes, instead of an excessive reduction of
25 per cent. in the value of the Silver Coins, contented
himself with proposing a reduction of 3 or 4 per cent.,
and his proposal been agreed to, it is probable that
Gold would, notwithstanding,
have continued to be preferred by the Public, and Silver been used only in small
payments;
and if so, the system of 1816 would have
been to some extent anticipated.
But the degradation which he proposed was so very great that, unless the
ratio of Gold to Silver had been at the same time very
largely raised, or the Gold Coins been called in and their
weight proportionally reduced, they would have been
entirely banished from circulation. It is quite impracticable, where two sets of Coins are equally legal tender, to
degrade the one without at the same time degrading the
other, or forcing it abroad.
In the system established in 1816, Silver is received at
the Mint at the rate of 5s, 2d. per oz. and issued at the
rate of 5•. 6d. per do. the 4d. being retained as a seignorage to defray the expense of Coinage. Silver was then,
also, made legal tender to the extent of 408. only in any
pDe payment.
In consequence, it has become a merely
'llbsidiary currency.
This system, which was suggested
by the first Earl of Liverpool, has answered extremely
well.
7
• Thia latter alternative Wall proposed. by Locke.
t Liverpool On Coim, p. 145.
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SUBJEeT of MONEY.
1712-1717.

REPRESENTATION

FIRST

TO THE

Right Honourable the Earl of Oxford and Earl of
Mortimer, Lord High Treasurer of Great Britain.
May it please Your Lordship,
CCORDING to your Lordship's Order, signified to
me by Mr. Secretary Harley, in his Letter of February 26th last; I have considered the Letter of his Grace
the Duke of Ormond, Her Majesty's Lieutenant General
and General Governor of Ireland, sent to your Lordship,
together with the Representation sent to his Grace from
the Lords of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy
Council of that Kingdom, mentioning a late Proclamation
for making current in that Kingdom some Pieces of
Foreign Gold and proposing to make current there, by
further Proclamation, several other Pieces of Foreign
Gold therein named, to prevent the Counterfeiting
thereof: and as to the Value of the Pieces, I humbly
represent, that the Spanuh Pistoles, one with another, as
they are brought hither by the Merchant, weigh 103
Grains each at a Medium, and are in Fineness half a
Grain worse than Standard, and after the Rate that a
Guinea is valued in England at 11. 18. 6d. are here worth
171. Id. and in Ireland, where the Silver Money is raised
a Penny in the Shilling, if the Gold be raised in the same
Proportion, become worth ISs. 6d. And in Proportion
to .tIle Quadruple Pistole weighs 412 Grains, the Double
Pistole 206 Grains, and the Quarter Pistole 251 Grains:
But In the Representation the Quadruple Pistoles are said
to weigh 408 Grains, the Double Pistole 204 Grains, and
3
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the Quarter Pistolea 25 and an half Grains, whence I
gather, that in the former Proclamation the Weight of
the Pistole was but 102 Grains, which is a Grain lighter
than the just Weight, this Grain, as I conceive, being
abated to give a legal Currency to such lighter Pieces as
want not above a Grain of their just Weight; and upon
this Consideration the Quadruple, Double, and Quarter
Pistoles may be put in Weight and Value as is expressed
in the Representation;
and 80 may the Double and
Quarter Luidores, they being of the same weight, Fineness and Value with the Double and Quarter Pistoles.
The Moydores of Portugal, one with another, as tltey
are brought hither by the Merchant, weigh 165t Grains
at a Medium, and a Quarter of a Grain better than Standard, and in England are worth 278. 8d. Half-penny, and
being raised a Penny in the Shilling, become worth 30a.
in Ireland: In the Representation their Weight is put
168 Grains, which is ceriainly too much; and thence it
comes to pass, that they are therein valued at 11. lOa. 6d.
which is 6d. too much. I have examined the Weight of
80 Parcels of Moydores, containing a Thousand Moydores
in each Parcel, and thereby found, that the Moydore, at
a Medinm, wp.ighs only 165t Grains , if in Favour of the
lighter Pieces the Fraction be abated, their Weight and
Value, in a new Proclamation, may be put as followa.
The Portugal Piece of Gold, called a Moydore, and weighing 165 Grains, to pass at 11. lOa. the Half Moydore
weighing 82 Grains and an half, at 158. and the Quarter
Moydore, weighing 41 Grains and a Quarter, at 78. 6d.
Gold is over-valued in England in Proportion to Silver,
by at least 9d. or lOd. in a Guinea, and this Excess of
Value tends to increase the Gold Coins, and diminish the
Silver Coins of this Kingdom; and the same will happen
in Ireland by the like over-valuing of Gold in that Kingdom. Bllt it's convenient that the Coins should bear the
same Proportion to one another in both Kingdoms, to
4.
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prevent all fraudulent Practices in those that Trade
between them. and that the Proportion be ascertained by
Proclamation.
All which ia moat humhly submitted to your
Lordship'a great Wudom.
Ia. Newton.

Mint-Office. 3rd March.
1711-12 .

---------------------------

.
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SECOND.

TO THE

Right Honourable the Earl of Oxford and Earl of
Mortimer. Lord High Treasurer of Great Britain.
May it please Your Lordship.

I

N Obedience to Your Lordship's Order of Reference
signified to me by Mr. Taylor in his Letter of June
16 inst, I have perused the Representation from the
Lords of the Privy Council of Ireland. touching a late
Order of Council here for giving Currency in that Kingdom by Proclamation to some Foreign Coins, which were
omitted in a former Proclamation, a printed Copy of
which they have sent. desiring a Clause to be added to
the said Order. for making such Allowance for light
Pieces as was made in the said Proclamation; and that
the Order may comprehend also the foreign Coins mentioned, in that Proclamation, because the Original thereof
under the Great Seal was destroyed by the late Fire that
happened there at the Council-Chamber. so that the
Clark of the Council cannot now certify that the printed
T
5
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Copy agrees with the Original verbatim as the late Act of
Parliament requires for the Conviction of Counterfeiters
of those Coins. And upon comparing the said Representation with the said late Order of Council and printed
Proclamation, I humbly represent, that the Weight of the
single Pistole and Luidore, being in the said Proclamation
put 4 Penny-weight 8 Grains; the Weight of the Double
Pistole and Double Luidore ought in Proportion to be
put in a new Proclamation 8 Penny-weight 16 Grains,
and that of the Quadruple Pistole, or Double Doubloon,
17 Penny-weight 8 Grains. And that the Moydorc of
Portugal (which as the Merchants bring them hither a
little worn, weigh one with another 6 Penny-weight 211
Grains, and before wearing may be a Quarter of a Grain
heavier or above) may be put in Weight 6 Penny-weight
22 Grains in the same Proclamation, and valued at 308.
For in Ireland, where an Engluk Shilling passes for 13d.
the Moydore ofthis Weight is worth 298.llid. reckoning
Gold 22 Carats fine at 41. per Ounce, as is usually done,
and 308. is a Medium, and the nearest round Number.
And a Grain being allowed for Wearing, this Piece will
be current till it weighs but 6 Penny-weight 21 Grains, as
was stated in the late Order of Council, and after that it
will be still current by abating 2d. per Grain in its Value
for what it wants of the Weight of 6 Penny-weight 22
Grains. For the latter Part of the printed Proclamation,
concerning the Allowance for light Pieces, and concerning the Scales and Weights for weighing them, I am
humbly of Opinion, should be continued in the next
Proclamation.
I humbly beg leave to represent further to your Lordship, that the Weights and Values of the Silver Coins in
the printed Proclamation would answer better to one
anoirher, and to the Coins themselves, if 2d. were taken
from the Value of the Crusado of Portugal, and 18 or
20 Grains added to the Weight of the Dollars, for the
6
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Crusado is reckoned in Portugal to be the 10th part of the
Moydore in Value, and the Moydore is worth 308. in
Ireland as above, and yet the Crusado is valued in the
Proclamation at 3s. 2d. It's Weight before Wearing is
11 Penny-weight 4 Grains, and a Crusado of this Weight
is worth but 38.
Rix-Dollars, Cross-Dollars, and other Dollars, are in
the Proclamation put of the same Weight and Value of
the Pieces of Eight and Lewises, and ought to be 18 or
20 Grains heavier to be of the same Value. Rix-Dollars
are of several sorts, and before Wearing Weighed about
18 Penny-weight and 6, 8, or 10 Grains, and CrossDollars 18 Penny-weight 1 Grain. That they may be
worth 48. 9d. which is the Value in the Proclamation,
they should weigh at least 17 Penny-weight 18 Grains.
I am humbly of Opinion therefore, that the Gold Coins
should be of the Weight and Fineness expressed in the
Paper hereunto annexed,* and the Silver ones, as in the
printed Proclamation, unless for the Reasons above mentioned, it should be thought fit to take 2d. from the Value
of the Crusadoes, and add 1~ Grains to the Weight of
the Dollars.
All which is humhlll mbmitted to yovr Lordship'

8 great

wisdom.

Is. Newton.

Mint-OJIice, 23 June,

1712.

7
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THIRD.

TO THE

Right Honourable the Lords Commisaianers of His
Majesty's Revenue.
May it please your Lordships.

I

N Obedience to your Lordships Order oj ReJerence of
August 12th, that I should lay before your Lordships
a State of the Gold and Silver Coins of this Kingdom in
Weight and Fineness, and the Value of Gold in Proportion
to Silver, with my Observations and Opinion, and what
Method may be best for preventing the Melting down of the
Silver Coin; I humbly Represent, That a Pound Weight
Troy of Gold, 11 Ounces fine, and 1 Ounce Allay, is cut
into 44 Guineas and Half, and a Pound Weight of Silver,
11 Ounces, 2 Penny Weight fine, and 18 Penny Weight
Allay, is cut into 62 Shillings; and according to this
Rate, a Pound Weight of fine Gold is worth 15 Ponnds
Weight 6 Ounces, 17 Penny Weight and 5 Grains of fine
Silver, reckoning a Guinea at 11. Is, 6d. in Silver Money.
But· Silver in Bullion exportable is usually worth 2d. or
3d. per Ounce more than in Coin. And if at a Medium,
such Bullion of Standard Allay be valued at 5B. 4d. Halfpenny per Ounce, a Pound Weight of fine Gold will be
worth but 14 Pound Weight 11 Ounces,12 PennyWeight
9 Grains of fine Silver in Bullion. And at this Rate, a
Guinea is worth but 80 much Silver as would make
208.8d. When Ships are lading for the Eaat-Indies, the
Demand of Silver for Exportation raises the Price to
8
5s.6tl.
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58. &I. or 58.8d. per Ounce, or above: but I consider not
those extraordinary Cases.
A Spanish Pistole was coined for 32 Reas, or 4 Pieces
of Eight Beas, usually called Pieces of Eight, and is of
equal Allay, and the 16th Part of the Weight thereof.
And a Doppio Moeda of Portugal was coined for 10 Orusadoe« of Silver, and is of equal Allay, and the 16th Part
of the Weight thereof; Gold is therefore in Spain and
Portugal of 16 times more Value than Silver of equal
Weight and Allay, according to the Standard of those
Kingdoms; at which Rate, a Guinea is worth 228. 1d.
But this high Price keeps their Gold at Home in good
Plenty, and carries away the Spanish Silver into all Europe,
so that at Home they make their Payments in Gold, and
will not pay in Silver without a Premium.
Upon the
coming in of a Plate-Fleet, the Premium ceases, or is but
small; but as their Silver goes away and becomes scarce,
the Premium encreases, and is most commonly about 6 per
Cent. which being abated, a Guinea becomes worth about
208. 9d. in Spain and Portugal.
In France a Pound Weight of fine Gold is reckoned
worth 15 Pound Weight of fine Silver; in raising or
falling their Money, their King's Edicts have sometimes
varied a little from this Proportion, in Excess or Defect ;
but the Variations have been so little that I do not here
consider them. By the Edict of May 1709, a new Pistole
was coined for 4 new Lewiaes, and is of equal Allay, and
the 15th Part of the Weight thereof, except the Errors of
their Mints. And by the same Edict, fine Gold is valued
at 15 times its Weight of fine Silver, and at this Rate a
Guinea is worth 208. 8d. Half-penny. I consider not
here' the Confusion made in the Monies in France, by
frequent Edicts to send them to the Mint, and give the
King a Tax out of'Them; I consider the Value only of
Gold and Silver in Proportion to one another.
The Ducats of Ho/J.andand Hungary, and the Empire,
9
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were lately currant in Holland among the eommon People
in their Markets and ordinary Affairs, at 5 Guilders in
Specie, and 5 Stivers, and commonly changed for so much
Silver Monies in three Guilder-Pieces, aud Guilder Pieces
as Guineas are with us for 2la. 6d. Sterlin,,; at which
Rate a Guinea is worth 208. 7d. Half-penny.
According to the Rates of Gold to Silver in Italy, Germany, Poland, Denmark, and Sweden, a Guinea is worth
about 2Os. and 7d. 6d. 5d. or 4ti. for the Proportion varies
a little within the several Governments in those Countries.
In Sweden, Gold is lowest in Proportion to Silver, and
this hath made that Kingdom, which formerly was content with Copper Money, abound of late with Silver, sent
thither (I suspect) for Naval Stores.
In the End of King William's Reign, and the first
Year of the late Queen, when Foreign Coins abounded in
England, I caueed a great many of them to he assayed in
the Mint, and found by the Assays, that jine Gnld was to
fine Silver in Spain, Portugal, France, Holland, Italy,
Germany, and the Northern Kingdoms, in the Proportion
abote mentioned, Errors of the Mints excepted.
In China and Japan, one Pound Weight of fine Gold
is worth but 9 or 10 Pounds Weight of fine Silver, and
in East-India it may be worth 12. And this low Price of
Gold in Proportion to Silver, carries away the Silver from
all Europe.
So then, by the Course of Trade and Exchange, between
Nation and Nation in all Europe, fine Gold is to fine
Silver as 144, or 15 to one; and a Guinea at the same
Rate is worth between 20s. 5d. and 20s. 8d. Half-penny,
except in extraordinary Cases, as when a Plate-Fleet is
just arriv'd in Spain, or Ships are lading here for the
East-Indies, which Cases I do not here consider. And it
appears by Experience as well as by Reason, that Silver
flows from those Places where its Value is lowest in Proportion to Gold, as from Spain to all Europe, and from all
]0
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Europe to the East-Indies, China and Japan; and that
Gold is most plentiful in those Places, in which its Value is
highest in Proportion to Silver, as in Spain and England.
It is the Demand for Exportation which hath raised
the Price of exportable Silver about 2d. or 3d. in the
Ounce above that of Silver in Coin, and hath thereby
created a Temptation to export or Melt down the Silver
Coin, rather than !Jive 2d. or 3d. more for Foreign Silver;
and the Demand for Exportation arises from the higher
Price of Silver in other Places than in E'Uland, in Proportion to Gold, that is, from the higher Price of Gold in
England than in other Places, in Proportion to Silver,
and therefore may be diminish'd by lowering the Value
of Gold in Proportion to Silver. If Gold in England, or
Silver in East-India, could be brought down so low as to
bear the same Proportion to one another in both Places,
there wou'd be here no greater Demand for Silver than
for Gold to be exported to India; And if Gold were
lowered only so as to have the same Proportion to the
Silver Money in England, which it hath to Silver in the
rest of Europe, there would be no Temptation to export
Silver rather than Gold to any other Part of Europe.
And to compass this last, there seems nothing more
requisite, than to take off about lOd. or 12d. from the
Guinea, so that Gold may bear the same Proportion to
the Silver Money in England, which it ought to do by
the Course of Trade and Exchange in Europe; but if only
6d. were taken off at present, it would diminish the
Temptation to export or melt down the Silver Coin, and by
the Effects, would shew hereafter better than can appear at
present, what further Reduction would be most conoenient
for the Publick,
- In the last Year of King William, the Dollars of Scotland, worth about -1-s.6d. Half-penny were put away in
the North of England for 5s. and at this Price began to
flow in npon us: I ~ave Notice thereof to the Lords COIllII

missioners
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missioners of the Treasury, and they Ordered the Collector,
of Taxes to forbear taking them, and thereby put a Stop
to the Mischief.
At the same time the Lewidors of France, which were
worth but 17s. and 3 Farthings a Piece, passed in England
for lis. 6d. I gave Notice thereof to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and his late Majesty put out a
Proclamation, that they should go but at 17s. aud thereupon they came to the Mint, and 1400000l. were coined
out of them; and if the Advantage of 5d. 1 Farthiug a
Lewidor sufficed at that Time to bring into England 80
great a Quantity of French Money, and the Advantage of
3 Farthings in a Lewidor to bring it to the Mint, the
Advantage of 9d. Half-penny in a Guinea, or above, may
have been sufficient to bring the great Quantity of Gold
which hath been coined in these last 15 Years without
allY Foreign Silver.
Some years ago the Portugal Moydores were received
in the 'West of England at 2&. a Piece; upon Notice
from the )1:int, that they were worth only about 27s. 7d.
the Lords Commissioner» of the Treasury ordered their
Receivers of TaZes to take them at no more than 27s. 6d.
Afterwards many Gentlemen in the 'Vest sent up to the
Treasury a Petition, that the Receivers might take them
allain. at 2&. and promised to get Returns for this MOR.ey
at that Rate, alledging, that when they went at 28s. their
Country was full of Gold, which they wanted very much,
But the Commissioners of the Treasury considering that
at 288. the Nation would lose 5d. a Piece, rejected the
Petition. And if an Advantage to the Merchant of 5d. in
28s. did pour that Money in upon us, much more hath all
Advantage to the Merchant of 9d. Half-penny in a Guinea
or above, been able to bring into the Mint great Quantities of Gold without any Foreign Silver, and may be able
to do still, 'till the Cause be removed.
If Things he let alone 'till Silver Money be a little
12
scarcer,
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scarcer, the Gold will fall of it self; for People are
already backward to give Silver for Gold, and will in a
little Time, refuse to make Payments in Silver without a
Premium, as they do in Spain; and this Premium will be
an Abatement in the Value of the Gold: And so the
Question is, Whether Gold shall be lowered by the
Government, or let alone 'till it falls of it self, by the
Want of Silver Money?
It may be said, That there are great Quantities of
Silver in Plate, and if the Plate were coined, there would
be no Want of Silver Money: But I reckon that Silver
is safer from Exportation in the Form of Plate than in the
Form of Money, because of the greater Value of the
Silver and Fashion together; and therefore I am not for
coining the Plate till the Temptation to export the Silver
Money (which is a Profit of 2d. or 3d. an Ounce) be
diminished:
For as often as Men are necessitated to
send away Money for answering Debts Abroad, there will
be a Temptation to send away Silver rather than Gold,
because of the Profit, which is almost 4 per Cent. And
for the same Reason Foreigners will choose to send hither
their Gold rather than their Silver.
All which is most humbly submitted to rour
Lordships great Wisdom.
Isaac Newton.

Mint-Office, Sept.
21,1717.
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TABLES
ILLUSTRATIVE

OP Till':

Successive Changes in the Standard,
IN THE

WEIGHT

OF THE
AXD IN

COINS,

TH}:

Relative Values of Gold and Silver
IN

ENGLAND,

From. the Conquest down to 1 71 7.

A Table showing the suooe88iveNominal Values of One Pound Weight of Fine Silver and Fine Gold; and the Proportion, true Value, or
Number of Pounds Weight of Fine Silver in One POImd Weight of Fine Gold, from 1844 to 1717. N.B. The Pound Weight till
18 Henry VIII. i8 that of the Tower (11 oz. 5 dwt. Troy), and since that time the Pound Troy. (Snelling's Gold Coins, p. 34.)

.

Name of· the King and
Year of his Reign.

18 Edward III...
20 ............
27 ............
13 Henry IV. . ..
4 Edward IV. ..
18 Henry VIII..
34 ............
86 ............
87 ............
8 Edward VI...
4 ............
6 ............
6 ............
1 Mary ........

Nominal Value of one Pound
Weight of Fine Silver, in
Pounds Sterling.

1844
1846
1853
1412
1464
1527
1643
1645
1646}
1649
1660
1661
1662
1658

1M
1/r
lit

IN

2t,.
2H
2M
4*
7t

48 ...........

1601

2 and 8 James I. 1604
1/ ••••••••.•••

0,

••

o

•••••

7t
0

••••••

••••••

0

•••

0

••

0

••

0

••

•

••••••

o

••••••••

o

••••••

0

•••

0

0

0.0.0

{16M
IBM
14.Yr
15M
16tH
22tH
27/os
8°'lla82-fr
{ 36
87n
34tH
34tH
86
86!o\
{86
86M
{36/r
86tH
{40M
40m

{44it
44tH

3 7 Ot

........

•••••

3t
Ot
lOi
6t
8t

0

8. d.
16 1 6t
18 4 8t
14 1 5
15 1 6*
16 15 ot
22 17 7t}
27 8 2
30 1 °i
32 14 61
86 0 0
37 1 9t
34 14 9
34 14 9
36 0 0
36 8 9t
86 0 0
86 8 9t
86 10 lOt
86 7 7t
40 11 7t
40 14 2t
44 12 9t
44 15 7t
48 10 lOt
60 19 61
52 8 8t•
50 19 5t

True Value of one Pound Weight
of Fine Gold, or the Proportion
of Fine Silver to Fine Gold.

£,

3 4 lOt

8it
•••••

d.

Hi

8 0
3 5 It
3 5 6

••••

.0.0.0

1612

15 Charles II. . .. 1668
William & Mary
8 George I..... 1717

0

3
4
7
11
0
8
17
16

14

3/..,
•••

8.

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4

7 4 0

141
8M
8!r

2 Elizabeth. . .. 1660

e

Nominal Value of one Pound
Weight of Fine Gold in
Pounds Sterling.

_,

••••

••

{ 48fT
60
52M

m

m

60

12Hm

lINN ...
1llHi
11Ut
10m

11tH
10*
6fr
5

5-,;\
4Uti

2!f.Ms
lIb
lIi.~
11ft,

11tH
10H-i
10UH
12No\-

12:'\"'o'/r
13ft!
1800f
14Ht
15m!lI
15m~

15m/ll

lbs, oz. dwt.
12 8 14
11 o 11
11 6 16
11
1 17
10 3 19
11 1 17
10 8 19
6 9 16
6 0 0
6 1 16
4 9 17
2 4 18
11
0 12
11
0 13
11 1 4
11 1 17
10 10 17
10 11
7
12 1 6
12 1 16
13 3 16
13 4 7
14 5 16
15 2 10
16 6 17
15 2 10

gr.

7t
2

7
22
13t
22
13
13
0
8
22
23
0
19
0
22
8
18

~

Q<

.~
~
~
~.

4

12
19
1
11

7
6
7

t¢

00

~

.~ Table ahowing the number of Pounds Sterling contained in One Pound Weight, both Tower and Troy. the Quaniityof Standard Silver
contained ill One Pound Sterling, and ike Proportion the former Pounds Sterling bear to the prelent. (Snelling's SilTer Coins, p. 51.)

N&meof the King and Year
of hit Reign.

Pounds Sterling
in lIb. Weight
Tower.
£ a.

Conqueat ........
28 Edward I......
18 Edward III.. ..
20 .............
21 ..............
IS Henry IV. ....
4 Edward IV.. . ..
18 Henry VIII. ..
S•.•............
36 ..............
31 ..............
3 Edward VI. ....

1066
1300
1344
1846
1353
1412
14,64
1521
1543
1545
1546
1549
Ii ..............
1651
II ........•••.•.
1552
1 Mary ........
1553
KLizabeth. . • . .• ] 560
4, ..............
18(>11
A.d ever elnce .
N. B.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4,

6
8
12
2
2
2
2

d.

0 0
0 3
2 2
2 6
5 0
10 0
11 6
2 2t
10 0
3 •
5 0
5 0
10 0
16 Ii
16 8
16 3
18 It

Tower Weight of Pounds Sterli ng
in lIb Weighi
Standard in
1 pound Sterling.
Troy.
oz. dwt. gr.

£ •. d.

12 0 0
11 17 OJ
10 16 13
10 13 8
9 12
0
8 0 0
6 8 0
5 6 16
4 16 0
2 17 14,l
1 18 9i1 18 9t
0 19 4.
3 14, 1m
3 13 23M
3 14, 16

1 1
1 1 7t
1 3 7H
0
1
1 6 8
1 12 0
200
2 5 0
2 13 4
4 8 10!
6 13 4
8 13 4
IS 6 8
3 o 3M
3 0 6-/y:
3 0 0

3 12

6t!

•

•

B 2 0

Troy Weight of
Standard in
1 pound Sterling

11
10
10
9
1
6
5
4
2
1
1

o

3
3
4

5 0
2 5t
3 Ot
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
6 16
10 15
I~ 0
16 0
16 0
18 0
19 15H
19 6»
0 0

3 11 10!

..,..

Proportion of Pounds
Sterling.

oz. dwt. gr.
11

bO
00

£ s. d.
2&i
2*
2tH
2n
2a

Itl

Iii
IH
IH;
OH!
O/;/n

OM
0lr,\

Ii!-

In
liu
1

2 18
2 17
2 12
211
2 6
1 18
1 11
1 1
1 3
o 13
0 9
0 9
o 4
I 0
1 0
1 0
1

o

The two lut collUllDllare the aame, the Jut having the value of the Fraction redue'd into Shillings and Pence.

Ii
5

tit

8
6
9
0
61
3
lIt
3t
3t
7t
6t
5t
8
0

~
c:::-.......
~
~
~
~~
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F1'om 1107 to 1707,
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NOTE
ON

SCOTCH

MONEY.

THE English derived their system of coinage from the
French, and the Scotch theirs from the English. From
1107 to 1355, the coins of both divisions of the island
were of the same size and purity. But, at the last mentioned period, it was attempted to fill up the void 0ccasioned by the remittance of the ransom of David II. to
England, by degrading the coins. Till then the money
of Scotland had been current in England, upon the same
footing as the money of the latter; and the preservation of this equality is assigned by Edward III. as a
reason for his degrading the English coins. But this
equilibrium was BOOnafterwards destroyed. In the first
year of Robert III. (1390), Scotch coin passed only for
half its nominal value in England; and, in 1393, Richard II.
of England ordered that its currency as money should
entirely cease, and that its value should thenceforth depend
on the weight of the genuine metal contained in it. " To
close this point at once," says Pinkerton, "the Scottish
money, equal in value to the English till 1355, sunk by
degrees, reign after reign, owing to succeeding public
calamities, and the consequent impoverishment of the
kingdom, till, in 1600, it was only a twelfth part of the
value of English money of the same denomination, and
remained at that point till the union of the kingdoms
cancelled the Scottish coinage."

*

3
U

•

Essay on Medals, vol. h. p. 124.
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Note on Scotch Money.

The annexed tables exhibit the successive degradations
of the Scotch Silver and gold coins.
At the Union, in 1707, it was ordered that all the
silver coins current in Scotland, foreign as well as
domestic, except English coins of full weight, should be
brought to the Bank of Scotland, to be taken to the mint
to be recoined. In compliance with this order, there
were brought in,
Of foreign silver money (sterling),
Milled Scottish coins,
Coins struck by hammer,
English milled coin,

Total

£132,080 17 9
96,856 13 0
142,180 0 0
40,000 0

0

£411,117 10 9

*

Ruddiman conjectures, apparently with considerable
probability, that the value of the gold and silver coins not
brought in, amounted to about as much more. Much suspicion was entertained of the recoinage. And that large
portion of the people who were hostile tv the Union, and
did not believe in its permanence, brought very little
money to the Bank. A few only of the hoarded coins
have been preserved, the far greater part having either
been melted by the goldsmiths, or exported to other
countries.
4
Account
• Introduction to Anderson's" Diplomata,' p. 176.
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Account of the number of pounds, shillings, and pennies Scotch,
which have been coined out of one pound weight of silver at
different times; with the degree of purity of such silver or its
fineness, from the year 1107 to the year 1601. (From Ruddiman's
Introduction to Anderson's" Diplomats,"}

A.D.

Purity.

Anno Regni.

From
Alexander r.......
David I............
William ...........
to
Alexander II .......
Alexander III ......
1296 John Baliol. .......
1101

.

'1
j

Value of
money coined
AHoy. out of a lb. of
silver.

Oz. Pw. Oz. Pw.

L. 8. D.

11 2

o

18

1 0 0

112

o

18

1 1 0

11 2
112

o
o

18
18

1 5 0
1 9

112

o

18

1 9

112
112
112
112
112
11 2
112
110
110
110

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
1 0
1 0
1 0

1 12
1 11
3 4
, 16
1
1 0
1 0
9 12
9 12
13 0
18 0
18 0
16 14
1614
22 0
2' 0
30 0
86 0

From
1306
to

} Robert 1.. ........

1329
1366 David 11...........
1371

38
39

From
1371
to

1390
1393

} Robert II.........

Robert III.......... ,
I. .......... 19
15
1451 lames II ..........
20
H56
lames III.. ........
16
H15
24
148'
l}
1488 .James IV .........
2
H89
16
1529 James V...........
......3
1544 Mary .....
H
1556
23
1565
1561 James VI .... ..... 1
5
1511
10
1516
13
1519
15
1581
31
1591
35
1601

u~,lames

11 0

1 0

110
9 0
80
110
110
110
110

1 0
3 0
0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

,

,

,
,

0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Account of the number of pounds, ahillbiga, and pennies Scotch,
which haw been coined ollt of one pound weight of gold, with
the degree of their purity, and the proportion that the gold bore
to the silver. (From Ruddiman's Introduction to Anderson's
U Diplomata.")

A.D.

Anno Regni.

1371, etc.
1390, etc.
142~
1(51
1456
1475
U8~
1488
1529
1566
1677
1579
1597
1601
1688

Robert II ....
Robert III •..
James I. .. 19
James II ... 15
20
James IlL. 16
2~
James IV ... 1
James V... 16
Mary .....
14
James VI .. 10
18
81
85
Charles I ... 9

Finenesa.

Valueorthe
coin coined Pound of pure
Alloy. out of one gold weighed
pound of of pure silver.
gold.

oz. pw. gr: oz.pw.gr. L. a. D.
17 12 0
11 18 18 o 1 6'
19 4 0
11 18 18 0 1 6
22 10 0
11 18 18 0 1 6
33 60
11 18 18 0 1 6
50 00
11 18 18 0 1 6
78 15 0
11 18 18 0 1 6
78 16 0
11 18 18 0 1 6
11 18 18 0 1 6
78 16 0
11 18 18 0 1 6 108 o 0
14~ 00
11 0 0 1 00
11 0 0 1 o 0 240 00
10 10 0 1 10 0 240 00
860 o 0
11 0 0 1 00
432 o 0
11 0 0 1 00
4.92 00
11 0 0 1 00

lb.
11
11
11
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
12
12
18

oz.pw.gr.
1 17 22
1 17 22
1 17 22
8 41(
8 ~U
2 o 20
6 7 9
6 , 9
6 7 9
6 8 6
6 8 6
5 2 20
0 0 0
0 0 0
2 711

..
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OBSERVATIONS
ON

COl N in

GENERAL,

WITH

Some Proposals for Regulating the Value of CoINin
IRELAND.

H

AVINGin a Treatise lately published, taken Notice
of the great and constant Drains of Money out of
this Kingdom, for the Support of our Gentlemen abroad,
and of the Scarcity of Money among us occasioned
thereby: I shall now beg Leave to take into Consideration the Inconveniences we labour under, for want of a
due Regulation of our Coin. For 'tis our Misfortune not
only to have little Money current among us, but even
that Little to consist of such Sorts, as are the most unfit
for the Management of our Domestick Dealings. This
Evil arises from the Want of a due Proportion in the
Values of our several Species: For not only the Value of
our Gold in Proportion to Silver, is different from the
Proportion observed by all other Countries we deal with,
OOt also the Value of Gold is different in the several
Species current among us, no just Regard being had to
the intrinsick Value thereof; Gold in a Moydure is valued
higher than Gold in a Luido'l'e or Pistole, and Gold in a
Luidore or Pistole higher than in a Guinea, and all of
them higher in Proportion than Silver in other Countries.
The Consequence of these Disproportions has been, that
3
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the greatest Part of all 0111' Silver Species, and of those
Gold Species, which are under-rated, have been carried
out of the Kingdom. and little left among us bat Moydores, which are highest valued.
This Disproportion in our Coin has given all those, who
traffick in Money, a Temptation to carry out one Species,
in Order to bring in another, to their own Advantage
indeed, but to the Prejudice of the Kingdom: And as the
Demands of our Absentees upon us have of late overballanced all our Profit by Trade, there was a Necessity
of sending away that Ballance in Specie; which our
Remitters and .Exchangers did not fail to do in those
Sorts of Coin, which they could get or save most by: on
this Account it was that our Silver was carried off first, as
being the lowest valued, then OUl' Guineas and Luidores,
so that at length we are reduced to Moydores, the most
inconvenient Coin of all others in our present Circumstances: For since we are in great Want of Half-pence
and Farthings, are almost stripped of all Sorts of Silver
Coin, and have very little of the small Gold Species left
among us, it is become very difficult to change Moydores,
in Order to buy or sell any Commodity: This Want of
Change greatly embarrasses the Dealings of poor People,
and is a great Obstruction to all Sorts of Business; so
that at present we not only labour under a great Scarcity
of Money, but even the little we have, is not of half that
Use to us, as it would be, if it was divided into small
Pieces, which could easily be changed.
The Affair of our Coin is now grown of great Importance to us, and as we every Day are more sensible of the
Inconveniencies we suffer for want of a Beaulation thereof,
it is high Time to think. of some Measures which may
remove them. Very few Gentlemen have made it their
Business, 01' have had Opportunities of being rightly
informed of the Nature of Coin and Exchange, and
generally reckon it to be an intricate and abstruse Affair :
4
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And they who make dealing in Money their Profession,
are either unable or unwilling to give such Light therein,
as may be of Use to those, whose Desire and Intention it
is to make just Regulations of our Coin, which are 80
much wanted for the Ease of the People, and Benefit of
Trade.
Having for my own Amusement, and Information,
spent some leisure Hours on this Subject, I shall presume
to offer my Thoughts to the Publick: judging it may be
of some Use to give any Light, how small soever, in a
Matter of this Consequence, wherein so many are in the
Dark:
And as a Subject of this Nature, ought to be
treated with all possible Clearness to be of any Service, I
shall endeavour to trace it from its first Principles, and
put it in as clear a Light as so intricate an Affair will
allowof.
In Order to this I shall throw my Thoughts into the
following Method. lat, I shall lay down certain Prillciples, Rules and Observations, which as they will be
easily understood and assented to, will serve as a Foundation to form a right Judgment in these Matters.
2dlg, I shall particularly set forth the Inconveniencies
we suffer for want of a due Regulation in our Copper,
Silver, and Gold Species, and the Causes from whence
such Inconveniencies arise.
And 3dly, I shall mention several Schemes for the
Regulation of our Coin, taking Notice of the Advantages
and Disadvantages of each, and shall leave it to others to
make Choice of such, as they shall judge to be most
expedient for us in our present Circumstances.
In treating on the first Head I shall explain the Nature
of Coin, and Exchange, shew the Consequences of raising
or lowering Money, give several Rules for ascertaining
the Values of Coins, with a Table of the Values of foreign
Coins in England, and Ireland, and exhibit some Reports
of Sir I8aac Newton relating to Coin, with such other
5
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Observations as I shall judge ueeessary for the light
understanding this Matter.·
OJ

COIN.

FIRST then I am to Observe, that Men in Order to
relieve one anothers Wants with Ease and Justice, .found
it necessary to fix on one or two Things, and agree, by
giving them Values, to make them universal Commodities,
which all trading Nations may take as Equivalents, in Exchange for all other Commodities they have to part with.
The Things agreed upon, by the Consent of all Nations,
for this Purpose are Gold aud Silver, two Metals which
are well fitted for this End, by their being beautiful,
durable, scarce, not easily counterfeited, of equal Goodness in all Places when free from the Mixture of other
Metals, and by their being easily divided into small Pieces
of different Sizes and Weights.
All which Qualities taken together, make small Quantities of these Metals of great Value, when compared with
other Things; and therefore fit to be chosen as Equivalents to pass in Exchange for them: By this Means
Gold and Silver are the Measures of the Value of all
other Commodities,which are dear or cheap, as they can be
exchanged for greater or lesser Weights of these Metals.
As these Metals are naturally soft, it was found convenient to mix certain Proportions of some baser Metal
with them, to give them such a Hardness as may hinder
their wearing too fast. And to prevent their being adulterated with too great a Mixture of baser Metals, every
Nation took Care to ascertain the Proportion which the
baser Metals should bear to the Gold or Silver in their
Coins; and to avoid the Trouble of proving every Piece,
affixed certain Stamps thereon, as publick Vouchers of
6
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their Fineness and Weight; and this obtained the Name
of Money or Coin.
The Values of these Metals, as of all other Commodities, are proportional to their Scarcity and Demands
for them, or rather to their Scarcity alone, for since they
are made Equivalents for all other Commodities, we may
suppo'lethe Demands for them to be everywhere much
the same.
All the Uses and Conveniences of Money could not so
conveniently be answered by anyone Metal alone: But
required several Metals of very different Values to make
all Payments easy, and without Trouble. For the great
Scarcity of Gold, as it made it of great Value, and fit for
the Payment of large Snms, so at the same Time rendered
it unfit to be divided into Pieces small enough for the
Conveniencies of low Commerce: and though Silver by
Reason of its Plenty, may be parcelled out into Pieces of
small Value, yet too great a Weight and Bulk thereof
would be required to make large Payments with any
tolerable Conveniency. It was therefore fonnd necessary
to introduce both those Metals into Coin, especially when
Trade increased; the first to answer large, and the second
small Payments; and also to bring Copper into Coin, for
making Payments for Commodities under the Value of
the lowest Silver Pieces, and for the more convenient
Change of the Coins of the finer Metals.
Gold and Silver being agreed upon, as Equivalents for
all things which Men want from one another: they very
well answer this Intention without occasioning any Confusion or Disturbance in Commerce; nay will be much
more convenient than either Metal alone; provided a just
Proportion be preserved in their respective Values. For
ill Order to constitute a Measure in Commerce, 'tis not
necessary to confine that Measnre to one Thing, or to
make that one Thing invariable in its Value; since several
Things may at the same Time, by general Consent, be
7
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equally Measures of the Value of all Commodities, and
it may be altogether indifferent which of them are used
for that Purpose. And in Fact we find that Gold and
Silver, and even Copper in. some Places, are equally
Measures of the Value of Things, for as much as all
Things can be exchanged f~r them. And there is no
other Difference in these Metals considered as Measures,
but that a greater Weight of Copper, than of Silver, of
Silver than of Gold, is required to equal the Value of one
and the same Thing. In like Manner an Inch, Foot and
Yard are all Measures of Length, with this Difference
only, that more Inches than Feet, and more Feet than
Yards, are required to measure the same Length.
Herein I differ from Mr. Lock, who in his Further
Considerations concerning the raising the ValtU! of Money,
psg. 20. of the Octavo Edition, says, Silver therefore, and
Silver alone, is the Measure of Commerce. Two Metau,
tI3 Gold and Silver, cannot be the Mea8Ure of Commerce
both together in any Country; becaUlle the Measure 0/
Commerce mUllt be perpetually the same, invariable, and
lceepingthe same Proportion of Value in all its Parts. But
so only one Metal does or can do to it self: So Silver is to
Silver, and Gold to Gold, an Ounce of Silver is always 01
equal Value to an Ounce of Silver, and an Ounce of Gold to
an Ounce of Gold. But Gold and Silver change their
Value one to another. This Assertion, if I understood
him right, carries this Sense with it, that one Metal only,
and that Silver, can be the Measure of Commerce, and
the same must be perpetually of the same Value.
With Submission to 80 great an Authority, Lthink it to
be quite otherwise in Fact; for unless we should supposean extraordinary Interposition of Providence to prevent the
Silver current among us from being diminished,orincreased,
I do not see how it is possible that Silver should continue
always of the same Value, since its Value must vary as
its Quantity, and Demands for it vary. 'Tis Certain that
8
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by the vast Importation of Silver into Europe, since the
Discovery of the West-Indie8,
the Value thereof has
greatly lessened among us : In the Reign of Henry the
VII. a Bushel of Wheat was sold in England for Sixpence,
which then had as much Silver in it, as Nine Pence of our
present Money, and the said Bushel now sells for about
41. 'tis very probable that the Quantity of Corn, raised
yearly in those Days, bore the same Proportion to the
Number of People then in England, that the Quantity of
Corn now raised, bears to our present Number; and if so,
it follows, since one Ounce ·of Silver could purchase five
times as much Wheat in that ll.eign as it can at present,
that therefore Silver was five times more valuable then,
than it is now.
If two Metals cannot be the Measure of Commerce
both together, because they may at different Times change
their Value one to another j the same Argument will hold.
good against one Metal, which at different Times may
also vary jn its Value j for though one Ounce of Silver
will always be equal in Weight to another Ounce of Silver,
yet it may differ in its Value at different Times, if compared with the Value of other Commodities, for which it
is Exchanged.
There is a Change in the Values of these two Metals,
as often as there is a Change in their Quantities, and yet
this does not hinder them from being Measures of the
Values of Things. If there be five or six times as much
of these Metals in Europe now, as there was 200 Years
e,go,this Increase of Quantity will lessen their Value, and
by Consequence cause more of them to be given for other
Commodities, than when they were scarcer. For they are
not Measures by their Weights alone, but by their
Weights anJ Scarcities taken together, to which their
true Values are proportional. And the not attending to
this, was the Cause of Mr. Lock'« Mistake in his Reasonings on this Subject j which however did not affect his
9
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Argument against Mr. Lowndes, which he maintained
with great Strength and Clearness.
Gold and Silver, which are pure and without any
Mixture of baser Metals, are called Fine Gold, and Fine
Silver.
The Gold and Silver, out of which the Coins of Nations
are made, arc Mixtures of Fine Gold and Fine Silver with
certain Proportions of baser Metals, called Allays; \\hich
Mixtures, appointed by Law in each Nation, make the
Standard Gold and Standard Silver of it.
A Pound Weight of the Standard Gold of England
contains 22 Carrats of fine Gold, and two Carrats of
Allay, or 11 Parts of fine Gold and one Part of Allay, and
is cut into 44 Guineas and an half: And a Pound eight
of Standard Silver contains 11 Ounces 2 Penny-weight of
fine Silver, and 18 Penny -weight of Allay, and is coined
into 62 Shillings.
In estimating the Weight of Gold and Silver Pieces, we
make use of the Troy-Pound, and divide it into 12 Ounces,
each Ounce into 20 Penny-weight, and each Penny-weight
into 24 Grains: And in Assaying Silver, we use the same
Division of this Pound: But in Assaying Gold we divide
the same Pound into 24 equal Parts, called Oarrats, and
each Carrat into 4. equal Parts called Carrot Grains, so
that a Carrot is half an Ounce, or Ten Penny-weight; and
a Carrat-Grain is Two Penny-weight and a half, or 60
ordinary Grains.
Anyone that desires to know the Standards of the
Coins of other Countries, may satisfy himself by looking
into the Tables of the Assays, '''eights and Values of
foreign Coins herein published; where in the Column of
Assays, he will see the Fineness of several Gold Coins,
expressed in Carrats and Carrat-Grains, either ,V orse or
Better than the English Standard: For Instance, if he
would know the Standard of the Old Luidore, he will find
in the Table that it is half a Grain III a Pound Weight
10
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worse than our Standard, and to express the same in
Numbers, he may make Use of the small Table.of Carrats
and Carrat-Grains inserted bere; for by substraeting .125
(whichis half a Carrat-Grain in Decimals)from 22 Carrats
(the Englislt Standard) there will remain 21.R75 Carrats,
the Standard of the Old Luidore.
It would be a great Advantage to Commerce', if Gold
and Silver bore the same Proportion in Value to one
another in all Parts of the ". orld; for where this Proportion fails, there will be a Want of a sufficient Quantity of
one or other of these Metals to carryon Trade in all casy
and convenient )Ianner;
For 'tis observed that these
Metals constantly follow the best Market, and consequently every Country will lose all those Coins that are
undervalued with Respect to other Countries, and abound
with such as are over-rated, which in Time will become
the only current Species.
We have a remarkable Instance of this in Spain, where
Gold is higher valued in Proportion to Silver than it is in
other Parts of Europe; hence it follows, that Spain pays
all its Ballances of Trade to other Nations in Silver,
rather than Gold; and other Nations make their Payments to Spain in Gold, rather than in Silver; nay, will
send their Gold thither to purchase Silver. By this
Means Spain, which furnishes Europe with most of its
Silver, is frequently overstocked with Gold, and wants a
sufficient Quantity of Silver to carry on its Trade with
Ease, and when this Scarcity happens, a Prsemium of near
6,Per Cent is given for Payments in Silver, which Prsemium continues till a new Plate-Fleet comes in, and then
it ceases, till the flowingaway and Scarcity of Silver make
it necessary again.
-This may in some Measure account for thc sending of
great Quantities of Gold at this Time from all Parts of
Europe to Spain; for the great Treasure brought from the
Welt-IT/die.It being lately distributed among the Proprie11
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tors, Silver may now be had there for Gold without a
Prsemium, or rather a Preemium may be expected for
Payments in Gold; this Silver being carried to other
Countries, will give a Profit of above 6per Cent; for since
Gold in Spain is of 16 Times more Value than Silver, and
but of 15 Times more Value in other Countries, Traffickers in Money will get above 6 per Cent by sending
Gold to Spain, to purchase Silver, and carrying it thence
to other Countries where 'tis of more Value: And there
may be a farther Profit of about 4 per Cent, which may be
got from the East-India Companies for Silver in Bullion;
and therefore 'tis no Wonder that Gold now flows in great
Quantities to Spain, and that the Value of it has risen of
late very considerably among us.
As long as Gold in Proportion to Silver is produced in
greater Plenty in .Asia, .Africa, and Brazil, than in the
Spanish West-Indies it will follow, that the Value of Gold
in Proportion to Silver will be different in those Countries.
And farther, these Metals being scarcer in the East-Indies
than in Europe, the Prices of Labour and Manufactures
will consequently be lower there than with us, and for this
Reason we export very few Manufactures to that Part of
the World; but to purchase their Commodities are obliged
to send Specie thither:
And Silver in Proportion to Gold
being higher valued there by above 40 per Cent than with
tis, we yearly export thither Silver in great Quantities:
And the Demands of the East-India Company's for this
Exportation being at certain Times very great, the Price
of Silver in Bullion at those Times rises considerably
above the Value of Silver in Coin. But when the usual
Supplies of Silver from the West-Indies are yearly imported into Europe without Interruption, we then find
little Difference in the Value of Bullion and coined Silver.
Whenever there is a Stop put to the coming Home of the
Plate-Fleet, the price of Silver in Bullion rises 2, 3, or 4
Pence in an Ounce above Silver in Coin, and the Price of
12
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Gold Bullion to 8, 10, or 14 Pence an Ounce above
coined Gold; 80 that the Exportation of Silver to the
East-Indie8 never failing yearly, and the Supply from the
West-Indie« having been of late Years frequently interrupted; 'tis no Wonder that the Value of Bullion is much
raised above that of Coin. And when this happens to be
the Case we find that no Laws, how severe soever, are
sufficient to prevent the melting down our new or heavy
Coin, and turning it into Bullion; for where there is a
strong Temptation to flolate a Law, and the Violation of
it can be performed with great Secrecy and Safety, no
Penalty can be sufficient to secure the Observation of it.
The Values of Gold and Silver being, as I have observed, proportional to their Weight and Scarcity, it
plainly follows, that at one and the same Time, in which
we can suppose no Change to be made in the Scarcity, the
Value of each will be proportional to its Weight; or to its
QU'Ultities of fine Metal, in Case any baser Metal be mixt
with it. But as, at different Times, there happens to be
a considerable Difference in the Scarcity of these Metals,
their Values will become different ou this Account, and
the same Weight of each, will in Proportion as its Scarcity
is increased or lessened, become more or less valuable
than it was before, and this is the Market Value, which ·is
the Price that a given Weight can sell for.
The Legal, Nominal, or Mint-Value of Gold and
Silver, is the Value put upon it by the Laws of each
Country.
It is very probable that when the legal Values were
firSt established, they were the same with the Market
Values. The legal Values of the English Coins are such,
that Silver is worth 5s. 2d. an Ounce in England, and
soraething more than 58. 7d. in Ireland; and the Market
Values of Silver in Bullion in England and Ireland are at
present about 58. 5d. and 58. 10d. an Ounce.
In former Ages, the Eastern Parts of the World supx
13
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plied the rest with most of their Gold and Silver: And
during the Time of the Roman Empire, and before, Gold
was generally ten or eleven times more valuable, than the
same Weight of Silver; and in the Eastern Countries the
same Proportion very nearly still continues; but the
Discovery of the West-Indies about 240 Years ago, and
the Importation from thence of vast Quantities of Silver,
altered that Proportion in these Parts of the World; and
made Gold to be about 15 Times the Value of Silver.
And the late Discovery of Gold Mines in Brazil, and
Importations from thence of about a Million of Gold
yearly has a little lowered that Proportion; and in Time,
in all Probability, will reduce it much lower; especially
when we consider that about one Million in Silver is
yearly exported from Europe to the East-Indies, which is
much more than we formerly used to do; 80 that Silver
becomes scarcer, and consequently of more Value among
us. From hence 'tis evident that no certain Standard or
Proportion between Gold and Silver can be settled, or
continue long, since it must fluctuate and vary by the
Increase or Decrease of either of those Metals.
It is observed. that near equal Yalues of Gold and
Silver are brought yearly from the West-Indies to Europe,
when Trade is free and open; and by Consequence since
Gold at a Medium in Europe is worth about 15 Times its
Weight of Silver, 15 Pounds Weight of Silver are brought
from thence for every Pound Weight of Gold: Hence
arises the Foundation in Nature for this Proportion; for
since all Things are valuable in Proportion to their Scarcities, and the Demands for them; Gold from its being 15
Times as scarce as Silver, in the Mines from whence we
have it, ought to be 15 Times as dear, if we suppose the
Demands for these Metals to be equal.
This Proportlon of Gold to Silver has of late Years
been considerably altered by the Trade to the East-I"die.,
which carries thither near a Million yearly in Silver, and
J4
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thereby creates a Scarcity of it in Europe. And if 80
much Treasure shall flowfor any considerable Time in the
same Channel, it may put an End to that Trade: For
such large .Remittancesin Silver, must in Time make this
Metal plenty in those Parts, and as its Quantity increases,
its Value will lessen : so that by Degrees Silver may come
to bear the same Proportion to Gold in the East-Indies,
as it does in Europe, and their Commodities will rise in
Proportion.
In England the Proportion of the Value of a Pound
Weight of Gold to a Pound Weight of Silver at the Mint,
is 15.072 to 1. but at present a Pound of Silver in Bullion
sells for 66s. which Pound in Coin IS worth but 628. and
by Consequence, the Proportion of Gold in Coin to Silver
in Bullion is only 14.159 to 1. This Difference in the
Value of Bullion and coined Silver, creates a Temptation
to melt down the weighty Coin, prevents Bullion from
being coined, and occasions a Scarcity of Silver Money.
This Scarcity will be farther increased by the Wear of
Silver Coins, which has lessened their ·Weights considerably. It has been found here by Trials, that 1001. in
Six-pences has lost lOt. 17 s. 5d. in Shillings HI. lOs. in
Half Crowns 31. 78. 7d. and in Crowns 21. 178. Id. and
consequently, that 1001. in 25/. of each Species has lost
61. 78. Now if we suppose all the Silver Money in England, concerned in Trade, to have lost so much of its
Wei~ht by wearing, as to be 6 per Cent. worse now, than
when it was first coined, then if the whole Quantity be
fi!e Million, as 'tis reasonable to suppose, the Loss will
be 3000001. and if we suppose farther the Silver of
England to be 25 Years old at a Medium, it then has lost
about 58. per Cent. in a Year j and by Consequence, if it
w1lsto wear equally every Year the Silver Coin of England would be worn out quite in 400 Years, half worn out
in 200 Years, and quarter worn out in 100 Years.
Coins are according to the real Value, when the legal
15
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or nominal Values thereof are equal to the Values of pure
Metal in them at Market, or only differ from them by the
small Charge of Coinage.
The real or natural Values of Gold and Silver cannot
be raised or lowered by the Authority of a Prince, being
always governed by their Weights, Scarcities, and Demands for them.
Money may be raised by Law two Ways, either by
giving higher Denominations to Coins, without altering
their Weights of Gold or Silver j or the same Denominations to less Weights of those Metals. And on the contrary may be lowered, either by giving lower Denominations to the same Pieces, without altering their Weights j
or the same Denominations to Pieces containing greater
Weights of those Metals.
Nations which Trade with one another, regard only the
Qnantity of Gold and Silver, they give or take for their
respective Commodities: If one Nation should raise or
lower its Money, it cannot be imagined, that another
Country will on that Account give more Gold or Silver
for their Commodities, 0)" take less for their ow';'.
A Change made in the legal Value of Money will cause
a proportional Change in the Values of Commodities; for
Money is really and truly the Measure of the Values of
Commodities, and Equivalent to them by its true and not
its legal Value, and by Consequence the Value put upon
it by Law will not affect it, considered as an Equivalent
or a Measure.
Suppose, for Instance, all the Coins of Ireland raised
20 per Cent. so that 100 Moydores which now make 150/.
will make 180/. the Irish Merchant who pays 100 Moydores for a Parcel of Foreign Goods, must after such
Raising still pay the same Number of Moydores for the
same Goods, which Moydores now make 1801. whereas
before they made only 1501. and consequently the Price
of
16
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of Foreign Goods must rise in the same Proportion that
the Coin is raised.
The Value of Goods at home must likewise rise in the
same Proportion, because our Merchant who got at a
Foreign Market one hundred Moydores for 100 Pieces of
Linnen-Cloath, will after such raising of our Coin, still
get the same Number of Moydores at the same Market
for the same Quantity of Cloath, and consequently can
afford the Farmer or Manufacturer the same Number of
Moydores which he gave him formerly, which now after
the supposed Change are worth 180/. and consequently
the Price of those Goods will rise at home: For if our
Goods did not rise in Proportion with our Coin, Foreigners would not fail to carry them off at 20 per Cent.
less than their Value, and tho' on such raising of the
Coin, our Commodities may not immediately rise in the
same Proportion, yet in a very little Time they will not
fail to do it.
On the contrary, suppose our Coin lowered 20 per Cent.
in which Case 100 Moydores will make only 120/. The
Prices of all Goods in which we Trade with other Nations
will fall j for all Goods carry'd to Foreign Markets or
bought up there, will still sell for the same Number of
Gold and Silver Pieces, as before, and by Consequence
their nominal Values will be 20 per Cent. less than they
were before.
'fhe Irish Merchant who pays 100 Moydores for a
Parqel of Foreign Goods must still pay the same X umber
of'-Moydores for the same Goods, which Moydores after
the Reduction make but 120/. whereas before they made
150/. and therefore the Price of Foreign Goods will be
le~ in the reduced Coin, tho' they cost abroad as much
Gold and Silver as before: The Price of all Goods must
also fall at horne, for a Foreigner, who gives 100 Moydores for 100 Pieces of our Cloath, will still give the same
Number of Moydores and no more for the same Goods,
17
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and those Moydores after such Reduction being worth
but 1201. which before were worth 1501. it is evident, the
Price of those Goods must fall at home, in Proportion to
the lowering of the Money.
Another general Effect of raising the Coin of any
Nation is this: all Landlords, Creditors, and others, who
by Contract are to receive any certain legal Sums, will by
such raising lose in Proportion to the Alteration made.
For suppose Money rais'd 20 per Cent. so that a Moydore
shall pass for 36s. 'tIs manifest that a Tenant who pays
1201. yearly Rent, can after such raising pay the said Rent
with 66 Moydores and two thirds of a Moydore, whereas
before, it required 80 Moydores to do it; by which, the
Landlord who receives it, lost's above 13 Moydores or
Twenty per Cent. and the Tenant gets 20 per Cent. because his Goods will advance in Price as the Money is
raised, and the Landlord must pay 20/. per Cent. dearer
for all Commodities he has occasion.for.
On the contrary, if we suppose the legal Value of Coins
to he lowered 20 per Cent. so that a Moydore shall pass
for 2-1-s. we shall find the Effects to be the direct contrary,
for the Tenant who now pays his yearly Rent of 120/.
with 80 Moydores must after such Reduction pay 100
Moydores to discharge the said Rent, and to enable him
to procure the 20 Moydores extraordinary, he must part
with more of his Commodities to purchase so much more
Gold; the Prices of all Things falling in Proportion as
Money is lowered: By this Means the Tenant, Debtor,
and all Persons who are obliged to pay any certain legal
Sums, must lose 201. per Cent. and so in Proportion for
any other Reduction; and the Landlord or Creditor will
gain 20l. per Cent. more than he ought, and at the same
time may buy all Commodities so much the cheaper.
I shall now lay down some Rules for ascertaining thc
Proportion of the Value of Gold tu Silver, and the English
Values of foreign Coins.
18
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The General Rule for determining the Proportion of
the Mint or Market VaIue of allayed or fine Gold, to
allayed or fine Silver, is this.
RULE

I.

THE Mint or Market Value of a given Weight of allayed
or fine Gold, being divided by the Mint or Market Value
of the same Weight of aUayed or fine Silver, will give the
Proportion of the first to the last.
For Instance. A Pound Weight of Standard Gold is
cut into 44 Guineas and a Half, and each Guinea passing
for 2ls. the legal or Mint VaIue of the said Pound Weight
in England is 934.5 Shillings and the Value of a Pound
Weight of Standard Silver is 628. but 934.5 divided by
62, gives 15.072. Therefore the Proportion of the Value
of Standard Gold to Standard Silver is 15.072 to l.
Again. To find the Proportion of the VaIue of a Pound
of Gold in Coin, to a Pound Weight of Silver in Bullion,
supposing Silver in Bullion to be worth 66 Shillings a
Pound Weight at Market; let 9348. .5 the Value of a
Pound of Gold in Coin, be divided by 66, and it will give
14.159. Therefore the Proportion of a Pound of Gold
Coin to a Pound Weight of Silver at Market is 14.159
to 1.
And by the same Rule the Proportion of the Value of
any Sort of Gold to any Sort of Silver, knowing their
Allays, may be found.
The Englislt Values of foreign Gold and Silver Coins
';'ay be found by these Rules.
RULE

II.

;48 .the Weight of pure Gold in the Guinea, is to the Value
of the Guinea in England, so is the Weigltt of pure
Gold in any Foreign Coin, to the Value of that Coin in
England.
The
19
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The Quantity of pure Gold in any Piece is had, by
knowing the Weight of the Piece, and the Weight of
Allay in a given Weight of the Gold, out of which that
Piece is made: for Instance, in the Standard Gold of
England, a Pound Weight, or 24 Carrats, contains 22
Carrats of fine Gold, and thc same Weight of PortUflal
Gold, from the Column of Assays in the Table, being a
Quarter of a Carrat Grain, or the .0625 Part of a Carrat,
better in a Pound than English Gold, will contain 22,0625
Carrats of fine Gold. Then, as 24 is to 22, so is 129.438
Grains, the Weight of the Guinea, to its Weight of fine
Gold; and as 24 is to 22.0625, 80 is 166 Grains the
Weight of the Moydore, to its Weight of fine Gold.
The Weigbt of fine Gold in the Guinea will therefore be
22 x 129 .438, and the Weight of fine Gold in the Mov24
•
d ore

·11 b e 22 .0625 x 166, an d rejecting
. .
t h e common

WI

2<J.,

Denominator, will be expressed by 22 x 129 .438, and
22 .0625 x 166.
Then as 22 x 129 .438 is to 2] Shillings, the Value of
the Guinea, so is 22.0625 x 166 to the Value of the
l\foydore in England, which Value is therefore equal to
22
.0625 x 166 x 21, th a t IS,
. equa 1 t 0 271\4
Sh·1I·
_--=-=,.---_
.\H'
I mgs,
22 x 129.-1-38
RUL}~ III.
AS the Weight of fine Silver ill the Shilling, is to ita Value
in England, so is the Weight of pure Silver in any Foreigll
Coi«, to its Vallie ill England.
The Quantity of fine Silver in any Piece is had, by
knowing the Weight of the Piece and the Weight of
20
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Allay in a given Weight of Silver, out of which that Piece
is made.
For Instance. In the Standard Silver of England a
Pound Weight, or 240 Penny-weights, contains 222
Penny-weights of fine Silver, and the same Weight of
Spanish Silver out of which the Mexico Piece of Eight is
formed, contains 221 Penny-weights. Then as 240 is to
222, so is 92.P Grains, the Weight of the Shilling, to its
Weight of fine Silver; and as 240 is to 221, so is 418.5
Grains the Weight of the Mexico Piece of Eight, to its
Weight of pure Silver'. The Weights of fine Silver in the
Shillings and Merico Piece will therefore be 222 x 92.9
'240

an d 221 x 418.5
240

. timg t he common D'enomian d reJec

nat or, will be expressed by 222 x 92.9 and 221 x 418.5.
Then as 222 x 92.9 is to 12 Pence, the Value of the
Shilling, so is 221 x 418.5 to the Value of the Mexico
Piece of Eight in England; which Value is therefore
.
equal to 12 x 221 x 418.5_ t hat IS,
equal

to 53.82

Pence,

222 x 92.9

which is near 54 Pence.
When the Weights and Allays of Coins are known, it is
easy to determine by these Rules, at what VaIue they
ought to pass in any other Country.

21
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s HALL

now proceed to consider the Nature of
Exchange.
The Intercourse and Dealings between. the People of
different Nations, having made it necessary to make frequent Payments of Money to one another for the Purchase of Commodities; the Method of Drawing and
Remitting Money by Bills of Exchange was found out, to
avoid the Hazard and Trouble of carrying Money from
one Country to another.
Exchange is the paying or receiving Money in one
Country, to receive or pay it in another, the Remitter is
he, who pays Money in one Country, to receive its Value
in another; the Banker or Exchanger is he, who receives
the Money in one Country to pay it in another.
When the Remitter is to receive an equal Value, that
is, an equal Quantity of Gold or Silver, in the Money of
one Country, for what he paid in another, the Exchange
is at Par, and he neither gains nor loses by it.
When the Money he is to receive is of less Value, than
what he paid, the Exchange ill high or above Par, and he
loses by it.
And when the Money he is to receive is of greater
Value, than the Money he paid, the Exchange ill low or
under Par, and he gains by it.
The Necessity that trading Nations were under to pay,
and receive Money in different Countries, and the Hazard
of sending Specie forward and backward, to answer those
Demands, made them have Recourse to the Method of
discharging their mutual Obligations by Bills of Ex22
change
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change; for hereby People were mutually served, the one
paying his Money to the Person who wanted it at Home,
to receive from him the Value thereof abroad, where his
Occasions required it. And to make this Affair of Exchange more convenient and easy, some Merchants have
made it their Business to have Stocks of Money or Credit
in different Countries, to answer the Demands of all
People.
By this Means, while the Demands of the People of
one Country, are equal to the Demands of those of another
Country, these Demands can be mutually answered, without either Country's sending any Money to the other:
But when the Demands of one Nation exceed those of
another, and cannot be paid by Commodities, then there
arises a Necessity of sending out Specie to make good the
Ballance; and this Necessity always raises the Exchange,
in Proportion to the Ballance to be paid.
For the better Explanation of the Nature of Exchange,
I shall suppose that a Banker of Ireland, has 200001 Stock
in Dublin, and 20000 more in his Correspondent's Hands
in London; if the Remittances on both sides are equal,
then the Exchange will be at Par, or within one per Cent.
of it, which the Banker always has for his Trouble; in
this Case the Banker's Stock on both sides will still be the
same, he and his Correspondent having received on each
side as much as they pay'd.
But if the Remittances from Dublin to London should
amount to 20000l. and the Remittances from London to
J)ublin in the same Time to lOOOOl. then the Banker will
have 30000/. of his Stock in Dublin, and only l(){)OOI. in
London; and in that Case he will raise the Exchange
upon the the Remitters for his Bills, in Regard a greater
-Number of Buyers always raise the Market, And if the
Remittances should still increase in the same Proportion,
the Banker will still raise his Exchange higher, and be
under the Necessity, when most of his Stock is drawn to
23
one
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one Side, to send over Specie,that his Correspondent may
be enabled to answer his Bills; and for the Charge-and
Hazard of doing this, the Banker will require 2, 3, or 4
per Cent. above his usual Profit; which Profit of Exchange
can seldom rise higher, or even continue long at this
Heighth, because in this Case, Gentlemen and Merchants
generally choose to send over the Specie themselves, and
thereby save all the high Exchange, excepting the Charge
of sending it.
Whenever Exchange is at or near Par, then none of our
Money is exported, because all Remittances are then
negotiated cheaper, and with less Trouble by Bills of
Exchange; but when Exchange runs high, on Acconnt of
great Demands upon us, either to pay for Foreign Commodities, or to maintain our Gentlemen Abroad, then
Specie must he sent hy one Hand or other: And in that
Case we find by Experience, that not only Bankers send
oW Money to their Correspondents to support their Credit,
but Merchants, private Gentlemen, and Agents, and perhaps these are the Persons who chiefly carry it off, to
avoid the Loss of high Exchange, especially when the
Sums to be remitted are large,
4!ld if we have Cause to complain of the Loss of our
Money by these Means; 'tis plain, since the Ballances of
our Trade with most Countries are in our Favour, that
this Loss is wholly owing to the Remittances made to
support our Gentlemen Abroad,
Exchange runs high against a Country that becomes in
Debt to another, and for the same Reason, when One
Country has Occasion to huy up at certain Season of the
Year great Quantities of the Commodities of another, and
for the Purchase thereof must layout larger Sums of
Money than usual at those Times, the Exchange will rise
in Disfavour of the Country that buys, and in Favour of
that which sells those Commodities.
Thus in Ireland, between June and December, when the
24
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Demands from England and other Countries are great for
our Linnen, Wooll, Beef, Butter, Tallow, and Hides,
which then come to Market, the Exchange falls often to
near Par, and sometimes below it: which at other Seasons
of the Year is commonly above it considerably.
When a Nation is under a Necessity of sending out
Specie to pay the Ballances in its Disfavour, the raising
of its Coin will not prevent the sending out one Farthing
less, for Foreigners will regard only the Quantity of Gold
and Silver we pay them, and not any arbitrary Values we
give them by Law.
Trading Nations make it their Business to settle the
Par of their Coins, and in Order to this they Assay their
Coins, and hy their Assays and Weights know how many
Pieces of the Money of one Country, are equal in Value
to any certain Number of Pieces of another, and by that
Means they 1ixthe Par of Exchange among themselves.
For Instance 37 Dutch Skillings nearly being equal to one
Pound E1i!Jli8h, the Par between England and Holland
is 37.
The Par continues constantly the same between two
Nations, until one or other of those Nations alters the
Value of their Coin, and then the Par changes, and will
be adjusted again according to the intrinsick Values of
their respective Coins. But this Alteration of the Par,
has no Effect on Foreign Trade, since Foreigners regard
only the real Value or Weight of Gold or Silver in
Coin.
~ The Coins current in Ireland being raised above their
Value in England 81. 68. 8d. in English Silver, and
Ill. 28. 2d. in Moydores. This Difference of their Values
is commonly called Exchange. And when Silver was in
great Plenty among us, and most Payments were made
therein, the Par of Exchange was said to be 81. 68. 8d.
per Cent; and for the same Reason, because we have but
little Money current at present but Moydores, Par is now
25
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said to be at II per Cent, that is, II II. Irish is equal to
100/. English Money.
The Rate of Exchange being the Sum or Pnemium
given on paying any certain Sum in the Coin of one
Country, for receiving an equal intrinsick Value in the
Coin of another, the Value of that Prsemium above or
under Par, determines the Rate of Exchange.
The Course of Exchange above or under Par, constantly
attends the Ballance of Trade, so as to run high in a
Country when the Ballance of Trade lies against it; and
low, when it is for it.
Exchange is then only a Loss to any Person, when it
is above Par, and when it is so, is attended with this
Effect, that all Persons, who have Occasions to remit
Money abroad by Bills of Exchange, will lose so much
per Cent. as the Exchange is above Par; and all Foreign
Commodities bought with such Bills, will in the same
Proportion be imported the dearer.

H

A
VI~G premised thus much in General in Relation
to Money, which I thought proper to lay down
as a Foundation, for the better understanding of any
Schemes, which may be proposed for the Regulation of
our Coin;
I shall now proceed to consider the second Head.
Under which I propose to shew the Inconveniences we
suffer on Account of our Coin, and the Cause from whence
those Inconveniences arise. And first as to the Copper
Money current among us.
'Tis certain that at present we are far from having a
sufficient Quantity of Halfpence, whieh we are very sensible of in all our Domestick Dealings, wherein we labour
under great Difficulties for small Change in Copper
Money. This Scarcity is a general Complaint all over
26
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the Kingdom, and throws poor People into Distress, disabling them in a great Measure from carrying on their
small Dealings with one another; and their Grievance is
much heightened hy an absolute
ant of Farthings, of
which we have hardly any left in the Kingdom. There is
not a Country in Europe, besides our own, but what has a
sufficient Quantity of Copper Money current among them
to answer all small Payments, whatsoever Want they may
otherwise have of Gold and Silver; this Species being so
useful, and every ~here easily procured from the Plenty
and cheapness of this Metal.
About Twenty Years ago, we had too great a Stock of
Half-pence and Farthings current among us, and suffered
our Traders to- carry them off in great Quantities to NewEngland, Pensiloania, and other Parts of the West-Indies,
where they passed at a higher Value; this we did not
think fit to oppose at the Beginning, when we were too
much loaded with them at Home, hut then we should
have put a Stop to this pernicious Traffick in some reasonable Time, which might have prevented all the Inconveniences we now labour under on that Account; but no
Care being then taken to prevent this Export, it did not
cease till there was no more Halfpence to be got to send
off: And thus we have been reduced to a total Loss of
our Farthings, and to a great Scarcity of Halfpence, which
has created a Temptation to coin a vile Sort of Halfpence,
of little or no intrinsick Value, which could not have been
obtruded npon us, or received hy us, but for the great
W;mt we lie under of small Change.
And as to the Value of our Halfpence, 'tis certain, we
never had any coined in Ireland of a sufficient intrinsick
Value. All Copper coined in a Nation should have no
more Value put upon it than what arises from the Value
of the Metal and the Charge of Coinage: If a Pound of
Copper sells for ISd. and the Charge of Coinage ,!mount8
to 6d. it ought not to be coined into more than 48 Half27
pennies,
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pennies, or 2 Shillings. Giving this Value to the Coins,
is the only effectual Remedy to prevent other People
coining upon us, because they will not find it turn to any
Account to do so. Those who have hitherto obtained
Patents for coining Halfpencc and Farthings for the Use
of this Kingdom, were not obliged to give a sufficient
Quantity of Copper in the Pieces, and very rarely complied with the Rules prescribed to them, either as to the
Quantity or Quality of the Copper: and they never ceased
coining still on, till they glutted the "Market, and loaded
us so much beyond all our Demands, that great Quantities
lay upon their Hands: Some of them entered into Covenants to give Gold or Silver for any Quantities of their
Halfpence t4at should be returned to them: But these
Covenants were easily eluded, by the Impossibility of
proving that such Halfpence were of their Coinage, and
not of the Coinage of others, who did not fail to be privately at the same Work, when a considerable Profit was
to arise to them thereby:
And sometimes when the
Patentees had coined as much as they could dispose of,
tliey disappeared, and left no Body to make good their
Engagements to the Publick.
There is no safe and effectual Way to prevent our being
incumbered with too great a Quantity of Halfpence, and
abused by a vile Sort of them, but by making Irish- Halfpence bear the same Proportion in their intrinsick Value
to English Halfpence, as the Gold and Silver of Ireland
does to that of England, English Halfpence have such a
Quantity of Copper in them, that 'tis not worth anyone's
While to coin privately any of that Sort.
2d. In like Manner the Inconveniences we labour under
for want of a sufficient Quantity of Silver Species, for the
common Occasions of buying and selling are extremely
great, and universally felt. All Foreign Silver Coins,
with which we formerly so much abounded, and also the
greatest Part of the English Silver have been carried off,
28
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so that we are now reduced to a small Proportion of the
latter; what the Quantity thereof still remaining among
us may be, cannot easily be ascertained, perhaps it may
be 30 or 40000/. but whatever the Quantity is, 'tis altogether insufficient for the Management of our Domestick
Dealings, and for the making of small Payments with any
tolerable Ease; it has been judged by those who have
entered into Computations of the Proportion of Gold and
Silver Species necessary for carrying on the Inland Commerce of any Country with Ease and Conveniency, that
where a Million and a Half is wanted, the Silver should
be about one Third, and the Gold two Thirds.
If we suppose the circulating Cash of the Kingdom to
be 4OO,OOOl. and that our Silver makes but 4OOOOl. then
it will follow that our Silver is but a 10th Part of our
present Coin; whereas by the above Rule it ought to be
133333l. 68. 8d. which is a Third of our whole Species.
If the eurrent Money of England amounts to 15 Million~ and 10 Millions thereof be Gold, and 5 Millions
Silver; and if the Number of People be 7 Millions, then
there are above 40 Shillings for every Head, 138. 4d. in
Silver, and the rest in Gold. And if the Cash of Ireland
be 400,000/. and but 400001. of it Silver, and the People
of lreland be in Number 1800,000, then it will follow,
that there is but 48. 5d. t for each Head, 5d. in Silver,
and the rest in Gold; this plainly shews that our present
Stock of Money of all Sorts, especially Silver, is altogether insufficient for carrying on that Variety of Busin~8S,which must every Day be negotiated among so many
People, which Business must of Consequence frequently
stand still in some Branches, and move very slowly and
heavily in all the rest. And were it not for Bankers
Notes, which we have passing in good Plenty, it would be
impossible to manage our Domestick Traffic half so well
as we do.
This Want of Silver Coin is more sensibly observed in
y
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the North of Ireland, where the buying of Linnen-Yarn,
and single Pieces of Cloth, requires Payments to be made
in Sums, much below the Value of Moydorea which are
almost our only current Species of Gold: And the Difficulty to get Change to answer these Payments, throws
the Buyers and Sellers into great Streights, and 'puts
either one or other to the Necessity of paying four, or six
Pence in the Pound or more, to get Change to answer the
Sum agreed for on the Sale: In so much that it has been
observed, that in the Space of one Day at a Fair, the same
Moydore has been traced, and found to have been changed
for Silver 5 or 6 Times, with a Loss of 6 Pence at each
Time: This hinders the Sale of our Commodities, is the
Occasion of spending many idle Hours, perhaps at AleHouses, makes our Linnen come dearer to Foreign Markets, and thereby prevents the Sale of it in so great a
Quantity as it might otherwise be disposed of.
'Tis very easy to acconnt for the Loss of our Silver
Coin, and to shew from what Cause this arises. Our
Silver Coin being valued above 2j per Cent below our
Moydores, 'tis not to be wondered at, that when ever we
were under a Necessity of exporting Specie to answer the
Ballance of Trade, or Demands from Abroad, which for
some Time past have amounted to great Sums; our Remitters or Exchangers, should always do it in that Species
they lost least by : For this Reason our Silver went off
first, and continued to be exported in great Quantities, till
at last It was not possible to get any Quantity of it to send
abroad; and our Traffickers in Money found it for their
Advantage, even when there was no Necessity of sending
out Specie to answer Demands upon us, to send out Silver
which was valued low, to buy up Moydores abroad, and
import them to ns at 2t per Cent Profit; and by making
several Returns in the Year, made perhaps 15 per Cent
Profit by this Traffick in Money. And as the EfUt-Ind~
Company frequently gave 3d. -an Ounce fot exportable
30
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Silver, above its Value in Coin, which is about 5 per Cent,
this tempted our People to send all our Foreign Silver to
London, to take the Benefit of such an advanced Price,
and also to melt down all our weighty English Silver, and
send it oft' 88 Bullion, or work it up at Home, when 2 or
3 Pence per Ounce extraordinary could thus be got or
saved by it.
The English Silver current among us, is so much worn
by the Quickness of its Circulation, that every Body must
lose by melting it down; there is not perhaps any Country
in the World, where so small a Quantity of Silver passes
80 swiftly from one to another, as in Ireland, by Reason
of our Necessities; and this makes it wear faster than the
Coin of any other Nation.
The English and Scotch Colliers also, as they carried off
very little in Exchange for their Coal, but Specie, and
that to the Value of 60000 Ponnds yearly, they always
did it in Silver, when that could be got; and even now
when Silver is so scarce, that a Premium of 4 or 6 Pence
is given for the Change of a Moydore; they choose to
give this Discount, rather than carry off Moydores, which
seldom pass for above ll. 68. 6d. with them at Home: For
all the Reasons above mentioned, we may easily account
for the Loss of our Silver, and -that it is owing altogether
to the Disproportionate Value given to it, in Respect to
the Gold Species current among us.
3dly. As to our Gold Species, we find, that Moydores
passing for 30s. are, as to their intrinsick Worth Valued
about 2} per Cent above our Silver, and about It per Cent
above our Guineas and Luidores; this Over-Value has
been the Occasion that we have been deprived of our
Silver, and most of all our other Species of Gold Coin, 80
that we have little left but Moydores, the most inconvenient sort of all others in our present Circumstances,
since we have neither a sufficient Quantity 01 Halfpence,
nor of Silver Coin, nor of the small Species of Gold Coins,
31
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to change Moydores with: if we had a due Proportion of
Guineas and half-Guineas, Luidores and Pistoles, and
half Luidores, and half Pistolea, or even of half and
quarter Moydores, they would in some Melisure supply
the Want of Silver, and make Change easy: But all these
being carried off also, we are greatly embarrassed in all
our Dealings, and cannot with any tolerable Conveniency
buy or sell in our Markets, for want of fit Species to pass
in Exchange for Commodities. All this Disturbance in
our Affairs is principally owing to the disproportionate
Value set upon onr several Coins, for not only the Value
of Gold to Silver among us is different from the Proportion observed by other Countries we deal with, but also
the Value of Gold is different in the several Species
thereof current among us, which must needs create a
Confusion in our Dealings, and give Foreigners, and our
own Cunning People an Opportunity of taking an Advantage of these Disproportions in our Coin, to the great
Loss of the Kingdom.
Having thus laid down the Inconveniencies we lie under
with Respect to our Coin, and the Causes from whence
they arise. I shall now,

I

N the third Place, mention several Methods and
Schemes for the Regulation thereof; and shew the
Conveniencies and Inconveniencies of each.
In Order to this we must observe, that the greatest
Part of all our Dealings is negotiated with England
directly, and that the Business we have with other Countries is mostly transacted by the way of London j and for
this Reason in all Regulations to be made in our Coin,
particular Care should be taken, that our Gold and Silver
Coins may bear the same Proportion to one another in
Ireland, as they do in England.
If we had all along governed our selves by this Rule, on
32
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settling the Values of our Coins by Proclamation, we
should have prevented all the Inconveniencies, we now
labour under; and there would have been no Temptation
to carry out, or bring in, one Specie more than another;
but we should have had a due Mixture and Variety of
each, to enable us to make all Payments with great Ease
and Exactness.
A just Proportion in the Values of our several. Coins,
may be settled either by raising the Silver, or lowering
all the Gold Coins, or by lowering some of the Gold
Coins, and raising others.
But we ought to take Notice, that whether we raise or
lower our Coin, whether we make a Hundred Pounds
English to pass in Ireland for 108, lIO, ll2, or 1001.
whatever we make the Par to be, such Alteration will
have no Manner of Effect upon our Trade with other
Countries: For Foreigners in that Case will not sell
their Commodities to us, one Farthing the cheaper, or
give one Grain of Gold or Silver more for our Goods
exported to them: The Values of all Commodities will
still be governed by the Quantity of Gold and Silver paid
or received for them, without any Regard had to any new
Denomination we give to our Coin at Home.
But then such an Alteration of our Coin will have a
great Effect on Payments and Contracts to be made good
among our selves. For in the Case of raising our Specie,
,tis evident that Tenants, Debtors, and Others, who are
under Obligations to pay any certain Legal Sums, will
after such raising pay the said Sums in a less Quantity of
Gold and Silver, and therefore Landlords and Creditors
will be hurt by such a Change. For instance, if 66 Moydores and 208. pay 1001. and those were raised and made
to pass for 3ls. each, then 64 Moydores and 161. will discharge the said 1001. by which Landlords and Creditors
will really receive 3/. 41. less than they ought to receive
in the Payment of an 100/. And on the contrary, if all
33
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eUT Species be lowered, all Tenants and Debtors after
luch lowering must pay greater Weights of Gold and
Silver, in Order to discharge the said Sum. For Instance,
66 Moydores and 208. now pay 100/. but if Moydores were
reduc'd to 298. each, then 69 Moydores, wanting one
Shilling would be .required to all8Wer the said Sum of
100/. and the Tenant must part with a greater Quantity
of his Commodities, to enable him to purchase so much
more Gold as will make it up.
For it must always be remembered, that the Prices of
Commodities, will be higher or lower in the altered Coin,
as the Coin is raised or lowered; for in the Trade of
Nations, or the huying and selling Commodities to one
another, People have no Regard to the nominal Values
pnt on the several Species of Coin, but consider only the
Weights of pure Gold and pure Silver contained in them.
For Instance, if a Crown Piece, which passes in England
for Five Shillings, and contains near an Ounce of Silver,
can now purchase a Bushel of Wheat .there, and if the
said Crown should be lowered to Four Shillings, it cannot
be imagined, that a Foreigner will still give Five Shillings
in the reduced Value for the same Bushel, by which he
must pay a Fourth Part more than he did before the
lowering: And in Case the said Crown should be raised
to Six Shillings, the EngliBh wou'd be great Losers, if
they should sell their Bushel of Wheat to a Foreigner for
Five Shillings in the advanced Coin; for at that Rate the
Foreigner wou'd purchase the same Commodity for a
Fifth Part less in Bullion than he did before.
But tho' the Rates of Commodities may not always
immediately rise or fall in the same Degree, that Money
is rsiaed or lowered, in Time they will not fail to come to
the same nominal Values of the Coins. In this Interval
indeed the Cunning Men will be the first to sell their
Goods, on the Reduction of the Coin, and the first to buy
on the Raising of it. Of this we had a remarkable InM
stan~
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stance in the Me8Mppi Times, when the FrencA raised
thei!' Money to an extravagant Height, but did not
advance the Rates of their Goods at first in the same
Proportion; for the Dutch laid hold of the Opportunity,
and by pouring a great deal of French Money at that
Juncture into France, bought up its Commodities about a
Third or Fourth Part below their true Value, and thereby
were able for some Time to undersell the French in their
own Goods 20 per Cent. in all Foreign Markets. •
We find by Experience, that in all Trading Countries
the Values of Commodities are always gcverned by the
Rates which Foreigners give for them.
The Value of a Moydore in England compared with the
Value of Gold in a Guinea at the Mint, is 278. and the
Value of a Luidore and Pistole at the Mint of England
is 168. 9d, .32.
The following Table shews, what Number of the several
Species therein mentioned make lOOl. in England, and
what their Values amount to in Ireland, and at the same
Time shews the Differences per Cent. of those Values.
l.
400
Crowns and
- 58.
- - {make}loo{
95 Guineas
in
100 and
iu
74 Moydores and 28.
Eng100 Ire119 Pistoles and 38. 2d. land, 100 land,

1.

8.

d.

}108
6 8
109 10
6
III 2 2
110 5 0

It is to be observed, that Moydores being almost the
only current Species of the Kingdom, the Par of Exchange, is at present regulated by them, and is about

11

per Cent.

In all Schemes for the Regulation of our Coin, these
th~ Things ought to be- principally in our View, and
carefully observed.
18t. That whatever Alteration we make in our Coin,

35

we
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we should preserve the same Proportion between
Gold and Silver in Ireland as is observed in England, 80 that it shall be equal, which Sort we send
out of or bring into the Kingdom.
2d. That we should so regulate the Value of Foreign
Silver, so as to encourage the Importation thereof,
to relieve our present Want, without making a
Traffick of it.
3d. That we should take great Care to avoid hurting
Landlord or Tenant, Creditor or Debtor, as much
as possible by such Regulation.
I shall now mention several Schemes for the Regulation of our Coin.
FIRST

SCHEME.

T

HE first Scheme, I shall take Notice of is that which
_
is for raising the Engliah Crown to 58. 7a. i, and
the other Coins in Proportion.
If the Crown should be thus raised, then to preserve
the Engliah Proportion between the Crown, and our Gold
Species, as neRI.:as conveniently we can ;
I.

8.

d.

The Guinea must be raised to
1 3 8
The Moydore to
1 10 5
And the Pistole and Luidore to
0 18 10-l
as will appear by the following Table, wherein the Iriah
Values of 1001. Engliah in each Species so raised are set
down.

1001.
Engliah

in Crowns 80 raised, make
in Guineas
{ in Moydores
in Pistoles and Luidores

I.

8.

112
112
112
112

10
13
13
9

d.

O}.
10 m
0 Ire7 land.

This Scheme has this to recommend it, that it preserves
36
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a pretty just Proportiou in the Values of the several
Species; but then by raising all our Species so high, 'tis
manifestly injurious to all Landlords, Creditors, and other
Persons, who are by Agreement, payor salary, to receive
any certain legal Sums; for in the Discharge of the said
SUDlS,they will receive less Gold and Silver by 2 or 3 per
Cent. than they would have done before the Raising, and
consequently will feel the Loss in the Price of all Commodities, they shall have occasion to buy, which will
always rise in Proportion as Money is raised.
As to the Merchants Scheme, which proposed to raise
the Crown to 58. 7d. i. and the Pistole to ISs. 8d. and to
leave the Guinea and Moydore as they are at present; it
is so much out of all due Proportion in every Species,
especially between the English Gold and Silver, that it
would only serve to introduce in another Manner the
same Disproportion and Evil, and the same Traffick in
Money which we have already suffered by.
This Disproportion appears by the following Table
wherein the Irish Value of 1001. English in each Species
so raised are set down.
I.
1001.
English

'
T

in
in
in
{
in

8.

01'

d.

Crowns so raised, make
112
109 10
10 6 In
Guineas,
III
2 2 IreMoydores,
III
4
IOj land.
Pistoles so raised,
SECOND

SCHEME.

HE second Scheme, I shall consider, is that, which
is for reducing all our Gold Species to the Value
of English Silver current here, and for raising the Merico
Dollar to 58.
In this Case, if Regard be had to the VaIue of our Gold
Coins at the Mint of England, mentioned in the Table of
Foreign Coins.
The
37
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The Guinea must pass for
The Moydore for
The Pistole and Luidore for

I. - 8. d.
129
193
o 18 2

'Tis certain that by this Scheme the due Proportion of
the Values of our several Coins are preserved; and it
must be acknowledged, that if Ten Years ago, when the
Guinea was reduced in England from 11. lao 6d. to ll. lao
we hail at the same Time reduced all our Gold Coin in the
same Proportion (as in true Policy we ought to have done)
we should not have lost our Silver and smaller Species of
Gold, and have been reduced as we are at present, to
one large Species of Moydores; wc should then have
continued in the Possession of such a Variety, and equal
Mixture of every Kind, as would have answered all our
Payments and Dealings with the. greatest Ease.
But it may be said, if a Reduction of our Gold would
have been an Advantage to us 10 or 12 Years ago, it will
be the same now. But I am humbly of Opinion, that the
Case is very different now from what it was then, for the
following Reasons.
1st. 'Tis well known that 15 Years ago the greatest
PaI't of our current Species was Silver; that it was very
difficult to get any large Payments in Gold, and that
even Premiums were given then, to get Gold for Silver j
that the Gold we then had was mostly Pistoles and Lui.
dores; and that Moydores made the least Part of our
Cash.
2d. Our Government in 1712 or 1713, some Time after
Moydores began to flow in great Quantities from Brazil
into Europe, settled their Values here by Proclamation at
so high a Rate, that they were raised about 2t per Cint
above Silver, and much higher than any other Gold
Species. As we then had a great Quantity of Silver
among us, we were glad to get Gold in Liew thereof; our
38
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Traffickers in Money laid hold of this Opportunity, and
made great Advantage by sending out first our Silver,
and after that our other Species, and importing Moydores
in their Stead; and they continued to do this, till no
more could be got to send abroad. By this Means Moydores are become almost the ouly current Cash of the
Kingdom, and have been so for some Years. This Overvalue of the Portugal Gold having thus Spirited away all
our other Species, has in Effect, though not originally
designed by the Government, heen a Raising of our whole
Species, since we have hardly any other left among us
besides this, which has been highest raised.
3d. We must consider, as our Money has been raised,
that in Consequence thereof the Prices of all Commodities
and Lands have risen also. Weare all very sensible that
the Lands of Ireland have been generally set very high of
late Years, and perhaps higher, with Respect to the Profit
to be got by the Tenant than any other Lands in Europe,
and that Rack-Rents have taken Place, since the Time
that Moydores became our common Cash, and therefore
may in some Measure be ascribed to the high Value of
that Coin.
Now if our Moydores, which are almost our only
Species, should be reduced Two and a half per Cent, it
must be an Injury to all Tenants, who have taken Lands
at high- Rates, since Moydores have been so common
among us, and also to all Debtors, and other Persons,
who have of late Years entered iuto Contracts to pay
certain legal Sums, which cannot be answered but by
giving two and a half per Cent more in Moydores than
they do at present: And since the Government has
fixed this high Price on Moydores, and that, under that
Value, and Presumption of its Continuance, People have
ente~d into Contracts and high Rents; such a Reduction
will in Effect fix an additional Rent, on all those, who are
to pay any certain legal Sums of Money: And what is
39
this,
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this, but to oblige great Numbers of innocent Persons,
who had no Hand in raising the Coin, to pay yearly more
than they ought to do to others, without any Appearance
of Reason for it.
Besides, such a Reduction must be a manifest Loss to
the Kingdom, for if our Absentee« now draw yearly out of
the Kingdom 600,000/. at Two and a Half per Cent Loss
by Exchange; on such a Reduction they will save that
Two and Half per Cent, and consequently must carry out
of the Kingdom yearly 150001. more than they can at
present. This is an Indulgence, not due to them, who
pay no Part of the Taxes of their Country, and cannot in
Reason expect that we should enter into Measures, which
may enable them to carry more out of the Kingdom, who
carry off vastly too much already
If our People had of themselves raised the Price of
their Moydores, without the Governments interposing
therein, they must have done it at their own Peril, and
could have no Reason to complain, if the Government
should think fit at any Time to fix another Value on
them: But as all has hitherto been done by publick
Authority, the said Authority no doubt will avoid hurting
great Numbers of People, without a pressing Necessity
for the same, which does not appear in this Case.
Perhaps it may be said, if Moydores are reduced 9d. a
Piece, that this Loss ean affect those only, who have them
in their Possession, which will be but a small Loss to the
whole Kingdom, and for once only.
But I conceive the Case to be quite otherwise, and that
this will be a Loss not only to those, who shall have Moydores in their Possession at the Time of the Rednction,
but a constant yearly Loss to all Tenants and others, who
are bound to pay any certain legal Sums, for and during
the remaining Terms of their Leases and Contracts: for
in order to pay the said Sums, they will be obliged to pay
more Pieces, or greater Weights of Gold, which cannot be
~
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done but by parting with more of their Commodities to
purchase them.
It may be asked whatEffect the Raising or ,Falling of
Money has upon Exchange and Trade. 'Tis evident that
on raising the Money of a Country, the Par of Exchange
will rise, and will fall as Money is lowered. But this
changing of the Par, as it arises only from a change made
in the Nominal Values of equal Weights of Gold and
Silver, in the Coins of two Conntries, and not from any
real Change made in those 'V eights, so it has no Effect
on Trade; which regards only the Weights of Gold and
Silver, and not any Nominal Values put upon them; for,
Commodities will still be bought and sold for the same
Quantity of those Metal», notwithstanding a Change made
in the Nominal Values of the Money of either Country.
But the raising of Exchange above Par, is occasioned
by one Nation's becoming in Debt to another, for in this
Case Specie must be sent by one Hand or other to pay
the Debt or Ballance, and this Necessity raises the Exchange. So that the Par of Exchange depends on the
.Nominal Values of the several Species, and varies with
such Values. But the Exchange above or under Par
depends entirely on the Ballance of Trade, and not on the
raising or lowering of Mouey.
But it may be said, an Englishman, who comes into
Ireland to buy Goods, and takes the Benefit of the high
Exchange, will trade to more Advantage by having the
Benefit of such Exchange, than an Irishman can: But I
think they are both in this Respect on an equal Foot: for
tho' the Englishman on paying 1001. in London, can
receive 1111. in Dublin, when Exchange is at 11 per Cent.
and thereby has an Advantage in buying our Commodi-ties, yet an Irishman who lays out 1111. here in the
same Commodities, and has the Value of them returned
to him from Abroad, will, upon the Return thereof into
41
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Ireland, have the same Benefit of high Exchange, which
the Englishman had before.
But if we are not to raise our Silver, or lower our Gold,
in the Manner already mentioned: it may be asked, What
must be done? since some Regulation of our Coin seems
to be absolutely necessary.
It must indeed be owned, that a Regulation is much
wanted, and yet 'tis very difficult to make it in such a
Manner as could be desired; This Difficulty arises from
several causes; first from our Coin's being made up of
the Money of several Countries, each of them of different
Allays, Weights, and Values. 2d, From our reckoning
our Money by Pounds, Shillings, and Pence, without
having anyone Species, thai answers any of those Denominations. 3d, From our Coin's being divided into such
cross and unequal Parts, that it is almost impossible to
make Alterations in their Values, without running into
inconvenient Fractions, especially considering we have but
few Farthings, and no Denominations under them.
I shall now propose a Scheme, which is a Medium
between the other two Schemes, and though not such as
I could desire, because of the Difficulties above men".
tioned, yet, I believe will be found to have much fewer
Inconveniencies than the others, and to be attended with
these Advantages, ht, That a pretty just Proportion in
the Values of our Coins is observed therein. 2d, That
neither Landlord nor Tenant, Creditor nor Debtor, is
injur'd thereby, or but very inconsiderably. 3d~ That
some Encouragement is given to import Foreign Silver
without making a Traffick of it.
THIRD

SCHEME.

N this Scheme it is proposed to raise the Crown a
Penny, and to settle the Values of the Gold Species
as near as may be, to the Proportion of Gold to Silver in
42
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England. And the Values of the several Gold and Silver
Coins will stand thus.
Pieces.
The CrownHalf-Crown Shilling
Sixpence
Menco Piece of Eight
Guinea {either
or
Moydores {either
or Pistole and Luidore

Value».
I. a. d.

056
029
o 1 It
o 0 6i
050
130
132
1 9)0
198
o 18 6

r

The following Table shews the Difference per Cent of
the foregoing Values of the several Species.
1.

1001.
English in

j

Crowns will be
Mercico Dollars

.
iatat ll.
11.38.
Guineas
38. 2d.
Moydores at 11.9a. IOd.
at 11.9a. 8d.
lPistoles an Luidores

I

lIO
III
109
110
110
109
110

a. d.

0 01

2
10
6
9
17
5

2
6
4 In lre10 land.
6
0

1

In this Scheme I have observed the same Proportion
between the English Silver and all our Gold Species,
which is observed in England, as far as the Crossness of
our Coins will allow of, without giving any Temptation to
import and export one Species more than another, except
-the Spanish Silver, which is valued about 1 per Cent.
higher than the rest, in order to supply our present Want
of Silver.
_ By this Scheme the Par of Exchange, or Difference
between English and Irish Money, will be a little above
10 per Cent. at a Medium, which is something less than it
is at present; and for that Reason Landlords and Credi~
ton
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tors will have an Advantage, and Tenants and Debtors
a Disadvantage, but the Advantage of the one, and
Disadvantage of the other, are small, and hardly worth
considering.
Thus all the Ends we propose to ourselves in regulating our Coins, will be answered, which are, to settle a
due Proportion of their Values, to avoid hurting anyone
as much as possible by such Regulation, and to give some
Encouragement for importing Foreign Silver.
The greatest Inconveniency of this Scheme is this, that
the Shilling is to pa~s for 13d.t and yet we have no Farthings to change it. 'Tis true, we have very few at present, but 'tis hoped we shall not continue long without
them. For this Purpose I shall suggest, in what follows,
aWay to be immediately supplied with a Stock of them.
Raising the Crown a Penny, cannot hurt any Body,
since we have but little Silver among us, and ample
Amend" is made for that in the Reduction of t~e Moydore, which is almost our only current Specie.
It may be said, if the English Six-pence shall p888but
for 6}d. there will be a Loss in all those Pieces of half a
Farthing.
But to this it may be answered, that as every
one will pay them, as he receives them, no Body will lose
by them:
And if two of those Pieces be made to pass for
13d.j there can be no Loss but in the single Six-pence.
It may be also said, that Five single Shillings will be
worth a Farthing more than the Crown; 'tis true this
Disproportion happens, but this is the same Inequality we
formerly had, when the Crown-Piece passed for Six Shillings, and the Shilling but for 14d. in consequence of
which 5 of them made but 58. 10d. this indeed encouraged
the importing of Crown-Pieces, rather than Shillings, into
the Kingdom; and if the small Disproportion here taken
notice of can have any Effect, it will be bringing in
Shillings rather than Crowns, which would be more for
our Service.
In
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In the Values here exhibited of our several Coins, I
have Regard only to the Standard Value of Gold and
Silver at the Mint of England, because I think we ought
to govern ourselves therein by the same Rule that England does: If England should think proper at any Time
to raise the Silver iu Respect of Gold, we ought to follow
their Example, but to make no Alteration till then.
But after all that has been said for regulating our Coin,
when we consider that almost all our Money is made up
of Foreign Coins, of different Weights, Standards, and
Values; that Foreign Nations often change the Standard
and Weights of their Pieces, and that on these Accounts
it must ever be difficult accurately to adjust the Values,
which the several Species, great and small, ought to bear
to one another; I say, when these Things are duly considered, it will be found that there is no other Way of
freeing us from these Inconveniences, but by having either
a Mint established in Ireland, or Money of our own coin'd
in the Mint of England.
All these Difficulties would be effectually removed by
Coining several Species of Copper, Silver and Gold Coins,
of such Standards, Weights, and Values, compared with
the English, as shall be thought proper and most convenient for us. Then we should be so happy, as to have
Coins, which would pass without weighing, which would
be a great Blessing to all our People; F-oreign Coins
would pass only as Bullion, and we should not then be
imposed upon by counterfeit, clipt, or base Money, as we
always were, when we had a Multitude of Foreign Coins.
'Tis not to bedoubted, but His Most Gracious Majesty,
out of his A1fection for his Faithful People of Ireland,
will be pleased to grant them .this Favour, which does not
ill the least interfere with the Interest of any other of his
Subjects, since it wholly relates to our selves, and is desired only to remove the many Inconveniencies we suffer
in our Domestick Commerce, by the Disproportion of our
Z
45
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Coin: Nay will it be an Advantage to Great-Britain,
for when we have Coin of our own passing among us, we
shall not be tempted to draw out of England any of thenSpecies.
In Case it should be thought proper to establish a Mint
here, since it must take a considerable Time before we
could be furnished with Money from thence, it may, in
the mean Time, be adviseable to make some Regulation
in the Values of our Coins, either upon the Plan of the
last Scheme, or any other that may be thought better;
and not to fail to give Encouragement -to the Importation
of Spanish Silver, especially at this Time. when the Effects
of the Galleons are distributed, and we may well expect
that a good deal of Silver will be imported, if we give it
such a VaIue, as shall encourage People to bring it, and
to keep it here; and it will have this good Effect also,
that when we shall come to coin Silver Species, we shall
then have Silver in the Country to keep the Mint at
Work.
I do not see any Apprehensions we need fear of our
being over stocked with Silver, I am sure we are in great
Waut of it at present; and if we shou'd find at any Time
too great a Quantity pour in upon us, which is not
likely to be onr Case, 'tis an easy Matter to stop this
Glut, by lowering the Dollar a Penny or Two Pence by
Proclamation.
But in Begsrd we cannot have Half Pence, or Farthings, which we want so much, in any convenient Time
from our own Coinage: It may be adviseable to endeavour to get from the Tower of London (with his Majesty's
Leave) a Supply of 100001. worth of Half Pence and
Farthings:
The Mint-Masters are now at Work in the
Tower, and employ five Presses in coining Half Pence for
England; and when this Work is over, they may be
employed in coining Half Peuce and Farthings for Ireland
46
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at 10 per Cent. less Value than Engl;"h Half Pence, and
be paid by us for the Copper and Coinage.
Thus without any Loss to England and some Gain to
the Mint, we might be furnished with a sufficient Quantity of Half Pence and Farthings of more intrinsick Value
than any we have hitherto had, and which wou'd of course
prevent any new Half Pence of less Value from being
coin'd upon us.
If we shou'd be favoured with a Mint here, it wou'd be
adviseable to divide the new Silver aud Gold Coins, into
one, two, and four Pieces, which Division of the Coin is
best suited for reckoning, and is observed by most other
Nations, and by the English in their Gold Coins; for
they divide their Silver Coins into one, two, five, and ten
Pieces, which are not commensurate with the Pieces of
other Coins.
Our Gold Species may be coined into Pieces of 10..
208. and 408. and the Silver into Pieces of 6, 12,24, and
48 Pence, and will thereby be well fitted for reckoning,
and if the Difference between English and Irish Money be
settled at 10 per Cent. then Hs, Irish will be equal to
10.. Engli8h.
As long as Foreign Coins passing among us must be
weighed, it would be convenient in that Case, to order
that a Penny only should be abated, when half a Grain
in Gold is only wanted; whereas now, if a Piece wants
the least Thing to make it standing Weight, Two Pence is
allowed for it when perhaps there is Three Half Pence
more Gold in it than it passes for. This gives our Cunning
-Men an Opportunity in such Cases to file off Three Half
Pence worth of Gold; but if only a Penny was allowed
when a half Grain was wanting, no Body could lose more
_than a Penny with very bad Scales. If it be said, that a
half Grain is too small to be handled with Ease, this may
be remedied by adding a new Weight of a Grain and a
half.
47
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In wei~hing Silver Coins, it would be proper to have a
Weight of Four Grains, and to allow a Half Penny for
the Want of it. Whereas at present we have no less
Weight than 12 Grains or half a Penny Weight, which is
worth Three Half Pence: For want of such a Weight we
must at present allow, as much, when a Piece wants only
one Grain as when it wants twelve. This gives a Temptation of clipping Foreign Coins, and to take of a Penny
or more of their Value, so that the Piece may just turn
upon the Scale; and if a Person imported from Abroad
Four Quarter Dollars, and each of them wanted a little of
Weight, perhaps not a Half Penny or Four Grains in the
Whole; then there was abated Six Pence for Want of
Weight. And this was likely the Reason that we had
formerly but few of the small Foreign Silver Pieces current among us, our Merchants judging it better not to
import them at all, or to melt them down, because they
were likely to lose considerably by the Manner of weigh"
ing them.
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PREFACE.
THE main part of the following essay, was drawn up many
years since for a truly great and good man; one who, if it
had pleased God to have continued his life hut a little longer,
intended, amidst his other great designs for the good of this
country, to have made such regulations in regard to our
coins, as probably would have obviated all complaints about
them for the future.
The chief design of this first part, is
to unfold the true nature and theory of money:
A IfUbject
wherein every one is interested, and that in some mtalfUrein
proportion to his property; and yet, a IfUbjectit seems, that
very few understand; and concerning which, many, and
those too of some note, are under gross mistakes.
In order to clear the way, and for the better settling of
things UpO'fftheir first and true principles, it hath been
thought necessary to take a general view of wealth and commerce, which is the IfUbject of the first chapter; and the
third, concerning exchanges, is not quite foreign to the
main design.
Some of the points here touched upon, deserved to have
been discussed more at large, if the designed brevity of the
whole would have permitted. The author is clear as to the
jloodness of his intention, and hopes that his ill state of
health, while these sheets were printing, will be admitted as
an apology for such faults as may have happened in the
exeetdion.
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and

EXCHANGES.

C HAP T E R I.-Of

the nature and origin of wealth

and Commerce.

I.

1.

THE

Of wealth, what, and wherein it consist»,

earth abounds with an infinite variety of
materials, for the comfortable subsistence of human life: Besides the great diversity of food, vegetable
and animal, more than sufficient to satiate the most
gluttonous appetite;
how admirably are wood, stones,
metals, ~c. adapted to their various uses I What is there
left unprovided, and of what kind is that other material
that could have added to human conveniency?
But
amidst this vast profusion of things, the earth spontaneously produces but few that are ready fitted for our use:
Some pains and industry are required on our part, without
which our condition upon this globe would, perhaps, be
the most forlorn and uncomfortable of any of its mhabitants.
But of this we have no cause to complain: Labour
er bodily exercise, in a certain degree, is not only easy
but pleasant to us, conducive to our health, and every way
suited to our nature;
and we are endued with ample
I»0wers for adopting and fitting the materials about us,
according to our various exigencies and occasions. Land
and labour together are the sources of all wealth; without
a competency of land, there would be no subsistence; and
9
but
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but a very poor and uncomfortable one, without labour.
So that wealth or riches consist either in a propriety in
land, or in the products of land and labour.
In wealthy t:ountries, the value of the labour is much greater
than that of the land.

I

2. The proportional values of land and product, differ
very much in different countries; as the soils are respectively more or less fertil, and the inhabitants more or less
industrious, and skilful. Without some kind of tillage.
much land will be requisite to maintain a few inhabitants;
and a small field of wheat will afford nourishment to more
people, than a large forest yielding nothing but acorns and
wild fruits. The annual produce of labour in England. I
imagine, is of much greater value than the rent of the
land; but their exact proportion to each other. cannot be
easily assigned. It is commonly supposed that a farmer.
to be enabled to live comfortably. must make three rents
of his land; and when we consider the coarseness of those
commodities. that are commonly expended in a farmer's
house. in comparison of many others consumed by those
of more affluent fortunes; the value of labour to that of
land. must be with us greater than that of 2 to 1. Wool
wrought into cloth is much advanced in its value; thread
may be of above 100 times the value ofthe flax whereof it
was made. The value of the materials in * watches. and
innumerable other things made of metals. is but small in
comparison of the value of the workmanship. But we
must not pursue this notion too far: The numbers em.
ployed about these costly things. may not bear a large
proportion to those who are either idle. or occupied about
10
tillage,
• The balance spring in a good watch is worth above a million of

times the value of the steel.
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tillage, buildings, or other manufacturies; where the raw
materials are worth near as much, or sometimes more,
than the labour bestowed upon them. The British merchant computes the value of labour to that of land in
England to be as 7 to 2*. He suppoeea the people of
England to be 7 millions, and each man at a medium to
expend 7 pounds each, which makes the whole annual
consumption of England 49 millions; 45 millions of which
he supposes to be our own product, 4 millions foreign
commodities; and the rents of the lands he makes 14
millions.
II
II. Values

* This shews the great value of arts and industry. But their
usefulness doth not terminate in the mere value of their productions;
their benign in1luence extends much farther.
By furnishing employment, at the same time, both to the mind and body ; they tend
to improve the understanding, to humanise mankind, and to preserve
them from that brutal barbarism, which is ever the attendant of
stupid indolence and inactivity.
Each individual, by a laudable
industry, striving to benefit himself; the whole community share the
fruits, and peace and good order is every where maintained.
But here occurs a difficult question; how to employ usefully all
that are fit and able to work, and to maintain comfortably such
as cannot help themselves 1 Our indulgent parent hath so ordered
things, that it should not be necessary for all to work; Some compute, that the labour of one-fourth of the people is sufficient to
maintain the other three-fourths;
that one-fourth, as infants, old
people, .fe. are quite helpless : that one-fourth live upon their lands;
whence one-fourth are left for the learned professions, state offices,
and for being merchants, shopkeepers, soldiers, tic. Here then are
three parts that are mere consumers; and as a country grows in
wealth, the candidates for genteel employments may become more
numerous in proportion to the rest, perhaps too much 80 for the
1and and labour to maintain; And thus, too many expecting a livelihood without labour, murmurs, complaints of the decay of trade,
want of money, ,,"c. will be loud. Amongst the lower class, some
professions at times will be natumlly overstocked; But if there be
-waut of employments upon the whole, there must be some defect in
our ' police; as the produce of England is undoubtedly sufficient,
to employ and maintain comfortably, a much greater number of
inhabitants.

OfMO
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Values of things, how estimated.

3. Things in general are valued, not according to their
real uses in supplying the necessities of men; but rather
in proportion to the land, labour and skill that are requisite to produce them: It is according to this proportion
nearly, that things or commodities are exchanged one for
another; and it is by the said scale, that the intrinsic
values of most things are chiefly estimated. Water is of
great use, and yet ordinarily of little or no value; because
in most places, water flows spontaneously in such great
plenty, as not to be with-held within the limits of private
property; but all may have enough, witbout other expence
than that of bringing or conducting it, when the case 80
requires.
On the other hand, diamonds, being very
scarce, have upon that account a great value, though they
are but of little use. A quicker or slower demand for a
particular commodity, will frequently raise or lower its
price, though no alteration hath happened in its intrinsic
value or prime cost; men being always ready to take the
advantage of one another's fancies, whims or necessities;
and the proportion of buyers to sellers, or the demand for
any particular commodity in respect to its quantity, will
always have an influence on the market. The intrinsic
value of a particular commodity may be also enhanced,
though its quality is debased; as a bushel of musty grain
at one season, may be worth much more, than the like
quantity of good grain at another.
Cheapness, how estimated.

*

4. Commodities are called bulky or said to be cheap,
which bear but a small proportion of value to others of
12
equal
• Things are also said to be cheap or dear, in respect to the prices
they bore at some former market.
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equal bulk; and these are natural products, either growing spontaneously, or requiring no great art and labour in
their cultivation; as grain of all sorts, cattle for food or
labour, timber and stone for building, fuel, ~c. The goodness of Providence having so ordered things, that those
main supports of life should abound every where, according to the eaigencies of different climates. And of metals,
that most useful one, iron, is in our happy clime the
cheapest.
Natural products, &c. subject to a greater variation in their
value, than artificial.
5. The quantity of corn, ~c. produced from the same
number of acres, and from the same quantity of labour,
being sometimes very different, according to the difference
of seasons; grain of all sorts, as also cattle from mortality amongst them, or other casualties, are subject to
much greater variations in their values, than artificial
products; and a bushel of corn may be worth twice or
tlmce as much cloth, at one time as at another. Corn
must be had; and the farmers will endeavour to make as
much of their small stock, as when they had a greater
plenty; on the other hand, when the market is full, they
must lower their price; till, after reckoning the value of
the land, the labour bestowed in raising a bushel of corn,
and in fabricating the thing for which it is exchanged, are
on both sides nearly equal. Things of a more limited
vent, are subject to vary yet more from their usual price,
than corn, as apples, hops, B;c.
Things are the more valued, the farther they are from the
place where they were first produced.
6. Things near the place where they are produced,
whether by nature or art, have naturally a less value in
proportion to other things, than they have in places more
.u 13
remote;
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remote; and this in proportion to the risques of all sorts,
and expences of carriage. Silver is naturally cheaper in
Mezico than in Spain, and in Spain than in the rest of
Europe. Things that are rare, or for which there is no
great demand, are generally dearer than in the above
proportion: For, when there are but few dealers in any
commodity, they seldom fail to enhance its price, and that
sometimes very exorbitantly. One great mystery of trade,
is to keep off new adventurers, by concealing its profits;
and whilst that may be done, the gains will be large.
III. The price of lahour, the chief standard that regulates
the values of all thi1l!Js.
7. The values of land and labour do, as it were of themselves, mutually settle or adjust one another; and as all
things or commodities, are the products of those two; 80
their several values are naturally adjusted by them. But
~ in most productions,lahour hath the greatest share; the
value of labour is to be reckoned the chief standard that
regulates the values of all commodities; and more especially as the value of land is, as it were, already allowed
for in the value of labour itself.
Men's various necessities and appetites, oblige them to
part with their own commodities, at a rate proportionable
to the labour and skill that had been bestowed upon those
things, which they want in exchange: If they will ,not
comply with the market, their goods will remain on their
hands J and if at first, one trade be more profitable than
another, skill as well as labour and risques of all sorts,
being taken into the account j more men will enter into
that business, and in their outvying will undersell one
another, till at length the great profit of it is brought
down to a par with the rest.
Some estimate of the value of labour.
8. It may be reasonably allowed, that a labouring man
14
ought
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ought to eam at least, twice as much as will maintain
himself in ordinary food and cloathing; that he may be
enabled to breed up children, pay rent for a small dwelling, find himself in necessary utensils, ~c. So much at
least the labourer must be allowed, that the community
may be perpetuated: And as the world goes, there is no
likelihood that the lowest kind of labourers will be allowed
more than II. bare subsistence; if they will not be content
with that, there will be others ready to step into their
places; and less, as above observed, cannot be given them.
And hence the quantity of • land that goes to maintain a
labourer, becomes his hire; and this hire again becomes
the value of the land; the expences of manuring and
tilling it, being also included. There is a difference in
the proportion of the value of an acre of land to a given
quantity of labour, all over the world; and this ariseth,
not only from the different goodness of the land, but also
from the different ways of living of the peasants in different places. For, where labour is very cheap, that is, where
tbe labourers live very poorly, land will be also cheap; as
the poor, from their numbers, are the principal consumers
of the grosser products of the earth. So that every where,
I think, the price of land is influenced by the price of
labour; that is, by the quality of food and raiment consumed by the labourers; for of some sort, they must have
a sufficient quantity: It seems then to be no good policy
in the rich to deal too hardly with the poor j besides,
that such treatment must needs greatly check arts and
industry, discourage matrimony among the lower class,
and inspire them with thoughts of quitting their homes,
in hopes of bettering their state elsewhere. But the
benevolence here hinted at, is to be tempered with dis15
cretion:
• Lands yielding uncommon products, as mines, te. are not here
considered; the uncommonness of them gives an opportunity to the
owners of making more than ordinary profit by such products.
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cretion: The children of the poor should be brought up
and inured,
early 8.8 may be, to some useful labour;
and be taught with due care, the great principles of religion and morality. But all are not agreed that reading
and writing, are qualifications necessary for the obtaining
of those ends; some think, that these accomplishments
are useful only in higher stations; and that to instruct at
a public expence the youth of the lower class in reading,
writing, ~c. is a kind of intrusion upon the class next
above them; that these qualifications, instead of being
advantageous to the poor who possess them, serve only to
render their state more irksome, and to inspire them with
notions subversive of society. There must be labourers;
and that most useful class of men should be duly cherished
and taken care of: But books and pens will not alleviate
the weight of the spade, or at all contribute to dry the
sweat oft'the labourer's brow.

as

Charitahle contributions necessary.
9. The price of labour being fixed, so that one labourer
can earn about twice as much, or something more, than
what will maintain himself; if he has several young ehildren, a sickly wife, an aged and helpless parent, or is
himself disabled; he will want, and will have a right to
ask, the charitable aid of some of his opulent neiglibours:
It is therefore almost unavoidable, but that some of the
lowest class will be destitute of subsistence, who must or
ought to be maintained and taken due care of, by public
contrihutions or establishments •. If a man be single, he
will earn as much as the married man j for no regard to a
man's circumstances will be had in the price of his labour ;
16
and

* Great care Mould be taken that all charitable contributions are
duly applied to their proper objects, and are not embezzled or wantonly squandered.
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and 80 the single man may feed and clothe himself better
than the other; and if he is frugal, he will save somewhat
against he is married, which little savings may enable him
to live more comfortably all the rest of his life.
Mechanics earn more than labourers, &C.
10. To bring up a child to a trade, there is not only an
expence in fitting him out, and during his apprenticeship,
but also a risque of his dying before he is out of his -time,
from which considerations a mechanic is entitled to better
wages than a common labourer: And as any given trade
is attended with greater risques of any sod, requires more
skill, more trust, more expence in setting up, ~c. the
artificer will be entitled to still better wages. In like
manner those professions that require genius, great confidence, a liberal education, ~c. have a right to be rewarded
proportionably. And thus, the prices of labour and services of different sorts, have a considerable difference
founded in the nature of them: But the wages of the
lower class, wherein is to be included, as well the common
artificers as the husbandmen, seems to be the main and
ultimate standard that regulates the values of all commodities: and if those wages be regulated by and paid in
bullion, that specific bullion will be the true and real
money of the country where it is so applied, notwithstanding what else may pass in greater transactions.
IV. Of trade or commerce.
11. By the wise appointment of divine Providence, a
mutual intercourse and commerce amongst men, is both
conducive and necessary to their well being. Every man
stands in need of the aid of others; and every country
may reap advantages, by exchanging some of its superfluous products, natural or artificial, for those which it
wants of foreign growth.
The first employments that a colony of people, newly
settled in an uncultivated country, would naturally fall
17
upon,
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upon, would be to clear, till and sow, or plant the ground
with seeds and roots proper for their nourishment; and to
provide themselves with some kind of dwellings and garments, to shelter and protect them from the inclemencies
ofthe weather: In order to obtain which, they would soon
find themselves under the necessity, and feel the comforts, of associating together, and of establishing a certain mode or form of government. For, all the labour
and skill of anyone man, or of anyone family unconnected
with others, would scarce be able to procure them the
common necessaries of food and cloathing; and much less
would they be ever able to furnish themselves with those
various conveniences, which we now so plentifully enjoy.
Men are endued with various talents and propensities,
which naturally dispose and fit them for different occupations; and are, as above observed, under a necessity of
betaking themselves to particular arts and employments,
from their inability of otherwise acquiring all the necessaries they want, with ease and comfort·: This creates a
dependance of one man upon another, and naturally unites
men into societies. In like manner, as all countries differ
more or 10&15, either in the kinds or goodness of their products, natural or artificial; particular men find their
advantages, which extend to communities in general, by
trading with the remotest nations.
It was the necessities of men that gave birth to the
arts, and long experience hath brought many of them to
a surprising degree of perfection. The most curious arts
now subsisting are the growth of Europe, and chiefly of
the last and present age; and herein, our own country
hath much to boast oft.
18
• The mutual conveniencies accruing to individuals, from their
betaking themselves to particular occupations, is perhaps the chief
cement that connects them to~ther; the main source of commerce,
and of large political communities.
The name of NEWTON, to omit many others of great eminence in
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Usefulness of distinct trades, farther illustrated.
12. The advantages accruing to mankind from their
betaking themselves severally to different occnpations, are
very great and obvious: For thereby, each becoming
expert and skilful in his own particular art; they are
enabled to furnish one another with the products of their
respective labours, performed in a much better manner,
and with much less toil, than anyone of them could do
of himself ", And the world now abounds with vastly
19
greater
different kinds of knowledge, will do honour to this nation, whilst
men continue civilized, and preserve the sciences among them. We
have lately lost a mechanic, whose assistance on many occasions was
eagerly courted, even by our vain and rival neighbours;
a man well
known, and, being known, admired, in all the principal oourts, and
learned academies of Europe. I need not say that I here mean the
late GXORGE GRAHAM, whose eminent skill in mechanics, by which he
was known to the world, was yet known to hid friends to have been
but a small part of his merit. We have yet several artists who excel
in their respective professions, all that went before them. What Mr.
HARRISON hath done about claclca, is truly admirable;
and matkemoJicaJ, ill,8lrument& were never made so perfect and exact, as they
have been and still are by Mr. BIRD: These men stand unrivalled.
I have many more very excellent artists in my eye, but I forbear
naming any, lest I should do injustice to others who might have an
equal share of merit.
Whilst I am celebrating the superior skill of some of our most
eminent artists, I am not very wide from my subject: And I wish it
was duly considered, by those who ought to consider it, what countenance and encouragement is due to such men j what great benefactors they are to their country, what great reputation and wealth
they bring to it, who by their fame and example create emulation in
others, and so raise and support a reputation of our artificial products in distant countries.
• When our great load of taxcs, reaching down to the meanest
jUiificer, is considered; it would seem that labour is cheaper in
Bntfland than in other countries ; that is, that our artificers are
more skilful, and produce inore and better goods in a given time,
than is usually done elsewhere: For, in comparing the price
labour, the mere consumptions or earnings of the labourers, are not

or
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greater quantities and varieties of artificial products, than
could ever have been effected by the utmost efforts of
small and unconnected societies. The farmer is the most
likely person to be able to subsist of himself; but he
would find it very difficult to get even implements for his
husbandry, without the aid of the smith and the carpenter;
and they again, find it their interest to truck with him for
what they want, instead of tilling the ground themselves.
In building and furnishing a house, the business becomes
still more complex; and more variety of arts are necessary.
And should anyone undertake to provide a coat only, by
going himself through the various operations of shearing
the wool, carding, spinning, weaving, tucking, ~c. half the
labour and toil in his own particular profession, would
not only have equipped him with a better garment, but
also procured him other necessaries •. Besides the great
incumbrance of tools, that would be requisite for the
finishing of most things from the beginning; it would be
next to impossible for anyone man, either to find time,
or to acquire skin sufficient, for the making of all those
tools; he would soon fiud himself at a loss, and under a
necessity of seeking the aid of others.
UsefulM88 of dealers.
13. The usefuluess of people betaking and confining
themsel vesto particular arts, is very manifest. And from
20
hence
alone sufficient; what their labour produces, mll8t also be taken into
the account.
Without supposing that labour, in effect, is really
cheap with us, it would be difficult to acoount how such large quantities _of our artifioial products could be vended abroad. But how
long this supposed superiority of our workmen, can be able to balance
our other disadvantages, deserves seriously to be considered.
• Agreeable to this is the old adage, "JacK-of-all-trades
will never
be rich."
And those smattering geninses who will be meddling in
variOIl8 arts, rather than employ others in their proper oallings, are
but poor atconomists, as well as bad neighbours.
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hence naturally arise employments for another class of
men; I mean, dealers of all sorts, from the meanest shopkeeper to the merchant: These, without applying themselves to any of the manual arts, are busied in collecting,
and afterwards in distributing, the -various sorts of products or commodities; and by their arts and industry, the
products of the remotest places are collected, as it were,
into grand store-houses; where every one may be readily
supplied, according to his desires.
The dealers, like the artificers, are subdivided into distinct trades, and so, become mutually serviceable to each
other. Without this subdivisiou, commerce would have
been strangely embarrassed; many parts of it must have
been 'totally neglected; and a monopoly here would have
like bad effects, as if men tried themselves to make all the
things they wanted,
Usefulness of commercefarther exemplified,
14. To exemplify the nature of commerce a little more
particularly: Amidst the farmers, which we will suppose
are dispersed at convenient distances over the whole
country, there will be villages of different sizes, dispersed
at yet greater distances. In these villages, besides some
farmers, and some' poor husbandmen; there will be most
likely a smith, a carpenter, an alehouse-keeper, perhaps a
butcher; if not a shoe-maker, at least a cobler, a petty
grocer, &c. In larger villages, there will be more of these
trades, and some others besides: All these have their food
of the neighbouring farmers, and are supported by what
they earn of them, and of one another. Their overplus,
the farmers carry to the adjacent market-towns; wherein
are a greater number, and a greater variety of artificers;
jnore shops, and better sorts of goods; more publicans,
and' better entertainments, than are in the villages. The
several shopkeepers here, fetching many or most of their
goods from remote places, in large quantities at a time,
21
can
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can afford to furnish their respective customers at a mnch
cheaper rate, than they could furnish themselves; as they
save each of them the trouble, risque, loss of time, and
expence of a long journey. These shop-keepers know
also, how to procure their goods at the best hand; and
they take care to furnish themselves, with whatever is
necessary for the consumption of the adjacent country.
The farmers, likewise, find it their advantage to dispose of
their superfluous cattle, butter, cheese, Bjc., to drovers and
chapmen, that come to meet them at known appointed
fairs; and they again, know where to drive and carry, by
wholesale, those commodities to a better market.
The trade of large towns, is again branched out into
greater varieties; these not only supplying the lesser
towns, as they do the villages, but also affording many
curiosities, fit only for the gentry and people of affluent
fortunes. In like manner, manufacturers and dealers, find
it their interest to seek each other: Knowing before-hand
where and how to disposeof his goods; the one, is enabled
to pursue and cultivate his art, without that loss of time
and interruption, to which he would be otherwise liable;
and the other, having in his warehouse various sortments
of different goods, bought at the best hand from different
manufacturers, furnishes not only the- petty shop-keepers
or chapmen of his neighbourhood, but also many others
in remote places, with all the sorts they want; which
would have been endless and too expensive for them to
have done, by going themselves for their little quantities
to the several manufacturies, which might be dispersed at
great distances.
Thus, as in the manual arts, it is the interest of each
dealer, to confine himself within a certain district; and
this, likewise, is of mutual advantage to the whole: By
this <economy,each particular trade becomes better understood, better cultivated, and carried on easier and cheaper;
the whole community is, as it were, thereby linked together

22
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in one general commerce; and by a daily intercourse and
correspondence, a large country becomes in effect as one
great city; greater numbers, creating more employments,
and contributing to each other's better subsistence: It
being a constant observation, that the poorest living is in
thin inhabited countries. Indeed, it is trade that makes
countries populous, as well as what procures the inhabitants a comfortable subsistence. Again, by the diligence
of the merchant, in investigating and dispersing the products of different countries; all nations become, as it
were, connected together in a commercial interest; and
all enjoy the benefits of the various productions of different
climates.
Of foreign commerce.
15. In a nation skilful in arts, and abounding in products for the necessaries of life; the due ordering of its
own internal trade, must be its greatest concern: But yet
foreign commerce is advantageous, in many respects. By
the great and almost inexplicable circuit and labyrinth of
trade, the peculiar riches of each respective country, are
dispersed every where, to the mutual benefit of all mankind; and the whole world becomes, as it were, one
community or great trading city; every climate, by the
means of commerce, enjoying the peculiar fruits of the
rest: By commerce, not only commodities natural and
artificial, but the arts themselves are also communicated,
improved, and extended; industry promoted, and useful
employments found for a greater number of hands. There
'is perhaps no nation in the world, but what might subsist
of itself; most countries abounding with means of sustaining life, suitable to their respective climates; and yet,
-perhaps, there is no country so fertil, or nation 80 polite,
but what may be greatly benefited by a foreign commerce.
In the West Indies, where labour is toilsome, a small
degree of it suffices to procure plenty of roots for bread;
23
and
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and a sufficiency of flesh. fish, and fowl. are easily obtained. But the artificial products of Europe, are a beneficial exchange for the produce of the cane; and this again
is convenient and acceptable to the Europeans.
Every nation should have a watchful eye over its foreign
commerce; for it might so happen, that a trade which
enriches the merchant, might impoverish the public. That
trade is most beneficial. which exports those commodities
that are least wanted at home, and upon which most
labour hath been bestowed; and which brings in return
the reverse sort j that is, simple products, either necessary
for immediate consumption. in the form they are imported; or as materials to be wrought into commodities,
wanted either for home use or exportation. In few words,
that trade is best, which tends most to promote industry
at home, by finding employment for most hands , and
which furnishes the nation with such foreign commodities.
as are either useful and necessary for our defence, or more
comfortable subsistence. And that trade is the worst,
that exports the least of the product of labour; that furnishes materials for manufacturies in other countries.
which afterwards might interfere with some of its own;
and which brings home unnecessary commodities, either
soon perishable, or of a precarious value. But no nation
can in all cases ehuse for itself: The immediate disadvantages of some trades are to be overlooked, if in the long
run and great 'circle of commerce, they at last turn out to
be beneficial. Natural alliances, and natural rivalships,
for such there are. and ever will be. betwixt particular
nations, are also subjects of great moment to the statesman. though not to the merchant, in the consideration of
a beneficial commerce. And to a maritime country, the
increase of shipping and of mariners, is an object of great
importance.
I am unwarily entered upon a large field; but my view
under this head, being only to give a general idea of the
24
nature
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nature and benefit of trade, by sketching out some of the
principal liues, I must here proceed no farther: To treat
this subject with tolerable accuracy, would be a large,
curious and useful undertaking".
V. Of the comparative riches or wealth of nations.
16. The comparative riches and strength of nations, are
not to be reckoned from the extent of their dominions, or
simply from their numbers of people; but rather from the
fertility and aptness of the soil, for furnishing useful and
necessary products; from the industry of the inhabitants,
and their skilfulness in arts; and besides all this, from
their having a well-modelled, and well-administered
government: For a good government is itself a most
v-aluable treasure, a main source of riches, and of all tem25
poral
• This would be no less than the taking a general view of the
whole political ceconomy of established communities;
it would be
shewing how the several parts' are necessarily connected, mutually
dependent on and subservieut to each other, and to the whole:
Such a work might be of singular use to the statesman, by pointing
out to him, what parts are growing too luxuriant, and what parts
want further nourishment and countenance;
and perhaps, in the
whole system of politics, if the whole doth not ultimately terminate
there, no part is of that importance as the preserving of a due order
in all things at home.
How trades beget and nourish each other, is beautifullj. described
in a book, containing many judicious observations upon that subject,
~ entitled A plan of the Engluh commerce, page 20 to 27. The author,
after supposing fifty farmers, each with two hundred pounds stock,
settled in a kind of circle of a convenient extent in some uninhabited
part of Bngland, shews how in a little time a town with various
trades, would be naturally built and settled in the midst of them;
- and how these farmers and their families, which he supposes to consist of 350 persons, would bring to them and find maintenance for at
least 1000 persons more. The whole detail is too long for this place,
and to abridge would be to maim it. This book was printed for
C. Rivi1l{lton, in St. Pant, Ch!trch-!lard, anno 1718.
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poral blessings. The Russian map, takes in a larger
extent of country than all Europe; and y.et that nation
till of late, made no great figure upon the stage of the
world. I am inclined to think that the territory of Greal
Britain, is more * valuable, though less extensive, than
France; and the English artists upon the whole, take the
lead of all the world. The French are much more numerous than we are, and perhaps also more skilful in the
arts of war; and their government, for sudden enterprises,
is t better framed than ours: But the English commonalty
are more robust, brave and intrepid when roused; and
have from their soil and skill in arts, such great resources
and advantages, that if they do but preserve their t constitution entire, maintain a public spirit, with union and
concord amongst themselves; they may continue their
independency upon other nations, to the latest times. But
futurity is not ours: Let us, whilst we are, each in his
place, act our parts like men, and all will be well.
The stock of a nation in all sorts of productions, natural
and artificial, is to be included in the idea of its riches;
and more especially its stock of those things that are
necessary for the support of life, and for defence against
enemies: For as men are circumstanced, this last also is
a necessary ingredient. An industrious and skilful nation,
having the land well stocked; the houses well furnished;
26
the
• Besides having of our own growth, plenty of all BOrts of provisions, materials for buildings, apparel, tic.' we have also lead, tin,
copper, iron, calam!J, coal, culm, o/lom, coppera8, fuller, earth, and
sundty other minerals; some of which are in a. manner the peculiar
growth of this country, and very desirable abroad:
But I do not
recollect to have heard, that France yields anyone natural product
wanted by us.
t This advantage is, in many other respects, much overbalanced
by the milder and more temperate frame of our government.
::: The freedom of this nation, is the true parent of its grandeur:
If ever it becomes enslaved, its august and mighty monarch, will
dwindle into an inconsiderable and petty tyt".J.ut.
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the shops, warehouses, grauaries and magazines of all
sorts, well filled; may with great propriety be said to be
rich: To this estimate, must be also added all the goods
in foreign warehouses, that are the property of its merchants. When the riches of a country, are considered
under this extensive view j the whole amount of its cash
or bullion, cannot make so considerable a part, as people
are apt to imagine. We shall consider more particularly
hereafter, in what sense, and how far, gold aud silver are
riches: But we are not to form an idea of the riches of
past ages, from the abundance they had of those metals.
The Inca's of Peru were not the richer, for the immense
masses of gold they possessedj and its being so greedily
eoveted, proved the cause of the loss of their country:
Could they have changed their gold into iron, it would
have been vastly more serviceable to them; and with it,
they might probably have defended their country, against
those merciless invaders, that used them so barbarously.
We should not yet perhaps, reckon those people so very
despicable and poor, because they had but few of the arts
amongst them: They were in possessionof a goodly country; had plenty of sustenance; of such apparel and buildings, as gave them content: If they had no learning, they
yet had good manners, probity, and a regular government;
worthy, in many respects, the imitation of the politest
Europeans. But we, having tasted the sweet fruits of
arts, could not part with them, without feeling the.ntmost
reluctance; without being in a high degree sensible of the
calamitous distresses of poverty. It is in the product of
arts, that riches chiefly consist j and if we reckon by this
standard, the present age is probably richer than any of
the past; and our own nation is herein, not inferior to
~y of its neighbours.
Of sumptuary laws.
17. The desire of increasing in wealth and riches, is
27
universal;
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universal; many cry out against luxury, and wish to have
it stopped by sumptuary laws. But this is a matter of
great delicacy, and requires a nice judgment: Such laws,
if not well considered, might be productive of effects, contrary to their intention. The curious arts of all sorts, are
beneficial to a country; and the discouraging any of them,
will, instead 'of begetting riches, bring on poverty. If
men had contented themselves with bare necessaries, we
should have wanted a thousand conveniencies, which we
now enjoy; and many of the talents given to us, would
have been quite useless, for want of opportunities of exerting them. The word lu:cury bath usually annexed to it,
a kind of opprobious idea; but so far as it encourages the
arts, whets the inventions of men, and finds employments
for more of our own people; its influence is benign, and
beneficial to the whole society. But if luxury, or fashion,
tend to discourage the arts and industry at home; to
stock the nation too much with costly trifles from abroad,
of no real use j or with consumable commodities, not
really wanted; thereby transferring the employments
from our own poor, to those of other nations; to nations,
it may be. not our friends; luxury then, degenerates into
evil, and should be suppressed in time. Vanity, though it
ruins many individuals, is yet perhaps beneficial to the
community; and the ways of indulging it, should not be
too much straightened:
Prevent its leading to any
intemperances, that may affect either the healths, morals,
or industry of the people, and no harm win be done.
VI. Industry the source of wealth, and good order that 0/
industry: Puhlic spirit the great fountain of national
grandeur, and happiness.
18. I shall conclude this chapter, with observing again;
that labour, skill, and industry, are the true sources of
wealth; and the means of distributing it, in II. due pro28
portion,
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portion, among all the members of the body politic. It is
not any specific quantity of money, but the due distribution of it, that renders that body healthy and vigorous in
all its parts. Idleness is the bane of society; the great
source of vice and confusion; the fore-runner of public
distress and calamity. Industry produces the contrary
effects; and is to be promoted by all possible methods:
These are various ; they are chiefly good laws, speedily,
righteously, and cheaply executed; wise regulations of
commerce, as well internal as foreign; good examples; a
watchful care in the magistrates, to suppress in the first
instances, vice, sloth, and all kinds-of immoralities; a due
care of the indigent and feeble, that none perish from
want, when there is more than sufficient for all; the
securing of private property; a due disdain of all chicanery, quibbling and sophistry, more especially, in schools
and courts of justice; ability, nprightness and dispatch in
public offices; the countenancing of probity, of plain dealing, of arts and sciences; and in all cases, an inviolable
maintenance of public faith. These, are some of the ways,
to breed and cherish a public spirit, among all ranks of
people; without which, no nation can be happy; no community can long subsist.
A nation skilful in arts, abounding in products, untainted in its morals; where public spirit prevails, above
local and personal interests; and under a wise and righteous government, duly tempered, so as to be secure itself,
and all under it secure; a nation, I say, under these circumstances, must needs within itself, be rich, flourishing
and happy. But power, grandeur, and influence abroad,
depend chiefly on the numbers of industrious inhabitants
at home. A limited number, cannot acquire above a
limited degree of wealth, or strength: The way to increase
'both, is to break down the barricadoes of local enfranchisements; to encourage matrimony among the lower class,
by giving some privileges to those who have children;
Bi
29
finding
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finding employments for those who are able; and supplying with necessaries, the helpless and indigent. Moreover,
if you please, you may invite hither foreign Protestants;
by giving the privileges of free denisons, to all that are
desirous of incorporating themselves under the banner of
our laws, and enjoying the benefits of our happy constitution. But some better regulations should be made with
regard to our own poor, before strangers can be induced
to come among us.

CHAPl'ER H.-OJ Money and Coins.
I.

OJ

Barter.

19. THE
first commerce amongst men, was undoubtedly carried on by barter, or the exchange of one
commodity for another; and indeed, this is the true and
ultimate end of all commerce, whether foreign or domestic. But as men and arts increased, a mere barter of
commodities became inconvenient, and insufficient, in
abundance of instances. For it must needs frequently
happen, that one man would want goods of another, that
wanted none at the present, of those goods which he had
to give him in exchange; and therefore to him, these
goods would be but of small value; and it might be a
tedious and intricate course, before the goods of the first
man could be so often bartered, till at length they became
exchanged into that particular commodity, which the
second wanted. The same inconvenience would attend
private bills, or promissory notes; for the note could not
well be discharged, till the man who gave it, met with a
customer, that had goods which suited him, to whom the
said note had been given. Add to this, that contracts
payable in goods were uncertain; for goods even of the
same kind, differ in value. One horse is worth more than
30
another
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another horse: Wheat off one field, is better than wheat
off another. Cows, horses, swine, ~c. wheat, barley, oats,
~c. might differ greatly in their value; a great disparity
also would frequently happen, between artificial things of
the same sort, as one workman excelled another. So that
in this state of barter, besides the endless difficulties
people were under to suit one another; there was no
scale, or measure, by which the proportion of value which
goods had to one another, could be ascertained *.

II.

MONEY,

what, and whence it arose.

20. To avoid the great inconveniencies of mere barter,
a material or commodity that should be universally accepted in exchange for all other things, was soon agreed
upon; and this is what we call t MONEY. As soon as this
31
invention
• In a state of barter, there can be but little trade, and few
a.rtiza.ns. For want of a ready exchange for their goods, people
would look little farther than to get food, and some coarse raiment: The landed men would till only so much land, as sufficed
their own families ; and to procure them those few rude necessaries
which the country afforded. Hence, without some kind of money,
the arts can make no progress; and without the arts, a country
cannot flourish or grow populous. Ignorance and idleness will naturally beget trespasses, incroachments, wars and contentions, ever
destructive to the growth of people. Does not this account for what
we daily see, even amongst nations reckoned polite 1 And how
important is it, that the rulers of the earth should be more libera.lly
educated 1
t The first step from mere barter to the invention of money, was
probably by pledges or deposites, which the owner was to redeem.
And metals being durable, divisible without loss, and easy of carriage; and having from their usefulness a value set upon them, like
other things; men coveted to have metals for their pledges, and
some one metal preferable to the rest; and this desire becoming
universal, that metal, from being used as a mere pledge, soon becamemoney. Suppose this metal was silver: "He who had more goods
" than he had occasion for, would chuse to barter them for silver,
" thongh he had no use for it; because silver would not decay upon
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invention became established, men reckoned the value of
their goods by money j and the terms pricu, buying, and
seUing came in use j a greater or less quantity of money
going to the purchase of all things, in proportion to the
respective values ow hich before had -been set upon them,
as well in respect of that commodity now made money, as
of one another.
Thus, MONEY is a STANDARD MEASURE, by 'Which the
f1aluesoj all things, are regulated and ascertained; and is
it se1/, at the same time, the VALUE or EQUIVALENT, by
'Which,gooM are uchanged, and in 'Which, contracts are
made payahle. So th!lt money, is not a pledge, to be
afterwards redeemed, but is both an equivalent and a.
measure; being in all contracts, the very thing usually
bargained for, as well as the measure of the bargain: Or,
if one thing be 'bartered for another, the measure of the
bargain is usually the quantity of money, which each of
the things bartered, are conceived to be worth.
32
To
his hands, or be of any expenoe to him in keeping j and with it he
" could purchase other goods as he had occasion, in whole or in part,
" at. home or abroad; silver being divisible without 10tlll,and of the
"same value in diiTerent places.
BiG. If A bad 100 sheep, and
" desired to exchange them for horses: B had 10 horses, which were
"equal to, or worth the 100 sheep, and was willing to exchange :
" But A not having present occasion for the horses, rather than be
" at the expence of keeping them, he would barter his sheep with 0,
" who had the valu~ to give in silver, with which he could purchase
" the horses at the time when he had occasion. Or, if (J had not
"silver, but was willing to give his bond for the silver, or the horses,
" payable at the time.A wanted them: A would chuse to take the
" bond payable in silver, rather than in horses; bflcause silver was
" certain in quality, and hol'lle8 diiTered much. 80 silver was ueed
" aa the valu~ in which contracts were made payable." And thus
the transitions from 6artering to pledging, and from pUdgu to
fIIOfIq, were very natural and obvioue,
The above extract is taken from an ingenious piece, tho' not free
from some grievoua mistake., of the celebrated Mr. JoAn Lmo",
entitled, J/onq and trade co~,
priDted at Lon.dtm in 17ZO.
Ii
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farther, let U8 8Upposeril'IJer

to be that commodity, which was fixed upon as money.

Silver had before a known value, from its uses as a metal;
and being durable, portable, divisible without loss, and of
equal goodness every where, as will be explained hereafter,
was found every way convenient for the purpose of money;
and having been applied to that use, silver received an
additional value to that which it had before, as a mere
metal, from the greater demand for it thence arising. As
soon aa silver was made money, it was used, both as the
value in which contracts were made payable, and also as
the measure, by which goods were valued j and consequently, of the proportion of value of different goods to
one another. Thus, as Mr. Locke observes, the value of
"lead to wheat, for instance, and of either of them to a
" certain sort of cloth, is known by the prices of each, or
" their value in silver or money. As if a yard of cloth be
"worth or sells for half an ounce of silver, a bushel of
wheat for one ounce, and a hundred weight of lead for
"two ounces; anyone presently sees and says, that a
" bushel of wheat is double the value of a yard of that
" cloth, and but half the value of an hundred weight of
"lead."
And according to these proportions, any quantity of the above commodities will exchange, either for
money, or for one another. So that, as before observed,
money is always the standard that • measures the values
33
of
U

(C

• In like manner, money is used. as the measure by which goods
to be delivered at d.ilrerent places, are valued. B», If a piece of
wine was to be delivered at.LonJon by A, merchant there, to the
order of B, vintner at Breclmocl&; and the value to be delivered in
butter at BrecJ:noclc, by B to the order of A. The wine is not to be
_ valued by the quantity of butter it is worth at London, nor the
butter by the quantity of wine it is worth at BrecJ:nocl&. The way
to know what quantity of butter is equal to the wine, is, by the
quantity of money each is worth at the places where thtlYare to be
delivered: Thus, supposing as before, silver to be money; if the
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of commodities; and, most commonly, is also what is
given for them, or the equivalent with or for which they
are purchased.
How money differs from other measures, and also from
commodities.
21. In the idea of money, the quality of the material is
supposed to be unchangeable, and to be universally or
every where the same: And therefore, the material being
once fixed or agreed upon; all that is to be included in
the idea of money, is the quantity only of that material,
as in other standard measures, whether of weight or extension: And the only essential difference betwixt them,
is this; that money is not only a measure, but also an
equivalent, and as such passes from one to another; whilst
other measures, may rest indifferently in the buyers or
sellers, or a third person's hands, it matters not whose
they be.
Money also differs from all commodities in this, that,
as such, its value is permanent or unalterable; that is,
money being the measure of the values of all other things,
and that, like all other standard measures, by its quantity
only; its own value is to be deemed invariable: And all
contracts or engagements, are to be deemed fully discharged and satisfied, by the payment of the specific
quantity or sum of money, agreed upon; without having
any regard to the value of money, with respect to other
things, at the different times of contracting and discharging of debts.
This is a fundamental characteristic of money, without
which, it would lose its use as such; nor can money, with
34
any
piece of wine be worth at Lrmdon 20 ounces of silver, and 20 ounces
of silver be worth 24 stones of butter at BrtClcnoclc; then 24 stones
is the quantity of butter to be given there, in return for the wine.
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any propriety, be considered as being subjecrto vary in its
value, without referring it to something else as a standard; and thereby, departing from its use as money, and
making it a mere commodity.
Of some requisite properties in the material of money.
22. That money may continue in esteem, and preserve
the public estimation, as an equivalent, and a standard
measure; it is necessary that it be made of a material or
commodity, which is not too common, not too cheap or
bulky, not growing spontaneously, or to be found without
a valuable consideration in labour or land; not very subject
to be consumed with use, or to be spoiled for the want of
use, nor subject to expenee in keeping. For money, like
other things, whatever pains may be taken to shew, or
some may think to the contrary; will soon find a value, in
proportion to the labour and skill, that are necessary to
acquire it; or in a reciprocal proportion to its plenty.
Though we reckon by money; yet labour and skill, are
the main standards, by which, the values of all or most
things are ultimately ascertained; and there will require a
greater or less bulk of money, to purchase the very same
thing, according as there is a greater or less quantity of
money in circulation; that is, according as the material of
money is cheaper or dearer, or in greater or lesser plenty.
The use of money is very general, as well as antient;
and many poor states, that had scarce any art8 or traffic
amongst them, had yet a sort of money. In some parts
. of Africa, the small shells called by us couries, passed as
money; and in some other parts of that barbarous continent, salt, being very scarce, and therefore much valued,
_was used as money: In the one place, a certain number
of shells] and in the other, a certain measure or weight
85
of
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of alt; going to the purchase of such and such a commodity. But among trading and polite nations, such
common materials or commodities, wauld not do for
money; their money must be such as hath an intrinsic
value, and thence, an universal esteem among those they
traffic with.
A nation secluded from the rest of the world, might
indeed, fall upon various methods of supplying the use of
money: And we see that some of our plantations, make a
shift without any money, properly so called; using only
bits of stamped paper, of no real value. But, wherever
that material, which passeth as or instead of money, hath
no intrinsic value, arising from its usefulness, scarcity,
and necessary expenee of labour in procuring it; there,
private property will be precarious; and so long as that
continues to be the case, it will be next to impossible for
such people, to arrive at any great degree of power and
splendour* .
86
Meta"

• There is a very wide and essential difference betwixt money and
bills: The one, having an intrinsic value, is in all contracts and
dealings, the equivalent, as well as the measure.
Bills are nothing
but mere promises or obligations of paymeAt: And even public bills,
for such ol)1y usually p&I!8 as money, have only a local credit, being
limited to the territories of the state that issued them; and depending merely upon their faith, those that are in private hands are, to
say no wone, subject every day to be dehaaed by the creation of
more new bills. For bills, whilst they pass as money, partake so far
of ita nature, that the more, or for a greater sum, there are of them
in currency, the leas will be the value of any given bill, or a bill for
a given aum.
Some of our plantations have severely felt the ill etreote of those
weak, unjust and destructive measures, of increasing the quantities
of bills; whilst the PhilatMlpAiaftl, by keeping aacredly to a certain
number or sum total of bills, have not only preserved their credit
amongst themaelves; but even extended it, to some of the neighbouring provinces; where, I am informed, a Philadelphian bill will
retch more than one of their own, made for the same or a like sum.
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Metals, the fittest materials oj money.
23. For the purpose of universal commerce, metals
seem the fittest materials for a standard measure, or
money; as copper, silver, or gold; they having all the properties above required: They are moreover divisible into
minute parts, which parts retain nevertheless an intrinsic
value, in proportion to their quantity or weight; because
those parts may, without injuring the metal, be again
united together in a greater mass. These metals are
durable, and also susceptible of any form, mark, or impression; and are convertible from money or coins, into
utensils of various kinds; and from these, into money
again. These properties are what give money, which is
generally made of one or other of the above metals, a real
and intrinsic value. There is scarce room to imagine,
that money, made of a material good for no other purpose,
would long continue in esteem, as such j the usefulness
and scarcity of the materials, are both considered in the
common estimation of money.
Base fMtau not fit materials oj money.
24. Again, it is requisite that that metal which is made
money, or the standard measure of commerce, should be
either of equal goodness every where, according to its
quantity or weight; or, that there should be some certain
criterion, by which might be ascertained, the true proportional value of any given mass of that metal, when
compared with any other given mass of the same metal.
~ Money cannot be a proper or exact measure of the values
of other things, if its own value is questionable; for if it
could be doubted, whether my ounce of money, be pre- ~sely of the same value with any other person's ounce
of money; it would create such a distraction in all kinds
of traffic, that would frustrate the very end and design of
money.
The
37
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The base metals, as copper, tin, lead, and iron; have none
of them the above quality, or that precise certainty of
value, required in money.
For, although the artists
employed about them, can soon find that this mass of
copper, for instance, is better or worse than that other
mass, at least for their particular purposes; yet, there is
no method of ascertaining, to any exactness, what is their
respective pureness; or what is the specific difference
betwixt, or what is the true proportional value of, different
masses of that metal in respect of one another. And
therefore
copper, is not a fit material for money: And
the other base metals, are still more unfit; for the like,
and other reasons, that are sufficiently obvious. Their
great plenty and cheapness, is a farther objection to the
making money of any of the baser metals.

*

III. Fine silver and fine gold, of equal goodnes8 every
where.

25. Silver and gold, when pure and unmixed with base
metals, are called fine, or fine silver, and fine gold. And
these, called the precious and noble metals, when thus
pure, have every where the same characteristics, and in
all respects the same qualities, so far as hath hitherto been
discovered; that is, an ounce of any fine silver, is exactly
of the same intrinsic worth or value, with an ounce of any
other fine silver: And the same of fine gold, with respect
to fine gold.
But these precious metals are seldom found pure, till
they are made so by art for particular purposes; and when
they are not pure, the metal commixed with them is called
alloy. This alloy is reckoned of no value; that is, if to
an ounce of fine silver be superadded, suppose, an ounce
88
of
.. Copper coins with us are properly not money, but a kind of
tol:ens passing by way of exchange instead of parts of the smallest
pieces of silver coin ; and as such, very useful in small home traffic.
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of copper; this addition of copper, though it increases the
mass to double the quantity, yet gives that mass no additional value: So that one ounce of fine silver, is of
as great value as the two ounces of this mixed mass.
And the reason of it is, because these metals cannot be
again separated, either without a total loss of the copper,
or without more cost than profit. In like manner, not
only copper, but silver also, is an alloy to gold; and when
they are commixed together, the silver is reckoned of no
value, unless it be in such proportion to the gold, as to
make it worth the refiner's while t<1separate them +.
Silver and gold, when alloyed, are said to be of such a
fineness, according to the proportion there is of fine silver
or fine gold, to the whole mass. Thus, a mass of silver,
containing eleven parts of pure or fine silver, and one part
of alloy, is said to be ~~ fine; or with us in England,
cleven ounces fine; because our pound for weighing gold
and silver, is subdivided into twelve ounces.

*

IV. Silver and gold the only proper and fit materials of
money.
26. The degrees of fineness of both silver and gold, are
discoverable, by skilful assay-masters, to great exactness;
and these metals, being universally of equal goodness,
39
according
• A certain proportion of copper will even depreciate the value of
the silver mixed with it; if this proportion be so great, as to make
the silver not fit for common purposes, without refining.
t For the same reason, a proportion even of gold mixed with
silver, that is less than a penny weight in a pound Troy, doth not
add to the value of the silver, excepting so far as it increases the
mass; the gold, in this case, being reckoned only as silver, and not
considered as increasing the value of that silver, with which it is
mixed. And I am informed, that a penny weight of gold in a pound
weight of silver, is the least proportion of gold, that will ~ay for
refining; this being reckoned a profit only, of about one farthing per
ounce.
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according to their purity, they are proper materials of
money. And indeed, they have manifestly a peculiar
fitness for that purpose, above any other material hitherto
known; and accordingly, these metals only are used as
sneh, by all the polite and tradIng nations of the world.
V.

Of

CoINS.

27. As the intrinsic qualities, or degrees of fineness of
given masses of silver and gold, are not discoverable without art, trouble and expence; the expediency of coining
was soon discovered. The public stamp upon coins, is a
voucher and security to every one, that the coins that
wear it, are of a certain fineness, and intrinsic value,
according to their size or weight: And coins also, being
more distributive than bullion, are, upon that account
likewise, more convenient for trade, and in the common
affairs of life.
Names of eoina, and of integral SUmtl of
from weights.

,
"

money. taken chiefly

28. In antient times, the names of given sums of money,
do not seem to have been properly the names of any species of coin, but of different proportions of weight: As the
talent, shekle, mina, drachma, &c. and in later .times,
pound, mark, &c. The mark is now disused by us; but
in several of the neighbouring countries, it is still their
integer for weighing metals, and is subdivided into eight
ounces. And when the art of coining became established,
the coins took their names from certain weights, used in
the respective countries; to which weights, the coins at
first exactly corresponded. The integral sums of money,
were also denominated, from integral weights; as the livre
in France, and the pound in England and Scotland: and
so many of the coins 88" made the sum of one pound, or
a money pound, made also exactly a pound in weight.
At
40
present
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present, we have only the names pound and penny, that
are common both to money and weights: Antiently a
IIhilling was here the name of a given weight; and 240
pennies made the sum, 3S at present, of one pound, and a
pound weight. But now, a silver penny is only the it of
a penny-weight Troy; which is a little more, than a third
of what a penny weighed a.t the conquest.
Of our present weights, and ditJisions of money.

29. It is thought that the livre, or pound weight, of
silver, was instituted as the money integer, by CHARLEMAGNE: And this he subdivided into sols, and deniers,
which bore exactly the same proportion to the pound, as
our shillings and pence, now do, to our money pound, or
pound sterling.
I have not met with any distinct account
of the Sa:con weights; but it is very probable, that the
weight called the pound of the Tower of London, was the
old Sa:con pound.
This pound contained IIi ounces
Troy; and did not very sensibly differ, from 12 ounces of
the weight still used in the money affairs of Germany i
and there known, by the name of Cownia weight. The
Tower weight continued in use at the mint there, from the
conquest till the 18th year of the reign of Henry VIII;
at which time it was laid aside, and the Troy weight introduced in its stead. The Sa:con or Tower pound weight,
was divided, as onr money pound now is, into shilling.,
pennies and farthings;
and it seems very probable that
antiently, the weightS answering to these names and sub~ divisions, were those in common use.
I was obliged to my late learned friend MARTIN FOLKES,
Esq., for this account of the Sa:con weight, ~c. long before
_ he published his curious Table oj English silver coins,
where the same is to be met with: A work which none,
who are desirous of having an exact history of our coins,
should be without; and from which, as a farther illustra41
tion
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That coins in all or most countries have, at different times,
been debased; but the same denominations still continued.
30. The antient denominations given to money, in the
42
several
• Page I, 2. The Troy weight, Pondu« T~,
from Troye& in
Champagne, is generally supposed to have been introduced here by
the NON/um8, but does uot seem to have been immediately established. It is most probable that the pound of the Tower, or the
monyers pound, was also the pound in common use before the conquest; and that it continued to be so for a considerable time after,
till the Troy pound, perhaps from its greater weight, gut the preference by degrees. It is observable. that in the old statute called
Auisa pani« et cerevieia, 51 Hen. III. and which it self refers to
"older ordinances made in the time of the king's progenitors," the
weights of the several quantities of bread, ttc. therein mentioned,
are not expressed in Troy but in money weights, that is, in pounds,
shillings, pennies, and farthings.
". When a quarter of wheat is sold
" for xiia. then wastel breade of a ferthing shall weigh vi li. and xvi 8.
" Breade cocket of a ferthing of the same corne and bulteI, shall
" weigh more than wastel by ii 8. Cocket breade made of corne that
" is of less price, shall weigh more than wastel by v 8. A simnel of a
" ferthing shall weigh ii e. less than wastel, ttc."
Our learned author goes on, and brings several more authorities to
shew, that the money or Tower weights, known also in France, were
those antiently used in Engkm.d. But I shaH trespass no farther
upon him here, than in adding the following extract of a verdict
relati11!1to the coinage of30th October, [B Hen. VIII. remaining in the
Receipt of the Exchequer at Wutminster, in which are the following
words. "And whereas heretofore the merchaunte paid for coynage
"of every pounde TO'/JJre of fyne gold, weighing xi oz. quarter
" Troye, iiB. vid. Nowe it is determyned by the kiug's highness, and
"his said councelle, that the foresaid pounde TO'Wre, shall be no
" more used and occupied, but al maner of golde and sylver shall be
"wayed by the pounde Troye, which exceedith the pounde TO'IDrein
" weight iii quarters of the oz."
The above citation shews the precise time when the Tower or old
&uon weight, was laid aside, viz. 30th Octob. 1527; and that the
proportion of the TOWel' pound to the Troy pound, was exactly as
15 to 16.
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several countries, have been still continued; but the coins
which made up the sums so denominated, have been since,
at different times, greatly debased or diminished in their
value.* And now coins, are so far from being serviceable
as weigbts, which they once were; that, with us, as well
as in the neighbouring countries, the weight of each piece
is not readily known; being very different, from any of
the weights in common use.
The original standards of coins, having been once impaired; and the same names still remaining, after the
substance had been diminished, people did not know
where to stop; and they seem to have thought, that coins
had their value, some how, from the stamp they bore.
And hence, for no better reason can be assigned, sprang
those t adulterations of the coins, and the distractions
and complaints consequent thereupon, that are to be met
with in the histories of most countries.
VI. Standard of monies.
31. Coins being so very convenient, they only, are
commonly considered and used, as money; whilst bullion,
or gold and silver unwrought and unstamped, are reckoned
mere commodities. And in all countries, there is established a certain standard, both as to fineness and weight,
43
of

* Our money pound is at present only H.m,,'"'> or about one-third
of what it was at the conquest; for then it contained llt ounces of
our pr~nt Troy weight, and now it is H of a. Troy pound. By this
rnle, the readers of Mr. Lowndes and of some other authors, may
correct the accounts which he gives of our coins. At the accession
of King Jamu I. to this throne, the Scotch. money pound was but
equal to the
of ours; and the French li'V1'e is at present, only
about h&lf the value of the &otch pound.
t The Engliah, to their great honour, have adulterated their coins
less than most of their neighbours. A summary account of these
adulterations with us, will be given hereafter.
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of the several species of their coins. In England, the
silver monies are to contain 111 parts of fine silver, and 9
parts alloy; and 62 of those coins called shillings, are to
weigh a pound Troy : That is, the pound Troy with UB,
contains 11 ounces 2 penny-weights of fine silver, and 18
penny-weights of alloy; and of a pound Troy of this
standard silver, our money pound called the pound sterling, contains H parts; or the pound sterling is = H of
H'~ of a ponnd Troy of fine silver. And this standard
hath continued with us invariably, ever since the 43d year
of the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
The standard of our present gold coins, is 11 parts of
fine gold, and 1 part of alloy; and 44j guineas are cut

*

out of a pound Troy; so that a guinea is

=

_1_

4fi

of 11

ounces of fine gold. The fineness of gold is not with us,
reckoned hy the common weights, but by imaginary ones,
called t carats: The highest degree of fineness, or pure
gold, is called 24 carats; so that our standard is 22 carats
of fine gold, and 2 carats of alloy. The carats are subdivided into 4 parta called grains, and these again into
quarters; so that a carat 1J1"ain,with respect to the com44
mon
• The silver monies of England, are now !mown by the name of
.eerli1l(J or .eerli1l(J f1WfItt!I: A name supposed to be derived from 80me
NetAerlaruler" who were formerly here employed in coining money,
and then called here &uurli1l(J'.
t Mr. RobertI, in his map of commwce, page 24, 199, takes notice,
that at Veni« they have a real w.eight called carat; whence we had
the name carat, and also the weight 80 called by jewellertl; and that
the Vmet"iam had this weight from the Indiam or Noon. This
author says, that 150 Venenan carats, make one ounce Troy; 80 that
one carat is equal to 31 grains Troy, which is nearly the weight of
the carat used by our jewellers.
The late learned and curious
MAll'fIlf FOLKBII, Esq; found by a nice examination when he was at
Veni«, that a Vendian carat doth weigh IUSabove, or that 150 of
those carats do make pretty enctIy

one. ounce Troy.
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The standard of money farther e:eplained.
32. It is carefully to be remembered, that by the standard of rrwney, is always meant, the quantity of pure or
fine metal contained in a given sum; and not merely
the degree of purity or fineness of that metal; but the
fineness and gross weight are both included. Thus, the
standard of a pound sterling, is 3 oz. 11 dwt. I4H grains
Troy of fine silver; which is equal to 3 oz. 17 dwt. I~
gr. of silver 11 oz. 2 dwt. fine, which is our standard of
fineness. The standard of a shilling, is 73M grains Troy
of fine silver, or 80H- grains of silver H·~fine.
The standard of our money, strictly speaking, remains
the same, so long as there is the same quantity of pure
silver in the respective coins having the old or given denominations; though the coins may be varied, by making
them, either of finer silver and lighter, or of coarser silver
and heavier. But such deviations from the old method of
coining, would be imprudent; as it might create suspicion
of some unfair dealings, and would answer no good purpose. On the other hand, the standard may be debased
or lowered, either by coining the several species lighter,
but of the old fineness; or by retaining the old weights,
and making them of coarser silver; or without altering
the respective coins, by making a smaller number of them
go to the pound sterling, which is our Unit or money
standard. And by debasing the standard, I every where
mean, the lessening of the quantity of pure silver in the
pound sterling, or in the respective specie which by law is
ordained to make up that sum; without regarding the
particular manner in or by which, this may be done.
JVh1/ coins and platf have alloy.

33. As the alloy mixed with silver and gold, is reckoned
01
45
of
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of no value; it may be asked, why any alloy is put into
coins, and plate? The reasons are these: 1. It is seldom
or ever, that silver or gold, are found pure in the mines;
and the trouble of refining to make them 80, would be
very great and expensive: And 2. a certain proportion of
alloy, renders these metals harder, and fitter for the uses
to which they are commonly applied. The standard of
abont H fine, is very convenient:
For, if it be much
coarser, both silver and gold williose of their colour, beauty
and ductility; and if the standard be much finer; those
metals will be too 80ft for many purposes, and a great
expence of refining will be unavoidable.'
VII. There can be but one standard oj money.
84. Hitherto, we have considered both silver and gold,
as being either of them a fit material to be made, or used
as money. But although there may be good reasons for
coining each of them; yet it is very certain, that one only
of these metals can be the money or standard meatnWeoj
commerce, in any country.
For the standard measure
must be invariable, and keep the same proportion of
value, in all its parts:
Such is silver with respect to
silver, and gold to gold; that is, an ounce of silver is
always worth just an ounce of silver; and two ounces of
the one or the other of these metals, is just double the
value of one ounce of the same. But silver and gold, with
respect to one anotber, are, like other commodities, vari.
able in their value; according as the plenty of either, may
be increased or diminished; and an ounce of gold that is
worth a given quantity of silver to-day, may be worth
more or less silver, a while hence. And therefore it is
impossible, that both these metals can be a standard
measure of the values of other things, at the same time;
and one of them must be a mere commodity, with respect
to the other.
46
Silver
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Silver the money or 8tandard meaaure of the greate8t part,
if not of all Europe.
35. Silver coin is, and time immemorial hath been, the
money of accompt of the greatest part of the world; and
in all countries where it is so, silver is truly the 8tandard
meaaure of commerce; and all other metals, gold as well
as lead, are but commodities rateable by silver.
In England, accounts are kept or reckoned by the
pound 8terling; which, as hath been before observed, is a
certain quantity of fine silver appointed by law for a
standard. It is according to this standard, that the public
revenues are established; lands are let; salaries, stipends,
and wages settled; and universally, all sorts of contracts
both public and private, are made and governed by this
standard. And altho' it be supposed, that with us, more
payments, or of greater value, are made in gold than in
silver coins; yet that doth not alter the standard, whilst
the accounts arc kept in silver; so long, in all our internal
dealings at least, the gold can be only a commodity, supposed to be worth 80 much silver as it passeth for * : And
the case would be the same, although our silver coins
should grow yet scarcer.
VIII. Silver the fittest material, hitherto know1/, for
money.
36. All nations having, for 80 many ages, made use of
silver for the standard measure of the values of other
things; that alone, seems to be a sufficient reason for
continuing the same standard; and the altering it now,
from silver to gold, was the thing it self practicable, would
beget gt'eat perplexities in aU kinds of dealings and accompts., But farther, silver being of a more moderate
47
value
• This whole matter relating to the standard of our money, ahall
be fazther discussed hereafter.
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value than gold, is * for that reason. better suited for the
purpose of money. For the integer and its several parts,
should bear an exact and due proportion of value to each
other; and this would be impossible. if they were made of
different materials. There must be coins of about the
values of shillings, and six-pences j and it would be better,
if we had some that were still smaller: Those sorts of
coins are the most frequently wanted; and there is no
doing without them, or some substitutes in their stead.
But these substitutes, being made of a different material
from the standard money, are not themselves to be
reckoned money; for the using such, would be a deviation from the true use and intent of money; and would
subject the people where they passed, to losses and perplexities. A coin of a shilling, or even of half a crown
value, would be too small in gold; and therefore at present, gold is much too valuable for a standard of money.
And it would be a ridiculous and vain attempt, to make a
standard integer of gold, whose parts should be silver; or
to make a motIy standard. part gold and part silver.
These different materials could not long agree in value;
and silver being the most common and useful coin, would
soon regain its antient place of a standard measurer.
Silver, I think, is less subject to variation in its value
than gold. For silver having been distributed in great
quantities over all Europe, as well in coin as in plate of
various sorts; a sudden influx, or efBuxof it, by a quicker
or slower production of the mines, doth not so soon affect
the whole mass. The wages of day-iabour, being also
48
usually
• It is also Corthe same reason, better suited Cor the making of
various sorts of utensils; and money, as hath been before observed
is intrinsically valuable, because, by melting, the material is convertible into something useful. And it may be questioned, whether
coins had preserved their value, and been continued as money, iC
silver and gold had not been applicable to other 'purposes.
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usually paid in silver, may be another great reason, of a
more even and permanent value of t his metal. But without laying much stress, upon the greater variations in the
value of gold; which perhaps may be also partly owing,
to its being every where in the eyes of the laws a mere
commodity; I think, it is sufficiently evident that silver
at present, is a much fitter standard to measure with,
than gold.
Silver a fit standard, though its plenty varies.
37. It may he here objected, that as the value of silver,
like all other commodities, must needs be variable, according as the plenty of it is increased or diminished; silver
cannot be a * fixed standard, like that of mere extension
as a yard or a bushel, for measuring the values of other
49
things.
• Mr. LoCKB well observes, that that grain which is the most
,constant and general food of any country, as wMat in England, and
rice in 'l'urlcey, is the most likely thing to keep the same proportion
to its vent for a long course of time ; and therefore the fittest thing
to reserve a rent in, which is designed to be constantly the same in
all future ages ; and the fittest measure whereby to judge of the
altered values of things in any long tract of time. For in England,
and in this part of the world, wheat being the constant and most
general food, not altering with the fashion, not growing by chance ;
but as the farmers sow more or Iess of it, which they endeavour to
proportion, as near as can be guessed, to the consumption; it must
needs fall out that it keeps the nearest proportion to its consumption
(which is more studied and designed in this than other commodities)
of any thing, if you take it for seven or twenty years together:
Though'perhaps the plenty or scarcity of one year, caused by the
accidents of the season, may very much vary it from the immediately
precedent or following. But wheat, or any other grain, cannot serve
instead of money ; because of its bulkiness, and too quick change of
its quam:ity. For had I a bond to pay me 100 bushels of wheat nerl
year, it might be a fourth part 1088 or gain to me; too great an
inequality, to be ventured in trade:
Besides the di1ferent goodneBS
of several parcels of wheat in the same year. But money is the best
measure of the altered value of things in a few years; because its
vent is the same, and its quantity alters but slowly. Locke'. work.,
vol. II. p. 23, 24.
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things. It probably cannot; and perhaps silver is now
quantity for quantity, of three or four times less value,
than it was two or three centuries ago. But yet, silver
being durable, well known, esteemed, distributed in considerable quantities over all Europe; and its growth,
plenty, goodness or intrinsic qualities, not immediately
depending upon seasons of weather and other casualities ;
the alteration of ita value hath been, for the most part,
gradual; and is not likely hereafter to be very considerable of a sudden, though it may in a long course of time.
And therefore, silver is as good a standard measure or
money, as the present state of things will admit of; and
very fit and useful to be continued as such.
We are at present but little concerned, with what might
be the value of silver in former times; and as little, with
what may be its value hereafter. The prices of things
will naturally conform to the standard, whilst the alterations in it are slow and gradual, and not forced. But,
from the nature of things, the proportion of money to
goods, is ever subject to some variations; and all that can
be done, to prevent the inconveniencies that might thence
arise, is to limit contracts within a moderate term of
years: For, in contracts, quantity only is to be considered; and no regard can be had to the future value of
money, without deviating entirely from its use as such,
and rendering all eontraeta uncertain.

IX. Gold coins ,Muld PlU' lU money.
38. Although silver is the only standard measure of all
our contracts; yet gold having every other quality fitting
it for money, excepting its being too dear; it may be
very fit end useful to coin gold, to ascertain its fineness;
and to let these coins pass in lieu of money, at some "
50
given
• As there can be but one standard of money, and silver is and
ought to be that standard; Mr. Lock was, and others are, of the
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given rate: For gold coins are very convenient, in large
payments. But it should not be said or uuderstood, that
a guinea, for instance, should be always an equivalent for
the same quantity of silver. For as gold, like other commodities, must be ever subject to alter in its value, with
respect to silver; the price of this dazzliug metal can be no
otherwise settled, than pro tempore. And iu all contracts,
the price of gold at the time of payment is only to be
considered; and not what price it might bear, at the times
when the contracts were made.

x. OJ TOKENS,

or baee coins.

39. Although silver, bulk for bulk, is now about 26
times cheaper than gold; yet silver is too dear to be
coined into specie of the lowest denominations of our
money. A silver penny is too small for common use;
and yet pence, and their halfs, and quarters, enter daily
into accounts. To supply the want of very small silver
coins, a kind of TOKENS or eubstitutes have been instituted; these, are now with us, all made of copper, and of
two species only, called halj-pen.ce, and farthings; and
these are a legal tender in all sums below six-pence, which
now is our smallest current silver coin.
The use of copper coins should be strictly confined
within the above limit; and therein they are very convenient : But these base coins should never be thrust upon
the public in too great abundance; or be made to pass
for more than the value of the copper, and the necessary
expellee of workmanship; otherwise, they will be counter51
feited,
opinion, that gold coins should be left to find their own value, without ";ving any established legal rates. But this is a matter, I think,
of too much importance to be entrusted to private judgment; and,
if left at large, might subject the Dation in general to great impositions, by a combination of the traders in coins. But ofthis suhject,
and also of copper coins, more hereafter,
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feited, notwithstanding any laws to the contrary. And to
lessen the call for copper coins, it were 'to be wished that
we had in common currency, either silver three-pences, or
silver groats, and two-pences.

XI. Money finds its own value, according to the whole
quantity of it in circulation.
40. The quantities of all commodities are proportioned,
as near as may be, according to the demand or vent for
them; and their ultimate prices include the prime cost,
and the profits taken by the several dealers, thro' whose
hands they pass: If the quantity of any commodity
exceeds, or falls short of that proportion, its price will fall
or rise accordingly; and sometimes, a change of fashion,
or humour, may reduce the price of a particular commodity, almost to nothing. The prices of things in general
are proportioned aufficiently near, according to the above
rule; or, according to their prime cost to the manufacturer, and the progress they make from him to the consumer. But some things, as above observed, are subject
to be reduced by caprice much below this standard;
whilst others are raised much above it, by the arts and
avarice of monopolizers.
And although the silver and
gold mines, are in few hands; yet, perhaps, there is
nothing whose value is so little in the power of men to
regulate, or that keeps so even a pace with· the quantity
sent to the great market of the world, as bullion. For,
Money, exchanging universally for all commodities, the
demand for it is without any limits; it is every where
coveted, and never out of fashion: And therefore, on the
one side, the whole quantity of money, cannot exceed the
whole demand; and on the other side, tlie whole demand
must not exceed, or it must rest satisfied with, the whole
quantity. For money, is not like food, cloaths, and othe;'j
things, that must be proportioned to our bodies.
..-52
'l'herefore,
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Therefore, as soon as money becomes properly diffused
throughout any community; the value of the sum total
of it in circulation, will be equal to the whole quantity of
commodities in traffic, in that conntry: For so much
money and goods as lie dormant, or are out of currency
and traffie, fall not within the present consideration *.
And so far as gold and silver, make the money of the
world; so far, the whole quantity of these metals in circnlation, may be said to be equal in value to all the commodities of the world, exchangeable by them: And as
the total of the one, is to the total of the other; so will
any given part of the one, be to a like part or proportion
of the other.
And hence, tbe value of a given quantity or sum of
money, in any country, will be less or more, according as
the sum total, or the whole quantity of money in currency, is greater or less, in proportion to the whole of the
commodities of that country, exchangeable for money:
Or, the value of a given sum of money will he always, pretty
exactly, in a reciprocal proportion to the sum total, or the
whole quantity in circulation; that is, the more money
there is in currency, the less will be the value of a given
sum in proportion to other things; and vice versd. Hence
again, it naturally follows, that, if, in any country, the
whole quantity of money in circulation, he either increased,
or diminished; the value of a given sum will he accordingly
lessened or increased t; and that in proportion, as the said
53
sum
... There is always a great part of the property of mankind, ljing
dormant, or out of traffic: But as things are continually shifting,
and those commodities, and those sums of money, which are out of
trade to-day, may be in trade to-morrow;
the prices of things
always ftmdamentally depend upon the above rule; that is, on the
proportion of the total of things to the total of money.
t Thus, if in any country, a given sum A be the hundredth part
of the total money of that country:
If that sum total be doubled,
the value of the sum A will be thereby reduced to one half, as being
now but a two hundredth part of the whole; and had the slim total
been reduced to a half, the lalue of A would have been doubled.
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88m iJecomes there/Jy, a lealt!1' or a greater part, oJt~ whole
atock in currency.
The above * proposition, is a very fundamental one as
to the property of money; and the doctrine it contains is
undoubtedly proved, as far as the nature of the thing will
admit of, by universal experience: Nor is there room for
any doubt to remain, when it is considered that money,
by its very institution, is an exchange for all commodities; and applicable, as money, to no other purpose
whatsoever. Money being uni;ersally diffused, no one
hath the power to command the market, or to settle the
prices of things; and everyone being desirous to have
his share of things, according to his income; all the
money, in the long run, will be brought into the great
market of the world; and its value, or the prices of
things, will naturally be adjusted, notwithstanding any
efforts to the contrary, according to the proportions above
explained.
By way of farther illustration of this subject: Let us
suppose that in a certain district, there is ordinarily consumed a thousand bushels of corn a week; and that,
(after their money is duly proportioned for the purchasing
of all other necessaries, according to the ways of living of
the inhabitants,) the weekly allotment for the purchase
of com, is a thousand ounces of money: The price of a
bushel of corn, at an average of the several markets
within this district, will be an ounce of money. Let us
suppose again, that within the said district, the ordinary+
54
consumption
• :From this proposition. all the following ones in this chapter,
nat11J'll.1ly1Iow as corollaries; but on the account of their importance,
they are treated and illustrated severally.
t The way of living of the lower class of people, will be naturally
best and most comfortable, in the happy regions of liberty; where
property is duly dift"used ; where there is a gradual and an easy
transition from rank to rank; without that ghastly and fearful void
between peers and peasants, betwixt tyrants and slaves, which u.
ever the baneful fruit of arbitrary governments.
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consumption of a labouring man, or rather of a poor
family, is about the value of a bushel of corn a week;
part of which is expended in bread, part in other food,
and the remainder is reserved for the purchase of cloaths,
fuel, for the payment of rent, tl'. Here then, the price
of labour will be at the rate of about an ounce of money
per week; the lowest kind of labourers having a little
1e&8,and the common artificers a little more, than in the
said proportion.
And hence, labour becomes naturally
settled, in a certain proportion to the whole stock of
money in circulation; and this price again becomes, as
hath been before observed, a natural standard of the
values or prices of most commodities.
XII. Laws cannot regulate or alter the value of money.
41. Silver being made money, and thereby becoming,
as it were, a commodity universally coveted; wherein
everyone deals, and to which everyone hath a right,
according to his respective share of property:
No set of
men have it in their power to settle, alter, or in any wise
regulate the value of money; nor can laws do any thing in
the case, otherwise than as by their influence, they may
increase or diminish, the whole quantity in circulation;
and so affect the value of a given sum, or the prices of
things.
The prices of particular commodities are every day
subject to change, from natural causes; and the same
may be brought about, by artificial means. But to alter
the value of money, would be to alter uniformly and
universally, the prices of all commodities; a thing manifestly _out of the reach of laws, and no other way to be
accomplished, than by altering the proportion between
the sum total of the one, and the sum total of the other;
and this, perhaps, is continually done, though gradually
and insensibly, by the common course of things.
5;)
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It is the business of laws to establish rules for coiuing;
that is, to fix a standard, both as to weight and fineness,
for coins having certain denominations; and a standard
being fixed, it would be difficult to shew, why it should be
afterwards deviated from. For, do what you can; coins,
as soon as they are out of the mint, are quite free
throughout their whole progress, to find their own value,
according to the quantity of pure metal they contain;
that is, to purchase as much of any thing, as the marketprice will allow. And it seems quite a paralogism to say,
which yet I have often heard said, that in any country,
money is either too cheap or too dear; or, that its value
is in any wise subject to legal restraints or regulations,
otherwise than as such regulations might affect the quantity of the whole stock in currency.
Value of bullion not according to the prime cost at the
mines.
42. The value of bullion doth not, like most other
things, keep pace with the prime cost, at the mines. If
the mines continue working, so that the quantity of bullion is increased beyond the consumption; altho' the
expence to the proprietor of the mine continues the same,
or even be increased; yet, if the additional quantity of
bullion be thrown as money into circulation, and is not
hoarded, or worked up into plate, ~c. the valne of a given
part of this bullion will be diminished; and that in proportion, as it is now a less part of the whole, than it was
of the old stock in circulation. The owner of the mine,
must either take less profit, or proportion his works more
adequately to the consumption of his prodncts.
An increase of any commodity beyond the consumption,
will, after the same manner, depreciate the value of a
given part; but perhaps in no case 80 uniformly, as in
that of bullion or money.
56
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As the profits from the A.merican mines, bave, more
than probably, been continually decreasing, ever since the
time of their first discovery; it may be wondered, that
they have held out so long to yield profit sufficient to
tempt the owners to work them. This is to be accounted
for, by supposing, what is very natural to suppose, that at
first, the profits of these mines, were exorbitantly great:
Suppose that the first cargo of bullion, brought from
thence into Europe, yielded a profit of 100 to 1: If this
cargo was sufficient to double the quantity of bullion
before in Europe, the profits of the next would be reduced
to one half, or as 50 to 1; and so on, the value of a given
part would be decreased, as the sum total was increased.
But as the navigation to the Bast-Indies, was discovered
much about the same time, and a vent was found there
for a considerable quantity of bullion; this hath prevented
its value from decreasing, in the proportion that the quantity brought into Europe hath increased; and sufficient
profits may yet arise from those mines, for a considerable
time to come. But, although we should suppose those
mines to be inexhaustible; yet, if no new vent be found
for their products, they must in time be left to rest; that
is, as soon as they cease to yield a profit.
XIII. Money alters its value by slow degrees.
4.3. It is very manifest, that many commodities are
subject to considerable variations in their prices, from
natural causes; as dearth, plenty, ~c. and the prices of
others: may be enhanced or debased by artificial methods,
by taxing them, or by a change of fashion, ~c. But
money being universally coveted, and its vent in no wise
depending upon fashion; its value, in respect of other
things, will be, as before observed, in proportion to the
whole quantities of the one and the other in the market;
that is, in a reciprocal proportion to the whole quantity of
57
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money in circulation. If one commodity be cried down,
another will arise in its stead; and people will, according
to their means, part with their money for such things,
and in such proportion too, as they like best, notwithstanding any laws to the contrary. BUJera and sellers
must be left free to make their own b~;
and there
are natural causes that regulate the market.
But money is less subject to a sudden rise or fall of its
value, than other commodities, and is therefore so far the
safest treasure for hoarding j because its value is greatly
affected by settled establishments of revenues, rents,
stipends, ~c. and it must have time also to penetrate
throughout the whole community. Yet nevertheless, an
increase or decrease of money will operate as surely,
though by slower and more insensible degrees, as an increase or decrease of any commodity.
Why the effect of an increase of money, is not more lIensi61y
•
felt.
44. As there hath been a great quantity of bullion
annually imported from America, besides what is furnished by the European mines; it may be reasonably
concluded, that the quantity of money in Europe, hath
been increasing for many years j and the present prices of
things in general, compared with what they bore a good
while ago, very manifestly shews that it hath increased.
But if we take a short space, as a year or two, the effects
of the increase of money in that time, are not usually perceptible j because the superadded quantity, though in itsself a large sum, may yet bear but a small proportion to
the whole stock, real or imaginary, in circulation; and it
may be in a manner dissipated, before it hath reached to
all sorts of commodities. Yet, if there be no obstructions,
the effects of an increase or decrease of money, will in
timc reach to the remotest parts; though by reason of
58
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their slowness or smallness, those effects may not be
sensible.
The natural and frequent alterations in the prices of
many commodities, arising from their greater plenty or
scarcity, in proportion to the demand for them; take oft'
our attention from the share that belongs to money, and
render the effects of an increase or decrease of its quantity, the less conspicuous. But yet these effects, in the
long run, will not be the less certain: And we may safely
repeat here, what hath been before advanced, viz.
Any given mm or quantity of money, will have its value
in a certain proportion, as it is a part of the whole stock
or quantity in currency; and any increase 0'1' diminution
of the whole, will in proportion, lessen or increase the
value of any given sum.
Why the prices of commodities, have not rose in proportion.
to the increase of money.
45. It is next to impossible to ascertain, to any exactness, the proportion between what is the present cash of
Europe, and what it was two or three centuries ago; for
one of the Indies, drains away a great part of the superfluous bullion of the other. Nor will the price of any--'/
particular commodity, or of even labour it self, which is
perhaps the best standard of all, enable us to make a true
estimate, For, the improvements of arts, lessen the values
or prices of particular commodities; and the improvements of husbandry, in particular, lessen the prices of
corn and cattle; and thence again, the price of labour
will be lessened.
From all these considerations, it is natural to suppose
that the quantities of goods in Europe, have increased,
since the discovery of the Indies, far beyond the people;
and therefore, the value of any given commodity hath
lessened, in proportion as the sum total or whole stock of
59
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commodities hath been increased. And if all the above
circumstances could be accurately ballanced; I make no
doubt but it would be found, that the prices of things are
agreeable to the rule before laid down; that is, the value
of any particular commodity, will bear nearly the same
proportion to the sum total of commodities, disposed of
within a given term; as the said value bears to the sum
total of money, circulating within that term. The totals
on both sides, being always equal, or nearly equal, in
value; so that either can purchase the other.
But, without considering the increase of commodities;
there may be another cause of preventing j;he value of
money from decreasing, in the same proportion that the
quantity of bullion brought to Europe is increased. If
the annual consumption of bullion in Europe, both by the
East-India trade, and by the conversion of it into plate,
be equal to what the American mines annually supply;
the value of money taken abstractedly, or without referriug it to commodities, will remain invariable: But if
the said consumption be less, or more, than the said produce of the mines; the whole quantity of money will be
accordingly increased, or diminished; and the value.of a
given part or sum, will be lessened, or increased, in that
proportion.
It is the real quantity of coins, or of .their substitutes,
that affects the value of money. And this, together with
the improvements of arts and increase of commodities; is
the reason, why things in general have not raised in their
prices, in proportion to the supposed increase of bullion in
Europe, during the last 200 years.
XIV. A nation having no forei!/n co-mmerce,will not .tand
in need of any 8pecific quantity of money.
46. In a country having no foreign commerce, any
quantity of money will, in a manner, be sufficient for all
60
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purposes; and any increase or diminution of the original
stock, if it he but gradual and slow, will scarce be attended
with any consequences of moment.
This, although to
many it may seem a paradox, yet clearly follows from
what hath been already shewed. But as a farther illustration of this subject:
Let us suppose that many ages ago, a certain nation
consisted of half a million of people, and that they had in
the whole a million of pounds sterling; and that afterwards the mines or the mint were no farther worked, than
to keep the money exactly to the same or the original
quantity of a million. We may suppose also, that a
regular government, and all the necessary arts, were
established amongst them; and likewise that all the
money was distributed betwixt them, in due proportion
according to their several ranks; so that the hire of a
labourer, we will suppose, was ten-pence a day. By degrees, they increase in number one tenth; and with the
people, all sorts of commodities, naturally increase in proportion: But the whole quantity of money remaining the
same, its value increased also one-tenth; and nine-pence
now going as far as ten-pence would before, the wages of
a day-labourer is reduced one penny:
But this he doth
not feel the want of; and he hath as much plenty of all
sorts of necessaries now, as he had formerly.
In process of time, and that before they had any foreign
commerce, the people are increased to five millions; and
the price of labour, which at first was ten-pence, is now
reduced to a penny a day. And all this while, there were
no complaints of the want of money, though every one's
share came to but a tenth part of what his ancestors possessed. On the contrary, by the improvements of the
arts they had set out with, and the inventions of many
new ones; all ranks of people lived more comfortably,
with more ease and afHuence than their fore-fathers had
done.
D2
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By these improvements of the arts, the whole stock of
commodities was increesed beyond the increase of the
peoplej and each particular commodity bore less than a
tenth part of its antient price: More people itt. proportion
could be ~pared from labour, for particular services and
professions; for in many of the arts, one man could perform now, more than two men could formerly. With the
increase of the people, the taxes on each individual grew
naturally lighter; and yet the government grew daily
more powerful and splendid: Altho' rents and all other
things, sunk in their nominal values; yet a greater afHuence and splendor of living, was every 'Where to be seen.
So true it is, that numbers of industrious people, and not
money. is what enriches a country.
Had the money increased with the people, that would
have made no manner of difference in the values of things
with respect tQ one another; nor would it have been very
material, if the original stock of money had decreased
upon their hands; the only difference which that would
have created. would have been in the nominal prices of
things with respect to money. Had the money increased
faster than the people. suppose 24 times; the price of
labour would have become then 20 shillings a day, and
yet the workman would have been no ways benefited by
that greatness of wages.
The case above supposed of the quantity of money
remaininc invariable, whilst the people increased. is the
very same in effect, as if we had supposed the number of
people to have continued the same. whilst the original
stock of money had continually decreased.

XV. '.Any IUddenjlvctuation oj money. wotdd he pemicimu.
47. Moue)" as such, though very useful and necessary
in all sorts of traffic, yet scarce falls within the idea of
62
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riches*. Money in its very institution, is professedly of
no use, but to measure the value of, and as an exchange
for, things that are useful: It is so much coveted, not for
its own sake, out for what it will bring; and it is very
manifest, that in a regular and well-established community, a greater or less stock of money doth scarce at all
affect its wealth and prosperity t. The greatest effect of
money is in its fluctuation, and this if it be sudden will be
generally pernicious in its consequences.
If mouey be a flowing in, some branches of trade will
be enlivened, and in reality great numbers of individuals
will grow richer; as what they pay in taxes, rents, and
for t natural products, will be less or of less value than
before; till you come to the lowest class, who, though
their wages are raised, will yet find little or no advantage
by this torrent of money. On the other hand, the government will grow weaker, the nobility, and in general all
who live upon estates and established stipends, will become
poorer; till by an increase of taxes, advancement of rents,
~c. things can be re-established. But before this can be
accomplished, many and great alterations will naturally
happen: The government being thus weakened and distressed, disorders will inevitably arise; as peace and good
order cannot be preserved, unless the strength of the
government bears a due proportion to that of the governed:
63
The
• Money is here considered in the abstract; but as it is reducible
into bullion, plate, lie. in that sense it is wealth like other commodities.
t This hath been shewed in the preceding, as to a nation having
no foreign commerce; how far such a commerce alters the case, will
be considered a little farther on.
t It will be some time before this supposed additional money can
penetrate through all the branches of trade, and whilst some traders
have exorbitant gains, others will grow poorer, because of their additional expence in many articles; however by degrees all dealers will
help themselves, and grow rich at the expence of those who are mere
consumers.
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The nobility must change their fashion of life, and abate
of their antient splendor; new debts will be contracted,
increased, lands mortgaged; and before the antient owners have a right understanding of the cause of their
distresses, many must part with their estates, and give
place to new comers.
And this is a natural consequence of a sudden flux of
money; • the enriching of one part of the community, at
the expence of the other; a change of manners amongst
all ranks, some perhaps for the better, and some for the
worse; until, this tide having spent itself, things are again
resettled, tho' perhaps in quite a new form.
On the other hand, if the tide of money is a running
out; during this ebb, trade will stagnate, some merchants
and shopkeepers will break, some manufactures will be
laid aside, many hands will be unemployed, and murmurs
and complaints will be heard among all sorts of people concerned in trade. These distresses will continue, till by an
abatement (Iftaxes, lowering of rents, of wages, of stipends,
~c. & due equilibrium among the different ranks of peopleis
agaiu restored; and then, altho' a great part of the money
is gone, riches, plenty, and good order, will again abound.
Thus it is manifest, that a sudden fluctuation of money,
would be pernicious whilst it lasted, and for some time
afterwards; t and that whether the tide be flowing in or
going out. But whilst it glides and circulates smoothly
and freely, in its natural course and channels, money is
64
not
• Bow far this may have been the case of some particular country,
I do not here consider. But I think it is manifest enough, that IOD
overflow of money ii1 one place, may be the cause of poverty and distresses in another; and that a government may be declining, whilst
duties and custoDl8 are increasing.
t The effects of the imaginary increase of money in the year
1720, and of the real increase of factitious money at di1ferent periods
since, do greatly illustrate and corroborate what hath been here
advanced.
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not only a harmless but a beneficial thing; it cherishes
and invigorates the whole community, and this equally,
whether the stream be large or slender.

XVI. Ballance oj trade, what.
48. The ultimate ballanee of trade is reckoned in
money; and it is by this scale that the profits of trade
are usually computed. But as money in it self .is of no
farther use, but merely as a kind of instrument for the
circulation of products or commodities; a very beneficial
commerce may be carried on between different nations,
without any of them having any money to receive at the
close of their accounts. Not only the mariners navigating
the ships, but also the whole train of artificers employed in the various branches of manufactures, bred and
nourished by such a commerce, innumerable brokers, ~c.
gain all of them a comfortable subsistence: Each country
is accommodated, with what it wanted of the products of
the other; and the merchants on all sides increase in
wealth, though at last their accounts are even as to money,
or yet though one pays a ballance in money to the other.
If bullion be the sole or chief end of commerce; why
are ships sent to any other parts, besides Oadiz and .Li8hon? Silver and gold are in a manner, the peculiar commodities of Spain and Portugal i and in the usual phrase,
these nations must pay a ballance upon their trade to all
the world. And yet they, as well as the rest of the world,
are gainers by trade; they obtain various necessaries and
conveniences, which their bullion could not have procured
them, whilst they kept it at home; and so long as they
65
keep

*

* That is, each merchant is a gainer, it his returns, after paying
all his expenees of the voyage, are worth at home more, or will purohaae again a greater quantity of goods than he had exported: This
overplus is the merchant's profit, without which he would DO longer
trade.
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keep working the mines, 80 long probably they will stand
in more need of the aid of foreign commerce, than other
nations.
A 'ballanee paid in money, doth not necessarily infer a
1088 by trade: Suppose that last year, Great Britain paid
a ballance upon the whole of its foreign trade, of a hundred thousand pounds in specie; but that the national
stock of necessaries, in naval stores of various sorts, ~c.
were increased to double that value: By the usual reckoning, we must have lost the last year, an 100,000/. by our
trade; but by mine, we were gainers by it to the net
value of that whole sum. But had the above supposed
additional stock of foreign commodities, been in wines,
brandies, fine Iinnens, toys, or even jewels, fJc. which were
to be all consumed at home, I should readily have joined
in the common estimation, of our having been losers by
our trade. Gold and silver are valuable commodities,
because they are neither perishable, nor over bulky j and
because the monies of the world are made of these metals,
they retain a more even and permanent value, and are
more universally coveted than other things. But the
Spaniards are an instance, that a nation may be injured,
weakened and impoverished, by an over-stock of these
metals.
However, any nation having gained upon the whole
of its commerce a ballance in bullion, may be truly said
to be a gainer for that time of 80 much as that bullion
amounts to; and if it can keep that bullion as a dead
stock, either by turning it into plate or by any other
method, so as to prevent its getting into trade as money;
it may continue to go on increasing in more bullion,
which in this case will be a real increase of wealth. For
as bullion hath little or no workmanship bestowed upon
it, and is every where after it hath once got from the
miner's hands, a kind of dead stock, applied to no use like
other commodities j a nation that pays ultimately upon
- 66
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its trade a ballance in bullion, is a loser of so much of its
dead stock; and a loser also, if its exports maintained
fewer of its own inhabitants, than its imports did of those
of foreign nations. Let an increased stock of bullion get
out again into trade, and it will soon turn the ballance the
other way.

.

XVII. The quantity of money every where, will naturaUy
find a certain leoel or proportion.
49. It is a received opinion, at least with many people,
that a certain specific quantity of money, is necessary for
the carrying on of foreign commerce; and that any nation
not abounding in money, will trade to a great disadvantage
with the rest of the world: Were this the case, those
nations who have most money, should reap most advantage by trade j and Spain and Portugal ought to carry the
prize from all the world. But if this matter be examined,
ever so slightly, it will appear in a different light; and it
will appear also, that no trading nation can be long in
want of money, or be able to keep above a certain quantity
of circulating cash, in proportion to its trade. What is
hoarded and kept out of the market, either in cash, bullion, plate or furniture of any sort, is out of the present
question.
Suppose that the present stock of circulating cash in
England, was at once reduced to one half, by each person's
losing a moiety of his own share. This would strike a
great consternation in all, and be matter of real calamity
to many; as the prices of things would not at once abate,
in proportion to this great loss of money. But those distresses would not last long: The prices of all commodities,
and of labour, would fall by degrees j this cheapness would
give them a quicker vent in all foreign markets, and all
sorts of manufactures would be carried on here brisker
than ever; whilst at the same time, and for the same
67
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cause, the consumption of foreign commodities with us
would be greatly diminished. By the cheapness of labour,
England becoming the best market for bullion; that is,
bullion fetching more labour and commodities here than
in other countries, it would naturally be sent hither preferable to other things; and bullion would not cease flowing in upon us, till it became as cheap, that is, in as great
plenty here, in propqrtion to our traffic, as in other places.
This supposed sil'dden loss of money would at first, as
hath been before illustrated, create many disorders: By
the sudden change it would cause in the proportion of
property, a damp would be thrown upon manufactures,
until the price of labour could be duly reduced; and the
nation would be under a great disadvantage, in the purchasing of foreign commodities for ready cash. But these
disadvantages would not last long; and whilst things
were advancing towards their former state, it is probable
that people in general, especially the lower class, who are
the most numerous, would abound more in affluence than
at any other period. Labour would be more valuable here,
in proportion to commodities; because of the great demand for those commodities, in those countries where
money was cheaper, and labour dearer; until at length
the equilibrium of money was again restored. Had we
supposed the ]088 of money to have been less, as only, for
instance, the tenth part; the consequences thereupon,
though less perceptible, would have been, upon the whoie,
the same in a proportionable degree.
Let us suppose our former stock of money to be now
completely restored to us, and it would not be long before
it returned again: If we think to increase this stock much
farther, we shall be diasppointed , the causes that brought
it' to a certain level, will prevent its rising much above that
level. Where money is grown into great plenty, whatever
be the causes of that over-plenty; labour, and all sorts of
manufactures will grow dear, too dear for foreign markets:
68
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And at the same time that the exportation of homecommodities is decreasing, that of bullion for foreign
goods will be increasing j till at length the tide of the
over-plenty of money hath spent its self; leaving behind it
perhaps, too much the marks of profusion, and disorders
of various kinds.
In order to illustrate this subject, I have supposed cases
tbat are not likely to happen j the state of things, altho'
ever fluctuating, yet change by slow degrees. Riches are
comparative things j and one nation's growing or declining
in wealth, is to be reckoned either with respect to its
former state, or the present state of its neighbours. But
the question before us being solely about money, which
ever way that is turned, it seems to me evident, that commerce will settle the due proportion of money every where;
I mean the proportion in respect to the whole wealth and
traffic of any country, and not the proportion between one
country and another; for this last will be ever different
and ever variable. Every one sees that an increase of his
own cash would be an advantage to him, and hence money
is universally coveted; but no one sees or considers, that
his own peculiar advantage would cease, if every body's
cash was increased in the same proportion with his own.
Another hath in his eye some beneficial trade, which he.-,
could enter into if he had but money *: It is none of his .
business to consider, that the trade of the world is limited;
that his entering into it, would not extend trade in gene"
ral. It is the want of vent, and not the want of money,
69
that
• The common trite saying, "that if a merchant had a larger
" stock, he could afford to sell cheaper," answers itself: If his stock is
but small, he should himself consume less. If a rich galleon was to be
divided among a certain number of our merchants, this would enable
them indeed to buy dearer and to sell cheaper; but this would be detrimental both to their cotemporaries and successors, and I think, in
the long run, to their country in general.
For 80 far as it went, it
would enhance the price of commodities at home, and lessen their
vent at foreign markets.
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that limits trade; and sometimes also the want of able
and skilful workmen removes trade from one province or
kingdom into another.
All that hath been here advanced, is well illustrated
and corroborated, by the course that manufacturies have
taken in our own country. They have been first erected
in parts that had but little money in common currency;
that is, in places where labour, provisions, and all the
necessaries of life were cheap: By degrees they enriched
those provinces, till at length provisions of all sorts, and
consequently labour, became very dear; too dear to sustain, or to be sustained by those manufactnries any longer.
This naturally carried them to other places, where money
was in less plenty: And this will ever be the case, unless
part of the increased stock of money is kept out of the
common circulation, and is either hoarded or directed into
some new channel; withont this, not only trade will move
to different provinces ofthe same country, but it will move
also into different countries.

XVIII. Any artificial methods of increasing tale-money,
pernicious.
50. Any artificial methods of increasing the quantity of
tale-money in circulation, beyond its natural bounds, will
be attended with pernicious consequences; and this effect
is perhaps not the least evil of our great national debt.
As the values of all things are measured by money, it is,
I think, by this time sufficiently manifest, that their prices
will be in a certain proportion to the whole quantity of
cash in circulation. If this quantity be greater in proportion to the trade of the nation, than in foreign countries; things manufactured at home will become too dear
for foreign markets, as is the case of Spain and Portugal.
As we have no mines, trade will keep, as before observed,
real money to a proper level; but yet this level may be
exceeded by artificial substitutes, as paper-bills, having no
70 bullion
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bullion locked up in their stead, and light coins having
less value than what they pass for j and by both these
methods the nation is injured j By making all things
dearer at home, the public is not only defrauded of so
much bullion as these substitutes amount to; that is, to
the whole amount of the paper above the bullion locked
up in its stead j but it also suffers by the loss of the whole
deficiency upon the light coins.
Although this subject hath been in effect illustrated
before, yet is it of that importance as to deserve to be
farther exemplified. Let us suppose that one tenth of the
whole stock of circulating cash in this country, and 'tis
not material to our argument what the specific sum
amounts to, is some way lost or destroyed: If no artificial
substitutes be made to intervene; it has been before
shewed, that trade will gradually restore this supposed
1088 of bullion; as, till this be accomplished, 'bullion will
be dearer or fetch more commodities here, than in other
couutries.
On the other hand.jsupposing the sum total of money,
real and fictitious, now annually circulating in this country, to be 100 millions j 20 millions of which is in cash,
and the rest in paper credit both public and private: If
this paper credit be increased, by the creating of more
bills, suppose to the amount of ten millions; one of the
following will necessarily be the consequence: Either all
our commodities will rise ten per cent. in their nominal
value, which will render them too dear for foreign markets.; or, this addition of paper bills will drain away ten
millions of our cash, and so impoverish us in reality to
that whole amount; or, the effect most likely will be,
partly the one, and partly the other; but which ever it is,
the nation will be equally endamaged. May this be ever
a caution to statesmen, how they listen to projects that
must clog our trade, banish our coin, and in the end
bring on a general bankruptcy.
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Let us suppose again, that the same quantity of tale or
nominal money continues, but that the real substance of
the current coin is diminished one tenth. So long as the
people pay no regard to this diminution, the prices of
things will continue the 'Same as before, and the nation
will be a loser of this tenth part of its treasure. For, if
the currency of the light coins had been stopped j or,
which is the same thing, if they had been restrained from
passing otherwise than by weight j trade would have furnished the same quantity of tale in heavy money, as there
is now of light; as it is manifest that in both cases, the
nominal prices of things would be the same; and eyery
one would receive for the same service or commodity, the
same nnmber of heavy coins in the one case, as he would
of light coins in the other. Foreign exchange may make
some difference here; but as the ballance of foreign trade
is but small in comparison of fixed establishments at
home, the difference UpOllthat account will not be "ery
considerable, till things come towards an extremity.
What hath been said of the national loss by the passing
of light coins, will hold the very same, if bills be passed
to a greater value than there is bullion in their stead. All
private securities also are productive of equal evils, and
frequently of more. To close this subject, I would observe
here one essential difference there is between bills and
light coins. Everyone hath a right to call npon the
issuer of a bill, to make it good in standard or lawful
money. But he that hath light coins in his possession, is
liable to bear the whole loss that there may be upon them,
he took them in full consideration of a given sum, and if
they prove deficient, he hath no body to blame but himself; and he merits the less compassion, as by his unwariness he was a sharer in, and a promoter of, a public evil.
Hoarding the precious metals, beneficial.
51. Gold and silver, tor many reasons, are the fittest
72
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materials hitherto known for hoarding: They are durable; convertible without damage into any form; of great
value in proportion to their bulk; and being the money
of the world, they are the readiest exchange for all things,
and what most readily and surely command all kinds of
services. In the days of prosperity therefore, it would be
prudent to lay up a kind of dead stock of the precious
metals, against any emergenciesthat might happen. This
stock must be kept out from the circulating cash; for an
increase there, would not answer the end; and indeed an
overflowof money in circulation, would spend it self, by
draining up the sources that produced it. But people ill
general will not board up cash; all like to display their
wealth, and to layout their superfluities in some costly
things. There seems then no method so effectual for the
securing of a dead stock of treasure, in any country, as
the encouraging the use of plate j by making it fashionable, preferahle to more brittle or more perishable * commodities. Plate would be a national resource in case of
emergency, and not the less so, because the precious
metals had not as yet received the shape of coins. But
this dead stock, whilst it remained such, would not be
without its nse; real wealth is ever accompanied with
credit, and the influence 'of credit is frequently of the
greatest moment. He that is ready armed, is less liable
to be assailed; and silver and gold are keen and destructive weapons.
XIX. OJ Banks.
52. The several banks now subsisting in Europe, are of

73
• I have spoke before in favour of the arts, and I would not here
be understood to mean, that any of those whereby some of our own
people gain a livelihood, should be discouraged; nor yet that those
of narrow circumstances, should aim at ·ha.ving plate: But those of
aftluent fortunes might save themselves the expenee of many superlluities, without affecting labour with us; and these savings laid out
in plate would be of more benefit to their country, and to their own
posterity.
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a modem date; but it is not my intention here to meddle
either with their histories or particular constitutions. In
great trading cities, a public bank that issued no bills without an equivalent in real treasure, whether in cash or bullion
it matters not much, must needs, I think, be very convenient; as therein, merchants and others may safely deposite large sums, and thence again draw their money out
at such times, and in such small parcels, as may suit with
their several occasions. Such a bank may be also of
some support to national credit, as the great sums known
to be there locked up, would be ready upon an emergency.
Bills of undoubted credit, are of great conveniency in
large payments, and besides, save the wear of coin. But
their extent should be restrained within due bounds :
Should they increase much beyond the real stock of
bullion that ought to be in their stead, they would prove
mischievous two ways; by increasing in effect the ql:antity of circulating cash beyond its natural level; and by
endangering, in a cloudy day, their own credit. But the
profits to be made by lending, as I may say, of credit, are
temptations too strong to be resisted; and it may be
questioned, if any of the banks now subsisting, keep
exactly withill the above rule, tho' some of them 'are
formed upon the very model here laid down.
Banks inatituted to prevent the alnue8 from' bad coin8, and
from adulterations in the #andard8 0/ monie8.
53. The oldest bank now in Europe, I think, is that of
Venice j and the chief, if not all. of the rest, were instituted in the last century, and much upon the same model.
The bank of Amsterdam was established in 1607; that of
HamlJurgh in 1619, and that of NuremlJurgh in 1621.*
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It appears, that the main if not the sole design of
erecting these banks, was for the fixing a kind of an
indelible standard of money; and thereby, to secure
merchants and others from losses by bad coins, whether
base or light; and from the dire effects of adulterating
the standards of monies, either at home, or by the neighbouring states. These banks have answered admirably
well the ends of their institution; and it were to be
wished, that those ends had been more regarded in the
establishment of our own. At the times of establishing
the above banks, certaiu known coins of given weights
and fineness, then current at certain rates in the. respective places; were fixed upon as a perpetual standard,
which from thenceforward were called BANK MONEY. As
the current coins became afterwards diminished, either by
legal adulterations at the mints, or by wear, or otherwise,
a distinction was made between current and bank money,
called .AGGIO; and according to the real difference between these two sorts of money, the aggio amounted to
more or less per cent. These wise establishments contributed greatly, towards stopping those baneful measures
of adulterating the standards of money, that had been so
frequently and so generally practised, in the dark preceding ages. The genius of trade breathes and requires a
certain degree of security and freedom; and banks, such
as we have been speaking of, can hardly ever take place
under arbitrary governments.
, Complaint' oj the want oj money, whence.
54. The doctrine that we have been inculcating is so
contrary to the common notions, that a want of money is
a common cry. All the scramble is for money; few think
they have enough, and many complain. This probably
will be ever the case, nor would setting the mint to work
cure the evil; and perhaps there is no where more wa!lt.
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than where there is most money. The beggar hath no
property, nothing to exchange for money; and if he will
not work, none would come to his share, if the common
stock was ever so much increased; a greater plenty of
money would be so far from being advantageous to him,
that he would run the greater risk of starving, as bread
and provisions of all sorts would then be so much the
dearer. The farmer complains, and thinks that if there
was more money in the country, his com and cattle would
fetch a better price : Th~y would fetch more money, but
not more of any thing else that he wants; and he would
not be at all bettered by this higher price, unless so far as
a sudden increase of money might ease him in his rent,
by lessening the intrinsic value of the specific sum which
he had agreed to Ray. The same may be said to the merchant, shop-keeper, ~c. while all commodities keep the
same proportion of value in respect of one another, no one
reaps any advantage by the raising of the price in respect
of money, of his particular commodity. The complaints
of particular persons arise, not from a deficiency of money
or counters in circulation; but from their own want of
property, want of skill, address, or opportunity of getting
more money; or perhaps only for want of frugality, in
spending more than their income or proper share. Anticipation is the grand source of distress and poverty, and is
an evil that takes oft'much from the use of credit.
There is a limit to the vent and consumption of all sorts
of commodities. If, from an uncommon prolific season,
or because of a great demand at some late market, or
from any other cause, as a new course of trade, ~c. more
of any specific commodity be produced, than what the
usual or necessary consumption requires; the price of it
will fall, and some will be left on the owner's hands.
Things growing out of fashion will frequently undergo the
same fate; and in both cases, the manufacturers and
dealers in those commodities will be complaining, the
76
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workmen will be turned adrift, and all imputing their
losses and disappointments to the want of money in the
country. But a greater plenty of money would not mend
or better their condition; those who have it, will not be
persuaded to purchase more of this or that commodity,
than what their own wants, eonveniency, or fancy prompt
them to; and those who cannot make so much profit in
their respective professions as formerly, must either tum
themselves some other way, or be content to live more
frugally. But all will not be wise in time; emulation in
show is a powerful incentive; few can bear the thoughts
of retrenching while it is yet time, and many finding
themselves upon the decline, will grow desperate and precipitate themselves the faster. In all great towns, bankruptcies will happen, and perhaps no where more frequent
than where wealth and money most abound. These evils,
if upon the whole they be evils, are what the mines cannot
cure, but are rather what have been introduced and fostered by them.

CHAPTER
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III.

EXCHANGES.

s the accounts of particular persons living in remote

A

places, are frequently liquidated and discharged
by billa of e:cclulnge, without the intervention of money;
and this being a subject of importance, and not generally
understood, excepting by particular merchants, it may not
be amiss in this place to give a brief account of the nature
and use of exchanges.
I. Bills of e:rchange, what.
55. It hath been before observed, that the chief end or
B2
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object '9f commerce betwixt nations, is a mutual exchange
of commodities one with another; and this may be, and
frequently is, carried to a great extent without the intervention of money. But nevertheless the accounts are
every where kept and stated in money; and it is alm06t
unavoidable, but thetjn all great trading towns, there
will be merchants, some having bullion owing to them in
one place, some in another j some or other again that are
indebted to all those places, or to some other place which
is indebted to some one of those; and so, by a kind of
chain, all trading countries become in some sort accomptanta with each other.
To avoid the charge, trouble and hazard of transporting
bullion backwards and forwards, for the supplying of these
different occasions; the method of discharging debts, by
billa oj exchange was introduced. This was an excellent
78
invention j
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• This was the greatest security to merchants both as to their
persons and effects, and consequently the greatest encouragement
to commerce, and the greatest blow to despotism, of any thing that
ever was invented.
For, by this sott of correspondence, merchants
can imperceptibly convey away their effects when and wherever they
please; and this they. will never fail doing, if they are in any wise
molested or threatened with danger. But at the same time, that
this is so beneficial to commerce, and to liberty, both in certain
degrees, inestimable blessings; it weakens the attachments, and, as
I may say, the allegiances of tradesmen to their mother-country.
And I should not, for many reasons, chuse to have my abode where
the chief property and the chief rule was in mercantile hands. For,
as an alloy to its very great advantages, there is something selfish,
ungenerous and illiberal in the nature and views of trade, that tends
to debase and sink the mind below its natural state. Somewhat of
this must be allowed to be the natural genius and bent of trade.
Labourers or working people of all sorts, are quite excluded out of
the present oonsideration; and what is here said is not intended as
any reflection upon or disparagement to the other ranks of tradesmen:
We live happily il1 a country, where various classes of men
by their daily intercourses do, as it were, humanize, and benefit one
the other a thousand ways, and correct those errors and notions,
which men confined to a partic:ular sphere, are but too apt to fall
into.
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invention j these bills being as subservient in foreign
commerce, as coins are in home traffic j for by shifting of
debts and credits from one place to another, they so far
answer all the purposes of money. Bills drawn betwixt
places in the same country, are called Inland bil18; as
those drawn between different countries, are called Forei!J1&
bil18of etcchange.
In all countries there are peculiar laws and customs,
relating to this business of exchanges, which merchants
and others immediately concerned should be well versed
in. It is not my design here to meddle with the practical
part of this useful commerce, but to explain its theory or
principles as briefly as I can. A
of what I here propose is so very well done to my hands in the * British
Merchant, that! cannot do betterin this place, than giving
the following extract from that useful work.
Suppose the tenant in Wutshire is to pay for rent
1001. to his landlord in London; and the woollen-draper
in London is to pay the like sum to his clothier in Wutshire: Both these debts may be paid, without transmitting one farthing from the one place to the other, by
bills of exchange, or by exchanging one debtor for the
.. other, thus: That is, the tenant may receive his landlord's order to pay 1001. to the clothier in the. country;
and the woollen-draper may receive his clothier's order
H to pay the like sum to the landlord in town.
These two
orders are properly call'd bills of exchange; the debts
" are exchanged by them, that is, the woollen-draper in
town, instead of the tenant in the country, is become
debtor to the landlord; and the tenant in the country,
instead of the woollen-draper in town, is become debtor
to the clothier: And when these orders are comply'd
I< with, the two debts between London and the country
I< are discharged,
without sending one shilling in specie
from the one to the other."
79
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II In like manner, the warehouse-man
in London is indebted in 1001. for stuffs, to the weaver in Norwich;
" and the linen-draper in Norwich is indebted in the like
"sum to the Ham6orough merchant in London; both
" these debts may be paid by bills of exchange, or by the
"exchange of one debtor for the other, by placing one
" debtor in the other's stead; that is, the warehouse-man
" may receive the order of his weaver, to pay 1001. to ijle
"Ham6orough merchant; and the linen-draper may re"receive the order of the Ham6orough merchant to pay
the like sum to the weaver. These orders are bills of
II exchange;
the debtor in one place, is changed for the
" debtor in the other; and thus both debts may be paid,
'c without sending one single shilling in specie from the
" one city to the other."
" If the debts reciprocally due between London and
" Norwich, are equal; whether they are 1001. or 10,0001.
II they may be all discharged
in this manner by bills of
"exchange, without sending any money in apecie from
" the one to the other."
" But if the debts due from both places are not equal,
" then only the same quantity of debts on both sides, can
61 be paid by bills of exchange.
The ballance must be
~c sent in money from the city, from whence the greatest
6' sums Ide due. For example: If by the trade between
" London and Norwich, the former owes 10,0001. to the
" latter, and the latter no more than 90001. to the former,
.. it is manifest, that only fhe debts of 90001. on each side
cc can be discharg'd by bills of exchange; the ballance of
" lOOOl. l'1ust be sent either from London or some other
" place indebted to Lontltm, to even the accompt between
cc both the cities."
.. Let UB8UpPOsethen, that to send and insure 10001.
"in specie to Norwick, would cost 51. or 108. per Cent.
" which of the debtors in London would be willing to be
80
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at this charge? It is natural to believe that every one
will endeavour to shift it off from himself, that every
~' one will endeavour to pay his money by a bill of ex<c change;
it is natural to believe that every one, rather
<c than stand
the cost and hazard of sending 1001. in
<c specie, would pay 1001. 58. in London
for a debtor in
II Norwich,
upon condition that the Norwich debtor should
" pay 1001. for him in that city. By which means the
<c Norwich
debtor would pay his debt of 1001. in Lorulon
a with less than that sum, while the London debtor would
" be obliged to give more than that sum for the payment
cc of 1001. in Norwich.
And if such for years together
" were the conrse of exchange between London and Nor"wich, there could be no question to which of the two
" cities a sum must be sent in specie to pay the ballance;
u that city undoubtedly pays the ballance that gives more
" than the par, that undoubtedly receives the ballance
" that gives less than the par for the bills of exchange.
" The course of exchange in this case would sufficiently
a decide, that the ballance of trade is on the side of that
" city that procures bills of exchange upon the most easy
~' terms."
<c

ct

Foreign e.rchanges further e.rplained.
56. The above example taken between two English
towns, explains the theory of exchanges very distinctly.
And from hence it may be easily conceived, how the business of exchange may be carried on between any number
of foreign towns. As, suppose that London is indebted to
Paris in a sum of 100,000 ounces; Paris in a like sum to
Hamborough; Hamborough in the same sum to Leghorn;
Leghorn to Amsterdam; Amsterdam in the like sum to
London. All these several debts may be cancelled and
discharged by billa of exchange, without the transportation
81
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of one ounce of bullion or one penny of money. For
instance, London discharges its debt at Pam, by a bill
drawn upon Amsterdam; Amsterdam palS this bill by
another drawn upon Leghorn; Leghorn again draws upon
Hamhorough; and lastly, by this rotation the debt from
Pam to Hamborough becomes likewise discharged; and
all the above named towns respectively are cleared of all
accounts with each other. And the several debts above
supposed being equal, the debts of the respective places
will be discharged with the exchange at par, or without
loss or gain to either. But as all the above towns may
have mutual accounts, each with all the rest, and with
many others; the real practice of exchange branches out
into an immense labyrinth, not easily unfolded without
much experience and application.

II.

PAR

of e:cchange, what.

57. The exchange is said to be at par or even, between
two places, when a given sum paid in the one, will purchase a. bill for the like or a sum of the same intrinsic
value, to be received in the other. To avoid all ambiguity,
the several accounts in the preceding article were stated
in ounces. But as all countries keep and state their
accounts in their own money, and most places have pecuculiar coins of their own; this makes it necessary tha~
merchants, who are citizens of the world in a stricter sense
than any other, should know exactly the true proportional
values of the monies of all countries in respect of one
another; that is, how much fine silver, or fine gold, if the
accompts are kept in gold, are contained in the respective
standards or monies of the several countries to or with
which they traffic. These proportions being known and
stated, the monies of the world are thereby in effect reduced
.
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to one common standard; and it may be readily seen, how
much of the money of one country is an equivalent to, or
contains an equal quantity of silver with, a given sum in
another country.
The equality of silver, expressed by different denominations of coins, constitutes what is usually called the par of
exchange betwixt any two countries. In stating this par,
some particular specie or sum of the money in one country,
is usually made the unit or integer, which always remains
fixed and unalterable; and the proportion or equality is
expressed in specie of a smaller value of the other country i
and it is in these specie that the price is expressed as the
exchange varies: As if the exchange betwixt London and
Paris be reckoned in pence and ecu'», and a French ecu
contains as much silver as there is in 29i- pence 8terling i
then the ecu is the unit, and 29i- is the par of exchange
betwixt London and Paris.
In the mercantile language
of exchange, that country wherein the unit is established,
as in the above instance Paris in respect of London, is said
to give the certain for the uncertain; as London again
gives to Paris the uncertain for the certain. London gives
the certain for the uncertain, that is, the pound 8terling for
their 8chillings, to Holland, Flanders and Hamborough;
and to France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, London gives an
uncertain number of pence, as the exchange governs, for a
certain sum in their money.
Those who are not accustomed to this business, are apt
to be in doubt whether the exchange rising, for instance,
be in our favour or against us. This doubt may be always
clear~d by this short rule: The higher the exchange
between any two countries is, the more it is in favour of
that wherein the unit or invariable sum is established;
and the lower, the more in its disfavour. Thus, the higher
is the exchange betwixt London and Amsterdam, the more
is it in favour of London, as then the more Dutch schillings
are given for the pound sterling. On the contrary, the
83
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higher is the exchange between London and Paris, the
more is it against London, as then the .French ecu exchanges for a greater number of pence sterling.

llI. 7'1Ie true par oj the ezchange bettoeen diJIerent countrie8, dijJicvlt to be ucertained.
58. Those who have made the 'proper experiments, find
that most of the foreign mints are very inaccurate; and
this makes it difficult to ascertain what are the precise
values in respect of one another, of the legal monies of
different countries; and this is all that is usually aimed at
by the calculators of the par oj ercchange8. But this
knowledge, if it could be obtained with ever 80 much precision, would be of very little service to the merchant, as
the state of the coins in most places now stands. What
the merchant must regard, is, the amount in bullion of
what he usually receives in consideration of a given sum
oJ money.
If the ballance due from any country, be usually remitted in coins, and those coins be wore or otherwise
diminished below the legal standard; this will make a
seeming difference in the true par, and the exchange in
appearance will be against that country when it is really
even.
If in any country, gold be over-rated with respect to
silver, this will naturally drain away its silver coin, and
gold coins will become most current in large payments;
In this case, the merchant will make gold his standard,
and rate the exchange accordingly. This will create a
difference from the nominal par of the exchange, which
will be more or less, according as gold is more or less
over-rated; and with this cause of over-rating gold, the
lightness of the coins both gold and silver will also cooperate, in proportion to the quantities of them exported;
84
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from both which causes the difference between the true
and nominal par may be very considerable.
These observations may serve to dispel the gloomy
apprehensions which some are apt to entertain, from the
course of exchange in general appearing so much against
England; and they also plainly shew that the course of
exchange betwixt different countries, is not so critical and
exact a rule for measuring the ballance of trade, as is
commonly imagined; since it is hardly possible to ascertain
what is the true par. But the exportation of bullion, is a
certain sign of the exchange being really in favour of that
country to which it is sellt; and the variations in the
exchanges, point also the variations in the ballance of
trade; though, in general, the rate of the exchange at a
particular time, is scarce sufficient for determining on
which side the ballance then turns.

IV. Course of ezphange, what.
59. The price at a certain time and place, of bills of
exchange for given SUUlS drawn upon another place, is
called the course of ezcltange between those two places at
that time; and this is frequently different from the PAR,
and more or less than an equivalent in fine silver or fine
gold is to be paid in one place, for a given sum to be
received in the other. Thus, supposing the par of exchange betwixt London and Paris to be 29!- pence sterling
for a French ecu , it might happen at one time that a bill
upon Paris might be purchased at London, at the rate of
28 pence for an ecu; and that at another time no bill
could be had under 30t or 31 pence.
As the ballance of accounts between the several trading
nations of the world, must be continually varying, and
frequently shifting to different sides; 80 the course of
exchange will be ever fluctuating, and it will be more
advantageous to make remittances through certain chan85
nels
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nels at one time, and by different ways at another. But
as it would be difficult for the gross body of merchants to
unravel these intricate clues, and to find out and supply
each other's wants and conveniences; particular persons
apply themselves to this business, and drawing and remitti.ng by bills of exchange is it self a distinct trade. The
remitter· or "trader in bills of exchange, must have a real
stock or credit in the several places with which he corresponds; for bills, strictly speaking, pay no debts; they
only transfer credit from one place to another; and whenever the demand for bills to one place, are greater than
the remitters can answer by their credit or stock in other
places, they must then transport as much bullion as will
satisfy their correspondents. But the principal skill of a
remitter consists in finding where and when bullion will
fetch most, or where credit or bills are to be had cheapest,
aQd where and when to transfer this credit to most advantage; For bills of exchange being substitutes for
bullion, are themselves as much a commodity as bullion,
or any thing else; and the dealers in them make their
profits in the very same way that other merchants do, by
observing the advantages of different markets.
V. Price of bullion, how influenced.
60. A demand for bills upon a particular place, raises
their prices, as in other cases j and when these prices have
got up to a certain degree above par, the price of bullion
will be also advanced above the standard of the country.
For, dearness of bills causes a demand for bullion to be
exported, and in proportion of the demand to the stock in
86
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remitttr,: But with respect to a particular transaction, he who aella
a bill, to be paid by his correspondent in another place, ill called the
tltvJwr; and he who buys the said bilI, and sends it abroad to have
the value received by a fourth penon, is called the mnitttr.
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the market, the price of bullion will be raised. To take
advantages when and wherever they offer, is the object
and business of commerce. Again, by transporting of
bullion the price of bills will be lowered; that again will
gradually lower the price of bullion, until the prices of
each are again brought to a par. The price of bills may
be reduced below par; but bullion can never be lower thau
the established standard, the mint being always open to
receive it at the standard or mint price.

VI. National interest, how influenced by the course of
exchange.
61. It seems, upon the first view of the thing, that a
country which oweth a ballance to another, must pay a
prremium upon all the bills that pass between them. As,
supposing that in the accounts betwixt England and Hoi.
land, we owe the Dutch an 100,000 ounces; and that they
owe us 90,000 ounces; and supposing also that this ballance of 10,000 ounces which we owe to them, brings the
exchange against us one per cent. It seems, I say, as if
we must pay this one per cent. not merely upon the ballance of 10,000, but upon the whole 100,000; and on the
other hand, that we shall receive short from them one per
cent. upon the whole 90,000 which they owed us; that is,
that we must pay the Dutch 101,000, whilst they will dis.
charge their debt to us with 89,100; so that our whole
loss, upon the above suppositions, amounts to 1,900. This
at first view seems to be the exact state of the case; hut
upon examining this matter a little closer, I think, it will
appear that the 1088 to England by the exchange, is or.
dinarily no more than what falls upon the ballanee of
10,000. Suppose the whole account at London to stand
betwixt two persons, both Englishmen; B at London oweth
D at Amsterdam an 100,000; C another Dutchman at
Amsterdam oweth A at London 90,000. B pays to A
87
91,000
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91,000 for a bill upon C to pay D 90,000 j by this transaction the 90,000 Dutch debt at Londo1J is quite cleared,
and what B lost wa.sgained by A. If the affair had been
transacted at Amsterdam, the gain would have fallen to
the share of the debtor C, and the 1088 on the creditor D;
for C with 89,100 would have purchased of D a bill for
90,000 upon B. But although affairs of this kind are
always transacted between several persons, yet at Iast it
comes to the same thing j and the whole gains, so far a.s
bills will reach in liquidating the accounts, falls to the
creditors on one side of the water, and to the debtors on
the other. In the case above supposed, if some of the
Dutch creditors reside at London, or some of the English
creditors at Amsterdam, this will tum the scale to the prejudice of England. These observations plainly shew, that
any calculations of national profit or loss from the course
of exchange, must needs be very precarious.· Yet is it
almost certain that by these transactions, that country
will sustain some loss against which the exchange bears j
and there is no other way of bringing the ballance even,
but by the exportation of goods or bullion.
VII. The course of exchange influenced by varioua causes.
62. A demand for bills upon a particular place, may
proceed from various causes j but these are chiefly reducible to the ballance of trade upon the whole, or between
particular places. Bullion, like other commodities, traverses through different climes, and is ever of least value
where it most abounds. Spain and Portugal being the
chief sources from whence this commodity is drawn to the
rest of Evrope, it is there cheapest and their chief staple j
and hence, in the usual phrase, the ballance of trade and
the course of exchange will be every where against them.
This is natural, and is no more to their prejudice, than it
would be to the English to have the ballance against them,
88
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if the money of Europe W88 tin; 88 would then be the
case, "because we have the most considerable mines of that
metal. In like manner, and for the same cause, it is
natural that the ballance of trade, and with it the course
of exchange, between the more southern and the northern
parts of Europe, should be in favour of the latter j and
this in general is the matter of fact.
The business of exchange between England and Ger.
many, and the northern countries is chiefly transacted at
London and Amsterdam. The course of exchange then
between us and Holland, indicates how the state of
accounts stands between us and all those countries in
general, but not in respect of anyone in particular. The
ballance of our trade to Holland may be greatly in our
favour, and yet the exchange to Amsterdam be generally
against us; both which are supposed to be matters of fact.
Our debt to foreigners operates in the same manner as a
ballance of trade against us, to the whole amount of the
dividends owing to them; and the same is true as to all
foreign subsidies. If those dividends paid to foreigners
contribute to enlarge our manufacturies and exports, our
loss is thereby alleviated; but if they do not, that is, if
our commerce remains in atatu quo, we are losers to their
whole amount, and that equally whether their produce is
exported in goods or bullion; if they are sent in goods,
they prevent so much bullion from coming to us. This is
an affecting consideration, and the sources of this country
must be prodigious great to be enabled to sustain so great
a burden. But let us not be too secure, and neglect a
matter of so much importance.

VIII. Bullion is not exported till the exchange is at a
certain limit from par.
63. Merchants always prefer bills of exchange, whilst
they are to be had at moderate rates, before bullion or
89
cash,
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cash, which with them is the same thing j and bullion is
never transported from one place to another, till the
exchange is at a certain distance from par; and this distance is again limited by the expenee of transporting
bullion, wherein is included, besides the freight, commission and insurance. And hence, the whole fluctuation
in the course of exchange is very different between different places. Betwixt LonIlon and Paris, the exchange
must vary about f per cent. from par, before bullion, at
least in any quantity, will be sent from either side. The
freight of bullion from London to Calais is about t per
cent. from thence to Paris about t, insurance in the whole
to Paris about i, which make altogether f per cent.; and
80 much at least the exchange must be against us, before
any bullion will be sent from IA1J.don to Paris; and it
must be as much in our favour, before any bullion will be
brought hither from thence. By this reckoning, the exchange betwixt London and Paris may vary Ii per cent.
before gold or silver will move towards either side. To
.Atn8terdam, the expence of transporting bullion from
London, is less than to Paris ; to some othe-r places, this
expenee is greater, and accordingly the exchange varies
less or more between different countries j because, as hath
been before observed, the transportation of bullion keeps
the course of exchange within a certain limit.
Bills are frequently drawn, and bullion carried, between
two places that are even in their accounts, to pay debts in
a-third place. If the exchange betwixt Calais and Paris
be against Calais, and it be at par directly between Calais,
London and Paris; a merchant at Calais will pay his
debts at Paris by a bill upon London: And if the
exchange betwixt him and Paris and betwixt London and
Paris will permit, our Calais merchant will purchase a
London bill by sending gold thither, instead of sending
it dirP.ctly to Pari8. It is in finding and taking the
90
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advantages of the several markets, that the mystery of
this traffic by exchange doth principally consist.
This short account may suffice to explain the general
theory of exchanges; a theory curious in it self, and the
practical part is extreamly useful for the purposes of
foreign commerce. But to meddle with that, doth not
fall within the compass of my design.

The End of the
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SIR,

T

HE subject of the following sheets, peculiarly requires and deserves the protection
of an able and honest patron; for, important as
it is to the public welfare, few men perfectly
understand it, and too many have industriously
perplexed it, some perhaps, for private views of
their own.
The free access which your friendship hath
allowed me, hath given me many opportunities
of observing the close application you are always
ready to give to every subject, in which the interest of your country is concerned; and of admiring the happy talent you possess of explaming
those which are of the most intricate nature, with
the greatest clearness,strength, and precision.
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Permit me therefore, Sir, to inscribe the following tract to you, as a token of the affection I bear
to your private as well as of the respect I pay to
your public character.
I am,

SIR,
Your most faithful
and obedient servant,
THE
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PREFACE.

I

N the preceding part of this essay, I have
endeavoured to explain the theory and nature
of money, in such a manner, as to leave no room
~for any doubts or difficulties concerning it. But
notwithstanding all my care, I do not expect
universal approbation:
Such are. the infinite
diversities and warpings of the human mind; and
such are the inadvertencies, perversenesses and
prejudices of many, that unanimity in anyone
point is hardly to be expected.
And unfortunately, money is a subject wherein men in general
have given themselves the least trouble of enquiry;
and yet a subject upon which they think themselves best qualified and best entitled to decide:
A subject upon which, more jejune, incoherent
and dangerous positions have been held, and more
glaring absurdities advanced, than, perhaps, upon
any other whatsoever. But truth is mighty; and
to-as many as can think freely for themselves, and
have considered what I have already laid before
them, I hope that what is here offered will appear
evident and incontestible.
The
5
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The design of this second part is a very arduous
and important one : It is to defend and preserve
every man's right and property; to preserve unsullied the national faith, honour and credit; to
preserve a reign hitherto distinguished by equal
laws and equal administration of justice, from a
blot that would remain to all posterity: To vindicate and defend all these, I say, from an assassination in the dark, by a debasement of the long
established standard of property. Some of our
opponents in this question, no doubt, mean well;
•
and persist in their errors for want of understanding the subject, and that perhaps too, only from
their not having duly consideredit. Others, it is
to be feared, seek only their own private gain; in
competition with which, it is not to be expected
that with such men, either the dishonour or distresses of their country, should have much weight.
Towards the close of the last century, this
country swarmed with projectors, who were for
debasing the standard of money,
These were
fully answered, if they would have taken an
answer, by the great Mr. LoCKE, as to the point
then in debate. The very ill state of our coin at
that time, might mislead many well meaning
people into wrong notions, as to the means of
redressing that great evil, which the nation then
Iabour'd under: But, after what was then said
and done, to have the same false doctrine main6
tained

43i
tained and propagated at this day, is truly matter
of astonishment.
Mr. Locke seems to have been called to this
work, before he had considered the subject at
large; and although he was perfectly right as to
the main point then in debate; yet it must be
owned that his tracts upon this subject, though
voluminous, if considered as a system of the
theory of money, are very deficient and imperfect,
if not in some places bordering upon mistakes. It
is with much reluctance, but it is with a very
honest design, that I say thus much to the disparagement of this truly eminent author: It is
to guard the reader against trusting too far to a
guide, that would scarce be able to conduct him
clear of many obstacles that might fall in his way.
I have endeavoured to supply this defect, to
remove all those difficulties which seem to have
misled people upon this delicate, complex, and
important subject, and to frame the whole structura upon self-evident principles. It should not
be here concealed that we have on our side of the
question, some of the most distinguished names
that -this or any other country hath produced:
No less than the great Lord BURLEIGH,Lord
HALIFAX,Lord SOMlIERS,Sir THOMAS
RoWE, Mr.
LOCKE,Sir ISAACNEWTON,
MARTINFOLKES,Esq ;
4-c. Some of these are quoted, in their own words,
in the first ensuing chapter; and it is but fair and
7
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equitable, that those who will not or cannot think
for themselves, should pay a due regard to such
venerable and great authorities.
Before I conclude, I ought in justice to acquaint
the reader, that this tract was not undertaken from
any apprehension, that our government now hath
or is likely to have any design of altering our
standard; it is rather with a view to the quiet of
those in power from the importunities of wrong-'
headed politicians, as well as to the safety of the
whole from the intrigues of wily projectors.
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PART II.

CHAPTER

1.

A. summary account of all the alterations that have been

made in our standard of money, from the Norman conquest to the present time, with the opinions of some very
eminent men upon those kind8 of measures.

T

HAT the reader may comprehend at one view, the
several alterations that have been made in our
money standard, ever since the Norman conquest j I have
inserted the following table, computed to my hand by the
late learned MARTIN FOLKES, Esq.; and printed in his
curio-USTable of English silver coins, &c. p. 142; to which
I have added the proportion which, in OlUcoins, fine gold
bore to fine silver, at the respective times therein specified,
fine silver being reckoned unity or 1.
13
1. A
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1. A TABLEshewing at one view, the seven.! alterations that have
been made in the standard and weight of our silver money, from
the Norman conquest to this time (1758).
Years of the kiDgII
reign, and A.D.

Fineness Weight of
olthe
20 Bh.in
silver
tale.
Troywt.

Value in
Finegold
present Propor- to fine
money.
Don.
Bilver.

oz. dwt&oz. dwt&gr. £
Conquest
28 Edw. I.
18 Edw. III.
20 ditto
27 ditto
13 Hen. IV.
4 Edw. IV.
18 Hen. VIIL
34 ditto
36 ditto
37 ditto
3 Edw. VI.
5 ditto
6 ditto
1 Mary
2 Eliz.
43 ditto

1066
1800
1344
1346
1353
1412
1464
1527
154.
1545
1546
1549
1551
1552
1553
1560
16{11

11

10
6
4
6
3
11
11
11
11

2

1
2
2

11*5
11 2
10 3
10
9
7 10
8
5 6
5
5
5
3 6
;J 6
4
4
4
8 17

5
0

16

16
16

10

B.

2 18
2 17
2 12
211
2 6
1 18
III
1 7
1 a
13
9
9
4
1 0
1 0
1 0
1

Ohaert)ationa on the foregoing

d.

It

2.906
2.871
2.622
2.583
2.325
1.937
1. 56
6;t 1.378
•
at 1.163
lli- 0.698
3~ 0.466
Sf 0.466
7t 0.282
6;t 1.028
• 1.024
6;!.
8 • 1.033
1.
5
5J.
8•
6
9

--} No
gold.
12.588
11.571
11.158
10.331
11.267
10.435
6.818
5.
5.151
2.011
11.06
11.06
11. 1
10.006

TA.BLE.

2. From the above table, it appears that the standard
of money remained unaltered here, for the space of 234
years a.fter the conquest; during which period, a pound in
money was also a pound in weight. After the old standard had been once broke npon, it was again and again
curtailed; however, they observed some measure, and the
old standard of fineness was preserved, till tbe 34 Hen.
VIII.
This king afterwards reduced the standard to less
14
than

* N. B. The Saxon or Power pound, which was then the common
weight, and continued to be the money weight till the 18th year of
Henry VIII. was but 11 oz. 5 dwt. troy, 10 that 20 slaillinga in tale
was then exactly a pound in weight.
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than one third of what it had been for 63 years, before he
began to tamper with it; and in the fifth year of the reign
of his son young king Edward, the money standard was
reduced to less than one fourth of what it is at present;
and they were so extravagant as to raise up silver at the
mint to about half the value of gold. What were the
immediate effects of those wild measures, historians have
not been particular in informing us; but they must needs
have been calamitous in a thousand respects: That the
evils were very grievous, may be conjectured from the
bold step taken the very next year, of increasing at once
the standerd betwixt four and five times: A measure so
extraordinary, that it must have been attended with
infinite disorders, if the people in their dealings, during
that short dark period of debasing the money, had not
endeavoured to have kept to the standard, as it was in the
preceding times. Besides the unavoidable evil of hoarding, or transporting of the old coins at under rates, and
more especially the gold ones, to the very great loss of the
nation; it appears by the following proclamation, that the
people either refused to bring their goods to market, or
not to sell them but at very high rates.
"3. • In 1550, Sept. 22. A proclamation was set
" forth, by which it was commanded, 1. That no kind of
"victual, no wax, tallow, candles, nor no such thing
"should be carried over, except to Calais, putting in
" sureties to go thither. 2. That no man should buy or
"sell the self-same things again, except breakers, who
" should not have more than ten quarters of grain at once.
"3. 1'hat all parties should divide themselves into hun" dreds, rapes, and wapentakes, to look ill their quarters
"what superfluous com were in every barn, and appoint
15
"it
• FOLIBS " tahle 0/ English ,ilver coim, page 35.
Weare much
obliged to this learned author for the great pains he took in gathering many curious anecdotes relating to this subject.
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"it to be sold at a reasonable price. Also that one of
" them must be in every market to see the com'brought.
" Furthermore, whoever shipped over any thing aforesaid,
" to the parts beyond sea, or Scotland, after eight days
" following the publication of the proclamation, should
" forfeit his ship, and the ware therein, half to the lord of
"the franchize, and half to the finder thereof j whoso
" bought to sell again after the -day aforesaid, should forn feit all his goods, farms, and leases, to the use, one half
" of the finder, the other of the king; who 80 brought not
" in com to market as he was appointed, should forfeit
" 101. except the purveyors took it up, or it were sold to
" his neighbours." King's Journal.
"It further appears also, by the king's jonmal,* that
" on the 19th of October, 1550, prices had been set of all
"kind of grains, butter, cheese, and poultry ware, by a
" proclamation j" and that, on the 20th of the following
November, "there had been letters sent down to the gen" tlemen of every shire, for the observation of the last
" proclamation concerning com, because there came none
"to the markets, commanding them to punish the offen" ders :" But that upon letters written back by the same,
:' the second proclamation had been abolished, on the
" 29th of the same month!'
To these authorities collected by this learned gentleman, I beg leave to add some of his sentiments upon this
subject, in his t own words.
"4. All ways had before this been tried, and all means
" had been found ineffectual, for the keeping up the value,
"and supporting the currency of the base money :-"
" t It was now found by experience that gold and silver
" had, by the common consent of all people throughout
16
"the

*
t

FOLKES',

&lto. VI. 1531.

table of English ,iiver coins, p. 35.
: Ibid. p. 36.
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"the civilized parts of the world, acquired certain real
"and proper values: and that in such a nation as this,
tr not destitute even then of all commerce with strangers,
" it was impossible that the arbitrary value set upon pieces
" of base metal could, for any considerable time, supply
" the want of the silver that used to be contained iu the
"pieces of the same denominations. Whatever names
a were given to those pieces of base metal, or by whatever
"authority
their imaginary value was supported j the
" people would either not bring their provisions at all to
"the markets, to exchange them for such money, or
" would there sell them at much higher rates than before:
" as the nominal sums they received for their goods, would
" not now purchase the same conveniencies elsewhere, as
" the same nominal sums of better money had formerly
"done.
It was therefore judged absolutely necessary to
"reform and to amend the coin; the affair was very
" seriously considered, and the work was undertaken and
"carried on, with so much diligence and vigour, that
" within a few months a reformation of the money was
" brought about, truly memorable, and no less remarkable
"than the former abuses of it had been: for the new
" pieces that were coined before the end of this year 1551,
" were of more than four times the value of those of the
" same denominations, that had been coined in the former
" months of the same.·"
5. The
17
• In p. 30, 31, of the above work, are two remarkable passages
relating to this subject, extracted out of two sermons preached before
the king, by the truly excellent bishop LA_TIllER, in J/(Jn:h 1549. In
the first he says, "We have now a pretty little shilling, indeed a
" very pretty one. I have but one I think in my purse, and the last
" day I fi&d put it away almost for an old groat, and so I trust some
" will take them. The fineness of the silver I cannot see : but therein
" is printed a fine sentence, Timor Ihmini tom 1Iita1 MlJapientiaJ."
In the next sermon, he says, "Thus they burdened me ever with
"sedition. And wot ye what 1 I chanced in my last sermon to
G2
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5. The mischiefs occasioned by these base coins could
not be fully subdued till queen ElizalJetk', time; and the
conquering of that monster, as she called it, was deemed
by that illustrious queen, as one of the most glorious acts
of her reign. Queen Mary settled the standard at 11 oz.
fine, and 60 shillings were cut out of the pound troy.
Queen Elizabeth, in her second year brought the standard
into its antient fineness of 11 oz. 2 dwts. and cut as before,
juat 60 shillings out of the pound troy. But in the 43rd
year of her reign, the standard was debased once more, by
cutting the said pound into 62 shillings.
6. The above last alteration remains yet to be regretted,
as now none of our coins are aliquot or even parts of our
18
weights.
co apeak a merry word of the new shilling, to refresh my auditory,
co how I was like to put away my new shilling
for an old groat. I

"was therein noted to speak seditiously.-I have now gotten one
"fellowe more, a companion of sedition, and wot you who is my
co fellowe1 EMJY the prophet. I spake but of a little prettie shil" ling, but he speaketh to Jertualem after another sort, and was 80
" bold as to meddle with their coynes, Thou proud, thou haughty
"city of Jer'lUalem: .Argentum tuum verBUm ut in 1COria"., thy
" silver is turned into, what 1 into testions 1 BCOf'iam, into dross.
" Ah seditious wretch, what had he -to do with the mint 1 Why
" should he not have left that matter to some master of policy to
" reprove 1 thy silver is drOBB, it is not fine, it is counterfeit, thy
" silver is turned; thou hadst good silver. What pertained that
" unto Elay1 marry he espieda piece of divinity in that policy, he
"threatneth them God's vengeance for it. He went to the root of
"the matter, which was covetousness; he espied two points in it,
" that either it came of covetousness,which becamehim to reprove :
" or else that it tended to the hurt of poore people; for the naughti"ness of the silver was the occasion of dearth of all things in the
" realm. He imputeth it to them as a crime. He may be called a
"master- of sedition indeed. Was not this a seditious fellow; to
" tell them this even to their faces 1" I have cited these passages
at large, becausethey no1.only shew in the clearest manner, this
good bishop's own sentiments of the pernicious consequence of the
base money then current, but what most probably was also the common notions and talk at that time.
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weights. For about 50 years before, whilst the pound
weight troy of silver, was cut into 60 shillings j the money
pound being exactly 4 ounces, the crown-piece was one
ounce, the shilling 4 dwts. and the penny 8 grains. Had
this standard been continued, every one would have
readily known, how much silver each piece of money ought.
to contain j and would naturally have led people to compare coins with weights, which probably would haveproduced long ago, some of the regulations now so much
wanted in regard to money, and which would have saved
this nation from great loss and perplexity. It were to be
wished also, that out silver and gold coins were of the
same fineness one with another j for then their respective
values might have been the easier compared. This would
now have been the case, if the silver standard of 11 oz.
fine had been continued, as it was settled by queen Mary.
But these things cannot now be remedied, without risquing
a much greater inconvenience j as it is dangerous to meddle .in any wise with the standard of money.
It is no wonder if amidst the various schemes for supplying the necessities of king Charles I. that also of
debasing the coin should be taken into consideration:
But the ministry seem to have been fully convinced of the
vanity of such projects, by a speech made at the council
table in July 1640 by Sir Thomas Rowe,· of which I have
made the following extract. (See ante pp. 125-131.)
8. The above excellent speech is 80 clear and full to
the point, as to need no remarks.
It shews that the
nature of money, however it came to be 80 much mistaken
since, was formerly well understood j and by a passage
in it, and in the t Report of a committee appointed by the
19
privy-council
• This speech was really made in 1626, by Sir &lJert Coutm. See
aMp. 123.
t This Report is printed in the foreeited speech of Sir RolJm
Colton. See aM p.132. We therefore omit the extract from it

which Mr. Harris has here inserted.
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privy-council to examine into the project of debasing the
coin, we learn that the said project came from some
officers of the mint, with whom were also joined certain
goldsmiths Or money-mongers;
And to facilitate the
scheme, it appears, that these gentlemen did not scruple
to make allegations that were false in point of fact. It
will be shewed hereafter, why mint-masters have an in.
terest in promoting any alteration in the standard of
money: And although nothing that hath been here or
elsewhere said, is intended &8 a reflection upon any per80ns of the present age, &8 I do not think that they
deserve such a censure; yet it may serve &8 a standing
caution to those in power, not to trust too far to the
opinions or glosses of those, who may be interested in
deceiving them.
10. The several ways by which the standard of money might
be debased.
What the standard of money is, hath been already
fnlly • explained : But to prevent mistakes, I shall here
recapitulate the several ways.by which this standard may
be debased, lowered, or curtailed; for all these words here
are synonimous,. and with these, the phrase' raising the
f'IlO'fII!Y, hath al80 the same signification.
First, By altering the denominations of the coins, without making any alteration at the mint, or in the coins
themselves; as suppose nine-pence, or &8 much silver &8
there is now in nine-pence, should be called a shilling;
then a shilling would be called sixteen-pence, and 80 proportionably of all the other coins; and three crown pieces,
or fifteen of our present shillings, would be called a pound
sterling, which is our money integer. The same loss
would descend down to the penny, and by this reckoning,
the real penny must be called It penny.
20
Or
• § 31 & 32, Part I.
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Or the alteration may be made at the mint, by either of
the following methods.
Secrmdlll, By continuing the same names and the same
weights to the coins, but making them baser, or with less
silver and more alloy.
Thirdly, By preserving the same fineness of the metal,
but making the- coins smaller or lighter.
Lastly, the two last methods, or all the three methods,
might be compounded together.
And here it may not be amiss to repeat again, that by
debasing the standard of money, I every where mean, the
lessening of the quantity of pure silver in our money
integer or pound sterling, or in the respective specie which
by law is ordained to make up that sum, without regarding the particular manner, in or by which, this may be
done.
Each of the preceding schemes for debasing the standard, have had their abettors. The first of these was Mr.
Lowndes's plan, and it must be owned that this is by far
the least mischievous of them all; for by this means a
recoinage is avoided, and all the old coins are continued
to be useful under new names: but this is 80 glaringly
foolish at first sight, that our modern projectors do not
think it would afford them any countenance.
Those who are for debasing the metal without lessening
the weights of'.the coins, say, that this would preserve the
coin from wear: but this is saying either too much, or
what is false; for were it true, the argument would bring
us dow~ to mere copper: But those who have been
curious enough to make the experiment, know, that fine
silver and fine gold, are less liable to wear than when
alloyed.
The greatest number of the enemies to our standard,
are to be ranged under the head of clippers, and perhaps
this profitable trade is not quite out of their view; they
are for reducing the coins to II. less size, without altering
21
the
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the fineness of the metal; and with a grave air they
shamelessly tell us, that this is not altering the standard
of money.

CHAPTER II.
The established standard of money ,hould not be violated
or altered, under any pretence whatsoever.

T

HE several citations in the foregoing chapter, are so
full and direct to the point ,before us, that, one
would almost think, the whole argument might be safely
rested upon them. But notwithstanding all that hath
been hitherto said, the subject is still misunderstood by
many; and it must be confessed, that some points want
to be better explained, than they have as yet been. For
the better clearing it of all difficulties, I have in this
chapter discussed the whole argument, independently of
what hath been said by others; and however that might
be deemed to derogate from my own merit, I am the
better pleased, the oftner I find myself in the company of
those eminent authors already quoted. I have aimed
throughout at brevity; but the many attacks I had to
encounter with, however frivolous they tmly are, have
unavoidably drawn this chapter into some length.
I. Standards of aU sort» oj meawre" necessary; and in
the establishment oj these, it is indijferent what are the
specific quantities or meaaures taken.

.Iii

11. In all regular governments or communities, it is
very necessary to have certain standard meanru established, both as to weight and extension; tbat so by these,
the true proportion between things as to quantity, may be
ascertained, and all dealings regulated lrith ease and certainty; and it is very obvious, that a standard of money
22
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is not less necessary, than the others. Without these
standards, most bargains would be vague and indeterminate; and a door would be left open for abuses, mistrusts,
endless strifes and controversies.
It would have been of great conveniency in reckonings,
if all nations having mutual intercourses and commerce
together, had happened to have fixed and agreed upon the
same standard measures; but in all other respects, this
matter is quite indifferent: Nor can it be said, with any
kind of propriety, that the standard measures of anyone
country, are either better or worse than those of another;
those measures being either longer or shorter, heavier or
lighter, in one place than they are in another, creating no
manner of difference, when their respective quantities and
proportions to each other are once known. The Flemish
ell and the English yard, though differing considerably in
lengths, are yet as good standard measures, one as the
other. In like manner, coins bearing the same names,
being made either finer or heavier-in one mint than they
are in another, create no manner of difference in the case,
because these coins are every where rated accordingly.
Every nation compares the measures of all other countries
with its own standards ; and no advantage can ensue, by
departing from those already established.
12. This may suffice 88 a full answer to those, who
are for debasing our standard, because say they it is too
good. If our crown piece is finer and heavier than a
Spanish dollar, doth it not proportionably fetch more? or
if it doth not, is there not some other cause to be assigned
for the disparity, besides the quantity of metal in each?
These gentlemen might as well say that our yard is too
long, and should be curtailed; and assign as a reason for
it, if-they please, because our consumption of cloth hath
increased, since that standard was made and placed in
the exchequer. Or, that our bushel should be lessened,
because some past year our crops of grain fell short. Of
23
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a piece with these, when thoroughly sifted, will appear
most of the reasons that have been given for debasing the
standard of money.
II. Estahluhed standards should be inviolably kept, and
more especially that of money.
13. The standard measures of a country being once
established and known, any deviations from these afterwards could answer no good purpose; but, on the contrary, they must needs be attended- with mischievous
consequences; they would disturb the arithmetic of the
country, confound, settled ideas, create perplexities in
dealings, and subject the ignorant and unwary to frauds
and abuses.
But of all standard measures in any country, that of
money is the most important, and what should be most
sacredly kept, from any violation or alteration whatsoever.
The yard, the bushel, the pound, ~c. are applied only to
particular commodities; and should they be altered, the
people would soon learn to accommodate themselves in
their bargains to the new measures; and it is but rare,
that these have any retrospect to preceding contracts.
But money, is not only an universal measure of the values
of all things; but is also at the same time, the equivalent
as well as the measure, in all contracts, foreign as well as
domestic.
The laws have ordained, that coins having certain
denominations, well known to every body, should contain
certain assigned quantities of pure or fine silver. This
makes our standard of money; and the public faith is
guaranty, that the mint shall faithfully and strictly adhere to this standard, It is according to this standard,
And under this solemn guaranty, that all our establishments are fixed; all our contracts, public and private,
foreign and domestic, are made and regulated:
24
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Is it not self-evident then, that no alteration can be
made in the standard of money, without an opprobrious
breach of the public faith with all the world; without
infringement of private property; without falsifying of all
precedent contracts; without the risque at least of producing infinite disorders, distrusts and panics amongst
ourselves; as all men would become thereby dubious and
insecure as to what might farther be done hereafter;
without creating suspicions abroad, that there is some
canker in the state j without giving such a shock to our
credit, as might not afterwards be easily repaired? These
wild and unjustifiable measures, have ever been and ever
will be considered, as a kind of public declaration of some
inward debility and decay; and the discredit occasioned
thereby, has ever proved injurious to those who used
them. All payments abroad are regulated by the course
oj ea:change,and that is founded upon the intrinsic values,
and not on the mere names of coins. But having once
broke the public faith, and curtailed the settled and long
established measure of property; foreigners will make
ample allowance for what we may do of this kind hereafter; and however we may cheat and rob one another,
they will not only secure themselves, but make an advantage of our discredit, by bringing the exchange against us
beyond the par.
If we think to avert this evil by
transporting our coin, our having debased it will avail us
nothing.
Wk'y our laws are not more explicit in specifying the quantities oj silver that ought to be contained in given sums
oj money.
14. As it is a matter of that very grear importance, to
keep up inviolably the standard of money; it may be
asked, how comes it that our laws are so silent in that
respect, as not to declare explicitely what that standard is,
25
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or what quantities of pure silver ought to be contained in
given sums of money; but rest satisfied, as it were, WIth
annexing their sanctions to mere names only?
But the case is not so: For, although our statute-books
are silent, the indentures of the mint are very express upon
this head; and the forming of these indentures, hath been
always considered as part of the royal prerogative. But it
may be said with truth, that this is a part of the prerogative that never was, and never can be, exerted to the
altering of the standard, but with infinite detriment to the
crown itself, as well as to the subject. In former times,
the coins agreed exactly in quantities with the common
weights of the country, and had the ~e
names with
them; as pounds, shillings, and pence, were the names of
the common weights, as well as those of specific coins and
sums of money: At those times, the bare names of coins
and of given sums of money, did manifestly specify or
define the precise quantity of silver which they ought to
contain; and then every one could readily judge for himself, without the assistance of a law-book, and prevent any
fraud or imposition. But although, by the strange pranks
that were afterwards played in the dark sncceeding ages
with money, this business is now become somewhat more
obscure; yet it is to be understood, that our laws now
mean, as well as formerly, that sums af money under cer-tain names, shall contain certain specific quantities of
silver; otherwise their sanctions are merely verbal, and in
a matter of such great importance, we are left in effect
without any security or law at all: But whatever those of
the long robe might determine upon the matter, the common sense of mankind hath determined in our favour";
and the long respite we have had, of above a century and
a half, from any abuses in the standard of our money,
hath given us a kind of prescriptive right, at least, to the
having of that standard kept unaltered.
There can he 110 scheme so weak or wicked, hut there
26
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will be private men who will have, or fansy they have, an
interest in pushing it on; and when that is the case, we
have too often seen all considerations of public faith and
private justice, sacrificed to the idol of private advantage.
But any debasement, however small, of the standard of
money, is such an outrage against common sense, as well
as common honesty, and such a manifest violation of property; that it may be wondered how men having large
possessions, and more especially ministers of state, could
ever be brought to concur in measures so pernicious and
destructive to themselves, to the public revenues, and to
the public faith and credit. But although the ignorance
of former times, fell into the snares of wily projectors; it
is to be hoped that in this enlightened age, we are secure
from being deceived into a scheme, that would be attended
with such infinite mischiefs: And indeed in a reign remarkably distinguished by equal laws, and an equal distribution of them; we need no other security against this
enormous measure, than the bare shewing the enormity
and injustice of it.

III. The effects of debasing the standard of money more
particularly e:cplained, and who they are tkat would he
the principal sufferers by IlVCha scheme.
15. 'JTraderequires an indelible standard of money, and
will bear no part of the loss by an adulteration of the

coin«.
What hath been before * observed about the invention
of what they call bank-money, in some of the neighbouring
states, shews very plainly, the folly and vanity, to give it
no harsher names, of adulteratiug coins; it shews that
trade ftquires, and will have in effect, an indelible standard of money; it shews that, do what you can, trade will
27
shift
• § 63, Part I.
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shift the burden off itself. And as in those places where
banlc-money is established, in contradistinction to the current coin, the aggio always rises whenever these coins
are debased; so with us, where, (because the standard
having continued uniformly the same, almost as long as
we have been a trading nation,) no such distinction hath
yet obtained; if you alter the standard, the tradesman
will accordingly alter his reckoning, and raise the nominal
prices of his goods; or perhaps this wild measure would
introduce amongst us, that aukward but necessary contrivance of bank-money; that is, a distinction in dealings
betwixt the old standard and the new; and so this scheme
would' be defeated, though not without laying hardships
on many, and creating general disorders and confusion. Or,
if you should suppose that our tradesmen are so shortsighted, and such bad accomptants, as not immediately to
see that 20, for example, is less than 21, foreign trade will
soon open their eyes; they will find that all sorts of commodities will cost, at least, as much as they did before;
that is, they will be sold according to the old standard, or
for so much more according to the new reckoning, as the
standard had been debased. The course of exchanges
would immediately set this matter even; the exchange will
go yet farther,. and take advantage of the discredit, which
ever accompanies these aukward and ill-conditioned
schemes.
" But granting all this, say you, all men are not foreign
"dealers, and those tradesmen who do not buy from
" abroad, will have no pretence for raising their comma" dities."
'
In answer to this, I say, that all men are in some degree
consnmers of foreign commodities; and every one that
hath the staff in his own hand will defend himself, though
he will give no further indulgence to his neighbour, than
what the law secures to him. All tradesmen are in some
sort connected, and have mutual dealings and dependen28
eies
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cies one upon another; and foreign commodities enter
deeply into aU branches of commerce. The necessary
advancement in the nominal prices of so great a part of
our commodities. will naturally affect the nominal prices
of all the rest; and were there no other reason for it,
tradesmen of all sorts would endeavour to keep up to the
same proportion, one as the other: And aU sorts of goods
being thus once nominally raised, it would be difficult
afterwards to bring them down to their old nominal prices,
though the cause that raised them be removed. But all
the stock in hand must be sold at the former price, that
is, nominally at a higher, according as the standard hath
been debased; and goods even of our own manufacturing
could not be replaced, without paying nominally for them
more than formerly. For, the farmer finding all sorts of
goods he buys ill the shops. advanced upon him; he will
also, though perhaps not immediately, raise the prices of
his com, butter, cheese. ~c. and so the price of labour,
and thence the prices of all goods manufactured at home,
as well as those bought from abroad, must be nominally
raised, at least, proportionably to the debasement of the
standard.
Thus, I think. it is in a manner self-evident, that a
debasement of money, would be so far from laying any
hold on tradesmen, that it would rather tum to their
private advantage; and therefore, in this debate, they are
properly to be considered as being not very impartial
advocates: Yet the unavoidable discredit and convulsions
attending such a measure, would prove injurious to trade
in general, as well as to the nation many ways. Let us
next see who would be mostly affected, and how, by the
scheme before us.
Debasing the standard

of money, would proue very injurious

to the gOtJernment.
16. If the money-standard be curtailed, suppose one
29
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twentieth part, and this by many projectors would be
reckoned a moderate alteration; the king from thenceforward, would lose a twentieth part of his whole revenue.
" Granted, says our projector; but this will be no loss to
" the crown, because its disbursements will be also dimi"nished a twentieth part." N ot ~, say I: It is very
evident, and I think absolutely undeniable from what hath
been above shewed, that all foreign stores will cost, at the
least, as much as they did before, that is, they will cost
nominally one twentieth part more; and not only these,
but likewise all sorts of goods furnished by our own tradesmen. There will be then a deficiency of, at the least, one
twentieth, in a very considerable part of the public
disbursements.
How far those who receive salaries and stipends from
the crown, might be compelled to submit to this reduction,
or how far a reduction would in that case affect the community, I do not take upon me to determine. But whilst
many would be crushed by this indiscriminate scheme, it
is to be feared too many others would make it a handle
for enlarging that dark, gnawing tax upon their country,
called by the delusive name of perquisites; a tax, as
well from its enormous bulk, as from its indirect, occult,
and undermining operations, though less perceived, perhaps infinitely more grievous to the public, than the whole
list of salaries in the court-calendar.
But admitting that persons in civil offices,might bear
to have their salaries or stipends reduced; what would you
do with those upon the military establishment, both landmen and seamen? Is not their pay, officers as well as
private men, scanty enough already? Or, could the officers quietly submit to this reduction of their pay, and be
kept from clamour by good words instead of realities;
30
what
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what would you do with the common soldier and sailor P
would you render their state more abject and miserable
than it now is, was it in your power? But instead of
tamely submitting to these hardships, you would put upon
them; would you not run the risque of provoking a general mutiny? And how is all this disorder to be rectified?
No otherwise, than by raising nominally all taxes 5 per
cent. and 80 raising murmurs, which though groundless,
would yet be loud. Try what methods you will to deceive
them, every one will see and understand that 19 is less
than 20; and your scheme, after creating an universal disturbance throughout the land, will, as to the effect you
proposed by it, vanish into smoke,
Dehtuing the standard oj money would invalidate all preceding contrasts; and yet, by its affecting credit, might
prove injurious to debtors, and all in distressed circumstances.
17. As our laws do not directly specify the quantities of
silver that ought to be contained iu certain coins and sums
of money, but annex their sanctions, as it were, to the
names only of coins; should our coins be legally debased,
aU contracts whatsoever now subsisting among us, would
be so far vacated or annulled, as this debasement amounted
to; every creditor would lose in that proportion of his just
right, and every man of property might be greatly injured.
before he could have it in his power to right himself.
Supposing, as before, the adulteration in the coin to be
one twentieth part j the lawyers would stand to it, that 19
shillings, or 80 much silver as used to be contained in 19
shillings, would be a full discharge for a debt of a pound
8terling j and so proportionably of aU debts whatsoever.
There are a thousand cases, wherein creditors should
show compassion to their distressed debtors, and take
such compositions from them, as they are enabled to
31
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make. But to make a kind of an universal composition
for debts, without any distinction of cases, is the ready
way to the destruction of all credit; and such 8. law,
instead of being advantageous to those whom it would
seem to favour, might prove the very means of their utter
ruin: Their being disengaged from a part of their debt,
would be but a poor consolation in the distresses they
would be likely to be thrown into, by their exasperated
creditors.
By dehruing the standard of money, the greatest loss would
fall upon those who live on their own estahlislted
properties.
18. It hath been already shewed, that, should the
standard of money be altered, tradesmen of all sorts would
help themselves; and they would probably ward off some
of the inconveniencies they would otherwise be subject
unto, by continuing to reckon in the old money, which it
is likely they would call old sterling. The deficiency to
the government must be made good, by a nominal increase
of taxes; otherwise, some of the wheels must stand still.
But all men who live upon their own estates, or upon
established stipends; that is, all men who are not some
howconcerned in trade, would have no way of helping
themselves, but would be obliged to submit to the whole
loss, which the law in this case would throw upon them.
At the same time, tha~ taxes, wages, and commodities of all
sorts were raised, at least, in proportion to the debasement
of the coin; rents, interest of money, ~c. would be paid
short of the original contracts; that is, they would be paid
and legally discharged in the new money. The-landlord
could not help himself, till the leases were expired j and
the monied man would be a loser for ever, as he would
be • defrauded in both his principal and interest.
32
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• And yet some have been daring enough to use this very fraud,
an argument for committing it: But of this more hereafter.
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Labourers and workmen of all sorts, would at first be
defrauded in their wages; but this would not last long;
necessity would soon teach them to right themselves; and
those that threw them under this necessity, would be
answerable for all the tumults and convulsions, which it
might occasion.
Some of the evils abtme enumerated, might and ought to he
provided against; hut many of them would remain irremediahle, otherwise than hy time, the great leveller of all
thing8.

19. Some of the above evils might indeed, and undoubtedly should, be provided against, by enacting that
all preceding contracts, settlements and establishments
whatsoever, shall remain good; that is, that they shall be
all satisfied according to the old standard. But this would
he enacting two laws destructive of one another, at the
same time; creating new accounts to no sort of purpose,
and involving all classes of people in needless perplexities.
And however this last act might repair our honour; I am
afraid the two acts together, would not give a very advantageous idea of our wisdom. "'hilst we were repairing
one breach, and the nations around staring at our
folly, there would be a thousand inlets left for abuses;
whilst the crafty evaded the laws, and made their advantage of the confusion occasioned by them; the ignorant
and unwary would be defrauded and distressed, and many
of them utterly ruined: Nor would it be in the power of
this l)ealing act to allay, in a long time, the inevitable
distrusts, discredit, murmurs and complaints, raised by
the other.
Dehcui1l.!J the standard of money, will occasion culli1l.!J, and
transporti1l.!J of the old coin« at an undervalue.

20. Trade is quick sighted, and no restraint of law can
hinder its pursuit of gain, wherever the game stands fair;
H2
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and herein the uncircumcised are just as good marksmen,
as the sons of circumcision. In the present case, a temptation will be laid, and accordingly a new trade will be
opened, for culling, and transporting all the good old
coins, perhaps to purchase others coined abroad in imitation of our new standard. Of the profits made by this
new commerce, foreigners will have some share, at our
manifest expence: In this respect, trade is very generous,
and readily divides some of its spoils on all sides. But
you will say, this evil may be prevented by opening the
mint, and purchasing there all the old coins at their full
value. And so you will save the nation harmless, at the
moderate expence of a general recoinage: A wonderful
expedient truly I But after the mint hath engrossed all
the old coins, and whilst it is coining the new; how will
the internal traffic of the country be carried on? And
will not the distresses of the people, and the uncertainties
you have thrown them into, by your new standard, be an
invitation to foreigners to coin and import upon you, even
worse coins than you are a making at your own mint. I
am weary of the subject; and it would,be an endless pursuit to go through all the inconveniencies, that would
attend this ruefui project of debasing the standard of
money.
IV.

Causes of debasing the standm'd of money,
quired into.

en-

21. The mischiefs occasioned by debasing the standard
of money, being so glaring and so great; it may be asked,
how was it possible that such a scheme should be ever
entered into, and who could have an interest in bringing
it about?
In dark times, weak princes and weak counsellors, for
such in this respect they were, might promise themselves
mighty advantages from this device: Tbey might think to
impose upon the understanding of the subject, and by this
34
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trick lengthen out the ready cash in the exchequer. But
they did not, it seems, foresee, that this could be only the
sport of a day; that the whole revenue would for the
future be defrauded; that the deficiency could not he
made good without new imposts, which would create murmurs, discontents, and perhaps insurrections, amongst the
people, te. te.
But I do not know how to think that these schemes
really sprang from court, however the courtiers miglit be
bubbled into them. There were others, whose prospect
of gain by such a scheme was much clearer and better
founded, and whose influence and credit in these matters,
are usually very great; as bankers, scriveners, and all
sorts of money-jobbers. For by debasing the standard of
money, they were not only enabled to cheat all their creditors; but also furnished with opportunities of making
large gains, by taking advantages of the fears and ignorance
of the many; buying up the old coins at an undervalue,
and, culling and transporting or sending into the mint all
the heaviest of them.
But nobody had so clear and so great an interest ill
those mischievous projects, as the mint-masters; and it is
to be suspected, that, by their credit and influence, they
had the greatest hand in bringing about the several adulterations, that, time after time, have been made in coins :
They had an interest in keeping the mint constantly at
work; and nothing could perpetuate this gainful trade 80
effectually, as adulterating the standard of money; this,
in effect, reduced all the old coins into mere bullion, and
created an absolute necessity of are-coinage: By virtue of
their places, those gentlemen were supposed to be the
mostcompetent judges, and the most to be relied upon in
those matters.
If, besides theirs, the opinions of the
money-mongers were asked, supposing they staid to be
asked, they would be sure ~ join with the mint; and the
seignorage formerly paid to the crown for coinage, would
35
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be used as a soothing argument for facilitating the project.
By way of auxiliaries, there are at all times troops of
writers ready to he entertained, and ready to blow and
propagate any scheme they are set upon. When we consider these circumstances, need wc wonder if in former
times, princes and their ministers have been over-reached
in this business, to their own very great 108sand disgrace?

v.

The various pretences Jur dehasing the standard oj
money, stated.

22. I imagine I have, in the preceding, detected the
causes of the several adulterations that have been made in
our coins; but the real motives for this baneful measure,
were cloaked under various pretences; and all that I have
ever heard or read in its support, I shall under this head
lay down before the reader, and afterwards endeavour to
answer all these assertions or pretences, severally.
1. I have often heard it asserted, and that by men who
thought themselves very wise and knowing in these matters,
that our standard of money was too good, and should be
debased. This ridiculous assertion hath been answered*
already; and not~ing like an argument can be urged iu
its support, but what will fall under some one of the
following heads.
2. Increasing the coinage, and also increasing the quantity of tale money, by giving the old names to smaller
pieces of silver i are both urged as arguments for debasing
the standard of money.
8. The keeping our coin from being melted or exported;
also the examples of former times and of foreign states i
are all brought as arguments for the same purpose.
4. The lightnesa of our coins from long wear, te., is
86
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urged as an argument for altering the course of the mint,
80 as to make the new coins no better than the old in
common currency.
5. It is said that debasing the coin, provided it be done
gradually, a little at a time, would not be perceived, and
therefore no injury to any body.
6. Some confine the standard to the fineness only of the
metal; and if that be but preserved, you may clip or
diminish the coins as you please.
These are all common-place thread-bare arguments,
ready upon all occasions j and founded only upon this
supposition, that as good money may he coined at the
stamp-office, as at the mint: But our modern projectors
have found out new arguments, and, as they think, very
formidable ones.
7. Some say that gold is our standard as much as silver j
and therefore that no argument can be used as to the one,
hut will hold equally with respect to the other.
8. Others go yet farther; and say that gold only is our
standard; that you may debase silver coins as you please,
and treat them as mere "tokens, without giving anyone a
right to complain. This is making short work of it indeed,
and with one stroke demolishing our poor old standard r
And in support of this it is said, that gold is the standard
of merchants; and therefore is, or ought to be, the
national standard.
There is an obvious necessity of bringing the rates of
gold and silver coins, to a juster proportion to each other,
than they bear at present; and as something should be
speedily done, it is said in favour of gold.
9. That, as we have greater plenty of gold coins, and of
far greater value than we have of silver; should we lower
the price of gold, we should undervalue our own treasure;
therefore say they curtail the silver standard.
10. Some more modest than the rest, are- (0," debasing
some of our coins only, as shilliugs and six-pences: And
37
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leaving the crowns and half-crowns upon their present
footing; they think that would be sufficient to secure them,
from the odium of having debased the standard.
Lastly, As we are a nation indebted to foreigners; should
we lower the price of gold, we should 118Y our .foreign
creditors more than we borrowed from them; therefore,
we should debase the silver, ~c.
This is very artfully put, and hath really in it more of
argument, than all the preceding put together. But the
whole weight of that argument, lies upon a fraud couched
under it; a fraud that could not well be avowed, and yet
would be glaring and obvious to all the world.
Before I enter upon the merits of these several pretences, for debasing the standard of our money; I shall
endeavour to remove an obstacle out of the way, which, I
believe, hath proved a stumbling block to many well meaning people.

VI.

Why coin and bullion. of the same metal and fineness, are not always of the same value, or will not
ezchange in equal quantities onefor the other.

23. Silver and gold with us, are measured by the ounce
troy; and the legal rate of an ounce of either of these
metals in coin, is called the mint price; that is, silver
being the standard, and the coinage with us being free;
the number of pence that an ounce troy of standard silver
is cut into, is called, though perhaps improperly, the mint
price of silver; and the number of pounds, shillings and
pence, with such a fraction as may happen, that falls to the
share of the ounce troy of gold, according to the legal
rates of guineas, is called the mint-price of gold. Thus,
because 62 shillings are cut out of a pound troy of silver;
62 pence, or 5s. 2d. is said to be the mint price of silver:
And 44l guineas being, by the indentures of the mint, cut
out of a pound troy of gold, and guineas now passing at
38
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the rate of 21 shillings; this makes the present mint price
of gold with us, to be 31. 17s. l()ld. the ounce. In both
cases, the fiueness is understood to be according to the
established standard; viz., the silver to be 11 oz. 2 dwts
fine, and the gold 11 oz. or 22 car. fine.
If the importers of bullion into the mint, pay a certain
rate for the coinage, as in other countries; the rate which
they pay is to be deducted from the mint-price above stated,
and the residue is then the mint-price. Ez.!J1'. If the
importers of bullion into the mint paid, suppose, twopence an ounce for coining silver; the mint price of silver
bullion, would be then five shillings an ounce; and at this
rate it would frequently be in our market, if no other
cause interfered.
Bullion can never he lower, hut may frequently he higher,
than mint price.
24. Whether the coinage be free or otherwise, if the
mint be always* ready to make its returns in coin;
neitber silver nor gold bullion, can fall in our market
below mint price; for the mint is always open to receive
them both, at those respective rates: But one or both
these metals, may be frequently higher than mint price.
1. If the bullion is exportable by law, and the coin is
not, without some penalty; this, whenever we want to
make any considerable remittances abroad, may somewhat
advance the price of bullion; and that in proportion to
the demand for, or scarcity of, bullion. But the advanced
price of bullion, on account of the mere inexportability of
coins, I think, must be very inconsiderable; as coins may
be reduced into bullion, at a small risk of discovery, and
39
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at a small expence. For, the demand for bullion upon
this account, is chiefly in great towns, where the meltingpot is always at work; and it is very easy to conceal the
contents, from the knowledge of any servant or by-stander.
2. Although both coins and bullion were legally exportable; yet the market price of bullion, might be frequently
above the mint price. For, the remitter might not have
by him, or be able readily to procure, a sufficient quantity
of* weighty coins to answer his present purpose; in that
case, he will not scruple giving some advanced price for
bullion; and he will be reimbursed- with profit, by those
who want his bills upon that place, to which the bullion is
to be sent t: Or, if he himself be the debtor abroad, he
may find it cheaper to give an advanced price for bullion,
than the purchasing of bills of exchange. But upon the
present supposition also, of coin being exportable; the
advanced price of bullion cannot be considerable or permanent, unless there be some other cause co-operating.
3. If the coins pass by tale, and are by wear or otherwise become sensibly lighter than their just standard, at
their first coming out of the mint; this, when there is a
demand for exportation, will naturally raise bullion above
mint price. But the difference between coin and bullion
upon this account, cannot exceed the average of the whole
deficiency upon the coins; and it will fall something short
of that average, because the heaviest coins will be first
sent abroad; and by being sent, keep down the price of
bullion: And when the demand for exportation is satisfied,
bullion will again fall to mint-price.
4. If the current coins are heavy, or pass by weight,
and the merchants or importers of bullion into the mint,
40
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pay a certain rate for coinage, as the case is in all other
countries j bullion at times, will fall as much below coin,
as this rate amounts to; that is, a given quantity of
bullion, might be purchased for so much less quantity of
coin, as the coinage of that bullion would cost at the mint.
These different causes may concur, to vary a little the
price of bullion; and to raise it, sometimes more and
sometimes less, above mint-price, as exigencies vary;
whilst it can never be lower than that price: But the
effects of these causes are only temporary, and never very
considerable.
5. The arrival of plate fleets from America, and the
departure or fitting out of fleets for the East-Indies;
have, perhaps, greater influence upon the market price of
bullion, than all the preceding causes put together: But
because those incidents upon the arrival and departure of
the said ships, are irregular, and usually of short continuance; no great stress need be laid upon them in this
place.
Some of the causes, above enumerated, of the disparity
between coin and bullion, occurred to Mr. Locke; but,
having missed of the principal cause for his purpose,
which here comes next to be considered; he brought himself under some embarrassments, by laying a greater stress
upon the others, than they were able to support.

VII. If gold and silver coins are not rated in due proportion to each other, as they are at a medium in the neighbouring countries; that metal in bullion, which is l(Jwest
rated, will raise and keep constantly ahove mint-price, till
that cause he removed.
25. It hath been shewed in the preceding, that coin and
bullion will not always exchange in equal quantities one
tor the other, although we had only one sort of coins, as
silver, for instance, in currency; aud the case would not
41
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be very different, though we had both silver and gold
coins, if the legal rates of these were established in a due
proportion, as they are at a medium in the neighbouring
countries. For, bullion being a commodity, its price will
fluctuate a little, so as sometimes to be above coin; .and it
hath been shewed that it can never be lower than mint
price. But -the difference upon the above accounts, can
only be at particular times, and then not very considerable.
Silver bullion in England hath been for above half a
century past, constantly higher than mint price, excepting
only at a very few intervals of a short continuance. This
hath been chiefly, and in a manner wholly, owing to gold
being higher rated at our mint in proportion to silver, than
it is in other countries: For, the causes considered in the
preceding, affect equally both gold and silver; and their
influence upon both, may be deduced from the share they
have had upon gold. For, gold only coming into our
mint, the deviations of gold bullion from mint-price, shew,
accurately enough, the effects of the several concurring
causes before-mentioned, upon the price of bullion both
gold and silver; and they shew also, that these effects are
but small, and usually of no long continuance.
To illustrate the case before us: Let us suppose that in
England, gold coins are rated five per cent. higher in proportion to silver; or if you wonld rather consider it so,
that silver coins nrc rated so much lower in proportion to
gold, than in the neighbouring countries. This supposed
disparity of five per cent. is three-pence upon a crownpiece, and about a shilling upon a guinea; that is, gold
coins with us are rated a shilling in the pound sterling too
high; or, which is the same thing, silver coins are rated a
shilling in the pound sterling too low, in respect to guineas.
42
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But the law reaching ouly to coins, and bullion being free ;
the market will adjust the disproportion which the law had
made; and either, silver bullion will rise above coin, or
gold bullion will fall below the rate of guineas; till, as
abovesaid, the legal disproportion between gold and silver
is adjusted. But no bullion can fall below the rate of
coin, whatever that rate be; the mint being always ready
to exchange coin for bullion, at the legal or mint-price.
Therefore the difference, in the present case of silver being
lowest rated, will fall entirely upon the silver , that is,
whilst the mint becomes a standard for the price of gold
bullion, silver will rise in onr market the above supposed
difference of five per cent. or to about 65 pence the ounce,
or to five shillings and three-pence, for as much silver as
there is in a crown-piece. For, the merchant will always
make that metal his standard, which is highest valued at
the mint; and, in the present case, he will not part with
his silver at a less rate in proportion to gold, than it will
fetch him in other countries.
Both gold and silver in the eye of commerce, are commodities; and that equally, whether they be in the shape
of coins or bullion; and the market prices of both with
respect to one another, will be nearly the same everywhere,
without regarding the mint prices in different places.
Gold, as above instanced, being highest rated with us, will
be brought here in great plenty; especially, whilst any
heavy silver coins are to be had in exchange for it: But
no silver can be brought in here, or worked into plate, till
the market price of it hath rose, so as to make it equally
profitable to import either silver bullion or gold; and silver
being excluded from our mint, by the higher valuation
there of gold, no more silver can stay here, than what is
wrought into plate. For, a guinea fetching here as much
of any thing, as can be purchased for 21 shillings; and in
Holland, suppose, fetching no more than may be purchased
with 20 of the same shillings; a merchant here will not
4::J
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part with a silver ingot, at a less rate than that of a guinea
for 20 shillings: If the refiner or silversmith will not give
him at that rate; he will send his ingot to HoUand, and
there purchase with it, either gold, a bill of exchange, or
some other commodity, that will fetch him here as much
as the money he had asked for the said ingot; all charges
being paid, which are pretty nearly equal, for the transportation of both gold and silver.
Trade is too quick-sighted to be over-reached by laws;
and gold and silver bullion are too universally known and
coveted, to suffer any disparity in respect of one another:
The European markets are never glutted with either, and
they will fetch proportionably every where. Gold then
being over-rated at our mint, silver bullion will get np as
much above coin, as this over-rate amounts to; and, in
like mauner, should gold coins be undervalued, gold bullion would rise as silver had done before. These metals
have every where a reference one to the other; and without this, the terms higher or lower rated, could have had
no place.

VIII. Difference hetwixt

'I1WTU!'!I and mere bullion, farther
jUwtrated.

26. Foreign commerce, as hath been before observed,
treats gold and silver as commodities, both alike; and
they are subject to fluctuate in their value, not only with
respect to one another, but also with respect to all other
commodities, according to their greater plenty or scarcity.
But nevertheless, in ali home establishments and transactions whatsoever, one of these metals is money, or a
standard measure of the values of all other things; and
this standard cannot be altered, without incurring all the
mischiefs before enumerated.
As bullion occurs much more than coin, in the transactions of merchants , some of them have been induced
from thence to think, that the price of bullion is what
44
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governs and measures, the values of all other things. But,
from what hath been already delivered, it is very manifest,
that the price of bullion is governed as well as measured,
by coin or the established standard of money j and not
Buffered to deviate much, from that standard. With merchants indeed, any commodity they deal in, may be said
indifferently to be a standard for all the rest, as well as
gold or silver j for they consider all things, as they will
purchase more or less of each the other, in this place or
in that j and coins, which with the rest of the world is
money, is with them thrown into the general hotch-potch,
and no otherwise distinguished from other commodities,
but from the proportion that certain quantities of one or
the other, will fetch of the rest j and they join with us
rather in language than in idea, as to the use of coins.
No wonder then, if these gentlemen treat the standard of
money so slightly, and so disdainfully, as some of them do.
But although we are all agreed, that gold and silver, like
all other things, have their values increased or depreciated,
according as they grow scarcer or in greater plenty j and
that the coins made of them, do, in this sense, share the
same fate with the bullion: Yet coins as such, or as
money, escape the fluctuations of markets j and the standard coins, which are the measures of all contracts, are to
be considered as having their value remaining permanent
and unalterable j the above slow alteration brought about
by time in the value of money, being not to be admitted
into consideration, in the temporary dealings of men with
one another.
Having thus explained, as clearly as I could, the several
causes of the different prices of coin and bullion j the
essential differences there is between them j and also the
effect which the over-rating of gold hath upon silver bullion: Let us now proceed to consider, the several pretences that are urged for debasing the standard of money.
45
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IX. Coinages should in no wise beforced:
27. The keeping of the mint perpetually at work, seems
to be the main drift of all the common maxims about
coins; and the feeding of this office, is professedly urged
as one of the reasons, for debasing the standard of money:
And it must be owned indeed, that nothing could be more
effectual for the compassing of that end. But this is proposing one evil, as a reason for committing another. The
evils attending a general re-coinage, which this scheme
would inevitably bring about, are many and great; but
without entering into a detail of these evils at present;
let it here suffice, to examine into the merits of that
notion, which is very generally entertained, that coinages
are by all means to be encouraged.
In one sense, coining is a neutral, harmless, and indifferent act; tor if it be left free, it neither inriches nor
impoverishes the nation, one single penny; the coins just
pay for the bullion whereof they were made, and the
profits to the mint are spent amongst ourselves. But it
deserveswell to be considered, that coining is nevertheless
an act of very great importance: That a very great trust
is thereby lodged in the mint; that it requires very great
care, and great skill too, in those intrusted, to keep
exactly to the standard; that a small deviation from-it
upon each piece, would soon amount to a large sum; that
coins are universal pledges; and that the credit of nations
is greatly concerned, in the exactness and faithfulness of
their mints. When these things are considered, will it
follow that coinages are to be promoted unnecessarily?
That coins once faithfully made of their due fineness, are
to be melted into the unattested state of bullion, for no
other purpose than to be recoined again ?
Purchasing bullion at an advanced rate Jor coining, a very
weak and insignificant measure.
28. Besides debasing the standard, another expedient
46
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hath been hit upon for feeding the mint; and that is, the
purchasing of bullion at an advanced price for coining, or
the giving more per ounce for the bullion, than it would
be afterwards worth in coin. Btlt although this measure
is veri harmless, as to any consequence attending it,
excepting to those immediately coucerned; yet it cannot
be reckoned a very wise one. For, whatever be the cause.
that prevents bullion from coming into the mint; whilst
that cause subsists, and coining will not remove it, the
new coins will be melted into bullion again, and again
coined; and 80 round in a circle, as long as a prcemium to
the importer of bullion into the mint, is continued. And
after all this expence, and all the expectation raised from
it, no new coins will be to be seen; the same cause that
created a scarcity before, will carry all these away; and
nothing will be left, but the gains that had been made at
the mint.
After what hath been said here, and in the preceding j
it might be asked, of what use then is the mint? To
which I answer, that a mint, rightly established, is a very
useful, necessary, and important office; an office, that
those at the head of eur finances should have due cognizance of, as being answerable to the public, that its
operations are faithfully performed. The natural waste
and dissipation of coins, require frequent supplies; This,
trade naturally and abundantly furnishes; and this vent
for its bullion, when other markets do not invite, is also
of very great advantage to trade j it prevents a stagnation
and uncertainty, in a very considerable branch of eom-:
merce. No mint can be kept constantly at work, unless
coining becomes a kind of manufactury for foreign commerce; which is not the case here, nor could it be, without
very great loss to us, upon our present mint establishment.
But the mint, if left free to its own natural course, cannot
fail of keeping up the national coins to their due quantity ;
what it does more, may be truly said to be labour lost j
47
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and would prove mischievous, if trade did not step in and
sweep away the superfluous coin.
What hath been here said, regards coining in general;
without respecting the disparagements, which either silver
or gold coins may lie under in particular, at the mint;
and it may serve as a full answer to those, who are for
promoting coinages, by forced and unnatural methods.
X. Curtailing the standard will not lenghten out the coin:
but, on the contrary, will occasion a greater scarcity in
common currency.
29. Some say, that if the standard of money was curtailed, the quantity of money in tale would be thereby
proportionably increased; which they think. would be a
notable henefit to the country: As if the standard was
curtailed a tenth part, we should immediately have a tenth
part more money, than we had the moment before.
According to this maxim, we have a very short and easy
method of becoming rich; for if it holds in anyone proportion, as here a tenth part, it will hold in any other;
and whilst we are about it, why not take oft'a good piece,
and leave only suppose one hundredth part behind? By
thjs expedient, with one million of the old money, we
could not only pay oft'all our old debts; but have enough
left for carrying on the war, at least for a year or two
longer; and all this, without raising one penny of taxes
upon the subject. A very fine device truly I
I have already * shewed that all artificial methods of
increasing tale-money, are, so far as they extend, pernicious. But the scheme before us, will not reach the
end proposed by it: If the method be by calling a shilling,
suppose thirteen-pence; although this would be attended
with the mischiefs before enumerated; yet, in the common
traffic of the country, a shilling, notwithstanding the law,
48
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would be called a shilling still; and fetch and go, just at
the same rate as it did before. If you give us new coins
debased according to the new standard, this will rather
make the matter worse. All things will advance in their'
nominal prices, at least, proportionably to the debasement
made in the standard: This is a point wherein the understandings of men, cannot be imposed upon by mere
sounds j so that were all the old coins new minted, they
would go not one jot the farther, than they would before
this alteration. But, from the alarms, fears, and suspicions, which this woeful project would naturally raise in
the minds of the people j many of the coins would be
hoarded, and many transported: So that the mint would
be left gaping with little to do, and the country distressed
for want of coin. All this, I think, upon even a slight
view of the case, must needs appear very evident; but I
do not wish to see it confirmed, by so pernicious an
experiment.

XI. DeblUing the standard, would not pretJent coins from
being melted, or exported.
80. There are many well-meaning people, who think it
the interest of their country, to keep the national coins
from going abroad j and that this end might be accomplished, by debasing the standard of money. I shall not
at present enter into the merits of this conceit of keeping
our cash at home j nor inquire what influence such a
scheme, if it could be effected, would have upon our commerce and credit; but I think that a very slight reflection
is sufficient to convince anyone, that the means proposed
would not answer the end. An adulteration of our coin
cannot remove or affect anyone of those causes, whatever
those may be, that bring foreign demands upon us for
money: These demands must be satisfied, to the full
weight of fine silver or fine gold. Foreigners will 110tbe
H
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imposed upon by names, or by false measures; if our coins
are adulterated, by being made either baser or lighter,
they must have more of them; and probably even some• what more than their due, from the unavoidable discredit
attending any debasement of money. Foreign coins are
every where treated as mere bullion; and should we
debase ours, as much pure silver or pure gold, at least,
would be carried abroad in these new coins, as now goeth
in those of the present standard. Our own coins indeed,
because of the free coinage, are in effect even at home, as
much bullion as whilst they were in the mass j and the
stamp of itself, is too weak to save them from the
melting pot.
If the proportion between gold and silver coins, was
brought and kept to a just par; this would prevent either
of these coins from being melted or exported, preferable
to the' other; but it would not lessen the exportation upon
the whole, excepting so far as coins made of one of these
metals, as silver, for instance, might be sent abroad to
purchase gold for coining. This is an evil we have laboured
under, and the remedy is obvious, without medling with
the standard of m~ney;
XlI. Foreign states dehtuing their coins, is not a reason for
the dehtuing of ours.
81. Some people are 80 fond of the project of tampering
with the standard of money, that any thing will serve them
as II plea for that purpose j and, I think, nothing can well
be poorer than the following, which yet I have heard urged
with some vehemence, viz. "that certain foreign states
ct having debased their coins, we should therefore debase
.I' ours." This empty plea, for it cannot be called an argument, hath been spoken to, in the preceding chapter.
It might, in truth, as well be said, that we ought to
50
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change our language, as change our standard; the plea
here brought for the one, being equally conclusive for the
other.
It hath been before * shewed, that it is out of the power
of laws directly, either to augment or diminish the values
of coins in general, otherwise than as by their oblique
influence, they may increase or diminish the whole quantity of them in circulation. But states may set a higher
value upon one sort of coins, in proportion to others; than
is done by their neighbours; as we have done by gold
coins in respect to silver: The consequence of which,
always hath been, and always will be, the draining away
of the coins that are undervalued. States may, if they
please, go yet farther, and set a higher value upon
some specie of coins, than they do upon others made of
the same metal; and the consequence will be as before,
the draining away of those that are least valued, and leaving them always poorer upon the whole; for the coins that
are undervalued, will always go away at some undervalue.
But of this more hereafter.
There are, perhaps, no greater instances of human weakness, than the various and contradictory measures that
have been pursued, almost all the world over, about coins.
And even, in the same country, opposite measures have
been taken, without any difference of circumstance to
occasion them: But, an opinion it seems prevailed, that,
since one method had not the desired effect, the contrary
must needs succeed; and this again failing, some new
course was again taken, and so on. The effects of all the
various tamperings that have been made with coins, have
ever proved, and ever will prove, that no alteration can be
made in the standard of money, but what will be injurious
many ways to those who make it; and it may be pre.
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sumed, that no argument can be hrought for that wild
meaanre, either from what hath been done here or elsewhere, but what will conclude strongly on the other side
of the question.

XIII. The lightness of our coins, not a reason for altering
the standard.
32. It is well known that a great part of our current
coins, what by long wear, and what by fraudulent practices,
are become much lighter thau the legal standard. Some
argue from hence, "that the standard itself should be
lessened accordingly; and say, that this would be doing
"no injury to individuals, if the new coins be made no
" worse, than the generality of those that are now in common cnrrency."
This i8 an old plea, and which in any other case but
that of money, would appear sufficientlyridiculous to every
body: To diminish the standard npon this motive, would
be such a vague pursuit as could have no end: and what
would, in effect, leave us without any standard. If this
argument had been admitted; our standard, and our
coins, would ere now have been in a manner annihilated;
and in trying to follow after them, the price of a shoulder
of mutton would now be reckoned at as many millions,
88 would payoff the whole national debt in our present
coin.
But this scheme, upon the plan proposed, is in fact
impracticable: What particular piece or bag of light coins,
is to be taken for the new standard? And when this is
fixed upon, what is to be done with the other coins, that
are either heavier or lighter than these? Are the weighty
coins to be clipped, and the light ones to be new minted
to the new standard? Who does not see the absurdity
and evil consequences of such a scheme? Should the
measures in common use, some by wear and some by
52
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fraudulent diminutions, become many of them less than
the standards at the exchequer; and it were proposed to
diminish those standards accordingly; would not such proposal be manifestly very ridiculous? And are not the cases
nearly parallel of money, and other measures? Or, doth
not what difference there is, turn entirely on the side of
the money standard, as money is both an equivalent and
a measure?
The effects of diminishing coins by law, and what they
suffer in private hands, very different. Currency by tale,
regards chiefly the standard, or original value at the
mint.
33. The consequences of what the coins suffer in private
hands, are widely different from those that would folJow their debasement by legal authority.
In the one
case, every man's right is left unviolated; for he may
refuse coins unlawfully diminished, if he pleases; and he
hath no body to blame but himself, if he doth not: And
as for those coins that are become light by long wear; so
long as !ill sorts of coins, light and heavy, continue indiscriminately to exchange oue for the otber; the damage
from the lightness of coins, doth not, as yet, fall upon
individuals. But should the coins be debased by authority,
every man's property would be invaded; all sorts of goods
would rise, at least, to the new standard; and all the evil
consequences before enumerated, would inevitably follow,
It is to be observed, that in the currency of coins by
tale, no regard at all is had to their lightness, or deficiencies arising from mere wear; but aU pass, as if they were
of their due standard or full weight, as they first came out
of the mint. All fixed establishments, being really made
and governed by the legal standard; have a great influence, especially that of the public revenue, in keeping up
the current values of coins towards that standard, notwith53
standing
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standing their diminutions by long wear. And although
foreign commerce contributes its share, towards bringing
the current values of coins, nearer to the ,eal value; yet,
as the coins that go abroad, and they only are to be considered in the present argument, bear but a small proportion to those passing in all our internal transactions;
their effect in accounting for the lightness of our coins,
must needs be very inconsiderable.
The above observations cut off at once all pretences for
debasing the standard, from the lightness of the current
coins: since that lightness, is in no wise considered, in any
of our internal dealings with one another. Currency by
tale refers only to the legal standard, as currency by weight
doth to the coins themselves; and there is this farther
notable difference between them; that by the one, the
coins are perpetually kept up to the real standard, or so as
to pass only for their real value; whilst by the other, the
deficiency upon the coins is so much dead loss to the
public; which IOS8 must, sooner or later, reach to individuals, however they may ward it off for the present.
To conclude this head, let us put a case the most favourable possible to our opponents in the present argument:
Suppose that all our coins were equally deficient in value,
according to their respective current rates, as one twentieth
part; and it were to be declared by legal authority, that
the coins, 86 they now stand, are of the due standard.
This declaration would cut off one twentieth part of every
man's property, though all contracts would continue to be
discharged and paid, in the very same coins that they were,
before this new declaration. The plea of not having
debased the standard, below the value of the actual coins
in common currency, would be no justification of this
measure; and with respect to the alienation of property,
this proceeding would have the very same effect, as if all
the current coins were now of their full weight, according
to the present standard, and were called in to be diminished
54
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one twentieth part; whether by clipping, or new minting,
would alter not the case.
XIV. Any infringement of the. standard of money, MWetJer
small, would beproportionably injurious.
34. There are some who readily allow, that a great
debasement of the standard at once, would be very injurious; "and yet insist, that if you do it gently, a little at
<t a time, no harm will be done; they say, such a gentle
<t touch would not be perceived, and therefore none would
complain."
Strange indeed! You say it would be injurious to
debase the standard much at once, and yet that it would
be no injury to do the same thing at several times. But
strange as this logic may seem to be, it must be owned to
be very ingenuous, and to afford perhaps as good an argument for the purpose, as any we have yet met with: It
fairly owns.that debasing the standard would be a fraud,
and only aiIDS at shewing how you might commit this
fraud without being perceived. It would be in vain to
argue with these gentlemen upon moral principles; but
here we can answer them upon their own: The law must
be promulged, before such a project could be executed;
and by that previous notice, the whole design would be
frustrated.
H

XV. All the species of coins made of the same metal, should
be rated in a just proportion to each other.
35. There are some who readily agree, that the debasing
of all our coins would be attended with evil consequences i
and yet think, that tt these evils might be averted, and the
tc standard sufficiently secured, by the largest specie of our
" coins only, as crowns and half-crowns; whilst the lower
"specie, as six-pences and shillings might be debased i
e« and the debasing of these they think would be advan5:;
tt tageous,
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tageous, as it would be a means of preventing their
" exportation, and of keeping them entirely at home for
u our own circulation."
I shall say nothing here to the notion of keeping our
coins from being- exported j and it hath been shewed+
elsewhere, that there cannot be a want of coins for home
circulation, unleesf substitutes be placed in their stead:
In that case, indeed, there may be frequently a want of
coins for the circulating of the substitutes j and the only
effectual way of curing the evil, is by gradually destroying
those substitutes. Remove the cause, and the effect will
cease. But the notion of having two sorts of coin, one
passing for more than it is worth, or at a greater rate than
the other, is a most dangerous one j and could it be brought
to effect, would not only be injurious according to the
proportion of value, which the sum total of these base
coins may bear to all the rest j but also be attended with
another fatal consequence peculiar to itself j the draining
us of all our good specie. The mint at the Tower, would
soon be eased of its labour of making these bad coins j
and not only private hands amongst ourselves, would have
a share in this beneficial trade; but foreigners also would
not let slip so fair an occasion of minting, and importing
upon us these base coins, so long as we had any good ones
to give them in exchange. For example, if you were to
coin shillings, having in them only nine penny-worth of
silver j so long as a crown-piece could be had for five of
these base shillings, you might be sure that plenty of them
56
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• This notion, which is a very general one, I· lansy was first
broached and propagated by the bankers; they might think, if the
quantity of circulating cash could be increased, it would be brought
the faster into their shops, and be su1fered to stay there the longer
before it was again recalled.
t § 49 & 50. Part I.
t Gold, copper, or paper-money, may either jointly or separately,
be the means of draining away silver coins.
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would be coined, both at Birmingham and abroad. This
consequence is natural; and every nation ought to guard
carefully, that all its several specie of coins, be rated in
their due and just proportion; otherwise, those that are
highest rated, must needs in time drain and swallow up
all the rest.
But it is not probable that such a scheme, if it was
attempted, could with us be brought to effect; and yet it
might be attended with such perplexities in all dealings
and contracts, both home and foreign, as for a long time
back we have been free from in this country: It is most
likely, that in all future contracts, it would be distinguished
in what sort of money the contracts were made, and the
bargains regulated accordingly; for it is to be hoped that
all preceding contracts, would be left to be satisfied in the
old money: Or, the people would take and pass the new
coins for their real worth; and in either case, the whole
scheme would be frustrated. As supposing the new sixpence should be worth. the old groat; the people would
either reckon in the different proportions of two and three
in all their dealings, according as they contracted in old or
new money: Or, to avoid this perplexity, they would call
the new six-pence, a groat; and fifteen of them would as
currently exchange for a crown-piece, as ten old ones do
at present.
XVI. Silver only, and not gold, is the standard of our
money; and not the less 80, iJeeauaegold coin» have a
fi:ced rate by law.
36. It hath been before* shewed, that there can be but
one standard of money; that in these parts of the world,
silver is, and time immemorial hath been, the money
standard; and that it is the fittest material, hitherto
known, for a standard.
57
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We never heard till lately, a word mentioned of gold
being the standard of money: Former projectors saw
the absurdity of calling any thing the standard, besides
that by which all the accounts of the country were kept,
and all contracts measured. But their successors are
grown desperate; and such is their fondness for gold, that
any thing will serve them 8S a plea both for debasing
silver, and for making gold the standard; at least, they
would have it bear a share jointly with silver: And, for
this, gold coins having a stated price by law, they think is
a sufficient argument. However jhis fact, at first sight,
might mislead some people; yet, it is very certain, that
the argument built upon it, is overthrown by the very
words of the law itself. Is not a declaration that a guinea
shall pass for twenty-one shillings, a plain reference to
shillings, as a standard measure of the value of a guinea?
But, it cannot be said, on the other side, that a guinea is a
measure of the value of shillings; it is impossible that
any whole, should be made up of the parts of a material
different from itself. The laws, the language of the
country, the common consent, and common sense of all
men, have unanimously concurred -in making silver our
only standard. Every body knows that pounds, shillings,
and pence, denote certain specificquantities of pure silver;
and whilst all contracts whatsoever are measured by these,
it would be a strange perversion of language, to call any
thing else the standard. My receiving a certain number
of guineas, in consideration for a certain sum, or number
of pounds sterling, doth not make gold money, or a
standard; any more than if I had received to the same
value in lead, wheat, cloth, ~c.,would these commodities
have thereby become money. Gold being coined, alters
not the case; the coining only ascertains the quantity of
metal, contained in the several pieces, at their utterance
out of the mint; and we have proper measures at hand,
for determining the quantities of other commodities.
58
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There is a necessity of coining gold to ascertain its fineness; otherwise, it would be a commodity too precarious
to be meddled with in common dealings; a difference of
fineness imperceptible to tbe eye, making a very great one
in the real value.
But you will say, that gold coins, excepting the difference of'colour, and of some other properties of the metals,
have as much the appearance of money as silver coins:
Granted; and so have copper coins too; and so might
pewter ones, SJc., but this is nothing to the purpose; it is
not the mint, but the laws, and the universal concurrence
of mankind, that make money. You will say again, that
the la iVS oblige me to take gold, as, or instead of money;
whereas, I am at liberty to refuse any other commodity,
that may be offered me instead of money. True; and I
have before shewed* the propriety and conveniency of
ordaining that gold coins, should pass at certain rates, pro
tempore, as or instead of money? But still, this doth not
make gold money: These rates are not to be fixed arbitrarily, but are to be regulated by the price which gold
then bears, in respect to silver as a standard; and these
rates are, and always-have been, considered as being subject
to this rule, and so to be altered again and again, whenever
the case may so require. Under this limitation, it is very
convenient, that gold coins should pass as or instead of
money, but not as being themselves money, or the staudard
measure of the values of all other things. It is a fundamental characteristic of money, that, as a measure, it continues invariable; that is, that a payment in the standard
coins, of any specific sum or quantity of money agreed
upon, is, whenever made, a full discharge of that contract;
without regarding at all, how silver may have varied in its
value with respect to commodities in general, by an
59
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increase or decrease of its quantity. But gold coins are
to be considered in another view: Payments in them, may
not be by quantity for quantity; it is by the rates only,
which gold coins bear in respect to silver as a standard, at
the time of' payment, that contracts are discharged; and
not according to the rates, which these coins might have,
at the time when the contracts were made. In this view
only, gold coins are to be considered; and, in this view,
they are upon a footing with any other commodity;
though less liable to a sudden and great change in their
value, than most other things.
Much of the difficulty upon this subject hath arose,
from the not attending to the difference between mon~
and commodity; and again, by confounding with the
standard the lightness of the coins passing by tale, and
making every coin, as it were, to be itself a standard. But
this is bringing into the argument, what the common
sense and common practice of men, never thought of.
The nature and condition of tale-money hath been already
explained;* and, I think, it is sufficiently manifest, that
all contracts and the prices of commodities, are measured
by the standard, and not by the intrinsic value of coins,
in countries where they pass by tale: Nor, where they
both pass promiscuously, is there any difference in regard
to payments made either in gold or -silver coins; in an
cases, the silver standard is alike the measure referred to.
I do not here enter into the merits of passiug coins by
tale; I have only aimed at shewing what it is that constitutes tale-money. But gold coins, although they passed
only by weight, would 80 far partake of the nature of talemoney, as not to have the prices of things, te. regulated
by their rates or intrinsic value; but only, as above
observed, by the established silver standard.
60
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XVII. Gold heing made the standard hy merchants, dotll
not make gold to he the national standard.
37. It hath been before * observed, that merchants will
reckon by that metal which is most common in large payments; all coins are with them, in effect, mere bullion;
they have no regard to names, or local institutions; the
real quantity of pure silver or' pure gold, which they give
and take in exchange for other commodities, is what they
reckon by. And it is very manifest, by the course of
exchange between us and all the world, that gold here is
the standard of merchants; and this for them is most
profitable, because gold here goes farthest in the purchase
of our commodities; but with what loss to the nation,
doth not fall within our present consideration.
But the transactions of t merchants, do not make a
standard for the rest of the world; and indeed, as hath
been before observed, they have in effect no money, as
they do not consider it in the same light that others do ;
coins with them being mere merchandise, as much as
cloth, iron, or any other commodity. And therefore no
considerations from the practices of merchants, or from
the course of exchanges, have absolutely any thing to do
in the present debate. In all countries, the business of
settling the standard of money, is purely a national concern, which the rest of the world have nothing to with;
and merchants, as such, are of no country. If you alter
the standard, whatever effect it may have among yourselves, the course of exchange will set the matter even as
to the rest of the world. If you lower the price of gold,
61
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here and elsewhere, solely as foreign
dealers, without regarding their private transactions with shop
keepers, .!:c. in the places where they dwell: in this last light, they
are upon the the same footing with all other private dealers.
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the exchange in appearance will turn proportionably in
your favour; if you debase your silver standard, it will go
seemingly against you, to the full amount of this debasement: That is, in both cases, the exchange will reslly set
the matter even; and therefore, as above observed, tbe
consideration of exchanges hath nothing to (10 in the
present argument.
. The great inland commerce or business of this country,
is chiefly carried on, scarce as it is, by silver. Labourers,
handy-craftsmen, and manufacturers of all sorts, are paid
their day wages in silver: What they receive is palpably,
and manifestly their standard; and as labour is the main
foundation of all riches, what goes to pay the price of it,
will be the real standard of the nation, even though laws
were enacted to the contrary. La"li~1.
though they may, and
perhaps too often do, perplex, yet· they cannot eradicate
settled ideas. Workmen of all sorts here, have fixed ideas
annexed to shillings; they do not know, perhaps, the precise quantity of silver which they ought to contain; yet
they know that there is an old established law, that hath
settled this matter: Whilst this law is not abrogated or
tampered with, they think themselves safe; they are content with their usual wages, without scrutinizing into the
precise quantity of silver in the respective coins; whilst
the same laws subsist, they expect these coins will fetch
them as much necessaries as usual, and they look no farther. You may raise or lower the price of guineas, as the
case may require, ~thout affecting the price of labour;
and therefore without affecting the price of any home
commodity, in the first instance.
It hath been observed before, and the thing is sufficiently manifest, that the ideas of silver are annexed to
pounds and shillings; and no law can transfer those ideas
to gold, or to to any thing else. The farmer understands
that he hath contracted to pay a certain number of pounds
sterling for rent: This rent may be satisfied or discharged
62
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with gold, barl!ly, horses, ~c. these commodities respectively, being supposed at the time to be worth so much
silver, or 80 many pounds and shillings, as they reckon
for. And what reason is there for fixing the idea of
standard, to anyone of these commodities, preferably to
the rest? The same reasoning may be extended to all
other things; for all things may, and often do, answer
the purpose of money; but yet this doth not make commodities to be money, nor money a commodity. The rent
is equally discharged with gold or barley, according to
the respective rates, which certain quantities of these commodities have at the time of payment. Nor does the
more uniform and certain quality of the one, make any
difference in the present argument; it preserves indeed
the price of a given quantity, at a more equable rate; but
it is subject nevertheless to have that price altered, as the
great market of the world may govern; and for such an
alteration, no one can have just cause to complain: But
the case is very different with respect to silver.
Thus, I think, it is very manifest that silver, and only
silver, is the standard of the country, of all contracts and
establishments there, whatever may be the standard at the
Royal Exchange: And, I think, that it would be impossible at present, to transfer the standard from silver to
gold. Enact what laws you please; what measures and
pays the price of labour, will be ultimately the real standard of the nation; a~d gold is at present too dear for the
payment of day wages, and for the purchase of small
necessaries. Enough hath been said before, to shew the
iniquity of altering the standard of money; and, I think,
that enough also hath been said, to sgew the vanity and
foUyof such an attempt. But to instance again, only in
the caseof labour: If shillings be debased, suppose a fifth,
or any other given part, either by changing their usual
rate of 12 pence, or the ,10 of a pound sterling, or by putting less silver in them; the workman will soon under63
stand;
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stand, that he must have the part lopped off made good
to him, by increasing his nominal wages. This matter is
so obvious, that he cannot be imposed npon, and the very
attempt of doing it, might be attended with fatal consequences.

XVIII. Lowering the price of gold would be of no loss to
the nation; and the lowering it directly, by lessening
its rate per ounce or per pinea, would he of less loss to
individuals, than if the same was done indirectly, by
debasing the standard, or lessening the quantity of silver
in the pound sterling.
38. It is, in effect, agreed on all sides, that the price of
gold should be reduced; but for debasing the standard, or
as they call it, raising the value ol4lilver, it is said: "That
" as our stock is chieity in gold, should we depreciate or
" lessen the rates of guineas, it would be undervaluing our
" own treasure, and bringing a great loss both upon the
.t nation and upon individuals;
but, as we have a scarcity
" of silver coins, the debasing of these would be so little
" felt, as not to be worth regarding."
We have already met with many pretences for debasing
the standerd ; which, upon examination, appeared sufficiently weak and frivolous: But amongst them all, I
think, there is not one quite 80 vague and ridiculous, as
this before us. Let us suppose that the reduction, wanted
to be made in the rate of a guinea, is one shilling; for it
is nothing to the argument, what the precise quantity
really is; and that will come to be considered in another
place. You say, that if the rate of a guinea be- reduced
one shilling, there would be a loss of the one and twentieth
part, upon all the guineas in the nation; but that there
would be no loss at all upon guineas, if they were ordered
to pass for twenty one shillings, having in them no more
silver, than there is at present in twenty shillings.
Strange, very strange indeed, that there should be such
64
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magic in the word shilling, and in the number twentyone, as to make the same thing, only calling it by different names, have such different effects! It is scarce
necessary to take any farther notice of such a mere jingle
of words; but out of tenderness to these young logicians,
but more out of regard to those who may be deceived by
them, if any such there can be: I shall endeavour to shew,
that our scheme is more favourable to them, than their
own.
1. It is self-evident, that the nation would not lose one
farthing upon all the gold it exported, by a reduction of
the mint price of gold. For this reduction, would not in
the least debase the intrinsic quality of the gold; and
every guiuea that went into foreign parts, would fetch
there as much afterwards, as it doth at present; unless,
perhaps, there is now a trade abroad for purchasing
guineas, and re-exporting them to us again; and if there
be such a trade, it is much to our disadvantage.
2. Let us suppose, that the reduction is made, by calling twenty of our present shillings, by the name of twentyone shillings; or, which is the same thing, by a new coinage wherein twenty-one pieces, called shillings, are cut
out of the same quantity of silver, as before used to be put
into twenty shillings. Here, it is self-evident, that every
one will lose a shilling upon a guinea; and that his loss
will be in the same proportion, upon all the silver coins
which he hath to receive. For, it hath been shewed, that
tbe prices of all things at home, are regulated by the
silver standard; and therefore they would soon raise
against us, in proportion as that standard had been
debased; unless you think, that sounding the words
twenjy-one in their ears, would lull meu asleep, and deprive
them of their understanding.
By this scheme then, the
one and twentieth part of all their cash, gold as well as
silver, would be taken away from, and irrecoverably lost
to, every body; and this loss would fall, not only upon
KlI
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the present stock in hand, but also upon all that they had
to receive for the future, in consideration of any contracts
already made.
3. Let us suppose, that the rate of a guinea is, without
using any other indirect means, directly reduced to
twenty • shillings. Here then, whilst this property in
general is left unviolated, both now and in future; the
only loss anyone can sustain, is upon his present stock in
hand of guineas, and this loss cannot exceed one shilling
upon each. But, it is not improbable, that by the falling
of commodities, there might be some abatement of this
loss: For, by the concessions of those who abett the contrary measure, they making gold to be the standard of
merchants, foreign exchanges will alter in our favour, proportionably to our reduction upon gold; and with the
exchanges, it is likely, the prices of all foreign commodities, would in some degree likewise alter, which would also
cause an abatement in the prices of our own.
It is difficult to state to any exactness, what influence
foreign exchanges or the dealings of merchants, have upon
the prices of goods in general; that is, how far our high
valuation of gold, and so the mercantile trade, may clash
with the legal standard, in measuring the values of contracts and of commodities: 1 admit, that this may_have
some effect; but, I think, for the reasons which have been
already given, that this effect is very inconsiderable.
But to bring this whole debate, as far 88 it any way
66
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• The conoeit of a late writer, of reducing the prioe of guineas by
a general recoinage of them into a larger size, and his arguments
drawn from the inconveniencies that would thenoe arise, reqnire no
answer.
t It hath been clearly shewed in divers parts of this essay. that the
rates of gold coins are, from their very institution, subject to alteration; and the making of this alteration as often as the case may
reqnire, is in all respects just, prudent, and necessary.
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relates to our present subject, to a short issue: If it be
admitted that contracts, and the prices of all things, are
governed wholly by the established silver standard; then,
it is manifest, that if you alter that standard, the prices of
all things will raise, at least, in that proportion: On the
other hand, if you insist that gold is the standard; then,
I say, that if you lower its price, and that will be equally
done by either of the preceding methods, the prices of all
things will fall proportionably. But whether gold hath
any share jointly with silver, in settling and measuring
the prices of things; or, whether gold takes all upon
itself; it is as clear as the day, that, according to whieh
method is taken in adjusting the present disproportion
between the legal rates of gold and sil..er, there will follow a difference, at least, in the prices of things in general,
to the full amount of that disproportion: And, it is as
clear, that our method of reducing them, would be by
much the most favourable to the present possessors of
guineas, as well as a security to them of their full property for the future; which, by the other method, would
be invaded and taken from them, to the whole amount of
the reduction or debasement of the standard. But is
there need of balancing, so exactly, the immediate profits
and loss, between these two different methods, of reducing the price of gold? The one, all the world knows, is
fair, equitable, and perfectly agreeable to public faith;
whilst the other, would be reproachful, unjust, and a
thousand ways injurious, both to the state and to individuals. The case of men as they are mere debtors and
creditors, hath been already considered; and so far as
they are equally so, it hath nothing to do with the present
argument ; and we shall have again occasion to speak
more to tbm point a little farther on. In its proper
place, the cases of bankers, and public receivers, shall
be duly considered.
XIX. TIle
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XIX. The nation heing in deht toforeigners, is not a reason
for altering the standard.
39. I am now come in the last place, to consider a pretence for debasing the standard of money, on which much
stress is laid by some persons, viz.
" As we are a nation indebted to foreigners, have great
" plenty of gold coins, and no silver coins bnt what are
"mnch below the standard; should we lower gold, we
" should undervalue our own treasure, and pay our foreign
" creditors more than we received from them; and no
" injustice would be done, should we make gold the stan" dard, and raise the silver."
In this argument, many different things are artfully
blended together. that the main design of cheating our
foreign creditors might appear the less conspicuous, and
the less shocking. All the above various pretences have
already, in effect, been fully answered; but because of the
importance of the subject, I shall here speak again to
some of these points.
I. If the intention be simply to transfer the standard
from silver to gold, why are the silver coins to be altered?
Doth not the 8.Itering of them, equally alter the size of the
standard, commit equally the same injustice with respect
t.o property, whether you call the new standard by the
name of gold, or by the name of silver? And hath all
the pother made about gold being a standard, any other
aim or design, than to deceive us by a mere jingle of
words: Or, is it possible, that any can be 80 hoodwinked
as to believe themselves, that gold either is or ever can be
the standard, whilst it continues to be so dear, and
whilst all men do and continue to reckon by silver?
2. It is a fact too notorious, that we have no silver coins
left, but what are wore much below the standard; and
that even these are at length grown so scarce, as to call
aloud for a speedy supply. But one part of the argument
68
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grafted upon this misfortune, viz.
that by lowering
directly the price of gold, we should undervalue our own
" treasure," hath been fully answered in the preceding j
and there it hath been also shewed, that the loweriug of
gold directly or openly, would be easier or less detrimental
to individuals, than the doing it, as it were covertly, aud
clandestinely, by debasing the silver standard; and
enough hath been already • said, to shew the vanity,
injustice, and enormity of such a measure. Those also,
who would persuade-us that in reality and practice, gold
is our standard, because with us more payments, or to a
much greater value, are made in gold than in silver coins j
have been likewise. I think, fully t answered. And I
might go yet farther, and insist, that although our silver
coins were grown yet scarcer, or were even annihilated j as
long as silver continued to be plenty in the rest of the world,
and as long as we continued our old method of reckoning
in pounds sterling j those old abolished coins would continue still to be our standard; and their substitutes,
whether they be gold, copper, or whatever else, would
have their value according to that proportion, which given
quantities of them bore to the quantity of silver formerly put
into those old coins, into whose places they had succeeded.
Nothing could be really the standard, but that which all
men called the standard; and there could be no other way
of estimating the value of the substitute, than by the value
of the thing to which it was referred. Settled ideas,
annexed to the names of known things, are not to be
eradicated, or even altered, whilst the things themselves
continue unaltered.
If circumstances did so require,
which is not the case at present, nor likely to be so in
agea yet to come, the standard of money might be transferred, from silver to some other material j but, to make
69
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this transfer complete and effectual, it would be necessary
to lay aside .the old names used in reckonings and accounts,
and to substitute new ones in their stead: To transfer the
standard of money from one material to another, was the
thing itself proper and requisite, is not so easy to be
accomplished, as some late projectors seem to imagine.
But to proceed.
Former transactions have no relatio7t to the pre8ent value
oJ money.
40. It hath been before - shewed, that money is a
standard measure by its quantity only, without regarding
in the least the fluctuating value of its material with
respect to other things.
This restriction to quantity
only, is essential to the nature and very being of money,
as without which it would lose its place as such, and
dwindle into mere commodity:
How could that be called
money, the value or price of which was fluctuating; and
at all markets, and in all contracts to be bargained for,
like other commodities?
But should we admit money to
be a commodity; those who would infer from thence,
that the standard of money should be debased, are very
unlucky in the choice of their argument, for it proves
directly against them; as it is notorious that in Europe,
both gold and silver have been gradually, and, I might
say, continually sinking in their value for a long time
past, from the continual increase of their quantity:
And
upon this principle, the standard of money should be
inlarged, and not curtailed; and all creditors, both public
and private, would have an undoubted right to demand
back a greater quantity, than they had lent. But how
could the several claims be adjusted, according to the
different times of the respective loans?
What infinite
70
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contests, distractions, and confusions, must needs follow
any departure from the true nature and use of meney ?
It hath been also abundantly proved, both in this and
the preceding part of this essay, that silver only and not
gold, is, and time immemorial hath been, the measure of
all our contracts:
And therefore the inference in the
preceding, viz. "As we have great plenty of gold coins,
(( should we lower the price of gold we should undervalue
" our own treasure, and pay our foreign creditors more
" than we received from them;" this inference, I say, is
fallacious, and nothing to the purpose. But before I pl'Oceed any farther, I cannot help taking notice of the artifice
used, in making the application to our foreign creditors
only : How could this distinction be supported in practice; and if it could, where would be the justice of it, and
what would become of the public faith? Was not that
faith given, or which is the same thing, understood to be
given, to all sorts of creditors indiscriminately, that they
should be paid again by the same scale that the loans
were measured with? And was this scale anything else
than sterling money, or our present silver standard?
That assertion, that lowering the price of gold would be
undervaluing Qur own treasure, hath been before sufficiently answered: And almost every part of this whole
chapter, is a full answer to the application above made to
our public creditors; and indeed, creditors of all sorts
would be the greatest of sufferers by a debasement of
money, as their losses would be irretrievable and past all
redemption. But to speak more particularly to the point
before us: Admitting, what is hardly to be admitted,
that all our loans have been made in gold coins; and that
these coins at the several times of borrowing, were, as at
present they manifestly are, over-rated: This over-rating
71
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of gold was undoubtedly prejudicial to us; and this prejudice we shall continue to sustain, till the cause is removed. But this hath nothing to do in the present
debate: The scale by which we borrowed, was silver;
and it must have been understood, that we engaged to
pay by the same scale, whenever the day of payment
came. The due proportion of value of gold to silver, or
the just rates which gold coins ought then to have, was
not considered by either side; nothing was regarded but
the current rates, at which on the one side they were
given, and on the other taken, in full consideration of
certain specificquantities of silver; which silver, was on
both sides understood to be, and for ever to continue to
be, the true and only measure of the contracts.
Again, our loans were made for present use; and the
money, in the same specie, and at the same rates, as we
received it j was, soon after the borrowing, dispersed into
other channels, for such things, services, and considerations, as were then deemed an equivalent. And by these
dispersions, the public escap'd the immediate loss from
receiving gold at too high a rate. But in truth, our
over-rating gold, is a consideration to be referred wholly
elsewhere; and from which, nothing can be fairly drawn
that may affect the present argument.
Every true patriot wishes to see our public debt reduced; and grievous as the burden at present is, there is
great room to hope, that the time is not far off, when our
expences may be lessened, and our debts gradually discharged. in a manner that shall be consistent with the
faith, honour and renown of the nation; and of this we
need not despair, if the wise, just, and solid maxims of
our present administrators, will be imitated aud followed
by their successors. But whatever may be the fate of
future times, and whatever the exigencies of affairs may
require; it is to be wished that that aukward, clandestine,
and most direful method of cancelling debts, by debasing
72
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the standard of money, will be the last that shall be
thought of; as that method would make a havock alike of
all property, and create universal panics and distrusts, not
easily to be afterwards repaired.

xx.

OJ dehasing, or raising the nominal values oj, coins
in general.

41. We have now gone through the several pretences,
that have been urged for debasing the standard of money;
and they were chiefly founded upon the disproportion
between the rates of gold and silver coins with us, in
respect to what they bear at a medium, in the neighbouring countries: But there are some 80 extravagant, and
so lost to all common sense, who not content with debasing the standard coins only, would have us debase both
gold and silver at the same time; and they are so precise
as to tell us, to a grain, how much per ounce they would
debase both the one and the other: But as these grave
computists, do not offer us .auy reasons in support of their
notiou; mine is, that they be left to themselves to compute on, as they please.
By the proclamations, ~c, cited in the preceding chapter, the mischiefs that had been occasioned here by adulterating the coins in some former reigns, appear very
manifest. Besides the infinite confusion, distrusts, and
panics, created by those measures throughout the realm;
they were ineffectual as to the end proposed by them:
The people would part neither with their old money, nor
their goods, according to the new standard; and having
lost their old scale, were forced upon the primitive method of trucking one commodity against another. France
affords us a more recent instance, of the bad effects of
these. measures; these are plainly set forth by au in!?p~
nious Frenck author, in a book entitled, Poliiical reflec73
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tions upon the finances and commerce of France.
This
piece enters necessarily too much into a detail of those
bad effects, to have any part of it inserted here; it fully
answers and confutes, by plain and undeniable matters of
fact, another French piece, wrote professedly in justification of the adulterations, that had been made at different
times in the French coins.
But notwithstanding that both experience and the
reason of the thing, are so evidently and strongly on our
side, against all tamperings with money; yet, is there but
little prospect of quite silencing the contrary doctrine. I
was not a little surprised to see it insinuated, in t a work
containing many excellent observations relative to trade,
that the prosperity of France, was greatly owing to the
pranks that had been played with coins, by Lewis XIV.
I do not know whether I should have taken notice of the
above passages, if the same doctrine was not now again
revived, and delivered in much plainer terms by Mr.
Postlethwayt, in his late work entitled, Britain's commercial interest explained and improved, vol. II. page 354. I
have no doubt of this laborious gentleman's good intention j but as the doctrine insinuated in the passage
referred to, is so directly contrary to all that I have been
inculcating, it would be unfair not to lay it before the
reader, at full length.
" LABOUR in Frauce is but 3d. per day of 14 hours, or
" from five to seven o'clock, in the cheapest countries, and
about 7d. half-penny in the dearest: in manufactures,
"at but half the price as in England. Sailor's wages
"a-board the .French navy, but from 88. to 128. per
month; whereas in England, a sailor has 208. per month
" a-board king's ships, Must not this render their com7-4
" modities
II

It

'" This piece is translated into E1I!Jlilh, and was printed for A.
'Jlilhr in the &rantl, anno 1739.
t BritiI'" Jlwcl!ant, vol.!. p. 6, 7, 10,16,17. Small Edition.
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"modities exceeding cheap in comparison to ours at
" foreign markets?
" AND here it may be observed, that this cheapness of
labour, provisions, and commodities, was, at first brought
" about by the sole artifice of the enhancement of their
" money from 27 livres, to 50 livres the mark of eight
" ounces of silver troy-weight; and this has been done
"since the beginning of the confederate war in 1702.
" It is true, this caused great convulsions in the kingdom
" at first, but in the issue, it has been the instrument hy
" which they have sapped the foundations of our trade;
"and, if a remedy be not applied, this artifice of the
" French will worm out British manufactures by gentle
" degrees in every market in the world.: and that no less
" in time of war than peace, by virtue of neutral powers
" carrying on their trade for them; which they cannot do
" to such advantage by British commodities, by reason of
" their greater dearness.
" By this artifice they have rendered their labour so
" cheap, that they reap a plentiful harvest in every eoun" try, where they pay but the same customs as the Englislt,
"whilst the English merchant is obliged to wait for the
"gleanings of the market, after the Frenchman has
" finished his sales.
" THE project of the enhancement of money, has given
"an undue preference in France to money, above land
"and commodities: but where lies the disadvantage at
" present, if the gentleman receives but a hundred pound
" weight of silver for his lands, where he used to receive
" two hundred pound, if, at the same time, he can purchase
" as many commodities with a hundred pound, as before
""the enhancement he could with two? It is certain it
"would only affect his foreign consumption. By this
"scheme the French have restrained the bulk of the
"people to the consumption of their own manufactures,
"and commodities, and have prodigiously extended their
75
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"
"

commerce, by underselling all nations. This has enabled
their islands to send home sugars, indico, ~c., so cheap,
as to rival us in all the European markets, and in the
Levant: and all this they do, though their manufactures
pay six times as much in taxes on the necessaries of life
as they do in England.
" DUTOT says, the price of bread, corn, and provisions,
" is no greater now than in 1683; though in this last year
" the mark of silver was but 27 livres,* and now 50 are
"coined out of it. This circumstance, as observed, has
" rendered their commodities so cheap, that they nndersell
" us, and engross all the markets in the world from our
"merchants.
It is likewise this enhancement of their
" coin, and the consequent cheapness of their commodities,
which has enabled our smugglers to carryon such an
"advantageous trade with them. If but 20/. 58. were
" now coined out of their mark of silver of eight ounces
" troy weight, which was the case in the year, 1660, the
" French would not be able to sell a gallon of brandy
" under 58. sterling, which now they can sell for 28.; nor
" a pound of tea under 78. 6d. sterling, which .they now
"sell for 3 shillings; nor a yard of silk damask under
" 128. 6d. which they now sell for 5 shillings; nor a yard
" of cloth under 158. which they now sell for 6 shillings,
.. abating only in the manufactures, the difference made
" in the price of those manufactures, with regard to the
"raw-materials, which cost both French and English men
"much the same, though the raw silk comes to them
" cheaper from the Turkey-traders; and their wool used
"in their fine woollen stuffs dearer from our smugglers
" than to us." A little farther on Mr. P. seems to lament
our case, because, "Our constitution and public faith will
" not admit us to play such tricks with our money as the
" French have done."
76
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The whole of this gloomy tedious tale, is so marvelous
and visionary; that were it not so gravely and circumstantially told, one could scarce have believed the author to be
really in earnest. It would be needless here to enter into
particulars; but from the whole, I think, it clearly follows,
that if the case was as it is above stated, our condition
would be, as Mr. P. seems to dread, a most deplorable one
indeed. We should be every hour at the merc)"of our
enemies, as by the simple artifice only of splitting their
coins into halves, they might, as by a magic wand, at once
double their force against us; and if that would not be
sufficient to crush and utterly destroy us, they need but
keep splitting on, till at length their coin be annihilated,
and by that simple expedient, obtain that universal dominion, which it is said they have been so long in quest of.
But from their adherence to the same standard of
money, for so many years back, it seems that the French
have quite another notion of this business; it seems as if
they had opened their eyes at last, and seen, from woeful
experience, the folly and mischief of debasiqg the standard
of money; and whatever reception this debasing doctrine
may meet with at London, it is very probable that at Paris,
it would be treated with that contempt and indignation,
which it so well deserves. Mr. P. laments nothing so
much as the greatness of day-wages in England; but
there seems to be no other natural remedy for this evil,
than a general poverty; and we have politicians, that,
could they but once get at the helm, would soon bring this
about; and perhaps the debasing of money would be as
effectual for the purpose, as anyone scheme that could be
thought of. But from the poor, tattered and starved condition in general, of the commonalty of France, it seems
very evident that there, the lowness of wages, of soldiers
pay, ~c", is forced and not natural. Despotic power can
do this; can draw to itself what share it pleases of every
one's property, and spread misery and despair throughout
77
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the whole extent of its dreary dominion. nut mny
Britons for ever keep out the horrid monster; and maintain unblemished, from age to age, that happy constitution, so justly admired and envied by the nations round
them.

XXI. The several species of coins made of the same metal,
should he all of the same fineness.
42. There are some well meaning persons, who allow
all the preceding arguments against debasing the stand-

ard, their full force; and yet propose the coining of small
species of money of a baser alloy than the present standard, but having in them the same quantity of fine silver
that the law now directs. This expedient, they think,
would be a means of preserving those coins from wear,
and from being melted or exported.
As to the wear, it is not clear that this scheme would
answer the end: For, as the bulk and weight of the pieces
would be both increased, their wear must also proportionably increase; besides, this composition would be more
liable to wear than purer metal, as it would be more brittle
and less tenacious. But this consideration is too minute,
in comparison of the many inconveniences, that might
attend any deviation from the common standard. As to
the increase of bulk, I do not see any conveniency wortltt'
of such an alteration, that could arise from thence. There
was a time, when the largest piece of coin in this country,
was no bigger than our present silver three-pence; and
they had silver 'farthinga, or the quarters of these: And
were our three-penny pieces now current, I do not apprehend there would be any complaints of their want of bulk.
There may be a better. and a neater scheme than this
is, for preserving coins from the melting. pot; but I do
not chuse to enter into that consideration at present.
There is an inconvenience in having too great a variety of
coins; and without manifest necessity, no alterations
78
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should be ma4e in tbe course of the mint, lest any suspicions of some unfair dealings should be raised amongst
the people.
The base coins here spoke of, would probably be the
last that would be exported; as the silver in them, by
being commixed with so mnch copper, wonld really be
lessened in its value; and tbe public would not only sustain this loss, but it would also lose the whole value of the
additional copper. But in the present case, either the
people would refuse taking these new coins at the mint
rates, and make distinctions between tbem and other
coins, as hath been before observed; or, if they passed
current, a door would be immediately opened for false
coining. For, when the standard of fineness is much
baser than ours is at present, different degrees of deviations from it, are not conspicuous to the eye; and the
precise fineness cannot be so well ascertained, even by
skilful assay-masters. By this scheme of coining base
money, besides furnishing opportunities to counterfeiters
amongst ourselves; we should lay a temptation in the way
of foreigners, to commit the same frauds.
Mr. RICE VA.UGHA.N in his discourse • of coin and coinaue chap. VI. hath 80 well handled this subject of base
money, that I cannot help making the following extract
from this ingenions author. He says, the pretences for
making base coins, were these following. (See ante
pp.30-35.)
I have now gone through all the arguments, or rather
pretences, that I have met with, for debasing the standard
of money. The combating of 80 many vulgar errors and
prejudices, as I had to encounter with, was to me a task
sufficiently irksome and disagreeable; but if my honest
endeavours towards removing those pernicious mistakes,
79
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should be attended with success, I shall think my labour
well bestowedThe subject certainly deserves the nicest
discussion; and in the handling of it, I have been the
more particular, as it seems to be a matter of no small
moment, that people in general should understand the
true nature of money: This would keep them upon their
guard against any bad projects that might be offered; and
dispose them readily to receive any such regulations about
coins, as would be for the public and their own benefit;
for in truth, and it were to be wished more people understood it, these two interests are inseparable.
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OF STANDARD MEASURES.

T

HE utility and necessity of having standard measures,
_
are very evident j and at the first establishing of
these, it is quite indifferent what are the specificquantities
assumed: The first round pebble, and the first strait stick
that came to hand, would make as good standard measures,
the one of a pound, and the other of a yard, suppose, as
any that could be fixed upon. But I do not know whether
it hath been duly attended to, that all standard measures,
whether of weight or extension, must, in the nature of
things, be units; that is, a standard properly so called,
must be one determinate individual thing. The parts and
multiples of this standard, wherever made by art, can only
be considered as approximations to the truth, or to those
parts and multiples, which they are supposed to represent;
and these will be more or less accurate, according to the
skill and care of the artists employed in making them.
Those artificial parts and multiples of the true standard,
when made with due care, might be kept in proper places
80
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at!standards, for the comparing of others with them. But
the true original standard, to which these artificial parts
and multiples are referred, must be, as above observed, one
individual thing, not subjcct to doubts and scruples,
arising from human inaccuracies in the forming of it.
Upon this principle, there can be in the exchequer but one
standard weight; suppose this to be the Troy-pound i then
the ounces, and their multiples there to be met with, are
to be deemed only as artificial approximations to the just
weights, intended by them respectively; and this may be
deemed sufficient for all common purposes. A law then
should declare explicitly, what piece, or pieces taken conjunctIy, of metal now in the exchequer, is the real standard
weight of the kingdom. *No more than this is necessary
to make the standard unit we have been speaking of; and
if we have no such thing, it is a reproach to this enlightened age.
It is a pity that we have two sorts of weights, Troy and
Avoirdupois; but one of these being made the, standard,
and I think for many reasons that that should be the
pound troy; it may be sufficient, after comparing the
weights we have of each together, to declare in parts not
less than grains, what proportion a pound of the one bears
to the other made the standard. The law, by only naming
the different parts of each, and declaring the proportions
8]
which

* The standard should be one clean piece of metal, kept under the
locks. of some of the principal officers of state; and, I think, it
should not be accessible to dony one, without their personal presence,
if not of a certain number of other privy-counsellors.
All the use
that there need be made of this standard, would be for the adjusting
of d1!Plicates or representatives
of it, which might be kept in the
several offices, as those things called standards are at present. These,
being adjusted with due care and exactness, together with their
artificial parts and multiples, the law might declare to be sufficicnt.ly
exact, or near to the true standard, for common use. And to these
all persons might have recourse at such proper seasons as the law
should direct, upon p;rying of very moderate fees.
r,
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which they severally hear to the whole, will settle their
quantities exactly, without leaving or creating those doubts
that the inaccuracies of human art are liable to.
In like manner, if a yard be our standard of extension j
this should he a clean strait metalline rod, with its ends
smooth aud of a proper figurc; or that extension laid
betwixt two points upon a rod of a greater length. This
rod being for eonveniency divided as accurately as can be
into parts; the feet and inches there expressed, are to he
deemed nevertheless only as artificial approximations to
the true standard. The longitudinal standard, as here the
yard, must be the real and only standard of all other
measures, whether superficial or solid. Suppose a gallon
is our standard measure of capacity j if we would avoid
difficulties and absurdities, the way of making this stand.
ard is, hy declaring how many cubic inches make a gallon,
and not by appointing a certain vessel to be that measure;
but it might he declared with propriety enough, that such
a vessel is sufficiently near to the true gallon. It would
be a greater absurdity still to say, that such a vessel, as a
bushel for instance, shall contain or measure so much, and
also weigh so much of any thing. For weights, and measures of extension, are utterly incomparable. But it would
be no absurdity to call a certain weight of cora; for
instance, by the name of bushel, provided that at the
same time all reference to measure be excluded.
These observations about standard weights and measures, may perhaps be deemed foreign to our subject, but
they are of consequence, and I could not expect a fitter
opportunity of offering them to the public.

The End oltke
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HEN these Reflections were given me, I was
directed, whenever published, to print,

To the Right Honorable George Grenville, one of His
As a Dedication,

}

.

"

Majesty's most Honorable Przvy Council. &c. &c. &c.
are these Reflections most humbly inscribed.
Principles founded in Truth will ever be just;

AI a Preface.

there-

fore any Rise or Fall in the Market Price of Gold and

J Silver cannot change such Principles.

As at the Beginning of a Reign, a new Coinage may
be thought of, it has made me resolve to present these

And hy way
of Introduc-

tion.

)

Reflections to the Public; whose Weal and Prosperity
the Author ardently wishes, as doth kind Reader,
Your humble and devoted Servant,
J. W.
December,

J 761.
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C§f c.
1760.

OINS are Pieces of Metal on which an Impression
1.
is struck , which Impression is understood by the
Legislature to ascertain the Weight, and the intrinsick
Value, or Worth of each Piece.
2. The real Value of Coins, depends not on a Piece
being called a Guinea, a Crown, a Shilling; but the true
worth of any particular Piece of Gold or Silver, is what such
Piece contains of fine or pure Gold or Silver.
3. Copper being mixed with Gold and Silver is, generally
understood, to render those Metals more durable when
circulating in Coins; yet Air and Moisture evidently affect
Copper, whether by itself or mixed with other Metal;
whereas pure Gold or Silver are much less affected
thereby, or corroded.
4. Leaving the Durability to be as it may, certain it is,
that Copper is mixed in Gold and Silver Coin, and called
Alloy. The quantity of Copper so mixed is fixed by the
Legislature. When melted with the pure Metal, or added,
or extracted to make a lawful Proportion, both Gold and
Silver are brought to what is called Standard. This Alloy
of Copper is never reckoned of any Value. The Standard
once fixed, should he ever invariable; since any Alteration
would be followed by infinite Confusion, which must be
hurtful in a State.
5
5. It

C
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5. It is for puhliclc Convenience, and for facilitating the
bartering between Mankind for their respective Wants,
that Coins were invented and made.
For were there no Coins, Gold and Silver might be
made or left pure; and what we now call a Guinea's-worth
of any thing, might be cut off of Gold, and a Crown'sworth from Silver, and serve, tho' not so commodiously
as Coin.
6. Hence it is is evident that in whatever Shape, Form,
or Quality, these Metals are, they are brought to be the
most common Measure between Man and Man; as serving
to barter against, or exchange for, all kinds of Commodities; and consequently are no more than an universal
accepted Merchandize:
for Gold or Silver in Bullion (that
is to say in an uncoined Mass) and Gold or Silver in Coin,
being of equal Weight, Purity, and Fineness, must be of
equal Value, the one to the other: for the Stamp on
either of these Metals {duly proportioned) ueither adds to,
or takes from, their intrinsick Value.
7. The Prices of Gold and Silver as Merchandize, must
in all Countries, like other Commodities, fluctuate and
vary according to the Demand; and no Detriment can
arise therefrom, more than from the Rise and Fall of any
other Merchandize. But if when coined: a due Proportion of these Metals, the one to the other, be not established, the Disproportion will be felt and proved, and
that Metal wherein the Excess in the Proportion is
. allowed, will preferably be made use of, either in Exportation, or in Manufacture; as is the Case now, in this
Kingdom, in regard to Silver Coin, and which, in some
Measure, is the Occasion of its Scarcity.
For so long as 15 Ounces and about i of pure Silver in
Great-Britain,
are ordained, and deemed to be equal to
one Ounce of pure Gold, whilst in neighbouring States, as
France and Holland, the Proportion is fixed only I1t
Ounces of pure Silver, to one Ounce of pure Gold, it is
very
6
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very evident, that our Silver when coined, will always be
the most acceptable Merchandize by near five in the Hundred, and consequently more liable to be taken away,
or melted down, than before it received the Impression at
the Mint.
8. 62 Shillings only are ordained by Law to be coined
from 12 Ounces of Standard Silver: now following the
Proportion abovementioned of 15-!-to 14f (no regard
being necessary as to Alloy) 65 Shillillgs should be the
Quantity cut out of those 12 Ounces.
9. No everlasting invariable Fixation for coining, can
be made from a Medium of the Market Price of Gold and
Silver (though that Medium with ease might be ascertained) so as to hinder either coined Gold or Silver from
becoming a Merchandize: for whenever the Price shall
rise above that Medium so as to give a Profit, whatcver i:,;
coined will be made a Merchandize. This in the Nature
of 'I'hings must come from the general Exchangings, Circulation, and Fluctuation in Trade, and cannot be hindered ;
but assuredly the false Proportions may be amended by
the Legislature, and settled as the Proportion between
Gold and Silver is in other Nations, so as not to make, as
now is the Case, our coined Silver a Merchandize so much
to be preferred to the same Silver uncoined.
10. What has been said seems to be self-evident; but
the following Calculations made on the present current
Price of Silver and Gold may serve to prove, beyond all
Doubt, that the Proportion now fixed between Gold and
Silver should be altered and fixed as in other Countries.
By Law, 62 Shillings are to be coined out of One
Pound, or 12 Ounces of Standard Silver.-This is 62
penee an Ounce. }\felt these 62 Shillings, and in a Bar
this Pound Weight at Market, will fetch 68 pence au
ounce, or 68 Shillings. The Difference therefore betwcen
coined and uncoined Silver in Great-Britain is 1tOW !)-;
per Cent.
7

Out
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Out of a Pound of 12 Ounces of Standard Gold 4-t
Guineas and j are ordained to be coined.
This is
31. 178. 10dt an Ounce. Now the current Market Price
of Standard Gold is 31. 19s. an Ounce, which makes not
quite l} pel' Cent difference between the coined and
uucoined Gold.
11. It may be urged, that should the Legislature fix
the Proportion of Silver to Gold as in other Countries, by
ordering 65 Shillings instead of 62 to be cut out of a
Pound of Standard Silver; yet still wou1.d there be 4i
per Cent difference between coined and uncoined Silver,
whereas there is but about It per Cent difference in
Gold.
On this we shall observe that the Course of Trade (not
to mention extraordinary Accidents) will make one Metal
more in Request at one Time than another, and the
Legislature in no one particular Country, can biass or prescribe Rules or Laws to influence such Request, which
ever must depend on the great chain of Things, in which
are linked all the Operations of this World. Freedom
and protection are alone wanted in Trade: nor does Coin
require more, if only a just Proportion in the "Metals be
settled. The rest, Mankind as their Interest and Understanding prompt them, will ever do.
12. To return to Gold; it is Matter of Surprise, that
the Division of the Piece called a Guinea, has not been
made smaller than just one half as it now is; that is into
Quarters, Thirds, and two Thirds. In Portugal, where
almost all their Coin is Gold, there are Divisions of the
Moedas, 'or 27 Shilling Pieces into Tenths, Eighths, Quarters, and Halves. Of the Moeda and one Third or 36
Shilling Piece into Eighths, Quarters, and Halves. Hereby
the want of Silver Coin, might be greatly provided for, and
those Pieces, together with thc light Silver Coin, which
now only can remain with us, would sufficiently serve the
Uses in Circulation.
13. That
8
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13. That to the Lightness of the Silver Coin now
remaining in Great Britain, we owe what we have, any
Person with Weights and Scales, may prove, as upwards
of 70 Shillings coined in the Reign of King William, or
dextrously counterfeited by false Coiners, will scarce weigh
12 Ounces, or a Pound Troy.
14. All the Art of Man can never hinder a constant
Exportation and Importation of Gold and Silver, to make
up for the divers Calls and Balances that may happen in
Trade: for were Silver to be coined as above, 65 Shillings
out of a Pound Troy Weight of Standard Siluer, if at Market, it would sell for a price that will make it worth while
to melt it down or to export it, it must, and will, be made
Use of.as a Merchandize, ~s it really is, and the same will
hold as to Gold.
15. That the Welfare of any State depends on its keeping all its Gold and Silver, either in Bullion or in Coin, is
a very narrow Principle; all the Republicks we know of,
wisely think otherwise. It is an utter Impossibility, nor
should it ever be aimed at: for Gold and Silver are as
clearly a Merchandize, as Lead and Tin; and consequently
should have perfect Freedom and Liberty coined and
uncoined, to go and to come, pass and repass from one
Country to another, in the general Circulation and Fluctuation of Commerce, which will ever carry a general Balance
with it: for we should as soon give our Lead, our Tin, or
any other Product of our Land or Industry, to those who
want them, without an Equivalent in some Shape or other,
as we should Gold or Silver; which it would be absurd to
imagine ever can be done by our Nation, or by any Nation
npon Earth.
16. From Spain and Portugal come the greatest Part of
Gold and Silver: and the Spanish Court very wisely permits the Exportation of it, paying a duty as in Great
Britain Lead and Till do, when exported; whereas heretofore (and as it still continues in Portugal) penal Laws were
9
enacted
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enacted against the sending it out of the Country. Surely
Princes by enacting such Laws, could not think they had
it in their Power to decree and establish, that their Subjects or themselves should not give an Equivalent for what
was furnished to them!
17. It is not our intention to descend into, or to discuss minutely, particular Notions or Systems, such as
" That Silver, and not Gold should be the Standard-Money
" or Coin."
"That Copper is an unfit Materialfor :Money."
And" That Paper circulating as, and called artificial
" Money is detrimental."
Yet as these Doctrines seem to proceed from considering
Bullion and Money or Coin 'in a different Light to what
we apprehend and have laid down, we will observe,
18. That it matters not whether Silver or Gold be called
Standard-Moncg , but it seems most rational that the
most scarce and precious Metal should be the Unit or
Standard.
19. That as to Copper, it is as fit for Money or a Counter
as Gold and Silver, provided it be coined of a proper
Weight and fineness: and just so much will be useful as
will serve to make up small Parts in Exchanges between
Man and Man, and no more.
20. That as to Paper Money it is far from being detrimental; on the contrary, it is highly profitable as its quick
passing between Mankind instead of telling oyer, or
weighing Metal in Coin or Bullion, is a Gain of what is
most precious in Life, which is Time. And we may venture to call it Assistant towards an Augmentation of
People; inasmuch as those who would be employed in
telling and weighing, gain that time for other Purposes.
Gold and Silver in themselves, either in Bullion or Coin
neither serve to clothe or feed Mankind; nor can Paper.
'I'hc Idea of the too great Extension of Credit by the Circulation of Paper for Money is evidently as erroneous, as
10
the
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the Doctrine of the Non-exportation of Gold and Silver in
Bullion or Coin: for were it not certain, that Paper eould
command the Equivalent of its agreed-for Value; or the
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Coin exported be returned
in the Course of Trade in some other Merchandize;
neither Paper would be used, or the Metals exported.
It is the Produce of the Land, through the happy situation
of this Island, joined to the Industry of its Inhabitants,
that those much adored Metals, Gold and Silver, have been
procured: and so long as the Sea does not overflowthe
Land, and Industry continues, so long will Hot those
Metals be wanting. And Paper in the gcn('ral Chain of
Credit and Commerce, is as valuable as they are; since
the Issuers or Coiners of that Paper have some Equivalent
to answer for what the Paper is valued at: nor more can
any Metal or Coin do, than finds its Value.
Moreover, as incontestable Advantages of Paper, we
must add, that the Charge of coining or making it, is by
no Means proportionate to that of coining of J.l{etals: nor
is it subject to waste by long Use, or impaired by Adulteration, Sweating, Fileing, or other roguish Arts as
Coins may.
21. We shall by way of Note conclude, by observing,
that whenever Gold, Silver, or Copper-Coin may be worn
too light, the Publick Purse should repair, or restore,
what it may have suffered by constant Use; nay, if by
the Wisdom and Vigilance of the Legislature, the abovementioned roguish Arts cannot·be hindered, it seems prudent that the Publick should make it good; since the very
Creation and Existence of Coin is for the Utility of the
Community in General.
G. W.
FINIS.
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HE first writers, who, after the revival of learning in
Europe, made the Greek and Roman money an
object of their inquiries, took great pains to collect and
explain such passages in antient authors as related to it;
but very little to discover its true value. In so much,
that some of them have supposed the Roman Aureus to
have been heavier than the Greek Philippic *; and
others, that the Denarius was heavier than the Attic
Drachm; but most of them agreed in this, that the two
last mentioned coins were exactly equal. All which
opinious are proved to be erroneous by the coins themselves now in being.
Our learned countryman John Greaves, was, I believe.
the first who discovered that the Attic Drachm was heavier
than the Denarius+,
He seems to have examined a
3
greater
* See Gronovius, de pecunia vetere, I. ii. c. R.
t See the dedication of his Discourse of the Roman Foot and
Denarius, printed in the year 1647, and reprinted, with other of his
works, by Dr. Birch, in 1736. I quote the original edition, which
contains 134 pages numbered after the dedication.
That of Dr.
Birch, hegins at p. 181 (excluding the dedication), and ends at P:
356.
M2
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greater number of Grcek and Roman Coins than any
other writer on the subject. His balance turned with the
80th part of a grain·; and his weights were correctly
adjusted to the English standard+, as appears from the
comparison the Royal Society of London caused to he
made, in the year 1742, of the Troy Ounce with that of
Paris, which was found to agree precisely with what
Greaves had so long before determined].
His care and diligence in weighing the coins, and his
fidelity in reporting them, have never been doubted; but
he is not always sufficiently explicit; as, where he says he
had perused many hundred Denarii Oonsulares, and found
the best of them to amount to 62 grains English §; it is
probable he found many such, for there are many of this
weight and upwards in that noble repository the British
Museum; but when he says in the same paragraph, that,
weighing many Attic Tetradrachms, he found the best of
them to be 268 grains, he may mean only one, for very
few come up to that weight. Nor hath he given a particular description of this heavy Tetradrachm, but seems
to think the weight of that- coin was in all ages the same,
which probably it was not.
He allows that silver is more liable to he oversized at
the mint than gold II; yet he determines the weight of the
Attic Drachm from the Tetradrachm to he 67 grains, ,
though no gold coin, he ever saw, comes up to it by a
quarter of a grain in the Drachm".
He hath likewise made his Denarius above half a grain
heavier than any he had perused, to agree with Villalpandus's
weight of the Congius tt j which led him to suppose, that
4
the"
• Ibid.

+ See his

Discourse, p. 61.
Transactions, No. 465.
II p. 103
, p. 66.
p. 72
tt Compare p. 94 and 120, with p. 61.

l: Philosophical

*.

§ p.61.
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the Roman Aureus was just double the weight of the
Denarius," contrary to the express testimony of Pliny.
And he hath not given a clear account of the Consular
Aureos.
In the year 1708, John Caspar Eisenschmid, of strasburg, published his book de ponderibus & mensuris veterum, &C. He is an accurate and a faithful writer, but
wanted materials. He used Paris weights, which seem to
have been correctly sized to that standard. Hanng seen
no Roman gold older than the reign of Tiberius, which
was not too imperfect to discover its original weight,t and
finding the most perfect Consular Denarii to be very
unequally sized, he took a mean from a pretty large heap
of such as he thought unexceptionably perfect, rejecting
some, which, though apparently so, were very deficient in
weight, and thence determined the weight of the Consular
Denarius to be 74f- Paris grains, equal to 60hr Troy.t
But, as he hath not told us what number of pieces his
Jarge heap contained, nor the weight of the heaviest and
lightest of them, his conclusion is not satisfactory.
Having no perfect Greek coins, either gold or silver,
except one very ancient Attic Tetradrachm weighing 333
Paris grains, he derived the weight of the Attic Drachm
from his Denarius, by a proportion betweeu the Roman
Pound aud the Attic Talent, mentioned in the 38th book
of Livy's History, which happened to agree with the
weight of his ancient Tetradrachm, giving a Drachm of
83! Paris grains, equal to almost 68ft Troy.§
Neither he nor Greaves has taken notice of the Roman
Scrupular gold coin, nor made snch use of the Constantinopolitan Solidus, as might be expected, from the
great number now remaining in the most perfect pre5
servation,

*
t

p. 103.
p.33.

t Eiaenschmid, p. 34,
§ p. 10 and 42.
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servation, though the latter hath given the weights of 29
of them.
Greaves, very justly, observes, that, "gold coins are not
tI subject to be consumed by time and rust, but only ex
tI intertrimtmtQ;
and therefore we may the safelier give
"credit to them. And because the difference, though
If but of a grain, is of some consideration in gold, the mastI ters of the
mint use to be more circumspect about
it them:
whereas, in silver coins, since it is hardly worth
it the pains to stand precisely on the excess or defect of a
" grain, there are few of these so exact, but either exceed
" or want in the very mint one or two grains, and some" times more." *
I found, the heaviest of twenty new guineas, of the
year 1768, fresh from the mint, to outweigh the lightest
Ii- grains. The didrachmal gold of Philip and Alexander
is about 4 grains heavier than our guinea; and I never
found the difference between any two of them, that appeared to be perfect and unworn, amount to two grains.
The silver, likewise, of these two Princes is more correctly
sized, than any other ancient silver money I have seen.
The Roman Consular Aureus is between 3 and 4 grains
lighter than a guinea, and is not so correctly sized as the
Greek gold; but much more so than the Denarius, which
is so unequal, that the Roman mint-masters seem to have
contented themselves, with striking a certain number of
pieces out of the pound of silver, with very little regard to
their equality. Therefore, as far as the discovery of the
weight of the Roman pound depends on their coin, it must
be obtained from the gold alone.
Eisenschmid supposes, that gold coins may have lost a
sensible part of their original weight, though no appearance of wear can be discovered on them, even with a
6
glass.
*

Greaves, p. 103
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glass.*
On the contrary, I have found guineas of
George II, and Ann, whose wear, on the most prominent
parts of the head, was visihle at the first glance of the
naked eye, which were above standard weight; therefore,
where no appearance of wear, or other diminution, can be
discovered on a coin, I see no reason to suppose it hath
lost any sensible part of its original weight.
In the following discourse, [ have collected the most
authentic evidence I could find, of the weights of the Attic
Drachm and the Roman Denarius; part of which I have
taken from that very valuable publication of the Pembroke
collection of coins. But, valuable as it is, it would have
been more satisfactory to the accurate pernser, if the
Noble Editor had distinguished the degree of preservation
the several coins were in, and given the weights of the
most perfect, nearer than to half a grain.
In the year 1759, by the favour of the learned and
ingenious Dr. Gowin Knight, Principal Librarian of the
British Museum, I weighed a considerable number of the
most perfect Greek and Roman coins in that noble
Repository.
The scales I used were good workmanship, of the common constrnction, made by Read; the beam 8 inches, and
they turned freely with less than the 20th part of a grain.
To avoid any error, I weighed each piece in both pans.
My weights were most accurately sized; and, upon comparing the Troy ounce I used, with that in the archives of
the Royal Society, in an exquisite balance of my late
much esteemed friend, Dr. Henry Pemberton, it was
found to be .~of a grain heavier, which I have allowed for
in the following discourse.
T-his essay hath received very considerable additions
from the inestimable treasury of ancient coins, in the pos7
session
• Eiscuschmid,

P 34. 35.
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seesion of the learned Matthew Duane, Esq; who most
obligingly assisted me in taking the weights of sueh as
were for my purpose. And it was from the coins in this
collection only, that I discovered the Eginean Talent to
have been the money standard of Macedon, before Philip
changed it for the Attic.
Dr. Hunter,likewise, very politely favoured me with the
inspection of his curious cabinet of ancient coins, some of
which I shall have occasion to mention in the following
discourse; as well as some brought from Greece, by my
learned friend James Stuart, Esq; who, it is hoped, will
soon favour the Public with the second volume of his
Antiquities of Athens.

§ 1.

OJ

the .Attic Drachm.

THE Greek coins were not only money, but weights.
Thus their Drachm was both a piece of money, and a
weight; their Mina was 100 Drachms as a sum, and the
same number as a weight; and their Talent contained 60
Minas, or 6000 Drachma, both by weight and tale.
This way of reckoning 100 Drachma to the Mina, and
60 Minas to the Talent, was common to all Greece; and
where the Drachm of one city differed from that of
another, their respective Talents differed in tlie same
proportion.*
.
Of all the Greek cities and free states, both in Europe
and the lesser Asia. Athens was the most famous
for the fineness of its silver, and the justness of its
weight t: Xenophon tells us, that whithersoever a man
8
carried

• Pollux. L. IX. c. 6. § 86.
t Bee Aristophanes. &nile ver. 733. Polybius, in Excerpt. Leg.
§ 28 • .1Cn.JO"IIP 4E AI.'1'II)Ao& dpyvplov ,,~ X~{fX'IIOVS •AT'T'WW IC. 1'. A. and
§ 35, •Apyvp&ov 3f aQ.r1l)' AJIT&oxovS 'AT'T'&lCOV'PGOp.auns apwov. /c. 1'. A.
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carried Attic silver, he would sell it to advantage.And
their money deserves our more particular attention, both
because we have the most unexceptionable evidence of its
standard weight; and what little we know of the money
of other Greek cities, is chiefly by comparison with this.
The current coin of Athens, was the silver Drachm,
which they divided into 6 Oboles, and struck silver pieces
of I, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Oboles, of half an OOOle,and a quarter
of an Obole.r
Their larger coins above the Drachm
were, the Didrachm, the Tridrachm t, and the Tetradrachm i which last they call Stater, or the standard.
It does not appear that they coined copper till the 26th
year of the Peloponnesian war, when Callies was a second
time Archon.§ It was soon after publickly cried down i
and the conclusion of the proclamation was to this effect,
that, silver is the lawful money of Athens.1I Bnt they
seem to have had copper money not long after; for Theophrastus, Demosthenes, and some of the Comic Poets,
quoted by Athemens and Pollux, mention the Chalcus,
which was the name of the copper coin.'
Many pieces of
Attic copper are now in being **i and Vitruvius says, they
coined copper Oboles, and quarter Oboles.t+
9
Authors

'~'"u,

* Xenophon tr~P& trpou~Q)J1. c. 3. Km dl dp-yVPWJ1
w.)p
'p.trOplaJl 'E«-YOIXTW Otrov yap 4J, troV..Owlll auro, tr(lJ1TQXOV tr).fioJ'
dpxalov >.apta..ovUIJ1.

,-ov

t The piece of 50 gr. in P. II. T. 48. of the Pembroke collection,
seems to be a Pentobolon; and the first in that plate a Hemiobolion. Mr. Stuart brought both half and quarter Oboles of silver from
Athens.
: Pollux, L. IX. 'c, 6. § 60. There is a half Tridrachm of Alexander in the British Museum.
- § See the Sohol, on ver. 737 of Aristophanis Bane,
II Aristoph. Eccles. ver. 810 and the following.
,. Theophrast. tr~pl atroJlOws, and tr~pl ~f>'vplas.
Demosthenes c.
Midiam. Athenmus, L. III. c. 32. and elsewhere. Pollux, L. IX. c. 6.
§ 65.
** Pembroke Coil. P. II. T. 48.
tt Vitruv. L. III. c. 1.
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Authors differ in the value of the Chalcus; some say,
it was the sixth part of an Obole, others the 8th t; Pliny
(speaking of it as a weight) the 10th t; and Vitruvius, in
the place before quoted, says, some called the quarter of
an Obole Dichalcon, others Trichalcon. According to
Polybius, it seems to have been the 8th part, for he makes
a quarter of an Obole equal to half a Roman .As §; but
the Denarius passing for 16 Asses, and the Drachm for
6 Oboles, if a quarter of an Obole was equal to half an
As, the Denarius should be greater than the Drachm,
which it never was. Polybius, therefsre, gives this for the
nearest value of half an.As in Greek money, as it was if
the Obole passed for 8 Chalci; but had it passed for 10,
he would have said one 5th of an Obole, which is nearer
to the true value of half an .As; or had it passed for 6, he
would have said one sixth, which is still nearer; in either
case, he would not have said one fourth, as neither 10 nor
6 admits of that division. But though, when Polybius
wrote, the Obole might pass for 8 Chalci, it is not impossible that at different times, or in different places, it may
have passed for 6, 10, and 12.
It is a common opinion, that the Athenians coined gold,
for which I can find no good authority; and from the best
information I bave been able to get, there does not appear
to be any Attic gold coin now remaining, that was struck
while they were a free and flourishing people.
The lexicographers, indeed, tell, us, the XPVtTOV"

*

10

A,.nlCo s

* Suidas, v. 'Ot'oAOS-. v. TuAaVTov. and one of the fragments in the
appendix to Stephens's Greek Thesaurus, col. 217.
+ Pollux L. IX. c. 6. § (;u. 67. Suidas v. TfTapTrIlJ,0PLov.
The
fragments ascribed to Galen and to Cleopatra in Stephens's Greek
Thesaurus, col. 215, 217. That ascribed to Dioscoridea says, the
third part. These fragments speak of it as a weight, not a coin.
::: Pliny, Nat. llist. L. XXI. near the end of the last chapter.
§ Pulybius, L. II. p. 103. of Oasaubou's edit.
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A. TT£/Cor; was equal to the Daric,- and speak of gold mines
at Laurium t; but no ancient writer mentions such a coin,
and all agree that the mines at Laurium were silver.j
A passage in the Frogs of Aristophanes is, I believe,
the only positive proof that can be produced from any
ancient author in favour of this opinion. In ver. 732 of
that comedy, he mentions a new gold coin. The scholiast
on this passage tells us, that in the Archonship of Antigenes, the Athenians coined their golden images of Victory; and the author of the treatise Tlept Epf''T}Ve{as,
§ 298, praises an orator for the happy choice of his expression, when he proposed this expedient; but he neither
mentions the orator's name, nor the time when this happened, nor whether the Athenians followed his advice;
though the seholiast's short quotation from Philochorus
seems to imply that they did. But if in ver. 732. above
mentioned, for xpvutov,
we read Xa).,/C{ov, it will agree
better with ver. 737. where the Poet calls this money
7roV'T}pa Xa)./CUx,; and the scholiast on these words says,
perhaps the Poet means the copper money of Callias; and
this comedy was acted in his second Archonship, when
that copper money was coined.
That they had no. gold coin at the beginning of the
Peloponnesian war, appears from the account Thucydides
gives of the treasure then in the Acropolis, which consisted of silver in coin, and gold and silver bullion §; but
he would certainly have mentioned gold in coin, had there
been any.
Therefore
II

* Pollux, L. IX. c. 6. ~ 53. Suidas, v. rAav~. v. t.ap£lIC(Jr. Harpeeratio, v. t.ap£llC.k
t Suidas, v. rAav~. Hosychius, v. Aavpna.
:: Thucyd. L. II. § 55. and L. VI. § 91. Xenoph. '7r£pl'7rpotTO~"'/I.
Strabo L. IX. p. 399, and Pausanias at the beginning of his first
book.
9 'I'hueyd T.. II. § ia.
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Therefore the apxo.iov vop.ttTp.G of Aristophanes could
not be gold, nor the base "o.£vov "PVtT£oV of equal value
with the Da.ric; whence I conclude, "o.£lIov Xo.Mclov to be
the true reading; and that it was the copper money above
mentioned, which was afterward cried down.
Athenams tells us that gold was extremely scarce in
Greece, even in the time of Philip of Macedon; but that,
after the Phoceans had plundered the Pythian temple, it
shone forth among the Greeks.* Philip conquered these
Phoceans, and put an end to the holy war, as it was called.
About the time this war broke out, he took the city
Crenides, on the borders of Thraee, which he enlarged,
and called Philippi, after his own name; and he 80
improved the gold mines in its district, which before were
of small account, that they produced above a thousand
talents yearly, and enabled him to coin gold, which he
called Philippics. t
What Athenreus says of the scarcity of gold, may be
true, if confined to Macedon, and the poorer states of
Greece j but must not be extended to Corinth or Athens;
for though Thucydides does not specify the -quantity of
gold that was in the Athenian treasury at the beginning
of the Peloponnesian war, jt was, probably, not Ineonsiderable; for the gold about the statue of Minerva weighed
40 talents, which valued (according to _Herodotus) at 13
times its weight in silver, will be found to amount to above
120,000 pounds sterling.
There is a gold coin in the British Museum, of elegant
workmanship, with the head of Minerva on one side, and
the owl and oil bottle on the other, the inscription .A8E
and under the oil bottle the letters MH. It weighs lOOt
Troy grains; but being a little worn, it probably, when
12
new,
• AtheDieus, L. VI. p. 231. See Diodorus, L. XVI. p.527. Stephens's
edit.
t Diodorus, L. XVI. p. 514.
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new, caine up to the just weight of the Roman Imperial
Aureus. Whence we may conclude, that, when this piece
was struck, the Athenians had reduced their money to the
Roman standard, and that their Drachm was then equal
to the Denarius. But I cannot find there is any Attic
gold now extant, that was coined before Greece became
subject to the Romans.
The Persian Daric seems to have been the gold coin
best known at Athens in ancient times. This they called
Stater,* probably because it was the standard to which
their Drachm was originally adjusted, which the Lexicographers tell us was half its weight.t
Though Greaves says, the Daric is still found in Persia,
it is certainly very scarce, and perhaps of doubtful
antiquity.
For want, therefore, of the Daric, we must have recourse
to the gold of Philip, who took either that coin or the
Attic Drachm for his standard; as will appear, when I
come to compare his money, and that of his son Alexander,
with the Attic silver. This he probably did, with a view
to his intended invasion of Asia; for the ancient standard
of Macedon was very different from that of Athens, as I
shall shew hereafter.
Philip and his son Alexander coined gold of 4, 2, I, and
half an Attic Drachm. Mr. Duane hath a coin of Berenice, the wife of the second .Antioch~s,weighing a quarter
of a Drachm. In the Pembroke collection is a gold
medal of Lysimachus, of 8 Drachms; and Mr. Duane
hath another of.the like weight. But the Daric or ')(pV(TOV!l
was didrachmal, and there are more of that species now
remaining, than of any other.
13
In
• Herodotus, L. VII. ~ 28. and Thucyd. L. VIII. § 28. call it
Sran,p aapm(Of.

t Pollux, L. IV. c. 24. Hesychius, v. Xpvuous.
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In the British Museum are three gold coins of Philip,
which have all the sharpness of new money fresh from the
mint. The heaviest of them weighs above 1321 Troy
grains. A fourth, in the same collection, hath a hole
punched through it; but in other respects, seems as perfect as the rest, and is the heaviest but one, of the four.
There is likewise, a double Philippic of Alexander, perfect
and unworn, which weighs 265-/0 grains.
There are two more of Philip, in this collection, each
weighing 132 grains, one of Alexander, of 132i, and
another of 131j-; but these are aU a little worn, therefore
I shall make no use of them.
Mr. Stuart brought home a Philippic, which, though
not so fair in appearance as the best in the British
Museum, weighed 133lo grains.
Out of seven of the most perfect gold coins of Philip
and Alexander, in Mr. Duane's collection, four weighed
133 grains each. He hath a most beautiful coin of
Alexander of Epirus, brother to Olympias, the mother of
Alexander the Great, weighing 1321 grains; the workmanship is exquisitely fine, and as perfect as when it was
first struck.
Greaves tells us, he bought at Alexandria a Philippic of
Alexander, which he thought the fairest in the world,
weighing exactly 133t English grains, But, to bring it
up to the standard of his Tetradrachm of 268 grains, he
supposes it might want half a grain, either by time, or
the mint..
His mentioning the mint shews, he could not
discern any appearance of wear upon it, therefore I suppose
it was perfect.
He found two of the same weight in the possession of
Sir Simonds D'Ewes.
He bought another at Constantinople, which weighed
14
133 grains
• Or~a.v~s. p. 72.
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133 grains; with which comparing one of Sir John
Marsham, he found the latter a grain deficient.
He quotes Snellius for two gold coins, one of Philip, the
other of Alexander, each weighing 179 Dutch grains,
which, he says, answer to 1341-English.* But in this he
is mistaken, for they answer to no more than 132H.t
Snellius, to favour an ill founded hypothesis of his own,
supposes they had lost somewhat of their first weight,t
but does not say they had any such appearance; and as
they outweigh the heaviest in the British Museum, it is
probable they were perfect.
In the Pembroke collection are two gold coins, one of
Philip, weighing 134 grains, the other of Alexander,
weighing 266, which, by their weights, should be perfect.
The difference between the heaviest and the lightest of
these pieces supposed to be perfect, does not amount to
two grains in the Philippic; and a mean, taken from such
a number of coins, so equally sized, must be very near
their original standard weight.
In the following table, I have not inserted any piece,
that I had reason to believe was sensibly deficient of its
original weight. Therefore I have omitted Sir John
Marsham's coin of 132 grains, wkich being deficient of
the least weight I have found in any perfect piece, it is
15
most
* P.71.
t Eisenschmid. p. 16, says, Budelius, who was master of the mint
at Cologne, found the money-ounce used in Flanders and the United
Provinces, to weigh 579! Paris grains (equal to 475: Troy) and that
Gassendus found it but 577. See also the Memoires of the Royal
Academy of Science, for the year 1767. pp. 364, 370. I weighed the
Dutch half marc of 4 ounces, from Amsterdam, in an excellent
balance, and found it to weigh 3 ounces, 19 p. weight, and 4 grains
Troy; which divided by 4, gives 19 p. weight, 19 grains, or 475
Troy grains, for the weight of the Dutch ounce. This ounce contains 640 Dutch grains; and
As 640 to 179,80 are 475 to 132~,~,the weight of Snellius's coins.
! See Snellius de re nummaria, Vol. IX. of the Thesaurus Antiquitatum Grsecarum, col. 1583.
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most probable it was a little worn. I have likewise omitted
three coins in the Pembroke collection, of 132 grains
each, for the same reason.
The pieces under the letter M, are from the British
Museum; those nnder D, from Mr. Duane's collection;
that marked S, Mr. Stuart's; G, is the mark for those
mentioned by MI'. Greave's; Sn. for the two of Snellius;
and P, for two from the Pembroke collection. The parts
of a grain are given in decimals, for the convenience of
adding them.
Troy grains.
. M. 132,62
132,23
132,08
with a hole 132,46
Alexander.
• .265,3
Philip.
D. 133
133
133
Alexander. • 133
132,5
132,5
265,5
Philip
• B. 133,7
Alexander G. 133,5
133,5
133,5
133
Philip • Bn.] 32,85
.Alexander. • 132,85
Philip • P. 134
Alexander
. 266
Philip

24)3190,09
Mean Philippio

132,92

As none of these pieces can have increased their
original weight, but, on the contrary, some may have lost
a small part of it, we may fairly conclude, that the standard
weight of the Philippic was not less than 133 Troy grains i
but probably somewhat greater.
In the Pembroke collection is a gold coin, or rather
16
medal,
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medal, of LysiDlachus, weighing 540 grains. Mr. Duane
hath another of them, which wants but 2} grains of the
same weight. This piece should weigh 8 Drachms, and is
of great importance on that account, as large weights and
measures are more to be depended on, in inquiries of this
kind, than smaller. According to this coin the Philippic
should weigh 135 grains, and the double Philippic 270:
but none have yet been found to come up to these weights.
Some few silver Tetradrachms exceed 270 grains, but they
are very uncommon, and far the greatest number of such
as seem most perfect, fall short of 266. Neither is the
ancient silver 80 correctly sized, as to stand in competition
with the gold of Philip and Alexander. Therefore, either
the mint-weights of Lysimachus were heavier than the
Philippic standard, or his money was less carefully sized:
or, lastly, this piece, being intended rather for a medal
than a coin, was purposely, over sized.
The silver coins of Philip and Alexander confirm what
the lexicographers tell us, that the golden Stater of Philip,
weighed two Drachms.
In the British Museum is a Drachm of Philip, weighing
6716 grains, and another of Alexander of 66-t, both
perfect. In the Pembroke collection is one of Alexander,
which weighs 67 grains. These give a didrachm of 13#,
133}, and 134 grains.
267l
Seven perfect tetradrachms of Alex266
ander, out of a much greater number,
2651- in Mr. Duane's collection, give a mean
2641- Didrachm of a little more than 132)
2641- grains, as in the margin; which answers
264
near enough to the gold coins, to prove
263-1- that the Drachm was the. common
standard, both for the gold and silver
14) 1855l money.
Mean

132!+
17

I
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I shall now shew, that this was the Attic Drachm.
The silver Stater, or Tetradrachm, is the most common
Attic coin now remaining, and some of them are in very
perfect preservation. They all have the head of Minerva
on one side, and an owl on the other, with the inscription
A8E. Eisenschmid observes, that they appear, by the
workmanship, and other circumstances, to be of different
ages.*
The most ancient are very rude work,t of a small
diameter and thick. He had one of them in the most
perfect preservation, weighing 273* Troy grains; and
there is one like it in the British Museum of 272/0 grains.
The second sort is somewhat better work, though rude,
and the owl stands in a square; but in other respects is
like the former. The eighth and ninth coins P. II. T. 48.
of the Pembroke collection, seem W be of this sort. The
eighth weighs 266 grains; and by having the weight put
to it, and not to either of the other two in the same plate,
I suppose it is well preserved, and perhaps perfect. These
and the above mentioned have an olive branch coming
from the edge to the owl; and both, by the rudeness of
the work, should be older than the time of Pericles, under
whose administration sculpture flourished at Athens.
The work of a third sort is more elegant, though not
highly finished. Its diameter is equal to that of an
English half crown. The face of Minerva is beautiful;
the owl stands on an oil bottle, and is encompassed by two
olive branches, and, besides the inscription A.8E, hath
some monograms and symbols near the owl.
A fourth sort, of the same size, is ~enerally higher
finished; and besides the inscription A8E, hatli instead
of the monograms, a name or names about the owl,
18
perhaps

* Eisenschmid. p. 44.
t See Eisenschmid's figure. and c. 7. of P. II. T. 48, of the Pemhroke collection.
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perhaps of the mint-masters, or, as Mr. Stuart conjectures,
of the owners of the mine that produced the silver.
These likewise have commonly some symbol near the owl.
Some of them have a letter on the belly of the oil bottle,
and two letters under it, as it were in an exergue. They
seem to be of a later date than the last mentioned; for
none that I have seen have the E for H, or the 0 for Il
in the names, though they retain the E in ABE; but
the long vowels did not come into use at Athens tiY after
the Peloponnesian war, as appears by inscriptions now
remaining,· therefore, these must have been struck after
that time; and if any now remain, that were struck during
that war, they must be those with monograms.
The Attic money is not so equally sized as the Philippic
silver. Mr. Duane hath a Tetradrachm with the letter K
on the oil bottle, and ..dI under it, inscribed MENTIlP
MO$XIIlN,
which weighs 271i grains, and another
with the same letters on and under the oilbottIe, inscribed
KAE09ANH$
EnI8ETHZ,
in as perfect preservation,
which weighs but 265 grains.
An Attic Tetradrachm in the British Museum, which
appears to be but little worn, and not otherwise diminished,
weighs but 247t grains. We can hardly suppose, that this
was struck to the same standard as Eisenschmid's ancient
Tetradrachm of above 273 grains. That in the Pembroke
collection, of 207 grains, hath probably been filed on the
edge.
There are, however, a considerable number of Attic
Tetradrachms, that answer in weight to those of Philip
and Alexander, as nearly as can be expected, from coins
19
so

* See Montfaucon's Palseographia Grreca, p. 1~5, and the l\Iarmor
Atheniense, lately published by Mr. Chambers. The Scholiast on
ver.688 of Euripides's Phoenissee dates the introduction of the longvowels into Athelll1, in the Archonship of Euclides,
N2
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so unequally sized. Mr. Stuart brought a very ancieut
one from Greece, weighing 265t grains; Mr. Duane hath
one of the like age, which weighs 265-1-; they are both
well preserved, and can have lost very little of their
original weight: one, with a monogram and symbol, of
266! grains; another, inscribed +ANI of the same
weight, two of 265 grains, and one of 265-1-. These
answer so nearly to the weights of Alexander's Tetradrachma, that we cannot doubt of the equality of his
standard to that of Athens. And the gold Philippics of
him and his father are so correctly sized, and so perfect,
that the mean Didrachm derived from them, of 133 Troy
grains, must be very near its just weight; and its half,
66t, that of the Attic Drachm.

§ II.

OJ the Eginean and EubolC Talents.

THE Attic was not the only money-talent used in
Greece. Historians and others mention the Eginean and
the Eubolc Talents. The former weighed 10000 Attic
Drachma, but, like other Talents, contained only 6000 of
its own; which heing so much heavier than the Attic, the
Athenians called it '1l'aXE£av Spa'XP~v, or the thick
drachm.* This Talent was used at Corinth, as appears by
a passage in A. Gellius, where the Corinthian Talent is
valued at 10000 Attic drachma +: and as Corinth was a
place of great trade, it was probably used in most of the
cities of the Peloponnesus.
If the Attic Drachm weighed 661- Troy grains, the
Eginean should weigh 110i; which, to avoid fractious, and
because our Attic Drachm is rather undersized than otherwise, I shall call Ill.
There are Macedonian coins, struck before Philip coined
20
gold,

*

See Pollux, L. IX. c. 6.

§

86 and 76.

t A. Gelliue, L. I. c. R.
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gold, that answer to this standard. One of"Philip, in the
Pembroke collection, weighs 224 grains. Mr. Duane hath
a silver coin, of either the first or second Alexander, which
weighs 447-4-grains; three of Philip, of 221 each; another
of Philip, of 223l-; and a fifth, 223}. The mean Drachm
from these six coins is lIlt grains, which comes as near
to the Eginean drachm, as can be expected from so small
a number of silver coins. Therefore, the .Eginean Talent
must have been the standard of the Maoedoniaumoney,
till Philip changed it.
lt appears likewise to have been the standard of the
Ptolemaic money in Egypt. Mr. Duane hath a gold coin
of the Ptolemies, like c. I. T. III. of the Pembroke collection, weighing nearly 27-4-grains; Mr. Stuart another,
weighing 27-10; supposing each was a quarter of the
Drachm, the former will give it almost 110 grains, the
latter lOst; but they are both a little worn. Mr. Duane
hath a gold coin of Arsinoe, like c. 3. T. III. of the Pembroke collection, which weighs 430 grains; and Dr.
Hunter hath another of the same weight, which give a
Drachm of 107t grains. Dr. Hunter hath likewise a perfect silver coin of one of the Ptolemies, weighing 221
grains, anotber of 220, and a third of 109!; but the two
last are a little worn. The Ptolemaic gold coins in the
Pembroke collection give the Drachm from 107 to 108
grains. As the piece of 221 grains wants but half a grain
in the Drachm of the Eginean standard, and that of 107
but four grains, we may fairly conclude that Talent to
have been the money standard of the Ptolemies. And
not only so, but that it was originally EgyptiatI. For
what should induce Ptolemy, to relinquish the standard
established by Alexander, and used all over Asia and the
~eater part of Greece, but that he found the Eginean
Talent established in Egypt, when he possessed himself of
that opulent kingdom.
Yet so imperfect are the accounts now remaining, of the
21
ancient
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ancien.t weights, that no writer hath mentioned this Talent,
or one like it, as used in Egypt. On the contrary, Pliny
tells us, on the authority of Varro, that the Egyptian
Talent weighed 80 Roman pounds.* But this is undoubtedly a false reading, and for ~ggptium we should read
Euooi'cum; for Pliny is speaking of the riches of Asia,
where the Bubotc Talent was used for weighing gold; and
we know the weight of that Talent was settled at 80
Roman Pounds, by the treaty between the Romans and
Antiochus.
The fragment of weights and measures ascribed to
Galen, makes the Egyptian Mina to weigh 16 ouncest;
and consequently, the Talent 80 Roman pounds. But
this Talent could not be the standard of the Ptolemaic
coins.
There is a passage in Pollux which makes the Egyptian
Talent contain 1500 Attic Drachms. t But this is an
injudicious interpolation in the last edition of that author.
The fragment ascribed to Cleopatra, and one that follows it, mention a Ptolemaic Mina of 18 Ounces, whose
Drachm should weigh 751- -Troy grains; and Cleopatra
says, there was an Egyptian Drachm, which weighed but
the sixth part of-the Attic.
Galen§ and the fragment ascribed to Dioscorides say,
the Mina of Alexandria weighed 20 Ounces, or 120
Draehms. By Drachms, Galen certainly meant Denarii
of 8 in the Ounce; for he tells us, that, in his time, a
Drachm was always understood to mean what the Romans
call a Denarius.f] The Drachm of this Mina should
weigh 84 grains.
22
Lastly,
• Nat. Hist. L. XXXIII. c. 3.
Stephani Thes Grmc. t. IV. col. 25.
:t L. IX. c. 6. § 86.
§ See the word M",j in the index to Stephens's Greek Thesanrus.
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Lastly, Festus says, the Alexandrian Talent contained
12000 Denarii.*
If by Denarii he meant Attic Drachma,
this Talent should be just double the Attic.
None of these Talents could be the standard of the
Ptolemaic money. Though, if Galen's Alexandrian Mina
weighed 160 ancient Attic Drachms, its Drachm would
weigh 106f Troy grains, which comes near to the Ptolemaic
standard. But the coins require a greater weight, and
the Eginean Mina should weigh 166{- Attic drachms.
The Eubolc Talent certainly came from Asia; for,
Herodotus tells us, the Kings of Persia weighed their gold
by that Talent.t
In the same place he informs us, that
the Babylonian Talent weighed 70 Euboic Minas. Pollux
says, it weighed 70 Attic :Minas.t Therefore the Euboic
Talent should be equal to the Attic. But JElian tells us,
it weighed 72 Attic Minas;§ and if so, the Euboic Talent
should be heavier than the Attic, in the proportion of 72
to 70.
An article in the treaty between the Romans aud Etolians, recorded by Polybius.ll whereby the latter were to
pay a certain number of Euboic Talents, in silver of Attic
fineness, seems to favour this inequality of the two Talents:
for, had they been equal, there would have been no occasion to specify the quality of the silver by the standard of
one country, and its weight by tha.t of another.
But, if the Euboic Talent was the standard used in the
commerce between Greece and Asia (as it seems to have
been) both countries were concerned to keep it up to its
just weight; which was a sufficient reason for the preference given to it by the Romans, on account of its
authenticity, whether the Attic Talent was equal to it or
not.
And
23

*

Festus, De Verborum Signif. v.

TALENTUJ(.

t Herod. L. III. § 89.

t

§ Var. lIist. L. I. c. 2:J.

11

Pollux, L. IX. c. 6. s 8/\
Polyb. Excerpt. Legat. ~ 2~
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And there is a circumstance very strongly in favour of'
their equality, which is, that if Philip changed the moneystandard of his own country, with a view to the invasion
of Asia, (as is highly probable),.he certainly adopted the
standard of the Darie, which was the Euboic Talent, by
which the Kings of Persia weighed their gold. But his
money answers to the Attic talent, as I have shewn above.
Pollux no where mentions the Eubolc Talent; and if
he took his estimate of the Babylonian Talent from Herodotus, he certainly thought the Euboic Talent was equal
to the Attic.
But the numbers in the acconnt Herodotus hath given
of the revenue of Darius, as they now stand, disagree with
each other, and must be faulty in more places than one;
and as probably in his value of the Babylonian Talent as
elsewhere.
He tells us, the King of Persia weighed his silver by
the Babylonian Talent; therefore, that must have been
reckoned the silver Talent of the empire, and was probably
the standard of their silver coin.
Xenophon, in his account of the expedition of Cyrus,
says, the Asiatic Siglus was worth 7t Attic Oboles.* This
coin seems to have been the Drachm of the Babylonian
Talent; and if that Talent weighed 72 Attic Minas, the
Siglus was really worth but 7t oboles; but the place
Xenophon here speaks of was near Babylon, where the
Attic money was unknown and consequently undervalued
in common currency. This however shews, that, if the
Babylonian Talent was the standard for the silver coinage
in Persia, its weight probably exceeded 70 Attic Minas.
Tbe same author tells us, that Cyrus paid Silanus the
Ambraciot 3000 Darics for ten Talents. Therefore, the
Talent of silver was worth 300 Darics. And if 3000
24
Darics
• Xenoph. Exped. L. I.
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Darics were coined out of the Euboi'c Talent of gold, 300
weighed six Euboi'c Minas: aud supposing the Babylonian
Talent to weigh 72 such Minas, the price of gold, at that
time, was twelve times its weight in silver, as Plato, who
was Xenophon's contemporary, tells us it was..By the former of these passages, it appears probable
that the Babylonian Talent weighed above 70 Attic Minas ;
by the latter, that it weighed above 70 Euboi'c Minas;
and if Pollux took his value of the Babylonian Talent from
Herodotus, as the text now stands, and ..Elianhis value of
the same, from a more correct copy of that author, or
from some better authority, the Euboi'c Talent must have
been equal to the Attic.

§ III, Of the Roman Money.
PLINY hath given the following historical account of
the Roman coinage: "Silver was first coined at Rome in
"the 485th year of the City, when Q. Ogulnius and C.
a Fabius were Consuls, five years before the first Punic
"war. And the denarius was made to pass for ten pounds
" of copper; the quinarius, for five; and the sesterce, for
" two and a half. But the weight of the As was reduced
" in the first Punic war, when the republic, being unable
" to defray its expences, resolved to coin six Asses out of
"the pound; whereby they gained five parts, and paid
"their debts. The stamp of the As was a double-faced
" Janus on one side, and the prow of a ship on the other:
"on the triens and quadrans a boat. After this, when
" they were pressed by Hannibal, Quintus Fabius Maxi"mus being dictator [ahout the year 537], the As was
" reduced to one ounce, and the silver denarius made to
"pass for 16 Asses; the quinarius, for eight; and the
"sesterce, for four, And the republic gained one half
25
"[upon
... Plato, ill his Hipparchus,
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tl [upon the copper money].
But in the pay of the army,
"the soldier always received a silver denarius for ten
"Asses. The stamp of the silver money walt>
3 chariot and
" a pair, or a chariot and four horses j whence they were
" called Bigati and Quadrigati. The As was soon after
" reduced to half an ounce, by the Papiriau Law.--What
" is now called the Victoriat, was coined by the Clodian
tl Law; before which, it was imported from Dlyricum as
" merchandize: its stamp is a Victory, whence it takes its
"name.
The gold money was coined sixty two years
tl after the silver, and the scruple passed for twenty ses" terces, which, as the sesteree was reckoned at that time
" [2i Asses], made the pound of gold worth nine hundred
" silver denarii s [0/ 16 Asses each]. It was afterward
" thought proper to coin forty pieces out of the pound of
"gold.
And our Princes have, by degrees, diminished
their weight to 45 iu the pound." t
Thus far Pliny, whose date of the first coinage of silver
is confirmed by Livy.t
The Denarii now remaining are of various kinds. The
most ancient are the Big~ti and Quadrigati, having on
one side the head of a woman in a helmet, with the
inscription ROMA, and the mark of the Denarius X or
and some few XVI, and a Biga or Quadriga on the
other. The next to these in antiquity have the head of
Roma, or some other Deity, on one side, and on the
26
reverse,
It

*,

• The common reading is sestertioa DCCCC,which I shall consider hereafter.
t PHn. Nat. Hist. L. XXXIII. c. 3. In most editions of Pliny
before Hardouin, the numbers 40 and 45, are thus written X. XL.
M. and X. XLV. M. whence Agricola and Snellius have supposed the
M. after the former number, to be a mistake of the transcriber for
II. and that after the latter for III. But Hardouin in his note on
this passage hath shewn the M. in both places, to be auperfluous,
In the last clause, I read minutiMime vero not minutiui11i6 Nero.
t See the epitome of L. XV.
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reverse, the name of the mintmaster, or mintmasters, with
historical or emblematical figures. Many of these have
the X or
which continued to be the mark of the Denarius long after it passed for 16 Assee ; whence some have
concluded that it was reduced again to ten Asses, contrary
to the express testimony of Vitruvius .; and Tacitus tells us
that the mutinous legions in Pannonia demanded, to have
their pay raised from ten Asses, to a Denarius. A third
sort hath the head of a Consul or a General on one side,
with an historical or emblematical reverse, Few, if any, of
these have the mark X or
upon them. These three sorts
are called Consular Denarii, as having been struck during
the republican government by Consuls. The Imperial
Denarii have commonly the head of the reigning Emperor,
with his name and titles on one side, and some emblematical figures on the reverse, with a suitable inscription.
The Romans coined their first gold money by the Scruple, as appears from Pliny's account, which is confirmed
by the coins; for he tells lIS the Scruple passed for twenty
Sesterces, and there are gold coins now remaining with the
numerals XX, and XXXX, which answer to the weight of
one, and two ancient Roman Scruples. These have the
head of Mars on one side, with the numeral letters denoting their value, and, on the reverse, an Eagle standing on
a Thunderbolt. The latter coins of this scrupular standard
are like the Denarii of the age in which they were struck;
as was the gold of the different standards that succeeded it.
The Romans did not use the Denarius for a weight, as
the Greeks did their Drachm; till the Greek physicians
coming to Rome, and finding the two coins nearly equal,
prescribed by it, as they had been accustomed to do by
the Drachm in their own country. Neither did the Roman
Pound depend on the weight of the Denarius, as the Greek
27
Milia

*,

*

• Vitruvius, L. III. c. 1. So likewise Volusius l\foeti:mus.
Annal. L. 1. § 1i. & 26.

Taciti
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Mina did on that of the Drachm; but the weight of the
Denarius depended on the Pound.
The antient Roman Pound was divided into 12 Ounces.
and the Ounce into 24 scruples..
And we learn from
Celsus and Pliny. that 84 Denarii were coined out of the
Pound of silver t; therefore. if we knew the true weight
of the Roman Pound, we should thence know that of the
Denarius.
There are many antient Roman weights now remaining,
from under an Ounce to 100 Pounds t; some of them with
inscriptions have the appearance of standards.
Lucas Peetus, from an antient weight of 10 Pounds.
another of 4 pounds. and a third of 1 pound. inscribed
EX. AVC.D.CAS. in letters of silver. besides three smaller
of 3, 6, and 9 ounces, all six perfect and agreeing together,
determined the antient Pound to contain 11 ounces, 10
scruples, modern Roman weight.§
But where he gives
the weight of Vespasian's Congius.j] he makes ten antient
Roman Pounds to weigh 9 pounds 6 ounces 10 scr. 10 gr.
modem weight. The modem Roman ounce contains, like
the antient, 24 scruples, the scruple 24 grains. Therefore.
according to this determination, the antient Roman Pound
should :weigh 11 ounces, 10 scr. 15f gr. modem weight,
which is equal to 5012* Troy grains, if the exact weight of
the modem Roman ounce be 438 Troy .grains, as Greaves
reckons it. But Peetus used a steelyard, which is a very
fallacious instrument.
Gruter hath exhibited a considerable number of ancient
Roman weights.,. Such of marble, from 1 to 10 pounds,
~
as
* Varro de Re Rustica, L. I. c.l0. Collumella, L. V. c. l. and
VoiusiuB Mmcianu8.
t Celsus de Medicina, L. V. c. 17. Pliny, Nat. Rist. L. XXXIII.
c.9.
: See Thes. Antiq. Roman. Vol. XI. col. 1661..
§ Thes. Antiq. Roman. Vol. XI. col. 1619.
II Ibid. col. 1635.
~ Gruter's Inscriptions, p. cexxi.
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as were intire, have neither mark nor inscription. His
two heaviest weigh 9 pounds 8 ounces each, modem
Roman weight, which give an antient Pound of 5081
Troy grains. Such of the rest as are supposed to be
intire, make it under 5000. His lesser weights vary considerably. The Triens of Rusticus gives a pound of 5092
Troy grains; his Sextans one of 5246. Among the brass
weights are two inscribed AD. AVGVST. TEMP. C.P.
One of five Pounds, weighing 5 pounds 2t ounces, makes
the ancient Pound equal to 5475 Troy grains; the other is
a Triens, and weighs 3 ounces, 19 scr. 4 gr. which gives
4992 T.roy grains for the Roman Pound.
Fabretti blames Peetus for n.aking the ancient Roman
Pound lighter than the modern, * and produces ten ancient
weights to prove the contrary. Three of them are of
brass, and by their inscriptions have the appearance of
public standards. One, with the mark X, weighs 10
pounds 5 oz. 14 scr. modern Roman weight, which,
reduced to Troy grains, give 5500t for the antient Pound.
Another, marked V, weighs 5 pounds, 2t oz. and gives
5475 Troy grains for the antient Pound. A third marked
II, weighs 2 pounds, 1 oz. 9 scr. which makes the ancient
Pound amount to 5557 Troy grains. His white marble
weight hath no other inscription but the mark J, for one
pound, and weighs 13 ounces, II scr. equal to 5721 Troy
grains. The rest of his weights are from five ounces to
three scruples, and give an ancient Roman Pound from
almost 5500 Troy grains to above 5780.
At the end of Eisenschmid's preface, we find two Asses
lihrales, one equal to 5407t Troy grains, the other to
5315f; and a Quadrussis of 21351 Troy grains, which
gives a pound of 5337i.
According to Fabretti's weights, the ancient Roman
29
Pound
.. Fabretti Inscript. p. 523.
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Pound could not weigh less than 5475 Troy grains, which
is much greater than can be derived from any other
evidences, as I shall shew hereafter. But, as many of the
abovementioned weights have the appearance of public
standards, I have thought proper, to take more particular
notice of them, than writers on this subject have commonly
done.
Both Villalpandus and Greaves relied on the Congius
of Vespasian for the standard weight of the Roman Pound,
not doubting its authenticity, though the note in Gruter
says, some have suspected it.* What foundation they had
for such suspicion, does not appear; but it is very difficult,
to counterfeit the genuine cracks and corrosions of antiquity, in a vessel of this kind; and Greaves tells us, that
while he was in Italy, there was found, among the ruins
at Rome, a Semicongius in brass, of the same figure with
this of Vespasian, the sides much corroded with rust.
This he also measured, and found it to be half of Vespasian's Congius.t But weights are easily counterfeited;
and when the remains of antiquity were so eagerly sought
after, that artists found it worth their while to counterfeit
the ancient coins, others might counterfeit the weights.
The Roman Congius contained ten Pounds weight of
wine.j Vespasian's standard is of brass; Peetus, Villalpandas, and Greaves, have given drawings of it; and
Gruter tells us, the inscription was in letters of silver.
Pretus filled this vessel to the narrow part of the neck
with rain water, and weighed it with a steelyard. But
this instrument is liable to great errors; therefore his
weight, which wants 5-}modern Roman ounces of what
Villalpandus found it, is of small authority.
Villalpandus filled it to the same height with spring
30
water
* Gruter's Inscriptions, p. ccxxili .
t Greaves, p. 92. in a note.
t Festus de yprJ, signif v.
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water, and found it to contain just ten modern Roman
pounds, which are equal to 52560 Troy grains.
Auzout, filling it likewise to the same height with spring
water, weighed its contents twice; and the near agreement of its capacity deduced from his weights, with
Greaves's measure, by Millet, - is a proof of their being
very near the truth.
Auzout's greater weight was 63024 Paris grains, equal
to 51699} Troy; his lesser, 62760 Paris grains, equal to
51482l Troy.t It is not said, at what time of the year
either of these weights was taken; but the heat in summer,
and the cold in winter, might have made a much greater
difference between them.
The mean between both is 51591-10 Troy grains, which,
divided by 10, give 5159-{osuch grains for the weight of
the ancient Roman Pound.
Fabretti insists, that this vessel ought to have been filled
up to the brim t; but the part above the neck seems to
have been designed, either to prevent the liquor from spill.
ing when poured out, or for a security against the diminution of the standard, which such a finishing rendered
impracticable.
Several objections have been made to this Pound derived
from the Congius, of which the following are the most
material.
First, whereas the side of the Quadrantal containing
8 Congii, should be equal to the Roman foot; the side of
a cube, containing 8 times this vessel, exceeds the most
authentic measures of that foot now remaining. But, as
this relation of the two standards to each other was of an
ancient date, when all workmanship was probably very
rucle and inaccurate at Rome, we cannot wonder at such a
31
disagreement;
• See Philosoph. Traus. Vol. L1. p. 790.
ouvrages de Mathematique & de Physique
l'Academie Royale, Paris, J 693, in folio. p. 366. 371.
t Fabretti Inscript, p. 527.
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disagreement ~ especially as both the shape of this vessel
and the inscription shew it was not adjusted by the foot
measure, but by weight.
•
Secondly, the same bulk of any liquor bcing found to
weigh more in winter than in summer, we cannot determine the precise weight of the Roman Pound from the
contents of this vessel, unless we knew the season of the
year in which it was originally adjusted.
Thirdly, Villalpandus seems to have made his experiment
carefully j- but his weight exceeds Auzout's lesser weight
by above 1000 Troy grains; though both used spring
water. Now if two curious persons, who endeavoured to
discover the exact weight of the antient Roman Pound,
could differ so much in weighing the contents of the same
vessel, can it seem improbable, tpat the Roman officer, to
whose department the adjusting this standard might happen
to belong, should differ as much from its just weight?
But if he happened to be a person of accuracy, he would
take care, that the standard of a measure of capacity
should not fall short of its ancient dimensions, which is
extremely unpopular j and, though he might endeavour to
be exact, he would rather chuse to err in excess than
defect. Therefore, this vessel is more likely to give too
great a Roman Pound, than too small a one.
Fourthly, this vessel was by law to contain ten Pounds
weight of wine; which being lighter than water, the
weights above-mentioned must be too great. But probably
the Romans of that unphilosophical age when this standard
was first established were ignorant of this difference; and
it might not be generally known, or not attended to, even
in Vespasian's time j for Remnius Fannius, who lived long
after, treating of the weights of various liquids, supposes
the weight of wine to be equal to that of water,
N am libree, ut memorabt, bessim sextarius addet,
Seu puros pendas latices, seu dona Lyrei.
32
And

--------------------

* See Greaves, p. 92.
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And though he afterward tells us that some wines and
some waters are heavier than others, he does not say that
water is in general heavier than wine. And even at this
day, when the specific gravities of different liquors are so
generally known, our books of Pharmacy call a wine pint
of any liquor a pound. Therefore it is not improbable
that this standard was adjusted by spring water in the
reign of Vespasian.
But if it was really adjusted by wine, the difference may
be considerable; for, according to Eisenschmid's table of
the specific gravities of various liquids.s that of pumpwater is to Rurgundy wine in the proportion of 371 to
355; and Auzout's mean weight of 5159 Troy grains
diminished in this proportion, gives but 4936j such grains
for the antient Roman Pound.
All the above circumstances considered, it seems more
probable that \his standard should give too great a Roman
Pound, than too small a one. But as nothing certain can
be determined from it, we must have recourse to the coins,
especially the gold, which though not so correctly sized as
the Greek Philippics, are much more so than the silver
Denarii.
Pliny tells us, that when the Romans first coined gold,
they made the Scruple pass for 20 Sesterces.
In the tables VI. VII. and X. of the Pembroke collection, we find nine pieces, weighing 17 grains, 26.h 33.4-,
5lf, 53, 105, 107 twice. 107{-.
That this was the scrupular coin mentioned by Pliny
appears from the numeral leiters XX for 20 Sesterces, on
the smallest, and XXX on that of 33i- grains, which should
be its double; and all the rest are multiples of somewhat
between 17 and 18 grains, except the second, which is a
Scruple and half. What the mark 'f X on that of 51!
33
grains
.. Eisenschmid, p. 174, 175.
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grains denotes, 1 cannot tell. Savot, and Hardouin * call
this figure ..v a V, and say VX stood for 15; but though
the Greeks often placed their numerals from right to left,
I cannot find that the Romans ever did.
These nine pieces should contain 34i Roman scruples:
Their weight amounts to 608 Troy grains, which, divided
by 34j-, give 17H for the Scruple; whence the Roman
Pound should weigh 5075-».
But these pieces are too small, and too few in number,
to determine ihis point. Mr. Duane hath that of one
Scruple, in fine preservation, weighing almost 17-}grains.
Mr. de la Nauze hath given the weight of the piece of
3 scruples with the mark it X in the French king's
cabinet, which he says is exactly 64 Paris grains,t equal
to 52t Troy, and gives 17t grains for the Scruple.
This scrupular standard seems to have continued till
Sulla introduced one which Pliny hath not mentioned, on
account, perhaps, of its short duration. It was probably
occasioned by the rise of the value of gold; for when the
scrupular standard was first established, gold was worth
but about ten times its weight in silver, as I shall shew
hereafter; but in Sulla's time it was much dearer.
Cicero plainly alludes to this alteration in the coin,
when, speaking of his kinsman Marius Gratidianus, he
says, At that time the mooey was in suel, a fluctuating date
34
that
• Savot. P. III. c. 7. lIardouin's note on Pliny. This piece is 3
Roman Scruples, which valued at 60 Sesterces of 2} A_ to the
Besterce, was worth 150 A_, or 9 silver Denarii and 6 AI_, want.ing but 2 A_ of 9} DenariL Now in Ptolomy's geographical
tables, where the degree is divided 'lnciatim, after the Roman
mann=r j this character ~ stands for one half j therefore being
placed before the X (as on the coin) it might denote 9!, as I before
the X stands for 9. But Mr. Duane hath a gold coin with the same
mark, and of the same impression as this, which weighs but 45}
grains, though it seems to be perfect.
t Mcmoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions, Vol XXX. p. 359.
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that no man knew what he had:* and both he and Pliny
relate, that the law Gratidianus made in Sulla's absence
from Rome, for the regulation of the coin, was so popular,
that statues were erected to him in every street, and
incense burnt before them.f The intent of this law seems
to have been, to restore the ancient standard in opposition
to Sulla; for it so provoked him, that, on his return to
Rome, he caused all the statues to be thrown dOWn,tand
Gratidianus to be cruelly butchered. by the hand of
Catiline.§
Three coins in the Pembroke collection bear the name
of Sulla, and weigh 166, 167, and 168 grains II. Bouteroue mentions one of 204 Paris grains " equal to 167!
Troy. If thirty of these were coined out of the Roman
Pound, the heaviest of the four pieces gives a Pound of
5040 grains.
The standard of forty inthe ponnd, mentioned by Pliny,
seems to have succeeded, to this of Sulla, and continued
to the establishment of the monarchy under Augustus;
for Pliny says, Principe» imminuere pondua; and the two
heaviest pieces I can find of this standard, are, one of
Pompey, in whose time it seems to have been introduced,
the other of Antony and Octavius, struck after the expiration of the Triumvirate, which differ but the tenth
part of a grain in weight. They are both in the British
Museum, in fine preservation. The former is like coin 4
Tab. XI. of the Pembroke collection; the latter like coin
ll. Tab. XII. But such as bear the name Augustus,
which he assumed with the monarchy, are lighter than
those of the Triumvirate.
Pompey's
35
~ Cicero de Officiis, L: III. § 20.
t Cicero, ibid. Pliny, Nat. Rist. L. XXXIII. c. 9.
t Pliny, L. XXXIV. c. 6.
§ Seneca de Ira, L. III. c. 18.
I~Tab. VIII.
, Recherches curieuses des monnoyes de France,
Paris" 1666.
in folio.
02
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Pompey's coin weighs 1281- Troy grains, the other
128f. Mr. Duane hath both these coins in fine preservation, the former weighing 126l grains, the latter 127.
Those in the Pembroke Collection weigh 125 grains each.
There are besides, in the British Museum, two of 125
grains, like c. 2, and 4 in Tab. IX. of the Pembroke collection; one of 124llike coin 3. all very little worn; and
a fourth of 1241-grains, like c. 4. Tab. VII. which seems
to be perfect. Dr. Hunter hath two perfect gold coins,
one like c. 3. Tab. VIII. weighing 1251-grains; the other
like c. 2. Table IX. which weighs 125t.
The~ ten coins give a mean Aureus of 126.& grams.
The Pembroke collection contains forty Aurei, from
Pompey to the end of the COmmonwealth. One of them
weighs 127 grains; two 126j.; six 126; and the rest from
125! to 123; except two of 121, which, being probably
somewhat worn, or otherwise diminished, may safely be
rejected. The remaining 38 added to the ten abovementioned, give a mean Aureus of 125/.- grains.
But considering that thirteen of the forty-eight weigh
from 128} to 126 grains, and that many of the rest are
probably somewhat worn, we may fairly take 126 grains
for the standard weight of this coin; and the number of
pieces under 125 grains, that are vouched for perfect, win
not allow it to be greater.
Bouteroue mentions two perfect Aurei of Julius Cresar,
each weighing 152 Paris grains, equal to 124ro Troy.
And Greaves in 'his first Table hath marked three of
Julius for perfect, which weigh 122{, 123.fy, and 124t
grains.
If the Aureus of forty in the Pound weighed 126 Troy
grains, the Roman Pound must weigh 5040.
The weight of this coin was gradually diminished by
the Emperors, till in Pliny's time forty-five were struck
out of the Pound. He died in the reign of Titus; and
the mean Aureus of Greaves's table from Nero to that
36
Prince,
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Prince, inclusive, is under 112 grains. That of the Pembroke Collection for the same period amounts to 113; but
Nero's coins (contrary to Hardouin's reading of Pliny's
text) appear to have been heavier than those. of Vespasian
or Titus.
Snellius, in his book De re numaria, hath given the
weights of eleven Aurei, from Nero to Commodus, which
he says were all as perfect as when they came from the
mint. The lightest weighed 149 Dutch grains, the :heaviest
153: which answer to l10t and 113!-Troy. The mean
taken from all the eleven, is almost 112 Troy grains.
Bouteroue found the Aureus from Nero to Septimius
Severns, to weigh from 133 Paris grains to 138; that is,
from lOOt\- to 113t Troy. The mean of these two weights
is 11110 grains.
This standard continued beyond the reign of Septimius
Severns; and the Pembroke coins from Nero to that
time, give a mean Aureus of almost 112 grains. But we
cannot suppose all of them to be perfect.
Greaves's
tables make it 113f for the same period; but four of his
pieces of Hadrian and the Antonines weigh from 117~ to
121 grains; which is an uncommon weight for that age,
and might possibly proceed from an alteration of the
standard, which did not continue long. Excluding these
four, the rest give a mean Aureus of 112} grains.
Eisenschmid weighed a great number of such as seemed
perfect to the naked eye, and found the best of them to
exceed 136 Paris grains, or lIlt Troy. But, upon examining them with a glass, they all appeared somehow
damaged; which, saYILhe, in so heavy a metal, might
amount to the loss of a grain or two.· But the loss of
less than a grain is very discernible, without the help of a
glass.
37
Upon
• Eisensehmid, p. 34.
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Upon the whole, if the standard weight of the imperial
Aureus of forty-five in the Pound, did not exceed 112
grains, the Roman Pound will weigh 504;0 Troy grains, as
we found it from the consular Aureus.
Alexander Severus coined pieces of one half and one
third of the Aureus, called Semisses, and 'I'remissee" j
whence the Aureus came to be called Solidus, as being
their integer.
Soon after the reign of this prince, the coinage became
very irregular, till Constantine entirely new modeled it,
by coining 72 Solidi of four Scruples, out of the Pound of
gold+, and for the Denarius substituting the Miliarensis,
of which I shall give some account hereafter.
Greaves's second table exhibits twenty-nine of these
Solidi from Constantine to Heraclius, weighing from 674grains to 70t. The mean from the twenty-nine pieces is
69 grains, which, multiplied by 72, gives but 4968 grains
for the weight of the Roman Pound. But if the standard
weight of this coin amounted to 70 grains, the Pound
will weigh 5040, agreeable to what we found it from the
Aurei.
The Pembroke Collection contains 57 of these pieces
from Constantine to Justinian.
Five of them amount to
70 grains, and 29 to 69; the rest are lighter, even to 64grains. But we do not know what preservation they are
in. And unless the standard weight of this coin amounted
38
to

~ Lampridius, in Alex. Severo.
Siquis solidos appendere voluerit, auri eoeti VI solidos quaternorum scrupulorum, nostris vultibus figuratos, adpendat pro singulis
unciis, XII. pro duabus: eadem ratio servanda & si materiam quis
inferat,'ut solidos dedisse videatur.
Cod. Theod. de Ponderatoribus,
§ 1. Again, Illud autem cautionis adjicimus, ut quotiescunque certa
IUIDm&solidorum pro tituli quantitate debetur, & auri massa transmittitur, in LXXII solidos libra feratur accepta. Cod. Justin. L. X
Tit. 70. de SusceptoribuB, § 5.
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to 70 Troy grains, Constantine's Pound mnst have been
somewhat deficient of the ancient standard.
Having thus given as compleat an acconnt of the
Roman gold, as I have been able to collect from authors of
credit, and my own observation, I shall proceed to examine
the evidence we have of the weight of their silver money.
The Consular silver is so unequal, that the Romans
must have been' very negligent in sizing their pieces.
Villalpandus tells us, that weighing many Denarii of the
same form, inscription, and apparent magnitude, and so
like to each other, that they seem to have been struck,
not only in the same age, but even on thc same day, he
found them to differ in weight, 5, 9, or 10 grains from
each other.*
There is a piece in the Pembroke Collection, Coin 2. P.
3. Tab. 18, with the head of Roma, and X, the mark of
the Denarius, on one side, on the other Castor and Pollux,
with ROMA in the exergue, which weighs 81 grains.
Another with the like impress on each side, and V. the
mark of the Quinarius behind the head, which weighs 33
grains. A third in the same page hath the mark XVI.
behind the head of Roma, a biga on the reverse, with
ROMA in the exergue, which weighs but 54 grains. As
these pieces seem to be exhibited chiefly on account of
their uncommon weight, we must suppose the lightest to
be perfect.
In the British Museum is a coin like the tenth in P. 3.
Tab. 2. of the Pembroke Collection, which weighs above
73 grains. Another like the second in P. 3. Tab. 18.
'9
which
• Cum plures Denarios appenderemus
ejusdem formee, inseriptionis, & pene magnitudinis, atque ita similes, ut non solum eodem
tempore, sed eodem prorsus die, percussos fuisse conjiceres, tamen
cos deprehendimus
quiuis, novenis, aut denis granis pondere a
Be invicem distare. Villalp. De apparatu urbis & templi, p. 357. Ten
Roman grains arc equal to about
Troy,
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which weighs 66t grains; and a third, which seems perfect
in all respects, with the head of Roma and X on one side,
on the other a Quadriga with the inacrip~n eN.GE,
which weighs but 55 grains.
It is difficult to account for these differences in the
weight of the same coin, especially as Pliny seems to have
been ignorant of such inequalities; for he tells us of an
Eastern King, that wonderfully admired the justice of the
Romans in coihing all their Denarii of the same weight,
though the impresses shewed them to be the money of
different Emperors.* Perhaps the K!ng only admired
the invention of coining, which was not known in his
country; but Pliny, who tells the story, certainly supposed all the Denarii were of equal weight,
Perhaps the heavy pieces of 73 and 81 grains were
struck at the mint for private persons, to give awa, in
presents on Birth-days, and New-years, as was the custom at Rome; and some of them may be modem
forgeries: but the light pieces of 54 and 55 grains, must
have been owing to the negligence or roguery of the
coiners; though some of these too may be counterfeits.
The following Table exhibits the weights of forty -six of
the fairest Denarii in the British Museum. Such of them
.as are marked with two dots, are a little worn, though
very little. The Bigati and Quadrigati are distinguished
by the letters J;J. and Q.
Troy grains.
66,5:
66,1
64,15 :
63,33
63,15 :
63,07 ;
63,05
62,7

61,15
61,12:
61,12
61,1:
Q
61,07: B
60,85:
60,75
60,5: B

40
• Pliny, Nat. Hist. L. VI. Co 22.

62,43:

Q
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62,43:
62,27
61,95
61,93:
61,8 :
61,8
61.73 :
61,73:
61,55:
61;52
61,5:
61,5
61,35
61,33
61,2

Q

B

Q
Q

60,33:
60,3:
60,2:
60,05
59,95:
59,15:
58,92:
58,86 :
~,67:
68,2
58,15
57,37:
56,87 :
56,55

55,0
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B

Q
B

B

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

46)2803,86 Sum total.
60,95 Mean Denarius.

The mean weight of the Denarius from all these pieces
is 60,95 Troy grains i therefore, had all of them been
perfect, it might have exceeded 61 grairm. But the mean
from the twenty-one that are 80, amounts but to 60,92.
Either of them comes very near to what Eisenschmid
found it by the like method i though he rejected some
pieces for no other reason but because he thought them
too light.
But a mean from pieces 80 unequally sized is not to be
relied on. And it may be questioned whether those of
above 63 grains ever passed as common coin. Greaves,
who had examined many hundred Denarii Consulares,
says the best amounted to 62 grains i but had he met
with any of 63, or even of 62-1-, it cannot be doubted that
he would have mentioned them in support of his Denarius
of 621- grains from the Congius. Therefore the pieces of
63 grains and upward must be very uncommon, whereas
they make above a seventh part of the number in this
table.
Hence I conclude, that the mean derived from this
table is of very small authority.
41
But
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But if we take 5040 Troy grains for the weight of
the Roman Pound, as determiued from the Gold coins;
the scruple will weigh
grains; the Consular Aureus,
126; the Imperial Aureus, 112; and the Solidus, 70: all
which are probable weights of the several coins; and the
Consular Denarius of 84 in the Pound will weigh just 60
Troy grains
And this must be very near its true standard weight;
for were we to add only half a grain to it, the Consular
Aureus would exceed 127 grains, which is certainlv too
great a weight for that coin.
Though Pliny gives no particular account of any alteration in the weight of the Denarius, it was undoubtedly
diminished by the Emperors as well as the Aureus, though
by what degrees is uncertain; for Galen tells us, that the
writers on weights and measures differed in the number of
Drachms [Denarii] they assigned to the Ounce; most of
them making it to contain 7!, some but 7, and others
8.• The later writers make it contain 8 Denarii, of 3
scruples each .Greaves" found by examining many Imperial Denarii,
" that from Augustus's time to Vespasian they continually
" almost decreased, till, from being the seventh part of
" the Roman Ounce, they came now to be the eighth part:
" and therefore 96 were coined out of the Roman Libra,
" whereas before, under the Consuls, 84. From Vespasian
" to Alex. Severus, as far as he had observed, the Silver
" continued at a kind of stay in respect of weight, except" ing only such coins as upon some extraordinary occasion,
" both then, and in the first Emperors time, were stamped,
" either in honour of the Prince, or of the Empress and
" Augusta familia, or else in memory of some eminent
42
" action.
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• Galen, de med. eomp. sec. genera, L. III. c. 3.
t Rhemnius Fannius, Cleopatra, Dioscorides, &c.
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"action.
Thcse last most usually were equal to the
" Denarii Consulates, and many of them had these cha"racters EX. S. C, or else S. P. Q. R. Under Severus
" and Gordianus, the Denarr[ began to recover their primi" tive weight, but most commonly with a notable debase" ment, and mixture of allay."·
Eisenschmid hath given
the like account of the Imperial Denarius, and says he
found its weight from Nero to Sep. Severus, to be to the
Consular Denarius in the proportion of 7 to 8. t
Having determined the weight of the ancient Roman
Pound from the- gold coins, to be 5040 Troy grains, it
seems requisite to say something concerning the heavy
weights exhibited by Gruter and Fabretti, which are irreconeileable to every other evidence.
Those with inscriptions are not older than the reign of
Augustus; but neither his coins, nor those of his successors, will by any means answer to such standards.
Fabretti's mean pound of 5500 Troy grains, exceeds
Auzout's mean Pound from the Congius by above three
fourths of the antient Roman Ounce, though that vessel
is greater than can be derived from the greatest probable
measure of the antient Roman foot.
The weight of spring-water contained in the cube of
half that 60t (which was the legal measure of the Con~us) is thus determined.
According to Eisenschmid's'fable of specific gravities,t
a cubic Paris inch of spring-water should weigh 374
Paris grains in wintcr, when liquors are heaviest. Therefore the cube of half the Paris foot (or 216 cubic Paris
inches) must weigh 80784 such grains.
The greatest probable measure of the antient Roman
toot, does not exceed 974 such parts as the Paris foot contains 106oj.§
43
And

t Eiscnsohmid, p. 33.
Eisenschmid, p. 175.
~ :::cc the Discourse I'll the Roman Foot, Phil. Trang. Vol I,I
" Greaves, p. 113.
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And as the cube of the Paris foot, is to the cube of the
Roman foot, so are 80784 Paris grains, to 61725+ such
grains, the weight of the spring-water contained in the
cube of half the Roman foot .
• B~t 61725l Paris grains, are equal to 50634 Troy;
therefore the Roman Pound, accordiug to this calculation,
should weigh 5063f Troy grains, exceeding that derived
from the coins, but by 23f such grains.
If, on the other hand, we take Fabretti's Pound of 5500
Troy grains (equal to 6704f Paris) and reckon the weight
of a cubic Paris inch of spring-water 374 Paris grains (as
before), aCongius of ten sueh Pounds will require a Roman
foot of 1001 such parts as the Paris foot contains 10G5f;
which exceeds any probable measure of that foot.
Thus these beavy weights neither agree with the Roman
money nor with the Congius; which is a circumstance not
easily to be accounted for, as the authorities for the larger
Pound are indisputable, and we do not know that the
Romans used two weights like our Troy and A verdepoids.
The Denarius continued to be the current silver money
of the Empire, till Constantine substituted the Miliarensis
in its stead.
The price of gold had been increasing a considerable
time before his reign, which made a new regulation of the
money necessary. For this purpose, Constantine divided
the Pound of gold into seventy-two solidi," which was a
more commodious number than either 40 or 45, as it
divided the Ounce and half Ounce without a fraction. He
likewise altered the weight of the silver coin, and fixed the
price of the Pound of gold at 1000 pieces of his new silver,
which were thence called Miliarenses. t This he seems
44
to
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• See the Theod. and Justinian Codes quoted in p. 562.
t GlO8ll&lnomicm, quoted by Gronovius, L. IV. c. 16. de pecunia
vetere.
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to have done in imitation of the ancient coinage; for
when the Aureus of forty in the Pound passed for 25
Denarii, the Pound of gold passed for 1000.
But it was attended with this inconvenience, that his
Solidus could not be exchanged for its true value in silver;
for 1000 divided by 72 is 13-8-; but it passed for 14,·
which was more than it was worth, and made two prices
Of gtlld at the same time; one thc legal price of 1000
Miliarensee for the Pound; the other, the:' current price,
of 14- for the Solidus. which must have occasioned disputes in the payment of small sums.
To remedy this inconvenience, it was thought proper to
alter the weight or the silver, money, and having fixt the
price of the Pound of silver at. five &lidi,t to coin 60
pieces out of it ~; which retained the name Miliarenses,
though the Pound of Gold was worth but 864.
A scholiast on the Basilica tells us, that "One Siliqua
" [of gold] is worth 12 FoIles [of copper], or half a
" Miliarensis: therefore 12 Siliquas are half a Soli"dus, for the whole Solidus is worth 12 Miliarenses,
"or 24 Siliquas."§ The Romau Pound contained 1728
Siliques.] therefore there were 72 of these Solidi in the
Pound; and each of them being worth 12 Miliarenses, the
Pound of silver, which was valued at 5 Solidi, must have
contained 60 Miliarenses.
• 45
How
• See the preceding note.
t Jubemus ut pro argenti summa quam quia thesauris fuerit illaturds, interendi auri accipiat facuitatem, ita ut pro singulis libris
argenti, quinos Solidos interat. ·Cod. Theod. De argenti pretio, &;
Cod. Justin. L. X. Tit. 76.
t Cum publica celebrantur offici&,sit sportulis nummus argenteus,
-nec majorum argenteum nummum fas sit expendere, quam qui
forman solet, cum argenti libra Una in argenteas sexaginta dividitur.
Cod. Theod. De expensis ludorum.
§ Xpq YLJI6KrIC.lI1 OT&TO ;V ICEpaT&Oll'f>0AAf&U .lui &f', ;;TO& fUAUJf111ulov
TO ifJ.<W'V· Ta O~II if' lC.paTW 'UTi vop.IUJUrTovr ifll&ITV' TO a; J.,cipawv
vdp.&up.a £}(n p.&A&apfjU&a &f', 'fr0& lC.pana lCa·. Schol ill-L. XXIII.
BaU&A&IC&>/f, apud Gronov. L. IV. c. 16. De pecunia vetere.
See Rhemnius Fannius, and others,
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How many Miliarenses Constantine coined out of the
Pound of silver is no where said; but if the price of Gold
was nearly the same in his reign, as when 5 Solidi were
worth a Pound of silver, the Pound must have been worth
14i- Pounds of silver; and 1000 divided by 141, gives
69~ for the number of Miliarenses coined out of the Pound.
Therefore it is probable Constantine's number was either
69 or 70. If the former, each piece should weigh 73-h
Troy grains; if the latter, 72lo.
Eisenschmid found the larger silver of Constantine to
come up to 90 Paris grains, or 73r'-lo Troy; but the
smaller (which should be its half) seldom amouuted to
40 Paris grains, or 32f Troy; which leaves it uncertain
whether 69 or 70 of these Miliarenses were coined out of
the Ponnd. If 69, the proportion of gold to silver was
almost 14} to 1; if 70, 14;- to 1.
In the Glossee nomieee, quoted by Gronovius and others,
wc have an attempt to settle the exchange between the
two Miliarenses and the Solidus. The Glossographcr,
giving an account of the different sums called Folles,
says, "There is likewise another Follis, consisting of the
" smaller silver which was paid to the soldiers, and thence
" called Miliarenses, each of which is worth l~ Siliquas
" [of gold], and the Follis contains 125, which makes 218
" Siliquas and 9 nummi; or 109 of the Miliarenses now
" current and 9 nummi ; which are worth {)Solidi, 1 Mili" arensis, and 9 nummi, and the Purse of 125 pieces of
" this Iesser silver, was called a Follis."·
This Gloss appears to come from a different hand from
that before quoted, by the absurd etymology here given of
the word M£)..£ap7Ju£ov;
and the author did not understand his subject. For thc Miliarensis of 60 in the
Pound, was undoubtedly worth 2 Siliquas of gold, and if
Constantine's was worth Ii when this Glossographer
..J.()
wrote,

*

Glossre nomicro apud Gronov. L. IV. c. 16.
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wrote, the two coins must have been in the proportion of
8 to 7, and the exchange made in smaller numbers without fractions; for 7 Solidi being worth 84 of the new
Miliarenses, would exchange for 96 of Constantine's.
But this Follis of 125 Miliarenses, seems to have been
intended for a more correct adjustment of Constantine's
silver to his gold than 14 Miliarenses for the Solidus; for
it was the true value of 9 Solidi, which, at the rate of 14
for the Solidus, shonld have exchanged for 126, which
was one more than they were worth. And nine was the
least number of Solidi that could be exchanged for their
true value in Constantine's silver; which this glossographer seems not to have known. For the Roman Pound
containing 1728 Siliquas, Constantine's Miliarensis was
worth but the thousandth part of them, or 1-10208which
'0,
multiplied by 125 make just 216 Siliquas without a fraction, which were equal to 9 Solidi. Or, supposing the
proportion of Gold to silver the same when the new
Miliarenses were coined, as when the old ones were, 1000
of the latter and 864 of the former, being each worth a
Pound of gold; divide both numbers by 8, and we shall
have 125 of the old, worth 108 of the new, which passed
for 9 Solidi.
Having mentionod the Follis, I shall endeavour to
explain what it was. The word is Latin, and it anciently
signified a little bag, or purse; whence it afterward came
to be used for a sum of money, and very different sums
were called by that name. Thus, the Scholiast on the
Basilics mentions a Follis which was worth but the 24th
part of the Miliarensis; the Glossse nomicee,one of 125
Miliarenses, and another of 250 Denarii (which was the
ancient Sestertium}; and three different sums, of 8, 4,
and 2 pound of gold, were each called a Follis."
47
The
• See the Glossre nomicre, quoted by Gronovius near the end of
c. 16. ofL. IV.
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The Glossographer last quoted makes 9 N dmmi equal
io I of a Siliqua; for Iimultiplied by 125, is 218}, which
he calls 218 Siliquas, and 9.nummi. Therefore 12 nummi
were equal to a Siliqua; but the scholiast on the Basilics
makes 12 FoIles equal to a Siliqua; consequently this
Nummus and the scholiast's Follis are the same.
The Scholiast tells us, the Miliarensis was equal to 24
FolIes of copper, therefore the Ounce of silver contain.
ing 5 Miliarenses of 60 in the pound, was worth 120 such
FolIes.
The Glossographer, describing a Follis of 250 Denarii,
says, it was equal to 312 Pounds, 6 Ounces oj copper".
The Denarius of that age was the eighth part of an Ounce',
therefore an ounce of silver must have been worth 120
Ounces of copper.
But according to the Scholiast, the Ounce of silver was
worth so many Folles , therefore the Scholiast's Follis
was an Ounce of copper. And this Follis being equal to
the Glossographer's Nummus, that Nummus was likewise
an Ounce of copper.
By a Rescript of Arcadius and Honorius in the Theodosian Code, the treasury was empowered to receive '8
Solidus for 25 Pounds of copper, t which sets the price of
that metal at the 125th part of its weight in silver. But
the same Rescript in Justinian's Code t for XXV lilnia
f1!1'is, hath XX libria f1!1'is. Both cannot be right, perhaps
neither; and the true reading may be XXIV lilnia tPI'iB,
agreeable to these commentators.
48
Eisenschmid
•
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Eisenschmid foUndConstantine's copper money to weigh
a quarter of a Roman Ounce;* therefore the Scholiast's
Follis, and the Glossographer's Nummus contained four
of them, as the ancient Nummus contained four Asses;
but whereas the Denarius formerly passed for four Nummi,
1t now passed for 15, and the writers of this age say it
passed for 60 AS8es.t

§ 4. 0/ the value 0/ GrAd in Greece and Rome.
Herodotus reckons the value of gold to silver in the
proportion of 13 to l.t Plato, who wrote about fifty
years .after him, says it was 12 times the value of silver § ;
and Xenophon, Plato's contemporary, relates that Cyrus
paid Silanus the Ambraciot 3000 Darics for the ten
talents he had promised him 1/; which being Babylonian
talents, agrees with Plato's estimate, as I have shewn
above.
After the conquest of Asia by Alexander, the immense
treasures of the Kings of Persia circulating in Asia and
Greece, reduced the price of gold to ten times its weight
in silver, at which it seems to have continued two hundred
years, or more.
The Romans did not coin gold till above a hundred
years after the death of Alexander: and Pliny gives the
following account of its first coinage. Aureus ntl(llmus
post annum LXII percus8U8 est quam argenteus, ita ut
8crupulum valeret Sestertiis vicenis: quod ejfecit in libras,
ratione Se8tertiorum qui tunc erant, Sestertios DCCCC.'
Now if the Scruple was valued at 20 Sesterces, the Pound,
instead of being worth 900, must have been worth 5760
49
such
• Eisenschmid, p. 141.
t Hero, Epiphanius, &c.
Herodotus, L. III. § 95.
§ Plato in his Hipparchus.
II Xenophon in his Expedition of Cyrus, L. I.
,. Pliny Nat. Rist. L. XXXIII. c. 3.
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such Sesterces: but if for Sestertioe DCCCC, we read
Denarios DCCCC, the account will be clear and intelligible. The words ratione Sestertiorum qui tunc erant,
imply that the Sesterce of that age was different from the
Sesterce of Pliny's time: but the quarter of the silver
Denarius, or Nummus Sestertius of 4 Asses, was the same
at both times, and we know of no other Sesterce but the
ancient one of 2i Asses. Twenty such Sesterces make 50
Asses for the value of the Scruple of golcl; whi.chmultiplied by 288 (the number of Scruples in the Roman
Pound) give 1440()Asses for the value of the Pound of
Gold. And reckouing 16 Asses to the silver Denarius
(which it passed for at the time of this coinage) 144.'()()
Asses make just gOO such Denarii; which is Pliny's
number.
That the Romans kept their accounts in copper Sesterces of 2t Asses, long after the silver Sesterce passed for
4, appears not only from this passage,but from what Pliny
says of the pay of the Army, that notwithstanding the
~lver Denarius passed for 16 Asses, it was paid to the
soldier for 10: which implies that the Qurestor's accounts
were kept in copper money, as all the public accounts
probably were. Ceesar is said to have doubled the pay of
the soldiers,* and it appears from the acconnt Tacitus
gives of the mutiny of the legions in Pannonia, t that at
the accession of Tiberius to the empire, their pay was but
ten Asses a day; and they demanded a Denarius, not npon
pretence that the legionary soldiers had ever received so
much, but that ten Asses were not an equivalent for the
dangers and hardships a soldier underwent. . Hence 5
Asses appear to have been their pay before Cresar raised
it; but if this was their pay on the Qurestor's book, they
actually (according to Pliny) received a Quinarius of 8
50
Asses,
* Suetonius in Julio, c. 26.

t Taciti Annal. L. I.

§
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.Aases, and Cresar only nominally doubled it; which is
more probable than that their pay at the time he raised it,
should be under two-pence three-farthings English a day.
Polybius tells us, that in his time the pay of a Roman foot
soldier was two Oboles a day; that of a centnrion twice as
much; and that of a horseman a Drachm (or Denarius).*
This must be understood of what they received, not of
their nominal pay on the Qurestor's book. The foot
soldier, therefore, was paid at the rate of 5t Asses a day,
which, in a country where a traveller might have his lodging and all necessaries on the road for half an As, t would
be great pay, had not their cloathing, arms, and tents,
been deducted out of it, as they were.! But both the
public and private riches of the Romans were increasing
very fast when Polybius wrote, and the prices of all the
necessaries of life must have increased iu proportion,
therefore it is probable that the soldier's pay was raised to
5 Assee on the Qurestor's book, for which they received a
Quinarius, before Cresar augmented it.
If the Pound weight of gold was worth 900 Denarii, 84
of which were coined out of the Pound of silver, the value
of gold to silver must have been in the proportion of 900
to 84, or as 10f to 1. And if this was the value of gold
at Rome sixty-two years after their first coinage of silver,
it proves that no fewer than 84 Denaro were then coined
out of the Pound. Now by an article in the treaty with
the Etolians, about eighteen years after this first coinage
of gold at Rome, that people were permitted to pay one
third of their tribute in gold, at the rate of one Pound of
gold for ten of silver.§ Therefore gold was then but ten
times the value of silver in Greece; and it could not be
51
much
• Polybius,
t Polybius,
:t: Polybius,
§ Polybius,
p~

L. VI. p. 484 of Casaubon's edition.
L. II. p. 103.
L. VI. p. 484. Taciti Annal. L. I. § 17.
Excerpt. Legat. § 28. Livy L. XXXVIII.
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much higher at Rome, where silver was esteemed the more
useful metal, ~ appears by the limitation of the sum to be
paid in gold, to one third of the whole; and Pliny
observes, that the Romans always required the tribute
they imposed on conquered countries should be paid in
silver, not in gold;· therefore it is not probable that gold
should bear a much bigher price at Rome than elsewhere,
as it would, according to this account of its first coinage,
if fewer than 84 Denarii were coined out of the Pound of
silver.
There is another passage in Pliny relating to the value
of gold, which requires correction.
Speaking of the
Byssine thread, he says, Quatemu denariu scripula ejus
permutata quondam, 'lit auri, reperio.t When 96 Denarii
were coined out of the Pound, each of them weighed 3
Scruples; therefore 4 Denarii weighed 12 Scruples, which
was nearly the value of a Scruple of gold when Pliny
wrote. But Pliny knew no such Denarius; for he says,
the lawful weight of that coin was the eighty-fourth part
of the Pound; besides, he speaks here of former times.
Therefore for Quaternu, we should read Temu; for 3
Denarii of 84 in the Pound weighed lOf Scruples, which
was nearly the ancient value of a Scruple of gold.
From a passage in Tacitus, compared with Suetonius,
we learn that in Galba's time the Aureus passed Cor 25
Denarii; the former says--td
per speciem convivii quoties Galba apud Othonem epuiaretur, cohorti ezcubias
ag~ti viritim centum nummos dWideret; which the latter
expresses thus, quoties ctBnd principem e:rciperet, Aureos
e:rcubanti cohorti viritim dividebat.t
But 100 Nummi
were equal to 25 Denarii; therefore when 40 Aurei were
52
coined
• Pliny, Nat. Hist. L. XXXIII. c. 3.
t L. XIX. c. 1.
Taciti Hist. L. I. § 24. Buetoniu8 in Othone, c. 4. Bee also
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coined out of the Pound of gold, and 84 Denarii out of the
Pound of silver, the Pound of gold passing for 1000
Denarii, was worth lltl Pounds of silver.
When the Aureus of 45 in the Pound passed for 25
Densrii of 96 in the Pound, the proportional value of gold
to silver was as 375 to 32, or a little under III to l.
Suetonius tells us, that Cresar brought 80 great a quantity of gold from Gaul, that he sold it throughout Italy
and the Provinces for 3000 nnmmi the Pound.s .3000
nummi make 750 Denarii; and 750 is to 84, as 8H to 1.
This was its price as merchandize, when the market was
overstocked, and the seller in haste to dispose of his goods;
but what effect it had on the coin, we do not know.
By the diminution of the Aureus for above half a century before the reign of Constantine, t the price of gold
appears to have beeu rising, till it came to above 14 times
Its weight in silver; for five Solidi of 72 in the Pound,
being valued at a Pound of silver t, the proportion between
the two metals was as 141 to 1.

§ V. Of the value of the ancient Greek and Roman money.
IT does not appear that either the ancient Greeks or
Romans allayed their money, but coined the metals as
pure as the refiners of those times could make them: for
though Pliny mentions two instances of the contrary at
Rome,§ the example was not followed, till the later Emperors debased the coin: and his expression, miscentur
eera faZs(J! monet(J!, shews he thought the practice illegal.
Though the ancients had not the art of refining silver,
in so great perfection as it is now practised, yet, as they
mixed no base metal with it, and esteemed what they
coined to be fine silver, I shall value it as such.
53
Sixty-two

t

• Suetonius in Julio, c. 54.
See the Pembroke Collection, from Tab. XX to XXIV.
:t See Cod. Justinian. L. X. Tit. 76. quoted above.
§ Pliny Nat. Hist. L. XXXIII. c. 3. & c.9.
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Sixty-two English shillings are coined out of 11 ounces
2 p. wt. Troy of fine silver, and 18 p. wt. allay. Therefore, the Troy grain of fine silver is worth Mths of a
Farthing. Hence the Attic Drachm of 66t grains will be
found worth a little more than Ninepence farthing; the
Obole, a little more than Three half-pence; and the
Chalcus, about lth of a Farthing.
But, for the reduction of large sums to English money,
the following numbers are more exact.
d.
£.
e.
The Attic Drachm
O. O. 9,286
The Mina .
3. 17. 4,6
The Talent
.232. 3. O.
Hence the Mina expressed in Pounds Sterling and decimals of a Pound will be £3.869; the Talent £232.15.
The Romans reckoned by Asses before they coined
silver, after which they kept their accounts in Sesterces.
The word Sestertius is au adjective, and signifies two and
a half of any substantive to which it refers. In money
matters its substantive is either As, or pondus; and Sestertius As, is two Asses and a half; Sestertium pondus, two
ponders and a half, or 250 Denarii.s
When the Denarius passed for ten Asses, the Sesterce
of 2t Asses was a quarter of it; and the Romans continued
to keep their accounts in these Sesterces long after the
Denarius passed for sixteen Asses; till, growing rich,
they found it more convenient to reckon by quarters of
the Denarius, which they called Nummi, and used the
wordsNummus and Sestertius, indifferently as synonymous
terms, and sometimes both together, as Sestertius nummus;
in which case, the word Sestertius, having lost its original
signification, was used as a substantive; for Sestertius
nummus was not two Nummi and a half, but a single
Nummus of four Asses.
54
They
.. See Gronovius, De pecunia vetere, L. I. c. 4.
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They called any sum under 2000 Sesterces so many
Sestertii, in the masculine gender; 2000 Sesterces they
called duo or bina Sestertia, in the neuter; so many quarters making 500 Denarii, which was twice the Sestertium ;
and they said dena, vicena, &c. Sestertia, till the sum
amounted to a thousand Sestertia, which was a million of
Sesterces. But, to avoid ambiguity, they did not use the
neuter Sestertium in the singular number, when the whole
sum amounted to no more than 1000 Sesterces, or one
Sestertium.
They called a million of Sesterces Decies nummfim, or
Decies Sestertiilm, for Decies centena millia nummorum,
or Sestertiorum (inthe masculine gender) omitting centena
millia, for the sake of brevity: they likewise called the
same sum Decies Sestertium (in the neuter gender), for
Decies centies Sestertium, omitting Centies for the reason
above-mentioned;
or simply Decies, omitting centena
millia Sestertium, or centies Sestertium; and with the
numeral adverbs, Decies, Vicies, centies, Millies, and the
like, either centena millis, or centies, was always under,
stood.
These were their most usual forms of expression, though
for Bina, Dena, Vicena Sestertia, they frequently said,
Bina, Dena, Vicena millia nummmn·; and Cicero, in the
passage quoted in the ·margin, hath used Mille Sestertia,
for Decies Sestertium. But Gronovius says, that expression is not to be found elsewhere, and supposes it to be a
false reading.
If the Consular Denarius contained 60 Troy grains of
fine silver, it was worth somewhat more than Eightpence
farthing and a half Sterling; and the A», of sixteen to
the Denarius, a little more than a Halfpeny.
To reduce the ancient Sesterces of 2t .Asses, when the
55
Denarius
• Suetonius in Julio, c. 38. Cicero in Verrem, L. I. § 14.
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Denarius passed for 16, to pounds Sterling, multiply the
given number by 5454, and cut off six figures on the right
hand for decimals.
To reduce Nummi Sestertii, or quarters of the Denarius,
to pounds sterling; if the given sum be Consular money,
multiply by 8727, and cut off six figures on the right
hand for decimals; but for Imperial money, diminish the
said product by one eighth of itself.
For example, Cicero says, Verres had received Vieies,
ducenta triginta quinqe millia, quadringentos decem t
8eptem flummos, or 2.235.417 Sesterces s this being Consular money, multiply by 8727, and cutting off six figures
from the product, £19508.484159, or £19508. 98. 8d. will
be their value in English money.
Again, Suetonius relates, that when Vespasian came to
the Empire, he found the treasury so exhausted, that he
declared Quadringenties millies, or 40.000.000.000 nummi,
were wanted to support the Government.s
This was Imperial money, which, multiplied by 8727, and cutting off six
figures from the product, gives 349.080.000
One eighth of which
43.635.000
being subtracted, leaves £305.445.600 Pounds Sterling.
But Budeeus supposes, that for Quadringenties millies,
we should read Quadragies millie8, which reduces it to
£30.544.500, and is a much more probable sum.
If the Miliarenses of 60 in the pound were fine silver,
and weighed 84 Troy grains, they were worth 46.918918 ..
Farthings and decimals, or almost 11 pence 3 farthings
Sterling; and the Solidus passing for 12 of them, was
worth a little more than 118. 8d. 3f.
The Pound of gold was worth 864 of these Miliarenses
amounting to 40537,94 Farthings and decimals, which,
56
divided
• Suetonius, in Vespasiano, c. 16.
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divided by 1000, give 40,538, or above 10 pence and half
a farthing for the value of Constantine's Miliarensis in
English money.
The Constantinopolitans kept their accounts in Solidi,
which are reduced to pounds sterling, by multiplying the
given number by 58648, and cutting oft' five figures on
the right hand for decimals.

CONCLUSION.

THE Greeks had no money at the time of the Trojan
war; for Homer represents them as trafficking by barter,·
and Priam (an Asiatic) weighs out the ten talents of gold,
which he takes to ransom his son's body of Achilles.t
This ponderal Talent was very small, as appears from
Homer's description of the Games at the Funeral of
Patroclus, where two Talents of gold are proposed as an
inferior prize to a mare with foal of a mule, Whence I
conclude it was the same that the Dorian Colonies carried
to Sicily and Calabria; for Pollux tells us, from Aristotle,
that the ancient Talent of the Greeks in Sicily contained
24 N ummi, each of which weighing an Obole and a half,
the Talent must have weighed six Attic Drachma, or three
Darics; and Pollux elsewhere mentions such a Talent of
gold. But the Daric weighed very little more than our
Guinea; and if 2 Talents weighed about 6 Guineas, we
may reckon the mare with foal worth 12; which was no
improbable price, since we learn from a passage in the
Clouds of Aristophanes, that, in his time, a running horse
cost 12 Minas, or above 46 pounds Sterling.
Therefore, this seems to have been the ancient Greek
Talent, before the art of stamping money had introduced
the greater Talents from Asia and Egypt.
57
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Iliad H. ver. 472.
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c. ver.
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Herodotus tells us, the Lydians were reputed to be the
first that coined gold and silver money;- and the Talent,
which the Greeks called Euboie, certainlycame
from
Asia. Therefore, the Greeks learned the ule of money
from the Asiatics.
The Romans took their weights and their money, either
from the Dorians of Calabria, or from Sicily; for their
Libra, Uncia, and Nummus, were all Doric words, their
Denarius was the Sicilian .deICO,A£TpOJl; and Pollux tells
us, from Aristotle, that the Sicilian Nummus was a quarter
of the Attic Drachm;t and the Romans called a quarter
of their Denarius by the same name.
The weights I have produced of the Greek and Roman
coins, so fully prove the ancient Attic Drachm to have
been heavier than the Denarius, that it may seem superfluous to quote any authorities in support of their evidence:
nor should I do it here, but in order, at the same time, to
answer an objection which may be made to the weight I
have assigned to the Attic Drachm.
In the treaty between the Romans and Antiochus,
recorded by Polybius and Livy,f the weight of the Eubolc
talent is set at 80 Roman Pounds. The Taleut is not,
indeed, called Euboic, in the treaty, which was superfluous
when its weight was specified: but both historians, in
relating the terms offered by Scipio to Antiochus, on which
this treaty was founded, call it so.§ Therefore in Livy's
recital of the treaty, for Argenti prohi XII millia Attica
talenta, we should read with Gronovius, Argenti prom
Attici XII millia talenta.
In § II of this discourse, I have endeavoured to prove
that the Eubolc Talent was equal to the Attic; and if so,
58
it
.. Herodot. L. I. § 94.
t See Pollux, L. IX. c. 6. § 80, 81. 87. & L. IV. c.24. § 175.
: Polybius, Excerp. Leg. § 35. Livy, L. XXXVIII. c. 38.
" Polyh. Exc. Leg. § 24. Livy, L. XXXVII. c. 45.
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it contained 6000 Attic Drachms; but 80 Roman pounds
contained 6720 Denarii; therefore, according to this
treaty, the weight of the Attic Drachm must be to that
of the Denarius, as 6720 to 6000.
And, even if the Euboi'c Talent was heavier than the
Attic, in the proportion of 72 to 70, the Attic Drachm
would still be heavier than the Denarius; for in that case,
the Eubolc talent should contain 6171 Attic Drachms,
and the two coins would be in the proportion of 6720 to
6171.
But an anonymous Greek fragment published by Montfaucon,« makes 100 Attic Draehms equal to 112 Denarii;
which proportion of the two coins being the same with
that of 6000 to 6720, seems to have been taken from this
treaty; and if it was, that writer certainly thought the
Talent therein mentioned, equal to the Attic.
This proportion, however, does not agree with the
weights I have assigned to the two coins; for if che
Denarius weighed 60 Troy grains, and the Attic Drachm
66t, 6650 Denarii should weigh 6000 Attic Drachms, or &
Talent; but this number of Denarii is deficient of 80
Roman Pounds, by just 10 Ounces.
Now, this adjustment of the Talent to Roman Pounds,
was probably occasioned by the Greeks attempting to
impose light weights upon the Romans, who finding the
Talent to exceed 79 Pounds, might take what it wanted
of 80 in their own favour, to punish the Greeks for their
unfair dealing. Or, the standard the Romans pitched
upon for the Euboi'c Talent might be somewhat overweight; and the Coin of Lysimachus above-mentioned,
makes this conjecture not improbable; for that in the
possession of Mr. Duane weighs 537,6 Troy grains, which
divided by 8 gives a Drachm of 67,2, exactly the weight
59
required
.. Analecta Grseca, p. 393. Paris, 1688, in Quarto.
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required by this treaty, supposing the Denarius to weigh
60 grains. But the gold coins of Philip and Alexander
are so perfect, and so correctly sized, that their anthority
is indisputable; and if the mean Drachm of 66} grains
derived from them were somewhat too small, it cannot be
increased by above a quarter of a grain.
Therefore, I suppose the great weight given to the
Talent by this Treaty, may arise partly from too heavy a
standard, and partly from the Romans taking the turn of
the scale in their own favour.
After the Romans became tlie masters of Greece and
Asia, the Athenians might find it their interest to lower
their Drachm to the weight of the Denarius, long before
they were reduced into the form of a Roman Province, by
Vespasian. When they did this, and whether they did it
gradually, as may seem probable from some T-etradrachms
now remaining, is nncertain; but that they did so, sooner
or later, cannot be doubted.
Pliny and Scribonius Largus expressly say, the Attic
Drachm was equal in weight to the Denarius rs and A.
Gellius, who, having resided long at Athens, could not be
ignorant of the value of the current money of that city,
says 10000 Drachms were in Roman money, so many
Denarii.t And the Attic gold coin above-mentioned, u;.
the British Museum, is a proof of their having reduced
their money to the Roman standard,
These are the most authentic testimonies that the two
Coins ever were equal; for though all the Greek writers
of Roman 'affairs, call the Denarius, Drachma, it is no proof
of their equality; for one being the current coin of Rome,
as the other was of Athens, and not very unequal in
60
value
* Pliny, Nat. Hist. at the end of L. XXI. Scr. Largus, in his
Preface.
t A. Gellius, L. I. c. 8. Hoc facit nummi nostratis Denariikm
decem millia.
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value, a Greek might consider the Denarius, as the
Drachma of Rome, and translate it by that word, which
was familiar to his countrymen; as we call the French
Ecu, or the Roman Scudo, a Crown; which hath no more
affinity to the French or Italian names, either in sound
or signification, than Drachma hath to Denarius.
But the opinion that the ancient Attic Drachm was
really equal to the Denarius, hath occasioned much confusion in the writers on this subject. Hence it is, that
Rhemnius Fannius hath told us of an Attic Libra, or Mina
(for he calls it by both names) of 75 Drachms; for the
Roman Pound beiug reckoned to weigh 75 ancient Attic
Drachms, Fannius, supposing them to be equal to so many
Deuarii, concluded it must be an Attic weight, as it could
not, on such a supposition be the Roman Pound.
An anonymous fragment says, The Attic Mina weighs
12 Ounces, the other 16:- the former was the Roman
Pound; the latter, the ancient Attic Mina. Which makes
it probable, that when the Athenians reduced their money
to the Roman standard, they adopted the Romau Weights;
and this may have occasioned many mistakes in the later
writers.
The great disproportion between the copper and silver
money, when the Romans firSt coined the latter, hath
induced many to believe that the first Denarii must have
been heavier than the eighty-fourth part of their Pound;
thinking it incredible that silver should ever be valued at
840 times its weight of copper. But they can produce
no ancient author of credit, in support of this opinion.
On the contrary, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who made
diligent enquiry into the antiquities of Rome, while all,
or most of the evidences relating to them were in being,
giving an account of the first institution of the Classes by
61
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Servius Tullius, hath valued what the Romans called
centum millia erie, or 10()()()()Pounds weight of copper,
no higher than 100 Minas,- which is at the rate of a
Drachm for every 10 Pounds of copper; and this valuation he must have taken from the price of copper when the
Romans first coined silver, reckoning the Denarius of that
time equal to what it was when he wrote. But had the
first Denarius been Didrachmal or Tetradrachmal, so
well informed a writer must have known it, and would
have valued the copper money accordingly. Neither is it
probable that Pliny, who hath given 80 particular an
account of the diminution of the As, should omit that of
the Denarius.
But it is not impossible that silver might be so scarce
at Rome when it was first coined there, as to bear the
above-mentioned proportion to copper; and the Romans,
not being a trading people, might have no regard to its
value elsewhere. It is likewise probable, that, through
ignorance and inexperience in money matters, they set too
high a value on it at first; which seems to have been the
case, by its quick reduction from 840 times its weight in
copper, to 140, in less than thirty years; and again to 112
in between twenty and thirty years more; and not very
long after to 56, at which price it remained during the
continuance of the republican government.
But we are little interested in the weight of the Denarius for the first sixty years after it was coined; and I
have shewn that when the Romans began to coin gold, it
did not exceed the eighty-fourth part of their Pound.
The learned have differed much concerning the grammatical construction and use of the word Pando; most of
them have supposed it to be a nenter indeclinable; but
Gronovius hath produced many authorities to shew that it
62
was
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was the old ablative case of Pond us, pondi, for which they
afterwards used Pondere.
Livy has, Coronam auream
libram pondo, and the like in many places. Columella,
medicaminis pondo unciam.
Celsus, pondo denariorum
trium. And Plautus in Menrechmis, Pondo duum nummum.
In all which pondo seems to be the ablative case for pondere.
And Festus tells us, Centenas pondo dicehant antiqui,
referentes ad libras;" Thus Livy says, sex millia pondo,
for, sex millia librarum pondere, and Pondo hina ~ selibras,
for, Pondere hina librarum pondera ~ selibrae. In the
former of these passages, Livy seems to have valued the
Libra at 100 Denarii. For relating how Scipio was
accused of having received a bribe from Antiochus of sex
millia pondo auri quadringenta octoginta argenti, he calls it
in a round sum Duceniies quadragies, or 24,000 Sestertia. t
Now reckoning 100 Denarii to the Libra, and the value of
gold decuple that of silver, it should amount to 24192
Sestertia; whereas reckoning 84 Denarii to the Libra, it
would amount to no more than 20352. And Plutarch in
his life of Fabius, translates what Livy calls Pondo hina ~
selibras, by 250 Drachms, which is a Sestertium.
The learned Budeeus, and others after him, have called
this sum of 100 Denaro, Libra centenaria, and Libra nummaria; though he confesses he had never found either
the word Libra or Pondo used to signify a sum of money;
but always, when applied to gold or silver, a weight of
Plate or Bullion; and how the Libra, which certainly
weighed but 84 Denarii when Livy wrote, should be valued
at 100, is a paradox I cannot account for.
63
.. Gronovius, De pec. vet. L. 1. c. 6.
t Livy, L. XXXVIII. § 55.
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* The Drachma was very nearly equal to tho French Frane.
t The Aeginetan Talent was equal to £406 5a., and the Euboie
to L8S8 lOa. 10d.; the Drachmee being equal respectively to Is. 4!d. for the Aeginetan, and Is. 16d. + !of a farthing for the Euboic.
The Valueil of Grecian gold money cannot be conveniently reduced to the tabular form.
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Greeks and Romans till the
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America, productiveneas of her
mines, 395
A1Mterdam, Bank of, est.&bliahed
in 1607, 02; Amaterdam not
80 convenient as London for
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Grmca cited aa to the
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and denarius, 588
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"Anderson's
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A"""" :ComcU to the propoeltion of
lOme of the ofti08l'llof the Mint
for enfeebling monies of gold
and silTer, 132
Ardaimede8, his mode of calculating
the silver put into Hiero'8
ClO1I'Il of gold, 23
A rgt,fMfItB for the free exportation
of gold and silver in foreign
coin and bullion, U6-153
Ari8toplaiJneB cited, 532-note, 533
Army, number of men sent by
Edward III. into France eompared with his revenue, 65, 70
-(See Soldiers)
A rlijicerB nonriBhed by commerce,
'03
Am, great value of aria and Industry, 3'9-867; extreme cheapness of labour acta as a check
on aria and industry, 853; the
most eurious aria now subsisting are the growth of Europe,
856; the English adiBte, upon
the whole, take the lead of all
the world, 36.; it is in the
product of arts that riches
chielly eonaist, 865; without
some BOrt of money the arts
can make no progress, 869
A rundell,

Honourable

Richard,

Dedieation to him of Part L of
Harris' Essay upon Money and
.coins,8U
AB, nature, origin, and value of
this coin, 16; variation in its
value at different times, 2',
5'9, 559; description of, M9
AMa, gold produced there in
greater plenty in proportion
than silver, 802
ABMl1/ MaateT-(See
MifJt)
ABBaY, origin of assaying, 15; first

pr&etice of 88I!aying in this
country temp. Henry 11., 172;
constitution ealled
Trial by
CombuBtion" described in the
Black Book of the Exchequer,
172,256, 258; thedegree offineness of both silvor and gold
discoverable by skilful assay
masters to great exactness,
377; necessity for ascertaining
the fineness of gold, '89; a
difference of fineneBB imperceptible to the eye is very
great in real value, '89, 509
A thenams referred to regarding the
- Greek copper coin, 533; and
II

regarding the .,.,mty of gold
in Greece till the 'phoeians had
plundered the Pythian Temple,
586
AtAma, the mOBt laIn0U8 for the
finene8B of its silver, and the
jUBtnesa of its weight, 588; no
good authority for saying that
the Athenians coined gold,
582; introduction of the long
vowels into Athens, 5'3-(see
~)

A tweUB,

average weight of the
560, 562; its value
Btated in Roman and English
money, 592, 593
A uzout, M_, referred to regarding
the capacity of Vespuian's
COngiU8,555
aurena,

B_
of Trade, definition of,
U5, 210, 313, '03, '05; the
balance again8t this country
must be answered by coin or
bullion, 210; how the balanre
is affected by war, 211 ; seareity
and dearness of the precioU8
metals produced by an advel'll8
balance, 211, 218, 219; a balance paid in money does not
neeesaarily infer a 10lIl by trade,
.0.; the rate of exchange at
any tiqle is seareely sufficient
to determine on which side the
balance of trade then tUl'llB,
'23; Spainand Portugal being
the chief BOureeBwhence bnllion is dra1l'Il, it is natural, and
not to their prejudice, that the
balanee of trade and the eourse
of exchange will be every
where against them, '26-(See
alI!o 'n'atk)
Banb, the erection of a bank BUg·
gested as a remedy for seareity
of money in a country, 165;
materials in England for the
erection of a bank, 165 ;
model for a bank, '12; dates
of the institution of the bankB
of Veniee, Amsterdam, Hamburgh, and Nuremberg, ill.;
main end for which they were
instituted, 03; such banks
CIUl hardly ever take root under arbitrary governments, ib_
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BaAker, trade of a banker defined
&8 the buying and selling of
interest and exchange, 166;
his business of exchanger explained, 312-(See also Exchange)

Banl: Notes, prevalence and U8efnlness of, in Ireland, in eonsequence of the great scarcity of
specie there, 319-(See also
Paper Ourrency)
Banlcmptcie. are nowhere more
frequent than where wealth
and money most abound, 415
Barbary, practice there to use pure
gold for coins, 177
Barter of goods rendered necessary
by the scarcity of coin in this
country, 215; definition of
barter, 368; the first commerce among men earried on
by barter, ib_; inconveniences
ohimple barter, 368, 869 ; first
step from mere barter to the
invention of money, 369;
transition from barter to
pledge, and to purchase and
sale, 369, 370; Homer represents the Greeks as trafficking
by barter at the period of the
Tl'ojan~war,581
Base Money, base money current
in Germany, 32, 113; the
use of it dishonourable, 33,
141, 186; different sorts of
counterfeit coins introduced
temp. Ed. I., 1'13; mode of
dealing temp. Elizabeth with
that issued by authority,
174, 182, 183; mint specially established for its conversion in her time, 182, 183,
185,186; distinction between
base and counterfeit money,
186; confusion created by~the
use of base money, 186, 200.
Bias, origin of bills of exchange to
avoid the hazard and tronble of
carrying money from one
country to another, 312,818,
n5, 416; difference between
money and bills, 374; evils of
a paper currency which does
not represent bullion, 409,
410; difference between bills
and light coins, no; bills of
exchauge the greatest encouragement to eommcreeever invented, and the greatest blow
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to
despotism, 416, note ;
alleged tendency of the system
to weaken the allegiance of
tradesmen to their mother
country, 416; inland and
foreign bills, 417; knowledge
of the laws and customs affecting exchanges
neeeBSary to
merchants, 417; business of
remitters or traders in bills of
exchange explained, 424; how
the prices of bills and bullion
operate on each other, t24,
425-{See also Paper (Jurrency)
Bouteroue, M., referred to regard
ing the weights of P..oman
coins, &eo, 559, 560, 561
Brazil, gold produced there in
greater plenty in proportion
than silver, 802; effect of the
discovery of the gold mines of
Brazil on the relative value of
gold and silver, 804
Britain, the territory of Great
Britain more valuable, though
smaller than France, 864; the
freedom "f Britain the trne
parent of her grandeur, w_,
note; her mineral riches, ib_;
in riches our own nation is not
inferior to any of her neighbours, 865
" Britain' 8 Commerdal interest ezplained and improved," by
Mr. Postleth wayt ; extract
from pp. 504-506
"Britia', Merchant," quoted as to
bills of cxchange, 417, 419,
referred to 504, note
Briti8h M1Ueum, the fine collection
of coins in the Museumalluded
to and specimens described,
528, 531, 533, 538, 540, 541,
542, 543, 559, 560, 568, 565
BiUam8 cited as to the number of
denarii in the libra, 587
" BtdliOAer." -their practice of cutting and melting coin, 32
Btdlion, inducementa to melt coin
and convert it into bullion, 98,
110, 207,209, 224, 274, 80p,
821, 486, 487; coin viewed as
bullion and as a measure, 128,
138, 475, 500; dearth of com
for exportation a cause of the
scarcity of bullion, 136; general rules concerning money and
bullion, 138,141,400,408,423,
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BuUion:Bullw.:of plate should be encouraged,
475; advice of the Council of
Trade concerning the exportaUl; how the price of bullion
tion of gold and silver in
is inBuenced, 424, '26; bul!>reign coins and bullion, 143;
lion, like other commodities,
traverses various climes, and is
the balance of trade the sole or
principal canse of the exportaever oflea&tvalue where it most
tion or Importation Df bullion,
abounds, '26; Spain and Portugal being the chief sources
U6, 210, '03, '05, '23; the
whole ehange, exchange, and
wheoce bullion is drawn, it
is natural and not to their
re-cbange of money, bullion,
prejudice that the balance of
&c., f(lrmerly a royal prerogatrade and eonrae of exchange
tive, 146; reasons and argushould be aga\ust them, 428;
menta for the free exportation
bullion is not exported till
of gold and silver in foreign
t.he exchange is at a certain
coin and bullion, 146-153;
money or bullion once imlimit. from par, '27, '29;
this distance is limited by the
ported is like a river overflowing, it always leaves 80 much
expense of transporting bullion, including freight, combehind, 152; severe penalties
on goldsmiths and othen for
misSion, and insurance, '28;
why coin and bullion of the
converting small coin from 9
same metal and finene811are
Edward III. to 14 Charles II.,
not always of the same value,
206; alleged that the extrinsic
value of the silver in eolna
468, 469; bullion can never be
lower, but may frequently be
should be raised to briug bullion into the mint to be coined,
higher, than mint price, '69,
214; paper credit and barter
.7I ; in foreign countries, and
among merehanta, all coins are
of goods rendered necessary
by the scarcity of bullion, 215;
mere bullion and are treated
effect of the arrival of the plate
as such, 470, 479,'80, '91;
in1luence of bullion in adjusting
Seet from America in reducing
the relative value of gold and
the price ofbullion, 275,276,
301, '71; effect of the export
sih"er coin, '71, 474; differof silver to the East Indies in
ence between money and mere
raising iteprice, 275, 276, 471;
bullion further illustrated, 474,
the export of specie to pay
.75; folly of purchasing bullion at an advanced rate for
balances, mses the rate of exchange, 314, 315; distinction
coining, .76, .78; gold or silbetween coins which aremoney,
ver in bullion or uncoinecl is
(where the expense of coinage
and bullion which is a commodity, 381, .74, '75, 500;
is defrayed by the public) of
little i~ the power of men to
equal value with gold and silregulate the value of bullion,
ver in coin of the same weight
390, 407; value of bullion not
and purity, 518--(8ee also,
according to the prime cost at
Ouin, Gold and SUf1IJr, and
Specie)
the mines, 39', 395, 398, 42',
'25; one of the Indies drains
Burleigh Lord, eited as an anaway a great part of the supertagonist of the system of defluons bullion of the other, 397,
basing money, 126,188,437
'71 ; why prices
commodiBtW&el-( See M e48Uru and Stanties have not risen in propordGrd}
tion to the supposed increase
ef bullion In Europe in the last
C.
200 yean, 398; the llux and
rellux of bullion illustrated,
OacQ() used as money in New Spain,
'05, '08; evils of a paper cur11
reney which does not repreOalaia, most of the money of Edsent bullion, '09; advantages
ward III. coined in-the English
of hoarding. 410,.11 ; the use
mint .t Calais, 69

of
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INDEX.
Oalicou, cheapneea and growing
1I8e of them, 2'
Oapaeity, necessity for standard
measures both of weight and
extent, 452, 458
(Jarats, mode of computiDg the fineness of gold in England and
France, 18; definition of a
carat, 800, 382; carat a Venetian weight, 882, note
0el8ua de .Medicina referred to as
to the number of denarii in a
lb. of silver, '1152i quoted, 587
(!hamhers' .Marmor A thenieme referred to, 543
Ohapmen-(See 81wp1«epers)
(]harley, if the price of labour be
-insufficient to support the labourer and his family, he has
a right to charitable aid from
his opulent neighbours, 85'
Oharles I., proeeedings as to money
in his reign, 183, 198: account
of the mlver coined in his time,
226
(Jharle8 II., proceedings as to money
in his reign, 183, 18', 198,199,

206, note
Oheapneu, how estimated,

850,

851

Ohina, illustration of the progress
of silver from Spain to China,
89; -whysilver is carried thither
from all Europe, 276
(Jicero ae ojJiciia quoted as to evils
of debasing money, 26; re.
ferred to regarding the evils
attending alterations of the
coin, 659; cited, 679, 680
Clarendon, (Henry Hyde, 2nd)
Earl of, dedication to him of
.Vaughan's Discourse of Coins,
&c., 3.
Olarkill Oon~

of tAe Roman,
8a:wn, and Engliah Ocnm referred to, 18, note
Olipping, milled money cannot be
clipped, 55; culling a greater
evil than clipping, 186; clip-ping or rounding temp. Edward
I., 178; plan of boring clipped money adopted by officers
of the Mint, 178, 174; estimate of the extent to which
current coin is clipped, 229;
different effects of reducing or
debasing coin by legal authority and by private clipping,
'83,.'811

Ooal supplied to Ireland paid for
in specie, 321
Coco used as money in Peru, 11
Ocnm, Discourse of Coin and Coinage, by Rice Vaughan, Esq., 1;
origin and definition of coins,

n,

109, 296, 297, 378, 517;

popular error as to the power
of princes to enhance or reduce the value of their coins,
12;
intrinsic or real value
of coins, 12, 517; weight the
ancient measure of money, 14,
378, 632; origin of the Roman
coins, 16, 549; previous 1I8e of
coins among the Medea, Permans, and Greeks, 16; early
Roman coins cast JU a mould,
ib.; growth of stamping, 16,17;
state of tho English coinage
in various reigns from Edward
III. to Jamea I., 20-22; coins
in use among the Romans, 24,
649; among the French, 26,
26; in England, 26 ; Snelling's
work on Coins referred to, 28,
283, 28'; pretences for the use
of base coins, 30, 85, 509; objections to allowance for remediea, 61, 52; advantagea of
milled coins, 63, 66, 169,
223; inducements to melt and
transport coin, 52,98,110,136,
207, 209, 22', 306, 321, '63,
464, 479; JArd Coke's account
of coin and coining, 119; a

project for enfeebling the coin
trenchea on the national honour, justice, and profit, 126,
138, 410, 436, 454, 463, 602,
503; no surer symptom of con-

sumption in a state than the
corruption in money, 125, 577;
coin was devised as a rate and
measure of merchandise andmaaufaetures, 127,138, sse, '01;
justice demands that it should
be immutable, 127, 138, 410,
'55, '57, 4U, '75, '86, 502,
503, 577; princes must not
suffer their faces to warrant
falsehood, 127, 456, 577; coin
viewed as bullion and as a
measure, 128, 138, 401, 500;
the profit attending a degradation of the coinage but small·
and temporary, the loss lasting
and heavy, 129; illustration,
ib.; low charge of minting in
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(Joiu:Coiu:216, 436, 449,4~;
this nation
other countries compared with
always too apt to over value
01ll8, 130; the enfeebling of
its gold, 217, 231, 264, 270,
coin is but a Bhift for a while,
472, 414, 495, 501, 502; eonlike drink to one in a dropsy,
dition of our gold and silver
131; _er
to the proposition
coins in 1695, 220, 229; and
of some offiCl'.l1'8
of the mint for
enfeebling the coin, 13'2, 131,
in 1117, 214, 279; objections
to hammered money, 222, 223 ;
460; Lord Burleigh said, in
silver coined by Elizabeth,
1573, that such projectol'8 were
Jas. I., and Chas. I., amounted
worthy of death, 188; advice
of the Council or Trade eoneernto 15,109,4761. 138. 5!d., 225,
226; mver coin current estiing the exportation of gold and
mated by lIr. Lowndes at
mver in foreign coins and
5,600,0001., of which 4,000,0001.
bullion, 143 ; reasons and arguclipped more or less, 227 ; that
ments in favour of the exporif recoined this light money
tation of such gold and silver,
would not produce above
146, 153; all worn and light
2,00&,0001. of money of proper
coin should be recalled and
weight, 229; policy of re-estarecoined at the public charge,
157, 235; the 10BSe8 which the
blishing the clipped silver
money during war considered,
coins have snstalned in the
public service must be borne
230, 234; the heavy silYer
money hoarded and the light
by the public, Ili8, note, 235,
u\terly refused, 233 ; Liver·
523; the recoinage of 1696pool on coins referred to,
1699, proved on the whole a
262, 264, 265 ; no silver
failure, on account of the over
valuation of gold as compared
coins of legal weight and finewith silver, 159, note; objec·
ness in circulation from 1717
tions to coining small pieces of
down to 1816, 264; rules
silver, such as penny pieces,
for aseertelning the English
values of foreign gold and
&c., 164, 389; copper coins
should be finely executed,
silver coin, 309, 3iO; examples,
to make them of nearly the
310, 311; in trade people reo
proper intrinsic value, 164,
gard only the real value of the
317, 318, 522; tin not 80 well
gold and silver in coins, 12,
suited for coin as copper, 165;
315, 324, 455, 470 note, 479,
reasons for the preference, ih. ;
480, 491, 517; illustrations,
remedies for an excess of coin,
"S15, 324; scarcity of halfpence
166; extent of copper coin neand farthings in Ireland, 316,
eessary for England, 166, 167,
318,321; abuse of patents for
advantages of a decimal coincoining copper money in Ireage, 167; remarkable deceits
land, 318; coinage of copper
and corruptions practised on
ill Ireland
by unauthorized
the coin, temp. Edward I., &c.,
pe~ns,
317, 318; English
112, 174; light, blanched,
halfpence bave 80 much copper
plated, and ronnded or clipped
ill them that it is not worth
money, 173; remedy for these
anyone's while to coin them
malpractices, 113; mode of
privately, 318; scarcity of sllsmuggling these coina into this
ver coin in Ireland, and causes
country, 113; illustrations of
thereof, 318, 321 ; several
Mr. Lowndes' plan ofmising the
methodsand schemessuggeatcd
extrinsic value of coin, 201,219 ;
by Prior for the regulation
when the extrinsic value of
of Irish coin,
322 - 338 ;
silver in coin is less than the
three rules to be observed
price of silver in bullion, the
in any scheme for the regucoin will be melted, 206; an
lation of Irish coin, 325, 326;
alteration of the standard of
first scheme, and arguments
fineness and purity could never
for and against it, 326, 327;
be justified hy any necessity,
second scheme discussed, 327-

INDEX.
Ooiu:332; thin! scheme, 332-338;
Mr. Harris' Essay on Money
and Coins, 339-512;
copper
coins with us are properly not
money but tokens, 376, note ;
the public stamp on cow a
voucher that these coiIlll' are of
a certain weight and fineness,
378; cow being more distributive than bullion, are also
more convenieut,
names
of cow and of integral sums
of money taken chietl y from
weights, 378; the ancient denominations of money in most
COuntries have been continued,
but the coins themselves have
at different times been greatly
debased or diminished in value,
381; cow only considered as
money, and bullion as a commodity, 381, 414, 475; why cow
and plate have alloy, 383, 384;
doubtful if cow
would have
preserved their value, and been
constitnted money, if silver and
gold had not been applicable
to other purposes, 386, note;
the business of laws to establiah rules for coining by fixing
a standard of weight and finenC88, 394; essential difference
between bills and light coin,
410; table showing the alterations made in the standard
and weight of our silver money
from the Norman Conquest to
1758,444; observations thereon, 44~450 ; tyrannical restricYOIlll laid on trade in 1550,
consequent on the degradation
of the coins, 445, 447; extracts
from Bishop Latimer"s Sermons
against debased money, 447,
448; Jerusalem
rebuked
by
the prophet
Isaiah for debasing her coin, 448, note;
several ways by which the
standard
of
money might
be debased, 450, 452 ; folly
and iniquity of such projects,
451, 453, 456, 457, 484-487,
493-503; why coin and bullion
of the same metal and finencss
are not always of the same
.value, 468, 475; folly of unnecessary recoinages, 476; natural waste and dissipation
of
coins, 477; the mint should

w.;
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Ooins r-«
keep up the due quantity of
national coins, and what it does
more Is labour lost, 477; curtailing the standard instead of increasing the quantity of money
in tale would only occasion a
greater
scarcity
in common
curreucy, 478, 479; debasing
the standard would not prevent
coins being melted or exported,
479; absurd plea that because
foreign
states
have debased
tbeir coins, we should follow
their example, 480; no greater
signs of human weaknCBS than
the various and contradictory
measures pursued, all the" orld
over, about coins, 481; the
lightness of our C01U8 no reason
for altering the standard, 482,
483; different effects of diminution or debasement of coins
by law, and of illegal clipping
or tampering with them, 483,
485; in currency by tale no
regard is had to the lightness
of coins from mere wear, 483,
484, 490: all the species of
coins made of the same metal
should be rated in proportion
to each other, 485; and should
all be of the same fineneas,
508-510;
the real value of
colns depends
not on their
names, hut on the quantity of
fine or pure gold or silver they
contain, 517; gold and silver
uneoined, or bullion, of equal value with gold and silver in coin,
if of equal weight and fineness,
518; coinage of smaller gold
pieces suggested, 520 ; the very
creation and existence of coin
is for the use of the community
in general, 523; modes of impairing the coin hy adulteration, sweating, filing, or other
roguish arts, 523; inquiry into
the value of the ancient Greek
and Roman money, 527-587;
weight of Roman coins, denarii
eonsulares, &c., 528-530, 557,
565, 567; the aureus, 529, 530,
560, 562; gold coins are not
8Ul~ect to be consumed by time
and rust, but only ex intertrimento, 530; the Greek coins,
not only money but weights,
582 ; subdivisions of the talcn",
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INDEX.
C0ntrrJct3 :CoifUl.contracts and the prlee of com632 j &Ild'If the drachm, 588 j
modities are measured by the
copper coin disliked by the
Greeks, ib. j no good authority
standard, and not the intrinsic
value of coins when they p8I!II
for saying that the Athenians
by tale, 490
coined gold, 534, 535, 537;
Copper, one of the materials most
gold Philippic, and its average
suitable for money, 11, 375
weight, 586, 540; degradation
522; relative weights of gold,
of the as by the Roman Resilver, copper, &c., 22, 305;
public, 537, 549; the Persian
copper coins should be finely
daric, 537; the Eginean and
executed to maketheirintrinAic
Euboic talents, 5U, 547 jweight
andnomiual valuethesame,164,
of various Egyptian coins, 545.
546; comparison of the Egi522 ; calculation of the quantity
nean and Attic talents, 546;
of copper money necessary for
Pliny's historical account of
England, 166, 167 j copper
the Roman coinage quoted,
used as &lloy for gold aad
649 j DO alloy used 'in ancient,
silver, 179, 51'!; scarcity of
halfpence and farthings in IreGreek or Roman coins, 577;
eighty·four Roman denariicoinland, 316, 317; coined copper
ed out of a lb. of silver, 552 ;
should have no m.9re value put
weight of different Roman
upon it than wha~ ari8eB from
coins, '653, 557, 560, 562, 563,
the value of the metal and the
564, 565, 5'11; rules for the
charge of coinage, 317, 318;
conversion of Roman into Engsuperiority of the English to
liab money, 579-581 j the
the lriah halfpence, 818; miLydians the first to coin gold
nerai wealth of England, 864,
and silver, 582; tables shownote; copper coins with ns are
showing the denominations of
properly not money but tokens,
the principal Greek and Roman
376, note; very useful in small
ecins, and their value in sterhome traffic, ro.; necCllllityfor
ling money, 592, 593-{See
copper money or tokens, 389 j
Copper, Gold and Silver, Moshould not be legal tender
ney, and Mint)
above sixpence, 889 ; copper as
Cole, Lord, his account of Engliah
fit for money as gold and silver,
coin and coining, 119
provided it be coined of proper
Columella referred to ~ing
the
weight and fineness, 522; copRoman pound, 552 j as to the
per coins disliked by the
use of the word Pando, 587
G~ks,
533; di1ferenee of
Commerce-(See Trade)
opinion as to the cha.lcus, 684 ;
Common Law-(See La1D8)
comparatilVe value of silver
Commoditiu, the value of things
and copper among the Rohow estimated, 850;
how
mans, 572, 678-(8ee
00if14
.and Money)
money di1fers from commodities, 372, 873; bullion a com- Com. cost of thrashing com, temp.
modity distinguished
from
Edward III., &0., 59-62; price
money, 381, 474, 475, 500;
of wheat per bushel, 6S; inwhy the prices of commodities
fluence of scarcity of com in
have not risen in proportion to
this country over the scarcity
the increase of bullion, 398of bullion, 136 ; price of wheat,
(8eealsoManu/acturetJ,PricetJ,
temp. Henry VII., contrasted
and Produd8)
with that of 1729, 299
Canjisr-4tion consequent on debasing
CottQn, Sir Robert, his speecb
the standard, 436, 468, 484
touching the alteration of coin,
Contracts, confusion that would
121-141; note as to the authorarise with regard to contracts
ship of this speech, 123; reif the coin be degraded or the
ferred to, 188; the 8peech
value of money altered, 100,
erroneously attribnted to Sir
101, 138, 823, 330, 456, 457,
Thomas Rowe, 123, U9, and
.61, 463, .87, 500, 503; aU
note
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INl>EX.
Counterfeit: advantages ofBtamping
coin over moulding to prevent
counterfeiting, 16; difficulty of
counterfeiting milled money,
65, 223; counterfeit money
temp. Edward I. viz. light,
blanched, plated, and rounded
or clipped, 178; distinction
between base and counterfeit
money, 186; mode of detecting counterfeit coin, 242
CowrieB-(See Shel18)
Credit, definition of, 88 a beneficial
trade founded on the good
opinion of the world, 166; how
it would be damaged by debasing our coin, 457, 461, 463
Creditor8, how they would suffer
by raising the nominal value of
money, 79, 85, 105, 308, 323,
327, 498, 600, 503
Drown RentB-{See Rent and Re'I16nue)

Cnuado, weight, fineneaa,and value
of this coin, 272, 273
Oullinu, profits made by goldsmiths,
&c., in culling the heavier
coins, 52, 135, 138, 139, 245 ;
this practice encouraged by
debasing the standard, 463;
in culling, the uncireumcised
are 88 good marksmen 88 the
sons of circumcision, 464
Currency, some of the principles
that should have settled the
basis of the currency were all
but overlooked in the recoinage
of 1696-1699, 261; a gold
currency, besides being more
commodious than silver, is in
moo respects preferable in a
country like this, 265; silver but a subsidiary currency
sinee 1816, 88 it is legal tender only to the extent of 408.
in one payment, 265; alleged
that silver is the fittest material for money, 385-388,
487; curtailing the standard
instead of increasing the quantity of money in tale, would
occa.si.ona greater scareity in
common currency, 478, 479;
in currency by tale no regard
is had to the lightnell'! of coin
from mere wear, 483, 484(See Coin, Momy, and Paper
Cun-encg)

•

Oautom&, iDjury to this branch of

tbe revenue consequent on any
degradation of the coin, 129,
460; a government may be
declining while duties and
eustoma are increasing, 402,
note

D.
Dan,": the account given by Herodotus of the revenue
of
Darius is faulty, 548
Dealer8-{See Merchants and Shopkeeper8)

DtiJtor8, how they would gain by
any tneasure for raising thc
nominal value of money and
1Iice ver8a, 79, 85, 308, 323,
327, 329, 330; how they would
lose by the injury to credit consequent on any debasement of
coins, 461, 462
Decimal Coinage, of all the numbers 12 is most proper for
money, being most clear of
fractions and confusion, 43; a
way of decimal arithmetic long
desired for the ease and certainty of accounts, 167
Dedication of Vaughan'8 Discourse
of Coins to the Earl of Clarendon, 3; Part I.of Mr. Harm8 "Essay on Money and
Coins" to the Hon. Richard
Arundell, 341 ; of Part II., to
the Right Hon. H. B. Legge,
433; of" Reflections on Coin
in General, &c.," to the Rigbt
Hon. G. Grenville, 515
Degradation, confusion, and mischief occasionedby adulteration
of the coinage, 33, 34, 79, 86,
105, 125, 138, 410, 436, 454,
463, 503; where two sets of
coins are equally legal tender,
it is impractible to degrade the
one without at the same time
degrading the other or forcing
it abroad, 266; different effects
of debasing the coin by legal
authority and by private clipping, 483, 486 ; ridiculous project for debasing the coin by degrees,and defrauding the public
gently, 485; evident absurdity
of the proposal to degrade
the smaller lIilver coins only,
486, 487; project for cheating
our foreign creditors urged to
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B&Ilct.ionthe alteration of the
Dvatte, Mr., his fine colll'CfJon of
ancient ooins referred to, 532,
standard, '98, 501, 502, 503 ;
degradation of their coin by
537, 538, UO, 5'1, 5", 558,
560,583
the Romans, 5'9, 550
Demand a1lclSupply, influence of, Dutch, relative values of silver
on price, 390, 396, 518
and gold in the United ProDenarius, nature, origin, and value
vinces in 1622,19; in 1717,
ofthis money ,16,552; the Attic
275, 276; in 1762, 518; base
drachm heavier than the R0money current there, 32; their
man rlenarins, 527, 528-(See
proceedings in raising and
r.lso Greece and Rome)
lowering the price of money
Deniers,
mode of computing the
should be no guide to us,
fineness of silver explained, 13 ;
140; their country is a eonthe French name of denarii, 25
tinnal fair, ib.; they have no
Denmark, relative value of gold
mines of their own, and never
and silver there, 276
discouraged exportation
of
Deposit-(See Pledge)
the precious metals, and yet
D'/!}wes, Sir Simonds, his collection
have alwa;}'s abundance of
of ancient coins referred to,
them, 149; their shrewdness
evinced in their dealings with
538
Diodof'1J.8 (Stephens' Edition) rethe French during the exist.
ferred to regarding the scarcity
ence of the Mississippi scheme,
of gold in ancient Greece, 636
82', 325; comparison of Dutch
Dionysius
Halicarna88VJ!, referred
and English weights, 589 and
to regarding the value of the
note
aureus, 576; as to the value of Ihaot, M., cited by Postlethwayt
copper among the Romans,
as to price of bread, &c., in1683
586
and 1758, 50'
Discontent, popular sedition and
tumults eaused by the degradation of the current coin, 26,
E.
126, 128, 138, 141, 574, 575
Discourse of Coin and Coinage, by EaBterling8, employed as eolners,
and hence the name "sterling
Rice Vaughan, 1-118; Dedicamoney," 118-(See also lItertion thel'eOf to the Earl of
Clarendon, 3
liRfl)
Disrourae on the Roman Foot, eited
Bast I"dia Company, their large
demands at times for silver for
567
exportation, 802
-Dishonour attached to a nation by
Bast I1Icliu, our trade with the
the issue of base money, 38,
East Indies cannot be earried
8', 125, 138, HI, 501, 508;
on without exporting bullion
or by the currency of foreign
thither, 150; advan ..
of excoin, '8: Magis Fama quam
porting new coin thither if
Vi,125
neeesary for trade, 159; illuaDisplay, people in general fonder of
tration, 159, 160; silver in dedisplay than of hoarding. '11
mand for exportation to the
Dollar8,
prices of Pillar, Seville,
and Mexico dollars, 217;
East, 27', 80', 805, 320, 895,
weight and value of Rix dol897, '71; reason for this demand, the low price of gold,
lars, cross dollars, &e., 273there as compared with silver, _
(See also Riz Dollar8)
276, 802; one of the Indies
Drachm, the Attic drachm heavier
draws away a great. part of the
than the Roman denarius, 527,
surplus bullion of the other,
528 ; subdivision of the drachm
897
into obolee, &e., 583 ; the
Eden, Sir F. M., his work on the
Eginean or thiek drachm,
poor, cited, 60
table of Greek coins and their
Education, the children of the poor
value in sterling money, 591.should be taught with due care
(See a1Io Greece and Rome)
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the great principles of religion
had purified and restored the
and morality, 354; some do
ancient standard, she boasted of
not think reading and writing
having conquered the monster
neeessary for attaining these
that had BO long devoured her
ends, ib.; books and pens will
people, 126, 182, 183, 448;
not alleviate the weight of
amount of the silver coined in
the spade, or at all contribute
her reign, 2,;!5
to dry the sweat off the la- Embroiderie8-See Gilding
bourer's brow, 354
England. mode of computing the
Edward I., his wisdom in settling
fineness and weight of gold
an uniform species of sterling
and silver in England, 13;
coin, 108, 125. 135, 221; state
ancient English standard of
of money in his reign, 119,
sterling gold, ib.; ancient mode
127,172,173,180,188,221;
of paying money in England
light and base coin smuggled
by weight, 15; no base money
into England in his time, 173
used in England, 30, 32, 163,
Edward III., first clear record in
381; nor in Muscovy,30, 32 ;
his reign of the value of our
admirable government of Engmoney, 20. 180; proceedings
land, 34, 35, 416; amount of
in his time as to coinage, 20,
our revenue in, 19th Edw. III.,
26, 27, 28, 107, 127, 129, 180,
72.8261. 118. 5d., 65 j amount
181, 188, 189, 206, note;
of revenue, 20 Edward III.,
value of the preeious metals in
154.1391.178. sa; 65; amount
his reign, 56, 57; wages of laof revenue, 21 Edward III.,
bourers during his reign, 60 ;
226.1131. 58. 5d., 66 j a great
revenue during his time, 65,
part of the wealth of England
66; army maintained by him
engrossed by the See of Rome,
temp. Edward III., 70; inin Franee, 66, 70; his efforts
to seduee the Flemings from
stances of the value of our
money being raised, 117; evil
their allegiance, 66; substance
effectsof our strict laws against
of the kingdom spent, in his
the exportation of coin and
time, on these unprofitable
bullion, 149,150 j materials in
members, monks and friars,
England for the ereetion of a
and on the See of Rome, 70
bank, 165; extent of copper
Edward I V., proeeedings in his
reign with regard to coinage,
coin necessary for England,
166, 167; bsse and counterfeit
21, 27, 126, 181, 190, 191;
coin common in England,
purity of the standard in his
temp. Edward I., 173; when
reign, 126
first coined in England, money
Edward VI., proceedings in his
was of p11regold and silver,
reign with regard to coin177; list of gold and silver
age, 21, 22, 27, 138, 185,
coins coined at various periods
193, 195,446,446; his Journal
in England, 180-184; we have
referred to, 446
been alwa~"8too apt to overEU1Ipt, the Eginean talent appears
value our gold, 217, 231, 264,
to have been the standard of
270, 472, 474, 481, 494, 497,
the Ptolemaic money in "Egypt,
501, 502, 518, 519; value of
and was originally Egyptian,
Scoteh coins in England at
546; weights of various Egypvarious periods, 287,381, note;
tian coins, 645, 646
the English derived their syal!Ji8enschmid, John Oaapar.his work
tem of coinage from the
de ponderibua et memuris
French, and the Scotch from
tleterum, &c., criticised, 529the English, 288 ; mint priee of
531; referred to, 639,542,557,
silver higher in Ireland than
561, 567, 573
in England, 303; variations of
Elizabeth, proceedings in her reign
the exchange between England
with regard to the coinage, 22,
and Ireland, 315, 316; supe27, 28, 117, 119. 126, ,.l38,
riority of the English to the
186,195, 197, 448; when she
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Bngland:lhcl&ange :money from one country to
Irlah copper coin, 818; proanother, 312, 313, 415, U6;
portion of money to P9Pulation
relationa of the remitter, and
in England and lreIaDd, 320;
the banker or exchanger to each
English artists on the whole
other, 312; par of exchange
take the lead of all the world,
864; comparison of the terridefined, 312, 313, '20422;
cause and effect of the extories, governments, and people
change being high or above par,
of England and France, 86';
312,313, 331; effect of the exthe freedom of England the
change being low, 812, 818;
true parent of its grandeur,
raising the nominal value of
8U; mineral riches of Engour eoins will not prevent one
land, ib., note; the English,
farthing of money from going
to their great honour, have
adulterated their coins less
out, 315; in1luence of the
than moat of their neighbours,
course of exchange on trade,
816, 423, 424: exchange is
381; in England accounts are
only a 1088 to any person when
kept or reckoned by the pound
sterling, 385; table showing
it is above par, and all foreign
commodities bought with such
the several alterationa in the
bills will in the same proporstandard and weight of our
tion be imported the dearer,
money from the Norman Conquest to 1758,and the propor316; state of the exchange
between England and Ireland,
tion borne by fine gold to fine
325,331,332; theories ofcomBilver during that period, '44 ;
merce, money, and exchange,
comparison of Dutch and English weights, 539, and note;
3'1, 07-424; knowledge of
table showing the value of
1&11'8 and customs afFectiug exancient Greek and Roman
change neeet!88.l}'to the merchant, (17, 420; ilIDBtrBtionof
eolns in sterling money, 591,
593
the theory or principles of this
Epipiw.niua, cited &1\ to the number
useful commerce, 417, '19;
of _
in a denarius, 578
further explanation of foreign
EquiMlent-(See
Value)
exchanges, '19, 420; mode of
EBBaY, for amendment of the silver
stating the par of exchange be• eoina, by Mr. Lowndes, 169tween-two countries, '21; dif255
ficulty of &Bcertaining tbe true
E81ay, upon Money and CoiDB,by
par of exchange between difMr. Harris, Part I., 339-'29;
ferent countries, 422, '23 ;
Part 11.,431-512
conatant fluctuation of the
Europe, the moat curious art.s now
course of exchange, '23. 424;
subaiBting are the growth of
business of dealers in billa of
Europe, 356; silver the.standexchange explained, 424; naard of moat of Europe, 385
tional interest, how affected by
Ezchange, definition of, 10, 166,
the course of exchange, 425,
312, '20, 422; exchange, the
426; any calculationa of naUBUl'Y of place, 10, 166; Imtional profit or loss th"refrom
pOBSibility. and Inexpediency
very precarious, '26 ; the
of equalizing the exchange
course of exchli.nge influenced
with all natiollB, 94, 97, 422,
by various causes, 426, 427;
423; relation betwcen the
the businesa of exchange bebalance of trade and exchange,
tween England and Germany,
212,316, 331; evils produced
&c., chiefly transacted at Lonby defective silver coinage,
don and Amsterdam, 427; buland consequent over-valuing
lion is not exported Ull the exof gold, 231, 232, 492; the
change is at a certain limit
nature of exebange explained
from par, 427, 429; wherein
and illustrated, 312, 816, 415the mystery of this traflic of ex429; origin of billa of 81change principally conaists, 429
change to avoid carrying
/h;cAequer, the Pell of the Introitus
I
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Jl~:referred to regarding the reF
venue of England, 65, 66; the
Blaek Book of the Exchequer,
Fabretti referred to regarding R0written by Gervase, of Tilman weights, 553, 555
bury, referred to. 171, 172;
FalBijiers and Olippers of Money,
transcendent wisdom of our
number of them in former
anceetom in preventing frauds
times, 171
on the exchequer, 175; cap.
Farmers, their relation to other
21 of me Blaek Hook, viz.,
classes in villages, towns, &c.,
"Officium Milieu Argentariiet
859
Fusori8," quoted at length,
Farthings, great scarcity of them in
Ireland and causes thereof,
256-258
.Ea:penditure, increased disburse317-336
ment rendered necessary in
Fashion, when it tends to evil, 366 ;
soldier's pay, &c., when the
effect of fashion on prices, 390,
coin of the realm is debased,
414
129-(See also Revenue)
FestuB De Verborum Signif: re1hportation, facility ofexportlng our
ferred to, 547, 554
money alleged to he a cause of
Fineness, mode of computing the
its rarity. 39; reasons for its
fineness and weight of gold
exportation, 39, 98, 110-159,
and silver in France and Eng164, 165, 166, 167, 276, 277,
land, 13; extract from Coke's
320; exportation the general
Institutes as to the weight and
objection to all aba.sements of
fineness of the preelous metals
money, 45, 464; great drain of
and sterling money, 119; state,
silverio eastern countries from
in 1717, of our gold and silver
Enp;land, 68, 304, 305, 320;
coins in weight and fineness,
No laws against the export of
274, 2'19-(8ee also Alloy, ABmoney can be effectual, 76, 77,
say, Gold and Silver, Mint, and
145, 146, 149, 167,521; exStandard)
port trade injured by the
Flanders, efforts of Edward III. to
plague, and scarcity of corn,
seduce Van Arteveld and the
136; advice of the Council of
Flemings from their allegiance,
Trade concerning the export of
66
gold and silver in foreign coins
Folkea, Martin, his" Table of Engand bullion, 143; reasons and
lish Silver Coins" referred to
arguments for free exportation
for an account of the Saxon
of such gold and silver, 146weight, 379; eulogy on hiB
"Table
of English Silver
153; the export of coin as a
commodity a cure for an excess
Coins," 379, 445, note; exthereof, 166, 521; laws limittracts therefrom, 380, note;
ing the export of money as
cited, 382, note; referred to
absurd, as those limiting inas hostile to the scheme for
terest of money, 167, 521;
debasing our coin, 437; table
extracted from his work showmeans of preventing an undue
ing the changes in our silver
export of silver, by reducing
money from the Conquest to
the guinea to its proper pro1758, 444; referred to, 446,
portion to silver, 277, 519,
521; exportation of gold and
note
Foreign Money-(See Money)
silver permitted by the Spanish
Court on duty being paid, 521
France, mode of computing the
fineness and weight of gold
lhtent, necessity of a standard meaand silver in France, 13; prosure both of weight and exportional values of gold and
tent, 452, 453
silver in France at various
times, 19, 275, 518; examples
of raising the price of money
there, 25, 26, 504 ; base money
first introduced into France
R2
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Ji'rance:by Charles VII., 80; ancient
Gelln.., A., cited .. to the use of
reglement. of money, 44; reEginean talent at Corinth, 544;
venue of, temp. St. Louis and
.. to the drachm and denarins
Louis XlII., 71; ineJfeetual
being synonymous, 5M
legislation and regulations in
Genoa, the Genoese succeeded the
France with regard to money
Jews in the art of coining
between 1575 and 1614, 91,94;
money during the middle agee,
instances of the nOJllinal va82, 113-(See Italy)
lue of money being raised
Germany, relative values of gold
excessively in France, 116,
and silver in 1610, 19; in
117,325; Philip le Bel termed
1717, 275, 276; base money
Falsi.ftcateur de Moneta, 127;
current there, 32; expedient
law8 prohibiting the export
of coining excel!llively base
thence of coin and bullion
money adopted by the Em·
quite ineJfectual,148; extravaperor when hard preBBCd, 118 ;
gant height to which the
the pound of the Tower of LonFrench raised their money in
don supposed to be identical
the time of the Mississippi
with the Saxon pound, and the
scheme, and advantage of this
latter nearly aynonymous with
taken by the Dutch, 325 ; comthat still used in the money
parison of the territory, governaffairs of Germany, ealled the
ment, and people of France, to
Oolonia weight, 879
those of Britain, 364; price of
Gervaae 0/ Til.lJury, reference to the
labour in France, 504; the
Black. Book of the Exchequer
French have learned, from
written by him, temp. Hen. II.,
woeful experience, the folly
171 ; cap. 21 quoted at. length,
256-258
and mischief of debasing the
standard of money, 507
Gilding, alleged waste of precious
metal in gilding, embroiderFrank/ort, effect of the Dutch marts
on the exchange at Frankfort
ing, and inlaying, 40 ; the
waste net.serious, 68
and elscwhere, 140
Gloure N omicre 118 quoted by Gro·
Franl:a, practice among the Franks
novius, referred to, 570, 574
of antiquity to pay money by
weight, 15
Goldllmiths, their interested moFree Trade, liberty of trade in the
tives in advocating a degradaWest Indies mould be enforced
tion of the coin, 130, 136, 450;
system of "The III Patriot Golddespite the Spaniards, 72.; the
Romans never debarred comamiths," in culling, melting,
and transporting, worse than
merce and trade into any parts
clipping, and worthier a heavier
of their empire, 72; arrogant
exclusiveness of the Spaniards
punishment, 135,137,206,209,
245
and Portuguese in the East
Goldsmiths' Company, their marks
and West Indies, '12, 73 ;
for bullion, .tc., 15
the genine of trade breathes
Gold and Silver, qualities which
and requires a certain degree
render them most mitable for
of security and freedom, 413;
money, 11, 296, 298, 871, 375,
"Freedom and protection are
877,404; alchemists have said
alone wanted in trade," 520
"that it is harder to destroy
Friar8-{See MOfIu)
gold than to make it,' 11;
FU8or-(See Mint)
Lycnrgns's system of excluding
both metals from his native
city, to strangle coDlllRlrce,12;
G.
popular error, that princes can
give what value they list to
Galen, cited to show that the
gold and silver, ib. j intrinsic
drachm
and denarius were
and extrinsic value of, 12, 138;
synonymous, 546, 566
mode of computing the fineness
GallOfl-{See Jl_r~.and Btan·
and weight of gold and silver
clard)

Gold and 8ilflt!r:-

INDEX.
Gold and Silver'-

in France and EDgllllld, 13;
aneient
English
standard
of
sterling gold, ib., reasons for
adopting a fixed price for gold
and silver, 14; relative value
of gold and silver among
different
nations at different
times, 18, 19, 29, 135, 274,
304, 444, 570, 571, 573-577,
587; relative weight of gold
and silver and other metala,
22, 23, 304, 305; Spain the
cistern and receptacle of almost
all the gold and silver, n,
521 ; great fall in the value of
gold and silver in this country
during the lapse of centuries,
56, 51, 299; great quantitiell
brought from the West Indies,
61, 304; inftuence thereof en
the relative value of gold and
silver, 67, 68, 299, 301, 304;
annual imports of, into Spain
and Portugal, about 1620, valued at 9,000,000 of pezoes, 68;
the sphere of silver seemeth to
roll from the west t6 the east,
where it falls into a gulf, 8ft,
104;
illustration
of its progress from Spain to Chiu, 89 ;
different case with gold which
comes in as great abundance
from the east as fr.m thc west,
89, 104; \extract from Coke's
Institutel! regarding the weight
and fineness of the precioUl!
metals and sterling
money,
llll; the proportion
of gold
and
silver
in the eGinag!e
should be wrought to the de.
sirable parity by the advice of
artists,
131; the standanl. of
Edward I. was of silver as 11
to 1 of gold, 135; precious
metals viewed as monies IIIld
commodities,
138, 148, 47.,
475; mode of encouraging
the
import of either, by letting
that which is plentiful be' the
cheaper, 139; an equivalent proportion in both will give a preference to neither, 0,.; effect' of
the balance of trade in prcdueingplenty or scarcity of the precious met&la, 189, 140, 145;
advice of the Council of Trade
concerning the exportation of,
148; tendency of our laws 'to
discourage importation o~ 145;
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reasons and arguments tOr the
free exportation
of gold and
silver in foreign coin and bullion, 146-153;
money of gold
and silver the best rule of
commerce, and must therefore
be equal, 167; unless equal it
is no money, but mere metal.
which was money before it was
worn and abused into inequality, ib.: worn and light money
should be recalled and recoined
at the public charge, ih. ; the
recoinageofl696-1699
proved,
rn the whole, a failure, from
the over-valuation
of gold as
compared
with silver,
159,
note; the first money coined
in England was of pure gold
and silver, 177; list of gold
and silver coins coined in En~land at various periods, from
20 Edwanl III. to 1 WilIi:ull
and Mary, showing the 'fariations in the standard, 18<1,
184; statement
showinc
the
changes of extrinaio value ill
English money from 2S Edward I. to I William and MarJ.
187-199; BC8C('itJand dearness
of sllver, and causes thereof.
211, 801, 304, 306, 518; mode
of ascertaimag
the mint price
of silver,
213;
this natiou
always too apt to over-value its
gold, 217, 2111, 264, 270, 47~,
481, 494, 497, 601, 6(12, 518,
519; condition of our gold and
silver coillS in 1695, 220-229,
231; in 1717, 274,279;
the
O""er.va\uing of gold caused by
we baseness and defects of the
white money, 232, 262;
in
Chas. lI.'s time gold was used
in preference
to silver in all
large payments, 262; whenever
a change takes place in the relatil'e valoe of gold and silver,
we
prefer
that
which
i.
over-valued, the other being
employed in the arts, or export ed to places where it passes
at its fair valoe, 263; great
exportation,
and consequent
ecareity of Bilver after recoint.geor16~1699,264;~usgold
became gradually sole legal
tender in lieu of BilYer, 264;
gold cwrrency more commo-
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Gold au SilfJer:
"
of gold is distinguiBhed in
dioua, and in most respecta
England,. 377; tlte degree of
preferable to silver, 265 ;
fineneBBor gold and silver eli..since 1816- silver legal tender
eorerable by skilful_y-JIl&8to the extent of
only in
ters to great exactneBB, w.
one payment" 265; the relathere can be but one standard
tive value of gold and Bilver
of mQDey,either gOld or Bilver,
different in Ireland from that
38', 4H; silver the money or
in other cWllntriea, 293; the
stantla.rd measure of the greatgold in thl' different current
est part of Europe, 385, 487 ;
coins also of different value.
alleged that Bilver is the fittest
293; inconveniences ariJJing
materiaIror money, 385, '87; ar·
from theae differences, 293,
gumen.t&insupportofthisassei322; Mr. Locke mistaken in
iion, -385, 388; alleged that ail_rting
that silver is the only
ver.is 1_ subject to varmtion in
measure of commeree, 298;
valne than gold, 386; anll better
there is a change in the value
suited for making vari01l8
of those two metals l1li often as
sorts of ntensila, 886, note; at
there is a challge in their
present mnch fitter for a lltandquantities, 299; line gold and
ani ~
guld, 387; silver a fit
fine Bilver free from alloy, 300;
standard, though ita plenty
ca~
which prevent the esvaries, 387; gold coins ahonld
tablishment of an, certain
pail8 l1li mODer, 388, 389; silstandard or proportion between
ver too dear to be coined into
gold and ailver, 30', 518, -519 ;
the lowest denominations of
the real or natural valnes of
gold and ailver cannot be
money. 389; consequent necessit.y for token&, such as
raised or lowered by the authority of a prince, 306; their
copper coin&, 389; gold and
value always governed by their
silver, in a manner, the peculiar commodities of Spain
weight and scarcity, and the demand for them, 306,518; geneand Portugal, 403; a nation
ral rule for determining the pro(as the Spaniards are) may be
portion of the mint or market
injured by an overstock of
value of allayed or fine gold
these metaL5, '04; hoarding
the preelons metals benellcial,
to allayed or fine silver, 309,
323; examples, 309; rules for
no, 411; silver and gold are
keen and destructive weapons,
ascertaining the English values
of foreign gold and Bilver
.HI ; the 1l8e of plate 1Ihouldbe
coins, and examples, 309-311 ;
encouraged, n1; tables showbills of exchange invented to
ing Lhe Beveral alteration, in
avoid the hazard and trouble
the Btandard and weight of our
of carrying money from one
money from the Norman Concountry to another, 312; in
qnest to 1758, and the prot.rade, people regard only the
portion borne by line gold to
real value of the gold and silver
flne ailver during that period,
incoim,315,32', 455, '70,note
444 ;
observations thereon,
444 -450; fine gold and fine
479, 480, 484, 487, '91, '9';,
scarcity of silver coins in Iresilver 1_ liable to wear than
land, and caU"!e8 thereof. 318when alloyed, '51; necessity
321; to earry on the inland
for ascertainIng the fineneBIIof
commerce of any country with
gold, '89; a dift"erence imconvenience, ailver .mould be
perceptible to the eye .is
about one-third, and gold twovery great in real value, '.89 i
thirds of the currency, 319;
gold, though the stanGard
fine gold and fine silver each
of merchants, is not therefore
of equal goodness everywhere,
the natioual atandard,'91,'94;
376; wben pure they are called
It is not I!O easy to transfef the
the preeious and noble metals,
Btandard of money from one
ilJ.; how the relative fiueness
material to, another, 500; gOid
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GIl
G01IeNI~nt:and silver are gradually sinkgood government is itself a
ing in value from the conmost valuable treasure, a main
tinual increaae of their quansource of riches, and of all temtity,' 500; the real value of
poral blessings, 363, 364, 392;
coins depends nGt on their
governments of England and
names, but on the quantity
France oontrBSted, 364; good
they contain of pure or fine
order the 8011ree of indutry,
gold or silver, 517; these
366; features in good government favourable to the growth.
metals are no more than an
of public spirit, 367; national
universal accepted merchandise, 518; reason why our
state which may be called rich,
coined silver is 80 much
iourishing, and happy, 36i,
392. note; ability, uprighmesa,
to be
preferred &8 merand dispatch in pablie offices a
chandise to the same silver
means of producing industry,
".coined, 519; the proportion
367; baneful fruits of arbitrary
between gold and silver should
gevernment, 392, note, 507; a
be settled. here as in ether
government may be declining
II&tions, 519, 520; tbe mint
while duties and customs are
and market prices of gold and
increasing, 4,02; such banks as
silvel' contrasted, ill ; on payth08e of AmsterdlUD, Hamment of a duty, tbe export of
burgh, &e., can hardly ever
gold and silver is permitted
take root under arbitrary goby tbe Spaniards, though not
vernments, 4,13; the invenby the Portuguese, 521; it
tion of bills of exchange the
seems most natural tbat gold,
greatest blow ever given to dellthe most scarce and preeious
potiam, 4,16; disadTantageous
metal, sbould be the unit, or
to ha'l'e the chief property and
standard money, 522; copper
chief rule in mercantile bands,
is as fit for mllney or a counter
416, not-e;debasing the standard
as gold or silver, ill; to the
of money very injurious to
produce of our land aud the
a government, 459-461; conindustry of its inhabitants we
sequent 1088 of revenue, 460;
are Indebted for these muca
neither the prince nor bis
adored metals, and IiO long as
minister usually to blame for
the former last the latter will
adulteration of the eoin. the
never be wanting, 623; silver
mint-master and moneyjobbers
more apt to be oversized at
being the chief promoters of
the mint thaa gold, 628, 530 ;
those mischievous projects,
gold coins are not sultjeet to
4,65,466; thoae at the head of
be consumed by rust and time,
our finances should have due
bllt only ez intertrimento, 530 ;
eognizanee of the mint, and be
Athens most famous among
answerable for its operations,
the Greek cities for the fine477
ness of its sUver, 532; no good
Grain, prices of different. .J!OrtB of
authority for saying that tbe
grain, tbreshi~, &c_,62
Athenians coined' gold, 634"
Greavu, John, his "Discourse of
631'; comparative value of gold
the Roman foot and denarius"
and silver in Greece and
referred to, 527, and note,
Rome, 573, 577; the Lydians
628; bis merits stated, and
the first, according to 'Herohis work criticised, 528, 537;
dotus, to coin gold and silver,
referred to, 638, 554, 556,
582-(l'oee Bwllioo, Mif&t, and
567
Money)
Greece, practice among the ancient
GIn1emment, admirable government
Greeks to pay money by weight,
of England, 34" 35, 392, note,
15; their early use of coins,
416, note, 608; the 1088e8whieh
16; relative values of gold
the coins sustain in the public
and silver among the Greek:
aervice should be borne by the
Commonwealths,
L8; their
public, 158, note 235, 523; a
Gold and Sil_:-
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INDEX.
Greecet-«
reasons for raising the value
EuOOic talent
used
for
of their money, 81;
inweighing gold in Asia, 546;
quiry into the value
of
equal to 80 Roman pounds,
the ancient Greek and Roman
ib.; the E~OOic talent cermoney, by M. Raper, Esq.;
tainly came from Allia, 547, the
527-587;
tbe Attic drachm
Babylonian talent, 548, 549;
heavier than the Roman decomparison of talents and Pernarius, 527, 523, 583; weight
sian daries, ib ; comparative
of Mtic ~tradrachms, 528,529,
values of gold and silver in
543; Attic talent, 529, 582;
Greece, 573, 577; value of
didrachm of Philip and Alexancient Greek and Roman
ander, 530; Eginean talent the
moncy. 577-581;
no alloy
money standard of Macedon
used in ancient Greek coins,
before Philip changed it for
5i7 ; comparative value of
the Attic, 532, 545; the Attic
Greek and English money,
drachm, 532-5H;
the Greek
578, 581; the Greeks had no
eolna not only money, but
money at the time of tbe Trojan 'war, 581; the Romans
weights, 532; subdivision of
the talent into minas and
took their weight and money
drachm8, ib.; Athens the most
either from the Doriaus of Cafamons for the fineness of its
labria or from Sicily, 582;
silver and the justness of its
comparison of ancient Greek
weight, ib.; subdivision of the
and Roman
money
and
drachm into oboles, &c., 533 ;
weights, 582, 587; table showthe didrachm, tridrachm, and
ing the denominations of the
tetradrachm, which last was
principal Greek coins, and
Stater or standard, ib.; copper
their values in sterling money,
coin disliked by the Greeks,
591
ib.; difJerence of opinion as to
Grenf1ille, Right
Honourable
the ehaleus, 534; no good
George. Dedication of " Reauthority for saying that the
ftections on Coin in General,"
Athenians coiued gold, 534,
&0., to him, 515
535, 537; proportion of the
Groat», coinage of them and of half
obole to the Roman as, 534;
groats, 181
silver mines of Laurium, 535 ;
Grcmoviua de pecunia Vetere regold mines of Philippi, 536;
feried to, 527, 568, 569, 570,
gold bullion in tbe Athenian
571, 572, 578, 587
treasury at the beginning of
Gruter'8 Inscription8 referred to,
the Peloponnesian war, 535,
552,55.
536; gold philippics of Pbilip
Guinea, guineas and half guineas
of Macedon; 536; the Persian
first coined by Charles II.BOOn
daric the gold coin best known
after the Restoration, 217;
at Athens in ancient times,
state of this coin at various
537; the ancient standard of
periods, 217, 231, 262, 520,
Macedon very different from
530, much overvalued at difthat of Athens, ib ; table showferent times, 217, 231, 263,
ing tbe average weight of tbe
264; number coined from a lb.
philippic in troy grains, 540;
of standard gold, 218, 520;
golden stater of Philip, 541;
origin of the term, 262, note;
tetradrv.hm of .\lexander, ib. ;
its value in other countries,
average weight of the didrachm,
274, 279; coinage of smaller
ib.; the Eginean and Euboic
gold pieces suggested, 520
talents, 544, 547; comparison
of the Eginean and the Attic
talent, 544; the Eginean or
H.
thick drachm, ib.; the Eginean
talent seems to have been the
Halea on 81~jf,
Accounts, cited
standard of the Ptolcmaic
177, note
money in Egypt, 545; the
HaiffWtl«, those called Britannia
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INDEL
Halfpence :-

Hindostan:-

halfpence were hoarded in consequence of their beauty, 162;
in them materiam superabas
opus, ib.
Halifare, Marquis of, cited as hostile
to debasing money, 437
Hamburqh, institution of the Bank
of, in 1619, 412
Hammered Money -See Money
Hardouin, M., his note on Pliny
referred to, ~58
Harris, Mr., his Essay upon
Honey and Coins, Part I., 339429; Part II., 431-510; Postscript, 510-512
Hebrews, practice among the ancient Hebrews to pay money
by weight, 15; relative value
of gold and silver among them,
18

pure Bilver for their rupees,
177
Hoarding, alleged that raising the
extrinsic
value of coin will
bring forth hoarded
money,
216, 233;
the heavy coins
chiefly
hoarded,
232, 233 ;
hoarding the precious metals
beneficial, 410, 411
Holland -(See Dutch)
Holiinshed, referred to for statement of the number of menat-arms
and archers
maintained by Edward
III, in
Normandy,
66; referred
to
relative to the ravages of the
Black Prince in France, 116
Homer'» Iliad, cited to prove that
the Greeks had no money at
the period of the Trojan War,
581
Hoeeden cited by Lord Coke as to
the origin of the term sterling,
119
Hungary, practice there to use pure
gold for coins, 177
Hunter, Dr., his curious cabinet of
ancient coins referred to, 532,
545

Henault, "Abr~!J~ OhronolO!]ique,"
cited, 26, note

Henry II., state of the coinage in
his time, 171, 172, 256, 258

Henry IY., proceedings with regard to coinage in his reign,
20, 127, 181, 189; wages of
labour in his time, 60
Henry V., proceedings with regard to coinage in his time,
21, 27, 119, 127, 181, 189
Henry VI., proceedings with regard to the coinage in his
reign, 21, 126, 181,190; wages
of labour in his time, 60, 61 ;
his corruption
of the coin
tended greatly to his ruin, 126
Henry VII., proceedings with regard to coinage sud money in
his reign, 20,21, 27,117,119,
181, 191;
wages of labour
in his time, 61; price of grain,
299
penry VIII., proceedings with regard to the coinage in his reign,
21,27,117,126,185,192,193;
wages of labour in his time,
61; his power abroad and his
credit
at home were ship,wrecked by his corruption of
the coin, 126, 181, 182; the
Tower weight abolished in his
reign, 379, 380
Herodotus cited as to the relative
valuc ~f gold and silver in the
revenues
of Darius,
18; referred to, 537, 547, 548, 673,
582
Hinaostan, practice there to use

I.
Idlenus, the bane of society, 867
Impediments to trade, a reason of
the rarity of money, 38 -(See
Free Trade)
Importation, annual import of gold
and silver
into Spain and
Portugal about 1620, valued at
9,000,000l., 68; effectual mode
of eucouraging
the import of
gold or Bilver as
circumstances may require, 139; tendency of our stringent laws to
discourage the importation
of
gold and silver, 145, 149;
evils arising
therefrom, 149,
150;
base coins introduced
into this country, temp. Bdward I., 173; excessive import
of gold, its cause and effects,
231, 232; consequent excesBive
exportation of sllver, 231

lndia-{See East Indiea)
Industry, necessity and advantages
of industry, 347; value of arts
and indnstry, 349, note; eztreme cheapness of labour aclM
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/nd:uBlry ;Ireland'88 a check on artEl and in1729, 315, 316, 320, 822, 325.
dustry, 353; industry the
329; ineonveniences 81lffered
source of wealth, 366; how
from the state of the current
industry is to be promoted,
coins there, 316,817.319, 32031>7;the number of industri322, 332, 337; IlCareityof halfous people, and not money, is
pence, 316, 321, 336; absolute
what enriches a country, 400
want of farthings, 317, 336;
Inlaying, alleged waste of precious
no cOuntry in Europe similarly
metal8 in inlaying, 40
lIituated. 817 ; IlCaroity caused
Inquiry into the value of the
by export of Irish eopper
ancient Greek and Roman
money to America and the
money, by Matthew Raper,
West Indies. ib.;' abuse of
Esq., 525-587
patents for coining copper
IftlJUrrecti0n8 caused by base money,
money in Ireland, 318; coin33,108
age by unauthorized persons,
Interest, exchange defined as the
ib.; llCareity of silver money
in Ireland, aud eauses thereof,
1lS11l'1 of place, 10; or local
interest, 166; definition of in318-321. 328, 329; properterest or use-money. 166; ab,ion of money to population in
surdity oflawlI to limit interest,
England aud Ireland, 319;
16i; illustrations, ib.; rates
eensequent dependence
CD
banker's notes, 319; the scarof intel'P5t ill Ireland, ib.;
city of a;lver chiefly felt in the
rates of mterest which are reNorth of Ireland where the
munerative on the various
liuen trade exists, 320: scarkinds of securities, ib.
.
"Introduction to .A.nder8Qn·1J Liplocity of small speelcs of gold
coins, 321, 322; Beveral memala SrotiaJ," tables extracted
t.hods and BC iemea for the
from, 289, 290
regulation of Irish coin, with
InrentiQn
of money, 9
arguments for and againBt
Ireland, rejection of base money by
them. 322-338; table showing
the Irish, temp. Elizabeth, 33 ;
the differences per eent in the
price of land there at different
value in England and Ireland
periods, 167; Sir Isaac Newton's Representations on the
of the TarioW!coins current in
weight and value gf the foreign
Ireland, 325; three rnIes to
be obse}'Ted in any acheme for
coins to be current in Ireland,
the regulation of Irish coin,
269-273; Mr. Prior's Pro3!!), 326; first scheme and arposals for regulating th!! value
guments for and against it, 326,
of coin in Ireland, 293,-338;
alleged that the expenditure of
827; second scheme discussed,
325, 3211, 327, 332; third
Irish absenteea
produces a
scarcity of money there, 293;
scheme, 332, 338; proposal to
estahlish a mint in Ireland, or
the relative value of gold and
to coin Irish money in the
silver different there from the
English mint, 335, 3311
proportion in other countries,
Iron, ullfit for money, 376
293; the value of the gold of
Italy, neither Veniee, Tuscany, nor
which the current eoins conGenoa bave any mines of
sists &Iso varies, ib.; ineon:
their own, and are not. careful
venience arising from these vato keep money or bullion in
riations, it.; moydores espethe count.ry, and yet have
cially inconvenient, 294; want
abundance of both, H!,; reof change embarrasses the deallative valne of gold and silver
ings of poor people, ib.; comthere, 276
paratively high price of silver
in Ireland, 303; varistions of
the exchange between England
J
and Ireland illW!trated, 315,
316; prevalence ofmoydores as
Jaco[,U8, relative values of jaeobuses
the chief eurrency of Ireland in
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Jacobua:Labour :and guineae at different times,
puted as 7 to 2, 349; the price
163
of labour the chief standard
Jamu I., state of, and proceedings
that regulates the value of all
with regard to, the coinage in
things, 352; some estimate of
his time, 22, 28,183, 197, 198;
the value of labour, 352, 354 ;
account of the silver coined in
where labour is cheap land
his reign, 226
will also be cheap, 353; evils
Jamu II., proceedings relative to
arising from extreme cheapcoinage in his time, 184, 199
ness of labour, ib,; advantages
Jerruakm, the prophet Isaiah's reo
of the division of labour, 356,
buke to the inhabitanta of this
358; "Jack -of-all-trsdes will
city for their covetonsness in
never be rich," 358, note;
debasing their coin. 448, note
labour and skill the main
Je'ID8, the art of coining revived by
standards by which the value
them after the fall of the
of all or most things are ultiRoman empire, 82, 113
mately ascertained, 373, 393;
Jol.. J, confusion in the time of this
eft'ect of a sudden flux of moking bred partly by the vaney on the price of labour, 401,
rieties in the current money,
402; and of a sudden decrease
108
in the quantity of money, 406
Justice, principles founded on trnth
Labourers, wages of different kinds
will ever be just, 515
of labourers from temp. Edward
Juatinian, his Code, "de 8U8CepIII. downwards, 60, 64; latoribulI," quoted, 562; cited,
bourers prejudiced by raising
the price of money, 79; suffer568, 569, 572, 577
ings of labourers on statute
wages, incident to a degradation of the coin, 130, 463;
K.
distribution of the population
King'8 lhcJw,nger8. By old stainto labourers and consumers,
tutes it was provided that all
349, note; education of the
labourer, how far necessary,
money and bullion imported
into this country were to be
354; he has a right to charit)",
if needful. in aid of wages, ib. ;
put into the hands of the
mechanics earn more than
king's exchangers, 147; all
labourers, 355'; the lower class
light money, temp. Edward 1.,
of people will live best and
was to be sold to the king's
most comfortably in the happy
changers, to be recoined, 173 ;
regions of liberty, 392, note
office of the king's change proLampridw» in Alex Severo cited,
posed by Mr. Lowndes to be
562
establiahed near every town
Land, relative prices, in gold, of
having a mint, to carry out a
land before and after a lapse of
reooinage of clipped silver
50 years, 163; variation in
money, 240
price of land in Ireland, 167;
land and labour the sources
of all wealth, 347; in wealthy
L.
countries the value of labour is
much greater than that of land,
Labour, necessity and advantages
848; value of labour to that of
. of human labour, 347; land
land computed as 7 to 2, 349 ;
and labour the sources of all
when labour is cheap, i.e, when
wealth, ib.; in wealthy counthe labourers live very poorly,
tries the value of labonr is
land will also be cheap, 353
much greater than that of
Landlords prejudiced by raising
land, 348; the balance-spring
the price or nominal value of
of a good watch is worth above
money, 79, 85, 105, 128, 308,
a million times the value of
323, 327 ; and by the degradathe steel, 348, note; value of
tion of the coin, ISO, 462
labour to that of land com-
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Land-to» of lOd. per ,£ proposed
to meet the expense of recoining clipped money, 237
Latimer, Bishop, extracts from two
of his sermons against debasing
the coin, 447.448, notes
Law, Mr. John, quotation from
his tract, "Money and Trade
coIl1lidered,"369, 370, note
LaVJ8, inexpediency of laws to pre·
vent the exportation of gold
and silver, 76, 77, 145, 146,
14,9, 167, 521 ; Bhort aeeount of
oar common law as to moneyalMmrdityof our Ian for limiting interest of money, 167;
illustrations,
good Ian
speedily,
righteously,
and
cheaply executed, one of the
JDeaII8 for promoting indutry,
367
Lead, unfit for money, 376
.. Leake'« RnglishMOlleiJll" referred
to, as to the duly of the gorernment to receive light money
at the public expense, 158,
note
Lcgml'e1Ukr, from the over·valuing
of gold, it gradually became
the BOlelegal tender in lieu of
Bilverfrom 1717,264; in 1816
silver was made le~l tender
to the extent of 408. only in one
payment. 2G5; advantsge of
this arrangement, ill.
Legge, Right H01I. H. B .• Dedication to him of Part II. of .Mr.
Harrill's Esiay on CoiDB,433
Limoood De Teatamellti8 eited by
Lord Coke &8 to the origin of
the term sterliag; 119
Liti!lation to which debasing the
standard would give rise, 463.
455,461
Liverpool, lat Earl of, his work on
coins cited, 262, note; 264,
265, notes; at his suggestion
the mint price of silver was
fixed, in 1816, at 58. 2d. per
ounce, and it was iamed ai
58. 6d., whilc it was made legal
tender to the extent of 408.
only in anyone payment, 265
Livre, originally a weight, 15 ;
value of, 26, 29
Lh'1/ cited 88 to the relative value
of silver and gold, 18; referred
to, 550, 575, 582, 586; quoted,
587
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John, his celebrated tractl!
on "Raisiug the Value of
Money~ referred to, 261; he
was the chief cause of the
defeat of Mr. Lowndes' propoMl for degrading the &tan.
dard of the curency, by raising
the nominal value of our colas,
261, 436; strictures on his
Traets, 264, 265, 298, 437,
471; quoted regarding the
relation of value to price,
371 ; referred to regarding the
suitableneea of grain, the eon8tant food of the people, for a
reserved rent; and itl unsuitableness for money, 387,
note; cited, 388, 389
Lcmdun, Amaterdam not 80 eouvenient &8 London for lodging
money, 145; the pound of the
Towcr of London snppoeed to
have been identical with the
Saxon pound
Louis
XllI., his revenue of
.t 8,600,000, in r ality, Dot
greater, when valued by other
thinga, than that of St. Lollis,
amounting to 300,000 French
Iivree, 71

Lozcndea, Mr .• his report cited,
28, note; given in e:ICtet&8o, 169255; hill mode of treating the
8ubject of the coinage stated
shortly, 176, 177, 450, 461;
hi' proposal for degrading the
lltandard, by railing the nominal value of the coi~ chiefly
defeated through the vigoroUIt
resiatanee
of Mr. Locke, 261,
436; nefarioue nature of :\fr.
wwndes' pIn eapesed, 262,
285; ita glaring folly at first
sight, 451

Luidores, equal to the Spaniall
plstoles in fineness, weight, and
value, 270, 272
Luzurg, application of gold and
silver to purposea of luxu1'1
not serions, 68; when its influence ia benign, and when
evil,366
Lyr:urgwa, hit exclDBionof gold and
silver from his native city, in
order to straDgle commerce,
12

LydiatuJ, the firat, according to
Herodotus, to coin gold and
silver. 582

IXDEX_

jJ[achinery for coining, not peculiarly subject to damage, 54
jJ[anv.(aclure8,
coin devised as a
rate and measure of merchandise IWd manufactures,
and
must be immutable,
127; relation
of manufacturers
to
dealers in the division of labour, 360; various branches of
manufactures
bred and nou
rished by commerce, 403
M(triller8, to a maritime country
the increase of shipping and of
mariners is of great importance,
362; mariners bred and nourished by commerce, 403
Mnrk, value of the mark of gold
and silver in France at different timed, 25, 26
Market value-(See
Value)
j}[ arks
for precious metals - (See

Goldsmiths' Company)
jJ[ar8ham, Str John, his collection
of ancient coins referred to,
539
,Vary, state of the coinage of
England
and proceedings
relative thereto,
in her reign,
22, 27, 139, 182, 195, 448
MlU<tcr8 and Workers of the .Miltt,
profits of the Masters prior to
temp. Henry VII., 20, 51;
false allegations made by some
of the officers of the Mint
and
money
changers,
450 ;
interest of the Mint masters
and others to promote
any
alteration in the standard, 450,
465; their interest
in these
mischievous projects for adulteration, 465-(See
Mint)
Measure ofvalue-(See
Standard)
--MeasureB, standard of all sorts of
measures necessary, both as to
weight and extenaion, 452, 453,
510; great convenience if all
nations trading together had
fixed on the same standard
, measures,
453 ; established
standards should be inviolably
kept, especially that of money,
454, 455; Posteript
to Mr.
Harris' Essay on Coins, referring to standard
measures,
510; all standard measures of
weight or cxtension
must be
Wlits, ib.; necessity for having
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them and their parts 'and multiples kept in proper places for
comparing
others with them,
510, 511; plan proposed for
making them available to the
public, 511, note; impolicy of
having two weights, troy and
avoirdupois, ib ; standard yard,
gallon, &c., treated of, 512;
the Roman eongius, 552, 554 ;
discourse on the Roman foot
cited, 567
Mechanic8 earn more than labourers, 355
Medals,
Roman medals cast in
moulds, 16
Medea, early use of coins by the
Medes and Persians, 16
Melting, inducements to melt and
transport coin 39, 98, 110,207,
2 )9, 224, 305, 321, 477, 518'
521, laws against melting coin
cited, 206, note; when the extrinsic value of silver in coin
is less than the price of silver
in bullion, the coin will be
melted, 206; alleged that the
inducements
to melt and export will be diminished
by
raising the extrmsic value of
money, 208-214,224;
the purchase of bullion at an advanced
rate for coining will merely
lead 10 melting, 477; debasing
the standard would not prevent
coins from being melted and
exported, 479, 480
MernoireB de iAcademie
des Inscriptions, referred to, 558
Menage
Dictionnaire
Etymologique, referred to, 13, note
Merchants, questions for the merchants concerning
the alteration of the silver monies,
137; wherein the art of a
merchant
consists, 162, 359,
429; his usefulness, 359; they
are citizens of the world in a
stricter sense than any other,
~20; merchants as such are of
no country, 491; definition of
a merchant's profit, 403, note ;
knowledge of the laws and customs affecting exchange necessary to the merchant, 417, 420
Metal8, relative weights of gold,
silver, lead, tin, iron, copper,
&c" 22; the baser metals as
copper, tin, lead. and iron arc
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MeW18:Mint:not fit materials for money,
ing the alteration of the silver
375, 876-(See also Gold, 8ilmonies, 187; the process of
ver.and (7o~)
&&lIBy, or Trial btl (7ombustion,
Mile. ArgentariU8-(See Mint)
referred to an4 deBCribed, 172,
Mill, objeetions to the use of it for
256-258; offices of the Miles
manufacture of money, and
A rgentariU8 and of the FfU()1',
answers thereto, 58, 56
172,256,258; King's changers,
Minerala, great mineral wealth of
their duties. 173; stations or
Britain, 366, note
offices in different parte of the
Mina, Spain, with mines of gold
kingdom allotted to them and
and sllrer; for three parts of
the Masters of the Mint, 1'13,
the year, hath scarce sufficient
1U; duties of the Under Treato serve her ordinary occasions,
surer. Tellers, Comptroller,
149; Venice, Tuscany. Genoa,
and Al!I!&y
Master, temp. Eliza..
and the Netherlands, have no
beth, 174,; tl'lUlllceDdant prumines, and are not careful to
dence of our ancestors in prekeep money or bullion in the
venting frauds on the Crown
country, and yet have abundin the Exchequer and Mint,
ance of both, 149; value of
175; proportion of fine metal
bullion not according to its
and alloy in English money, as
prime cost at the mines, 394"
recorded in the various inden895; productiveness of the
tures of the succel!sive masters
and workers of the Mint from
American mines, 325; gold
20 Edward III to 1 William
mines in ancient Greece, 585
Mint, origin of coins, 16, 109,296,
and Mary, 180-184; changes
297,378,518; the unequal coinshowing increase in extrinsic
age of ourmoney,.51, 56; objeevalue of English money coined
tions to the allowance for remeby lluCceBBivemasters and
dies, 51; trial of the pyx deworkers from 28 Edward 1. to
1 William and Mary, 187-199;
seribed, 52, 53; objections to
milling coins and answers
mode of ascertaining the Mint
thereto, 53-56; our Mint at
price of silver, 213; alleged
Calais, temp. Edw. III., coined
that the extrinsic value of
more money than the Mint at
silver should be raised to bring
the Tower. 69; art of coining
bullion to the Mint to be
lost after the overthrow of the
coined, 214,. 215; history of
Roman empire, 82; revived bv
hammered money in tbiB country, and process of itil mannthe Jews, and continued by the
facture described, 221; hamGenoese, &c., 82. 113; low
mered and milled coin concharge for minting in other
trasted favourably for the latter.
countries compared with ours,
130; the foreign .. Hedge min222, ~23; account of the silver
ters" of the Netherlands have
coined in the reigns of Eliza.
beth. James I., and Charles 1.,
full trsde by the degradation of
225,226: plan for eondueting
our money, 131; the mintage
an exchange and recoinage of
should be decreased in properclipped money, 234,-24,1; eet,j.
tion to that of neighbour
mated lOBSby t.his recoinage,
nationR, 181, 186, 187; the
Mint the pulse of the common1,600,0001., 286; remedy prowealth, 131; answer to the
posed to be allowed to the
proposition of the officers of the
Hint master, 287; names of
Mint for enfeebling the coin.
the new coins proposed by Mr.
182-137, 4,76; the officers of
Lowndes, 288; nine new dilltrict Mints, with two presses
the Mint bound by oath to
dillCharge their several duties,
each, proposed to a8SiBt ~ carrying out this recoinage, 239;
132; their mistakes and millcalculations regarding foreign
BUbatiiutes of officers of the
Mint at the Tower, and of the
coin, 132, 137. 139; questions
for the Mint masters eoneernCorporation of Moneyers, to be
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Mint:Miflt:distributed among these Hints,
dard of money, 476; folly of
240; tha~ the charge for coinpromoting unnecessary recoinage should be reduced, ib.;
ages, 476; absurdity of pur.
rules for the gUidance of the
chasiug bullion at au ad vaneed
King's chllngel'llin this matter,
rate for coining, 476, 477; 1I8e8
241, 253; proposal that one
and importance of the Hint,
half the cost of recoinage of
477'; its operation should be
clipped money should fan on
under the cognizance of those
the state, and the other half on
at the head of our finances.
the owner, 243, 244; mode of
477; the Miut in its ~tural
supplying the vacuum while
course keeps up the due quan·
recoillllge of clipped money is
~ity of national coins, and what
in progress, 254, 255; Officium
it does beyond that, is labour
Militia .Argentarii et Fuaor1.9,
lost, 477; it is not the Mint,
quoted at length from the
but the laws, and the universal
Black Book of Exchequer, 256,
concurrence of mankind, that
258; Mint price of silver fixed.
make money. 489; the Mint
in 1816 at 58. 2d. per oz., 265;
price of gold should be redueed,
the legal, nominal, or !lint
494,497; the Mint and market
value of gold and silver, is the
prices of gold contrasted, 519,
value put on them by the laws
520; coinage of small gold
of each country, 303; general
pieees suggested. 520; silver
rule for determining the promore apt to be oversized at the
portion of the Hint value of
Mint than gold, 528, 530; the
standard gold to standard silmasters of the Hint are more
ver, 309; rules for ascertaining
circumspect about the gold
the English valnes of foreign
than about the silver coin, 530 ;
gold and silver coin, 309-311 ;
the Lydians the first, according to Herodotus, to coin gold
abuse of patents for coining
copper 'money in Ireland, 318;
and silver, 582-(See Bullion,
(Join, Copper, Gold and Sitproposal to establish a Mint in
Ireland, or to coin money for
"er, Money, and Standard)
Ireland at the English Mint.
Mirror de JU8tice8 cited, as to the
power of the King with regard
335,338; pound of the Tower
to coining, 127
of London and the Saxon pound
"Money and Trade considered by
supposed to be synonymous,
John Law," quoted as to origin
379; it is the business of laws
of sale, 369, 370, note
to establish rules for coining
MOfIey, first invention and use of it,
by fixing a standard both as to
9, 16. 109, 296, 297, 369, 370,
weight and fineness, 394; in401,518; its use in trade, 9,10,
accuracy of the foreign Mints,
296, 297, 401, 518; usury, its
and consequent difficulty in
most unnatural use, 10; III&ascertaining the true par of
te-ials most suitsble for money,
the exchange between different
11,296,298,371-374,522;
the
countries, 422, 423; interest of
qnalities that render copper, ailmasters of the Mint and others
ver, and gold suitable formoney,
to promote any alteration in
11, 296, 298, 371, 375, 522;
the standard of money, 450,
salt shells, .tc., used as money
465, 467. 476, 477; the proin certain countries in modem
portion of fine gold and silver
times, 11, 378, 374; intimate
in each coin fixed by the Mint
connexion of money and comindentures, 456; iniquitous
merce, 12; forms of money
proceedings of the Mint masanciently and now in use, 14ters, 465; bullion can never
17; weight, the ancient meabe lower, bnt may frequently
sure of money, 14,378, 532;
be higher ~han Hint price,
origin of assaying, 15, 378;
469, 470; the feeding of the
origin of the Roman moneta,
:Mint is professedly urged as a
16 ; different shapes and figures
reason for debasing the stan-
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Money:Monq:of money, i'b.; proportions
remedy, 51, 62; tldvantages
of milled money in preventing
held between gold and silver,
ancient and modern, 18-23.
counterfeiting and clipping,
29. 135, 274-279, 304, ~44,
53-56, 159, note, 223, 238;
causes of the greater want of
527-593; three modes of raising the price of money, 23money in England now than
29 ; two causes for raising its
formerly, 56-'ll. 219; remeprice, 24; this course practised
dies for this evil, 71-73, 219 ;
by ancient and modern nations,
the raising of the price or
24; examples, 24-28,113,115.
nominal value of money by our
neighbours, 73, 74, 102, 214;
116, 118; base money, 30-35;
increase of trade produced by
definition of, 30 ; the incorporation of silver with base metals
abundance of money, 74 ; benealmost to the extinction of the
fits accruing to a state from
former, compared to mixing
laising the value of money and
wine with much water, ib ; base
the evils thereof, and vice
money used by all nations exversd, 74-81 ; no laws &gI\inst
cept England and Muscovy, ill.,
the transportation of moncy
163, 381; introduced into
can prevail if profit be deFrance by Charles VII., SO; the
rived from the export, 76, 77;
persons who suffer most if the
various pretences for debasing
nominal value of mouey be
thest&ndardof money stated and
..g&ised,79, 85, lOS, 308, 323,
answered,30-35,466,468,476485, 509; inconveniences re827, 498-503; examination of
sulting from its use, 81-35,
the reasons for and against rsts509; use of base money by the
mg its value, 81, 87, 806;
Spanish Government to raise
whenever one material of
a tribute from the people, :n.
mouey out of two is raised in
32; rejection of base money in
value, that material will beIreland, 33; rarity and concome plentiful ap.d the other
fusion of money, 35; causes of
scanty in proportiou, 82; plan
confusion, 35, 36; causes of
of contracting with foreign nararity, varions and intricate,
tions to keep their money at a
36, 37-41, 56, 71, 219; want
certain standard, specious but
of money breeds penury and
impossible, 88-90; solid paybarbarism; over abundance
ments explained and Hlusluxury and wantonness, ib.;
trated,90-; example of France
low price of our silver, 41, 46 ;
between 1575 and 1614,91,94;
scarcity ofour silver money and
impossibility and inexpediency
effects thercof, 42, 211. 301,
of equalizing the exchange, 94304, 305, 445, 446; remedy in
93; illustrations, 96, 97 ; evils
thcory and practice, 42; gold
and confusion that would arise
coins are weighed while silver
from reducing money, either
are not, ill.; new silver coin
gradually orimmediately,to the
culled and melted or exported,
lowness of ancient values, 97,
ill; of all the numbers 12 is
101; endless confusion that
the most proper for money. 18
would follow the raieing of our
most clear of fractions and
money in proportion to our
confusion, 43; prohibition of
neighbours, 102, 106; or the
foreign
money,
especially
introduction of two difJerent
Spanish, 47-51; arguments
sorta of money, 105-108; ilagainst the prohibition, 47,48;
lustrations, 106; explanation
inconveniences arising from the
of the proposition to eoin
currency of foreign money, 48,
money without distinction of'
332, 335; proposal to make
weights, 108; arguments in
Spanish money current by
favour of paying money by
weight, 50; the unequal coinweight, 109; people can never
age of onr money, 51-56; obbe brought to weigh silver
jections to the allowance for
money, 112 ; account of
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Money:the most memorable occaalons
in which the value of money
has been raised by different
nations,
115-118;
no surer
symptom of consumption
in a
state than the corruption of its
money, 125, 455; princes must
not suffer their effigies to walrant falsehood,
127; money
viewed as a commodity and as a
measure, 128, 401; loss to individuals consequent on a degradation of the coin, 128, 162.
32i. 401. 460. 463. 485; 1088
of revenue, both in receipt and
issue. incident to the degradation of money. 1211. 134. 4f;0.
461 ; uncertainty of the standard destroys the use of money.
lU, 481; questions
for the
merchants.
mint masters, and
goldsmiths,
concerning
the
alteration of the silver monies.
137; general rules concerning
money and bullion, 138. 141 ;
the whole change, exchange.
and re-change of money and
bullion. formerly a royal prerogative,
145; money of all
commodities
is the worst if it
lies still, and if the penny be
not daily turned. 152; money
of gold and silver is the best
rule of commerce. and must be
equal, 157;
all worn and
light money should be recalled
and re-coined
at the public
charge. 235. reason why the
owners should bear the loss in
weight, 157, 244; reasons why
the public should bear it, 1.)7,
158, 235, 243. 244; such are
fools, who take money by its
name, and not by weight and
fineness, 160 ; illustrations, ib ;
states
which degrade
their
money compared to bankrupt
states, 162; degradation of the
II oney of the
realm a confiscation of property, 163, 436, 462,
463; difference between raising
~e nominal .,alue of money
and degrading
the metal of
the eame, 164, 200, 451; objections to coining small silver
money. sneh as penny pieces,
164, 389 ; a nation, like a mercbant,mayhavetoomuch
coined
money in hand, 165; sym,..

Money:tows of au excess in this way.
how perceptible.
ill.; the existence of a bank a remedy for
too little money. ib.; remarkable decerts and corruptions
practised
on the coin. temp.
F.dward
I.-light,
blanched.
plated,
rounded,
or clipped
moncy, 172, 173; remedies for
these mal-practices,
173, 174;
mode of boring
light
and
clipped money. 173; all light
money to be sold to the king'a
changers to be re-coined, ib. ,
mode of recalling, temp. Elizabeth, base money which had
been coined bv authority, 174 ;
money called I.y the lawyers
firmamentum belli et orname/dum pacis, 175; its importance, ib.; composition of
English money from temp. 20
Edward III. to 1 William and
Mary. showing
the proportions of fine gold, silver, and
alloy, 180-184;
changes in
extrinsic
value of English
coins from 28 Edward I. to 1
William
and Mary, 187-199;
resume showmg the extrinsic
value to be about trebled. 199;
illustration
of Mr Lowndes'
proposed plan of raising the
extrinsic value of money, 201205, 450; his reasons for recommending
it,
206-219;
hammered money of this country, its history and nature, 221.
222; manufactured
till 1663,
222; history of our milled
money, and process of its manufacture, 222; account of the
silver money coined in the
reigns of Elizabeth, James I.,
and Charles I., amounting to
15,109,476l.
138. 5!ld, 225,
226; estimate of the quantity
molten and lost, 227;
the
whole silver sterling money
clipt and unclipt, hoarded and
current in England, esnmated
at 5,600,000l., ill.; four millions of this sum supposed to
be clipped, and reduced in
weight nearly one-half, 227,
229; confusion incident to the
currency
of clipped money,
233; proposed method of recoining hammered
money, 235;
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necessity for expedition, 285 ;
money may be railled by law
two ways, and lowered two
ways, 806; " change ill. the
legal value of money will
cause a conesponding change
in the valne of commodi~ies,
306. 393; bills of exchange invented to avoid the hazard and
trouble of carrying money from
one country U, another, 812;
foteigners and merchants reo
gard only the real value of gold
and silver in coin, 815, 455.
410, 412, 479, 480, 484, 487,
491, 494; l!C&I'Cityof copper
money in Ireland, 816.S18; inconvenience suffered there from
scarcity of small change, 316,
817, 820, 822; scarcity of silver money in Ireland, 318321 ; proper proportion of gold
and silver, as the constituent
parts of a currency, for carrying
on inland commerce conveniently, 819; proportion of the
currcnt money of.Eugland and
Ireland to their l'eIpeC~ive
popnlations, 319; theories of
commerce. money, and exchanges. 347; withont some
kind of money the arts can
make no progrese, 869, note ;
first step from mere barter to
the invention of money, 369,
note;
definition of, as a
Btandard mea8Uff. and all!o
the value or ~lJUivalent by
which goods are exchanged,
370; how money differs from
other measures and from commodities, 372, 378; difference
between money and bills, 874;
base metalB not fit materials
for money, 875. 376. 517;
copper coins are properly not
money but tokens, 376, note ;
names of coins and integral
sums of money taken chiefly
from weights, 318, 379; onr
present weights and divisions
of money, 879; the ancient
denominations in moat countries have been continued, but
the coins themselves have at
different times been greatly debased or diminished in value,
381; farther explanation of
the standard of money, 883;

MO~1I:-

there can be but one standard,
either gold or silver, 884;
silver the money or standard
measure of the greateBt part of
Europe_885; sil er the fittest
mater;al for money, ilI_; gold
eoiIfll should p88B as money,
388, S89; money finds its
own valne according to the
whole quantity in circulation, 890, 893; money is
everywhere coveted and never
out of fashion, 390; tbe more
there ia in currency ~he leu
will be the value of a given
sum in proportion to other
things. and tIice ~r-S, 391,
397; illll8tration, ib., note;
la1F8cannot regulate or '"ter
the value of money. 393,394 ;
money alters its value by slow
degrees, 395, 896, 407; money
the safest treasure for hoarding, 396; why the effect of an
increase of money is not more
sensibly felt, 396-898; a nation h8.ving no foreign commerce will not stand in need
of any specific quantity of
money. 398-400: illustrations,
399-400; any BOdden fluctuation of money would be pernicious, 400-403 ; money
BOch,thongh very useful and
uecesaary in all sorts of traffic.
scarce fall" within the idea of
riches. 400; disadvantage of
a sudden «ox or torrent of
money, to enrich one part
of the community at the expense of another, 401, 402; a
balanee paid in money doth
not necessarily infer a 1088by
trade, 404; the quantity of
money everyWhere will naturally find a eertKin level or
proportion. 405-408; disadvanUges of a sudden reduction
in the quantity of money, 406;
any artificial methods of increasing tale money beyond
ita natural bounds, pemielous,
408-410;
standard
money
called bani money after the
institution of hanks, 413. 457 ;
diffetence between bank money
and current money called agio,
ill.; whence come complaints
of want of money, 413, 415;

as
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JI(OIl('I/:ail the scramble is for money,
few think
the)' have enough.
and many complain, 413; the
cases of the beggar, the farmer,
the shopkeeper, an'] the manufacturer stated in Illustration,
414: the complamts
of particular persons arise not from a
deficiency of money in circulation, but from their own want
of property, skrll, address, or
opportunity,
414; merchants
xhould
know
exactly
the
true
pr -portional
value
of
monies of all countries, 420;
money is a subject on which
more jejune, incoherent,
and
dangerous posit.ions have been
held, and more glanng absurdities ad vanced, than perhaps on
any other whatever, 435, 510;
table showing the several alterntions in the standard and weight
and value of our srlver mane)'
from the Conquest to 1758, and
the proportion
borne by line
gold to fine silver during that
period,
444 ;
observations
thereon,
444. 450; several
1I'a.)8 by which the standard
of
money might be debased, 450,
452; altering
the deuominations of the
coins, putting
more alloy in them, lessening
the size and weight, or compounding these schemes, 451 ;
folly and iniquity of such projects, 451,452, 453, 454, 466,
484, 487, 493, 499-503, the
catablished standar-l of money
shoul-l not be violated under
any pretence, 452, 454; established standards
should be
inviolably
kept, more especially that of money, 454, 455,
517; the public faith is the
guarnntee of the standard of
money,
454, 455; effects of
debasing this standard more par·
ticularly explained,
457-464.
517; curtailing
the standard
instead of increasing the quantity of money in tale, would occasion a greater scarcity in
common currency, 478. 479;
nature and condition of tale
money, 484, 490 . any infringement of the standard of money,
however sinall, would be pro82

I

portionably
injurious, 485; it
is not the mint but the laws,
and the universal concurrence
of mankind that make money,
489; the use of a smaller gold
coin suggested, 520; superior
fitness of gold for the standard
money, 522; copper IS lIS fit
for money lIS gold and silver,
lb.; convenience and economy
of paper money, 523; inquiry
into the value of the ancient
Greek and Roman money, 527587-(See Coin, Copper, Gold
and S.lver, Miltt, Paper Curreno), and Standard)
.Mon"Yer8, Corporanon
of-(See

Mint)
JI[onks, substance of the kingdom
wasted on these unprofitable
members, temp. E.lw. III., 70
Monopoly, necessity for breaking
down the barricadoea of local
enfranchisements,
367
.Montfaucoo'8 Palceoqraphia GrQJCa
referred to, 543
.Mo!Jdol'e8 of Portugal, average
weight and value of those to
be current
in Ireland,
270,
272; valued h ghest, and consequently
almost
exclusively
the current coin there in 1729,
294, 315,- 32~, 322; found to
be a most inconvenient
coin
for circulation there, 294, 320,
322
Muscuvy-(See /lWJ8ia)

N.
Nation8,

plan
of
contracting
with foreign nations to keep
their money at a certain standard, SpeCIOUS but impossible,
88-90,453; enfeebling the coin
of the realm trenches on national honour.justice.and
profit,
125, 138, 163, 410, 436, 454;
public Spirit the great fountain
01 national grandeur
and happiness, 366; moue of breeding
and cherishing
public spirit
among all ranks of the people,
367; an inviolable
maintenance of public faith a means
of producing
industry,
ib.;
public spirit should prevail
above local and personal in-
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Paper Ovrrency:does not represent bullion, 408,
409; convenience and cheapness of paper money, 522. 523 ;
it i8 an &88istant toward8 an
augmentatiou of the people,
from the time saved by if.g use,
522; were it not certain that
paper could command the equivalent of its agreed for value it
could not be used, 523 -(Sec
also Banle Note8 and Billa)
Pa1-liament consulted by many- of
oar kings regarding the coinage,127
PatcnfR for coiuing copper moue,'
in Ireland abused, 318
•
Pauaaniua referred to, 535
Pembrou, Lord, his publication
relative to the Pembroke collection of eoins referred to,
631, 533, 540, 541, 545, 559,
560, 564, 577
Pensionera prejudiced by raising
the price or nominal valne of
money, 79
Penny, the silver penny once called
a Lundress, &8 it W&8 coined
only In London. and not at
country mints, 179
Perqu.iaitea, a dark gnawing tax
apon the country, 460
Persiane, early l18C of coins among
o.
them, 16; value of the Persian
danc,548
ObaermtW718 on coins in general,
&c., by Mr. Thomas Prior, 291Peru, their lII8IlIIei! of gold the ruin
838
of the In<'88of Peru, 365
OjJicium Militia Argcntarii et li'fI.Petty, Sir William. his "Quanaaria quoted at length from
ttd_--.1IqUe concerning Money," 155-167
__
cap. 21 of the Black Book of
Philip and Mary, proceedings in
Excbeque~ 256-258
01'1lW1l<l, lJuJ:c of, hill letter and
their reign with regard to
money. 182, 185
representation propoaing the
Philip Ie Bel, caned li'al6ijicatetw
currency of foreign 80ins in
Ireland, referred to by Sir
de MQ9Ida, for tampering with
his coins,127
Isaac Newton, 2611
Ozforcl, Earl of, 1st and 2nd RePhiZo.ophKal- Tranaadimu, No'
presentatio08 of Sir Isaac New·
465 referred to, 528, note·
ton on money, add~
to
556; DiIIcouree on the Rom~
him, 269, 271
Foot referred to, 567
Pinlcerton'lI Essay on Medals quoted
287
'
P.
Piatole8, average weight and value
of this Spanish money current
Paper Currency, paper credit renill Ireland in 1712-1717, 269
dered necessary by the llC&l'City Plague, its effects in deereasiDg
of bullion, 215-319; danger
cxporiation from London, 136
and inconvenience attending a
" Plan of Engliah Commerctl" repaper currency, 374,409; eVils
ferred to, 363, note
of a paper currency when it
Plate, the conversion of coin into

Natw".:-

terests, ih.; national interest,
how inlluenced hy the course
of exchange, 425. 426; the
public honour is guarantee
of our money standard, and
no alteration can be made
without an opprobrious breach
of public faith with all the
world, 455
N efIJkm, Sir laaac, by his advice
the value of the guinea W&8
redueed by proclamation, in
1717, to 218, 264; hia representations on the lIubje<>tof
money (1712-1717),2611, 2j9;
eulogy on Newtou. 356 357,
notes; cited &>I hostile to debasing the coins, 437
Nobla, coinage or, 181
Norvag, onr trade with that country eannot be carried on without exporting bullion thither,
151
"Note on Scotch Monq," with
tablee, 285
N ote8-{See Banlc N ote« and Paper
Ovrrency)
Nure'nbet'lI,
i08titution of the
bank of. in 1621, 412
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Plak:Porlugal:plate a cure for eXeeE of
gold andsllverin Portugal, 2.16;
the former, 166 ; proposal
gold and silver, in amanner, the
of Mr. Lowndes to force retailpeculiar commodities of Spain
ers of wine, beer, &c., to bring
and Portugal, 403, 521; bnltheir tankards and plate to the
lion is there the cheapest and
Mint dnring the recoinage, untheir chief staple, 426
der pain offorfeiture, 255; why Poor. the children of the poor
coins and plate have alloy, 888,
should be inured, as early as
884,; the aooumulation of plate
possible, to some useful labour,
should be encouraged, as a
354,; they should be taught,
national resource, 411
with due care, the great prinPlato cited, 54,9, referred to, 578
ciples of religion and morality,
Plautv.8 quoted, 58~
ib.; all do not think that readPledge, transition from barter to
ing and writing are necessary
pledge, and to purchase and
for obtaining these ends. ib.;
sale, 369, 370
when wages are insufficient for
Pling, cited as to the relative value
the support of the labourer, he
of gold and Bilver among the
has a right
to charitable
Romans, 18; referred to reaid of his opulent neighbours,
garding the chelens, 584; as
ib.; a due care of the indigent.
to the Egyptian talent, 646,
and feeble a meaus to promote
552, 559, 564,; his account of
industry, 367; better regulathe Roman coinage quoted,
tions neeessary for our poor,
649, 550, 578, 576, 577, 584,
868
"Political
RejlectionB upon rAe
POBtlethwayt, Mr., extract from his
FifiafICU
and Oorn.merctJ of
work, "Britain' 8 Oommercial
Fran«!' referred W, 73, 74,
Interut &plained and Imand note; 504" and note
proved," 504,506; characterised
Polgbi:1IJIreferred to, 582, 534, 547,
as tedious and visionary, 507;
575,582
his absurdities demonstrated,
Pollldore Virgil cited by Lord
507,508
Coke, as to the origin of the
Pound, different divisions of the
word sterliUg, 119
pound troy of gold, 13, 14,179,
Poptt1a.t:Wn, proportion of current
274, 300; of the pound troy
money to the population in
of Bilver, 13, H. 179, 274,
England . and Ireland respec300; difference betwcen the
tively, 819; distribution of the
pound troy and the pound of
population into consumers and
the Tower of London, 379;
labourers, 84,9, note; expendiTower and Saxon weight
ture per head in England, ib.;
supposed to be identical, ib.,
4,4,4" note; the pound troy
extreme cheapness of labour
discourages matrimony among
preferable to avoirdupois, 511;
the Roman pound, ancient and
the lower classes, 353; the
modem, compared with troy
increase of population conweight, 552, 558
sidered as an increase of
wealth, 367; the number of Power, national power, grandeur,
and Influence abroad depend
industrious people, and not
chiefly on the number of Indusmoney, enriches a country, 400
trioue inhabitants at home, 867
Portugal, annual imports of gold
Precious MetalB-{See Gold and
and Bilver into Spain and Por8ilfltr)
tugal about 1620 valued at.
to this collec£9,000,000, 68; arrogant ex- P~aceB-Preface
tion, v.; Preface to Patt. I. of
clusiveneaw of the Spaniards
Harris's Essay on Money and
and Portuguese in the East.
Coins, 343; Preface to Part II.,
and West Indies, 72, 73; Sir
435
I_ Newton's est.imate of the
average value, weight, and fine- Prerogative-{See Princu)
Price, the price of gold and silver
ness of Portuguese gold cqins,
cannot. be enhanced or lowered
270, 272, 278; relative value of
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80 as to alter their
relative
valne to other things, 12, 306,
393; practice among nations
to fix the price of gold and
silver, 14; use and delight the
origin of value and price, 18;
three modes of raising the price
of money, 23-29;
two causes
for 80 doing, 24; practised by
nations in ancient and modem
times, 24-28; low price of our
silver, and causes and effects
thereof, 41, 46,519,520;
great
increase of prices in the interval
between the 25th of Edward
III. and 1675, 56, 57; eauses
thereof, 62; variable natnre of
the prices of com, cattle, fiilh,
&c., - 58, 299; the wages of
labour an index to prices, 59,
352; if the value of money be
raised, the price of commodities
riseth therewith, 12, 59,78,87,
128, 130, 306, 308, 393, 458,
459, 497; price of land in Ireland at different times, 167;
when the extrinsic
vaIue of
silver in coin is less than the
price of silver in bnllion, the
coin will be melted, 206 ; mode
of ascertaining
mint price of
silver, 213; prices of dollars
of difterent kinds, 217; confusion and contention
as to
prices in conseqllence of the
vitiated state of the current
coin, 233; mint price of silver
fixed, in 1816, at 5,. 2d. per
ounce, 265 ; reasons for rise in
the pricc of silver, 277, 518,
519; the price of labour the
chief standard that regulates
the values of all things, 352;
the prices of things will naturally conform to this standard, while the alterations in
it are slow and gradual, and
not forced, 388; influence of
demand and supply on price,
306, 390, 518, 520, 521; infincnce oCfashion thereon,390 ;
price of bullion little affected
by the power of man, 390; why
the prices of commodities have
not risen in proportion to the
increase of money and bullion,
397, 398; how the price of
bullion is inllucnced, 424, 425;
bullion can never be lower, but

may frequently be higher than
its mint price, 469, 470; several
causes of the different prices of
coin and bullion, 475; all contracts and the prices of commodities are measured by the
standard, and not by the intrinsic value of coins where
they pass by tale, 490; the
mint price of gold should be
reduced, 494, 497
Princes are ever presumed to be
the fathers
of the COmmonwealth, and cannot alter the
price of the monies to the
prejudice
of their
subjects,
without incurring the reproach
of being false moneyers, 127,
141, 186, 456; princes must
not suffer their effigies to warrant falsehood, 127, 456; the
whole change, exchange,
and
rechange
of money, bullion,
&c., formerly a royal prerogative in England, 138,146, 147;
the king's prerogative
in this
respect defined, 175, 456
Prior, Mr. Thomas, his Obseivations on Coin in General, 291338
ProclamatU:ma issued, temp. Edw_
VI., imposing tyrannical
restrictions
on trade in consequence of the debased state of
the coinage, 445, 446
Products, admirable adaptation of
natural products to their various
uses, 347; natural more than artificial products subject to variations in their value, 351 ;
products of a nation, natural
and artificial, to be included in
the idea of its riches, 364
Profeeeione, professional men prejudiced by raising the price of
money, 79; amongst the lower
classes some professions will
always be overstocked,
349,
note
Prqfit8, one great mystery of trade
is to keep off new adventurers
by concealing its profits, whilst
that is done the gains will be
large, 852; definition
of a
merchant's
profits, 403, uote;
any calculations
of national
profit or loss from the course
of exchange must needs be very
precarious, 428

INDEX.

Prohibition

of foreign coin one
eeuse of the rarity of money,
38; arguments for and against
the prohibition,
41-51;
arguments for the free exportation of gold and silver in
foreign coin and bullion, 146153; instaacea of the inconveniences
of prohibiting
exportation, 150
PrQ]lerty, degradation
of the coin
of the realm a confiscation of
property, 163, 436, 462, 463,
483; the security of private
property one of the means of
producing industry, 367
Proteetosus,
foreign
protestants
should be invited to settle in
this country, 368
Purchase, transition from barter to
pledge, and to purchase and
sale, 369, 370
Pyx, trial of the pyx described, 52,
53
Q.

" Quantulumcunque concerning Money," by Sir W. Petty, 155167
Que8tiOtl8 for the
masters, and
cerning the
silver monies,

merchants,
mint
goldsmiths, conalteration
of thc
137

R.

Raper, Matthew, Esq., his inquiry
into the value of the ancient
Greek and Roman money, extracted from Y 01. lxi of Philosophical Transactions, 525- 587
Real8-(See
.Royal and Spain)
"Recherches
curieu8es des MO/~noye8 de France," referred to,
559
Recoinage of 1696-1699;
note on,
259
Reflections on coin In general, &c.,
513-523
Remedy of weight and fincness explained, 16, 17; objections to
the allowance
for remedies,
51,52;
rcmcdy proposed to he
nllowed to mint musters in
recoinage of clipped money,
23.
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Rent, mode of paying crown rents,
temp. William I., &c. 171, 17'2;
Libris A Ibis, or Blanch Fermes,
172; alleged that the receivers
of rent could not suffer more
from the raising of the evtrinaic
value of our money than they
do from payment in clipped
money, 213; suitableness
of
wheat fora reserved rent, which
is designed to be constantly
the same in all future ages.
387, note
Report, by Mr. Lowndes, on the
amendment of the silver eoins,
169
Representations
of Sir Ii!3&<' Newton
on the subject of money, 269,
271,274
.Revenue, amount
of revenue
of
England
19th Edward
III.,
72,826l. IIi. 5d., 65; In the
20 Edw. IlL, 154,13!il.178. 5d.,
66; of France, temp. St. Louis,
71; temp, Louis XIII. ib.;
great injury to the revenue
incident to raising the price of
money, 79; injury sustained by
enfeebling the coin, 105, 128,
134, 460 ; injury to the customs
by the king's revenue through
consequent thereon, 129, 460;
conversion of payments in kind
for crown rents, into payments
in money \)y weight, temp. W m.
the Conqueror, 171, 172; alleged that the revenue will not
sutler more from raising the
extrinsic value of our coin than
it does from payments in clipped money, 213; arrears of revenue consequent on the current money being clipped and
degraded, 233, 23 i; a government may be declining while
duties and customs "re increasing, 402, note
Ricl;ard II., proceedings with regard to the coinage in his
reign, 20, 27, 181, 189, 206;
wages doring this reign, 60-64
Richard I II., proceedings in his
reign regarding
the coinage,
181,189,191

RiclU'8-(See Wealth)
fli:t:-dollnrs, difference between the
merchants
:100 officers of the
mint, regarding
the valur- of
rix-dollan-. It:" , 132
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BolJerW, Mr., his map 01 eommerce
nferred to. 382
BOJIte. payuliIDtof money by weight
in vogue among the ancient
Romallll, 15; their adopiion of
fJIOMIa. 16; relative Talne of
f:!!!,:d
silver among the
18, 19, 30•• 573. 575,
677. 687; example8 of the price
of money being raiBed by
them. 24, 25; a great part
of the wealth of England engroased by th~ See of Rome,
temp. Edw. Ill ••70; rea&Ona of
the ancient Romans for raising
the nominal vaine8 of their monies. 81; art of coining 10M
for a iime after the overthrow
of the Roman empire. 82; their
expedient of raising the valne
of their money in the Punic
war, by degrading the valne of
the 811. 115. 549; after they
adopted the Bhift of changing
the standard, the mtde8tyof the
Roman empire fell by degreeB,
125; the goodne&8or badne&8
of coin the criterion of the g0vernment among the Bomans,
186; inquiry into the ancient
Greek and Roman money, 527587; the Atiic drachm heavier
than the Roman denarina, 527,
528; weight of denarii conanlares. 628, 529 j aurena, 629,
530, 660; denarii very unequal in weigl)t, 630.657,563,
666, 666. 667; so far as the
weight of the Boman pound
depends on their coin it must
be obtained from the gold
alone. 630; proportion of the
Greek obole to the Boman as.
634; the EnOOictalenteqnal tG
80 BoJDallpoundJI.646; Pliny's
historical account of the R0man coinage quoted, 649; denarina, quinari1Jl!,and se8terce,
ib.; the bigati and quadrigati the most ancient of the
denarii, 650; the Romawrcoined their Jirst gold money by
the scruple, 551; 84 denarii
coined out of a pound of Sliver,
652; ancient Reman pound
divided into 1207.. and the 07.
into 24 scruples. 652; Vespaaian's eongius, 552. 554; comparison of the ancient. wUh the

modem Boman Wf'lght, and
with troy and French weight,
562. 553, 555, 669, 661, 668,
669; weight of diiFerent coina,
653; _
Rbralu, ib.; qu.adnuaia, t'b.; objectiona to the
pond deri..-ed from the conWrt.& of the congina, 555, 657;
weights of Roman gold coins.
657, 660, 562; the aurena came
to be called aolidna 811 the
BoJDallinteger, 562; soon after
the reign of Alexander Se..-erna
the coinage became very irregular iiIl COIIlItaniineremodelled it, 662, 668, 669; the
miliArensia substituted for the
dewiriua, 562; weight of Boman
sil vercoina, 562, 563, 571 ; table
shewing the average weight of
46 denarii in troy grains, 56',
665; di1f'erence between imperial and consular denarii,
666; confused and contradictory accounts given of the R0man weights, 667. 668. 583,
686, 587; value of the FoUia,
671; comparati..-e valne of
silver and copper among the
Romans, 672, 573, 67', 584;
pay of the Boman soldier and
deductioOBtherefrom, 574, 576;
value of ancient Greek and
Roman money, 677. 681; no
alloy in use among the ancient
Greeks or Romans till the later
Emperors illegally debased the
coin, 577; Sestertiua de1ined,
678, 579; comparative valnea
of Roman and English money,
579-681; mIea for the conversion of Roman into English
money, 579, 681; the Romans
took their weight and money
either from the Dorians of Calabria or from Sicily, 682;
comparison of ancient Greek
and Boman money and weights,
582, 687; table8 showing the
denominationa of the principal
Roman coins &Ild their value,
in sterling money, 592, 593
ROtDe, Sir 'l'ho&., Sir Robert C0tton's speech at the eonneil
table in 1626 Attributed to Sir
T. Rowe in 1640, 123. 449;
cited 811 Ilntsgonistic to the
project of deballmg the coin,
437
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RUfItJI

qf Bight, d1&lence between
committee of council, and the
mint officers as to the value of
t.hat coin, 138
" Ruding on tM Coifl4{Je," referred
to, ] 3, note, 123; cited, 192,
note
.. BvddifTIQA'8 Introduction
to Ander8on'8 Diplomota,"
abIes
extracted from, 289, 290
RtIlu, general rules concerning
money and bullion, 138-Ul;
rules Jlroposed for changing
clipped money, 24,1; general
rule for determining the proportion of the mint or market
value of alloyed or fine gold to
alloyed or fine silver, 309;
rules'for ascertaining the English values of foreign gold and
silver coins. 809-311
RtI88ia, .no base money used in
England and Kuscovy, 80, 32;
though Rul!8iatakes in a larger
extent of country than all
Europe, yet till of late me has
made no great figure, 364,

8_
Officer8, how they would
suft"erby the debasement of the
coin, 128, 162, 321, 401,460,

Salaried

463

Sak-(8ee Purc1&aBe)
Sak, transition from barter to
pledge and to purchase and
_Ie, 869, 810
Salt used as money in Ethiopia, 11,
373,374
Scotland, the Scotch dollars were,
temp_ William III., though
worth about 48.6d., put away lor
58.,27'1; note on Scotch money,
with relative Tables, 281, 290;

the Scotch derived their system of coinage from the English, 287; value of Scotch in English money at various periods,
showing how it sunk till, in
1600, it was but one-twelfth of
the English money of the same
denomination, 281; 381, note;
quantity of coin brought to the
Bank of Scotland, to be recoined, after the Union, 288
Seignorage, origin and nature of,
14; amount of, on the first

Boman money unktlown, 16;
exC4Siyc rates of, in this country, Ill, 136, 13'1; lICignorage
formerly levied in this country
on coining or recoining moDies, 234; amount of seignorage on silver coinage, 265
Senern., de Ira referred to, 559
SeTMntII' wages of tmlp. Edward
Ill., .to , 60, 64
Suterliua, value of this Roman
money, 16, 18, 24" 549
Ske1la used as money in Guinea, 11,
373

ShiUing, state of this coin at
various periods, 25, 519; number of shillings coined out of a
lb. ofstandard silver, 519
Shipping, to a maritime country
the increase of shipping and of
mariners is an object of great
importance, 362
ShopUeperB, their usefulness, 358361
Suver--{8ee GoU and RUfino)
Sl:ene, Mr., cited by Lord Coke as

to the origin of the term sterling,118
S1r;iU, thoogh we reckon by money,

labour and skill are the main
Btandards by which the values
of all or most thillg8 are ultimately ascertained, 373
Sloth, the suppression of vice, sloth,
and all kinds of immoralities,
a means of producing industry,
367
Smith., Sir Thomaa, the ~
advice
given by Lord Burleigh and

him to Elizabeth as to purifying the standard, 126
Smuggling, mode adopted to smuggle base coin into England,
packed in bales of cloth, temp.
Edward 1" 173; remedy for
the evil, .b.
Snelling' 8 "Gold Coinage- cited,
28, note, 262, 268, notes; extract from, 288; extmct from
his .. Silver Coins," 284
SnelliU11 de re Nummaria cited,
539,561

Society, necessity of,for men lBIIOCiating together, and conveniencies
and comforts consequently &Ceruing to individuals, 356, note
Soldiers, increased expenditure necessary for soldiers' pay when
coin is debased, 129; pay of
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Soldier8:the Roman soldier, and de- Stamping, growth of the practice of
ductions from Its amount, 574,
stamping eoin, 16-(See Ooin
and Mint)
575-(See Army)
SolidU8, or Sol, value of, 25; Solidi
Standard, ancient English standard
of sterling ,old, 13; the va.aurei,25
Somer», Lord, cited as antagonistic
rious pretences for debasing
to the project for debasing the
the standard of money stated
and answered, 81, 85, 466, 468,
coin, 437
Sovereign.
difference between the
475-487, 509; enfeebling the
pound sovereign and fine socoin of the realm dishonourvereign, 28, note
able and unjust, 125, 138,
Spain, proportional values of gold
163. 410, 436. 450, 452, 456,
and silver there, 19, 275, 301;
451, 462, 468, 502, 508; wisbase money Issued by the
dom and renown of Edward
L, in establishing an uniform
Spanish government, to raise
standard, 125, 135; when that
a tribute from the people,
shift of changing the standard
31, 32; Spain the cistern
and receptacle of gold and
was -tried by Rome, the masilver, 47, 70, 403, 426, 521;
jesty of that empire fell by deproposal
to make Spanish
grees, 125; after Queen Elizamoney current by weight, 50 ;
beth had restored the stanannual imports of gold and
dard to its ancient purity, she
silver into Spain and Porboasted she had conquered
tugal, about 1620, valued at
the monster that had 80 long
£'9,000,000, 68; her arrogant
devoured her people, 126, 183,
exelusivenesa in the West In448,; if the standard be mudies, 72, 73; benefit to Spain
table, no man can tell what he
arising from a degradation of
hath or what he oweth, 127,
our coin, 131, 140; her adop474; uncertainty of the stantion of our standard, 135;
dard destroys the use of money,
her consumption of our coin,
184, 445, 503, 517; the stan135; her ineffectual enactments
dtu-d of Edward I. was of silver
as 11 to 1 of gold, 185; this
against the export of money,
148; Spain, with mines of gold
adopted by the other states of
and silver, for three pam of
Europe, ib.; the words sterling
the year hath scarce sufficient
and standard synonymous, 179;
composition of the pound of
to serve her ordinary occasions,
149; Sir L Newton's estimate
right standard gold,'179, 300,
of the average weight and
882; and of right standard silvalue of Spanish pistoles, &c.,
ver. 179, 800, 882; historical
269, 270, 272, 275; effect
aketch of changes in the standard from 20 Edw. 111_ to 1 WilL
of the arrival of a Plate ftCI"
in reducing the price of silver,
and Mary, 180-184; chief de275, 276, 301, 471; value of
viations in the reigns of Henry
Spanish money, 278; Spaniards
VIII. and Edward VI., 184,
instanced to prove that a na185; recommendations of Mr.
tion may be injured, weakened,
Lowndes, 185; proposal to
and impovedahed by an overraise the value of the standard,
stock of gold and silver, 404;
187, an alteration of the stan.
bullion is cheapest in Spain
dard of finenc88 and purity
and Portugal, and their chief
could never be justified by any
neeessity, 216, 436, 449, 452,
staple, 426
Specie, modes proposed for in474; ~Ir_ Lowndes's proposal
creasing the quantity of spefor degrading the standard of
cie in talc, 214, 215-(Sec
the currency, by raising the
Bullion and GallI and Silver)
nominal value of our coins,
Spetel. cif Sil' Rubert Couon, 123defeated
chicfly through tho'
131, erroneously attributed to
vigorous reelstanec of Mr.
flir Thomas Rowc, 123, H!I
Locke, 261, 436; rule for 36-

8tandard:-

INDEX.
Standttrd .-

certaining the relative mint or
market value of standard gold
to standard silver, 309; the
price of labour the chief standard that regulates the value of
all things, 352, 492; money a
standard measure, and also the
value or equivalent for which
goods are exchanged, 370, 372 ;
illustrations
quoted from Mr
Locke, 371 ; how moncy differs
from other measures, 372, 454,
455; though we reckon by money, ~et labour and skill are the
main standards by which the
value of all or most things arc
ultimately
ascertained,
373,
492; effect of impairing
the
original
standards
of coms,
381, 445-450, 482, 487, 517;
origin and necessity of a eertain standard
of weight and
fineness, 381,394, 517; farther
explanation
of the nature of
the standard
of money, 383;
there can be but one standard
of money, either gold or silver,
3il4; the standard
measure
should be invaria.ble, 384, 454,
489, 517; silver the standard of
most part of Europe, 385,487 ;
silver at present a fitter standard than
gold, 387, 488;
standard
money called Bank
money after the mstltutlon of
banks, 413; table ahowlng the
alterations in the standard and
weight of our silver mouey
from the Conquest to 1758,
and the proportion
borne by
fiue gold to fine silver during
that period, 444; observations
thereon, 444--450; Jerusalem
rebuked
by the prophet for
debasing its coin, 448, note;
interest of the masters of the
mint to promote any alteration
in the standard of moncy, 450 ;
several
ways by which the
standard
of money might be
debased, 450-452;
folly and
iniquity of these projects, 450,
453, 454, 456, 457, 484, 4~7,
493, 499; the established standard of money should not be
violated or altered under any
pretence whatever, 452, 454,
457, 465, 517; standards
of
all sorts of measures neecssarv,
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.t52, .t54, 510, 512; great eonvenience if all nations having
commerce together had fixed
on the same standard measures, .t53; quantities
of pure
metal in each coin settled by
the indentures
of the mint,
456; effects of debasing the
standard of money more par·
ticularly explained,
457-464;
injurious to the government
ant!
revenue,
459-461;
in
validates
all preeeding
contracta, and injurious to credit,
461, 462, injurious to indrvi
duals, .t62, 463, 484; an eucouragement
to culling and
transporting,
463, 464; such
schemes not originated by the
court, but by the mint masters,
money-jobbers,
and bankers,
465; curtailing
the standard,
instead of increasing the quantitf of money in tale, would
occasion a greater scarcity in
common
currency,
4i8; debasing the standard would not
prevent
coins
from
being
melted or exported, 479, 480;
absurd plea, that because fo·
reign nations
have debased
their coins, wc should debase
ours, 480 ·482;
we might as
well change our language as
change our standard, 480, 481 ;
t he lightness of our COInS no
reason for altering the standard, 482, 483; different effects
of legal diminution
of coins,
and of private
clipping
or
tampcringwith
them, 483,485;
any infringement
of the standard of money, however small,
would be proportionally
in.
jurious, 485; gold, though the
standard of merchants, is not
therefore the national standard,
491, 494; the nation being in
debt to foreigners is no reason
for altering the standard, 498500; it is not so easy to trans·
fer the standard of money from
one material to another, 500 ;
the French have learned, by
sat! experience,
the folly and
mischief of debasing the stan.
dard of money, 507; standard
measures must, in the nature
of thinga, be units, 510; they
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and their puta and mWtlples
Ihould be kept in proper places
for the comparillon of others,
510, 511; plan for making
these available to the public,
ilJ., note; to be regretted t.hat
we haTe two aorta of weighw,
troy and avoirdupois, 511; the
pound troy shoald be made
the atandard, ih.; description
of a proper atandard yard, gal.
Ion, &0., 512; it seema most
ratiooal that gold, the moat
IIIC&l'C8
and precious metal.,
mould be the unit or standard,
522; the Eginean talent the
atandard of Macedon till Philip
changed it for the .At.tie,532,
5~5 ; the Athenian tetra
drachm called Stater. or t.he
Standard, 533; the ancient
atandard of Macedon very different from that of Athens,
537; the Eginean talent appears 'to have been the standard of the Ptolemaic JU.oney
in Egypt, and to have been
originally Egyptian, 545; the
Euboie talent the ltandard used
in commerce between Greece
and Asia, 547; Vespasian'8
eongiua or standard,55~ - (See
Ocnm, Fineneu, .Meaauru, Momy, and Weight)
Step1lerut'8 Grtek TMBa_ referred
to, 53~, 546 ; appendix referred
to,5S5
&erling, origin, of the term, 13,
note; 119, 179: 382, note;
ancient standards of sterling
gold and silver in England,
13, U; varioua authorities
cited relative to the derivation
of the word, 119, 178, 179;
the words sterling and standard
synonymoua, 179; legal meaning of the word sterling, 179,
180
Stirling, the term sterling said to
be derived from a place or
castle in Scotland called Striveling, al~ Stirling, 119, 178
Bt. Lewia, his revenue 300,000
French livres, 71
Btmbo. referred to, 535, note
Stuart, Ja_,
his collection of
coins brought from Greece referred to, 532, 538, 540, 5~4,
5~l)

8uetorhu cited. 18, It, 574, 676,
677, 579, 680
8uWu eited, 634, note; 536, note
Sv.mptua'71 La_,
n_ity
for
them, 88; probable eft'eets of
them most iDjurions, 866;
though Tanlty is ruinoua to
IndividuaJa, it is yet. perhaps
beneficial to the communi.." ib.
SwP.PlY-{See Demand )
Swedm, relative value of gold and
silTer there, 216
'1'
7bblu, table mowing the common
weight of a hundred pounds by
~e
in ordinary silver money
in 1695, 268; tables illustrative
of the
succeNive
changes in the standard, &0.,
in the weight of the coin@..
and
in the relatiTe values of--gold
and silver in Englantl from the
Conquest. to 1717, 283, 28~;
similar tables for Scot.land,
.howing their relative values
and the successive degradationa
of the Scotch coins from 1101
to 1107, 289, 290; table showing the di1ference per cent. in
the value in England and Jreland, of the varioua coins current in Ireland, 326 ; table
showing the alterations in our
silver money from the Conquest
to 1758, 4~4; o1leenations
thereon, ~~~-4§0; table &howing the average weight- of the
Philippic in Troy grains, MO ;
table showing the mean weight
of the didrachm, "1;
table
of the weights of \he varioQII
Denarii in ~e British )[uaenm,
66~, 566; Eisenachmid'a table
of specific gravities referred to,
667; tables of Greek and R0man money, 691, 693
7bcituB referred to, 661, 6H, 615,
quoted, 125, §76
Tale momy-{3ee Monev)
Talent, the talent alluded to in
Holy Writ, 15; the A.ttic
Eginean and Euboic talent&,
532, 5~5,5n
Tena,,", how they would gain by
any measure for raising the
nominal value of money. and
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fIice t1Il7"34, 328, 324, 829,
880
7fN0d0riu, his code de Ponder~
toribtu quoted, 662, 669, 612,
cited 668
TMophralttu
referred to, 588,
note; 681, note
Tlaeorie& of commerce, money, and
exchange, 341
77aua_Antiquitatumlhmcarum
referred to, 639
77waurtu Afttipitatl&m RmAan:
cited 552
ThtlC1Jdidu referred to, 535, note
7UburienBem GensaBium-(See Ger.of Tilbury)
Tin, unfit for money, 316
TOfDer, (mint at the Tower) difference between Tower weight
and 'froy weight, 319, 44~,
note-{See .HiM)
TottmB, relative advantages enjoyed in to1i'D8 and villages,
859,860
Trade, Origin of trade, 9, 10, 355 ;
intimate eonnexion
of trade
and commerce, 12; Lycurgus'
mode of strangling commerce,
by excluding silver and coin
from his native city, w.; impediments to trade one cause of
the rarity of money, 88; increase of trade produced by
abundance of money, U; coin
1f8Il deriBed as a rate and mea
IIUre ofmerchandize, and should
therefore be immutable, 121;
serious discouragement to trade
incident to a degradation of
the coinage, 129, 161, 454,
456; damage to trade COIlBequent on the plague and
amcity of corn, 136; effect of
the balance of trade on the
plenty or Bcal'Cityof gold and
silver, 140, 145, 218, 219, 816 ;
balance of trade defined, 145,
210,318,408, 405; the trade
of the world will not be forced,
hut will make its own way,
148, U~; though there ,be a
method in trade, it is held imJIOI!8ibleto describe the same,
149 ; branches of trade instanced as requiring the exportation of bullion, 150, 151;
money of gold and silver is the
healt rule of commerce, ant!
mWll. therefore be equal, or

7rade:-

else it is no rule, 151; money
will never be exported if
manufactures or otJaer commodities will answer the purpose equally well, 161, 162;
t.he art. of a merchant, wherein
it consists, 162; extent to
which our trade has been
injured by the war, 210;
injury llUIfered by
trade
when the current coin is
vitiated, 233, 454, 455, 461,
463; Mr. Locke mistaken in
stating that silver alone is lhe
measure of commerce, 298,
299; in trade regard is had
only to the real value of gold
and silver in coins, 815, 454,
455, 414, 415, 419, 480;
influence of the course of exchange on trade, 316; to carry
on inland commerce conveniently, silver should form onethird and gold two-thirds of
the currency, 319; from the
Bcal'City of specie in Ireland,
the domestic traffic could not
be carried on without hanker's
notes, 819; theories of commerce, money. and exchange,
841; natllre and origin of
wealth and commerce, w.;
one great mystery of trade is
to keep off new adventurers by
concealing its profits, 362 ;
usefulness of commerce, 358861; forcign commerce, its
wonderful effecll8 and advantages, 361, 868 ; what trade
is m08t beneficial, and I1ice
t7er8d, 862; wise regulationa
for commerce as well interual
as foreign, one of the means to
promote industry, 86'1; the
first commerce among men
carried on by barter, 368 ; a nation having no foreign commerce is not in need of any 8pecific quantity of money, 898,
400, 401; illUBtratiollB, 899,
400;money as such, thongh very
useful and neceaary in traffic,
yet scarce falls within the idea
of riches, 400; mariners and
artificers bred and nourished
by commerce, 403; a balance
paid 111 money doth not necessarily infAr a loss by trade,
404; popular errors regarding
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trade exposed, 407, 408; the
genius of trade breathes and
requires a certain degree of
security and freedom, 413;
bills of exchange the greatest
encouragement
to commerce,
and the
greatest
blow to
despotism, 416, note;
something selfish, ungenerous, and
illiberal in the nature and views
of trade, 416, note; wherein
the mystery of exchange doth
principally consist, 429; tyrannical restrictious
laid on
trade in 1550 consequent on
the degrsdattoa
of the coin,
445,447
Trades, usefulness
of different
trades illustrated,
356, 358;
"Jack-of-all-Trades
will never
be rich," 358, note
Treaaury, report by W. Lowndes,
Esq, to the Lords Commissioners of, on the amendment
the coins, 169-255
Tribute-(See SeignO'rQge)
Troy, difference between troy and
Tower weight, 379, 444; composition of a pound troy of
standard gold and silver, 382 ;
the pound troy preferable to
avoirdupois. 511-(8ee Weight)
Turkey, our trade with her can,
not be carried on without the
export of bullion thither, 151

Tuscany-(See Italy)

u.
United PrQVin~See
HoUand)
" Universal Merchant," the work
cited and commended,
412,
note
Use, first usc of money, 9; second
and third uses of money, 9, 10;
use and delight the origin of
value and price, 18; admirable
adaptation of natural products
to their various uses, 347: but
few ready fitted for use, ib;
necessity and advantage of labour and industry,
UlJ"uryj, taking usury for money its
most unnatural use, 10; usury
of place and time distinguished,
iT.,; absurdity of our lawl! for
limiting
interest
of money,

w.

167

v.
Value, intrinaic and extrinsic value
of money, 12, 13, 187, 517;
use and delight the origin of
value and price, 18; relative
value of gold and sllver among
different nations at different
times, 18,19,29, 135, 274-279,
304, 325; fall of the precious
metals in value during interval
from 25 Edward III. to 1675,
57; if the mint value of money
be raised the price of commodines riseth with it, 78, 87,
128; persous who suffer most
by the raising of the nominal
value of money, 79, 85, 808,
323, 327, 330; evils and confusion that would arise from
reducing money to the lowness of ancient values, 97101; instances of the excessive raising of the value of
money by different nations,
115, 118; how the value in
extrinsic denomination of the
gold and silver in English
coins has been raised from
Edward I. to 1 William and
Mary, 187-199; resume showing the extrinsic value to have
been trebled in that time, 199,
200; debasing the coin contrasted with raising its extrinsic value, 200, 306; ilIustrationa of Mr. Lowndes' plan for
raising the value of money, 201,
219,237,238,
241-253; when
the extrinsic value of silver in
coin is less than its price in
bullion, the coin will be melted,
206; Mr. Lowndes' proposal
for degrading the standard by
raising the nominal value of
coin ehietly defeated by the
vigorous
resistance
of Mr.
Locke, 261; there is a ehange
in the value of gold and silver
as often as there is a change in
their quantities, but this does
not hinder them from being
measures of value, 299, 306;
the values of gold and silver
proportional to their weight
and scarcity, 303; the legal
or mint value of gold and
silver is the value put on them
hv the laws of each country,
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Value:or equivalent for which goods
.~03; market values of gold and
are exchanged, 370, 372; the
silver in England and Ireland
value of money should be percontrasted, ih.; the real or natural value of gold and silver
manent or unalterable, 372 ; we
reckon by money hut labour and
cannot be raised or lowered by
skill are the main standards by
the authority of a prince, 306,
which the value of things are
393, 394; this governed by
ultimately ascertained, 373 ;
weight, scarcity, and demand
alleged that silver is less subfor them 306, 393; money
ject to variation in its value
may by law be raised in two
than gold, 386, 387; the more
wa)'s and lowered in two ways,
money there is in currency the
306; a change in the legal
less the value of a given sum
value of money will cause a
in proportion to other things,
proportional change in the
and vice VerBa, 391, 392, 397 ;
value of commodities, 306, 393 ;
illustration, 391, note, 392, 393;
example, 306, 308; general
laws cannot regulate or alter the
rule for determining the proportion of the mint value of
real value of money, 393, 394 ;
value of bullion not according
alloyed or fine gold to fine
to its prime cost, 394, 395, 398;
silver, 309; examples, ib;
rules for ascertaining the Engmoney alters its value by slow
degrees, 395, 396, 398; the
lish value of foreign gold and
value of any particular comsilver coins, 309, 311); exammodity will bear nearly the
ples, 310, 311; raising the nosame proportion to the sum
minal value of our coin will
total of commodities disposed
not prevent one farthing from
of within a given time as the
going out, 315; in trade regard
said value bears to the sum
is had only to the real value or
weight of gold or silver in coin,
total of money circulating
within that time, 398, 408;
315,324,331,455; illustrations,
tb.; shrewdness of the Duteh
merchants should know exactly
in the time of the Mississippi
the true proportional values
scheme in buying up French
of the monies of all countries,
commodities with French mo420; table showing the proney raised in nominal value, 325;
portion borne by fine gold to
in trading countries the values
fine silver from the Conquest
of commodities are governed
to 1758, 444; why coin and
by the rates which foreigners
bullion of the same metal and
give for them, th.; in wealthy
fineness are not always of the
countries the value of labour
same value, 468, 469; all conis much greater than that of
tracts and the prices of comland, 348; value of labour to
modities are measured by the
that of land in England comstandard and not by the inputed as 7 to 2, 349; great
trinsic value of coins where they
value of arts and industry, ib.,
pase by tale, 490; gold and
note; value of things, how essilver have been continually
timated, 350; value in use
sinking in value from the conand value in exchange, ib.;
tinual increaae of their quannatural more than artificial
tity, 500; the real value of
products suhject to variation
coins depends not on their
in thcir value, 351; things are
names, but on what quantity
more valued the farther they
they contain of fine gold or
arc from where t.hey were prosilver, 517; gold and silver
duced, ib.; the price of labour
coined and uncoined of the
the chief standard that regusame weight and fineness are
lates the value of all things,
of equal value, 518; inquiry
352 ; some estimate of the value
into the value of the ancient
of labour, ib.; moneya htaRclard
Greek and Roman money. 527measure and also the tfalue
587; tables showing the deno-
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Value:-

War:-

miDatiODB or ihe principal
Greek and Boman coins, and
their values in eterliDg money,
589-593-(See
also Standard)
Vanity, though ruinous to individuals is yet perhaps beneficial
to the commllllity, 886
VatTO rk re RU8tica, referred to,
552
Vauglaan, Rice, his Diacotll'Be or
Coin and Coinage, 1; referred
to, 509
V mice, the carat a Venetian weight,
882, note; the Bank of Venice
the oldest in Europe, 412
Vice, the suppression of vice, sloth,
and all kinde of immoralities
a means of producing industry,
867
Villagu, relative advantages enjoyed by toWD8 and villages,
859,360
VillalptmdU8 cited, 554; quoted as
to the various weights of denarii coined at the same time,
563
Vilntf1iU8, cited with regard to
copper obolee, 583, 534, 6tH
V0piacU8, cited as to the national
degradation consequent on the
corruption of its money, 125

cODBlderation of the policy of
lH8tabliabing
the cUpped ailver.coin during war, 250
Watdl, the baJance-spring in a good
watch Is worth above a million
times the value of the steel,
848, note
WtaltA, nature and origin or wealth
and commeree, 847; land mel
labour the sources of all wealth,
847, 848 ; wealth coDBiats either
of property in land, or in the
product.
of land and labour,
848; or the comparative riches
or wealth of nations, 868, 365 ;
a good government is itself a
most valuable treasure and a
main source of ricbes, 368;
great mineral wealth or Britain,
864, note; the products natural
and artificial of a nation, 364 ;
it is in the products of arts
that riches chidy coDBisi, 865 ;
univeJ'llal desire to increase in
wealth,
industry the source
of weall.h, 866; the number
of indUBtrious people and not
money
is what enriches
a
country, 400
Wear and Pear, 10llB by, and rate
of wear on Bilver coins, 805;
illustration,
Weight, mode of computing
the
finenesB and weight of gold and
silver in France and England,
18; weigl1t the ancient mode of
measuring gold and silver, 14,
15, 878, &56; iustanceB drawn
from Holy Scripture, 1"5; relative weights of gold, Bilver,
lead, tin, iron, copper, &0., 22,
805; arguments
in favour of
making payments bT weight,
109; money payment of crown
rent.a by weight, temp. William
the Conqueror, 172; all light
money, temp. Edw. I., paid by
weight to the king's changer
to be recoined, 178; CODlpUtatiOD of the common
weight
of a hundred pounds by tale
in ordinary Bilver muney in
1695. 258, and in 1729, 305;
weight and fineDellll of our gold
and Bilver coin, 214, 279, 382 ;
the real or natural
value or
gold and allver governed by
weight, scarci~y, and demand,
306;
foreiguera
regard only

w.
WtJqu. of labour an index to prices
of necessaries, 69 ; wages, temp_
Edw. III., and in other reigns,
69,60-64;
sufferiDgs of labourera on statute wages incident
to a degradation of the coins,
130; the price of labour the
chief Btandard that regulatee
the value of all thinga, 362,492;
where labour is cheap land "Iso
will be cheap, 363; where the
price of labour
insufIicient to
support the labourer and his
family, he has a right to
charitable aid from his opuleJlt
neighbours,
364;
mechanics
earn more than labourera, 355 ;
the wages of day-labour paid
in Silver, 387, 492; this conducea to preeerve an eTenness
and permanence
in the value
of this metal, 387
War, extent to which our trade
has been affected by war, 210;

u

ro.;

ro.
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Weig1U:JYeig1U:the real value of gold or silver
wine pint of any liquor a
pound, 557; difference in the
in coin, 315, 455; our prespecific gravities of various
sent weights and divisions of
money, 379; diftcrence beliquids, 557, 567; confused and
tween troy and Tower weight,
contradictory accounts given of
the Roman weights, 567, 568;
879, 444; Tower and Saxon
weight supposed to be identiby treaty between the Romans
and Antioehus the weight of
cal, 379, 444,note; this weight
the Euboic talent is set at 80
abolished, temp. Henry VIlL,
379, 444, note; composition
Roman pounds, 582
of a pound troy of gold and
Weat Indies, effect of the discovery
silver, 382; table showing
of, on wages, &c., 59, 304;
the several alterations in the
great quantities of gold and
standard and weight of our
silver brought thence hither,
silver money from the Norman
61, 67, 804; consequent glut
Conquest to 1758, 444; obof these metals, 68; one of the
servations thereon, 444, 450;
Indies drains away a great part
necessity for standard meaof the superfluous bullion of
sures of all sorts, both as to
the other, 397
weight and extension, 452, 453,
Wheat, price of, temp. Edward I1J.,
610--512; they must be units,
63, 64; price of, temp. Henry
510; they and their parts
VII. and in 1729,299; suitableand multiples should be kept
ness of wheat for a reserved rent
in proper places for reference,
which is designed to be eon510, 511; plan for making
stantly the same in all future
them available to the public,
ages, 387, note
Ib_; impolicy of having the
William L, payments in kind for
pound troy and avoirdupois,
crown rents converted into
511; weights, &c_, of varions
money payments by weight in
ancient Greek and Roman
his time, 171
coins, 527-593; so far as the
William and Mary, proceedings in
their reign regarding money,
discovery of the Roman pound
depends on their coins it must
184,199,206, note
be obtained from the gold ones
Wolaey, Oardinal, one of the Commissioners appointed by Henry
alone, 580; the Greek coins
VIII. for altering the stanwere not only money but
dard and values of the king's
weights, 582; comparison of
Dutch and English weights,
money, 21, 27, 61
539 and note; weigMs of vaWorbnen-(See Labourers)
rious Egyptian coins, 545,546;
weight of the Euboic talent,
546, 582; weight of Roman
gold money, 551 ; the deu&rlns
not used. a weight till adopted
XetWpllon referred to regarding
the purity of Attic silver, 533,
as such by the Greek physicians in Rome, Ib_; comparison
as to value of Asiatic siglus,
548; as to value of the Persian
of the ancient with modern
Roman weights. and with troy
daric,578
and French weights, 552, 558,
555, 559, 561, 568, 569; objections to the pound weight
Y.
derived from the contents of
Vespasian's congins, 555, 557 ;
Yard-(See
MeamrtJ8 and Stanour books of pharmacy call a
dard)
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